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Art. I.

—

Results derivedfrom an examination of the United States

Weather Maps for 1872, 73, and 74; by Elias Loomis, Pro-
fessor of > . in Yale College. Third paper.

With Plate I.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, "Washington, April 20, 1875.]

In this Journal for July, 1874, I gave the average direction

of storm paths and the velocity of progress for each month of
the year as deduced from 314 cases in 1872 and 73. I have
made a similar examination of the weather maps for 1874, and
now present the results derived from 171 cases for that year,

ith the average results derived from combining all

the observations of the three years, making in the aggregate
48o cases.
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. 55.—Jult, 1875.
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The average course of the storms in 1874 was four degrees

more northerly than for the two preceding years, and the

average velocity was 1*3 miles per hour greater; but the

change both in the direction and velocity depending upon

the season of the year was similar to that before noticed.

According to the combined results derived from the three

rvations, the course of storms is most southerly in

July, and most northerly in April and October, the mean

difference between the extreme months amounting to 25°.

The velocity of progress is greatest in February, and least in

August, the former exceeding the latter by 74 per cent. In

directed toward a point west of north. This occurred on the

18th of April, in the case of a storm which originated in the

Gulf of Mexico, and whose course for one day was 13° west

of north. The most southerly direction for the year occurred

in the case of the storm of Aug. 21st, whose course for one

day was N. 163° E., or S. 17° E., a directional most exactly

opposite to that of the storm of April 18th.

The most rapid progress of a storm center observed in

one day occurred Feb. 22nd, being 1280 miles, or 53*3 miles

per hour ; and the least velocity occurred Aug. 21st, being

228 miles in 24 hours, or 9*5 miles per hour.

These are the results derived from observations made $
intervals of 24 hours. If. we make the comparison at interval?

of eight hours, we shall find much greater variations in respect

to both direction and velocity. According to the monthly

maps, published under the direction of the Chief Signal Officer,

from the 7th to the 11th of May, 1874, the path of a storm

center situated about 300 miles west

of Lake Superior was such as is rep-

resented by the annexed diagram;

where the figures above the curve linetigur

show the days of the

those below 1, 2, 3, indi

ively the 7.35 A. M., 4.3

11 p. M. observations,

perceived that the direc

(d more than 180° in 24
lth the center of the s

ur to hour, :

»r,n p'lth mo
progress may '

nth, and

?

reSP
ana

\vi'lfV

d of the

4 hours, ana

n was distant

om its position on the morning of the 9th-

e actual motion of the storm's center from

Lrked in my former article, we fin

any direction whatever, and the velocity

from 15 miles per hour toward the we?''

tiles per hour toward the east
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Diurn progress of storms.

In order to ascertain whether the progress of storms is uni-

form throughout the entire day, I availed myself of the
monthly maps issued by the Signal Service Bureau. These
maps show the position of tlie storm centers for three hours
of the day, viz : at 7.35 A. M., which is designated by (1) ; at

4.35 p. M., which is designated by (2) ; and at 11 P. M., which
is designated by (3). On each storm track, the distance from
1 to 2, from 2 to 3. and from 3 to 1 (of the next day), was
carefully measured on a scale of inches, and these distances
were afterward reduced to miles by computation. The total

distance traveled by a storm center during each interval was
divided by the number of hours in the interval, and thus
the hourly velocity of progress obtained for three different

portions of the day. The following table shows the average
results of this comparison for the storm paths for 1873 and 1874.
The numbers given in column second represent the average
hourly velocity in miles for the interval from 7.35 A. M. to

4.35 p. m.
; the numbers in column third for the interval from

4.35 P. m. to 11 p. m. ; and the numbers in column fourth
represent the velocity from 11 p. M. to 7.35 A. It of the
following day.

1-2 2-::

_L1
_-„ ;;-]

Jan.

~
TTT

_____

_s-_ Julv

~
~2^2~

Feb.
:,-".! 28-9J Aug.

27 _ Sept.M:=n-h

22-9 Oct. :,,., ,.,.; _:; ->

May
2 ;>>.. 22-2 Dec' :;:;•:; :j7-i 2!< -9

Y^T li*^ 25-1

From this table it appears that the average velocity of
storms from 4.35 p. m. to 11 p. m. is about 25 per cent greater
than it is for the remainder of the day. This excess varies
for the different months, ranging from 14 to 32 per cent, but
in each month the most rapid prourress occurs during the same
portion of the day.

lh\> diurnal inequality i< doubtless connected with a diurnal
in some one and perhaps several of the other

-deal elements. Its maximum value apparently oc-
curs about 7 p. m. Now this is not the hour of the maximum
torce of the wind, nor of the maximum or minimum tempera-
ture, and hence it may be presumed that the inequality does
not depend directly upon the velocity of the wind nor upon
the absolute temperature. This hour (7 P. m.) is, however, the
time when the temperature of the day is declining most rapidly.
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:
fthe

and this condition must be favorable to a rapid

the rain-area in front of a storm. When, at a given place in

front of a storm center, a system of causes is in operation

which is soon to result in a fall of rain, the ordinary change of

temperature at evening must accelerate the commencement of

the rainfall ; that is, must extend the rain-area more rapidly,

and this, we have seen in a former article (this Jour., vol. viii,

p. 3), must increase the velocity of the storm's progress.

This extension of the rain-area in front of a storm does not

necessarily imply an increase in the average rainfall

that part of the day ; nevertheless, I have endeavored to

determine whether there is a diurnal inequality in the fall

of rain. For this purpose I first examined the observations

made at Girard College, Philadelphia, from 1840 to 1845, but
found only seven months (viz: Jan., March, June, July, Aug.,
Sept., Oct., 1843) in which the self-registering rain-

reported to have been in good condition. In the following

table, column second shows the aggregate amount of rain at

Philadelphia for each hour of the day during these seven
months.

Rainfall at Philadelphia.

perhaps
for that

Hour. ,a. Average. Hour. itt. Average.

-').:. .-.• 1-633 0-869 Noon 0-366 Vdli
•917 •783

•398 826 1-438 1036
•636 1-152

•686 1-265

5 •684 5 1-23-1

733 1-285
•822 2-598 1-206

•m •802 0-375 1-165

10 •427 1-235

11 0-848 780 11 1-140 0-865

As these numbers show considerable irregularities, I have
taken the average of each successive five numbers in column
second and set down the results in column third. These
resulting numbers show a pretty steady progress from a mini-

mum at 3 A. M. to a maximum about 6 P. M., and from thence

a steady decline to the following minimum. The maximum is

nearly 2J times the minimum, although the former is made too

I the latter too great by the mode of reduction

employed. It seems probable, therefore, that the dim rial in-

a ted by these observations, is a

law of the Philadelphia climate, and we may presume, there-

fore, that it is a law for the immediate vicinity of PI,:

I next examined the observations made at the sigual service
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stations for Sept., Oct., and Nov., 1872, these being the only
months for which the observations have been fully published,

and I confined the comparison to those stations which are north
of lat. 35°. The total rainfall for a month at all the stations

north of the parallel of 35° was determined for each of the

three intervals into which the day is divided ; these results were
v the number of days in the month, giving the aver-

{•i tlaih fall for each of these intervals ; and these last results

were divided by the number of hours in the corresponding inter-

val, giving thus the average hourly rainfall for all the stations

for these three portions of the day. The following is the final

Hourly rainfall at the S. S. Stations.

September 0*244 inch 0.308 inch 288 inch
October -174 -200 -192

November -155 "143 -180

Mean 0*191 0-217 0-220

These numbers indicate that the average rainfall for the sta-

tions employed is nearly uniform throughout the day. If,

then, there is a decided diurnal inequality in the i

tie that for other parts of the
country the maximum takes place at a different hour, so that

I the aggregate for a series of stations stretching across
the continent, the total rainfall is nearly uniform for all hours
of the day.

The British Government has published the hourly observa-
tions of rainfall for eleven months of the vear 1874 at seven
stations, viz : two in Ireland, two in Scotland, and three in

England. From these observations it may be inferred that not
only the absolute amount of rain, but also the time of maxi-
mum, depends very much upon the locality. In the aggregate
for the seven stations there are indications of two daily max-
ima, one at 5 in the morning, and the other at 7 in the evening,

na near noon and midnight; but since the Fa

lit upon such a variety of causes, it is hazardous to
draw general conclusions, except from a long series of ob-

In a Conner paper (this Jour., vol. viii, p. 4) I endeavored to
show the connexion between the velocity of a storm's progress

:tent of the rain-area on the eastern side of the storm.
1 ,- ".ad, a similar comparison of the observations of 1874,
and now present the results. The number of cases suited to
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this comparison in 1874 was 80 ; and I have divided them
into four equal classes, the first division embrac'ng those cases

in which the progress of the storm in one day was at least 855
miles ; the second, those cases in which the progress was from
855 to 665 miles ; the third, from 665 to 490 ; and the fourth

embracing the cases in which the progress was less than 490
miles in one day. In the following table, columns one and two
show the results heretofore published, derived from the obser-

vations of 1872 and '73 ; columns three and four show the

results derived from the observations of 1874, while columns
five and six show the results derived from combining the

observations of the three years.

Obs. of 1 T-J ^17i Obs. of 1874. 3 yea SObB.

EH. ~m. „„„.„„ Ve.oC,, B—~

1
590
548

II

uo

611
535

29-2

223
15-3

640

Although the velocity of progress does not appear to be
strictly proportioned to the eastward extent of the rain -area

(for the observations are seldom sufficiently numerous to indi-

cate precisely the extent of this area, and it is plain that there

are other causes which contribute to influence the result), yet I

think it is well establis ed that m imusna xtensi >i <>i rh

rain-area is generally accompanied by a velocity of progress

greater than the mean. The result of "the three years' observa-
tions shows the average extent of the rain-area eastward from
the center of the storm to be 542 miles. When the eastern

extent of the rain-area is 100 miles greater than the mean, the

hourly velocity of the storm's progress is increased 13 -7 miles :

but when the eastern extent of the rain-area is 100 miles less

than the mean, the hourly velocity of the storm's progress is

diminished 9-5 miles.

I have also determined the influence of the rain-area upon
. as shown by the • •

of 1874, in the same m in my former paper
(this .hair., vol. viii, p. 5). The following table shows : first.

the results heretofore publis , ! . - aid, tin resul - i
<•

from the observations of 1874 : and third, the results derived
from combining the observations of the three years.
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Obs. of 1872 and 73. Obs. of 1874. Obs. of three years.
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From the result of three years' observations, it appears that

when the course of a storm is most northerly, the axis of the

rain-area is inclined to the storm's path 9° toward the south ;

but when the course of a storm is most southerly, the axis of

the rain-area is inclined to the storm's path only 4°. If, then,

in any case we can learn the precise limits of the rain-area

about a storm-center, we ought to be able to predict with con-

siderable confidence the direction and velocity of the storm's

progress.

[hfl>u;,.<*t >f a xei<jh,h<>ri,t<j area of high barometer upon the pro-

gress of a storm.

In order to determine the influence of a neighboring area of

high barometer upon the progress of a storm, I selected all

- in which a weather map showed both a storm cen-

ter and an area of high barometer. I then divided the cases

into eight classes, according to the direction of the center of

meter from the center of low barometer. From the

center of low barometer I drew eight radii, making with each
other angles of 45°, and so situated that two of the octants

should be bisected by a meridian line. These octants are desig-

nated by the terms, north, northeast, east, etc. A large sheet

of paper was then ruled with appropriate divisions for each of

t i< - s and when the irea of high barometer was on the

north side of the storm center, the velocity and direction of the

storm's path were entered in the column headed north. I pro-

ceeded in like manner with each of the cases in succession.

An average was then taken of the directions and velocities in

the several columns.
The following table shows the result of this comparison for

1872, '73 and '74. Column 1st shows the direction of the area

of high barometer from the storm center ; column 2d shows
the number of cases employed ; column 3d shows the average
velocity of the storm's progress ; and column 4th shows the

direction in which the storm advanced.
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The influence of a neighboring area of high barometer upon
the velocity of a storm's progress is nut very decided, neverthe-

less the observations indicate that when the high barometer is

on the east side of the storm, the velocity of the storm's pro-

gress is diminished eight per cent ; and that the velocity is

increased by about the same amount when a high barometer is

situated on the south side of the storm.

The effect of an area of

barometer upon the di-
" a storm's progress

be more decided,

of the storm being
northerly when the high

barometer is on the northeast

side, and most southerly

when the high barometer is

on the south or southeast

side ; in each case the storm-

path is deflected toward the

of high barometer,
referring to my former

article'"
*

2) it will be s

ever side of

area of high barometer is sit-

uated, both systems tend to im-

upon the intermediate air. It

seems, therefore, that the imme-
diate effect of an area of high

barometer must be to extend
the area of the wind which be-

longs to that side of the storm,

and probably also to increase

the velocity of the wind upon
that side of the storm which is

aeter. If, then, the high barometer is on
the southeast side of the storm's
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belongs to that side of the storm should extend to a greater

distance, and probably blow with increased force, which would
cause increased rainfall upon that side, and the storm's path
would incline in that direction. In like manner, if the high
barometer were on the north side of the storm's center, the

increased precipitation on that side should cause the storm's

path to incline more to the northward.
It might be supposed that the same course of reasoning

would lead us to conclude that a storm's progress should be
most rapid when there is an area of high barometer on its

eastern side. To this it may be answered, that although the
fall of the barometer in such a case should be more rapid than
usual, still, as the barometer starts from a point unusually
high, the fall must continue for a proportionally longer time
before the minimum is reached. The same consideration may
in part explain why the progress of a storm is not as much
accelerated by a high barometer on the northeast side as it is

by a high barometer on the southeast side. In the former case,

the high barometer is nearer to the track which the storm is to
pursue, and there must be a greater fall of the barometer before
the minimum is attained.

Form of the isobaric curves.

In my first article (this Jour., vol. viii, p. 11) I gave some
comparisons illustrating the form of the isobaric curves about
a storm center, as shown by the weather maps of 1872 and 78.
I have made a similar comparison for the storms of 1874, and
with the following results : The number of cases found suited
to tlii< kim l of comparison was 75. In 35 of these cases (that
is, 47 per cent of the whole) the major axis of the isobar meas-
ured was at least double the minor axis. In 15 cases (that is,

20 per cent of the whole) the major axis was at least three
times the minor axis ; and in 5 cases (that is, 7 per cent of the
whole) the major axis was at least four times the minor axis,
ihe average form of the isobars about a storm center may be
said to be an irregular oval, whose length is nearly double its

breadth. In order to give a more distinct idea of the form of
these curves, I have selected the storm of March 29, 1873, and
nave represented several of the isobars on the accompanying
chart, Plate I. It will be seen that the longer diameter of
these curves is nearly three times the shorter diameter. The
arrows show the direction of the wind at the signal service sta-
tions, and the force of the wind is partudlv indicated by the

• Jfrrows; a length i
- a velocity

ot at least 20 miles per hour : a length of 0-3 inch a velocity of
*~ nr

) miles; and a length of 02 inch a velocity less
than 10 i

i per hour.
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An inspection of this map will show that the centrifugal

force arising from the circulation of the wind around the storm
center cannot be the principal cause for the fall of the barom-
eter, for otherwise the form of the isobars would be more
iK'.ii'i; circular.

With regard to the direction of the major axis of the isobars,

there is but little tendency to uniformity; nevertheless, the
most prevalent direction is about N. 35° E., which is almost
identical with the result derived from the observations of 1872
and 73.

Great and i temperature.

In a former paper (this Jour., vol. ix, p. 8) I called attention

to the great and sudden changes of temperature frequently
experienced in the United States and in other parts of the

world, and suggested an explanation of this phenomenon. I

will now present some additional facts bearing upon the same
question. In the Eeport of the Chief Signal Officer for 1873
is given the maximum mperature of each day
in 1873 at 40 stations in the United States and Canada. I

have examined these tables to find all the cases in which the

difference between the maximum and minimum of the same
day amounted to at least 40°. The following table shows all

iln stations at winch so great a difference was observed, and
also the number of cases which occurred each month.

Diurnal Change of Temperature o/40° and upwards in 1873.

Lat. L„,
i

5

I 1 1

~1

1

2

1

::

::
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}

i i i i
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1

1
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.
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.
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Chicago
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.
• :

:
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li.u U
li't -1.

',i h
t;3 :;;

!

i for the month indicated
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1873, is 16, which is 40 per cent of the whole number of sta-

tions; and among the stations at which so great a difference

was not observed, are Kingston, Toronto and Montreal, in

Canada, and the summit of Mount Washington in New Hamp-
shire.

In the Eeport of the Chief Signal Officer for 1874 is given
the maximum and minimum temperature of each day in 1874
at 107 stations in the United States and Canada. The follow-

ing table shows all the cases in which the difference between
the maximum and minimum of the same day amounted to at

least 40°.

Diurnal Change of Temperature o/40° and upwards in 1874.

Colorado Springs

Cheyenne
Fort Sully

Breckenridge ..

Yankton
Geneva
San Antonio . .

.

Pembina
Fort Garry
Stayner

Halifi
m
.]""^

Morgantown ...
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Mt. Washington
Ottawa

WySufvfflel""

Buffalo"""^""
Burlington

Charleston

Bulutlf!.."^"

Export ......

Kingston

Norfoik
a

.

on
.;;:

Portland," Oreg".;
Port Stanley...

Squan Beach";
Saint Louis

2:> :

!-;
'':.

47 1

;, U

:::. U
UK
in •I'-

ii: is

i; ::

a .-,

4k
104 58! 8 3

10."j 4 2 1

98 25l 3 "I

«o 9 ; ; ;

:

i

i

i

«
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}

*
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The number of stations at which a difference of 40° between
the maximum and minimum of the same day was observed in

1871, is 38, which is 35 per cent of the whole number of

stations; and among t- e stations at which so great a differ-

ence did not occur, are Kingston, Toronto and Montreal, in

Canada, and Pike's Peak, at an elevation of 14,092 feet above
the sea.

From the preceding tables it appears that throughout the

greater part of the United States there is occasionally observed

a difference of 40° between the maximum and minimum tem-

perature of the same day, and there are a few places where
such changes are remarkably frequent. This phenomenon
occurs moat frequently at stations situated between the Missis-

er and the Eocky Mountains, and at the head of the

list stand Colorado Springs and Denver. Colorado Springs is

situated on the eastern side of Pike's Peak, at an elevation of

5,935 feet above the sea, and Denver is distant from it about

60 miles on the eastern slope of the Eocky Mountains, at an
elevation of 5,135 feet.

These cases of great diurnal change of temperature result

from the ord he effect due
to the pa—a^e <>! a \:u\d storm : an<l be >uddeit fall of temper-
ature, whii : - a great stor n. f think cannot

oiitting the sudden descent from
a great height of air whose temperature is unusually low.

The proximity to mountains appears to favor this sudden
descent of air from a great h

Denver are situated where the upward and downward motion
of atmospheric currents must be uncommonly frequent, and
they siirpass all the other stations of the signal service in the

Lnness of the changes of temperature. An
instance of this kind has recently been reported which is the

most remarkable I have ever known. I have received a state-

ment of the facts from three different sources, all of which
agree in the main, but they show differences of several degrees
of temperature, which may be ascribed to a difference in the

expos wv of the instruments. The most moderate statement is

died by the observer at the U. S. signal service sta-

tion, and I will therefore adopt his numbers in preference to

either of the others.

Storm of Jan. 15, 1875, at Denver, Colorado.

At 9 P. it. of that day the thenm
zero. The wind then veered sut

9.15 p. M. the thermometer stood i
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'27 and 40

which there was but little change till near noon of the next
day. The preceding observations show a rise of the thermom-
eter amounting to 39 degrees in 35 minutes.

On the 15th of January, the thermometer had been above 40°

all the morning, with a fresh southwest wind. About 11.30
A. M. the thermometer stood at 52°. The wind then suddenly
backed to northeast, and at 12.30 P. M. the thermometer stood
at 4°

; being a change of 48° in one hour. Another observer,

who is pronounced perfectly reliable, says that between 11
A. M. and noon a thermometer fell from 58° to 22° (that is,

thirty-six degrees) in five minutes. The annexed figure on

Thermometer.

,
-

.

,_

J

/
. -

^

\

'

v -'
—

"

the left will perhaps give a better idea of the extent and sud"
denness of these changes of temperature than would be derived
from a simple description. The entire curve shows the state

i!t i^
6 tDermomet-er for nearly two days, from 5.43 a. m., Jan.

14th, to 9 p. m., Jan. 15tb, according to the observations made at
the signal service station. The figure on the right shows the
changes in the pressure of the atmosphere during the same
Period. On the 14th the barometer fell from 24*88 to 24"40
mches, and on the 15th it rose again to 2476 inches.

Ihese changes of temperature and pressure which were
I Denver, were the effects of a considerable storm

which came from the northwest, and whose center passed on
the eaSt side of Denver, within about 250 miles of that place.

?as accompanied bj tea in Colo-
rado and Kansas. It probably did not differ materially from
P
e

^j.
nter storms frequently experienced in other portions of

toe United States, except in the extreme suddenness of the
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changes of wind and temperature,

sudden changes can be fully expla

polar current sweeping along the earth's surface f

to a lower latitude, but it seems necessary to admit a sudden

transfer of very cold air from a higher to a lower level.

The heat of Jan. 14th probably resulted from the sudden pre-

cipitation of vapor caused by the elevation of air from the

earth's surface; and this warm air near the earth's surface sud-

denly ascended on the loth, being displaced by the colder air

of a greater elevation.

In preparing the materials for this article, I have been

assisted by Mr. Edward S. Cowles, a graduate of Yale College

of the class of 1873.

Art. II—Preliminary Note on a Magnetic Proof Plane; by
Henry A. Eowland.

About four years ago I r

ments on t! aetism on iron

by means of a coil of wire sliding along the bar ; the induced
current in the coil mil nometer was a meas-
ure of the number of lines of force cut by the coil and can be
found in absolute measure bv my method of using the earth

inductor. These researches nave never yet been published
owing to circumstances beyond my control, but are known to

quite a number of persons in this countrv. and will soon be
published. The method there used is the only correct one that

I know of for experimenting on magnetic distribution, and my
purpose in this note is to extend it to bodies of all shapes, so

that experiments on magnetic distribution may Ik nm as sim-

ple and easy to perform as those on electrical distribution. And
so well has' my ma.ru '*ie proof plane accomplished this that I

ere the subject to my classes with the greatest ease.

The apparatus required is merely a small coil of wire \ to h

inch in diameter, containing from 10 to 50 turns, and a Thomson
galvanometer. When we require to reduce to absolute measure,

another coil about a foot in diameter and containing 20 or 30
turns is required. Having attached the small coil (or, as I call

it. the magnetic proof plane) to the galvanometer, we have
merely to lay it on the required spot, and when everything is

v and carry it to a distance, and
the momentar. d<-th -tion ot the galvanometer needle will be

al to that component of the lines of force at that

point which is perpendicular to the plane of the coil. And if

we apply it to the surface of a permanent magnet the so-called
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! produced by
alone, though the last is generally small and may be neglected.

1 use the words nearly in the above statement because they are

only exactly true in the cases where the lines of force proceed
from the surface in a perpendicular direction ; otherwise the

deflections must be multiplied by the secant of the angle made
by the lines of force with the surface of the magnet. In the
case of an electro-magnet made of very soft iron, theory shows
that the lines pass out nearly perpendicular to the surface and
so no correction is needed.
We can also, by a coil of this kind, determine the intensity

of the magnetic field at any point and thus be able to make a
complete map of it. Having done this, we have all the data
necessary to substitute n the iorn la which I have given in

this Journal,* and by a simple experiment can thus determine
the coefficient of magnetization of any dia magnetic or weak
paramagnetic body probably in a more accurate manner than
any Weber used. Oulv th<- hivm.-t-ized magnets could of

course be used for this purpose with any accuracy, and indeed
they are always to be preferred in obtaining the distribution
by this method.

Having obtained the distribution for any given mag in !. the

\o\ anj similar magnet of the same mater
different size becomes known by a well known law of Sir

William Thomson.
As, in the present state of our knowledge, magnetic measure-

ments are of small value unless made on the absolute scale, we
require to reduce our results to this system. There are several

loin-' t - ' ut tie - mi est is t t Inch I have
nscrj

i u mv experiments on main; :,d consists
- A" coil laid on a

len this is turned

over, the induced current will be equal to C= ~~, where n

is the number of turns in the coil, A its mean area, V the ver-

tical component of the earth's magnetism, and R the resistance
of the circuit. When the small coil is pulled suddenly away

the current will be C'=^, and so we have Q=2V~£', in

which when a Thomson galvanometer is used C and C can be

replaced by the corresponding deflections; hence Q=2V-^-
,

in which a and n' are the area and number of turns in the small
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coil and Q is that component of the magnetic field we are

measuring in the direction of the axis of the small coil.

As an illustration of this method I will give a few experi-

ments made with the magnets of a Kuhmkorff diamagnetic

apparatus, which was altogether about 2 ft. long and had its

I in. in diameter, with a hole \ in. in diameter through
them for experiments on the rotation of the plane of polariza-

tion of light, but which in these experiments were closed by
the solid poles which were screwed on. The first experiments

were with two discs of iron, 4'6 in. in diameter and 1$ in. thick,

screwed on to the poles. In the first place the poles were

turned away from one another, the current being sent through
i magnet, and the values of the magnetic field obtained

} of the disc. These may
3nter of face of disc ; No.

2, on face of disc half an inch from the edge ; No. 3, on cen-

ter of edge of disc. The measures are on the meter, gram,

second system.

1st. Strength of current, 4 -4 farads per second.

1. 2220. 2. 3550. 3. 4440.

2nd. Strength of current 8 -3 farads per second.

1. 3600. 2. 5300. 3. 7500.

Next the poles were turned toward each other and the cur-

rent sent through both magnets, so as to make the poles of the

same name. Current 4 "6 farads per second.

1st. Distance of poles, 3 in.

1. 1300. 8 3800.

2nd. Distance of poles, \\ in.

1. 600.
"

3. 4000.

Here we see an approach to one of Faraday's places of no

After this the current in one of the magnets was reversed so

as to make the poles opposite. Current the same.

1st Distance of poles, 3 in.

1. 5800. 2. 8200. 3. 6700.

2nd. Distance of poles, \\ in.

1. 9800. 2. 7500. 3. 5800.

It is curious to note how the distribution changes with the dis-

tance of the discs ; thus, on one disc free from the other, the

edge of the disc has the greatest magnetic surface density, but

when the two discs form opposite poles and are 3 in. apart, posi-

tion 2 gives the greatest effect, while, when they are 1^ in.

apart, the field is greatest at the center. This entirely agrees

with theory.
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The conical poles for diamagnetie experiments were then

screwed on. These were portions of cones with an angle at

vertex of about 60°, with the vertex considerably rounded off.

They were one inch apart and the poles were opposite. Cur-
rent 44 farads per second.

At center of field between the poles, 12500
On the axis near one pole, 32100
On cone one inch from vertex, HOUO
On cylindrical portion of magnet 2£ inches

from the vertex of the cone, 5800

These poles were now replaced by frustums of cones with
flat ends, the original diameter of the iron, 2 inches, being re-

duced at the end to 1£ inches, and they were placed \ inch

apart. The field in this case between them was 61000, or
nearly up to the maximum of magnetization of nickel at com-
mon temperatures, and above that at high temperatures.

Troy, April 1, 1875.

Art, III—On Pseudomorphs of Chlorite after Garnet at the

Spurr Mountain Iron. Mine,* Lake Superior; by EAPHAEL
PUMPELLY. With Plate II.

Pseudomorphs of garnet occur in abundance in a bed of
st, just OTeriying the great magnetite bed of the

Spurr-Michigamme iron range.*
This schist is of Archaean age and belongs in the upper beds

of the Huronian iron series. It is a very fine-grained, dark
green chlorite, which gives a light green "streak and powder,
dissolves in acids leaving a deposit of silica, and fuses B.B. on
the edge to a black magnetic enamel (fus. = 4.) It is impreg-

octahedrons of magnetite, which rarely reach a diam-
eter of one-eighth inch. Throughout the rock are scattered the

.lined rhombic-dodecahedrons of
all sizes below 1£ inches in diameter. Often perfect crystals
can be easily detached from the matrix.
On breaking the crystals and polishing the surface of fracture,

fney are found to be'changed more or less to chlorite, in some
instances specimens an og not more than five
per cent of garnet, while in others 30-50 per cent of unaltered
mineral is present.
The octahedral crystals of magnetite are scattered through

the pseudomorphs. They are visible to the naked eye, half

* l *m indebted to Dr. Cobb, the agent of the mine, and to Col. F. Nonrell,
«« eral manager, for several hundred fine specimens of these pseudomorphs.
A*. Jocr. Sri. Third Skkies-Vol. X, No. 55.-Jult, 1875.
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imbedded on the surface planes, and in the interior of the crys-

tals, both in the chlorite and in the unaltered garnet
I have made several thin sections passing through the mid-

dle of crystals, about one inch in diameter, and have studied

them under the microscope, making .such examination of the

optical characteristics as the nature of the minerals and the

limitations of the method would permit.

. Under a one-tenth inch objective (500 diameters) the garnet ap-

pears not to be strictly homogeneous in texture ; it has a

curdled structure, particles of a transparent bluish-white fill-

ing the irregular meshes of a less clear, white net-work. Both
of these portions of the garnet are isotrope, remaining dark
through a full revolution between crossed nicols. Throughout
both of these members are scattered exceedingly minute par-

ticles of a transparent red substance (hematite ?) and larger

opaque grains and discoidal plates.

A glance at a section under a low power shows that the

change has taken place by an attack on the garnet along the

countless fissures that traverse it in every direction (fig. 1),

progressing most rapidly in the larger cracks, and ramifying

Two substances, one greenish-yellow, the other clear green,

seem at first sight to be among the products now forming the

pseudomorphs, though, as we shall see, they both probably
belong to the same mineral.

I. The slightly greenish-yellow mineral (fig. 1) surrounds the

remaining garnet fragments in bands which are in places clear

and transparent, and in others are marked with longitudinal

wavy lines, which probably indicate the cleavage of the mineral.

From these broader bands, narrow ones branch off to form an

intricate net-work in the garnet fragments. The same mineral

occurs in isolated and grouped, lo stals, which

often branch out from or intersect the bands ; while in other

places the bands are often made up of these crystals, arranged

more or less parallel to each other.

These bands are generally fVFT .to T
i

ff
of an inch wide, and

under a low power (figs. 1 and 2) their edges are sharply defined.

Where a garnet fragment has been entirely destroyed, its place

is occupied by an interwoven mass of them, often associated

with irregular patches of the green substance described below.

Under a high power, both the transparent red particles and the

opaque grains and plates that were noticed in the garnet, are

observed in this alteration-product.

These bands, when observed with only one nicol—the

polarizer—show a high degree of absorption for intensity,

and an appreciable amount for color, changing from very

dark (with bluish-green tint), when the longer direction is
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very light

illel sides of the bands are crys-

cmtlini - and that they lie either in the basal

plane, or else parallel to the principal crystallographic axis,

I have attempted to determine optically the system to which
these crystals belong. The method followed is that recom-

mended by Tschermak in distinguishing pyroxene, hypers-

thene and biotite. Having carefully adjusted the microscope,*

so that the cross hairs in the ocular coincided exactly with the

in planes of the crossed nicols, I first selected an in-

dividual, generally a long one with straight sides, and brought
it by means of one of the cross-hairs into parallelism with the

on plane of one of the nicols, and then revolved the

stage till the nearest point of maximum darkness was reached,

when the principal sections of the crystal coincided each with
- ction of a nicol's prism. The number of degrees

of this revolution ind I of the principal sec-

tions of the crystal to the crystallographic feature chosen for

Of course, if the mineral were either uniaxial or orthorhom-
bic, the maximum of darkness would occur when two of the
axes of the crystal were parallel to the undulation planes of
the nicols, and there would be no revolution required. But
this could occur in a monoclinic crystal only when one of the

sections happened to coincide with the plane of sym-
metry

; in every other position the axes of the crystal would
make with its principal sections an angle which would vary
between 0° and the number of degrees representing the
inclination of the bisectrices to the verl eal at d ii clined lateral

axes
; the full amount of this inclination could only be ob^

served when the principal sections of the crystal were' perpen-
dicular to the plane of symmetry, but any inclination suihYcs
to determine that the crystal belongs to a clinobasic system.
Observations on a great number of the bands and isolated crys-
tals failed to show any inclination ; the mineral, therefore, does
not belong to a clinobasic system.

II. The clear green portions occur isolated in the garnet
fragments, and in places in the fissures with the mineral last

^scribed, and more or less diffused through the larger bands,

nerally in irregularly-shaped spots, and with out-
"* " determined by those of the

-merits. These larger areas exhibit lamellar irri-
gate polarization both between crossed nicols and with the
polarizer alone. Between crossed nicols portions remain

* One of Beck's first class binoculars, in which tho polarizer is attached to a
sub-stage, and the main stage is graduated.

id. tm
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wholly dark during a revolution, some show only a faint

change, and others are not distinguishable from the substance

forming the bands, except that the cleavage lines are not so

distinct. So also with one nicol, the portions that remain

dark between crossed nicols show no absorption, while other

portions change from clear green to almost colorless faint

green-yellow, and still others show about the same changes as

the bands.

Again, we find in places, on the same individual, all these

conditions, shading gradually one into the other in a manner
that seems to indicate a bent crystal. I am inclined to look

upon +he bands and the clear green as identical, and as belong-

ing to a hexagonal chlorite. The green portions would then

be those which were cut more or less parallel to the basal

plane, and the dichroitic bands those cut perpendicular to this.

While the plane of contact between the chlorite bands and
garnet appears sharp under a low power, higher objectives (one-

tenth or one-sixteenth inch) show it to have a rough surface

caused by the projection of countless chlorite points into the

garnet substance, in a manner that leaves on the observer the

impression that the attack is facilitated in some way by the

curdled structure of the garnet
The chloritic schist which encloses the pseudomorphs con-

sists apparently of exactly the same chlorite, the only percep-

tible difference being that in the schist the individuals are very

minute, averaging -00015 inch thick by -0005 long, with scat-

tering aggregations of crystals "0008 by '004 inch.

The optical characteristics of these larger, and so far as

determinable, of the smaller, are identical with those of the

chlorite in the pseudomorph.
The only other substances observed in the schist are minute

octahedrons of magnetite and the discoidal plates which occur in-

differently throughout the schist, the garnet substance, and the

pseudomorphous chlorite. These plates average about -00025

inch thick by -00075 in diameter, and in reflected light have
metallic luster. They are not attracted by the magnet and
show no change after continued boiling in sulphuric and in

muriatic acids. I had at one time the impression that they

were graphite, but on comparing them with microscopic plates

of that mineral in the Port Henry limestone, the difference in

luster and fracture appeared very great
These mil to me to be older than either the

garnet or the chlorite—to have been enclosed in the original

sitceous limestone ?), and to have resisted the changes
which successively produced the garnets and destroyed these

and substituted chlorite for them and the original rock.

If this view is correct, the paragenesis should be as follows

:

I. Original Kock (Marlf)
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II. Metamorphic Change with crystallization of

(a.) Octahedrons of magnetite and the discoidal crystals,

{b.) Garnets.
III. Psecdomorphic Change. Chlorite after the original rock

and after garnet, but preserving the magnetite and dis-

coidal crystals intact.

Art. IV.

—

Brief Contributions from the Physical Laboratory or

Harvard College. No. 18 —An Application ,., tin Ho lontal

Pendulum; by Harcourt Amory.

The paper on the horizontal pendulum published by Zoll-
ner, in Po-^vn,lorfV Aiiiitdcii. -uirjfo-ted the following applica-
tion of the instrument to proving Ampere's laws of the al

and repulsion of currents. To prove these laws, the circuit

which the current traverses must consist of two parts, one fixed
and the other movable. The apparatus devised by Ampere is

difficult to make. By the use of the horizontal pendulum,
however, J;he mutual action of the currents can be readily

apparatus is arranged as in the accompanying

figure. The wire which forms the upper support of the pendu-
lum is connected with one pole of a battery, and is then led
along the horizontal bar of the pendulum, best made of glass,

fu .

1S ^ent m tne form °f a parallelogram at the extremity of
the bar. The wire is then led back to form the lower support
of the pendulum, and is then connected with the other pole of

a fixed coil of wire placed in the neighbor-
hood of the end of the pendulum.

1 he current first passes to the upper suspending wire, around
the pendulum, back

the lower supporting wire, through the outside coil,

*
t batter v. Bwir <,_ the outside coil upon a

currents can be shown. The apparatus is peculiar! v well
aaapted to show the action of solenoids upon each other.
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Art. V.—Explosive Properties of Methyl Nitrate; by M.
Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

Several dangerous accidents have recently occurred in the

manufacture of methyl nitrate, one of them unfortunately re-

sulting in the death of Mr. Chapman. This, and the remarks
recently published on the subject by M. Girard, the well known
French chemist (an abstract of which lately appeared in the

pages of this Journal), leads me to make a lew observations

on this subject.

When I first attempted t

chances were greatly in favor oi gh no warn-
ing was given in the text books. I therefore wore a mask, and
operated cautiously with moderate quantities in a very large

flask. A tremendous explosion followed, in which the flask

entirely disappeared ; no fragment of the body could be found.

I then tried the use of urea in the same modified manner which
I had proposed in the case of ethyl nitrate. The operation

was entirely successful, and was many times repeated without
any trouble or difficulty. And it is, I presume, in this way
that it is now commer on a large scale.

Within the last few days I have made the following experi-

ments on its explosive properties.

Contrary to what has been stated, I do not find it liable to

explode by percussion. Some extra thick tilt- ring paper was
saturated with it, was placed on a piece of iron, and forcibly

struck with a hammer. This was repeated a dozen times, until

the paper was broken to pieces, without explosion.

Five or six drops were placed in a test tube ; this was placed
in a deep cup, and a little alcohol poured into the cup and in-

flamed. In this way the flames played chiefly on the surface

of the test tube above the liquid, thus preventing its escape by
evaporation at low temperatures. A slight explosion followed,

which did not break the test tube.

When ethyl nitrate was similarly treated, it quickly evapo-

rated without explosion.

Twenty measured minims of methyl nitrate were then placed

in the tube, and the experiment repeated. A moderate explo-

sion followed, breaking the tube.

The same quantity as in the first experiment, five or six

drops, was placed in the test tube, and dry sand added more
than enough to absorb the liquid. The heat was applied in

the same way as before, but the explosion was not greater than

without the sand, except that the tube was broken.
When poured on filtering paper and inflamed, it burnsvv neu pourea on nitenng

{;

lietly with a peculiar livid flan
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These trials do not seem to indicate a very violent explosive

power. Nevertheless, the unfortunate experience which has

been already gained sufficiently indicates that it is not a sub-

stance to trifle with. Indeed, a liquid whose vapor explodes
at 150° C, as determined by Dumas and Peligot, cannot be other-

wise than d. , when handled in large quan-
tity. Having been the first person to prepare this substance
in any quantity, and having had occasion to study carefully its

conversion into the methyl ammonias, it occurs to me that as

these substituted methyl compounds are now used on a large

scale, a few suggestions toward a safe method of managing the

operation for large quantities may be acceptable.

I would propose to construct a receptacle in which to receive

the methyl nitrate vapors as they are distilled over, of the
shape shown in the margin, a cylindrical vessel with a large
mouth and two faucets, one near the bot-
tom, the other a little above the middle.
To commence the operation, the vessel

should be filled one-third full with lumps
of ice. The cover should then be closely
fitted on with a safety tube, and a third tube
connecting with another similar vessel.

As the partly condensed mixed alcoholic
and ethereal vapors come over, the products
of distillation are cooled by the ice, and the
water resulting from its melting precipi-
tates the ether. This last can be from time _
to time drawn off by the lower faucet, into
stoneware bottles aire;. per quantity of strong
ammonia and alcohol. 'When one-third lull of the
in the proper proportions, these bottles should be securely
closed, and placed for several days at a temperature of about
90° R, until decomposition is complete.
The upper faucet shown in the cut is to draw off the mixed

water and alcoholic dig u a ulates in large quan-
tities over the ether, and which otherwise would impede the
operation.

In the process as above described, the methyl nitrate would
be destroyed almost as soon as formed. As soon as any con-
siderable quantity has passed over, it could be transferred into
the vessels in which, by contact with ammonia, dec<

i this without interrupting the distillatioa If desired,
sodium carbonate can be placed in the condensing vessel to re-

move any nitric acid that mav adhere to the methyl nitrate.

out the presence of tportant in the decom-
posing jar ; it would be converted into ammonium nitrate, and
as this salt is always formed to some extent by the action of
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methyl nitrate on ammonia, the presence of a fraction more or

less would be unimportant.

I am inclined to believe that in the manner described, the

danger in the preparation of this substance will be reduced to

a minimum, a matter of some importance, as the quantity ooo>

sumed in the manufacture of the methyl violet seems likely to

be increasingly large. A good cooling apparatus between the

retort or still and the receiver here figured would be necessary.

W. Weith has just published* an interesting communication
on the formation of methyl-ammonias by the action of excess of

methyl alcohol on sal ammoniac, which at 285° C. was completely

converted into methyl ammonias. This method of methyliz-

ing ammonia may perhaps take the place of mine : it is, how-
ever, liable to two objections ; first, that a considerable propor-

tion of the methylic alcohol is, according to Herr Weith, lost

by conversion into methyl ether ; secondly, the high tempera-

ture and pressure necessary. I found that methyl nitrate,

unlike ethyl nitrate, does not require pressure vessels, but
reacts at or near the ordinary temperature and pressure. My
own operations were peribrmed in large stoppered vials set on
the cooler part of a sand bath, where the temperature did not

rise above 90°. The loss by formation of methyl ether may
perhaps be compensated by the fact that in the formation of

methyl nitrate there is always loss of both methylic alcohol

and nitric acid.

r 17, 1875.

Art. YL— I the Sheffield Laboratory of Yale

College. No. XXXIV.— On Zonochlorite and Chlorastrolile

;

by George W. Hawes.

At the meeting of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science which was held at Dubuque, Iowa, in

1872, Prof. A. E. Foote described u a new hydrous silicate"

found at Neepigon Bay, on the north shore of Lake Superior,f
It is a hard, green mineral occurring in the amygdaloidal trap,

associated with calcite, quartz, and various zeolites : and it is
~ 1 ~- found in the form of smooth water-worn pebble;
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those which were very plainly banded with white he considered

impure. But thin sections of some of the dark green stones,

received from Prof. Foote, and considered by him as the purest

zonochlorite, when examined under the microscope, show that

these, like the other specimens, are more or less banded and
consist of green earthy particles disseminated through a white
mineral. A dark green specimen gave me, on analysis, the

following composition :

Silica 35-94

Alumina 19-41

Ferric oxide 6'80

Ferrous oxide 4 '54

Lime 22-77

Magnesia 2*48

Soda trace

Water 8-40

The analysis indicates that the mineral is a very impure
variety of prehnite, a mineral which is common in the trap
of that region

; and its hardness and behavior before the blow-
pipe point to the same conclusion. The analytical results ob-
tained by Prof. Foote show that the material he examined was
not homogeneous, as he states that the percentage of water, the
average of which was 87, varied from 7-03 to 12'9. The pres-

ence of magnesia shows that a portion of the impurity is chlo-

Zonochlorite in its mode of occurrence resembles Chlorastro-

ich is found on the shores of Isle Royale in rounded peb-
bles derived from the amygdaloidal trap, and has also been found
m place in the trap. At the suggestion of Prof. Brush, who
Placed at my disposal the specimens which were brought by
him from Lake Superior, thin sections were made from some of
the best stones in his possession: and the microscopic exami-
nation of these made it verv evii I

ite is not a
homogeneous substance—the impurities in this case being dis-

tributed through a white mineral of a radiated
to the irregular arrangement of the pure and impure material
the stone owes its beautv. When a fiat surface is cut upon
one of these stones, the polished face presents various shades
ot green

; but when the other side is cut away, thus making a
tl"n section of the stone, those spots which have the deepest
green are found to be perfectly clear and white, receiving their
aeep green shade from the colored surfaces beneath. The green

Report on the Geology

a's Mineralogy, 5th edi-
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impurities are arranged along lines radiating from these clear

to appear nearly homogeneous until more highly magnified.

An analysis of a very fine stone gave the following result

:

The essential difference between this analysis and those by
Prof. J. D. Whitney is, that the percentages of magnesia and

soda have exchanged places, since he obtained no magnesia

and 4 per cent, of soda. For this reason, I repeated my alkali

determination upon another sample prepared from portions of

seen in No. II above. This great difference can be accounted

for in no way save by the evidence, which the microscopic ex-

amination affords, that the stones are mixtures of minerals

wbicfa nave been carried into the amygdaloidal cavities of the

trap. The stones that I have seen appear to consist, like the

zonochlorite, largely of impure prehnite. The higher specific

gravity may be due to an enclosure of epidote, which is every-

where associated with the chlorastrolite in the rocks, and more-

over is often present in the same cavity.

Art. VIL— Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yah
College. No. XXXV.—On Glycogen and Glycocoll in the

Muscular Tissue of Pecten irradians ; by R H. CHITTENDEN,
Assistant in Physiological Chemistry.

The genus Pecten is world-wide in its distribution. The
species irradians is entirely American, being found most abun-

dantly on the eastern shores of the United States. It is closely

allied to the European and English species opercularis and
maximus. The large central muscle which closes the valves of

this mollusk is highly valued as an article of food, although its

peculiar sweet taste is objectionable to some.
With this central muscle the following experiments were
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Glycogen.—By extracting the edible portion of the scollop

with cold water, a milky opaque fluid with slight acid reaction
'

s obtained, and an insoluble residue consisting principally of
syntonia or fibrin mixed with inorganic matters. The strong
opacity of the aqueous solution is not due to an emulsion of
fatty matters. On boiling the solution with or without the
addition of acetic acid, a large amount of albumin
tated, leaving the fluid still opalescent On treating the fluid,

after the removal of albumin, with a small amount of ninety-
five per cent alcohol, a light flocculent precipitate is obtained
which dissolves by agitation, leaving the fluid unaltered in ap-
pearance

; but if three or four volumes of the alcohol are added,
a copious, permanent precipitate settles, leaving the supernatant
fluid perfectly clear. This precipitate is of snowv whiteness,
except when previous to precipitation the fluid has" been boiled

.

. in which case both filtrate and precipitate assume
a yellow or brownish color, from which the latter can be freed
by solution in cold water and reprecipitation by alcohol. The
precipitate, if allowed to dry in contact with air, after having
been washed with alcohol merely, soon becomes translucent on
the edges and finally is transformed completely into a gummy

issticky when moistened ; but if after
|

it is washed with ether thoroughly, it loses this property of be-
coming gummy, which seems to be due to the presence of
water and of albuminous matters in small quantity. This
gum-like mass when hard is brittle and yields on trituration a

-toscopic powder showing under the microscope no
structure. A portion of the precipitate so prepared,

dried in the air, yielded by analysis :

Calculated.
1- 2. CgHmOg+IPOorCgH^Og

! pure, giving with Millon's reagent

u 53-86 53-89

In this state it is not qui
a strong reaction for albur
matter, one specimen 1-57 i

sisting in all cases, so far „ ...

phate From this analysis ir is <,V u ti ;it the >ul>stance has the
formula of the sugars, or that of the starch group plus a mole-
cule of water. The substance is tasteless, gummy when
moistened and gives an opaque fluid with water, seemingly a
rue so ' ution, which passes unchanged through filter paper and
mrnal charcoal, and shows no particles under the mi

ilf inch objective. When this aqueous solution is

tiims separate, forming a scum on the top of the
u, which goes into solution again as the liquid becomes cool.
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The substance is insoluble in alcohol and ether, has no reduc-

ing action with cupric sulphate and sodium hydroxide, but when
iia few drops of dilute hydrochloric acid gives a clear

place also wril s, but not so readily as

with the former. A portion of the substance was treated with

a small quantity of saliva at the ordinary temperature, and at

40° C , and in both cases the ptyi ttely upon it

and sugar was formed. Treated with a solution of iodine in

potassium iodide, a brownish red or maroon color was obtained.

These and other reactions pointed to glycogen,

be ascertained whether the sugar formed by the

and ferments was glucose, also to examine the action of boiling

dilute nitric acid upon it, and to determine whether the different

formulae of glycogen could be obtained by drying it at different

temperatures. A portion of the substance was then boiled

with hydrochloric acid until alcohol produced no precipitate in

a sample tested, the excess of acid removed by oxide of silver

and the sugar obtained by evaporation. The product had all

the properties of glucose, was intensely sweet, reduced alkaline

solutions of copper and silver and yielded Pettenkofer's reaction.

Analyzed, it gave the following result

:

O 57-03 56-59 50-57

By the action of boiling dilute nitric acid, oxalic acid was
formed and separated. A different sample of the original sub-

stance, dried over sulphuric acid until a constant weight was
obtained, yielded :

l. 2.

C 43-81 43-90

H 643 6-46

O 49-76 49-64

A sample dried at 100° C. gave by analysis :

1. 2. Analysis of starch dried at 100° C. by Mulder"

4973 49-73

ample dried

C 44-32

ti 6-38

49-30

at 140° C. :

2. Analysis of starch dried at 1

44-40 44-47
6-41 6-28

4919

40° by Mulder

treating an aqueous solution of the substance
temperature with an excess of a saturated

at the ordi-

solution of
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\ <lroxide, a heavy white precipitate was obtained, solu-

ble in water, insoluble in baryta water and alcohol. This precipi-

tate was dissolved in water, the baryta removed by a little

dilute sulphuric acid in the cold and then reprecipitated by an
excess of alcohol.

Prepared thus, it seemed to have lost the property of becom-
ing gummy so readily as before, and on examination was found
to be completely free from albuminous matters, giving no reac-

tion even with Millon's reagent and also contained only 061 per
cent of ash. The substance dried at 100° C. gave by analysis
the following result, agreeing closely with that of the preced-
ing preparation dried at the same temperature :

O 49-62

Another sample, prepared
tween 110°- 120° C, gave :

Casting a backward glance, we see that the analysis of the

C
t

.H, o c ,

that of the substance dried at 140° G. with C s
H 10O„ whicb

requires 44*44 C. 6*11 H. These results agree with glycogen,
which in different states of hydration has been found to have
the formulae C

B
H, O

s , C 6
H,

2 6
and C

a
H 14 7

. But there-
suits obtained bv the analyses of the substance dried at 100°
C. and 110°-12()° C. do not agree closely with anv of the above
formulas. The same is true of members of the starch group to
which glycagen is closely related, and lately Dr. Nageli* has
published a paper in which he points out that the elementary
composition of starch, dextrin and " amylo-dextrin " dried at
temperatures not exceeding 116°, agrees better with the formula
L

3 «H 62 3 ,, which requires 43-63 C. 6*3 H, than with C
6H, O

s ,

and that after exposure to a temperature of 140 C, when the
composition corresponds to C

6
H, O

5 , we probably do not deal
with undecomposed starch. The analysis of amylo-dextrin bv
Nageli (loc. cit. p. 35), dried in a stream of hydrogen, at a tem-
perature of 112° to 116° C, gave the following result

:

naheren Kenntnisa der Starke Gruppe. Dr.
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A sample of dextrin dried at the same temperature gave
Nageli as a mean of two analyses, C. 48-52 . H. 6*78, in both

cases agreeing closely with my analyses of glycogen dried at

110 3-120° C. Thus this substance, which is without doubt
glycogen, coincides in this respect with its neighbors, dextrin,

amylo-dextrin, etc.

A sample of glycogen, prepared by the preceding methods
and dissolved in water, on treatment with basic lead acetate,

with the application of a gentle heat, yielded a heavy gelati-

nous precipitate, which, when filtered off by the aid of a pump
and washed with water, was found to contain lead. Dried at

100° C, it gave by analysis the following result

:

Since this result was obtained, I find that M. Bizio * has

already discovered glycogen in some invertebrates. Among
the Mollusks, he found it in considerable quantity in the oyster.

With glycogen from these

It will be seen at once that my result does not agree with

this formula. I therefore made some further lead precipitates

from the same and other preparations of glycogen, and in these

simply determined the lead as follows

:

Some glycogen was also prepared from the liver of an ox by
he usual method and dried at 100°. It yielded by analysis

:

Calculated.

1. 2. C l2H22 0,,
C 41-87 41-90 42-11

H 6-35 6-38 6-43

O 51-78 51-72 51-4(5

A lead preparation made from this gave :

Pb 61-99 6194
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These results indicate that the composition of the precipitate

is not constant.

The amount of glycogen occurring in this muscular portion
of the scollop is quite large

; at one time, from three quarts
160 grams were obtained ; at another, two quarts yielded 70

QhfCQCoH.—On evaporating the alcoholic filtrate from the
precipitated glycogen until quite concentrated and adding neu-
tral lead acetate, a heavy white pr ied, which is

a combination ot in rg; nie matters with the lead. The excess
of lead is then removed from the filtrate by hydrogen sulphide,
and alter concentration the liquid is decolorized by animal
charcoal. On further evaporation the fluid deposits white pris-

matic crystals. The crystals have a sweet taste, but upon
ith soda lime, ammonia is evolved, evincing the pres-

ence of nitrogen, which at once separates it from the saccharine
group. The crystals first obtained were not quite pure, but

1th animal charcoal and recrystallization gave
It corresponding- to the composition of glyco-

iistinct preparations were made and gave by

by analys

coll. Tw

t Prep. 2d Prep. 3d Prep.

The impurities which seemed to be the most difficult to re-

move were coloring and inorganic matters. The crystals were
in water and weak alcohol, insoluble in' ether and

absolute alcohol. An aqueous solution, when treated with sul-
phate of copper and sodium hydroxide, assumed an azure blue
coior without senar; tion ot cuprous oxide on heating. The sub-
stance melted at about 180° U, then decomposed. With nitric
acid fine crystals corresponding to nitrate of glycocoll were ob-
tained. These analyses and reactions identifv the substance as

which I "believe has never before been found in

A preparation was now made in which the alcoholic filtrate
from the precipitated glycogen was evaporated without Ihe addi-

y reagents, and here the same crystals were obtained
Ith a considerable quantity of inorganic matters and

some dextrose.
The amount of glycocoll occurring in the tissue is small,

although where two or i aterial are used a fine
crop of crystals may be obtained.

Lehrbuch der Physiologischen Chemie, Gorup-Besanez, page 236. 1875.
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The quantitative analysis of the edible or muscular portio

of the scollop, as obtained at the market, is as follows :

1st analysis.
i. 2.

Water, 79-60 79-66

Solids;. -- .20-40 20-34

Ash, 1-26 1-26

Nitrogenous matters (=NX6-4),15-68 15-68

Non-nitrog. by difference, 3-13 3-12

2d analysis.

Solids, ... 19-75 19-75

Ash, 1-24 1-22

Nitrogenous matters, 15-04 15-04

Fatty " -32 -24

Non-nitrog. " 3*15 3'25

Total amount of nitrogen in the substance dried at 100° C.

:

The percentage of glycogen was determined in two separate

Glycogen,.. .2-43 2-40 1-98 2'19

The percentage of glycocoll was determined, but owing to

the inaccuracy of the method, can be considered only as an

approximation to the truth.

Glycocoll, -46 -68 '71 '39

The ash of the muscle consisted of the bases, soda, potash,

magnesia and lime ; acids, chlorine, sulphuric and phosphoric.

In conclusion, I wish to express my obligations to Prof. S. W.
Johnson for advice freely given.

Art. VIII.

—

Dr. Koch and the Missouri Mastodon ; by Edmund
Andrews, M.D., Professor of Surgery in the Chicago

College.

The recent article of Professor Dana on the credibility of Dr.

Koch's statement respecting the occurrence of human remains

with those of the Mastodon in Missouri is a timely contribu-
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tion, for many scientific men still quote Koch's testimony, as

though it had never been impeached. The following facts

were laid before the Chicago A<?ademy of Sciences by Pro-

fessor P. Hoy of Eacine, Wisconsin, a well known scientist,

and one whose honor and truth are above every shade of sus-

Many years ago, Professor Hoy visited the spot from which
Dr. Koch had exhumed the skeleton now in the British Museum.
He found the men who assisted him at the work and took
their account of it. He himself also excavated and recovered
some fragments of the skeleton missed by Dr. Koch.

It will be remembered (see Professor Dana's article on Dr.

Koch's pamphlets) that the discoverer of this skeleton claims
to have l>mnd it overlaid by one stratum of alluvium, one of

marl, three of clay, and three of conglomerate, amounting to

some fourteen feet of deposits above the bones. Professor
Hoy states that this whole list of strata is a pure fiction. The
skeleton was found close to the surface, with nothing but the

surface muck over it. The men who assisted ..r the exhuma-
tion also informed Dr. Hoy that Dr. Koch did not drain the
spot, as might have been done without great difficulty, but that

he and they simply dug out the muck and earth, often work-
ing up to their waists in the water, and groping with their

hands at the bottom to find the bones. In these circumstances
it is obvious, aside from the question of veracity, that no ac-

curate determination could have been made between flint

weapons of later date and those which might be contempora-
neous with the animal.

There seems no d priori improbability in the idea that the
mastodon may have survived until after the advent of man
"P"n this continent, but it is evident that Dr. Koch's testimony
contributes nothing to the solution of that question.
The following fact mav throw liuht on the burnt skeleton in

Gasconade County, without upeaching Dr. Koch's testimony
as to the scorched condition of those bones. The Western
States are much more subject to long droughts than the Atlan-

Kuropean countries. Here it is a common tiling.

in very dry seasons, for a peat-bed to be accidentally set on
hre and completely burned up. In these cases all the bones
in it are scorched, trees growing on it are undermined, and fall

0V(-r. and any >tone implements, or other incombustible objects

lying on the surface sink down among the more ancient relics

below. Afterward, the peat grows again, covering them all

UP ; or sometimes the freshets' of neighboring streams fill the

th clay and other river detritus. The skeleton in

Gasconade County may have been scorched in this way, and
Am. Jol-r. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. X, No. 55—July, 1875.
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stones and arrowheads of a later age mingled with the bones.

In examining the relics found in western swamps, it is always
necessary to guard against the possibility of error introduced

by the action of fires of this character.

No. 6, 1 6th street, Chicago.

Art. IX.—Rate of Growth of Corah. From a letter to Pro-

fessor J. D. Dana, by Professor Joseph LeConte, dated

University of California, May 1, 1875.

I observe in your work on Corals and Coral Eeefs, while

g the rate of coral growth, you mention an interesting

observation of Weinland on the corals about Hayti, bearing on

this subject. This recalls to my mind a very similar observa-

tion on a much larger scale, made by myself during the winter

of 1851, while assisting Professor Agassiz in his examination
of the Florida reefs. Knowing your interest in the subject, I

send you an account of it.

Professor Agassiz and his party were at Fort Jefferson, Tor-

tugas. Dr. Wm. L. Jones and myself had gone to examine a

little island about 8 or 10 miles to the northwest. On return-

ing to Fort Jefferson in a small boat, when about half way
between the two islands and in the still shoal water on the in-

side of the line of reefs, to our great surprise the boat suddenly
grounded on the close-set prongs of an extensive grove of

madrepores {Madrepora cervicornu?). On examining closely

the trees of this grove, we found : 1. That the prongs were far

more thickly set than is usual in this species ; 2. that all the

prongs not only of the same tree, but of all the trees of the

whole grove, grow up to nearly the same level, which at the

time examined was very near the surface ; 3. that all the

prongs at that level were dead for a distance of one to three

inches from the point. The lower limit of death seemed to be

a perfectly horizontal plane. The dead points rose above it to

various distances not exceeding three inches. We rowed
around the margin of this grove for a considerable distance and

found everywhere the same phenomena. I satisfied myself

that the whole grove, for hundreds of acres in extent, had been

clipped i

On su

level of the (

winds, was highe
the other. It be
water the living points of the madrepores grow upward until

the descending water level exposes and kills them down to a
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certain level. With the rise of the mean level again, new points

start upward, t<< be a^ain clipped at the same level by the de-

scending water. The levelness, the thick setting, and the dead-

ness of the points are all thus completely accounted for. It is

precisely the phenomena of a clipped hedge.

I have long been accustomed to estimate from these facts

the rate of madrepore growth. I have recently looked up the

data necessary to do so more accurately.

The following table, taken from the "Coast Survey Eeport for

1853, p. 76, gives the mean sea level for the different months

31

From the differences I have roughly plotted a curve represent-

ing the annual variation of mean level.

It is seen that the mean level at Key West is lowest in Jan-

uary and highest in September, the difference being 83 feet or

about ten inches. Now starting with the lowest mean level in

January, I I, it is evident

\ that living points a a a

near that surface would
grow upward and con-

tinue to grow all the time

II tol' I', i.e.J rom middle

of January to the middle

lling to three inches above

December. At this level

the growing points would be nipped
that the three inches were grown
would make about 3£ inches per i
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This table is taken from Key West ; my observations were
at the Tortugaa There may be differences in the amount and
the curve of variation in different places. But this would
make but little difference in the result. I believe we may
say with confidence that the annual growth of madrepore
points in the Gulf is not more than 3^-4 inches per annum.

Art. X. — Br"i < -.,:.;• .>; „, to Zoology from the }[>^- ,>,,, <>,

Yak College.
' No. XXXHL—Besults of Dredging I:

off the Neio England Coast in 1874; by A. E. Verrill.

In the last number of this Journal a general statement was
made of the operations in connection with the U. S. Fish Com-
mission, located during the summer of 1874 at Noank, Con-
necticut, on Fisher's Island Sound, and close to the eastern

end of Long Island Sound.
In the following article only a brief summary of the results

can be given; the full details will eventually appear, however,
in the report of the Commissioner.

The total number of recorded stations, where dreclgings

were made during the summer, is 180. but many others, not

registered, were made by members of the party. A large

number of additional localities along the shores and in the

shallow waters of the harbors were explored by hand nets and
otherwise with excellent results. Temperatures were not taken

at all the dredging localities, and therefore, in the accompany-
ing table, such localities have been, for the most part, omitted.

The localities dredged may be conveniently grouped as

follows

:

a. Fisher's Island Sound, mostly hard gravelly and stony

bottoms, often rocky, and occasionally with some sand c

the depth varying from 4 to 15 fathoms. The tidal currents

were rather strong and the bottom temperatures were low

(usually 61° to 65° R).

b. Block Island Sound, including a wide region from off

Point Judith, E. L, to Race Point, at the western end of

Fisher's Island ; the depth varying from 5 fathoms or less to

upwards of 40 fathoms, near "Race Point (No. 45). The cur-

rents are strong, especially toward Race Point, and the temper-

atures are low (56° to 64°). The bottom is generally gravelly.

stony, or 82 rocky, and but seldom muddy.
An extensive " scoj lop-bank'

-

{I'e>-t>n (<-.,mlcostatus) occurred

18 to 22 fathoms, south of Watch Hill, where many interestii

species were found, among which was Leptasterias compta*
1 This species, when living, is of a beautiful violet color (rarely brownia

•ays. It is a delicate and rather fragile species, t
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c Off Block Island and south of Montauk Point, L. L, in-

cluding various fishing banks or "ledges," among which is

Coxe's Ledge, about 18 to 20 miles east-southeast from Block
Island. Among these localities there are both hard gravelly

and muddy bottoms, and some that are sandy. The greatest

depths were 32 to 84 fathoms, muddv, about' 10 miies south-

east from Block Island (Nos. 161, 162); and 25 fathoms, sandy,

about 11 miles southeast from Montauk Point (No. 116).

Throughout this region the bottom temperatures were found
to be low (45$ ° to 57°), and the fauna correspondingly arctic.

d. The eastern part of Long Island Sound, from Fisher's

Island and Gardiner's Island to the mouth of the Connecticut
River, the depths varying from 3 or 4 to 50 fathoms, the

deepest water occurring a few miles west of Eace Point (see

Nos. 35. 36, 45, 46), where the tidal currents are very strong
and the bottom rocky. The bottoms are variable, but mostly
stony or gravelly, and not tin frequently more or less muddy,
while the temperature in all the deeper localities was low
(58° to 62°) and the fauna arctic.

e. Shallow water localities in the harbors and estuaries near
Xoimk. Stonington, etc. The bottoms are generally muddy
and rnestlv thickly covered with eel-grass (Zos/era manna).
/ G u li'i . r's B iv, L >ng Island. The localities were mostly

sandy ; the depths 3 to 10 fathoms ; and the bottom tempera-
tures were higher (64° to 68°) and the fauna more southern
than in the more open sounds.

g. Great Peconic and Little Peconic Bays, and Greenport
Harb .r L. I. In Hi.-. 1. ».- ili ti« — nit- t-ii •' tu re^ were much
higher (71° to 72£°) than those of the other localities examined,
and the fauna was very decidedly southern, including some
species not before observed north' of Florida and South Car-
olina. In Little Peeoiiie Bav the bottoms were mostlv san< I

v

and shelly (raain.lv Crep hi la ' fo, i da l» th * 1 and living)

and the depths were 4 to 13 fathoms. In Great Peconic Bay
the water was shallow, 4 to 6 fathoms, and the bottoms muddy
and rather barren in all the localities examined.

As the faunae of the various kinds of bottoms and shores,
both of the bav.- and harbors and of the outer cold waters, have
been fully described, and most of the species enumerated by
me, in a recent work,* it will not be necessary to give, at this

time, more than a summary of those species not included in

rays easily becoming d
species were obtained .

^pa™ and a young hak e often found i:

* Report on the Marine Invertebrates of Southern New England; Appendix o

f Fish and Fisheries, 1874 ; also a separat
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that report, and now for the first time recorded from the

southern coast of New England.

It may, however, be well to state that the fauna of the locali-

ties included under the groups a, b, c and d, is nearly identical

with, though a little more arctic than, that of the outer waters
off Martha's Vineyard and Cuttyhunk island, described in the

report referred to; while that of the localities under t. /'and g.

is essentially the same as that of Vineyard Sound and the

estuaries and harbors connected with it, as described in the

same work, though the fauna of tin l'< conic Ba\ - is a little more
southern than that of Vineyard Sound or Wood's Hole.

List of spe>- its lit"' t<> th> fivena <>f Southern Xew England.

In this list I have included, also, a few species added to the fauna during
excursions from New Haven, by myself and others, though not obtained during
the explorations by the Fish Commission. A few species, marked (*), not new to

the fauna, have also been introduced in or rues, or to cor-

added to the fauna last summer, are here omitted, because not yet sufficiently

studied. Many of them are undescribed.

Arachnida.
Pycnogonum littorale MullerrrP. pelagicum Stimpson. West of Race Point, 50

fathoms (Nos. 35, 36).
•

riUii Packard. Low water and just below, and in pools,

The Crustacea have been identified by Mr. S. I. Smith.

coarctatus Leach. Coxe's Ledge, 21 fathoms; Block I. Sd. (Nos. 85-90).

line Theaf Boeck. Noank Harbor, among eel-grass.

dentata Boeck. Off Fisher's Island, 9 fathoms; off Watch Hill, 18

;
off Race Pt., 42 fathoms.

East-southeast 10 miles from Block Island, 32 fathoms,

f Shoals, N. H., 35 fathoms.
= Amp?{;.fca.*p., Smith in Report on Invert., p.

ipic'a Boeck. Fisher's I. Sd.,,17 fathoms; Block I. Sd., 17 to 19 fathoms
'4, 75) ; off Saybrook, Conn. ; Noank, among eel-grass.

micola Bate (Stimpson sp.). Noank Harbor, among eel-grass and mud, com-
Fisher's I. Sd., 3 to 6 fathoms, sandy.

<disca, sp. nov. Fisher's I. Sd, 7 to 9 fathoms; Block f. Sd.. IT t<> 19
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- in Block I. Sd. ; Fisher's I. £

>ng. I. Sound, 10 to 40 fathoms, on sandy bottoms.
gren. Block I. Sound, 17-21 fathoms, mud.

Nephthys cceca Malmgren. Off Stonington, 4-5 fathoms, Aug. 16.

Phylbdoce Gramlandica (Ersted. Fisher's Island Sound, 12-14 fathoms,
v Verrill. Noank Harbor.

now* Noank, on piles, and eel-grass, July 1

Syllis pallida Verrill, sp. nov.f Plate III, fig. 6. Noank Harbor, Aug. 1

k vellowish white species, with broad obtuse palpi, and mon
irri ; Block Island Sound, 17-21 fathoms, Aug. 21.

Lumbriconerevs obtusa Verrill. Noank Harbor. 1-1J fathoms, mud and de

Brada, sp. Block I. Sound, 17-24 fathoms.
Polydora, sp. Burrowing in dead

Island; Block I. Sound, 18-21 fathoms.
Polydora, sp. No tns, mud and dead eel-grass.

ProAlla, sp. Off Sea-flower Reef, t',_9 fathoms, sand.
Ancistria capillaris Verrill. Off Block Island, 15-20 fathoms, mud.
Cistenides granulata Malmgren. Long I. Sound, off Race Point, 50 fathoms.
Thelepus Cincinnati* Malmgren. Coxe's Ledge, 20 fathoms, sand and gravt

Polycirrus, sp. A bright red species, with brilliant blue phosphorescence.
W':a. h Hill. l^-:l fathom-, i iy of Fundy, low-wab
to 50 fathoms.

* Eusyllis lucifera Verrill, sp. nov.
Body rather ?—J-

long as the head

:
"

' • :•' ^'
; - ''-: •:.

-" -

mg segments less than half as long ; those on the fourth longer and on succeeding

dot! Plate- hi. figures.
Body slender, tapering to both ends, about 15mm. long and 5 to -75mm. broad.

Head small, length about equal to breadth rounded behind, produced in front,
with a slight antero-latcral angle on each side

;
palpi large, elongated, lanceolate.

obtuse at tips; eyes small, the anterior very wide apart. Antennse and cirri

the median antenna largest;

posed of 1

tions Color white, with a None of the

The longer
• than the breadth of the body, composed of '

""

with a yellowish intestinal li

I, Bp. nov. Plate m, fig. 5.

lms is a Blendi its very long acu
fhich is about three times as long as broad. The lateral appendages a

| Ophelia denticulate Verrill," sp. nov.

lal segments w
etfe

;
anal segment with 16 to 18 slender acute papilla?, and two larger li

aes below. Length, 70mm. ; diameter, 6mm.
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Pista cristata Malmgren. Long Island Sound, off New London, 8 fathoms, mud
7 1. July 17.

Chone, sp. North of Block L, 18-24 fathoms, mud and sand, Aug. 6; Coxe's

Filigrana implexa Berkeley. Fisher's I. Sound; Coxe's Ledge, 21 fathoms.
- nd: Coxe'.s Ledge, li I fathoms

Spirorbis, sp. Shell bicarinated. With last.

Ichthyobdella, sp.

nitidulum Loven. Off Block I., 32-34 fathoms, mud (loc. 161, 162.)

1 U-fiah.

Verrill. f Block I., on gills of bill-fish (Tetrapturus albidus).

tans Baer. On gills of sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrhynchus Mitchel).

Turbellari

s V. = Nemertes i

1 fathom, mud.
•iridis Verrill, Rep. on Invert., p. 628

). Noank harbor, on eel-grass and in

. Noank,

1-li fath-

, July 8 ; Casco Bay.

bout 14mm. long, slender, depre head wider than
use or emarginate ; eyes conspicuous, nearly in a square, the anterior

~ *
r Of body light yellow, with

- J—
-1 stripe. A pale

ather ill-defined,

i side, leaving a wide d

onsisting of more or less separated specks.

T. Candida (f) (Ersted. Noank harbor, 1-1£ fathoms, mud ; Casco Bay.

Mcintosh (?). Block I. Sd., 18-45 fathoms. Aug. 6.

Carpenter. (Chiton marmoreus Gould.) Off Block Island.

ff Montauk Poim, I «. 115, 116).

- • -

mtauk Point, Aug. 13 (No. 14).

Length about 15mm., v«?r

:
•' -•... :.

Body thin,

tarrowed, produced, and with a short' tapering, tente

ngle ; upper surface with minute rounded granules and s

t red or flesh-color.
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i Verrill, sp. nov.* Off Point Judith, 10-14 fathoms, Aug. 1

ldalia modesta Verrill, sp. nov.f Off west end of Fisher's Island, Aug. 25

on sandy and muddy bottom; B] -24 fathoms, Aug. 6;
of Little Gull Island. 40 fathoms (No. 19).

_ 116).

Amaracium glabrum Verrill. Off Block Island.

Bryozoa.
* Discoporelh <ora patina Verrill, in Report on Invert.

5. N. E., 1873. Fisher's Island Sound.
'

-

sp. A smooth red species, intrusting shells. Off Watch Hill,

G Bay; Bay of Fundy.
. - .• ..::.

" m ,
i '\.'

. i i- " •, ' ,d. VJ fathoms.

B is Desor ; Verrill, in Report on Invert.,

Americana (D'Orb.> New Haven, on
o Bay; Bay of Fundy, etc.

:': ;

w Haven, Noank, etc.

faven, on red algae ; Thimble Islands ; Fisher's I.

_ thorns, on shells of Mactro.

Cher's I. Sound; Block I. Sound ; eastern end of Long
I. Sound, 8-40 fathoms ; Bay of Fundy.

Hippothoa biaperta Smitt.§ New Haven, on red algae ; Thimble Islands, in pools

;

Vineyard Sound, abundant.

Nantucket Shoals.

* Doto formosa
"

Dorsal papillae al

with numerous sho
slender, the sheaths
in front and
papillae covered with flake-white specks

t ldalia modesta Verrill, sp. nov. Plate in, ng. a.

Body oval, very convex. Tentacles long, about equal to breadth of body, slightly

with acute white tips. Branchiae about 12, rather long, pinnate ; two slender
-

and branchiae deep orange-

V™-
mottled **<** yellowish and greenish white. Length about '6 of an inch,

i k i

species nas kr&e zocecia, with numerous coarse pores; oca
globular, roughened with prominent grai
apertures with a broad shallow sinus, and small .

tha aperture, broad, obtusely

§ To the ge,
| by smitt in his recent work on Florida

-

..•
.

•
.

. ..
l

. . . . ... ;,, • ..... ;

) is often present in frc

directed outward and b
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GeUepora avicularis Hincks. Off New Haven ; Fisher's I. Sound ; St. George'

Bank ; Bay of Fundy, etc. Common on Sertularice.

vricana Vei
iana? Verrill, Report on Invert., p. 713, 1873. I

jel-grass, etc, rorly, Mass.

;

water to 4U fath stones, etc., with ocecia.

IHscopara nitida Verrill. This Journal, ix, p. 415, pi. vn, fig. 3, June, 1875.

Thimble Islands, on algse in pool at low-water; Fisher's I. Sound, 3 to 12

fathoms ; Vineyard Sound, 5 to 10 fathoms, common on shells.

Echinodermata.

Lophothuria Fabricii Verrill. Off Block Island, 20-21 fathoms (157-9).

Acalephce.

Bolina alata Agassiz. Newport, R. I. (A. Agassiz).

ata Lamarck. Block I. Sd., 17-45 fathoms; Fisher's L
Sd.. 4-11 fathoms.

C. calceolifera Hincks. Plate iv, fig. 6. Noank, on bottom of scow ; Wood's
Hole, on piles, 1871.

'

Gonothyrcea hyalina Hincks. Off Watch Hill, R. I., 18 fathoms, July 31.

G. Loveni Allman. Noank, on piles of wharf.

G. .jnidli* Allman. Fisher's I. Sd., 4-13 fathoms; off Watch Hill, 18 fathoms;

off Montauk Pt, 6-20 fathoms.

G. tenuis Clark, sp. nov.* New Haven, on piles of Long Wharf, June, 1875

(Clark).
,

Obelia bidentata Clark, sp. nov.f Greenport, L. I., on piles, Aug. 5.

O. bicuspidata Clark, sp. nov.J Off Thill as, rocks, Sept.,

Operculai elhi h -'Ink- X. w Haven, on piles, May, 1875 (Clark).

O.pumila CI.-: r. 5-15 fathoms.

Halecium articulomm Clark, sp. nov.| Long I. Sound, 8-12 fathoms; Coxe's

Ledge, 17-21 fathoms; Casco Bay; Bay of Fundy.

tered, compound, nearly straight, thickly branched : moc

isembling the main stem ; branchlets and ends of the branches

very grace I eply campauul

row, very hyaline, and with 8-10 longil

36. The rim is armed with acutely bidentate teetn.

§ OpercidareUa pumila Clark, sp. nov. Plate iv, figs. 7, 8, 9.
:

:

largest in the middle, tapering very slightly
-
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Hakcium halecinum Johnst. Off Saybrook, 14-23 fathoms; Block I. Sound,
17-45 fathoms; Fisher's I. Sound, 4-11 fathoms.

H. Beanii Johnston. Off Saybrook, 6-23 fathoms; Fisher's I. Sd.. 7-11 fath-

t 'asco Bay ; Bay of Fundy.

I Hincks. Fisher's I. Sd., 9-11 fathoms.

tamarisca A. Ag.,

3,4,5. Fisher's I. Sd, 4-14 fa

aany localities ; Block I. Sd.. 1 7-45 fathoms ; off Saybrook, 6-8 fathoms.
Do. var. pygmcea (Hincks). Fisher's I. Sd., 5i-6£ fathoms.

Jatal. Acal. N. A. Off New London, 6 fathoms ; Gardiner's
ilock I. Sound, 17-24 fathoms.
S. rugosa Gray. Noank, on piles of wharf ; off Watch Hill, 17-21 fathoms.
Diphasiafallax Agassiz. Off Watch Hill, 17-21 fathoms.
D. rosacea Agassiz. Fisher's I. Sound, 9-11 fathoms, Jul

Rhtgmatod'-- . -eenport Harbor, L. I., Aug. 5 ; Florida.

Staurophora lack ! Sound, July.

C >j ' s .1 ,.:,- - \M>. Greenport Harbor, Aug. 5; Charleston, S. C.

ffliz. Noank Harbor, on bottom of vessel.

Off Saybrook, 4-9-22 fathoms; Fisher's I. Sound,
4-11 fathoms; Block I. Sound, 17-24 fathoms ; off Block Island, 14 fathoms.

Anthozoa.
ill, (young specimen). Off Watch Hill, R. I., 18 fathoms,

Uytmnckcrassicornn Ehreuberg Fisher's I. Sound, 12-14 fathoms; Block I.

Sound, 6-8 fathoms (Nos. 85-90); off Watch Hill, 18 fathoms.

Several sponges, new to the fauna, were also obtained and
were studied by Prof. Hyatt, Anions them is a curious very
slender and delicate, bipinnately branched species from the
piles, both at Greenport and Noank. Numerous ciliated Proto-
zoa were also observed, but are mostly not accurately identified.

Among them is the curious Freia ampulla, on eel-jri-ass. and
also on Sertnlan'a from 50 fathoms. Some of the Rh ;.>po<lrf

were studied bv Dr. E. Bessels, and others bv Dr. Joseph Leidy.
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Art. XL

—

Exami

on the date above mentioned, in Iowa
County, in the State of Iowa. By the agency of Professor N.
E. Leonard, of the Iowa State University, a large amount of the

meteoric mass was eol him, by the courtesy of

President Thacher of the same institution, a 'number of frag-

ments were received by the writer, for an examination, of which
a brief notice was published in the preceding number of this

Journal. A description of the meteorite, and of the circum-
stances which attended its fall, by Prof. Leonard, will be given
in the next number of the Journal.

The meteorite is of the stony kind, not greatly differing iu

its gem ral a} p* aranee from others oi the same class. Numerous
small grains of metallic iron and of the magnetic sulphide of

iron, or troilite, are scattered through the mass, the iron grains

ranging in size from the hnest particles, like mere powder, to

those of the size of a fig-seed, with occasionally one as large as

a grape-seed.

Among the fragments received, there are some which show
distinct evidences of a sort of lamination or imperfect stratifi-

cation, the portions at which the surfaces separated being
smoothed down, as if by pressure or friction. Several minute
veins are visible, which appear to be filled with material of

somewhat different c > i-t t iti<u . Their relation to the general
mass cannot be distinctly made out, and it is doubtful whether
they indicate anything more than that cracks formed in the

mass while cooling, and that the fissures thus formed were filled

up again, perhaps by the still fluid matter from the interior.

Thej seem to indicate that the mass of which the meteorite

[
i« ' oikv I med a part was of great size.

The "recent investigations of Prof. Newton, Schiaparelli,

Oppolzer, and others, in respect to some of the great me-
teoric streams, have resulted, on the one hand, in establishing

the identity of their orbits with those of certain well-known
comets, and on the other, in showing that the bodies belonging

to these- streams are probably of the same nature as the sporadic

or occasional meteorites. It.sc, re. that an

q meteorite

would be likely to fur lation respecting the

tails of comets, and these anticipations were found to be not

ted by the results.

The examination was made in the manner described in a pre-

vious article,* ami with the same apparatus. The first trial,

* This Journal, III, iz, Apr., 1875, p. 294.
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which was made with a quantity of the iron extracted from the

meteoric mass, showed that the gaseous contents differed in a

marked degree from those obtained from iron meteorites hith-

erto examined, inasmuch as they contained a very large per-

centage of carbon di-oxide, with a smaller proportion of car-

bonic oxide, and a large residue of hydrogen, the two oxides

of carbon making about one halt <>] tlm -as.'., u- mixture. The
percentages obtained in the preliminary trial were, C0 2 , 85;
CO, 14; or 49 per cent of carbon compounds, the hydrogen not

having been estimated. This was merely a rode approxima-
tion, and the amount of CO is overstated, at the expense of the

C0 2 . These results were obtained with the particles of iron

separi ted from the powdered stone with a magnet. The residue,

however, contained a considerable amount of iron in particles

too small to enable them to lift the bits of the stony matrix in

ey were enclosed. As this was found to introduce

employed in the experi

liamond mortar, and the whole immediately placed
in the glass rube to 1

, attached to the Sprengel pump, the iron

not being separated from the rest. Larger volumes of the

gases were extracted than in the first trial, and the relative pro-

portions of the different constituents carefully determined by

Powder formed from about four cr.

solid meteorite was placed in the tube upon the pump, and the

air very thoroughly exhausted. It was soon found that the

relative amounts of the different constituents driven off by
heating the tube varied with the temperature, and the experi-

ments were so conducted that the portions separated at different

temperatures could be examined separately.
On applying the heat of the hand to the'tube for a short time,

a small amount of gas was liberated, too small Pol an .

than a rude qualitative test as to its composition, which showed
the presence of carbon di-oxide and some hydrogen. The tube
and its contents were then brought to the temperature of boil-

ing water by surrounding it with a wider glass tube, through
which steam was passed for several hours. Gas was given off

rable quantity, and enough was collected for an anal-

ysis. This was found "to contain 9546 per cent of carbon di-

oxide, and 4'54 per cent of hydrogen, the carbonic oxide, if

present, being in too small amount for estimation with cer-
tainty. A moderate heat was now applied for a short time

Bunsen Ham*., raising the temperature to 200° or
250°. This separated a still greater quantity of the gases, in
the following proportions : C0

2 , 92 32 ; CO, i-82 ; H, 5 -86. A
stronger heat was then applied"for nearly an hour, the tempera-
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ture, however, being kept below that of redness. About three
cubic centimeters of gas were given off, which was found to

consist of C0
2 ,

42-27
; CO, 511 ; H, 48-06 ; N. 4-56. The tube

with its contents was now brought to a low red heat, which was
] for half an hour or so, the effect being to liberate

nearly the same volume of gas as before, containing CO.,. oos2 :

CO, 049 ; H, 58-51 ; N, 5-18. Finally it was brought to a full

red heat, which caused the evolution of much more iras. yield-

ing, on analysis, C0 2 ,
5"56 : CO, 0O0 : H, 87 '53 ; N, 6-91.' The

whole amount of gas given off was about two and one half

times the volume of the solid portion of the meteorite emph yed.
but this was not the whole, for the heat was discontinued
before its evolution had entirely ceased. If referred to the iron

alone, it would be about twenty times its volume.
The following table gives a comparative view of the relative

proportions of the ga® rent temperatures, the

nitrogen being determined as a residue

:

At ioo° At9sn° Below At low At fullAt] 00. At 250.
redheat red heat. red heat.

C0 2
95-46 92-32 42*27 35'82 5'56

CO 0-00? 1-82 5-11 0-49 Q-00

No hydrocarbon compounds of the defiant series, capable of

absorption by fuming sulphuric acid were found, nor any marsh
gas. A very small |>i n-, ut; _re of the latter would have been
readily detected. Tests were applied for sulphurous oxide,

hydrogen sulphide, and chlorine, but there was no indication of

the presence of these gases A small amount of water vapor
was driven off by the heat, but not apparently more than the

ordinary qra which such a sub-

stance would absorb from the air.

It will readily be seen, on reviewing the above results, that

they show a marked distinction between the iron and the stony

meteorites, as to the gases which they contain. For. while hydro-

gen is the principal gas of the irons, in the Lenarto specimen

amounting to 85 -68 per cent,* in those of the stony kind, if

the one examined may represent the class, rh«- .•liaYarten-tie

rbon di-oxide, and this, with a small proportion of car-

bonic oxide, makes up more than nine-tenths of the gas given

off at the temperature of boiling water, and about half of that

evolved at a low red heat. It is probable that a portion of the

carbon di-oxide is merely condensed upon the liner particles of

the iron, while the hydrogen and carbonic oxide are absorbed

* Graham, Proc. Royal Soc., iv, 502.
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within it, ;is it is a familiar characteristic of iron, platinum and
some other metals, that in the state of minute subdivision they
take up largo portions of -as by condensation. The gas thus

fixed would be more easily liberated bv heat than that reallv

absorbed. This would explain the fact that the amount of

carbon di-oxide given off was much greater at a low than at a
high temperature, and that the percentage of the hydrogen in-

creased, as was observed in all the trials, with an increase in the
temperature to which the material was subjected.

The spectrum of the gases was observed by means of a vac-

uum-tube, of the kind ordinarily used for spectroscopic work,
to the apparatus. As was to be expected, it consisted

of the hydrogen and i her. bearing a general
resemblance to those of gases from iron meteorites, but differ-

ing from them in the greater relative intensity of the parts due
to carbon compounds. At a few millimeters pressure, indeed,
the hydrogen spectrum was almost overpowered by them, and
was relatively weak. The three middle carbon bands, those in

the yellow and green, were very bright, that in the green being
most intense of all. In the broad part of the tube these con-
stituted nearly the whole of the spectrum visible, the green

olty, and the others
notat all.

These are precisely the three bands observed in the spectrum
of some of the comets, and they have the same relative order
of intensity. This is a very significant fact, for it shows that
it is quite unnecessary to assume the existence of volatile

hydrocarbons for the explanation of com eta ry spectra, as is

done by some writers, and that the presence of the two oxides
of carbon in such quantity is quite sufficient to account for all

that has been observed, taking into consideration the circum-
stance that the tension of the gases in the cometerj I

must be extremely small, and the energy of the electric dis-

charge very feeble.'

There is a high degree of probability that, if a large comet
should hereafter approach near enough* to the sun to have its

nucleus intensely heated, the hydrogen lines will be found in
its spectrum, in addition to the bands heretofore observed.
One cannot help regretting that a comet like Donati's should
nave departed into space just early enough to escape observa-
tion with the spectroscope.
The spectrum of bright lines or bunds indicates that the gas

gives out some light directly, in addition to that which it re-

flects The most obvious, and also the most probable cause, for

o-ity is eleetricitv. Certainly a disturbance of the
electrical equilibrium would*result from the heating effect of tKe
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There is another supposable cause for the light which sug-

gests itself, however, in the property of gaseous bodies, that

they emit lightof the same character as that which they absorb.

It is not altogether improbable that the solar radiati-n.- ab-

sorbed by the gaseous matter, though for the most part con-
verted into heat, would also in part be emitted again as light.

and that in the caseof volumes of -as tilling many cubic miles,

the intensity might be sufficient to give a distinct spectrum
of bright bands or lines, even though, on the scale of any
possible experiment, no trace of such an action can be de-

tected.

These results have thus an important bearing upon the

theory of comets and their trains, and if this meteorite may be
taken as a representative of its class, they warrant the follow-

ing conclusions :

1. The stony meteorites are distinguished from the iron ones

by having the oxides of carbon, chiefly the di-oxide, as their

characteristic gases, instead of hydrogen.

2. The proportion of carbon di-oxide given off is much
greater at low than at high temperatures, and is sufficient to

mask the hydrogen in the spectrum.

3. The amount ol the gas -s contained in a large meteorite, or

a cluster of such bodies, serving as a cometary nucleus, is suf-

ficient to form the train as ordinarily observed.

4. The spectrum of the gases is close!

of several of the comets.

We may consider a comet, then, as merely a meteorite of con-

siderable magnitude?, or a swarm of many of lesser size, con-

taining large1 quantities of carbon di-oxide. with some carbonic

oxide and hydrogen, and giving off* these gases under the influ-

ence of solar heat. The gaseous substance in streaming away
forms the train, which is visible, partly by reflected sunlight.

and partly by its own light due to some molecular or electrical

action, which causes it to give the spectrum of the carbon com-

pounds. The form of the train points to a repulsive influence

of some kind, as has been shown by Prof. Norton,* but whether
this is due to a specific action of the sun's rays, as is held by Faye,

or is electrical in its nature, as maintained by Zollner, must
still be regarded as a subject for investigation.

"
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The loss of the gaseous contents by the action of solar heat
readily explains the loss of the tail and diminution of bright-

ness observed in the case of several comets in their successive
revolutions, and their final disappearance from sight will follow
as an inevitable consequence, the number of revolutions neces-

sary to deprive them of their gaseous contents depending
principally upon their size and the nearness of their approach
to the sun at their perihelia.

The combustion of the hydrogen and carbonic oxide con-
tained in meteorites, when liberated by the heat caused by their

entrance into the atmosphere, must contribute greatly to increase
the intensity of the heat, and both in this way, and by the con-
sequent sudden expansion of the imprisoned gases, mav have
much to do with the bursting of the masses, and the violent de-

vhich attend their appearance.

5 College, June 16, 1875.

Aet. XI I.

—

Discovery of two new Asteroids ; by Professor C. H.
F. Petees. (Letter to one of the Editors, dated Ashfield
Observatorv of Hamilton College, Clinton, K Y., June
6,1875.) *

<?=—23° 20' 57"-S

Asteroid (145) Adeona.

3, 14h 41m V m. t. a-

The magnitude of (144) is estimated as the 10th, that of

-U.M,.thcll-5th.
V

'

Am. Jour. 8ci.—Third Series, Vol. X, No. 55.-Jult, 1875.



, M. Mayer—Thermographs of Isothermal Lines.

ART. XIII.—The Discovery q

of the Isothermal lines oj

Mayer.

On June the 5th, 1875, I devised a method for obtaining the

isothermals on the solar disc. As this process may create an
entirely new branch of solar physics, I deem it proper that I

should give a short account of it in order to establish my claim

In the American Journal, July, 1872, I first showed how
one can, with great precision, trace the progess and determine
the boundary'of a wave of conducted heat in crystals, by coat-

. - ''-

the iodide, we may work on the solar disc as we formerly did
on the crystal sections.

The method of proceeding is as follows: Beginning with an
aperture of object-glass which does not give sufficient heat in

any part of the solar image to blacken the iodide, I gradually

increase the aperture until T have obtained that area of black-

ened iodide which is the smallest that can be produced with a

well defined contour. This surface of blackened iodide I call

the area ofmaximum temperature. On exposing more aperture

of object-glass, the surface of blackened iodide extends and a

new area is formed bounded by a well denned isother

On again increasing the aperture another increase of blackened
surface is produced with another isothermal contour; and on
continuing this process I have obtained maps of the isothermals

of the solar image. By exposing for about 20 minutes the

surface of iodide to the action of the heat inclosed in an iso-

thermal, I have obtained thermographs of the above areas

;

which are sufficiently permanent to allow one to trace accurately

their isothermal contours. There are other substances, how-
ever, which are more suitable than the iodide for the produc-

tion of permanent thermographs.

The contours of the successively blackened areas on the iodide

are isothermak, whose successive thermometric values are in-

versely as the successively increasing areas of aperture of object

glass which respectively produced them.
As far as the few observations have any weight, the following

appear to be the discoveries already made of this new method.

(1) There exisN on the solar ima-e' ; n area ..t M-n^ihly uniform

temperature and of maximum intensity. (2) This area of maxi-
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mum temperature is of variable size. (3) This area of maxi-
mum temperature has a motion on the solar image. (4) The
area of maximum temperature is surrounded by well-defined

isothermals marking successive gradations of temperature. (5)

The general motions of translation and of rotation of these

Is appear to follow the motions of the area of maxi-
mum temperature which they inclose ; but both central area

aud isothermals have independent motions of their own.
On projecting the enlarged image of a sun-spot on the

bbu-ketmd surface and then bringing a hot water box, coated

with lamp-black, near the other side of the paper, one may de-

velop the image of the spot in red on a dark ground. A simi-

lur method pr<>l>ab!y may serve to develop the athermic lines

in the ultra-red region of the solar and other spectra.

South Orange, N. J., June 11th, 1875.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

I. On the Action of a Weaker
one.—The importan
is riii' condl* -,'-r w hen in solution,

has been ofl real igated,

Mergmann advanced long ago the theory which is now generally
maintained

; i. e., that universally bodies combine. I according to

the strength of their chemism. Berthollet, on the other hand, as-

- 'Hi .1 ill it w hen different salts w< re dissolved together, a- many
bodies u-eiv formed as, by the exchange of acids and bases, were
possible. Among the experiments made to settle this question,
thus,, of Mettondorff* are perhaps the most satisfactory. My
studying the action of light on certain volutions, he was led to de-

cide'for tlie view of Mergmann. HrisxEi: aud Wiksinokr, not

regarding these experiment-, of Met tendorff's as sufficiently num-
erous or comprehensive, have made use of a different method
of solving the problem, by making the distinct proposition: Can a
dissolve! acid expel a stronger acid from one of its salts in solu-

tion, without any substance separating from the solution ? For
Tie-, experiments, they used benzoic- acid for the weaker and
nitrobenzoic acid for the stronger acid. They arc both mono-
basic, are easily obtained pure, are easily separated from each
other and fr i certainty.
They - 1 1 ft" -i- only, apparently, in the strength of their chemism. In
the .piajiiative' experiment"-, barium nitrobenzoate and free ben-
zoic arid were dissolved in a large excess of water, the solution

I to 80° (". After cooling to 14-17° the solution con-
tained not onlythe substances originally dissolved, but also free ni-

* Zeitachr. Chem., 1866, 641.
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trobenzoic acid and barium benzoate. The nitrobenzoic acid set free

in the reaction, together with the henzoic acid also present, was
dissolved by agitation with chloroform or benzol, in which the
barium salt is insoluble. In the residue, after the solvent was dis-

tilled off, the presence of nitrobenzoic acid was proved by means
of sodium. In a qualitative experiment, 1-6592 grams pure bar-

ium nitrobenzoate was mixed with the theoretical quantity, liM5
grams, of pure benzoic acid and dissolved in an excess of hot

water. The cold solution was agitated with chloroform, the lat-

ter removed with a pipette, the solvent distilled off, and the

residue freed from benzoic acid by a current of steam. The
nitrobenzoic acid thus ...brained was pure, and weighed 0-2341

grams, being 19-81 per cent of the acid contained in the barium
salt used. Additional experiments seemed to show that the quan-
tity of the stronger acid thus set free is dependent on the qftan*

tity of the weaker acid present.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., viii, 466,
April, 1875. G. F. b.

2. On Iodous Chloride.—Brexken has examined, in the labor-

atory of Lothar Meyer, the form «s of iodous
chloride, IC1 3 . It was prepared by passing dry chlorine over dry
iodine, the former being in excess. It is purified by repeated sub-

limation in a stream ot dry chlorine; and then appears as a lemon-

yellow crystalline sublimate upon the walls of the tube. Con-
trary to the statements of the text-books, it does not fuse, even
in an atmosphere of chlorine ; but even at 25 C. it suffers dissocia-

tion into chlorine and hypoiodous chloride, which latter it is that

fuses. Under an atmosphere of increased pressure, the dissociation

took place at 6*7°, the constituents reuniting as the tube cooled.

In a sealed tube, the decomposition require* a temperature of 86°.

If two pretty strong tubes containing iodous chloride be sealed

and heated to 70° or 80°, their contents remain yellow. But if now
them be softened in a ga> flume, it will be blown
pressure, the dissociated chlorine will escape,

and the fused brownish red hypoiodous chloride will be left on the

walls of the tube. At a still higher temperature, the IC1 3 in the

unopened tube dissociates. Closing the opened ttibe again, and
cooling both tubes, the unopened tube contains the yellow '

*

the opened
remains for a

chloride resu

In the following paper. Mklikoff uives the results of his at-

tempts to determine the vapor density of iodous chloride. He
iat this vapor at the temperature of 77°, and under one

atmosphere of pressure, even in presence of an excess of chlorine,

mpleteh int.. hvpoiodous chloride and chlorine. —
Ba: lie,-}. Ch,;,,. *;,s°., viii. 1-7. H-o, April, 1875. G. f. b.

3. On the Paraffins of Pennsyirnnia /VroA^//.—Morgan,
underSchor ,'. an examination of the nor-

mal hexane and heptane from lVnn>ylvania petr , mi, to test the

question of the presence of isomers. The normal paraffins were chlo-
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rinated.nnd then converted intooletmes by treatment with alcoholic

potash. These olefines were treated with cold hydrochloric acid,

each of them being thereby separated into two fractions, one ot

which dissolved in the acid, while the other did not. The latter

fractions yielded secondary alcohols when suitably treated, that

from the hexane being methyl-butyl earbinol and that from the

heptane being methyl-peutyl earbinol. It henee appears that th«.

del ttive o] u ire i m'al. and I tve the constitution CII o—0H—CJI.,-2h+1. The former olefines, i. e., those soluble in hydro-
chioric acid in the cold, yielded alcohols which appeared to be
secondary, but \

In some remarks upon this paper, Sciioklkmmek says that the

above results do not necessarily prove the presence of a third iso-

m in heptam in etrol um 1*! p i w In n treated with chlorine

yields one primary, and may yield three secondary chlorides.

If the hepteues from two of these combine with hydrochloric
acid in the cold, the alcohols from them would yield* on oxida-

tion ethyl-butyl ketone and di propyl ketone. These on further

1 propionic and butyric acids. Since Morgan
obtained the latter, and. a- the acetic acid he obtained came prob-
ably from the presence in hi- heptane of a lowerd>oiling isomer, it

is prob bl< tli it, wing to the method he employed, the propionic

acid was overlooked. " To decide the question an absolutely pure

paraffin is necessary; and the author propose- to ma
experim nts with In x nn from mai nit* —J. Chem. Soc, II, xiii,

SOI, April, 1875. G. f. b.

4. Action of Ammonium chloride on Methyl alcohol.—Weith
has satisfactorily shown that when ammonium chloride is heated
with a sufficient excess <>f methyl alcohol, it is completely con-
verted into i:;

r two grams
Xil

4
< i and u <•:<•. ( II (OM) were her. 1 together in a sealed

tube to 280-2s5 c
for ten hours. No deposit appeared in the tube

:; g.is.w 1

ether (CiU.'o. The not contain a trace of

chloride. It was distille<l with barium hydrate, the

I |» re&i&tC

from the evaporation of the alcohol, treated with plat'mic chloi-

id< gav« pun trimetlivlamim chlon .latinate. Pushing the dis-

ors were evolved, and the solu-

tion nlord d ..n ,\ miuation tetra-inethyl-amnn limn hh>rid.

Quantitative experiments showed about - "per ent ol the XII
t

(
'.

was converted into the tertiarv base ; the rest yielded tetra-me-

thyl-ammoniu n . h'... r !

. . Kt! \'\ a! oh ! acts d',r
£

'
- ntly, scarcely

a trace of amine resulting.—Be,: lin-l. < 'h> »>. <;<*., viii. *5s. April,

1875. Q. F . B.

5. On Glyceryl ether.—This ether, first discovered by Linne-
mann and von Zotta. is prepared bv dehvdratiug glycerin by
means of calcium chloride. V>.\ ZoVta has re-investigated the
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conditions of its formation. To prepare it 300 grams of dry gly-
cerin were heated to 190° with 45 grams calcium chloride "in"

a

balloon of 900 c.c. capacity, until it frothed nearly over. The
distillate, freed from the more volatile matters, was agitated with
ether, which was removed and evaporated. It left about ±1 grams • if

a product boiling between 150° and 2U) . The glycerin was again
treated in the same way, so that finally it yielded about

[ its weight
of a product boiling between 160° and 210°. This was agitated
with potassium hydrate solution to remove the phenol,

and 173°. Tre;

Pure glyceryl ether was thus obtained boiling betwe
73°. Treated in this way 14-8 kilos, of glycerin yielded _!Ht

3 of pure glyceryl ether and 18 grams of pure phenol. Gly-
ether (C 3

H
g ) 2 3 , is an oily liquid miscible with water, alco-

hol and ether. Specific gravity at 16°
"is 146. On boiling its a<j

solution, it changes to glyceri

of SuU.'i/H.- AM—The <

factored leave it strongly colored ; and Kolbt
purifying it by converting it into ether, entails so mucn loss as io

be practically useless. Since it cannot be sublimed without
decomposition, alone, this method is impracticable ; but IIaltkiit

has succeeded in subliming it completely in a current of super-

heated steam, and in this way readily obtaining it pure. Kecrys-
t.allizatioi, from hot distilled vater' gav< the -ali.-ylic acid in

beautiful snow-white crystals.

—

Ber. Bed. ('hem. Ges., viii, 537,

April, 1875. g. f. b.

7. On a New Method of Testing Qnhtitlhtv Sul)>h>it< .—Ulsse
proposes a new method of testing quinidine sulphate, founded
upon the action of ammonia and water upon it- iodhydrate, as,: ,.:....

nidine. Half a gram of the sulphate to be tested is warmed to

60° C. with ten cubic centimeters of water, halt a gram of potas-

sium iodide is added, well stirred, allowed to cool and after an
hour, filtered. If the specimen was pure, the filtrate remains

clear upon the addition of a drop of ammonia. If a precipitate

is produced, quinine, einchouine or cinchonidiue is present. A

Half a gram of the mater, d i- ligested it On for about five min-

utes with 40 c.c. of water, and then mixed with three grams of

a tartrate (Uochelle salt), [f the specimen contains

i little or no quinine or cinch . remains clear

;

k:,

it not, a precipitat. app ar- wneu th id mix ire mounts to

per cent. This precipitate, after standing an hour, is filtered

washed with a little cold water, an 1 the filtrate after warrnin-

mixed with half a gram of potassium iodide, if quinidine

present, a precipitate of quinidin. iodhydrate is produced.
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this case, the liquid is allowed to stand an hour, filtered off, and a

drop of ammonia added to the filtrate. A precipitate indicates

the presence of cinchonine, in amount at least two per cent. The
presence of calcium and sodium salts in the quinidine sulphate is

readily detected by solution in chloroform when these are left be-
hind. If quinine or cinch. -iodine are also present, one gi

substance is to be treated with seven mine centimeters of a mix-
ture of two volumes chloroform and one volume 97 per cent
alcohol.—Liebig's Annalen, clxxvi, 322, May, 1875. g. f. b.

8. Mechanical Equivalent of Heat.— M. H. J. Puluj has de-

constant, suitable for use in the lecture-room. It consists of a
eaioriinelric and dynamometric portion, suitably connected with an
oscillation machine, sue!, as is found in every physical cabinet.

The calorimetric part is formed by two hollow truncated cones of
cast-iron, one fitting into the other, the inner not qui ;

to the bottom of the outer, ui '-ide of it.

The outer cone can be fixed coaxially in the vertical bobbin of the
machine. The inner cone contains mercury. If the machine is put
in motion and the inner cone fixed, heat is generated by the friction

of the surfaces.

An arrangement which is an inversion of Prony's check -erves

for the measurement of the work which is converted into heat. On
the wooden lid of the inner cone a light wooden beam is screwed
horizontally. A pertorution pasdng through the beam and lid re-

ceives the thermometer. At some distance from the beam is a fixed

pulley, on a level with it, over which a thread, to which a scale is

suspended, is slung and is fastened to the end of one arm of the

beam ; the other arm serves as a counterpoise. When the machine
is set in motion, the interior face of the outer cone nibs against the

surface of the inner one and lends to turn the beam, which is fas-

tened to the latter, in the direction of the motion. With a certain

load the horizontal part of the thread and the axis of the beam
will include a right angle. From the length of the beam-arm,
amount of the load and number of rotations, the work converted
into heat, and from the water value of the calorimeter and the rise

<>f temperature, the quantity of heat generated, can be calculated.

The memoir contains also the development ofthe theory of the ap-
paratus, taking into consideration the heat radiatt 1 from tin calori-

meter, and finally the numerical calculation of the values of the

mechanical equivalent of heat from 28 experiments. The mean of

the results, tin t_<;V_\ with tin mean error ±5*4, is in excellent

accordance with Joule's result, 4249, and may be regarded not

only as a fresh corroboration of it, but also as a measure of the accu-
racy vvitli which the experiments can be conducted by means of
this simple apparatus; these occupy but very little time, an ex-

periment proper lasting but 30-60 second-, on which account tin-

apparatus may be recommended for lecture-experiments.

—

Roy.
Acad, lien., April, 1875 ; Phil. May., xlix, 410. i,. e. p.



9. Action of Magnets on Geissler Tubes.— M. J. Chautaki>
has studied somewhat at length the eff'ect of a magnet on rai.il.-l
gases enclosed in capillary tubes, illuminated by an induced cur-
rent. The gases or vapors employed were PI, N, O, CO.,, CO,
C.il., S, St., I, Br, CI, S0

2 , SiF 4 , SnCl4 . Bodies of the ehlo rim-
family are those which gave the most concordant and brilliant
effects. An increase »»f t.-inperaiur..- diminishes the action of the
magnet. I his ls shown hy allowing the cum nt to pass for some
time, when the magnetic influence is enfeebled or destroyed. The

imp Ttant eh inent to be considered, as by
varying it the current may be intercepted or the appearance of

irh altered. >iinilar effects aiv at tain: ! I.y varying the
strength of the current, and are most marked when the .hit. nt is

im-bl,
. fhe phenomena are the same whether a Holtz machine or

coil are used as a sourc- of ,'«, ii it . mil an hide;,, hlent ot * !

t

part ol its length. The effect of a single |,

poles when more than five millimeters distant from^the tube.
The stoppage of the current by the magnet was shown hy using

two tubes, one of which was gr,.;' . ; ;^ tu ,.,. ;1

tmp..le<. As long ;i , tin ma-net did not act the current pas-ed
through both tubes, but on closing the cireu * th •

'

:

ht was imme-
diately

, vt in u ui-hed in th,- narrow tub,. Tir~ <x7 tllm nt ,u,
t'i-c.ls best with CI, 1, S and Se. The cessation of the light occurs
in two distinct cases, when the pressure is s ( , slight that the cur-
rent will scarcely pass, or win n it is sufficient for the >park to at-
tain nearly the same limit. Under the action of the magnet the
luminous thread undergoes a contraction ...

naked eye. An alteration in the color or in the spectrum is

sometimes thus produced. This effect is scarcely i ,er-

H, N and C0
2 . The narrowing doe. not , vtend I nuv tl : , , f. w

millimeters from the poles, so that with a tube of Buffi
we can, by varying the position of the spectroscope, view first the
ynnal sp.

:
j ,. to tht , m .,._fm ,

t ; Tht change
-— marked with CI, Br, f-"" "-" —

n that with these gases the new rays thus developed i

wholly distm. • f'n -. i
. eri eg the normal spectrum of

the same gas.— Comptes Beudus, lxxx, 1161. E . c. P.

10. Effect of Electricity of high tension o,< Liquhh.—31. G.
Plante has aj, phed his secondary pile to the study of these phe-
nomena. The gradual diminution of the current, instead of being an
objection, has the advantage that, without changing the other con-
ditions, it enables us to study the effect of currents of every
strength less than that first employed. Two batteries, cadi of
twenty cells, were charged and connected with a wire so cms. in

length, and 1 mm. in diameter. A voltameter was also placed
in tin circuit with electrodes ol platinum wire, t he positve wire
only being immersed. When the negative electrode was placed
in the liquid, a sheath Q/whs) of light was produced around it,
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_' in. ill of ga- : the other electrode set free

a little gas, and the wire was not heated to redness. After two or
three minutes, however, the sheath of light disappeared, gas
was s« i free abundantly at both electrodes, and the wire at the
sans i-!.. r was In I ! to redness. To show these effects still

better, ten batteries were used, equivalent to 300 Bunsen cells, con-
nects I for tension and capable of heating to redness a platinum wire
10 meters in length and 3 mms. in diameter. These batteries are

jed by two Bunsen cells in the course of an hour. I

xperiment with them, the wire, on touching the liquid,

fused or v . .'
, ariouslv colored, a

the r
'

fusion of the metal, a

sparks were produced with a u- lischargesof
an induction coil, and lasting sometimes several minutes. The
most remarkable effect was obtained with a saturated solution of
common salt. The voltameter being so mounted that the wires
could be very gradually immersed, the negative pole was first

plunged in about a mi IK l then made
t" I -n.-ii the surface. A small luminous and perfectly spherical

globe then formed around it with a loud rattling noise ; raising the

wire, it increased in -iz< until it had n i ,
J

t i ter of nearly
a centimeter, and then, on lowering the wire, began to revolve
nipi lly. After art ,i< in- a certain spe< d, it di tachi d itself as if

attra-te ' by the other dec: rode, and disapp* a red w ith an explosion
"and flame at the negative polo. This globule is not gaseous but
n T'o 1 in

; -,d by the current it transmits.
If instead of iinmer-ing the wire it is brought near the glass -ides
of the vessel, a bright 'flash of a curved or zigzag form darts over
a distance of three or four centimeters to the electrode, with an ex-

l>lo>i >n as before. S on after another spark is formed, and so on
for several minutes. These luminous balls present a marked re-

semblance to, and offer a probable explanation of, the curious phe-
nomena known as -lobular lightning. The cloud and earth form

S ,1 t m, - lii-rej ici's the liquid. Probably the
.' not liqnid, but are formed of

• i rtfc :• el a -gi d irith •
I fcii fcy. Tb -

suggest the p r pos>ibk- to try the experiment,
that balls of lightning are charged with positive electricity.—

Lomptes lienchts, lxxx, 1 134. K. c. p.

IL Geology and Natural History.

1. Greenland Glaciers : S, ( ?>
:
/!«<yer rirent.—Vn>f. N'orden-kiOld

t\ mil. - in! md on th > 'feat bie i 1 gl n i< r and
f""!,d ;•_ .,.;;,;,. ,i ,,,, Ui i K , nn'v-.oo.) f.-«-t abo ve t he -ea, -bowing
T| " ri md o\«

i tin intt 'i n-t bi

tlimi th -1 in 1- boi hring r. \ ! m h i . r _ L',«oo

melts and ri flow over the surface and
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descend in the crevasses to unknown depths. These crevasses are
exceedingly numerous, and apparently increase in number on
passing toward the interior, where not a plant, or stone, or patch
of earth is seen over the great ocean of ice and snow, 1,200 miles
in extent from north to south and 400 in breadth. Dr. Rush
believes that the outpour of the Greenland precipitation of snow
and rain in the form of glacier ice amounts to only two inches,

while he estimates the fall at twelve inches ; so that, as the evap-
oration must be very small, a large portion of the remaining t< n

inches must be < arried off b\ - ibglaeh r rivers.—" Nature" of April
8th, from which these notes are taken, has a geological man of the

Arctic region between tie- meridians of longitude 2U
J W. and 80°

W., prepared by Mr. C. E. De Ranee, the author of a series of

papers on the Arctic regions, in the same Journal.
2. Bulletin of the U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey

of the Territories ; X„s, •_>, a and 4, second series. 68 pp. 8vo, with
'maps and plates. Washington, May 15th, 1875.—The papers con-

tained in number 2 are: Monograph of the Genus L< urottirti of

Swainson, or gray-crowned purple Finches, by Robert Ridgway ;

the Crania! and Dental < haracters of GeomVdie. by Dr. Elliott
Cm s> ; Relations of insectivorous Mammals, by T. Gill; on the
Natural History of the V. S. Geological Survey of the Territories

for 1874 (a list of the Mollusks), by Va:\\ -• Ix<;i-:k.soli.. Number
3 contains the following pan rs : Means, I { o nnunieution between
Denver and the San Juan Mines, by A. I). Wilson ; on the Mines

Geology of the San Juan Country, by v. M. E\
ntry,by F. Rhoda;
olorado, with heliotype

iitry, by F. Rhoda; on some pecu-

3olorado or Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, by F.

v. riAYDEx, with a number of plates; on the Tertiary Physo-
poda of Colorado, by S. H. Scudder ; on a X
of the Falconida?, by R. Ridgway.

Mr. Endlich, in his remarks on the San Juan Country, states

that for more than 4500 square miles, the surface is covered continu-

ous! \ with volcanic rocks. The folio win -_r su.-<-e— ion

observed : (1) 800 feet of trachyte, mostly light-colored; (2) 1200

feet of red to brown trachyte, containing sanidite and some mica

;

(3) 2000 to 2250 feet red to brown trachyte; (4) 3000 to 4000 of
• ..,::••

8000 feet. Above follow doleritic beds.

The veins of the region, affording argentiferous galenite, sphaler-

ite, tetrahedrite, brittle silver, etc., and some of them gold, occur

in the trachyte, and are referred to the Cretaceous or the begin-

ning of the tertiary, the era of the trachytic eruptions.

tin n k tlu v overlie Near the 1 id f Cunu _ mi Creek tin

volcanic rocks form the crests of ridges, while the valleys cut

through into metamorphic rocks, which are .piartzyte, ehlontic

rock-, mica schist, staurolitic schist, gneiss, and a coarse-grained

granite.
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The plates illustrating the brief reports of Dr. Hayden are ex-

cellent.

Among the results of the same expedition, under The Interior

Department, there have recently appeared also— (1.) A "Prelim-
inary map of Central Colorado," showing the region surveyed in

187:5 and 1874 ; Primary triangulation by G. T. Gardner, topogra-
phy by G. R. Bechler, H. Gannett, A. O. Wilson and S. B. Ladd.

(2.) A colored Geological map of the sources of the Snake River
with its tributaries, and of portions of the headwaters of the Yel-
lowstone, by G. R. Bechler, topographer, and Frank II. Bradley,
geologist.

{I) A colored Geological map of part of Montana and Wyo

F. V. Hayden, assisted by A. C. Peale ; drawn by H. Gannett
from notes and sketches 'by A. Burck, chief topographer of the
Yellowstone division. It has contour lines.

3. Second Geological Survey <>f P<-,i,>a>/lr<tr,;«, 1874. Report
"B." On the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania, by F. A. Genth.
With an Appendix on the Hvdro-carbon Compounds, by S. P.
Sadtler; 206 pp. 8vo. ILarr'isburg, 1875.— Dr. Genth has in-

eluded in this \ oluim the results > i his 1 >ng -t i 1\ • f lVun<\ 1\ mia
niiinTuU, w it li man) farts -litaiiu-.i tVoin th rs who havt labored
in the same Held The minerals, are arranged according to the
system adopted in Dana's Mineralogy, and under each species is

given, in a iVw word-, its chief characteristics, and then in more
detail the des< ri prion of the localities in the State. Dr. Genth
hi- added also a large number of new analyses recently executed
by himself.

Report " J." On the Petroleum of Pennsylvania, by II km: v K.

Wriglky. With a map and profile of a Hue of levels through
Butler, Armstrong, and Clarion Counties, by D. J. Lucas ; also a
similar profile along Slippery Uock Creek, by J. P. Lesley.
1-- pp. svo. Ilarrishurg, 1*7*">.—Mr. Wrigle\ treats of his sub-
ject in all its bearings, historical, geographical, geological and
economical ; his report will be found of great value by all in-

terested in the subject.
4. Report upon 't!,*; Rwtnwtiss'ince i>f Xorthirestem U';/"""'"!/,

'" '"•1n»'.{ Y<H<, st National Park, made in the summer of

1873
; by Wm. A. Jones, Captain of Engineers U. S. A. 326 pp.

*vo, with numerous maps.—This volume consists of a Ceneral
Pu'I-.ort of the region exnlore-1 b v Captain Jones; an Astronom-

•

; a Geological and \

l '''' i'c'l 1

;
rn eg joo pages, by Prof. T. B.

Comstock; a Report on M . - ! >y Surgeon
C. L. Herzmann

; a Botanical Report bv Dr. C. C. Parry, and an
Entomological Report by J. D. Putnam.
The Report of Prof. Comstock gives much information on the

features and structure of the re < don with detail- respecting the
geysers and hot springs of the 'Yellowstone Park. The Lower
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Silurian of the Primordial and Canadian periods was observed,
and perhaps Upper Silurian beds, but no Devonian, the next
strata overlying beino- Carboniferous; whether the Subcarbonifer-
ous is included lie leaves doubtful. Above the Carboniferous
come the Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary. A colored

geological map of the region accompanies the Report.
5. Ji,f„.,'t »f Pro,,,-. .s-.s ,,,-fi,. .v.;,,, r / :,;.-„r. a. ,,/

:;
; ,<; ., ,,/ /%*-

!><< .',
. LsTi; b\ (, , i

', Lm , . -r •

of progress .jives brief notices of some of the mines and ores of the
State, with also accounts of valuable localities of marble, rooting

slate, mica tor stove doors and other utensils of economical '. alue,

with a notice of some of the localities of minerals. There are

also analyses of limonite, dolomite, limestone, etc.

0. 31h :/,nj-ii,,h. „ , .-»„,/, ,.s, / pn, „/,„• s {v.*-/...* nf t]„ '/•>••,,-

raphy, Clint,iU an,! (it> >l<,,/,/ of the Si at,- ; bv A. Wim iikj.l,

LL.D., late Prof, of (i o -^'Zoolo^ an 1 Ib-tan in th< luiver-

sity of Michigan. 122 pp. 8 vo. 1873. Extract from Walling**
Atlas of Michigan.—This is a valuable resume of the results ob-

tained by Prof, Winchell i i I i-. ii \ . -ti-'atiou- into the Topography.

second a colored geological chart of Michigan prepared from

tl l- I ii i col x.vx i ip ' 7t foi 180-1 * Ih *

the results of my analysis of the mineral:

Magnesia.

Titanic acid,.

8. Seeond Aj>r n«i;->' t» I>a„a« 3Ih,<r«l„Vi ; by Kl>\vaj:i» S.

Daxa; 64 pp. 8vo. New York, -March, 1875. (John Wiley &
Sun.)—Tl n,>t \pp «'dix to Dana's Mineral.,^ \\ s prep r. I in

1872, by Prof. G. J. Brush. The present Appendix follows that

aftei in int.-r d ot hi ,rs. and is int. nded to i

.rai

number of

operly belon :

to all miner;. .;,
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these refer-

to which the
article relates, the species being arranged alphabetically. This
Appendix is consequently an index to all the mineralogicai lii era-

tare of the past seven years. A list of mineralogical books and
of important general memoirs covers the few opening pages.

9. Minerido',1 ;<<! < '•.n'rihutiuns, V., by Prof. C. Klein, in

: dnuteness
the crystals of octuhedrite (anatase) from the Biimenthal. He
distinguishc four distinct types of forms, and shows that they are

remarkable for their large number of planes. He also proves it to
be very probable that the mineral from this locality which was
described by Kenngott as wiserine is in reality octahedrite.

10. On the presence of Vanadium in rocls.—Dr. A. A. Hayes, in

a paper read before the American A. ah m\ of Sci nces, Boston,
in January last, states that he had detected vanadium in many
rocks associated usually with compounds of phosphorus and of

manganese. His mode of examination for the detection of vana-
dium is described in detail, but no complete analyses

give a tabulated list of the rocks.
of vanadium in the well wafer of Urookliiu-, near Boston.

11. Pseudom >rpl rom Vere*
petal,' ; by G. Tschermak.—Feldspar-like crystals occur in the

of \ p-itak I'rai ylvania, which are pseudo-
morphs after labradorite. Their form, however, is in many cases
well n tained, though the luster of the planes is gone. They were
found to be twins in all cases, the several laws of twin:
similar to those often observed in orthoclase. Sone
crystals are very complex, being made up of a number of individ-
uals. They have a snow white or sometimes yellowish color and
earthy fracture, and though firm in the fingers are easily -round
in the mortar to a soft, white powder. An analysis gave Sipocz

:

Si 55-96, Si 31-34, PeMfi, IVlg 173, CaO-65, Na018, Ka4-96, 5 5-41= 101-39

Under the microscope the mass is seen to consist of two kinds
of minerals in fine scales: one colorless, the other slightly givenUh

ig the appearance of a potash-mica, to which it is referred

rmak. Deducting from the above analysis the latter,

which amounts to about one-fourth of the whole, and also deduct-
ing some unchanged feldspar, limonite, etc., present in small quan-

the composi-

, : :

-.::>_:.<•:
.

' -
alumina silicate differing from kaolinite. The change which has
' ik "" place in the original material consists essentially in an
exchange of potash for soda, and of water for lime. This loss of
lime has been often observed in other similar cases.— 7^/,. Mi,,.



; by M. C. Cooke, M.A.,
v, M.A., F.L.S.- -The Ini

notional Srieotifi'c So-os. Appleton <fe Co., New York. In 75.

pp. 299.—The earlier volumes of the International Series which
have come under our notice were so excellent, that it may not be
reasonable to expect all their successors to come up to the same

to look for any substantial addition to our knowledge, but rather

exposition of what is already known in Hu-

nt discoveries of

been made avail-

general students or amateurs, at least in the English
language. A book upon this subject, at once plain, practical and
scientific, but not over-technical, calculated to subserve the wants
of students and gratify a general interest, was mucli wanted, and
we may add. is in a good degree wanting still. The expectations
which the honored "name of Mr. Berkeley upon the title-page

inspired are diminished by bis prefatory
he had promised to write the book, he had been obliged,

tin ugi ill u it! mi 'i miiV.Ul < gagem itts, to turn over the

work to Mr. Cooke ; but that he had editorially read the manu-
scripts and the proofs, subjoining some notes. The volume is

therefore substantially that of Dr. Cooke, although we may con-

jecture that the chapters on the uses and notable phenomena of

Fungi owe much to the veteran English mycologist's store of

information.

The important chapters on the nature, structure, reproduction
and classification of Fungi are not so satisfactory ; partly because
the plan of the work breaks up and widely separates matters

which must need be connected to give a clear idea of the life-

history of any fungus; partly because too many topics are

entered upon and droppe 1 with..,;* ,,i,., nl .

ltl . ^plnna'thm. and too

many technical terms are used without explanation ; and some-

times, it would seem, from imperfect apprehension of (icrman

authorities used, perhaps only in translations and deceptive maga-
azine extracts. At least one may infer, from some points in the

treatment of the most interesting group of M>o;,rl,,> and o( the

My.rmjaxtres, that the author can hardly have read Breleld's

l'),tei'*'irhnn,fOi <'''•/ S<-hrnn„r?i,;iz<\ although he refers to it.

"As the work is intended for students, the author has had no

hesitation in reneating what has been stated in former chapters

where it has been thought to prove useful." Our own opinion is

that repetitions are specially to be deprecated in a text-book, and
mav always be avoided by a good arrangement and methodi-

cal treatment. The author, moreover, "has had no hesitation" in

devoting more than half a dozen of the earliest pages of the

volume to a discussion of such a vexed and wholly sir -i diary

question as that of i h v Sehw< udener hypothesis of i h.

nature of Lbl,r»>x; and In pronounces confidently against it.

This will hardly close the controversy, nor be of much use to the
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student. More to the purpose would have been some account of

the methods of study adopted by modern investigators who have
recently <_ri\ en a new and deep interest to mycology. Useful as this

volume must lie, ami lull as it is ot interesting information about
Fungi, it does not altogether supply the long-felt want of an
elementary text-book. A. G.

13. ^tirtftion in . Isimiii'i.—The a-sti\ atioii was formerly
thought to be valvate in all . I noitaw . In the Genera Am. Bor.

Or. Illustraia, vol. i. 1848, it is mentioned that the petals of eaeli

set are more or less imbricated in Atiiiniim, as also in some other

The petals enlarge so much before and during expansion

l needs to be determined in young.flower-

lequent examination of these, in A. triloba, showed
that there was hardly any overlapping in an early state._ Accord-
:

' -,
'

i proper a

, in the later editions of my Manual, do e
"

' ,1 t«character, " valvate in the bud,
1
' is alluded

Genera Plantarum, Bentham and Hooker distinguish their two
tribes, Urarieceand XJnonem by the aestivation of the petals,—more
or less imbricated in the former, valvate in the latter, to which
they refer Asimina. Last spring I had an opportunity to ex-

amine, on the living plants and Ih.w er-buds of .1. yrandiflora, the

species in which the exterior petals are most accrescent, and the

interior perhaps least so, the one which most resembles Uvaria in

the appearance of the blossoms. The sepals appear to be truly

valvate. The outer petals are decidedly imbricated, their tips

well overlapping in the order 1, 2, 3, in the early bud, and
_ so during the great enlargement ; but down the sides

they do not overlap, nor are their bases contiguous. The inner

petals are remote in 'hud: moderately accrescent, they remain pro-

portionally small, and from first to last do I

ommg revolute m anrm-sis,

the base grows more and more deeply concave and papillose-

ridged. This portion is frequented i.\ thrips, or such-like

flow

rgins above the middle becoming revolute in anrhesis,

the mass of stamens as soon as the anthers open. The
! proterogynous, the stigmas being early in good condi-

tion, the anther.- di-cl ruimj- pollen only when nearly ready to

shrivel and fall.

On examining good fresh flower-buds of A. triloba, in May, I

find that the sepals are truly valvate at first, but separate more
or less as the bud swells. The exterior petals, a little distant at

their bases, very slightly overlap a- they meet at the summit,
while just below the margins become a little revolute. The inter-

i"f petals are similar, but rather more distant at base, and rather

less obscurely, yet very slightly, overlapping at the very tips.

As they increase in size they slightly assume the imbricated posi-

tion whi.-h b< cotm - conspi -uous in the outer petals.

I conclude that the tribe Unonece cannot be distinguished from
the Crariece, at least upon the characters assigned, and that the
one kind of aestivation passes by gradations into the other.
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14. Text-hoof- of ' o,, (I 1'ii, ->'• o '>,;,!;

bv Ji'LU's Satiis, Professor in the University of

translated and annotated by A. YV. Bexxett, M.A., ami XV. J.

TlIlSTI.HToN 1>YKU, Al. A. .-5^ pp. large S V 0. Poil-loTl. I/-!

—Til.- third and fourth editions of Sadrs German treatise, and
of i in third, have been noticed

in this Journal. In point of mechanical execution, the volume
now under consideration com pares very favorably with its pre-

decessors, which have received high praise. The translation into

English is based, like Van Tieghem's, on the third German edi-

tion, and one is therefore tempted to first compare English with
French editing. Considered as a translation merely, the former
is superior. It is very close, idiomatic, and as clear as the < -rig mal.

In some instances the selection of English words to convey the
expression involved in a compound German word is most felicitous.

Con-i.f'i d as an umot at ed ivvUio:i. tin English edition is inferior.

The solid pages, for instance those devoted to Tension, remain as

cant headings for the paragraphs has enabled Van Teighei

to give a synoptical tabic of contents of much value. It has been
shown in a previous notice that Van Tieghem's table presents a

clear and exhaustive outline of the whole work. Nothing more than

a list of sections replaces this in the present volume. This lack,

having been so well met by a French editor, is all the more appar-

[g exhausted.
Tins eonseieiitiou.s translation is a valuable and timely gift to bo-

tanical students ; that our American fellow students may be more
ready to welcome it, we present a sketch of the work.
The Text-book is divided into three parts : General Morphology,

Special Morphology and Physiology. The first treats of the

nature and |..rnis of* cells, the formation of cells, the structure of

the cells, their constituent parts and occasional contents. Tissues

defined as a v of growth
are next considered with reference to th< ir formation and forms.

Three systems of tissues are fully described, epidermal.

cular bundles, and fundamental. * Here are presented comprehen-
sive studies of laliciferous and vesicular vessels, sap-conducting

:r -pa s and glands. The primary meristem, the uni-

form tissues made up of cells, all of which are capable i

unection with the terminal point of growth.

Here a somewhat confused terminology (Hanstein's) is introduced.

Frequent cross-references to illustrations further on would have
male this free from the ambiguity which now characterizes it.

The fault lies, however, at the door of the German abstract of

Hanstein's and Reinke's work. The outward shapes of plants,

differences between structural members and working organs, and

metamorphosis, come next. Most of this chapter is a literal trans-

lation of the least satisfactory portion of the third edition. Much
of it has be : fourth Germau, and for the better.
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Book second is wholly devoted to special morphology and out-
lines of classification.

" The former is based on excellent abstracts

of monographs and is most serviceable. The " outlines " are of
little use to our botanists except as an illustration of what sys-

tematic botany would become if it were left to the physiologists.

Already since this edition was written, Prof. Sachs has changed
his system; audit is still in a state of unstable equilibrium',' or

want of equilibrium. Then is hardly a more profitable task for a
young bot;uii>t than the comparison of the systematic sections of
Hook Second with Dr. J. D. Hooker's appendix to the Fnglish
translation of De Maout's and De Caisne's work. The former is

by a physiologist, the latter by a morphologist. Vegetable Phys-
io!. g\ is. .riven in Hook Third. The excellence of this digest"is

apparent on a hasty perusal. It becomes more obvious when the
book is used with advanced students as a hand-book in daily
work. From constant use of the German and French versions in

the laboratory during the past year, by students of two grades,
the present writer ran give if hones! praise. When it is supple-
mented by the Fxp< rhe same author, the
laborat r\ is well equipped. Wgeta l'< Phvsiologv is treated of
under tiie following heads; .Moh :

< l.emical

processes in the plant; < ieneral condith iis ot plantriife; the Mechan-
ical laws of growth; Periodic movements of the mature parts of

I'-'.;-, and movements dependent on irritation: the Pheno na
of sexual re] igin of species. In addition to the
copious citations made by Prof. Sachs, the translators have given
many references to memoirs now accessible to English students in

translate >ns or abstracts. It seems to have been the aim of the
editors to render the work of the greatest value to botanical stud-
ents who are unfamiliar with German. It is a great pleasure to
commend this volume, most heartily, as a good translation of the
*" '"»nai ; an i-b ,ok to a Ivanet d botanical students. G. i.. g.

15. Zur Ahvehr der Srliwendener-Borhefxrhen FlecLttiithcori,

(Contribution to a refutation of the Schwendener-Bornet Lichen
theory); by Dr. G. W. Koerbeb. 30pp. 8vo, Breslau, 1874.—In
this essay Dr. Koerber, one of the first Lichenologists of Europe, has
fast the weight of his authority against the theory which has re-

ceived considerable currency, that Lichens area compound of an

id a Fungus (the hyphae). He maintains, first.

that the " nicht-gonimische," i. e., the hyphae, and the lichens
tltemsi lv. s ;ir , luA Fungi, , it'mg. in -r.pj oit ot this proposition, the
known chemical and other differences between the two, and the
fact that many lichens are altogether destitute of hyphae. lie is

curious to know how, on the theory of >chweudener. the formation
of a thallus from the copulation of Fungoid hypha- and an Aigi
can be explained. Srcndlv. h. maintains that the gonidia of
Lichens are not Algae, because: 1, in true Algae the gonidia never
produce hypha.-. while tills is of common occurrence in the spores
* f Lichen* ; 2, that if the contrary were true, it is strange that in
every Lichen several types of Algae are necessary for the production
Am. Jocic. So.—Third Series, Vol. X, No. 55.—July, 1875.
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of the Lichen, and still more strange that in nature these various

Alga? occur without any further result ; 3, because many forms of

gonidia are not known to Algologists as such, because they have
never been seen in a free state ; 4, because the Lichen gonidia cor-

respond in their forms only to those Alga? which reproduce them-

selves by division and not to those which propagate by sexual

reproduction, the former process being only a physiological one
common to many or all lower vegetable cells, and destitute of

systematic value. The transformation of gonidia into zoospores,
" Schwarmzellen," observed by Famintzin and others, is regarded
:i> ,i process also common to low vegetable cells. The so-called

"asynthetic gonidia," i. e., those which occur without the thallus,

are, he thinks, not algae, but free lichen-gonidia. Thirdly, he

maintains that lichens are not evidences of parasitism, because the

gonidia are in no way debilitated, diseased, or destroyed by their

contact with tli hyp'mv. but on the contrary derive from it nourish-

ment and growth, and if this view were accepted, there would re-

sult, as Th. Fries had already observed, in Lichenographia Scandi-

navia, p. 8, an incredible double and mutual parasitism of hypha?
upon gonidia and of gonidia upon hyphae.

In conclusion, Dr. Koerber gives his own views in regard to the

anatomy of Lichens. He agrees with Schwendener that the go-

nidia are not produced from the hyphse of the thallus, but regards

the connection of the two as a simple process of nourishment.

To account for the origin of the thallus he supposes that the

hyphte of a germinating spore nee!, tin- their perfect develop-

ment, to come in contact with the form of gonidia belonging to

their own species. He asserts that the spores of some Lichens, as

in the genus >/<//. r<t)/i/>/iir/,\ which has muriform spores, do not

produce hypha?, but gonidia of the kind called microgonidia or

leptogonidia ; and finally suggests several different methods, ac-

ng to which, in his opinion, the lichen thallus

cluced by asynthetic gonidia (soredia).

Dr. Krempelhtlber, in a notice of this essay in Flora for March
11, observes that Koer'oer's hypothesis h.-h not much better found-

ation than Schwendener's, with which it has much in common.
If the observation^ in regard to the spores of species of Sph<f-i'»ni-

phale are confirmed, he thinks them against Schwendener; and
that, if Koerber's arguments and observations are not conclusive

against Schwendener's hypothesis, they tend to render it still more

improbable.

On the other hand, in Flora for March 21, 1875, Dr. George
entitled ** Zur Anatomie einiger Krustenflech-

Inatomy of some ( Yustaceous Lichens), disputes

the assertion that some'iichens are destitute of hvplue, and gives

the result of his investigations ..f n, ,-.,/;,.' <"W///.s-,/. >' „>.; t .nj„r

prii't'f/n<i, IFynidnfiHii «///;,,

;

N- and .\"'//-o. _,/„,/,. />//<'</'''"'" which

last he maintains is a Sphrcrineeons fungus), and concludes that

these Lichens possess undoubted hyp! e, ditl _ n no respect

from those of other Ascomycetae, and that his observations go to

confirm Schwendener's theory. His investigations are to be con-

tinued, h. w.
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16. Gustave Thxiret died suddenly of angina pectoris, on the 10th
of -May. at his residence, at Antibes, in the South of France.He judge that he had reached the age ofahoiit r,;, sears. He was
one of the best investigators of Algce, and the discoverer of their
anthendia in the Fuel, as well as of their phenomena
tion. His earliest papers were published in 1840; the most im-
portant .m. s followed a few years later. His researches were kept
"!' r t!! ! - f hi

1 mi I was s! ! expected in m hi n. i fi mi, he
was slow to publish, being extremely conscientious and critical.

' U \iri|,itV
* is most remarkable. Perhaps no public collection has

u' in tin- open air; il is certainly
unequalled m xerophilous plants—to use the name recently

y DeCandolle to those which affect arid regions. A
the proper season, under the genial and

was a treat Long to 1

hered. The loss by M. Thuret's unexpected decease is most
serious. A Q

17. An Lt'juiry /? 9p , '/ ,
:, th R, • won >f

" Th ,roughbred"

/
y " "'" .1---.A-: by Wi.MA-, II. II, u„ ,,f X,H- Haven,

V"
1

": fFrom tm ' I'l-'XH-edings of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, Hartford meeting, 1874.)—* * *
1

V ;

'"•; tr} to pros, Ud,at all will admit, that in our most
celebrated breeds, their special excellences are the accumu-

> my -nee, ,shc -encrati m-, and that this
is often accompanied with marked and important

tiprovement and
'-' "i<' unquestionably the results of
that if the care be withdrawn, then the breed will retrace
ps, and go down by the same road that it came up (only
taster, the downhill road being the easier travelled), and

•' again what it sprang from, or to use the more familiar
'> which are supposed to s,,U ikI more scientific, it "reverts"
turns to the original type.'" This has been said so often that
Sieved, and with a great class of scientific men lias become
na, and as such is used to sustain certain ti ori< s r. gar I'm''

: -Jiaracters." As a': "in the lec-
tures of eminent -scientific men. and also in our scientific literature,

i tdrc on I. nn.-d s ,ci ies. mdfrom these

lodgment in tl

At the last

* religious weeklies.

, this dogma of reve
pers, and I find on ii the pa

404, of the last volume of In -Proceedings," this: "The hog h
oeen greatly changed by domestication, and yet, when left to hii
sen, he soon returns to the original type. During the late w
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some of the most improved breeds were turned loose and left to
shift for themselves. 'Hirer //ears nfur, I found them possessing
all tin ph

:
iiiir,iJ cfmrurt' rs of th< iril< I hoar of Europe." I have

italicized in the quotation the special point to which I wish t<> call

attention. At the reading of this paper the author verbally
stated that a similar fact had been observed with "Durham
cattle." About, the same time the same dogma was strongly and
publicly affirmed by another scientific authority who is even more
eminent. In both cases the dogma was used as an argument
to sustain a certain scientific hypothesis, or else to combat another

othesis.

rn to another meeting, held scarcely a month after

our last one. A herd of short-horns was to be sold at New York
Mills, and stock-breeders flocked from near and far to attend this

other meeting. They came from England, they came from Cali-

fornia, they came from half the States of the Union ; they even
came from the very regions where these scientific authorities had
but ju>t told them that short-horns were so prone to return to

their original type. There was less talk at that meeting than at

the scientific one ; the speeches were in fact very short, but they
were to the point. The principal speaker was t

He was doubt h-s eloquent in his way, but his eloqm
hardly explain the result : fur : the time he
began, the sales amounted to a quarter of a million of dollars, and
in a very short time, those reckless men, unheeding the warnings
of their scientific brethren, bought one hundred and nine head
of cattle for $382,000, an average of more than $3,500 per head.
For the best five cows (belonging to a particularly excellent strain

called i he u Dutchess"; they paid an average of *01,040 per head.
These j-rices imVeote the faith <>f those men i„ the future perma-
nence of the a f that herd.

For some years I have been looking for the proof of the oft-

repeated assertion, that thoroughbred stock of old and well estab-

lished breeds ever returns to the original type (whatever that may
mean), "inter nmj cuditiems or rirrunistani't .-: Thus far the re-

sults have been entirely negative, that is, I often hear
assertion, but I have not yet found the proof in scientific cases.

I'ntii within the past year, h.-wever. my inquiries have been ver-

bal, as 1 had opportunity, and I kept no record of the answers re-

ceived, because I tical men (so-called) the

thing was settled. But the confident assertions within a year,

by eminent authorities, that such n c> rsi»us ir,,,,J,/ nl, .-,,.< t.ifr

phi , ,,,.} r eerta > co ,di ions, and then, following so closely on

the heels of these assertions, the remarkable sale of which I have
spoken, have awakened a new interest in the subject, and I have
resumed the inquiry, in the hope that, if there be any such greal

law, we may somewhere find the proof in specific examples. * *

I have therefore prepared the circular winch follows, and I ask

of the members any aid they may be able to give.

I append a copy of the circular, and 1 propose to give this asso-

ciation the further results of the inquiry at some future meeting.
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4 Bear sir : Will you have the kindness and patience to answer
i the following questions :

1st. Have you. personally, ever known any case where thorough-
d short-horu cattle, because of climate, poor feed, neglect, or

y other cause, have become in character anything else than
words, where from any cause thoroughbred

animals of any other breed or

> you personallv know of thurm //,!,,- I animals of any
eds so *

•m. nave you ever neara 01 sue!; .e in the ex-
perience of other breeders, so well authenticated that you believed
it to be a fact ?

Now please let me explain why I trespass on your time and
u'ood nature u-itli question- that may seem to you to be simplv
absurd.

I think that the practical breeders of thoroughbred stock (of

whatever kind) commonly believe that so long "as the breed is

kept pure and no other blood mingled, that although the animals
may vary greatly in excellence, all of them will have the essential

characters which distinguish that breed from all other breeds or
"types."
On the other hand, many persons (who are not breeders of

1 -t<»rk so far :e- I know) have asserted that if neg-
lected, any breed will " revert to the original type," or by other
words or phrases have carried the idea that, under such or other

aces, the breed will not only lose its better qualities,
but, moreover, that the animals will become of some other breed
"/- <!>/» whieli is snid to be that of the early and cruder ancestors
from which the breed originally sprung, however lonir ago that

'¥:,;; grade animals often " revert," that curious freaks and
s
" often attend violent crossing (and also that breeds de-

'e under bad management or bad conditions), are well
enough known, but these facts do not effect The specific questions"

•ictlypure.

?us, Beneficial, and
i,<r,, ins.rit or uu- xtate of Missouri, made to the State Hoard of
Agriculture ; by Charles V. Riley, State Entomologist.—This is

a very sensible report, by one of the best entomologis

'

the insects treated of, the first noticed is the Colorado potato bee
tie, which, the lieport savs. originally fed on the Sol.nnon r<>str<t

turn Dunal, of the Rock\ Mountains, but had in 1 Soft reached J

point 100 miles west of Omaha; in is.il invaded Iowa am
Southwest Wisconsin; in isi)4, isfjr, crossed the Mississippi r-

Vyestern Illinois; in 1866 occupied the region we>t of a line iron
* hicago to St. Louis; in 1867 reached Southwest Mi
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West Indiana; in 1868 had entered Ohio, and in 1874 arrived on
the hunters of the Atlantic :it many points. Another insect treated
of is the Chinch-bug (Micropus ieu<:<>j>ttrns Say), which attacks
the grains and praxes, whose ravages r 1 1

» '

>

the wheat, and corn,
and oats of Missouri in Is 74 caused a loss to the State, according
to the author, of ninety , nnUinns of dollars. A third kind is the
Rocky Mountain locust ( i'nluf.t, ,,,-# .prttu* Thomas), which has
been recently so destructive; and others are the I'hiloxtrn, the
enemy of the grap • \ ine, the ' />r;/.-«>h,>thr<:.?f i»nr>it<(, an apple-tree

borer, and <-a,il.tr o nrms. The arrich - arc illustrated by excel-

lent figures, and a map shows the path of the locust invasion of

III. Astronomy.

1. The Transit of Venus, Bee. 8, 1874.—In vol. ix of this Jour-
nal, at pages 157 and 234, has been given a synopsis of the prin-

cipal stations at which successful observations of the kite transit

of Venus had been reported. As these reports for the Southern
e were quite incomplete, we now present a fuller report

from the principal stations of the Southern hemisphere. The sta-

tions are arrange* 1 in the order of latitude.

ned.

(2.) Mauritius, lat. 20° 20',

station. All the contacts were
good photographs were taken.

(3.) Reunion, lat. 20° 51', lat. 3 h 42m E. Dutch station. Third
contact observed, and a few photographs taken.

(4.) New Caledonia, lat. 21°, long. ll h E. French station. All

the contacts were observed except the third, and 100 good photo-

graphs were taken.

(5. ) Windsor, lat. 33° 36', long. 1
h 4m E. English observatory

The tour contacts all observed.

(6.) Sidney, lat. 33° 51', long. 10 1
' 5 ni E. English observatory.

Weather favorable. The four contacts were all observed, and 180

- taken.

(7.) Cape of Good Hope, lat. 33° 56', long. I
1
' 14m E. Knglish

observatory. Both contacts at egress observed, and photographs

taken.

(8.) Adelaide, lat. 34° 40', long. 9h 15m E. English observatory.

Last t wo contacts were well observed.

(9.) Melbourne, lat. 37° 49'. long. 9 h 40 !L: E. churlish observa-

tory. All the contacts were observed except the first external,

and 200 photographs were taken.

(10.) St, Paul Island, lat. 38° 43', long. 5 h 10'" E. French sta-

tion. Both the internal contacts were observed, and numerous

photographs were obtained.
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(11.) Campbelltown, Tasmania, lat. 41° 55', long. 9h 50m E.
American station. The second internal contact observed, and
fifty-live good photographs were taken.

(1-J.i Mohan-town. Tasmania, lat. 4:i°0', long. 9 ;

49"- E. Ameri-
can station. Thirty-nine good photographs were obtained, but no

.1.1 Chri-t < ! ureh, Neu Zealand, lat. !-S :f.-
?

] ng. Ll h 31m E.
E < d - ition. Observations failed from clouds.

(14. | Chatham Island, lat. 4:5° 4S', long. li'
1
' I2 ,:

' E. American

(15.) Queenstown, New Zealand, 'lat.' 45° 0', long. 1 l
h 15"' E.

American station. First and second external contacts observed.
Fifty-nine g< od ph. tographs taken.

^
(16.) Kergnelen islands, tat. 49° 54', long. 5 h 41 n

' E. English,
German, and American station. The Germans urot both contacts
at ingress and egress. The English and American- observed the
mgr. --. but not the egress. Twenty-six good photographs were
taken liy the American party.

(17.) Auckland Islands, lat. 50° 48', long. ll h
1
m E. German

station. The sun was obscured till ten minutes after the begin-
ning of the transit. From that time, the contacts were observed,
:n»d heiio ohoto-.-raiihs were obtained.

(IS.) ( imp ,1 Mud. 1 t »_ . 1. ng. 11 17 V Fntuh
station. Venus seen bet >!v ingress . nlv. N'o contacts observed.

M. Puiseux has given the firsi French results idr the sun's par-
allax, using the observations of Pekin and St. Fan], ali made with
object glares ,,f •_- lc, millimeters - Fngiish inches). The paral-

2. On the Solar structure ; by Father Sbcchi.—Father Secchi
has made a ven full i ph . th rth-1 b\ Frofessoi Langley,
''on the comparison of theories of solar structure with observa-
tion,'

1

published in the March number of this Journal, first by
notes upon the communication as i; appeared in the JJ

''! Fah rmo, and in a lectun '

} id iy, h was puhli> I ,i the \'
> > <h1l« I 'irita, which

has been in part reproduced hy him in a .-ubsequent number of
the ^Mfi.nwrie, with additional remarks.

Father Secchi accepts, without reserve, the statements of the
article in question so far as thev embody tacts of observation,

thai ii is the very truth, rendered
in minute detail. As to the interpretation of fact, there is, how-
ever, he observes, more than one point of view, and this leads him
to an exposition of his own. His vi« ws, as now presented, differ

from those he was underwood to hold till lately, and in their
present form are of such interest that their outlines are here repro-
duced, as nearly in his own terms as is possible in such an abridge-
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guished : (1) That of its formation. (2) That of a

of relative calm. (3.) That of its closure and e

first the metallic eruptions attain 1

"

scale is visible both in the photosphere
and in the chromosphere; in the former (to borrow an architec-

tural term) in plan, in the latter in elevation. These vortical

motions are a consequence, not :i causi.

—

products of the eruption,
admittedly associated with the spot, but not generators of it. (It

is this period which Mr. Langley has taken as the subject of his

article, as shown by a history of the spots' appearance in the clear

sky of Rome, in the days" preceding and following those em-
ployed in its study at Allegheny.)

In the second phase the spot commonly presents a crater-like

formation, an obscure cent nil mass being invaded by convergent
gaseous streams, which form the luminous bridges and filaments.

The eruption now is comparatively gentle, or has nearly ceased,

though new matter, still extruded, checks the invasion of the sur-

rounding photosphere, and mingling with its insetting currents,

causes the radiate appearance of the penumbra. This phase may be

compared to that period in the eruption of the terrestrial volcano
when the lava, which has risen to the tip of the crater, is

being discharged without tumultuous outbursts, or the formation
of the pine of smoke.

In the third phase, both of the terrestrial and solar volcano, the

We may now understand how it is that though every great

eruption generates a spot, every spot is not seen accompanied by
a chromospheric eruption. To the second and third epochs alone

belong that condition of the nucleus, as a deposit of more or less

natter, which Mr. Langley mistakingly assumes Father
Secchi to suppose it to be in, generally. M. Faye and he have
attacked Father Secchi from opposite side., not perceiving that

the latter's point of view is double—as it is. More than this (and

however such critics may exclaim against the apparent contradic-

tion), he affirms the
|

— Lbility of a third thing, a sequence to

Galileo's and Kirchoft's views, namely, that a spot may be gener-

ated from a cloud of met i ii< \ i|>< i- i \. tin
\

<>r 'Sphere, or

resting on and [tartly immersed in it; it being by no means
certain that the spot is always a cavity. Let us not impose our

own artificial limits on greatly varied Xature!
P. Secchi concludes "that Mr. Langley's observations, though

. give little which lie has not

himself, in considerable part, anticipated, though they may be

admitted to have carried the res-lotion oi ph. >r.>-p:ieii detail

farther in some respects than he has been able to do, with the

smaller aperture ..f the iJoinan instrument.

Mr. Langley's impression that the observations he brings do
" ell wif ~

; accord well with Father Secchi's views, is altogether owing t

prehension of the true nature of these; on the contrary,
''

j and illustration bring gratifying and remarkable e-niir
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tion of Father Secehi's own observations, and on points where
they have been called in question.

On the whole, then, while In- must insist tli.it longer study will

modify the American observer's interpretation of the facts, lie

would rather be understood as admiring the Allegheny observa-
tions than as disputing them. x.

3. Observations on M<«jn<:t;<- D^Umttion made at the Trevan-
drum unil

. I mjnxthi ()bs» r>'<tt<>ries. Vol. I. Discussed and edited
by John Allen Broun. London, 1874.—This volume is the first

of the official publications of the extensive series of observations
made -hire I>:iti, at T • i. ce>-ive Miperintend-
eneies ol' Mr. J. Caldeeott ami Mr. J. A. Broun. In it the author
gives us the Hrst installment of a series of volumes of-

observations made at the auxiliary observatory at August ia, and
the main establishment at Trevandrum during the years I-.52to
1869. In explanation of the latter date, it may k' stated that
alt! o igh Mr iimuu d« parted fr »m Trevandrum in April, 1865, yet
he was so fortunate as to obtain the continuation for six years of
tin.' series of observations made by his two best assistants. He has
himself, for the past ten years, therefore, resided in London, and
superintended th< dis< ls >idti md . litis _ ol tin series of volumes
which are promised to the scientific world. In the present volume
we have a n.-same of most of the publications made \<\

the pa-r 30 years in the transactions of various scientific' societies,

which appear [..-iv ;i> (-..urributions to terrestrial magnetism from
the Trevandrum Observatory. Pages 1 to 80 consist especially
of descriptions of instruments, methods of observation and reduc-
tion, and narratives of the various explorations made into the neigh-
I'.-rmj country. Pages 80 to 184 give us the results of magnetic
observations made with the improved instruments introduced by
M '-- Iin.uu, giving in fact a full, and often a new, discussion
thereof, that adds materially to our knowledge of questions relat-

ing to the variations of magnetic declination. The chapter relat-

ing to the 26-day period, co-extensive with the rotation of the sun
on its axis, is interesting, inasmuch as the author states that he
!l ;- evidence, to be given at a future time, of a double oseillati »n

of this period. Pages 192 to 448 give the individual hourly
observations for every day of the year, with the declinometers

' Ti mdniiiL A igusti u Si . rtally. and Cape Comorin.
Pages 453 to 570 are pally the
annual reports of the director in ref< -ence to the observatories, the
almanac, the public museum and other public duties which were
imp. M d upon him.
The observatory at Trevandrum ocenoies the summit of a small

hill, which is from 60 t

of the shore. The observ
he built at as great a height as possi
near as possible to the trewmdnmii possible to the Trevandrum Observatory. Its altitude is

ordingly found to be about 6,200 feet, and it is situated about
10 miles from the main station. The stations at Shertally and
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Comorin were occupied for a few months only in 1858 and

e appendices containing Mr. Broun's annual reports are very
esting reading, if for no other reason than as showing the
•ity with which he clung to his determination to carry oiv

scientific observations in a region known only
o a iew savages and inhabited by ferocious animals. Every page
;iws us illustrations of the difficulties that he had to encounter
ioth from the climate and the native assistants, and makes us

i.vt

liffic;

that he has accomplished f?

not nave neen able to nave accomplished what he has done had
not his previous experience at the Makerstoun Observatory stood
him in good stead. c. a.

4. Determination of weights to be given to observations for
<ht, r - >!/.!, g tin:,- irit/i /-., ,

.' >oi
:

. tf.n.xU ;,,*!,„,„, „a<j. recorded' by
tli- ;, .,,<.,,,- r ;.; ,.:<t],n<l; by Charles A. Sohott. Appendix Xo.
12, U. S. Coast Survey Report for 1-72.— In this little pamphlet
Mr. Schott collects together the results of the general exp._ri.ncc

of the telegr - of the Coast Survey for a num-
ber of years. He states- that the introduction of the ehrono-
grapher registration of transit of stars has considerably increased

their precision, rendering it d< sirable to discus- the relative

weights of the equations of condition. In the Coast Survey
pra< ice, two classes of ortabl instrum ts are <-ni]d<»y« 1 for

longhude purposes, the largest size having reticules of 25

threads, the smaller size having glass diaphragms of l.i lines. It

appears from the prolific error- deduced in .Mr. Sehott's paper,

and 25 threads, is very trifling, and probably more than counter-

balanced by the increased fatigue of the observer, and conse-

quent change in his personal error- threads is

recommended, which mav be conveniently dispose. 1 in three tallies.

The probable error of a transit oxer a single thread is tound to be

for large portable transits =faV(60-063) 8+(0-c>30) 2 ta"ii-'X

for small " " ±V(<>Wo)«'+(()-OOS) 2 tan-o-.

In the reduction of the observations made during any one night

stan; a/.imuthal error, but to determine it before and after each

reversal of the instrument. In general, the colli mation, azimuth

and dock correction should be determined independently, before

n the Meteorite of Lance; by Dr. K.
i.nk's Miiie'ralogisehe Mil theilungeu, 187-3.-

• Lance in July, IS72; it belongs to Kos(

ites. Dr. Drasche has given the results c
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III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. On the Height of the St. Zouis Directrix; by G. C. Broad-
head. (From a letter to one of the Editors.) -I find that Mr.
J. T. Gardner, in hi- determination of the height of the St. Louis
direct ri v.* 1 as omitted all re ['ere nee to the careful observations of
Dr. Fmgelmann, ns given in vol. i, No. 4 of the Transactions of
the Academy of Science of St. Louis (pp. 663-667), and quoted in
the American Journal of Science, vol. xxx, p. 394 (I860). Hum-
phreys and Abbot, in their work, bear testimony to the correctness
ottheolwcr' iti , <of ]), n,_ imam i i I > giln . n and Mr. E.

H. Barton, of New Orleans, carefully adjusted t wo barometers,
compared them together, and then observed them for several
months, one part v being in St. Louis and the other in New
Orleans. The result proved the elevation of the St. Louis direc-

trix to be 404-9 feet above the Gulf. Mr. < birdner makes it 42<-29

feet, a difference of 23-39 feet. Mr. Gardner's results are chietlv or
altog, r

!

, r based on r iir . A h vels. Now, if these railroad levels
were run c< be correct.
Lut T have had much to do wit: r • ii L s. and

'
; nr few of thein can be relied on t! roiighout. I have

two profiles of one railroad -" n. and they
widely differ; and one of these, the Missouri Pacific, claims to be
correct. The profile notes of the Missouri. Kansas and Texas
Railroad, from Texas to Sedalia. makes out a different elevation
above th- sea at Sedalia from those of the Missouri Pacific Pail-
>"»*!• ['here is not a railroad line in Missouri t uth of the Mis-

railroad, oi f elevations
on it, each beginning at an assumed datum.

2. SW,/;,./, .p../;,. J-;.-.,'. .,-.,'... ,—The Sw dish Arctic Lxpedi-
r ><>» to Xovaya Zetniya. which w ' -,'f t th« beginning of next

"i Tromsoe, will be occupied first with botanical, geo-
logical, and ethnological inquiries in the southern part of N'ovava
Zemlya, and then advance along the west coast to the northern

ThTnceVVill go'r.^'he'nonh, "-"to -

rr of the Polar Sea. and then southward to the mouths
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4. British Arctic Expedition—The ships Alert and Discovery,
of the British Arctic Expedition, sailed from Portsmouth on the
afternoon of the 29th of May. The Valorous accompanies them

for the AdlHlnr, inri<t of >V< >«; .-

"1 be held

, Disci

The next meeting of the An
Detroit, Michigan, in August, commencing on Wednesday, the
11th, at 10 o'clock, a. m. The headquarters of the associa-

tion will be at the Russell House on Monday and Tuesday, and
afterward at the City Hall and Court House, directly opposite.

That the circular of the Local Committee may be received with-

out fail l>y those intending to lie present, word should be sent by
each to Frederick W,.,.'i. , [, n. K-(., I h ! r.. it, Secretary of the com-
mittee. It is expected that the Chemical Sub-section, instituted at

the last meeting, will he largely represented ; and also, that the
departments of Ethnology and Arclueology will have a prominent
sub-section established, to be called the sub-section of Anthropol-
ogy. The president of the year is Mr. J. E. Hilgard, of the

Coast Survey ; the vice-presidents, Prof. H. A. Newton of New
Haven for Section A, and Dr. J. W. Dawson of Montreal for Sec-

tion B. Prof. S. W. Johnson of New Haven is chairman of the
Clu-mical Sub-section.

The new volume of the Proceedings of the Association—that

for 1874—has hem issued. The volumes of the Proceedings, now
twenty-three in number, can be obtained from the Permanent Sec-

,
Salem, Mass,

o/j/ifo/rml i -Ml, J. Williamsons
.

before the Chemical Society of London, proposes to substitute the

freezing and boiling point of mercury for those of water, and to

divide the scab into a thousand parts.

7. Dr. Horace WeV*.—\ bronze statue to Dr. Horace Wells
of Hartford, Connecticut, "the discoverer of Anaesthesia," who
di-d nearly a quarter of a century since, will soon be erected in

Hartford." The statue is by the sculptor, Truman H. Bartlett.

The State of Connecticut appropriated five thousand dollars

toward the monument, and the city of Hartford an equal amount.
The expenses of the pedestal of the statue, which should also be

of bronze, are not met by these appropriations, and fimds are so-

licited of the public by the Committee of the Hartford Medical

Society, of whom Dr. E. H. Hunt of Hartford is chairman, and
Dr. G. W. Russell of the same city treasurer. Dr. Wells was
the world's benefactor.

8. Report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey for the

year 1871. 220 pp. 4to, with many maps.—Besides the general

report on the progress of the survey, this volume contains a paper

by G. Davidson and C. A. Schott, Assistants, on a comparison of

the methods of determining heights by means of lev. line. \
«

rri.al

angle and barometric measures from observations :

reports by Assistants G. W. Dean and C. II. F. Peters, of obser-
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vations of the total solar eclipse of Dec. 22, 3 870; a report by C.

A. Schott on the adaptation of triaugulations to the various con-

ditions of configuration and character of the surface of country-

other causes: description, by J. Homer!
nguished.

'Jentific papers
to 1870. The

volume contains 36 large charts, and among these, under the head
of River and Harbor Charts, there are charts of Pittsburgh.
Burlington, New Haven, New York Bay and Harbor, Nos. 1 and
'J.Delaware River from Navy Yard to'Fort Mifflin Light-house,
Xeuse River, Passes oi * Sound.

9. The Life tout Om,:-tl, „f Language: <u, Outline of Lin-
guistie \'n „,; ; \,\ W, I ). \Yhitnkv. Professor of Sanskrit and

"
' ollege. 326 pp. 12mo. "

. Appleton & Co.)—Prof. Whitney writes with
»th of insight and comprehensiveness of one who

nand of his subject in all its bearings and details.

Hi- woi 1 is n a im i i >h < q>o>iti n ii a rief form >t the science,

growth, and, as far as can be reasoned out from known facts, the

origin, of language.
10. The Recent Origin of Man, W><$tr<itr-! i>

:
; Ge Jngg a, J the

Mi«le.i'n Science ofprehistoric Archaeology ; by James ('. South-
all. 606 pp. 8vo, wil Philadelphia, 1875.

(J. B. Lippincott & Co.)—The author of this work has gathered
into it a large mount .,; in L rmati <u < ri <: hi-!' ri man, and on
the \ alley-formations, cave deposits, and other repositories of hu-
man relics The attempts which have been made to measure
time by means or' the thickness of valley-formations, peat-beds
and -talagmitic deposits are discussed, and sources of error pointed
out; and tl ( ,1 is that indicated in the title of
the work. The incts are given with much detail and are illus-

trated by many figur- -. I'nfoy; > in scien-

tific knowledge, and therefore in ability to handle well the geo-

logical questions he deal- with, and steer clear of his prejudin s.

Ri- chapter on the fickleness of science show- great mi-apprehen-
sion of the subject. Iti fact, the whole work exhibits a temper
toward scientific writers, and a consequent misunderstanding of

or's mind.
' les Trembl.ements de Terre en 1871, aver Settle-

ments pour Is •<,<>,;.* <,,:: -\» >.<. ><' 1-!'. ' 1-71 : par M. Ai vis

Pr.nnKv, Professeur Honorahv a la Faculte des Sciences de Dijon.

pp. U5. Pruxelles, 1873.—This constitutes Professor Perrey's

report presented to the Royal A
Belgium and i> published in vol. xxiv of their Mmmires. The first

seventy-two pages are occupied with the supplementary report for
the pr.-eding years. In the remain h r. c >nsritut'mg the report for
I
s 71. the most noteworthy items are: Earthquakes in England,
March 17: in Chili, March -J": in the Philippine Islands, May I;

and the eruption of Mauna Loa in August.
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Muck eft* rkteau pentagonal da-s Vocean Paclfique, pp. 4, and
( efe Pile de Java, ,t Lars rapports arec b reseau

>>e>it«_r/o/i-il, pp. 3
;
par M. Alexis Peerey.—Two interesting and

valuable papers presented to the Acadenrie des Sciences at Paris

'k'thu, tin,,, In, ,/ui'r n,,/,,,,/;,,,,,.^ the r/nua-, ;

ayWM.Bi.Asris. formerly Proles. r of the Natural Sciences in

he Lyceum of Hanover. 342 pp. Bvo. Philadelphia, 1875.
it.PS ^ TtiPantlmr.il.vn,.. in i,i< Prpfsw>P • " T *tn

convinced that the e

changes of weather ai

13. Climate and Ti-

trations. London, le

questions in geology

epochs in -o >h,o-i,-ai i

sun; a method ..f dcte
sedimentary rocks ;

cai

i the Quater

theories of the nature and laws of

n>ie;illv erroneous, and that at least

n to the truth will he found in this

,ir frrn/of/ical Relations .
• a theory

ate ;hj Jami
. 5 7* pp. 8vo, with n

ter & Co.)—This workahlv. isi.is

ne of the mos
atrial phy sics, viz: the source of
<!,; nges ot

,,- earth's

climate of a (

'1'7*\ tglacier-motioi

ibra;ions
;

many othe r related topi cs. It is

?, their Xu'tare and Xarture ; by
ditary Genius, &c. 206

Jew York, D. Appleton & Co.)—
i, is a \ alualde contribul i<m to theThi

:
v...rk, ahva.K w

15. Tht A> a II r l
1 , » 1

1

Cm- oft!-.- At,„:*p'...;> ; bv G. ll.uirwi... Si. and I'.l). 556 pp.
with numerous illustrations.* New York, 1375. (D. Appleton &
Co.)—A popular and h g matter and

elected a corn spending m' mher of the Academy of Sciences.

Joim Edwakd Gray.—This veteran naturalist died on the 7th

of April, at the residence in the liritish Mu-i"am which he has
long occupied, and which, having rec< uiiy n tin d from the keep< r-

world have pleasant memories ot ri libera hut mosi utati us

hospitality there dispensed by Dr. Cray and his surviving con-

sort, and will miss him at the 31useuin. which he has served

most assiduously and ahly for more than half a century. He was
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Dr. Leach's assistant almost :

with the Museum in 1824, w
tin - tturai Iiisi< r\ coll ctions, and succeeded to the keepershij

of the Zoological collections in 1840, upon Mr. Children's retire-

ment. The whole development oi has there-

fore taken place under Dr. (.ray's superiuK ndence. To it he
brought a persistent ardor, indomitable energies, and great prac-

tical powers; and lie worked nnllaggingiy "down nearly to the

close of the year 1809, when lie wa- suddenly [.nitrated by
paralysis. Even then his mental activity was hardly or briefly

interrupted, although he lost the use of his right side, ami his

scientific contributions have continued to appear down even to

the beginning of the present year. As some evidence of his

activity, it may be mentioned that his confil

journals and transactions alone—as indexed in the Royal Society's

Catal _, . . .(her in 1st;.;, and hi-

cut
j

; .[, iti« n-, b< fort and sin< e th it date, are far from few. He
published also upon penny postage and postage stamps, decimal
eoiii.c;,-. ;.ii-,pn di-cipline, sanitary reforms, the arrangement and
utilization of museums, and many other topics. These were the
bye-plays or roer< ations of a busy life; but he was pre-eminently
a zoologist.—a typical zoologisi ot

k

- the old Linnean school," and

hsh j..urna!s, mosi t »] them lamiiiar to our readers, give good
general views ot i he amount an I « lai . ! i m ns ...... logical work.
He was also a botanist, and it was in this held that he entered

LiuiK-.-m scho.d. For he wrote "the svstematic oait of the 'Nat-
ural Arrangement of British riant-.' th. \».-r. that first intro-

duced the natural system of plants to the student
history."

i the name of hi- lather, Samuel
Frederic Gray, th son reclaimed it as his own, stating that he

ponsible for all but the introductory portion. It was a

borate work for a young man, and several hands ?

prod;

esponsible for all hut the introductory porti-

laborate work for a young man, and severa
ably engaged in it. But it failed of success, partly 1

thought of by the leading botanists of Jus-
sue.iii -chool, and partly on account of a pitiful personal opposition
<>n the part of the Linmeans, who subjected the young reformer
'"to something very like persecution.*'' If Dr. Gray was " over-
gncu to controversy" perhaps thi- earh ill-trearmeut may have
fostered the disposition. When the Boyal Botanical Society of
I- 'I i. which esiahlisht 1 tin exhibitions and conservatories in

Hyde Park, was founded, Dr. Grav accepted i he presidency. In
1^4 he pubddicl :i ,, : British Water-weeds
oi" Aig;e. In L8U5 he caused to be printed—as a matter of histor-

- —a portion of Salisbury's manuscript " Genera of
Plants" (pp. 143, 8vo, Van \ • eh > MSS. and
papers, was made over to him by Mr. Burchell's executor, after
the death of the latter in 1864. Salisbury had bequeathed all his
papers to Burchell, who made no use of them. Dr. Gray's in-



terest in reclaiming them, and in amm-in- for their preservation

in the British Museum, grew out of memory of assistance ren-

dered 05 8 n hen he was
preparing the " Natural xirrangement of British Plants,'

1

and of

former propositions of Salisbury, that he should devote himself to

botany and edit any unpublished works that the. latter might
leave in manuscript. Dr. (.ray d< clined the proposition, and with
it tempting pecuniary offers. But, after forty years interval, he

printed a "fragment of the Genera Plantarum, exactly as it was
left by the author, for the purpose of showing the kind of work
that he intended to produce."

Dr. Gray married, in 1826, the widow of his cousin, Francis

Edward Gray, " a fitting helpmate to share and encourage him in

all his undertakings,*
7

:t n excellent algologist and conchologist, a

lady of remarkable powers and graces. a. g.

Admiral Sherabd Obbobn died on the 6th of May, in his 54th

year. He entered the Royal navy in 1837, became lieutenant in

1 *)<'>, ami t was selected as a volunteer for the

Arctic expedition sent in search of Sir John Franklin: again, in

1852, he took command of the Pioneer on a second extended Arc-

iw. He was a mem-
xpedition which has

>f April, in his 86th year. To Schwabe's observations on the -mi's

mots science owes the discovery of their periodicity, and that the

ength of the period was ten to eleven years.

A. G. Fixdlav, the o-eograplu r. and member of the Council of

bical Society of London, died at Dover on the 3d of

VJay, in his 64th year.

M. Deshayks. 'Professor in the Paris Museum of Natural Hig-

hly, died on the 9th of June.
Joseph Winlock, Director of the Observatory of Harvard Co

lege, died suddenly on the 11th of Juu
Sir William L«.av, long at the head of the (Geological Survey

of Canada, died at Ontario, Canada, on the 28th of June.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India Palseontologiae Indie
the Indian Fluviatile Depoail lonas, by R. B.

Foote, 18 pp., fol, with tlir. vi, pt. 1 of the

Memoirs, and vol vii. Parts L to 4 of the " Records " of the Survey.
PracticalHintsonthe.se! roscope, by John Phin. 131

pp. 12mo. 1875. New York. (The Indusr .. small meager

work, very inadequately illustrated.

• --
"

M.D. 75 pp. 8vo. Trenton, New Jersey, 1875.—The author, objecting to the

present theories, makes light the rapid wave motion of impond r

heat, this matter in excess in ponderable matter; electricity and magnetism, this

imponderable matter in flowing currents.

Die Idee der Entwickelung ; eine sozial philosophische Darstellung ; von
Leopold Jacol -.-., Berlin, IsU. ( II. E. Oliven.)

What Young Peor 1 - ~u -

lower animals ; by I

What Young People should Know. The Reproductive
!— '- by Burt G.""' 1
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So much interest attaches to the phenomena of the corona
ami red prominences as observed during total solar eclipses,

and correct views of their nature and of the proper means of
observiug them are so recent, that I feel it proper to give here
a brief account of what [ believe to be the first attempt to see
these, under onlinarv conditions, with an niiedipsed sum*
Thi> account i< contained in the private diary of the late G. P.
'• I- formerly Director of the Observaton ol Harvard Col-
lege, 'which has become known to me through the kindness of
his daughters.

Bond observed the total solar eclipse of July 28th, 1851. at

Lilla Edet in Sweden, and his report is published in the
Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. xxi, page 97.

From Sweden, Bond went to Geneva, where he arrived in

September, 1851, and from this point 1 may transcribe from his

diary, making no changes except the occasional insertion or
omission of unimportant words.

"Geneva. Suudav. Sept. U, 1851.
I think I must g.> to Chamouuix to try whether it may be

possible to discern th • iv-1 Haines on the sun's disk by occult-
ing all but the very edge, upon one of the lofty peaks. It

- nytb, Baden-Powell, Piazzi-Smith and others experimented in this
direction, about this time, with various r ietr. Obs., vol.

«.p.279: NKm. R. A. S.; vol. xvi, p. 301, etc.

Am. Jouk. S't Tmiim. Sr.;.m>-vor ,. X, No. 56.—August, 1875.
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ment worth trying and a new application of the "Ai<i >iiH< >.'

Geneva, Sept. 15, 1851.
* * * The weather looks dark and lowering with an

uncomfortable northeast wind, but M. Plantamour thinks it is

likely to be fine weather, and on this recommendation I took a

place in the diligence for Chamounix. * * * *

Chamounix, Sept. 18, 1851.

Last evening the stars were shining through the opening
clouds, giving promise of improving weather, but a glance out

of the window, this morning, dispels all such anticipations.

Chamounix, Sept. 19, 1851.

I woke this morning at five and my first impulse was to go
to the window to see the signs of the weather. Last night I

had hopes of an improvement. But I was surprised to find a

clear sky ; some clouds were resting round the ' aiguille,' but

the summit of Mt. Blanc was ei
; ntanvert at

7.15 with a guide. ********
Mer de Glace.

* * * Attempted two or three times to hide the sun's

disk by projecting rocks to try to see the red prominences, but

could not get a station far enough off. * * * *

Chamounix, Sept. 20, 1851.
* * * Snowing fast in morning. Weather dee

bad. But before going to bed it was quite clear. * * *

Chamounix, Sept 21, 1851.
* * * The fine prospects of last night were effectually put

aside by another snow storm. ******
Chamounix, Sept. 22, 1851.

The morning bad as usual. ***** 4

Chamounix, Sept. 23. 1851.

This morning still cloudy, yet the prospect for an improve-

ment was encouraging. Soon after breakfast the sun appeared

g in the clouds, and I hurried off with a spy-

to lose the slightest chance of seeing the phenomena I wished

to ;
* * * I spent two or three hours in the wet fields to

no purpose. In the afternoon there was an effort at clearing

again.

Chamounix to Martigny, Sept. 24, 1861.

The clouds this morning still hung on the mountain.-. but

overhead there seemed some signs of clear sky. To mak< sure

of losing no chance I took an early breakfast and left for the

fields with the ordinary ~-.\ _\ -~ 1, :.Migin«r to the hotel under

my arm. Sometimes it would be almost clear, and
it began to rain, and I was undecided whether to give up and
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start lor Mnrtigny or to stay another day. At last I saw the

sun's disk and took up tny station on the edge of the shadow
of the 'Aiguille de BletHere.

1

It was still cloudy, but I was satis-

fied from the nature of the experiment:

—

1st. That a very clear air is necessary.

2d. Plenty of time to choose projections, affording views of
as large a portion of the circumference of the disk as possible

while the rest is hidden.
And lastly, a good achromatic telescope easily moved.
I did not expect to find it so easy an experiment, nor to find

a mass so well-fitted for the purpose as the "A i<jni:h ,/, I'J, it," rt

'

which has a smooth edge, inclined, so as to allow the sun to dis-

appear slowly behind it.

The naked eye easily bears a small portion of the sunlight.

From 7 to 9^ I followed the shadow over the valley. It was
nearly dear for a few moments before it reached the woods on
the side of the mountain, but there were still some light clouds
over the sun and nothing could be seen certainly of the corona

;

the clouds and mist would account for what I did see, and on
the other band, the color of the telescope supplied too much red
jusl at the edge for one to be able to see any of the red flames,
if they existed there.

On the whole, I am more than ever sure that the experiment
( ''iti be mad lie bv some one more fortunate
than I."

Art. XV.— Walker's Statistical Atlas of the United States *

A census report consists essentially of statistical tables. In
these, certain results are stated numerically, and, like other
t;,] '^"f'abstract numbers, the generalizations, which often con-

; ost important features of their value, can be seen
' '_-•,:-:...•.:

.
• v.; •

\ r. ^
; each individual inquirer. Moreover, but few

and intellectual train-

most obvious general

-

that form of detail. Consequently, in
the illustration of facts where numerical tables are involved,
much study has been expended in devising other methods of

i] Atlas of the United States, based on the results of the Ninth Cen-

Bien, Lith. 1874.
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presenting the facts to the miud. In various branches of sci-

ence, great gain has resulted by representing quantities in

other ways than by series of numerals, especially by the use of

comparative areas, geometrical figures, curves, shades and

Until our last census, the results have been published in the

numerical form only. In these reports, the Superintendent

introduced a few plates by which certain generalizations were

shown by comparative shadings or geographical maps. Their

general value was readily seen and they were received with

great favor. In fact, they made the desirability of more maps
devoted to further illustration so obvious that Congress directed

Professor Walker, the late Superintendent of the census, who
had prepared them, to prepare a Statistical Atlas." Several

portions of this work have already been announced in this

Journal as the work progressed, and the complete result is now
at hand in a large folio Atlas, consisting of 60 plates and about

the same number of letter-press pages.

On the plates, all the method- istration

have been used. The compiler divides them into two classes,

the Geographical and the Geometrical. The former embraces

65 maps, variously shaded, colored or lined. Idling 3S sheet-.

Six of these maps are double-page size (22x30 inches), 25 of

full single paiiv. and 34 of smaller size.

Sixteen full-page plates are occupied by the geometrical illus-

trations, on which a variety of devices are used and with most

excellent effect. Sometimes by comparative areas and colors

in squares and rectangles, sometimes by polygons of ingenious

but simple construction, sometimes by circles and circular

areas, and in a few ease,- bv lineal curves, the whole disposed

in 1208 figures.

The letter press is of the same folio size, and besides the title,

index and explanatory preface, consists of eleven "memoirs and

discussions'' of two to nine pages each, prepared by nine

authors and mostly upon subjects treated in the plates. They
contain also a few cuts.

It is not too much to say that this is one of the most instruc-

tive publications ever issued by our government, and yet it is

impossible it in any written article. Pre-

ciselv as a painting cannot be described in words, so t

plates cannot be. Any such description will bear about the

same relation to the original that a written description of a

person (on his passport, tor instam t )
doe, to his \

hotogn
]

h e

portrait. Sometimes these plates show an arrangement of facts

in such a way that their significance may be ea-i

vhereas if the same facts were merely stated
*

tabular form they would be understood by but few
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times they exhibit facts that absolutely refuse to be shown by
mere numerical tables. In short, as already suggested, the very
reason of their being is because words and numbers cannot or
will not tell the whole truth.

The principles involved in the construction of the various

-us are fully discussed in the text or on the plates.

Suffice it here to say that ten of the maps are prepared from
data not derived from census returns, but which are of special

interest in such a work. The shadings of 55 maps and the
construction of more than I ."200 figures are based on computa-
tions from census data. Some - were very
elaborate

; in other eases, where simple, the actual labor neces-
sary was very large. For instance, in the preparation of crop
maps it is not easy to show at the same time " the importance
of the crop to the county, and of the county to the crop of the
country.'' Now the rule adopted, arbitrarv to be sure, but

" best vet devised, is as follows: " The number of

bushels, " "

first by
of acres of improved Ian

multiplied

of the productiv
m respect to that crop, of the county." When we consider that
the county is the nominal geographical unit used (this even be-
Ul -;i ' \-ided where a<-cunc\ of detail seemed to require it),

and that there were about 2200 organized counties when the
census was taken, we get some idea, vague though it must be,
of the vast labor of computation expended in the production
l){ the

. itire work. It is , robable th it over 200,000 computa-
tions were performed.
The work is divided into three parts. The first, relating to

the '-Physical Features of the United States," contains ten
m:

'I
)S

.
"ve of which are double page. The map of the Eiver

' * is the best yet published t

' the lira inage areas. It has. with

the more im| ort i it general facts of population mid
ou as refit:ed to thos< One map is of the "

i)is-

1 Of WO, »di:U "Hypsometric;" twe
al: and 1ive re :1"te to Clim;ate, "three of these fy - the
Service Bi u audi he Smithsonian. Th

oeach other ai•e particularly instruc

oodlands and rainfall and
inatic com of late been the subject of much

A c • that

ton TV , the

ions bavin nual rainfall of Ho inches
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and upward. The magnificent forests found from Minnesota

to Maine are in regions of 28 to 40 inches, a rainfall precisely

identical with that of the nearly treeless prairies which extend

westward from Chicago. The northern part of the Michigan
peninsula, with its heavy timber, is marked with precisely tin 1

same r; i kail .
- huge portions of southern Minnesota lying in

the same latitude, and nearly treeless. Interrupted prairies

extend across Mississi a, where we have the

heaviest rainfall east of the Sierra Nevada.
Again, compare the woodland map with that of "storm

centers" and prevailing winds. The regions of numerous storm

centers in northern Michigan, New York and Maine, are

heavily timbered; the similar region of eastern Nebraska is al-

most treeless. A comparison <>{ the regions of more or less

winds show similarly diversified facts. While there is un-

doubtedly a very intimate relation between forests and rain-

fall when the latter is less than 25 inches annually, where the

above that, certain relations which are zealously

exist, are shown by these maps either to not exist

at an, or else that the relative dependence has been vastly

overstated. The map of the Coal measures is espeeia I

:

sive, and we hope to see the excellent map «>!' "<i i- - '
formations" struck off in a separate edition lor the use of stu-

dents and travelers.

The five memoirs of this part are by as many authors. On
the one hand, they are all too comprehensive to make satistac-

to \ :ti ets fro in 1 at T
i

- > n i i n t. . - i d<

mize. The one on "The Physical Features of the United

States" (by Prof. J. D. Whitney") is a model of comprehensive
fieri. Further notice of this physical part is reserved

for another number.
Part 2d, devoted to "Social and Industrial Statistics,'' eon-

tains forty -nine maps, four plates of illustration by ge<

methods, and lour memoirs. Two of the ;

relate to tin . ision of

our territory. Eleven maps -k«»\>- the density an I distribution

of the popttl nods of our history. One plate

and twenty-two maps illustrate the elements of population,

nine maps relate to agriculture, six maps and three plates to

the distribution of wealth, public indebtedness, taxation, illit-

eracv, occupation, and church accommodation.
The memoir by Prof. Walker, on the " Progress of the Na-

tion," is the completest in the volunn ti 1 i»- p < i
-' f

'
1

-. ele\tn ..t i l !-tl t U-li- t ti 'l ^ !

h ':.
I

:.'.
:.

;..;'-;-...• • -.:-'.. :•..

assumes tie t when the census-taker can

find a population of two per square mile. The white popula-
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tion of a region more sparsely inhabited than that are scarcely

permanent enough to be called settlers. He traces the line sur-

rounding such ureas. nn<l ,-lIso .>f each ol the adopted degrees
of density. The following table gives some of the more sim-
ple features of this calculation.

1870 1,272,239 38,558,371 30"2

It is noticed here that in the 40 years following 1790, the
area of settlements increased 163 per cent, and the density 24
per cent, while in the next 40 years the area increased 101
per cent and the density -11 per cent. While this increased
ratio of density is in part due to the denser settlement of rural
districts, it is "mostly due to an increase in the city and village

populations. We find that in 1n.m.> there Acre but six cities of
over 8,000 inhabitants, and in 1840 but 44 ; the number had
increased to 226 in 1870. He says: "Speaking roundly, it

may be said that in 1790 one-thirtieth of the population was
found in cities; in 1800 one twenty-fifth ; in 1810 and also in
1820 one-twentieth ; in 1830 one-sixteenth ; in 1840 one-twelfth

;

in 1850 one-eighth ; in 1860 one-sixth ; in 1870 more than one-

That popular subject of so many writers, "the center of
population," is also fully discussed, "in 1790 it was "about 23
wiles east of Baltimore." It has traveled westward, keeping

near the 39th degree of latitude, never getting more
than 20 miles north nor two miles south of it. In the 80 years
it has trave I „ind nearly 50 miles
eastward of Cincinnati.
The intimate and varied relations between the density and

spread of population as shown bv the maps of the second part,
and the physical features of the country as shown by the maps
of the first part, are intensely interesting and varied, but the
subject is too fertile to be entered on here.

i art yd consists of two memoirs and eighteen plates, six of
naps. Thev mav be said to cover three classes of

ige, sex md b rth, the next to mortal-
ity, the third to the " afflicted classes." The relative distribution
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of the population by age and sex in each of the States is shown
by the geometrical method; the geographical distribution of

the predominating sex, and of the birth-rate is shown by maps.

The relations of the birth-rate map to various others of the atlas

are as interesting to the student in physical geography and an-

thropology as to the political economist Considered as a whole,

the newer and agricultural regions very naturally have a

higher birth-rate than the older and denser population. There

are several curious areas where a low birth-rate accompanies a

high relative number of women, as. for example, a belt in

southern New York and another in Ohio. Possibly this fact

may be true in the country as a whole, but it is by no means
universal. While the eh el' con . ng < »n ! -ns of the birth-

rate are mo . -.nm int resting and curious

• ) physical causes are svd, There is a belt of rather

high birth-rate accompanying the Appaliaehian system from

New Jersey to Alabama, cut through by a belt of lower intensity

where the Susquehanna Eiver cuts through. It has also other

peculiarities, and a <. imparls., n.f rl b i ;ap with those relating

to density of population, the <
< .graphical distribution ot sex.

Ith, elevation, extremes of climate, and mor-

tality by .-erraii <l!-ea.-e<, <how that, along this belt ; lea-t,

physical causes are a most important or controlling condition.

The next series relates to mortality. Four maps show the

geographical distribution of relative mortality by certain

classes of diseases Two charts (hv geometrical methods) show
the distribution of deaths by age, sex, race, nationality, and
month of death for each State and Territorv. and also the same
for certain special diseases. These are accompanied by two

memoirs. The work closes with eight charts, showing (by geo-

metrical methods) the distribution by age, sex, nationality. &e..

of each of th. "afrlirTe.l classes" (tin blind, mute, iii-arn- and

idiotic) for eaedi State and Territory. These (prepared bv Mr.

F. H. Wines) contain methods df illustration which have

some very desirable features.

Any commendatory notice of this work which did not .-peak

of its mechanical execution would be most unjust. When we

consider the intrinsic difficulties oi the case, and moreover
that it is the first work of the kind vet n 1. 1.- in I < I

•-'"' i

States, we must accord, high
j
raise to Mr. Julius Bien, who has

done the lithographic work.
It is to be "hoped that Congress will allow this atlas to be

printed and sold at as low a price as the eost of manufacture
will admit. W. h. b.
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AET. XVI— On H,< ( .nndrodih ,,,,,< t';<< Tdhj-Fn^r A „ .]/,>,

Brewster, New York; by Edward S. I)ana. With plates

V, VI and vii *

The method of occurrence of the Chondrodite at the Tilly -

Foster iron mine, near Brewster, Dutchess Co., New York, has
been fully described by Professor Dana in a memoir on the
Serpentine and other pseudomorphs of the region. \ It may be

The chondrodite forms tlie wmgue <~>i' tlie magnetite, being
everywhere disseminated through it in varying proportions.

In the parts of the mine where the ore is purest and perfectly
- -lid,- -the so-called " blue ore "—the associated chon-

dr(.>dite is sparsely sprinkled throi _h it in small yellow grains.

In the larger portion of the mine as now opened. however,
til. M*U X,

_

,>, , , ol ,- . rcsmit

in it in much larger puaiitiries, and. like the other i'-ociated
minerals, it has almost univcrs; In suliered . xtensive ; .Iteration

A huge number of these products of alteration 1: ave been

drodite in this - vellow ore
"'

is enerall\ in issive

:

sioually fragment oi lai-e coarse m-ta'ls have betn found.
some of which measured five or six inches in lenutl t. Thesew .'ilwavs more or less altered; moreover the im > tonal of
«'h h tli s o f, n, I is an from homoimne, :i,nm^-ofmag-
11 fite. m 1 tl^,, dorit being often enclosed. Dolon

i.-mbohe-
^nu.ni nnwilniMl,!,.'^,; theM', a^ well as the ciystals of

letter erwab oi just meat ioned are
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ally lined with, more or less perfectly crystal! < 1 h lite,

and also with dodecahedrons of magnetite, crystals of ripi.f >iite.

and range a|>;ttite. and then subsequently filled in with dolo-

mite Whciv this has been the ease and the dolomite has

reniaiiieil intact the chondrodite has been protected ami the

crystals have retained perfectly their brilliant luster and gar-

net-red color.

The species chondrodite is of esp vial interest because of its

relation to the Vesuvian humite. As shown by Scacchi, and

confirmed by van Rath, the humite crystals are of three types,

alike in the ratio of their vertical axes but differing in the

length • the vet t? txes Chondro r< is identi< ,1 with

humite in ch >n. and, as shown by the investi*

uan.no the l»rev\-ter mi ^ral, alike in «-r\ -i Jhn.- form. Until

now the correspondence of the two minerals had been proved

only for the second type. But the Tilly-Foster mine has

afforded crystals of each of the three types,' and 1 am therefore

enabled to announce a close relation between the two for all

the types.

1. Description >>/ <rtj<Uth }>"!>>,cfni<i to Type II.

mough

was due to the fractured condition of many of the planes.

which, though often not very apparent even under a magnifier,

yet gave rise to a vaiiet\ oi r >fl. et -
1 1 uue. in the goniometer,

no one of which could be accepted as trustworthy. The
presence of these cracks gave the crystals the appearance of

having suffered sudden contraction, by which the planes had

been irregularly drawn inward, forming re-entrant a _ - ' il

fact, i i this respect, as in general appearance, this chondrodite

might be aptly compared to a resin.

The smallest crystals proved to be free from this cause of

and one of them, on which the faces were excep-

tional. !y brilliant, was chosen for careful measurement. It

() itli .m. - , \ i
- - - - p ^ but using

• --

—a device for which I am indebted to Vi-^\. Sehraut .>i A eima.

The mean of 30 measmva, -nt- .. .1 i
<> =n ,1mm ,

' .,, v , ;
l:5.V

1-

rfcd-.Y. T „ ,--,,i\t on i" -eve: Hi»"
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the fundamental angles. Calculated from these angles the

a (vert.)= 1-57236; b=\ ; c=l-08630;

and the angle for the fundamental prism is

I^I(\10 A ll0)=58° 15' 46" or 94° 44' 14''.

7

1

Calculated. Measured. [

a cu a
A (r. Rath)
Calculated.

l-l Oil 147° 32' 39 122»44'(apVl22°27'21 122° 27' 49"

»
2

^

5
205 90 *149 55 48 U 58 48

203 90 135 59 136 1 17 135 52 15

«• 2-1 201 90 109 4 109 3 24 108 57 50

H M 247 129 42 9 135 17 40

'- ;

J'
5 245 137 25 45 125 52 125 50 6 125 49

ra
3

2 243 146 21 42 113 25* 113 25 36 113 24 45

r* 4-2 241 154 2 9 98 13 6 98 12 47

* 3
641 125 43 56 95 22 95 17 59

2

3
223 127 ] 31

135 45 24 103 10 4 |103 9 35

The preceding
ured on the same
above parameters
tumite, type II, are also g
I he angles of the nuu-rodo!
observed, in chondrodite and
the other hand, there is a dn

also of MiuTrl^18
°f Xaun7

ann
<
in

jection, Plate vn.

table* (I) includes the principal angles tin

'-rystiil. and also those calculated in.m
s

; in addition, the i
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The fundamental form employed is the same as that adopted

in Dana's Mineralogy ; for the reasons for retaining it, as also

it- relation to those of other authors, reference must be made to

the complete memoir. The letters used are those of Scacchi,

with this change, that for the planes of the third type the cor-

responding Greek letters, and for the first type the correspond-

ing capital letters, are employed.

Table II. Table III.

A = 0(001). 0=*4(O1O).

7
|sssr| n. III. IY.

calcu-

lated. II. III. rv.

l-l hi 57° 33' 57° 28' j 32° 28'

(32 32

,, 5** 205 30 4 90

s 2^ 203 43 68* 90

e> 2-T 201 70 57! 90

H h 241
(44 40*

^44 40
44° 37'

/ 50 30 •50 %'r H
'" !•_ -'•" .1 L0 54 12 42 34 42 39 ! 42 32 42 36

" :,-- 24; 66 .",4

(66 32 66 25 6Q 35 j
33 31

33 30
J33 32

33 3° 33 27

r*

2

3
L-2:

81 47

11
<26
}25 57i

B> a 221 T6 60 52 68

- ••j 641 34 to HM 54 18

41 tables II and III are given the angles on A and C as meas-

d in a series of crystals here numbered II, III, IV. (The

asured angles of other crystals are given in the memoir.)

oy are important as showing how far the angles are constant,

ne considerable variations from calculated angles in a few

tances are to be explained 1-v the eause already mentioned
;he occurrence of irregular fractures across the planes.

according to Scacchi

Rath .,-'-;
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the following which fall in the old vertical or horizontal zones,

and many others to be described later; o(a-2 = 210), i- (2 7-~-

<>21). /"( 4-7=047). d-w>7=02oi. • ;f--/ = 2i).-1) .
/'(i-

2 =l89). Of

er the 2d' or 3d types.

f chondrocyte should show an
entire correspondence to humite in hemihedral characters.

Taking the same position for the crystals as vom Eath, r 2 and
/' l appear uniformly in the po.-itive (or upper) rpuul rants, /•'

and r
3 always in the negative (or lower) and a- is both -f and

— , but where occurring alone is generally negative ; w 1 is gen-

erally, and in- is always, negative. Of the brachydomes it

mav be said that thev are often holohedral. but this is not
a hvavs the case. The 'various figures on the' two plated will

show the true relation better than words. It is to be said,

however, that when the liracliydomes are ± they are still distin-

guished from each other physically. Thus the -f series may be
largely developed and rough, destitute of any semblance to

polish, when the negative series is as lustrous as the pyramidal
planes.

Habi—With regard to the general habit of the crystals, it is

interesting to note the wide variation which is shown. Fig-
ures 1, 2. 6. 9, 10 are int. titled to o-jve some idea of the crys-

tals, as drawn symmetrically, and figures 7, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17,

18. 19, of their actu ' ppca ranee. As will be seen, the figures

are drawn with C in front: this was necessary in order to give
a true idea of their real appearance. Since the prism i-2 is so
a-ute (494. ) toward the eye the projection gives it but little

width. It is hence clear 'that while lig. 3 is an almost exact
r pro- lection of an actual crystal, iig. o. by the other method of
projection, gives a wrong idea of its appearance.
The crystals from which the partial figures, 7, 10, 1(5, 17,

were drawn, along with others quit as diverse, were all in one
single -roup oulv half an inch in length. The crystals drawn
in figures 16 and 19 also occurred ehweh conjoined in the same
group; and other exam, les ol :. di\ rsit in isso< an 1 erys
tals might be mentioned. One crystal of a very prismatic

appearance (when placed in an inverted position) is shown in

figure 19.

Presence of minute planes.—The most remarkable feature of
the mineral from this locality is the multitude of minute planes
which modify many of the solid angles. One single ease will

-
1 in d.'t.'i 1- a- t c ohm- ; Imitted ot more than

'iydU exact detm-minati »n : it serves well to illustrate the
subject, A

| of a portion of the crystal is

-ho.vn i„ „„. U . Tht ,

(
.,v; till ltH .lf Wils Sl!i;i i!, un ,i unfortun-

ately so imb.
;. ; r it was for the most part rough
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and bevond <

i the 1 'Ubj-Foster Iron Mine.

iximate measurements. The part avail-

able showed C faultless, also /•'' good : and less satisfactory r\
r 3 and r 4

. On the solid angle between 0, r 3
, and r 2

, a large

number of minute plains were observed ; they were so ex-

tremely small (all covering a surface not '03 of an inch in

breadth) that any exact measurements seemed at first hopeless.

They were sharply defined, however, and brilliant, and when
ipt was made it was found that they gave perfectly

distinct though faint reflections.

Table IV.*

Meas. Calc!

r3 = 243.

Meas. Calc. M C;;:

=
"

Calc.

<•
|

2-1 021 17° 37' 17° 38£ 23° 58' 23° 49'

+rfS-€ 2-12-7 22 9 21 53 31 4 31 12 8° 21' 8« 37'

+ *- v 1: 2-26-9 12 55 29 27 6 36 6 35

+ *> f -i: 2-26-7 10 34 H> 30 30 31 30 42 8 50 8 54

+ cr»
—"— 4-34-7 9 42 9 39 33 41 33 41 12 11 53

H r" 14414 20 21 L 28 21 11 21 6 3 25

h5 in usii 34 32 34 27 7 32 7 15 21 8

\-*Y
11 1-13-7 18 50

;

19 17 19 40 19 47 4 3

~rt ~-4 6-2413 22 24 22 31 12 15 11 59 12 22 12 22

J 5
-
15

X
2 2"

215-6 18 51 19 7 7 39 7 34

,„
l:i

-
1;

*1M 24 22 23 59 9 26 9 47 15 25 15 3

,
25

-
25

7 -2;V9 18 54 19 2 14 45 14 38 14 40 14 52

-t ?>-j 144-8 21 55 22 4 13 18 19 32

291 11 43 12 13 23 31 23 14

18 45|19 5 25 34

The measurements were all taken with the greatest care ;
and

after the calculations had been made, they were repeated ;
and

Table VI in the Memoir.
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rarely was a variation found greater than two minutes. The
preceding table contains the supplement angles for each of these

The calculated symbols are also given, with the angles which
belong to them. It will be noticed that i

2 is itself one of the
minute planes, of the same character as those surrouialinn it

;

and its presence gives a reality to them which they would not
otherwise have, and shows what degree of reliance is to be
placed on the angles.

The symbols* calculated for this series of planes are certainly

not simple ; and yet a moment's consideration will show that
this was exactly what was to be expected. Crowded together so

closely, they would be abnormal if occurring on crystals of any
" 'bis becomes still more true for a mineral like

eL The constantly recurring common planes have
ratios wtneti in an\ other species would 1 isidered next to

impossible: thus, in type II, 1:£: i :±; and in type III, 1,£, i,
\,

|, ,'T . It is not surprising, then, that these minute planes

emselves have symbols totally at variance with the
accepted law of simplicity of the indices.

It will be noticed, however, that, lawless as they appear at
first, there is an attempt at system in the symbols given.
Thus, in the ratio of thi to the vertical axis, we
have :

x* 12: 7 y 2 24: 13 x 7 12: 7 ;c
3 26: 7

Almost all of the twenty and more smaller crystals exam-
ined showed some of these secondary planes. I have measured,
in fact, upward of one hundred of them. Examples of a number
of them are shown in the figures on the plates and their angles
are -ivon in several tables in the original memoir. The descrip-
tion of the one case above given is sufficient for this place.

Tirias.—The liumite crystals of Vesuvius, as well as the
Swedish chondrodite, has been shown by vom Rath to possess
so great a tendency to twinning that it is a little rei

that the contrary should be true of the mineral from Brewster.
Figs. 20, 21, show the only method of twinning which has been
found. The axis of revolution here is the vertical axis of the
crystal, and the composition-face the basal plane A. Unfor-

in question was quite imperfect, and all
that was available is shown in the figure. A revolution of the

* In the symbols given in the tables (i. e., those according to Naumann) the
mark over the -,. has been omitted (in order to -

^ "< "-e printer). This has also been done in all the following tables, being
"lat all these planes, with one or two exceptions, belong
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kind mentioned (in a perfectly symmetrical crystal) would so
fa
V-

iS thi
; ¥U " f th " crvstal Soes>

havre the effect only' of
" Klki

- re-entrant angles: but, incase
of any irregiil mty. it i tig ir edve. a? here, a re-entrant angle in
the planes which are hemihedral in their occurrence.
The measurement of _the supplement re-entrant angles here

observed gave for m^mMO 38' and 10° 40 : required W 81)'

AnoteW.i n.M hi th- .-ryst.tl i.rli ivn of the prism
0-2 -210), tin, li 4 tin t ,, n\ of the vertical prisms I, s

been observed in the 2d type of either humite or chondrodite.
It Ims ,„ both the zones e*(20l), n*(22l),and e'{221\ n'rl-il)

nciently to determine what it is; and the
result thus obtained is fully sustained by good measurements.
1 In- phme is distinctly present on one side only of B\ on the
other side its presence is barely indicated. Its place here is
taken by a well polislmd .ml , m^,u-n ,u. phn,- </- Uiieh is

lhe index was calculated for each pair of measurements 38°U
:

;:i
' '^' l)li «

2
(201 and 201) and 4° 31, 6° 31 on m 2 (641

and the results obtained were identical. From the
ngles * A S was found to be 34° 30£',

^=34° 31' (required 34° 32' 38").

, and, abnormal ;

eeriainiy is, itexpr the ex i t position of the plane.An interest: m crystal is shown in flsr. 4. It is conspicu-
as far as the form goes. It is laree.' jm d

^m^C,

l

1

V,'
,t

-
:,l

' ,,r,,X,mat
' — ''— "-: but h • i- uo

•- 1
'" 1

- detmmm deorrertlv.

•am torm an ample explanation of what is observed.
'^—I am glad to be able to add here the

results oi a chemical examinatio be of the 2d

^PniT^f 1ra,,t^' b>' Ml" a W. Hawes of the Sheffield
bcientihc School.
The material analyzed by Mr. Hawes consisted of fragments

s of the 2d type, select© lV0id the
presence of any altered material. It had a deep garnet-red

i luster. Its specific gravity, as de-
00 Two analyses gave :

Analysis I. Analysis II-

Ji
llca

.
34-10 34-05

Magnesia 53 -17 53-72
ferrous oxide 7-17 7

.28
Alumina -48 .41
Fluorine 4.14 o.q S
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Following the view of Rammelsberg (that, in consequence
of the unavoidable loss in the course of the analysis, the higher

value of each constituent comes nearest to the truth,) Mr.

Hawes's analysis becomes as follows. For comparison there-

suits obtained by vom Rath for 2d type crystals from Vesuvius
and from Sweden are added.

Chondrodite. Humitb.

Brewster, N. Y., Hawes. Sweden, v. Rath. Vesuvius, v. Rath.

Silica 34-10 33-96 34-02

Silicon

Magnesium

Fluorine

Oxygen

Transforming the iron into an equivalent of magnesium, as also

the alumina (2Al= 3Mg), Mr. Hawes obtains further:

Silicon 15-91, Magnesium 35-00, Fluorine 414, Oxygen 39-78.

From these values a formula is deduced, which is essentially

that of the Swedish mineral according to v. Rath,

20(Mg
5
Si 2O 9

)+Mg
s
Si a Fl 18 .

It would have been extremely interesting to have added
auaiyse- also of crystals of the 1st and 3d types; but, as will be
apparent from what follows, the material was not to be obtained

In completing the description of this variety of the mineral,
it may be repeated that it occurs usually in narrow veins, and
when free from alteration has uniformly a deep garnet-red color.
A cleavage such as exists i h uni > ; ; rallel to the basal plane),
and has been observed !>v Kokseharow on chondrodite from
Pargaa, could in no case be discovered. The fracture is always
conchoidal.

2. Description of Crystals of Type III.

The crystals ol the 3d type are exceedingly rare ihreeor four
T'vmu-'iis being all that havi thus tar heen bund, and from
these only two individual crystals could be obtained which
Am. Joub. Sci—Third Sbkies, Vol. X, No. 56.—August, 1875.
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allowed of measurement. Fortunately these two crystals are

very satisfactory, being small am i »lish the fact

as well as hundreds could do. Figures 11 and 12 show one of

the crystals, and figure 13 the other. The appearance of the

first crystal is best shown in the second of these figures. As
will be seen, the planes are the same as in hunrite, and they

are for the most part hemihedral and situated in the same way.

No brachydomes are visible, the edge being rounded and rough.

The second crystal is of very different form, and was
formed on

all sides, being almost as perfect a - be excep-
tion, however, of the acute (bra bich was
mostly broken. When only the upper" part of "the crystal is

Tabl^SITT
01 °f the memoir

-
0ther w%le8 of these CIT8tals are given in
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considered, it will be seen that the hemihedrism is like that in

the other ease, except that p
8 is holohedral. For macrodomes

there are *'(=-7=028), t«(l-*=011), i
3(2-*=021), I'^f^CMl)

;

the last has not been observed on humite. On measuring the

planes below, it was found that they were not distributed as was
expected in accordance with the monoclinic character of the

tremity ±£'(4-£=407), though the plane could be only approxi-
mately measured. This is probably also to be explained as
having resulted from a revolution parallel to the basal plane.

The crystal was very small and not at all adapted to ex-
periments having in view the discovery of any proper hemi-
morphic development. Some of the angles measured on both
these crystals are contained in the preceding table.

Unfortunately the inclination to Con no one of the pyrami-
dal planes could be measured with perfect accuracy ; the meas-
urements are good, yet not entirely trustworthy. These planes,
though bnllu M r i unitbi l\ b tuivd in tic- mantiet diadv

. and li.is made all the angles a little uncertain.
The ealcuhited angles as given have as their basis the prismatic
angle U 7=94° 44' 14", and the macrodome angle C* i

s = lte°
45' 11", following the analogy of humite in which the vertical
axes of types II and III have the ratio 10 to 9.

The corresponding parameters are:

a (vert.)= 141512; ft=l; c= 1-08630.

Very little further can be said in regard to the crystals of the
3d type. Those observed had a somewhat different color from
those of type II ; that is, the color was more yellowish, less of
a pure garnet-red—though this may be accidental. No analy-
sis was possible of course. The method of occurrence was
much like that of the brilliant crystals of the second type ; and
the associated minerals were the same, with, probablv as a later

formation, brucite.

3. Description of Crystals of Type L
The occurrence of large coarse crvstals of quite impure cbon-

'* ! t hied in t m issi muteri ras a readv been de-
scribed. These belong, at least in part, to the first of Scacchi's
types. As has been remarked, the crystals of this character do
not often admit of ex it in two cases they
were so good as to allow of their crystallographic relations be-
!,l ~ :<"cnratejy made out. The accoiuj anying wood
22 and 2o. u-i\ •

! liti hi] r- pn s< i

f i*ions of their appearance and
size. It will be seen that they are both quite imperfect, and
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made to make {

i?3 on R2 (behind) gave measurements varying, in a series of

trials, from 78° to 79° : required 79° 4'.

R 3 on R3
(behind) gave 62|°, required 63° 1'.

_R
2 on JR

3 (behind) gave 72, required 71 VJ\.

R3
on R* (behind) gave 72, required 71 17£.

These angles on both crystals were identical within the

allowed error of observation (say 30'). The above are the

best angles afforded by any of the planes.

These angles can be referred only to the 1st type of humite.

Decisive proot tl :i
f

tl - is r j it is fouri 1 in t <* fact that both

oiystels are holohedral, the planes on both sides being identical,

with the exception of R*.

The measured angles of Con R*, right and left,

= 14<> A -142£°.

The following table includes the most important angles for

the occurring planes, calculated from the fundamental form of

the second type on the assumption that the lateral axes are

equal and the vertical axes have the ratio of 14 : 15. The
measured angles are also added, though only approximate ;

in

the form given they were obtained immediately from the meas-
urements over the top of the crystals (see above).
The two re the only ones which could be

L It is very probable, however, that of

those found others also belong here, as they have much the

same appearance and habit These crystals are all considera-
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The color of the crystals is gray to grayish-yellow, and the
material of which they are composed is never pure, and often
quite heterogeneous.

4. On the Optical Properties of Chondrocyte.

In the preceding pages the question of the orthorhombic or
<'lni..rli..iul,i<. rrwnlllzjjtion <»| th< <•! .ndn-.lit has not been
discussed. In feet, nothing was detected by the measurements

•iv other conclusion than that of Scacchi and vom
t! e ervst.-tls were fundamentally orthometric. Still

racter of the second and third types seem to
point to a clinometric form, and this is ;

by the optical characters obtained. The material available for

a was very scanty, and, with the exception
of one crystal, poorly adapted for the purpose.
The crystal referred to was, properly, but the fragment of

able size and beanty;
when unbroken it must have been nearly an inch in length.
In the condition in which it was found it showed only the

s t
- ! and e3 , with the pyramids w", n\ and m a

; it

had the deep garnet-red color of crystals of the second type,
and with the t
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Guided by the observations on the optical properties of hu-
mite made by Descloizaux and given in his Mineralogy (p. 14),
a section was cut from the crystal described parallel to C, i. e.,

perpendicular to the brachydomes present. The examination
of this section showed : 1st, that the acute bisectrix is normal
to 0(1-1,010); 2d, that this bisectrix is positive; 3d, that the
optic-axial angle is large, the axes being seen only when oil is

used
;
but 4th, that the axes do not lie in the basal plane, but in

a plane making an angle of about 154° with it. This last point
was so unexpected and anomalous that every effort was made
to explain the measurements in some other'way. but with no
success. By means of a stauroscope, made by Fuess in Berlin
after the excellent pattern of Grotb, the position of the two
axes of polarization, as referred to e\ and also to e 3 in plane C,

were carefully determined. The measurements were repeated
twenty times, the error arising from an imperfect adjustment of
the \;, t .ols being eliminated in the usual manner. 'The result
was as follows

:

Supplement angle made by the plane of the axes—

e, C, 25° 50'.

C, 25° 46'.

In order to confirm these results, other ervstals were sought,
vvllK '

il would admit of like determinations. Xone could be
|Wh would serve for measuring the axial angle; but

two small ones, on which the plane was naturally developed,
proved to be clear enough to allow of measurements with the
stauroscope. The first alone gave accurate results; on it the
angle of the same plane with e'^-7- ->nr,

, .v:i , determined with
equal care. The results were :

'

4° 55' for the angle with e
a

; and hence 25° 59' with C.

The agreement with the angles given above is as close as
<-yuU be desired. In the other case, the rather rare plane
h (/-/-= 1(10) was present : the crystal was minute, however, and
the determination only approximate. It was found that the
normal to the axial plane made with B an angle of 65°-W,
and hence with the normal to the basal plane 20°-25°.

With so ample confirmation the point made cannot be even
questioned, and it remains to reconcile it with the ervstailo-

: the species. It will be seen at once that
the position of the optic axes is totally at variance with the

; pled
< u-thorhombic character of the crystals ; but it conforms

to the rule of monoclinic crystals, as one axis of polarization is

,lonn;
,

tl '" t>- plane of symmetry Q and the others lie in it, or
•1-. the optic-axes lie in a plane perpendicular to

the axis of symmetry. The angles measured and c
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given in the various tables, show that the variation from the
rectangular type, if it really exist, must be very slight, as the
agreement between the ui--!es measure.! an. 1 those calculated
on the assumed prismatic basis is very cits-.— it being remarked
that some considerable variation in the angles given in the
tain 's ar> si nplv explained bv th : imperfection oi the crystals
Xote th- angle- measured for ,n a Am 3 on the twin crvstals de-

scribed ou [kuv DO. It was not to be expected that the varia-
tion^ the optical character of the crystals would be so decided
in view of the slight divergence which is possible in the crys-
talline form, I reserve for the future the careful revision of
the angles of this species, when I shall hope to be able to com-
mand a more abundant supply of satisfactory material. It may
be added that the hemihed'ral character of the second and
third types of humite long ago suggested the idea that they
vyere oblique in form ; but all the crystallographic investiga-
tions thus far have seemed to deny this. In the Mineralogy of
Brook and Miller, the form is made oblique, but this seems to
be due to a misunderstanding of the planes occurring on the
crystals.

The axes, as already mentioned, do not appear distinctly ex-
cept in oil; in the first mentioned section they admitted of
good measurements. The mean of thirty determinations of
the angle for red rays gave

—

2 H^=88 c 48' : the extremes being 88° 36' and 89° 0'.

With a yellow light (sodium) the angle was essentially tin-

same, but the mean was 10' or 15' smaller, which would indi-
cate that the dispersion is p>v, but the matter cannot be con-
sidered to be beyond doubt.
The index of refraction of the oil employed, as determined

by Professor Wright and myself, was 1466.'

In conclusion, I have to express my very great o
to Prof. Allen for his kin 1 . — in trivin- me free use of all the
specimens it] his valuable c ibinet. Both oi the crystals of the

. as well as several others mentioned, came from his

in fact it \s-as Prof. Allen who first made known
the special interest connected with the loealitv. To Mr. Cos-
griff, the superintendent of the Till v- Foster Iron Mine, I am
also much indebted tor his uniform kindness and courtesy to
me at the sev ral occasions when I have visited the mine, and
also for the gift of several fine specimens.
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ART. XYIa.— On an easy method oj producing Di and Trinitro-

phenetol ; by Peter Townsend Austen.

The usual way of producing these nitrophenetols is either

by digestion of ethyl iodide with sodium di- or trinitro-

phenylate in a closed tube* or by direct nitrizing of the

phenetol.f The following procedure will be found more satis-

factory.

Di- or trinitrochlorbenzol is dissolved in absolute alcohol

and about twice the calculated amount of sodium necessary for

the reaction,

C 6
H

3
(N0

2 ) 2
Cl+C

3
H

5
ONa=C

6
H

3
(N0 2 ) 2

OC
:2
H

5
+NaCl

gradually added in small pieces. The liquid becomes deep red,

and under violent evolution of hydrogen finally boils from the

heat of the reaction, while a brown crystalline precipitate sep-

arates. After solution of the sodium," w^ter is added and the

liquid then acidified with hydrochloric acid. After filtering and

washing with water, the nitrophenetol may be obtained per-

fectly pure by treatment with animal charcoal and reel -

zation from boiling absolute alcohol. The purity of the di-

and trinitrophenetol thus obtained was established by fusing

point and analysis.

It is very iups are not

reduced by the violent evolution or hydrogen, or that they are
:

;ed by the hot alcoholic alkaline solution.

Mononi: ted in this manner yielded only

the known dichlorazoxybenzol.:j: From higher alcohols with

which the hydrogen evolution was not so violent, dinitrobrom-

benzol gave no satisfactorv results, black slim v bodies, appar-

ently product- of a past il ivlurfi,,! U'iiiii all that 1 obtai ied.

With benzylaleohol 1 obtained also no dinitropl eno beiizvle.-u-r,

but a yellow substance separating from a boiling alcoholic solu-

tion as an oil, and slowly solidit'\ in- to an imperieetU crystalline

mass. I have not yet'been able to obtain a sufficient amount
for a thorough examination, but from a preliminan analysis it

appears to be a dinitrodibromazoxybenzol.
Royal Laboratory of Berlin, May 10th, 1875.

research; Kekule's Org. Chem
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Art. XYIL—On a foetal Manatee and Cetacean, with remarks
upon // mia;* by Prof. Burt
G. Wilder, of Cornell University.

A foetal Manatee.—The foetal Manatee here described was
obtained by Professor James Ortonf at Pebos,^: Peru, upon the
M;i • on. a tributary of the Amazonas.

Detailed measurements are reserved for a more extended
article, but the following will be found useful.

Present weight,.. _ u-'
Original weight.(estimated by comparison with a foetal pig

of nearly the same size, preserved in spirit), 22-

Present apparent length, vertex to root of tail, (2-3 inches) -055
'

igth (estimated as above), (2-6 inches) -059
Tip of muzzle to ear -020
Ear to point opposite anus -037
Point opposite anus to rip of tail _ '028
Real length, as if extended, (3-7 inches) '085
Tip of muzzle to depression between eyes '011

Total length of head -026

Greatest width of tail -011

It is not very easy to state the dimensions of this foetal

-on with other foetal or
. i luak This is owim- less to the distortion of the

Tnnii:
! >y lateral pressure in pre

'

, than to
the non -conformity of the axes of head, trunk and tail, which.
lil tne adult. nearlV coincide.!

,

^ ith adult animals a common measurement is from "tip-to-
t'p: from the muzzle to the end oi the tall. It i- evidently

•
• t . ,, ,sur dirocth be! veen these points in this

or any other young foetus ; and almost equally so to follow the

rth, 1875.

«J„- T^g me t0 be eQgaged in the dissection of a foetal dugong (2* feet long,

. - •
- :

.
* ..!..: .-...: ... ...

. -. .':.
•

.
•,:.;:-

'•it 65° west longitude. The locality above named is about 72° west
longitude and 3° bo

the oh
S
f ?umber of references indicates the number

..
ena ot "us paper ; the last the number of the page ; the middle one, when

^svrable than even the adoption of a simple (metric) system o:

ethod of weig"
'

b acceptance of a uniform method of weighing and

zool
Jar " "*
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outer curves of the head, trunk and tail. But while we may
feel sure that the truth lies between these two extremes, it is

not eas\ to decide upon the points which should be traversed by
a strain-lit line representing the total length. The measurements
hen- given may therefore be regarded as only approximately

The head is sharply bent upon the chest. The armi
(anterior limbs) are likewise pressed flat upon the chest, the

left man 11s overlapping the right (In the photograph the

manus is represented as projecting forward). The "tail forms
nearly a right angle with the trunk. Upon its ventral border
near the tip is a minute median papilla, which does not appear
to have been observed in larger specimens; but there is no trace

of the notch or depression described by Dr. Murie in both o! his

specimens (1, 128) ; neither does there lt pp< a- the ra'-cd border
I by the same author (1, 133).

The abdomen is closed but the umbilicus is large, '00i in

diameter.
^

The umbili ••] cor I is not [.resent, but there projects
a loop of intestine about -040 long, together with ;

membraneous tube which is apparently connected with the in-

f ^-ui ul is pmb l,h tli i nains >t h, volk sack (This
will be full v described when the dissection is made).
The clitoris is large, 0n3,J in length. By its caudal deflec-

tion it covers the genital and anal orifices.
The brain was softened and its parts hardly distinguishable.

It will be described hereafter. (The photograph was taken
a iter, t^,vmoval by a longitudinal incision). The extent of the
cavity is approximately indicated by the dotted line.

There is no external ear, and the" orifice of the auditory mea-
tus is a minute round hole* with wrinkled borders as in the
adult. A pigmentary deposit in the surrounding skin is all

that can be seen by the unaided eye. The skull is prominent
at this point, as shown in fig. 4.

The upper and lower eyelids are separated by an elliptical

opening, th
, is oblique to that of the head.

Its length is is -001,2. The third eyelid, if it exists, does not
appear. By blowing between the lid< there i~ r-ve ded a space

surrounding the orifice about -001 inch dia n -ter : how far this

represents the size of the globe can only be known by dissec-

Tbe nostrils have the
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A fetal Cetacean.—Fig. 6 represents, of natural size, a foetal

cetacean kindly loaned by Mr. Alex. Agassiz, Curator of the
Museum of Comparative Zookinv.
The specimen is labelled Tukal ,,„,,». Chili, and a ; s given to

the late Prof. Agassiz upon the Hassler expedition. The donor,
an old whaler, said it was from the ' Humpback whale,"
{U<:i"ntrra). But, aside from its small size, the blow-hole is a
single transverse tip. mire as in 1> Ipl inula ; so that unless we
assume that a transformation could occur so as to divide this

into two holes, longitudinally or obliquely placed, we must re-

gard it as the embryo of a porpoise or dolphin.

Length from vertex to root of tail opposite anus, (2'8 inches) 055
Tip of muzzle ro supposed location of auditory meatus -015

Auditory meatus to opposite anus.. ... -042

Opposite anus to tip of tail. . . . '018

Real length as if extended (2-9 inches) -075

The smallest cetacean foetus of which I have found record
(G-ervais, 4,323, pi. xvii) was 102 (about four inches) ion- : it

i- a^i^uod to the common dolphin, Iklphinus delphis. "The
•t is Minilar iu the tv.o, but <i'iv.,is' tiirure has the

upper and lower jaw of equal length, while in the specimen
ired the lower projects about -001 beyond the upper.

The blow-hole is a transverse aperture -<x4 lomr. Its lips are
rounded and tumid, and the posterior has a distinct hinder
border. The eyelids are closed.
The tail is narrow and lancet-shaped, with no trace of a

notch No trace of dorsal fin is apoi cut, but as the
cuticle of the back is somewhat abraded by friction during

'ii. it is not impossible that a rudimentary tin ex-

!

st '''' :i> 1!l ^ervais' specimen. The vertical crest, mentioned
by Wyman (6), exists above and below the tail.

bxnti ng views respecting the «///„/'/<- >i ti„ Si,-* nia.—At the
present day no zoologist 'follows Rondeletius (7) in enumerating

:ee arj(i dugong with the fishes, and very few adopt
^uvier s arrangement of them as : ' Herbivorous Cetacea."

Jet the hiatus between the Un<ni\ ita and the adult manatee
and dugong is so oreat a~ to h .«d to the n, neral r-oognition of
^ejatter; -

_At 2 fere; Murrav,
•5, 196; Owen, 12, ii, 281 ; Huxley. 13, 3b7) ; and three recent

v a kind of taxonomic reversion, seem to be again
,o outward res mblances ol

the adult Sirenia to the Cota-ea. ' The late compiler of the
( ,t;,! - < >t'S ds n 1 \\ lesin rlit Hriti-h Mus. im includes

•'"id duL'omr anion- the Cetacea; Gray, 15, 62.
Ha^ckel (14 545, 556 reco - with the
^"-"'dafa, but makes the b'etacen tin- descendants of the Sirenia.
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The most recent writer concludes an able anatomical descrip-

tion of the manatee with a diagram, in which equal weight
seems given to the cetacean and ungulate relations of the

Sirenia (Murie 1, 190).

Dr. Murie continues as follows :
" Is it (the manatee) a retro-

grade, dwarfed or undeveloped Elephant? a ' true embryonic
type of Pachyderms,' as the elder Agassiz puts it (9). Is it a

partially converted' Cetos ? Is it the reflex of unknown and
antedated swarms of mammals of intermediate organization
which would fill up the chasms of structural differentiation,

yielding lines of demarcation to modern systematists ? Such
interrogations, to be answered satisfactorily, require a more
comprehensive knowledge of the embryologv of Pachyderms
and Cetacea, a far greater acquaintance with allied fossil forms,

a better appreciation of what constitute transitional links, and
a further profound investigation into the principles of the doc-

It will be noted that, although Dr. Murie uses the word retro-

grade in his general query respecting the affinities, the idea is

not distinctly enunciated. For while embrvo Pachyderms and
Cetaeea are mentioned as likely to throw light upon the
problem, those of Sirenia are not alluded to. This is not so
strange in view oi the iaet that the smallest foetus then known
lD;>'ib,.,itoii. 22) was about ten inches long (-254) and already

-lp ;/'" ''" th " Mr»,va.—The likeness of the foetal manatee's
head to that of some ungulate quadruped is as obvious as is its

head of the feetal cetacean. The following
m to warrant our attaching more importance

i those features of the trunk and
l

!

lu: ^
;

vil '"'
!l

- i» the adult forms, seem to separate the Sirenia
from the Ungulata and to unite them with the Cetacea. " In
the eyes of most naturalists, the structure of the embryo
is even more important for classification than that of the adult.
In two or more groups of animals, however much the? differ
from each other in structure and habits, if they pass through
closely similar embryonic stages, we mayfeel assured that they
are all descended from one parent-form and are therefore
closely related." (Darwin, 24, 403).

It is to be borne in mind that resemblances ma v be oftwo kinds.
1. Those features which are common to the earlier stages of de-

' with all members of larger groups. 2. Those which
llf I

"-'' li r r " dialler groups. The former are relatively nega-
tive ; the latter, relatively positive.

Iii the case of the manatee the large tail, the absence of
waaer hmbs, the pinniform manus, the flexion of the head
upon the chest, and the absence of external ear ; these charac-
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terize a certain stage with all mammalian embryos, and have
merely a general significance as indicating a remote common
or similar origin within the mammalian class. Nor does the

resemblance they may involve with the Cetacea require us to

regard the latter as nearly related to the Sirenia.

But all mammalian embryos have, in the earlier stages, a high
and rounded head with a short facial region. With an " em-
bryonic type" like the Sirenia we should expect to find in the

embryo an especially high and rounded head and a short luce.

Whereas the height of the head is by no means excessive, and
the facia! region is greatly prolonged. Now this is what exists

in the adult pig, horse, and hippopotamus.
Among human beings, likeness to relatives and to ancestors,

more or less remote, is usually recognized in the form of the
head, the shape or expression of the features. The same value
can be attached to resemblances among animals only in so far

as there is community of structure underlying the external re-

It is admitted by nearly all that the anatomical resemblances
upon which affinities are recognized are much greater between
the Sirenia and certain Ungulata than between either of these

groups and the Cetacea.
There would seem to be reason, therefore, for attaching very

ble taxonomic value to the fact that the hea

tal manatee resemble not those of cetaceans, but those
of certain Ungulata; notably hippopotamus, pig and horse.

Probable ancestors of V„ Sirenia.— In tie discussion of this

question several matters must be considered.
1. Few now dissent from the doctrine of Darwin, that " de-

e hidden bond of connection wis
been seeking under the term of the natural systems." (24, 403.)
By all zoologists the Sirenia are regarded as an inferior type.

whether as an order among Mammals, or a suborder or family
of the Ungulata iu general, or of the more restricted groups
Pacbyder- -wuyuerms or renssoaactvla."
The group is well named bv Dana "Urosthei

" 21,160); and
that that eminent naturalist now adn
used, with others introduced in his w<
in place of a purely ideal signification

It is an almost universally accept
stages of animals resemble the perm
forms. This is stated by Dana as fc

development passes through successiv
tive grade in inferior species may ofte
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parii lg their stritcture

the;roiling of tin tYog

lri,n. there!

(20, 592.)

wit.li t

of evolution, w(

i/cet'l Manatee and Geta

hi. ts jire higher than the frof

he above rule, and upon the hypothesis

Id expect the embryo hippopotamus to

resemble a manatee, and the embryo manatee to look " very

like a whale/' But since the you'ij. manatee ha- a head like

an adult hippopotamus, we must either reverse the usual opin-

ion as to the relative rank of the aquatic and terrestrial Ungu-
lates, or qualify the rule above stated so as to meet the present

This apparent discrepancy between generally accepted views

as to the coincidence between rank and stages of devel-

opment seems to be accounted for by the doctrine of Eetro-

grade metamorphosis, alluded to by Darwin (24) and Hyatt

(26) and perhaps by other authors.

-

passages from the " Origin of Species' are

My applicable.

e embryo in the course of its development generally

rises m organization : 1 use this expression, though I am aware

that it is hardly possible to define clearly what is mease

rer. But no one probably will

dispute that the butterfly is higher than the caterpillar. In

some cases, however, the maturer animal must be e

as lower in the scale than the larva, as with certain parasitic

crustaceans." (24, 39H.)
" Kecent forms are generally looked upon as being on the

j her in the scale of organization than ancient forms:
* * * this fact is compatible a i 1 1 1 «ome forms having retro-

graded in organization, by havi li < mm at the last, stage ot de

scent hitter fitted for changed and degraded habits of life.'

(24. 426. also 402 and 397.)

"Slight variations generally appear at a not very early

period of life and are inherited at a corresponding not early

period." (24, 399 and 316.)
" Whatever influence long-continued use or disuse may have

had in modifying the parts of animals will chiefly or solely

have affected them when mature * * * and the effect thus

produced will be transmitted to the offspring at a correspond-

ing mature age." (24,401.)
" This process, while it leaves the embryo almost unaltered,

rfy adds, in the course o1 fcions, more

and more difference to the adult. Thus the 'embryo comes to

b. h Sr is a sort of pi, tur , pres. rved b\ nature, o

and less modified core

:
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advance in rank; but it is perfectly compatible with a sub-

sequent retr -is. more or less extensive ac-

"»! ii to the i nl name*] 1 - !). tin ti n is iii their

.
><•(• ptMil m m.-.', evolution pri-

marily involves ascent, but it "is perfectly compatible with de-

Upon the ih ri\ ati\ •
.;. ;

.
•

,. -h all evid< i v<-> oj' a par; !h b-m
or concomitancy between individual metamorphosis and the
evolution of types toward a more perfect condition are equally
cogent in favor of the conclusion that the retrograde metamor-
phosis of an individual indicates that the group to which it he-

longs is upon the downward rather than the upward path.
Upon the hypothesis of evolution we may regard exceptions

to the rule quoted from Dana as to the resemblance between
the earlier stages of higher forms and the permanent condition
of lower, as strictly in accordance with the more universal
law that the earlier \ I their more or less

remote ancestors ; if these are lower in rank, as is u-
ea'se. then the commonly accepted rule will hold good^ but
if higher, as is here suggested of the Sirenia, then that rule would
tail, while the more universal one would still be kept.
The idea that existing Sirenia are the result of a

evolution is supported by the very arguments which Brandt
urges against the ordinan view of progressive development.
He says: " To the supposition that [[abtherium has given rise

to the other pposed manv < moderations.
F°r the // rd the v l-d \ eloped pelvis

r^'.i'hd v., til ...crabula, had rudiments of hinder limd-ife-

Lpproxi mated the more perfect

the existing genera; while on the

a to the theory, we should look for a perfec-
tll,!l " ! b(,dy Lra imdh e\ohed'atid a more complev structure,

•

.' • '

.
?:...•: : : :

...- <
theria" (Brandt, 2370.)

If Demotherium * be regarded as a Sirenian with limbs yet

d the series is at least
provisionally intelligible.
Of course the above considerations in no way account for

the prior existence of the hypothetical stem-form of quadrupeds

i, 282); Huxley (13, 431); Haeckel ( 14, 560) ; Brand
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from which the Sirenia may be supposed to have retrograded.

Neither do they preclude the idea that they and the other mam-
mals may have been evolved from cetacean forms.

But it must be admitted even by those who may not recog-

nize the ungulate affinities of the Sirenia, that the comparison

of these two embryos does not materially lessen the gap be-

tween the Cetacea and the other Mammals, upon which Murray
has so strongly insisted. 3, 55, 196 and 203 *

As to the zoological status of the Sirenia, if the views above

advanced are correct, there would seem to be no more ground

for their removal from the Ungulata than for the sepa

the Pinnipedia as an order apart from the Carnivora. Nor
would the comparison be invalidated by the view that the seals

may be upon the upward rather than the downward path.

The limits of this preliminary paper will not allow the dis-

cussion of the relations of the Sirenia with special ungulate

ad genera, or of the relative position of the sirenian

genera, f
But there is one point of resemblance between the Sirenia and

the Proboscidia up<m which, it seems to me, undue stress is lia-

ble to be placed, namely : that in both groups the mammary
glands are pectoral or axillary, while in the hippopotamus they

are inguinal.

The consideration of the variations as to number and
position of these organs in other groups shows, however, that

in recent times they have never been regarded as of sufficient

taxonomic value for the determi tin ,->! .rd mil or even
family affinities. (For i <t :ic, ,. - ( )wen, 12, iii, 775-730.)

It may at first seem strange that there are no traces of hinder

limbs in this foetus, and that the front limbs are not more like

the legs of its supposed quadrupedal ancestors.
It is by no means impossible that an embryo just

would present rudimentary hinder limbs in ;«erordance with the

usual vertebrate type.

As to the mamis, it is to be borne in mind that the vast ma-
jorityol existing vertebrates t have anterior limbs h h van

iv from the paddike form which they present in the

embryos, and which may be supposed to have prevailed in past

times. The quadrupedal pattern is comparatively recent,
nTiA

has affected so few mammals, especiallv si
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as in the line of sirenian descent, that we may regard
its influence as almost inappreciable as compared with the
other.

Further discussion of the subject is deferred until the foetal

manatee has been dissected * and until the writer is able to pre-

pare a longer paper in which the various questions involved
may be more fully presented. It is to be hoped that no oppor-
tunity will be lost for securing still earlier sirenian embryos and
for preserving the membranes.

Summary.

1. The specimens here described are probably the smallest

t< nd. d. v<* i;-}-7 inches), and 0*75 (2-9 inches), respectively.
2. The head of the 'manatee is strongly flexed upon the

chest, and the tail forms a right angle with the trunk.
3. The general aspect of the head and face of the manatee is

ither than cetacean.
7. To this extent the embryo of a lower form resembles the

Jidult or a higher.

5. This, while contrary to the usually accepted rule, may be
iplification of a more comprehensive law; namely,

u<j >>/'animal* ret"mil tin r ancestors.

6- This r Miosis of the manatee points to
alike retrograde evolution ot the Sirenia from prior ungulate

7. This idea is confirmed by what is known of the geological
siiec^Mon of sirenian forms.

8. The determination of the affinities of the Sirenia. is likely
to be accomplished hv the studv of brain- and emhrvos rather
than by mi] . larisons.
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long portions of
the Atlantic Coast of the United States;* by J. E. HlLGARD,
Assistant in the Coast Survey, Washington, D. C.

1. Movement of Tidal Waves.

Earthquake waves originating with an impulse at one
efinite point, and propagated freely through the

) depth of the sea, may serve

r in which tides are propagal

, The following table give*

Depth in feet 10 Miles

elocity depending upon the square

as good illu
me manner m which tides are propagated through sounds, bays
and rivers. The following table gives the rate of motion for

different depths

:

The movement of the ocean designated by the name of tide-

wave, does not partake of the nature of a wave in the common
m of the term, but is rather to be conceived as a gen-

eral movement of the water toward a point under the attracting
body, and again awav from it. Its periodicity is strictly

dependent upon that of the attracting body. The velocity of
the movement is about 1,000 miles per hour on the equator; it

extends tn the bottom of the ocean, the depth of which is in-

• nmuivd with the radius <»f the earth. It is not
'Raided hy a sensible elevation of the water in mid-ocean:

• respect, the characteristic of what we call a wave is

absent The movement may be likened to that of an impulse
given to a verv Ions* rigid bar, as of iron. In this case, a sensi-
ble time will be required for the transmission of the impulse
from one end to the other, and during its transmission the par-
! " - - will successively am>ronch to each other, by which au in-

and subsidence, after the manner of a wave
will be produced. Tn the same wav the transmission of the
movement

1 ater of the sea, is at-

ilevation and recession; but
when the movement reaches shallow water, in approaching the

:! motion i- parttv translated into vertical

"- s! .pi vj. bottom : and it is thus that the tides

- >le vertical height. Now. where a bay or indenta-
tion of the eoa<t presents itself ..pulling favorably to the tide-

ten a lecture by Mr. Hilgard before the American Institute, January
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wave thus developed, and decreases in width from its entrance

toward its head, the tide rises higher from the. mouth upward.

This is due to the concentration of the wave by the approach

of the shores, and to the g the bottom.

This eftVct is strikin^rb il u-t rated bv a generalization of the

heights of the tides on the Atlantic coast of the United States.

That roust presents, in it- general outline, three large bays: the

Great Southern, from Cape Florida to Cape Hatteras : the Great

Middle, from Cape Hatteras to Nantucket: and the Great

Eastern, fe
|

e Sable, now known as the Gulf

of Maine. It will be seen that the tide-wave arrives at about

the same time at the headlands, Cape Florida, Cape Hatteras,

Nantucket and Cape Sable, and that at those points t

is inconsiderable compared with the rise at the head of the sev-

eral bays. Thus, at Cape Florida the mean rise and fall is only

one and one-half of a foot ; at Hatteras, but two feet ; while at

the intermediate entrance to Savannah it reaches seven feet, de-

olining in height toward both capes. Again, at the head of the

Middle bay. in New York harbor, it reaches five feet, while

on the southeast side of Nantucket Island it is little over one
foot. The configuration of the Eastern bay is less regular, and
the correspondence of heights is not so obvious. The recess of

Massachusetts bay is well marked, the increase in height reach-

ing ten feet at Boston and Plymouth. Boiling on eastward
along the coast of Maine it constantly increasas. But the most
striking effect of the convergence <>: -1 ..n -. - .-xlnbited in the

bay of Fundy. At St. Johns the menu li.-ie.ht . .f the tide is nine-

teen feet, and at Saekville, in Cumberland Basin, thirty-six feet,

attaining to fifty feet and more at spring-tides.

When the wave leaves the open sea its front slope and rear

slope are equal in length and similar in form, but as it ad-

vances into a narrow channel, bay or river, its front slope be-

comes short and steep, and its rear slope becomes long and less

inclined. Hence arises the fact that at a station near the sea the

time occupied by the rise is equal to that occupied by the

descent ; but at a station more removed from the sea the rise

occupies a shorter time than the descent. Thus, in Delaware
bay and river, we have the following relations of the duration

and height of rise and fall.

I interval.^ ,
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An examination of this table will show, besides the marked
increase in the height of the tide due to the contraction of the

in the capes up to Newcastle, a subsequent loss from
friction in a narrow channel of nearly uniform character, and
correspondingly a rapid propagation of the tide-wave through
the deep water of the bay, and a comparatively slow movement
along the narrow channel of the river. At the mouth of the
bay the duration of the flood tide is equal to that of the ebb,
while at Philadelphia it is less by two hours forty-two minutes.
When the tide is very large compared with the depth of water,

this inequality becomes very great ; thus, in the Severn river

at Newnham, above Bristol, England, the whole rise of eighteen
feet takes place in one and a half hours, while the fall occupies

2. Tidal Currents.

The agency of tidal currents in producing changes in the
entrances of bays and harbors, is a subject of the first import-
ance to commerce and navigation, and has received full atten-
tion in the prosecution of the American Coast Survey. The
laws according to which the changes takes place require to be
studied by long-continued observation, and when the change
is for the worse, the means of counteracting it must be pointed

Since on the average the same amount of water moves inward
and outward with the flood and ebb tides, we might readilj
suppose that the same amount of material is transported either
way. and that no important change would take place in the
configuration of the bottom. But the operation of the flood
stream is very different from that of the ebb stream. We have,
as a general feature, an interior basin of some extent, commu-

wtth the sea by a comparatively narrow passage.

stream, therefore, running with considerable velocity
through this rinnne'.. will. a> it enters the basin, spread out

. the sand and mud it is charged
with, and making extensive flats or shoals opposite the entrance,
lhe ebb stream runs slowly over the flats from all directions
toward the opening, without removing much of the deposit,
and gradually concentrates in definite narrow channels, which
it scoops out, and the depth of which will depend in a great
degree on the proportion of the area of the basin to the outlet,
or, in other terms, on the difference of level which will be
reached during the ebb between the basin and the ocean, which
determines the greatest velocity and transporting power reached
by the ebb stream.
On the bars of most of the sand-barred harbors on our south-

ern coast, the place and direction of the channel are frequently
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changed3 during violent storms, when the direction of the

waves happens to be oblique to that of the channel ; or, when
the sea runs directlyfcupon the channel, the depth of water

may be considerably diminished, for the time being, by the

sand rolled up by the waves. But in all these eases it is

found that the normal depth is speedily restored by the scour
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of the ebb tide, which depends upon the unchanged factors of

area and form of basin, height of tide, and character of the

material forming the bar.

Charleston bar.—An interesting instance of this maintenance
of the depth of channels from a determinate tidal basin is fur-

nished by the effects of the obstructions placed in the channel

over Charleston bar during the war of the rebellion. On the

accompanying diagram is seen the " stone fleet " sunk in the

main channel, which at that time had twelve feet of water at

low tide where the figure 7 indicates the present depth. There
was. moreover, another ehannel making out more to the south-

ward, with nine feet of water wThere the figure 3 indicates the

present depth. The vessels were placed checkerwise in such a

manner as to impede navigation while interfering least with the

discharge of the water. The effect, nevertheless, was the forma-
tion of a shoal in a short time, and the scouring out of two
channels, one on each side of the obstructions, through which
twelve and fourteen feet can now be carried at low water. The
increased water-way thus given to the ebb tide caused it to

abandon the old nine foot channel on the less direct course to

deep water. We have here the total obstruction of a channel,

which was of considerable importance to the southward trade,

by new conditions introduced at a point four miles distant

from where the effect was produced ; and we are warned how
carefully all the conditions of the hydraulic system of a harbor
must be investigated before undertaking to make any change
in its natural conditions, lest totalh unlocked for results be
produced at points not taken into consideration.
New York Harbor and Long Island Sound.—Approaching

now more closely to the consideration of the tidal conditions in

New York harbor, we will examine the progress of the tide-

wave through Long Island Sound from the eastward to ite

meeting with that entering Xew York bay at Sandy Hook.
We see from the following diagram that about seven and a half

hours after the transit of the moon high water has advanced
B'ock Island v tli : .-levation of two feet, and, at

the same time, has passed Sandy Hook with an elevation of four
and a half feet. Traversing the sound at a rate indicated by
the Roman figures, with increasing heights indicated by the
Arabic numerals, it reaches Sands" Point eleven and a half
hours after the transit of the moon with a height of seven and
seven-tenths feet. The observed time of transmission from the
Race to Sands' Point is two hours and one minute, and the
time computed from the depths, according to the law developed
by Airy, is two hours fourteen minutes; a very good approxi-
mation when we consider the irregularities in the configuration
ot the Sound which could not be taken into account Advane-
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At Hell Gate this tide-wave is met by that which had entered

at Sandy Hook, and had advanced more slowly owing to the

narrowness and intricacies of the channel, especially in the East

These two tides which meet and overlap each other at Hell

Gate, differing from each other in times and heights, cause con-

trasts of water elevations between the sound and harbor which
call into existence the violent currents that traverse the East
River. The conditions of the tidal cireuhition through Hell

Gate are such that if there were a partition across it, the water

would sometimes stand nearly five feet higher, and at other

times five feet lower, on one side than on the other. In the

actual case of the superposition or compounding of the two
tides, the difference of level existing at any time, is, of course,

much less, but the difference of one foot is often observed
within the space of 100 feet in the most contracted portion of

Hell Gate off Hallett's Point. Referring, now, more particularly

to the diagram representing New York bay and harbor (p. 125),

it is important to observe that the entrance from Long Island

Sound is a natural depression or arm of the sea which is not

changed by the forces now in operation. The tidal currents
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>¥> through it do not change the channel, but are

obl.ged t<> follow it in its tortuous course. The Sandy Hook
entrance, on the conti

,

I by a cordon of sands
_ from Sandy Hook to Coney Island, intersected by

channels, which , re tuai itained against the action of the sea,

that tends to fill them up, by the scour of the ebbtide from the
tidal basin of New York harbor.

Unlike Hell Grate passage, where permanence is the leading
characteristic, the bar and channels of Sandy Hook have under-
gone continual changes within the brief period of our history.

The advance of Sandy Hook upon the main ship channe] is

among the notable and important instances of the effect of tidal

currents. Within a century it has increased a mile and a
quarter. In the place where the beacon on the end of the hook
now stands there were fortv feet of water fifteen years before it

was built The cause of this growth is a remarkable north-
wardly current along both shores of the Hook, running both

e flood and the ebb tides with varying rates, and result-

ing from those tides directly and indirectly.

The best water over the bar is about two miles east of Sandy
Hook light, in a direct line with the Swash channel, which is

i opening, shown on the sketch, above the Hook ; the

ig between the main or Hook channel and the Swash
channel being known as Flynn's knoll. The greatest depth
over the bar is twenty-two feet at mean low water; and very
nearly the same depth can now be carried through the Swash
channel, which formerlv was three feet shallower, but has
deepened since the cross "section between the Hook and Flynn's

- area by the growth
of the Hook. This relative change in the capacity of the chan-
nels has not, however, affected the depth on the outer bar,
which, according to tl laid down, is depend-
ent mainly upon the area of the tidal basin within.
The depth of twenty-two feet at mean low water, which is

now maintained at the entrance, through the sands constantly
"ro" up by the waves of the sea, may be considered as de-

the whofeebbs
2d. What is called the Upper bay, including the Jersey flats

and Newark bay.
3d. The North river, perh;

taming the head of the ebb c
mg part in the outflow

; and,
4th. A portion of the Sound tide, which flows in through
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The proportion of the three first divisions in producing the

depth of channel, may be approximately estimated by a com-
parison of the areas and distances from the bar. In order to

maintain the depth which we now have, it is important that the

area of the tidal basin should not be encroached upon. In
proportion as that is diminished the depth of the channels will

The flats, just bare at low water, but covered at high tide,

form as important a part as any other portion, for it is obvious
that it is only the volume of water contained between the

planes of low and high water, the "tide prism,'' that does the

work in scouring the channels. The water on the flats is

a the outflow, thus allowing a

greater difference of level to be reached between the basin and

When we yield to the demands of commerce any portion of

the tidal territory, to be used for its wharves and docks, we
must do so e of the sacrifice we are about to

make in the depth of water over the bar; and in order to form
any well-founded judgment in regard to the effect of such en-

3, it i- nee Bgary to be in possession of the fullest

knowledge of all tfa lived in the problem,
and no measure of encroachment should be determined upon
except in pursuance of the advice of scientific experts.

A proposition, frequently mooted by men of enterprise, and
resisted by those interested in the welfare of the city of New
York, is the occupation of the Jersey flats, from Paulus Hook
to Bobbins Reef, for docks and wharves. Without expressing
any opinion as to the relative value of the gain of accommoda-
tion for shipping and the loss of depth in the channel, I ven-

ture to say that the withdrawal of that area from the domain
of the tide would occasion a loss of not less than one foot in

the depth of the bar off Sandy Hook, and certainly not more
than two feet

The part which the fourth division in our classification of the

basin of New York, that of the East river and Hell Gate pas-

sage, plays in the outflow of the ebb-tide through the Sandy
Hook channels depends less upon the area involved
the difference in point of time and height of tide in Hell Gate

already adverted to. The westerly current, usual!/

ebb stream since it falls in with the ebb stream of New York
"-

a level of three and half feet higher than the easterly, and thus

a much larger amount of water flows out through the Sandy
Hook channels than through the narrows at Throg's Neck. It

is apparent, then, th a this portion of the ebb stream re-enforc-

ing as it does the ebb stream of the harbor proper, at the most
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favorable times, performs a most important part in maintaining

the channels through the Sandy Hook bar. It ma}' be

estimated that the closing of Hell Gate would cause the loss

linly not less than three feet in the depth of those

tides in Hel
l"TK'ii<MMl i U that 1

Th.-dM.^.r.
by their set

great measurTV !.)!.•

up
with

ftructions, ii whic WmH
made. The removal o tin iv. 4' a
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upon which is now in progress, will doubtless, in a great degree,
do away with the eddies and under-currents produced by the
si uin. turn which the channel now takes at that point. It is

not i i robabie that the -•;.<•. >><t'ul removal of those obstructions
will yet cause the sound entrance to be used in preference to the
other by the fleets plying between European ports and the
great commercial metropolis of America.

!.V'

I H. Mitchell, published ii

XIX.— On some of the Ancient Glaciers of the Sierra

-ada ; by Joseph LeCoxte, Professor of Geology in the

iversitv of California.

summer I had. again i

sofsomeoftheanch
nbered, by those interested in this subject, that two

years ago I published a paper with the above title.* One of

•re mentioned was one which I

called the Lake Valhy Glacier. Taking its rise in snow fountains

among the high peaks in the neighborhood of Silver Moun-
tain, this great glacier flowed northward down Lake Valley,
and. gathering tributaries fiv>ni the summit ridges on either side

of the valley, but especially from the higher western summits,
it filled the basin of Lake Tahoe, forming a great "mer de
glace," 50 miles long, 15 miles wide, and at least 2,000 feet

deep, and finally escaped northeastward to the plains. The
outlets of this great " mer de glace" are yet imperfectly known.
A part of the ice certainly escaped by Truckee Canon (the

present outlet of the lake) ; a part probably went over the

northeastern margin of the basin. My studies during the

summer were confined to some of the larger tributaries of this

great glacier.

Truckee Canon and Donner Lake Glaciers.—I have said that

one of the outlets of the great "mer de glace" was by the

Truckee River Canon. The stage road to Lake Tahoe runs in

this canon for fifteen miles. In most parts of the canon the

rocks are volcanic and crumbling, and therefore ill adapted

to retain glacial marks; yet in some places where the rock

is harder these marks are 'unmistakable. On my way to and

from Lake Tahoe, I observed that the Truckee Can
was joined at the town of Truckee by a short but powerful

* This Journal, III, v, 125. Proc. Acad. ScL Oalil, iv (part 5), 259.
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tributary, which, taking its rise in an immense rocky amphi-
theatre surrounding the head of Donner Lake, flowed east-

ward. Donner Lake, which occupies the lower portion of this

. was > vi lentlj formed by the down-flowing of
the ice from the steep slopes of the upper portion near the
summit. The stage road from Truckee to the summit runs
along the base of a moraine close by the margin of the lake on
one side, while on the other side, along the apparently almost
perpendicular rocky face of the amphitheatre, 1,000 feet above
the surface of the lake, the Central Pacific Railroad winds its

fearful way to the same place. In the upper portion of this

amphitheatre large patches of snow still remain unmelted
during the summer.

very
cursory,

carefully

As already stated in my former paper, Lake Tahoe lies

countersunk on the very top of the Sierra. This great range
is here divided into two summit ridges, between which lies a
trough 50 miles lone, 20 miles wide, and 3,000-3,500 feet deep.
This trough is Lake Valley. Its lower half is filled with the
waters of Lake Tahoe. The area of this lake is about 250

• lies, its depth 1,640 feet, and its altitude 6.2*'" leet.

It is certain •

,, () f (il^al time> t!.i< trough
was a great " mer de glace," recen all < lirec-

pt the north. But as the Glacial period waned—aa
the great "mer de glace" dwindled and melted away, and the
lake basin became occupied by water instead, the h
"A1

1 remained as separate gla
'

iller glaciers are far m<
... j the

which they were once
but the tributaries.

Of the two summit ridges mentioned above the western is

the higher. It bears the most snow now, and in glacial times
gave origin to the grandest daeiers. Asiaiu : the peaks on
both these summits rise higherand higher as we go toward the
upper or southern end of the lake. Hen<
ran into the lake at its southwestern end. And. since the

ward the northeast and therefore

3 also the glaciers have had the
' Ht\ and Ihvd the lon-vst. and have, therefore, left

the plainest record. Doubtless, ,-areinl examination would
discover the pathwavs of daeiers : ming into the lake from
the eastern summit . i twt anv very clear
traces of such, either on the eastern or on the northern portion
of the western side of I

•>en the southwestern
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end and Sugar Pine Point, a distance of only eight or ten miles,

1 saw distinctly the pathways of five or six. North of Sugar

Pine Point there are also several. They are all marked by

moraine ridges running down from the summit* mid r

points- into the hike. The pathways of three of these glaciers I

studied somewhat carefully, and after a few preliminary re-

marks, will describe in some detail.

Mountains are the culminating points of the scenic grandeur

and beauty of the earth. They are so, because they are also

the culminating points «>[' nil* geological agencies— igneous

agencies in agencies in mountain
sculpture. Now, I have already said that the mountain peaks

which stand above the lake on every side are highest at the

southwestern end. where thev rise to the altitude of 3,000 feet

above the lake surface, or between 9,000 and 10,000 feet above
the sea. Here, therefore, ran in the greatest glaciers ; here we
find the proioundest glacial sculptunngs; and here also are

clustered all the finest ..-., ities .>i this 'the most beautiful of

mountain lakes. I need only name Mt Tallac, Fallen Leaf

Lake. Case tiree or four

miles of each other and of the Tallac House. These three

exquisite little lakes (for Emerald Bay is also almost a lake),

ne-t «'d el .-eh a-jain^t the Mti -t pe;,k< of the western summit
ridge, are all perfect examples of glacial hikes.

Lake Pahoe, Lake Valley extends for fifteen miles

as a plain, gently rising southward. ' At its lower end it is but

a few feet above the lake surface, covered with glacial drift

modified by water, and diversified, especially on its western

side, by debris ridges, the moraines of glaciers which continued
to flow into the valley or into the lake long after the main
glacier, of which they were once tributaries, had dried up.

On approaching the south end of the lake by steamer, I bad
observed these long ridges, divined their meaning, and de-

termined on a closer acquaintance. While staving at the

Tailae House I repeatedly visited them and explored the

canons down which 't[. (
-

: ..,-, ,,. ', sere brought. I proceed

to deseribe them.
Fallen Leaf Luke Glacier,—Fallen Leaf Lake (see map, p. 130)

lies on the plai i of 1 Valley, about one and a hall i

Lake Tahoe, its surface but a few feet above the level of the

. but its bottom far, probably several hundred leet.

below that level. It is about three to three and one-half miles

long and one and one-fourth miles wide. From its

runs a canon bordered on either side by the highest peaks in

this r --ion. The roekw wa i- <»t this ca o terminate on the

east side at th .
( 1 . r

« e but on th« w< st si le, a lit le

larther down. The lake is bordered on each side by an ad-
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mirably marked debris ridge (rr

high, four miles long, and one and
These moraines may be traced back to the termination of
the rocky ridges which bound the canon. On one side the

moraine lies wholly on the plain ; on the other side its upper
part lies against the slope of Mt. Tallac. Near the lower end
Of the lake a somewhat obscure branch ridge comes off from
each mam ridge, and curving around it forms an imperfect
terminal moraine through which the outlet of the lake breaks

On ascending the canon the glaciation is very conspicuous,
and becomes more and more beautiful at every step. From
Soda Springs (map, ss) upward it is the most perfect I have
ever seen. In some places the whole rocky bottom of the
canon, for many acres in extent, is smooth and polished and
gently undulating. like the surface of a glassy but billowy sea.

The glaciation is distinct also up the sides of the canon 1,000
feet above its floor.

There can be no doubt, therefore, that a glacier once came
down this canon filling it 1,000 feet deep, scooped out Fallen
Leaf Lake just where it struck the plain and changed its angle
of slope, and pushed its snout four miles out, on the level plain,

nearly tot!., - its debris
"' fU ier side and thus forming a bed tor itself In its sub-
sequent retreat it seems to have rested its snout some time at
the lower end of Fallen Leaf Lake, and accumulated there an

Tminal moraine. The outlines of this little lake
with its bordering moraines are shown in the diagram-map on
the following page.

2. Cascade Lake Glacier.—Cascade Lake, like Fallen Leaf
• miles from Lake Tahoe, but,

unlike Fallen Leaf Lake, its discharge creek has eons
fall, and the lake surface is, therefore, probably 100 feet above
the level of the greater lake. On either side of this creek,
from the very border of Lake Tahoe, runs a moraine ridge up
to the lake, and thence close along each side of the lake up to
the rocky points which terminate the true mountain canon
above the head of the lake. I have never anvwhere seen more

letined moraines. I climbed over the larger western
moraine and found that it is parti v merged into the eastern

moraine of Emerald Bay to form a medial at

I the little

take the cm main moraine, meeting below
the lake to form a terminal moraine, are very distinct. At the

i then is i
J

rpeiidi. lar c-l'i ov«
nver precipitate its.-lt. h.rmiiig a verv pretty cascade of 100 feet

or more. On ascending the canon above the head of the lake,

A *f. Jouk. Sci—Third Series, Vol. X, No. 56.-August, 1875.



for several miles, I found, everywhere, over the lip of the

precipice, over the whole floor of the canon, and up the sides

1,000 feet or r

There cannot, therefore, be the slightest doubt that this also

is the pathway of a glacier which once ran into Lake Tahoe.

After coming down its steep rocky bed, this

itself over the cliff, scooped out the lake at

ran on until it bathed its snout in the waters of Lake
'
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and probably formed icebergs there. In its subsequent retreat

it seems to have dropped more debris in its path and formed
a more perfect terminal moraine than did Fallen Leal Lake
Glacier.

Emerald Bay Glacier.—All that I have said of Fallen Leaf
Lake and Cascade Lake apply, almost word for word, to

Emerald Bay. This beautiful "bay, almost a lake, has also

been formed by a glacier. It also is bounded on either side
by moraines, which run down to and even project into Lake
Tahoe, and may be traced up to the rocky points which form
the mouth of the carton at the head of the bay. Its eastern
inorain,-. as ahvady stated, is partly merged into the western
moraine of Cascade Lake, to form a huge medial moraine. Its

western moraine lies partly against a rocky ridge which runs
down to Lake Tahoe to form Rubicon Point. At the head of
the bay. as at the head of Cascade Lake, there is a cliff about
L'"» feet high, over which the river precipitates itself and forms
a beautiful cascade. < >ver the lip of this cliff, and in the bed
of the canon above, and up the sides of the cliff-like walls,

1,000 feet or more, the most perfect glaciation is found. The
" !l b ;<'ff " i'-e betwt.'i il js. n] ,•;,.;• iii id the two preceding is,

Th:it it ran more deeply into 'the main lake and the deposits
dropped in its retreat did not rise hic/h enough to cut off its

little rock basin from that lake, but exists now onlv as a
shallow bar at the mouth of the bay. This bar consists of
true moraine matter, i. e., intermingled boulders and sand,
wll,f-h maybe examined through the excpiisit \ transparent

31 as perfectly as if no water were present. Some
ot tlie boulders are of large size.

All that I have described separately and in detail, and much
more, may be taken in at one view from the top of Ml Tallac.
I

'

i
'"

,;1 r "'> peak nearU the whole course of these three glaciers,
their fount,-, their canon beds, and their lakes
enclosed between their moraine arms, may be seen at once,
the view from this peak is certai ih one of the finest I have
ever seen. Less grand and diversified in mountain forms than
many from peaks above the Yosemite, it has the added beauty

water surfece, and the added interest of several

aways in a limited space. The observer sits on the
very edge of the fountain amphitheatres still holding large
masses of snow ; immediately below, almost at his feet, lie

" three exqr !

I protecting

tine arms, reaching toward and
lies, map-like, w

ail 't> smuous outlines perfect! v distinct, even to its extre
northern end, twenty-five to thirtv miles away. As the
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sweeps agaiu up the canon-beds, little lakes, glacier scooped

rook basins, tilled with ice-cold water, flash in the sunlight on
every side. Twelve or fifteen of these may be seen.

From appropriate positions on the surface of Lake Tahoe,

also, all the moraine ridges are beautifully seen at once, but

the glacial lakes and the canon beds, of course, cannot be seen.

I have attempted, in the rough sketch accompany inn- this

paper, to express the combined results o1 observation.- lb>:n

many points. The outlines of the great and small lakes are

accurate, as these have been taken from reliable maps. Also

the general position of the rocky points, and the moraine

ridges, are tolerably correct. But, otherwise, the sketch is in-

tended as an illustrative diagram rather than a topographical

map. The view is supposed to be taken from an elevated

position above the lake surface, looking southward.

There are several questions of a n -u -ral 1 ature suggested by
my examination of these three glacial pathways, which I have
thought best to consider separately.

a. Evidences of the exist>„•, <>i /.. < T ,<<ti LnL. V, il I><y Glacier.—
In my former paper I have already given some evidence of the

former existence of tin- ;i >rms detectable in

the upper part of this valley. I will now give some additional

evidence, gathered last summer.
On the south shore of Lake Tahoe, and especially at the

northern or lower end of Fallen Leaf Lake. 1 found many
pebbles and some large boulders of a beautiful striped agate-

like slate. The stripes consisted of alternate bands of black

and translucent white, the latter weathering into i

or yellowish, or reddish. It was perfectly evident
*

fragments were brought down from the canon above Fallen

Leaf Lake. On ascending this canon I easilv found the parent

rock of these pebbles and boulders. It is a" powerful outcrop-

ping ledge of beautifully striped siliceous slate, full of tissures

and joints, and easily broken into blocks of all sizes, crossing

the canon about a half mile above the lake. This rock is so

peculiar and so easily identified that its fragments become an

admirable index of the extent of the glacial transportation. 1

have, myself, traced these pebbles only a little way along the

western shores of the great lake, as my observations wire

principally confined to this part; but I learn from my brother.

Professor John LeConte, and from Mr. John Muir, both of

whom have examined the pebbles I brought home, that pre-

cisely similar fragments are found in great abundance ail along

the western shore from Sugar Pine Point northward, and

especially on the extreme northwestern shore nearly thirty

miles from their source. I have visited the eastern shore of

the lake somewhat more extensively than the western, and
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nowhere did I see similar pebbles. Mr. Muir, who has walked
around the lake, tells me that they do not occur on the eastern

shore. We have, then, in the distribution of these pebbles,

native evidence of the fact that Fallen L
glacier was once a tributary of a much greater glacier which
tilled Lake Tahoe.
The only other agency to which we could attribute this

ice and icebergs, which probably
did once exist on Lake Tahoe; but the limitation of the

pebbles to the western, and especially the northwestern shores,

is in exact accordance with the laws of glacial transporta-
tion, hut contrary to those of floating ice transportation—for

lake ice is carried only by winds, and would, therefore, deposit
equally on all shores.'

Again : I think T find additional evidence of a Lake Tahoe
" mer <le glace" in the contrasted character of the northern and
".•Lit hern shores of this lake.

All the little glacial lakes described above are deep at the
upper end and shallow at the lower end. Further, all of them
have a -and beach and a sand flat at the upper end, and great

boulders thickly scattered in the shallow water, and along the
shore at the lower end. These fa< ts ar< < as h xplained, if we
remember that while the glacial scooping was principally at the
upper end, the glacial droppings were principally at the lower
end. And further: that while the glaci
cipally at the lower end, the river deposit,

1 1 v at the upper end.

the glacial

_

-Nuv\ the givat lake also, ha- ;i simihu Ai i lure. It also
li:ls

i

;i be.-mtii'ul sand and gravel beach all along its upper shore,
;Ui, l a sand flat extending above it: while at its lower, or

end, thickly strewed in the shallow water, and along
the shore line, and' some distance above the shore line, are
found in great abundance hou/d«rs of cannons size. May we
not conclude that similar effects have been produced

the great
glacier at its lower end? Similar boulders are also found
along the northern portion of the eastern shore, because the

t was from the southwest, and in
the fullness of glacial I exit was over the

rn lip of the basin.
o. Origin of Lake Tahoe.—Thnt Lake Tahoe was once wholly

occupied by ice, I think, is certain; but that it was scooped out

* alley glacier is perhaps more doubtful. All other
Sierra lakes which I have seen certainly owe their origin to

- ncy. Neither do I think we should b staggcied by

mous depth of this lake. Yet, from its posi-

plication-hollow, or a trough produced by the
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formation of two parallel mountain ridges, and afterward

modified by glacial agency, instead of a pure glacial-scooped

rock-basin. In other words, Lake Yalley, with its two summit
ridges, may well be regarded as a ph to tJu order

of mountain-formation and not to the order of mountain sculpture.

I believe an examination of the rocks of the two summit ridges

would probably settle this. In the absence of more light than

I now have, I will not hazard an opinion.

c. Passage of slate into granite.—From the commencement of

the rocky canon at the head of Fallen Leaf Lake, and up for

about two miles, the canon walls and bed are composed of slate.

The slate, however, becomes more and more metamorphic as we
go up, until it passes into what much resembles trap. In some

places it looks like diorite and in others like porphyry. I saw

no evidence, however, of any outburst. This latter rock passes

»< riicwhat more rapidly into granite at Soda Springs. From
this point the canon bed and lower walls are granite, but- the

highest peaks are still a dark, splintery, metamorphic slate. The

glacial erosion has here cut through the slate and bitten deep

into the underlying granite. The passage from slate through

porphyritic diorite into granite may, I think, be best explained

by the increasing degree of metamorphism, and at the same

time a change of the original sediments at this point ;
granite

being the last term of metamorphism of pure clays, or clayey

sandstones, while bedded diorites are similarly formed from

ferruginous and calcareous slates. Just at the junction of the

harder and tougher granite with the softer and more jointed

slates, occur, as might be expected, cascades in the river. It

is probable that the cascades at the head of Cascade Lake and

Emerald Bay mark, also, the junction of the granite with the

slate—only the junction here is covered with debris. Just at

the same junction, in Fallen Leaf Lake Canon, burst out the

waters of Soda Springs, highly charged with bicarbonates of

iron and soda.

d. Glacial Deltas.—I have stated that the moraines of Cas-

cade Lake and Emerald Bay glaciers run down to ti

of Lake Tahoe. An examination of this portion of the lake

shore shows that they ran m r into tin lake—that the lake has been

filled in, two or three miles, by glacial debris. On the eastern

margin of Lake Tahoe, the water, close along the shore, is

comparatively shallow, the shore rocky, and along the shore-

line, above and below the water, are scattered great boulders,

probably dropped by the main glacier. But on the west

margin of the lake the shore-line is composed
moraine matter, the water very deep close to shore, and the

bottom composed of precisely similar moraine matter. In

rowing along the shore, I found that the exquisite nltramanne
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blue of the deep water extends to within 100 to 150 feet of the

shore-line. At this distance, the bottom could barely be seen.

JinLiiiL: tn>m tin- cxpi'rim<_-nts of my brother, Professor John
LeConte, according to which a white object could be seen at

a deptb of 115 feet, I suppose the depth along the line of junc-

tion of the ultramarine blue and the emerald green water is at

least 100 feet. The slope of the bottom is, therefore, nearly,

or quite, 45°. It seems, in fact, a direct continuation beneath

the water of the moraine slope. The materials, also, which
may be examined with ease through the wonderfully trans-

parent water, are exactly the same as that composing the

moraine, viz: earth, pebbles, and boulders of all sizes, some of

them of enormous dimensions. Tt seems almost oeri

) the lake, was the m at (he head of the three

little lakes, m -hs backfrom the present margin

of the main lake; and that all lakeward from these points has

been Jilled in and made land by the action of the thn

described. At that time Rubicon Point was a rocky promon-
tory, projecting far into the lake, beyond which was another

wide bay, which has been similarly filled in by debris brought

down by glaciers north of this point The long moraines of

these glaciers are plainly visible from the lake surface; but I

have not examined them. Thus, all the land, for three or four

miles back from the lake-margin, both north and south of

Rubicon Point, is composed of confluent glacial deltas, and on
• oraine ridges are the natural levees of these

ice-streams.

e. Parallel Moraine.—The moraines described above are

peeuliuraud almost unique. Nowhere, except about Lake Tahoe
and near Lake Mono, have I seen moraines in the form ofparallel

ridges lying on a level plain and terminating abrupt: .

end. Nor have I been able to find any description of similar

in other countries. They are not terminal moraines,

for the glacial pathway is open below. They are not lateral

moraines, for these are borne on the glacier itself, or else

stranded on the steep canon sides. Neither do I think mo-
raines of this kind would be formed by a gla<

'

from a steep narrow canon and running out on a level pla

for in such cases, as soon as the confinement of the bounding
walls is removed, the ice stream spreads out into an ice lake.

It does so as naturally and necessarily as does water under
similar circumstances. The deposit would be nearly transverse

to the direction of motion, and, therefore, more or less crescen-

tic. There must be something peculiar in the conditions under
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formed. I believe the condi-

We have already given reason to think that the original

margin of the lake, in Glacial times, was three or four miles

back from the present margin, along the series of rocky points

against which the ridges abut; and that all the flat plain

thence to the present margin is made land. If so, then it is

evident that at that time the three glaciers described ran far

out into the lake, until reaching deep water, where they formed
icebergs. Under these conditions, it I- plain that the pressure

on this, the subaqueous portion of the glacial bed, would be
small, and become less and less until it becomes nothing at the

point where the icebergs float away. The pressure on the bed
being small, not enough to overcome the cohesion of ice, there

would be no spreading. A glacier running down a steep narrow
canon and out into deep water, and forming icebergs at its point,

would maintain its slender, tongue-like form, and drop its debris

on each side, forming parallel ridges, and would not form a ter-

use the materials not dropped previously would
be carried off by icebergs. In the subsequent retreat of such a
glacier, imperfect terminal moraines might be formed higher

up, where the water is not deep enough to form icebergs. It

is probable, too, that since the melting of the great "merde
glace" and the formation of the lake, the level of the water has
gone down considerably, by the deepening of the Truckee
Canon outlet by means of erosion. Thus not only did the

glaciers retreat from the lake, but also the lake from th<

As already stated, similar parallel moraine ridges are formed
by the glaciers which ran down the steep eastern slope of the

Sierras, and out on the level plains of Mono. By far the

most remarkable are those formed by Bloody Canon Glacier,

as described in my former paper. These moraines are six

or seven miles long, 300 to 400 feet high, and the parallel

crests not more than a mile asunder. There, also, as at Lake
Tahoe, we find them terminating abruptly in the plain without

any sign of terminal moraine. But higher up there are small,

imperfect, transverse moraines, made during the subsequent
retreat, behind which water has collected, forming lakes and
marshes. But observe : these moraines are also in the minify

of a great lake; and we have abundant evidence, in very dis-

tinct terraces described by Whitney* and observed by myself,

that in glacial times the water stood at least six, hundred feet

above Vie present level. In fact, there can be no doubt that at

that time the waters of Mono Lake (or a much greater body of

water of which Mono is the remnant) washed against the bold

rocky points from which the debris ridges start. The glaciers

* Geological Survey of California, vol. i, 451.
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in this v trinity, therefore, must have run out into the water six or

seven miles, and doubtless formed icebergs at their point, and,

therefore, formed there no terminal moraine.

That the glaciers described about Lake Tahoe and Lake
Mono ran out far into the water and formed icebergs I think

is quite certain, and that parallel

characteristic signs of such conditi

/ Glacial Erosion.—My observations on glacial pathways
in the high Sierra, and especially about Lake Tahoe, have
greatly modified my views as to the nature of glacial erosion.

Writers on this subject seem to regard glacial erosion as mostly,

if not wbollv. a ,> ;

- erosioti

as rock-meal ; the great boulders, which are found in such
immense quantities in the terminal deposit, as derived wholly

boulders, which are often the most numerous, as derived in

precisely the same way, only they have been engulfed by
crevasses, or between the sides oi the bounding
wall, and thus carried between the moving ice and its rocky
bed, as between the upper and nether millstone. In a word,

all boulders, whether angular or rounded, are supposed to owe
their origin or separation from their parent rock to at]

agency, and only their transportation and shaping to glacial

agency.
Now, if such be the

effect in mountain sc

moutonnees are recognized by all as the most universal and
bed. Sometimes these beds are

only imperfectly moutonnees, i. e., they are composed of broken

angular surfa \inte and edges planed off. Now,
moutonnees surfaces always, and especially angular surfaces with

only points and edges beveled, show that the erosion by
1--- been only very superficial. They show that if

of glacial erosion be correct, the great canons,

so far from being formed, were only very slightly modified by
glacial agency. But I am quite satisfied, from my own obser-

vations, that this is not the only nor ft« principal mode of
glacial erosion. I am convinced that a glacier, by its enormous
pressure and resistless onward movement, is constantly breaking

off large blocks from its bed and bounding walls. Its erosion is

not only a grinding and scoring, but also a crushing and break-

ing. It makes by its erosion not only rock-meal, but also

large rock-chips. Thus, a glacier is constantly breaking off

blocks and making angular surfaces, and then grinding off

the angles both of the fragments and the bed, and thus forming
rounded boulders and moutonnees surfaces. Its erosion is a

grindiug
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constant process of alternate rough hewing and planing.

ch the corners a little before the rock is again broke
v angles formed. This is the case high up on the

Us, at the head of Cascade Lake and Emerald Bay, b'u

the canon beds wherever the slate is approached. If, c

er hand, the rock is very hard and solid, and the glac
' deep and heavy, the planing will predo
h h rt'ing, and a smooth, gentle billowy suriace is tne

This is the case in the ba og the beds

of all the canons high up, but especially high up the canon of

Fallen Leaf Lake, where the canon spreads out, and extensive

but comparatively thin snow sheets have been at work. In

some cases on the cliffs, subsequent disintegration of a -'lacier-

polished surface may have given the appearance of angular

surfae - with beveled corners ; but, in other cases, in the bed of
the canon, and on elevated level places, where large loosened

blocks could not be removed by water nor by gravity, I ob-

served the same appearances, under conditions which forbid

this explanation. Mr. Muir, also, in his Studies in the Sierra,

;y examples of undoubted rock-breaking by ancient

glaciers.

Angular blocks are mostly, therefore, the ruins of crumbling
cliffs, borne on the surface of the glacier and deposited at its

foot. Many rounded boulders also have a similar origin, having

found their way to the bed of the glacier through crevasses, or

along the sides of the glacier. But most of the rounded boulders

in the terminal deposit of great glaciers are fragments torn off by

the glacier itself. The proportion of angular to rounded bould-

ers—of upper or air-formed to nether or glacier-formed frag-

ments, depends on the depth and extent of the ice-current In
the case of the universal ice-sheet (ice-flood) there are, of

course, no upper formed or angular blocks at all—there is

borne on the surface. The moraine, therefore, consists

wholly of nether-formed and nether-borne severely triturated

materials (moraine profonde). The boulders are, of course, all

rounded. This is one extreme. In the case of the thin moving
ice-fields, the glacierets which still linger among the highest peaks

and shadiest hollows of the Sierra, on the other hand, the mo-

raines are composed wholly of angular blocks. This is the

character of the terminal moraine of Mt. Lyell glacier, de-

scribed in my previous paper. These glacierets are too thin

and feeble and torpid to break off fragments—they can only

a on them. This is the other extreme.

But in the case of ordinary glaciers

—

ice streams—the boulders

of the terminal deposit are mixed ; the angular or upper-formed
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predominating in the small existing glaciers of tci;i| crate

climate-, but the rounded or nether-formed greatly predominat-
ing in the grand old glaciers of which we have been speaking.
In the terminal deposits of these, especially in the materiala

pushed into the lake, it is somewhat difficult to find a boulder
which has not been subjected to severe attrition.

Methyl Compounds.

Methyl Monoselenide (CH 3 ) 2 Se.—The only previous research

on this compound is one by Wohler and Dean,* but it is evi-

dent from the properties and oxidation product described by
them, that they obtained the methyl d:selenide (CH

3 ) 3
Se

2 , and
not the methyl monoselenide (CH 3 ) 2 Se. I

years later,f showed that in the ethyl series their process yielded
<

' Jl S Mi >ut 1 1 • up i tti v* ly small cj i it\

<>i (( ; , II , lSc. I'nder the direction of Professor Hofmann, in

the Berlin Laboratory, I have prepared the methyl mono-
selenide according to the process by which Rat like succeeded
in obtaining ethyl monoselenide, and find that it diil'ers entirely

from the substance described under that name by Wohler and
Dean, but is analogous to (C 2 H 5 ) 3

Se prepared by Joy J and
Rathke. Further, I find that" in the b

yields (C
7
EL) 2 Se, while that adopted by Wohler and Dean

yields principally (C.H
4 ) 8

Se 9
.

Methyl Monoselenide (C
4
H

3 ) 2 Se was prepared by distilling a

mixture of strong solutions of NaOH and CII
3
KS0

4
with

P,Se
a . The product freed from water was purified by trae-

• illation.

sive odor. Boiling point 58-2° (uncorr.). It burns with a

with it; when moist it turns yellow, probably from ion nation
of (CH

3 ) 2 Se, ; by boiling with water it is decomposed, selen-
ium being set free. It mixes with alcohol and ether, is not
affected by hydrochloric acid or sodic hydrate solution, but dis-

solves in strong nitric acid, forming

* Ann. Cheat Pharm., xcvii, p. 1. f Ibid, clii, p. 208. J Ibid, lxrxvi, p. 36.
§The atomic weight used for Se was 78, that given by Lothar Meyer in
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Nitrate of Methyl Selenide.—This substance can be purified by
recrystallization from pure water or alcohol. Its formula is

either (CH 3 ) 3
Se<N0

3
)0H or (CH

3 ) a Se(NO a ). (CH 3 ) a
SeO, but

the percentages from these two formulae are so nearly the same,
that k war- iniposible to decide from the analysis which was the

right one. It crystallizes m long white prisms with a slight

odor, which melt at 90'5° (uncorr.), and an- extrei i

in water, less so in alcohol, but freely soluble in hot, insoluble

Chloride of Methyl Selenide (CH
3 ) a SeCl a was formed by pre-

cipitating the nitrate with hydrochloric acid. It can be puri-

fied by crystallization from alcohol.

Calculated for (CH3 )2SeCla . Observed.

Chlorine 39-66 39-02 38-82

It forms large white very thin scales with a pearly luster and
disagreeable odor. Melting point59'5° (uncorr.). It is sii-htly

soluble in water and ether, verv soluble in alcohol and in

hydrochloric acid.

Bromide of Methyl. Sdti,ide (CH
3
),SeBr

2
was prepared like

the chloride using hydrobromic >ric acid.

The yellow precipitate was washed with cold water and re-

cry stall ized once out of hot alcohol.

Calculated for (CH3) 2SeBr2 . Observed.

Bromine.. 59*70 59-95

It forms very thin sulphur-yellow crystalline plates, with a

pea 1 tst T and ver\ d sagreeable odor, melts under decom-
position at 82° (uncorr.) ; "is less soluble in water than the

chloride, not very soluble in cold alcohol ; when heated with
alcohol a portion dissolves, the rest melts to a dark brown oil,

which on cooling sad fellow scales, swell-

ing very much and g.

.

.

-. which was recog-

nized by its odor, the supernatant alcohol becomes brown. It

would seem that the compound was disassociated according to

the following reaction :

(CH
3 ) 2

SeBr
3
=(CH

3 ) 2 Se-r-Br2 ,

and that on cooling it was regenerated, while the heat given off

by the combination volatilized a portion of the methylselenide,

and the bromine thus left free colored the alcohol brown.

This view is supported by the fact that (CH 3 ) 3
SeBr 2

can be

made by dil Of iCH
3 ) 2

Se and bromine, much
I evolved in the process. On account of this prop-

erty, crystallization of the bromide of methylselenide from a;eo-

h< w is always attended with loss. The substance is insoluble in

Iodide of Methyl Selenide (CH 3 ) 2
SeI 3

was formed when aque-
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cms solutions of the nitrate and potassie iodide were mixed.
The red precipitate was washed with water and alcohol. Only
approximate results were obtained on analysis, as, owing to the

great instability of the substance it was impossible to obtain it

perfectly pure. It is a brick-red powder, which even in vacuo
gradually decomposes, iodine being set free. It is insoluble in

water, quite soluble in alcohol and ether, but its solutions are

f decomposed even by spontaneous evaporation, so

that no crystals could be obtained. The substance breaks up,

in the same way as the bromide, into methylselenide and
iodine.

Various attempts to prepare the oxide (CH
3 ) 2SeO by treat-

ing (CH
3 ) 2

SeCl
2
with Ag

2
were unsuccessful, as the argentic

chloride fon aost immediately from formation

of argentic selenide. The cyanide (CH
2 ) 3 Se(CN) 2 seems to be

extremely unstable. I did not succeed in preparing it in a

form lii for examination, either by the action of KCN on the

nitrate or of AgCN on the chloride. A sulphate, probably

(CH^^SeSOj, was prepared by tin • m oi are, ntic sulphate

on the chloride. but was not investigated.

Methyl Selenide Plaiiwc Chloride [(CH
3 ) 2 Se] 2PtCl 4

.—When
aide is poured into an aqueous solution of platinic

chloride a pale red precipitate is formed, which boiled with

water becomes suddenly bright lemon yellow—the change of

color is very striking—and can then be crystallized In mi a large

quantity of hot alcohol by slow evaporation. The crystals

were washed with cold alcohol, and the platinum determined
by ignition; as with all other platinum compounds containing

•selenium, verv long-continued ignition over the blast-lamp was

rive off the last traces of selenium.

Bknzyl Compounds.

Benzyl Monoselenide (C
6
lI

5
CH

2 ) 2
Se.— Sodic monoselenide

formed by the action of pho-paorie nentaselenide on alcoholic
soda, was boiled with benzyl chloride in a fla>k with a return-

cooler. The liquid gave on cooling, white needles of benzyl
monoselenide, followed by yellow scales of benzyl disel nide.

the two substances were separated by reerystallization from
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alcohol. It saves time to make a first rough separation with

ether, in which the monoselenide is the most soluble.

Calculated for (CH 7 ) 7 Se. Observed.

Carbon 646 2 63-15 63'73

Hydrogen 5-38 5 -54 5-56

If an excess of benzyl chloride is used, a yellow oily liquid

is obtained, which after some time deposits the benzyl mono-
selenide in large well-formed flat prisms apparently belonging
to the monoolinic system. These, as well as the white needles

deposited by the alcoholic solution, melt at 45-°5 (uncorr.) and
burn with a smoky flame, which shows the blue color charac-

teristic of selenium. It has very little odor, is insoluble in

water, freely soluble in alcohol and ether.

It seems to form salts analogous to those of the methyl selen-

ide, but owing to their great instability and the difficulty of
preparing benzyl monoselenide I was unable to get enough for

analyses, and therefore cannot give their formulae.

Nitrate of Benzyl Srh-nith- —Benzyl monoselenide was eon-

verted by heating gently with strong nitric acid into a white
mass, which formed on'ervstaliizatioii from hot alcohol well-

mark:.; little rhombic crystals. Melting-point 88° (uncorr.).

It is almost insoluble in water and other, freely soluble in hot

alcohol, less so in cold. Its solutions decompose very easily, so

thai the greater part of the substance disappears on recry'stal-

Chloride of Benzyl Sehnide.— An alcoholic solution of the
' ydrochloric acid a white precipitate which
brown needles on recrystallization from

alcohol. It consists <»i branching needles either yellow or

brown : the color, however, is probably due to partial decomposi-
tion, as it is extremely unstable, being decomposed even below

oint <>i alc< hoi ii to selenium and benzyl chloride.

It is slightly soluble in hot alcohol, and its solution is even
more unstable than that of the nitrate.

An alcoholic solution of nitrate of benzyl monoselenide
treated with hydrobromie ;tcid gave selenium, and vapors winch

ate. d the eyes violently, and were probably benzyl bromide
C

g
H

s
CH

2
Br. It seems, therefore, that the chloride and

bromide of benzylselenide are decomposed according to the

following reaction :

(C 7H 7),SeBrf =2C 7H TBr+Se,

while the bromide and iodide of methylselenide undergo an

entirely different decomposition :

(CH
3 ) 2 SeBr 3

=(CII
3 ) 3 Se+Br s

.

It is interesting that the replacement of one atom of hydrogen

X
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.„«, of benzylselenicle gave with potassic iodide a

very unstable yellow precipitate.

Benzyl Mm id, Platinlc Chloride [(C
7
H

7
)Se

2 ] 3
PtCl,

4
was

prepared by mixing alcoholic beuzylmonochloride with aqueous
platinic chloride. I could not obtain it crystallized, as its solu-

tions decompose on evaporation. It was therefore purified by
washing with alcohol

Calculated for [(C 7H 7 ) 2 Se] 2PtCl 4 . Observed.

Platinum 22 -97 22*82

It is a yellow powder insoluble in water, slightly soluble in

alcohol ; on heating it turned black and gave off a combustible

gas.

Benzyl Diselenide (C
7
H

7 ) 2 Se g , was prepared by t

sodic selenide (from the reduction oi Na.,SeO wii

with benzyl chloride, this being the method by which Wohler
and Dean obtained

"

vl monoselenide; but,

as I expect* d | , Rathke's researches in the ethyl series, I

ubtaiue 1 [iriin'ii ally diselenide with only a base of monoselenide.

The crude sodic selenide was boiled in a flask, with a return-

cooler with iii >ri h : the liquid thus ob-

tained deposited light yellow scales which were purified by
crystallization from boiling alcohol.

Calculated for (C 7H 7 ).2Se 2 Observed.

Carbon 49-70 18'75

Hydrogen 4.14 448

It forms straw-yellow scales which are superficially decom-
posed by direct sunlight, burning brilliant red. It has very

. melts at BO (unrorr.), and remains fluid a long time
after it has been melted, burns with a blue selenium flame, and
is in—bible in water, freely soluble in hot alcohol, less so in

cold, soluble in ether, reacted on by hydrochloric acid, but
oxidized by nitric acid.

Benzylselenious Acid (C
7
H

7
)SeOOH.—When benzyl disele-

nide was treated with strong nitric acid it dissolved with
evolution of nitrous fumes to a colorless liquid, which on
cooling crystallized in white needles. These were purified by
rccrystallization from alcohol or hot water.

Calculated for (C 7H 7)SeOOH Observed.

Carbon 41 '58 41*61
Hydrogen 3 -96 .425

It occurs in radiated groups of white needles with a weak
odor when pure; when slightly impure it smells like the
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point 85° (uDcorr.). But slightly

soluble in cold water, indefinitely so in hot, quite freely soluble

in cold alcohol, much more in hot, almost insoluble in ether.

Its solutions have an acid reaction and set free carbonic anhy-

dride from the carbonates.

Amnionic Benzylseleniie was prepared by dissolving the acid

in ammonia and driving off the excess of ammonia by evapora-

tion on the water-bath. It is extremely soluble in water and

can be obtained with some difficulty in wart-like aggregations

of crystals.

Argentic Benzylselenite (C 7
H

7)SeOOAg was prepared by mix-

ing aqueous solutions of amnionic benzylselenite and argentic

nitrate. The white curdy precipitate was purified by crystal-

lization from a very large quantity of boiling water.

Calculated for (C 7H 7)SeOOAg Observed.

Silver 34-95 34-33

It forma stale which mat together into a

felt-like mass.
'" When heated in the water-bath it turns black,

but is not altered in direct sunlight. Slightly soluble in a

large quantity of boiling water. Freely soluble'in nitric acid.

Sodir H<--iizi/lse/enile, prepared by neutralizing the aqueous

solution of the acid with sodic carbonate can be obtained on

evaporation as an ine white mass very

soluble in water.

ric Benzylselenite, prepared by dissolving baric carbonate

i solution of the acid is white and very soluble.

Benzylselenite, prepared by precipitating amnionic

te with plumbic nitrate is white and imperfectly

crystalline, insoluble in cold water, and even less soluble in

boiling water than the silver salt.

Benzyl Seknoepmafe (C.H
7)SeCN.—Alcoholic potassicselen-

ocyanate, prepared according to the method of Crookes* was

': its smell remained after shak-

ing. The liquid poured off from the potassic chloride formed,

deposited white needles which were purified by recrystalliza-

tion from alcohol or ether.

Calculated for (C 7H 7)SeCN. Observed.

Carbon 94"23 48"99

Hydrogen 3 -59 3-92

Nitrogen 7 23 .... 739

It crystallizes with the utmost ease in long white needles or

prisms, with a most disagreeable smell like that of I

vlocarpwfctiidus. Melting-point 71° 5 (uncorr.). It is insolu-

ble in water, 'soluble in ether and alcohol unattacked by hydro-

chloric acid, oxidized by turning nitric acid.

* Annalen der Chemie und Phamacie, Lxxviii, p. 177.
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loeyanate, C-H
6
(N0 2 )SeCN, can be prepared

'iv ihiiv.n. i) zvbselenocvai it with fuming nitric acid at

—4°; on dilution! white crystals mixed with an oil are depos-

ited : these were purified bv pressing bet '

crystallizing from boiling alcohol, 'if nitric acid much above
0' was used, the amount of product was much smaller, and
was mixed with an acid of the formula C,H

4
(N0

2 )COOH,
probably a mixture ot nitrodracylic acid and one of the other

isomeres. A more convenient, way of preparing the substance
consists in treating potassic selenocvanate witli ni:

chloride. C,
;

IIpX0
2
)ClLCl. prepared" according to StrakoscrT's

method,-- decolorizing with bone-black, and recrystallizing from
1 oiling alcohol. Thesubstan -es

,
repared b\ these two methods

seem to be identical and not isomeric, as has been already ob-

served in the case of nitrobenzyl sulphocyanate by Henry,f
Calculated for C 7H 6(NO,)SeCN. ' Observed.

Carbon ....40-00 40*87

Hydrogen 2 50 . 8'12

It forms globular masses of radiating needles resembling
wavellite, has but little odor, melts at 122°-5 (uncorr ), is in-

soluble in cold; water ami alcohol, but soluble in both when
boiling, insoluble in ether. It dissolves in ammonia, but is ob-

tained unaltered from this solution 1»\ acidifying, or by evapo-
rating to dry i ss id r* rystnllizing It is p. ssible' that the

substance prepared from benzylselenocyanate is a little more
easiiv sob-,; red from nitrob, nzvl-

chloride.

These compounds correspond to the sulphines discovered by
Oefele. They should be called selenoniums and sulphoniunis

instead of sclenines and sulpbines, as thev correspond to the
salts of the compound ammoniums, and' not to the tertiary

H
3
N H*S H2 Se

(CH
3 ) aN (CH 8)2S (CH

3 ) 2 Se
(CH

3 ) 4
NI (CH

3 ) 3 SI (CH
3
);St-I

properties, espe.-ially in their tending to form iodine addition-

iodide and allowed to stand for several days : it turned black
and became pasty On washing the mass with water and
vaporating tli vash watei whitt prisms were < tain Icon

sistimf <»t trin rhvls.-lenoniuiu iodide it'll
i S,-I, aln-adv de-

scribed by Cahonrs,+ while the I -- riuaizvl-
dimethylselenonium-triiodide and benzyl iodide.

* Berichte deutschen chemischen Gesellachaft, vi, 1056. f Ibid., ii 637
X Ann. Chem. Pharm., exxxv, 352.
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(C 7
H 7)2Sea 4-5CH,I= (CH3)3SeI 4- (C7H7)(CH3)SeI3+

C

7H7I

The presence of C
7
H

7
I was proved by obtaining tribenzyl-

amine, (C
7
H

7 ) 3N, by heating with alcoholic ammonia. The
white crystals were converted into the chloride by treatment

with argentic chloride, and from this the platinum salt was

made and analyzed.

Calculated for [(CH a ) :1
SeCl]*PtCl

4
. Observed.

Platinum 30-07 29-27

Carbon 10-96 .... 11*42

Hydrogen 2*74 2'79

Benzyldimethyhehnonium Triiodide (C 7H 7XCH 3) 3 SeI 3.—The
black residue already mentioned was washed very th

with alcohol to free it irom benzyl iodide ami then recrystal-

lized from boiling alcohol.

Calculated for (C 7H 7)(CH3 ) i SeI 3 . Observed.

Hydrogen 2*24 2'66 2-87

Iodine... ...65-69 65'69 65-17

It forms very heavy black needles, with a metallic luster like

that of iodine, and a most offensive odor. It melts at 65°, but

softens a few degrees below its melting-point. Heated some-

what more it gives off vapors which attack the eyes violently,

is insoluble in water, slightly soluble in cold alcohol, quite so

in hot, slightly in ether. Its solutions are red, and are decolor-

ized by gentle heating with metallic mercury. Eathke ob-

served a similar action with a black oil which he obtained by
acting on triethylselenonium iodide with iodine. This was un-

doubtedly the triiodide, but he gives no analysis of it. I have

also obtained a Murk ,,il b\ tiv.irin- trim *thvl-< 1-nonium iodide

with iodine, which must be (CH,),SeI
a .

Platino-benzyldimethy It [(C7H7) (CHg^SeClJs

PtCl4, was prepared by precipitating the iodine out of the ben-

zyldimethv rate, treating

the filtrate" with bycb romargen-

tic chloride adding platinic chloride. A yellow crystalline pre-

cipitate was gradually formed which was washed with alcohol.

Calculated for [C 7H 7XCH 3 ) 4SeCl],PtCl 4 . Observed.

Platinum 24-42 24-03

It forms corn-colored crystalline scales, which appear square

with obtuse re-entering angles under the microscope, and is

insoluble in water and alcohol. On heating it turns brown

below 100°, and at a somewhat higher temperature becomes

ile vapor.

The details of the processes will be found in :tn article soon

to appear in Liebig's Annalen der Ghemie und Pharmaeie.
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Art. XXL—Description <>j t],<> Nash C->-o

in May, 1874 : by J. Lawrence Smith, of Louisville. Ken-

The meteorite of Nash County, North Carolina, fell May
14th. 1874, at ^ o'clock P. m., near Castalia, in lat 36° 11', long.

77° 50'. 1*- »ive explo-

sions common in such cases, and with rumbling noises that

lasted about four minutes, not unlike the discharge of firearms

in a battle a few miles off.

The stones that fell must have exceeded a dozen or more;
three only have been found, and they give evidence that the

territory over which the fragments fell was ten miles long by
over three miles wide. Although occurring in the day, the

body appeared luminous to some observers. The three stones

found weighed respectively one kilogram, 800 grams, and 5£
lecond was the fragment of one broken by
.'raiments have come under my observation,

ftom which 1 am enabled to give the following description.

They are of the more common aspect. They have a dull ex-

terior routing, which in some places does not entirely cover the

stones, there being a few spots of the fractured surface, less than
a centimeter in diameter, over which the fused matter forming
the coating is scattered in the form of pear-shaped beads. In
one or two crevices, below the surface, some of the fused matter
of the coati G ve millimeters below the surface,

and here it is more brilliant than on the surface.

. The interior in many pails is of a dark gray color, and in

other parts quite light; the principal cause of the dark color is

doubt < — owi i -j to i ie laruvr amount of niokeliferous iron in

that part, and in the lighter portion there are some white spots
of a mineral that is doubtless enstatite.

The specific gravity of the stone is =2-601. Its composi-

Nickeliferous iron 15 21 p. c.

Stony minerals 84*79

The nickeliferous iron consists of

—

Nickel . . 6*20

Cobalt -41

98-73

Copper and phosphorus not estimated.

The stony part, when treated with a mixture of chlorhydric
and nitric acid, gave—insoluble part, 47-02 ; soluble part, 52*98,
The former was found to be composed as follows :
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Silica 52-61

Alumina 4-80

Protoxide of iron 13-21

Magnesia 27-31

Alkalies (soda with traces potash and lithia) . 1-38

99-31

and is essentially bronzite. The soluble portion gave

—

Silica 38-01

Protoxide of iron 1751
Magnesia 41-27

Alumina -46

Sulphur 1-01

This is evidently olivine, with a small amount of sulphide . >f

iron, which is so disseminated through the stone that it is not

easily separated completely by mechanical means. From the

mim-valogieal examination and the chemical results detailed

above, this meteoric stone consists essentially of nickeliferous

iron, bronzite and olivine, with small particles of anorthite and

enstatite. Its composition is, therefore, a usual one.

For particulars in regard to the fall of this meteorite I am
indebted to Prof: Kerr, State Geologist of North Carolina.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGE2
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. Com,, \ arious mix-

tures are known in commerce, such as of quinine and chincho-

nine sulphate, and of quinidine, cinehonine, and einchonidine sul-

phates, he<ide the pure <alt itself. IImssk recoi -nds the follow-

ing method for the examination of such mixtures: (1) One gram

of the sulphate is dissolved in seven c. c. of a mixture of two vol-

umes chloroform and one of 97 per cent alcohol. The pure Bait

dissolves, leaving heliind an\ inoru iie salts present, (2) Half a

gram of the sulphate is digested at 60° C. with 20 c. c. of water,

and 1-5 grams Rochelle salt is added, producing a crystalline pre-

cipitate." After standing an hour, the precipitate is filtered "ff;

the filtrate should not show the slightest turbidity on adding a

drop of ammonia. The production of a precipitate indicates the

presence of cinchonine or quinidine. These may be di-

by repeating the test, with the addition of potassium iodide, as

• iay be diivetlv tested

for by adding h



of certain specimens of commercial
dm one of these a special substance, the solu-

ssa gave a blood-red color, instead of the vio-

alizarate. It is separated from the alizarin

ry potassium suit with boiling alcohol. A
"

('
,
j K"

2
ll

3
)(

>

4
. The author, hence, considers it the dioxyquinone

contains i'om >r .i\. ^ram> of eUrvsezarin.

—

Moni-
tor S*;r,.t;ii.rjw. ill. v, .'i'.'G, May, 1875. G. F. B.

3. P.odw-tion of Alh ,„„/„ fiow Fibfh).—GaUTIEU shows that

on dialysing a solution of liv-ii \ ••hioride,

amdatcd hy heal. I«y mineral a<dds ami by mercuric chlori !. the

pivei pirates" having the composition of those from pure albumin.

—

Comptes Rendus, lxxix, 227. g. f. b.

4. On the conversion of Brucine into Str
;
/chnine.—The close

chemical relation between the different alkaloids of the same
plant-species is a well observed fact. The two bs:

uceeeded in showing that the former may be produced from
atter at will. For this purpose the brucine is gently warn
pith four or five times its weight of dibit, nitric acid. The liq

. Tins result i* of the great

in the author's laboratory
ining lead nitrate and bruci

letectiug alkaloids, and founc

strychnine. Hence the use <

N 2 4 ,

1'ormed.— /?er. Berl.

of Indolfrom KU(,-albnmiu. — ^v^
ving ascertained the fact that indol injt
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act lalh ' taim 1 : n .""! in
' this way, remarking that

,y he much more readily prepared from this substance than

indigo-blue. For this purpose 300 grams commercial albu-

was mixed with -U liters spring water, and an ox-pancreas,

idly treed from blood and fat, and finely divided, was added.

igh eloth, aeida a the excess of

nin in solution, and distilled or, a water bath to one-fourth of

»!ume. The filtered and a .
••• d alkaline

dry slacked lime and extracted with an equal volume of

; the ether, on di

loL Mixed with \sater it he-vm. -ry^t diine, and recrystal-

irom water, it fused at bl . Klementary analysis confirmed

indol. The amount obtained was about 03 p'er cent of the

nin employed.—B&r. Berl. C/iem. Ges., vii, 1593; viii, 206,

; light' like glass; it'p

transmi tting -1 ., the second >

les of these films ma /be used
real'"ye, they are iable to r

when exposed direct M. "i

than that of pi .a.,lti

repaired. Tw<
films, tr

- X e films bei

Ixt"
* asfom d to polarize -

6 to-Tofth heat-

mbuti m of Mtphsi > 3Ih>t„, 9.—M.
describe nethods of sho^ ring the v

"yj
:
X~^ ';'

'

with
a

the parts

which the flame in vibrating has more strouc/ly heated. These
latter portions are, on tl Bond case by

. f th<- paranine. it i- i idisj. nsal U t'-,
: ,t tl e combus-

tion shall not be too rapid
; and further, to obtain the best etlicts
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'
•

lone?, containing 'one part of hydrogen and one of air, lines

" ."ine^^by the explosion.

the axis of the 1

a confused souih

Lvm^isTm, 1 >/>
!

"l. m u\! nl'tlV'Vdefined. If the

these appearance ';i're nV, Inn J" - ;
e. are open

at both ends, the effect is the same as if one end is closed. With
a long tube the appearance in the dark is the same as that of a

Journal de Ph>/s

8. Chuin/esin Lhjht >'it t to tia motion of the luutinom sn-uree

or of the Observe

refraction of the light of two stars, toward one of which the

ing and from the other receding, was the >ame,

and Fresnel showred that this could be accounted for if part of the

urted with the • change in

t being compensated by the motion of the teles-

cope. Manyefib rts have been made to shew optiealiy the motion

oft lie earth. Bs.idiiet thought he found a solution in the diffrae-

tion of gratings,
does not' take ph.

.ns.botli with' • ii-ht, yields

that the change,
given by Babin
reveals a source <>f error in then- :_ht reflected

•ay. But this is not correct if the mirror moves.
as is the case on ithe earth, but the conditions are the same as if

the mirror was itiself luminous, or as if a terrestrial source of light

was employed. Accordingly, as experiment shows, negative

Suppose that *•e have two sources of light, one the soda flame.

the second a star

n from the motion of the earth. The absolute

. of the two sources are identical, but the wave-
ht emitted are dim-rent, owiii- to the motion of

the first The eh'viations of the two rays ought, therefore, to be

A this experii : rumenta were
!i\ed with the collimator turned to the west, and
ve where the dailv changes of temperature w ere

extremely small. The other was placed on a movable plate so

that it could be f
(ointed either east or west. Observations showed

that the deviation A'aswliolU inappr.-ciable. although , displace-

ment of a twentieth of that given by Fresnel's formula would have
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been perceptible. Put this formula conta

period of the incident light, and is therefore

motion. By applying a i iiti. -at ion of the m>

ference of plates it appears that there is not a dii

or of -000002, using the method of Newton's riii

results of M. Hock on the interference of light

refracting medium with or against the moth
similarly explained. Again. 1-y the double refi

spar, fringes were obtained differing by r,n.00(

wave length-, without a variation of aiwouol

preceptible, due to the motion of the earth. -

129.

9. New source of Magnetism.—M. Donato T
when a current ot >team under a pressure of

pheres is passed through a tube of copper two o

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. The Geology of New Mexico.—Prof. Cope stated that the

ground cov, red l,y the geological inve>tigati. >n conducted mainly

topographical and geological survey, embraced the eastern slope

of the Kocky Mountains from Pueblo to the Sangre de Chri-to

Pass; both sides of the Rio Grande Valley from that point to
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which no portion is remaining in the region examined by him, but
whirli may be supposed to be represented by the palaeozoic beds

farther south and west. A third important point is th defer san-

ation that the plateau drained by the eastern tributaries of the

San Juan Riser is composed of the sediment of an extensive lake

of Knccise age, which was probably at one time of great extent,

but whose deposits have been greatly reduced in ex.t« . I ihn ugh
erosion. The boundaries of this lake to the east and south were
determined.

It is believed that additional light has been thrown on the ques-

tion or' the aire of the Galisteo sandstone; and that if- pah .ntol-

o.x ha^h id, Iderinit.h tl sf of tb, Sante Fe marls. The first

fossils discovered in the "Trias" of the Rocky Mountains, have
< sabh I me to reach more definite conclusions as to its position

in the scale of periods The remains of vertebral a ok

tooth of a specie^ of large size, of the general character of hi, hips.

Prof. Cope describes tie >u>p. t I- uropt rvgiai i si ingle

vertebra, and names i» Typnf/n.rttx <<«;}„,,,<,,<. The tlat and
;

He 1 -in s th it the evi h in • fi an th s q>e< h-s ;t vorak to tin

identification of this horizon with that ol tin Trias, i t igh it

cannot of course be r-gard< d as conchedx , until im>r.
\

ri'ect

specimens are obtained.

The thickness of the Eocene of the region is estimated at -,000

feet, of the Cretaceous at about 5,000 feet, the Jurassic at 600 feet

and the Trias at 1,000 feet or more.
2. Fossil I'ttqohtrs fr»>u Xe>* J/iv'/.-o. — Professor fci'E

(Proc Rhilad. Acad Sci., 1*7=5) has described a sped, of < unci,
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;Vi.'-;i 'l

Wyth.

v. It explains the

3 Couuty, Southern

H.MM1
fe of Eerer'e, Pro-

and R. Rathbun.
28 pp. 8vo. From the Ami. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., vol. xi, May,
1S75. -The collections here described iiviv made in the course of

the Morgan K\peditions, 1870-'71. The paper contains desrrij.-

II-,in«loH<>titx Olara, six of Gasteropods, of the genera P/carot.*-

nno-la, H;!nr ,>,t, l'l.t/,,.;rax and Brllr,;,rfr>n. ei-ht oi Lamelli-

brai -nl Fenta ulite lln Bra i ioj >ds ai sen I .j

5. Praetb-al Gable t<> tin Determination of Jt'un rate by the

Blon-^e; l,v Dr. ('. W. C. Ficns, Prof. L'niv. Heidelberg.
Tr:. * t -i and edited i.v T W . IMm-.v. U A., i .«;.>.,_! ijo*

. : .

.";..'.' ' :

;

". "-.":
"

' \
'

•
.;

nineral species based

in these'several sub-

notion. The outline
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inal, are from drawing by native artists, who were ignorant of

from tin.' author's own sketches, ami aiv doubtless "tolerably eor-

sumptuous a work of the kind can be published in Calcutta argues

price (ten rupees) is most moderate. If the work were to be con-

tinued, a smaller form, lib- that of Wight's [cones would be more
convenient and more practicable. A. G.

8. The Bns-]I„r: >!,,; (<? ,,/„.*,„;,> /.,-,/,/. ,,,-, ,-, ( Way) is one of

th rarest ..f N th \ . up nt 1 lei ieh.u si bitat

: <
.. • , ,.

":-
- ^ -

.'

:

..: • '

-.'^

;-

men, from Matthew Kin, is ticketed " Krle,, J'r^'/r/' : .mgliee

(ireen-brier. All this relates to < h. -.in re-ion,

west of the Blue Ridge. I am not aware that any of tin- stations

:

:

known in "our time, is the one which Prof.* Baird discovered,

vears ago. in iVrrv Countv. n,.;ir l''doomiio!d. benn-

svlvania ;
' also in tin- Alleghany regb'-n, but more northward.

From Ihis station the Hotauic < iarden yj i harvard
_

University

.:
•

.

'

:

•

.. : •
- ;.-". ."b

ahiv-xtb,- : of the -round into .-ulth :>.ion.

It i- pleasant to be ab!, t announce that Mr. A i;..i 1 :ii 1 oii>. of

River, on the edge of a pine forest which here skirt- the shore,

growing under the shade of the Laurel {Kmmin hit',fi>lhi\ on a

!. ;.. >.. _., -.- ..
.

!-

resembles a dwarf Box. The flowers are rather pretty, but in con-

spicuous, a. a

zoologists, as well as anatomists.

Abstract of an article entiti inservirung

Praparate," von Dr. E. Ses<

lished April,

. Dubois Reymond.
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The first solution mentioned is composed of 6 parts curh-Jic

arid, :iinl ion /tart.i <>//'/•<> <,'•}
f j »;i rr -, " f/u <'/<>." refers probably to

measures li\ injected into

the main arteries of a human hand. After exposure to the air for a
few weeks the preparation became completely shriveled. A sec-

ond solution of 3 parts carbolic acid and 10 parts glycerin*, was
used iii the same manner with a similar result.

Prof. Laskowaky'a m* fchod is then given. The solution used by
hi in. is composed as follows:

100 parts glycerine, pure (" rohen"), 2 of carbolic acid, and
2 of acetate of soda.

taken out the specimen is

in the open air, it becomes fresh ("

long time unchanged.
Dr. Sesemann tried this process

human subject. lie left the

In the
place of the last solution, the following was used:

7 parts glycerine (22
c

), 1 part sugar, h part saltpetre.

This process was not foui

Laskowsky's process.

method as in all respects t

larger vessels as

injected.

Sol. No. 1.3 50 " glycerine.

(10 " arsenate of soda.

(The arsenate <>/ s>>d>i is prepared by adding arsenic to a hot

! of soda until no more of the former dis-

solves). The specimen N left then for 24 hours, when it is again

inject, d with solution, No. 2.

No. 2.—Glycerine and water in equal parts.

After waiting another 24 hours, it is immersed in water heated to

70 or 88 degrees Cent, (about 160°-! 75° Fahr.) and left there 10-

12 minute.. When taken out, and while still warm the vessels

may l, t . inj-eted with wav. if it he .lesired. This being done, the

is ruid.ed ..ff with a rou-h (doth. A dull knife may be
used f.,r this purpo-

. the -kin. It is well

rid carbolic acid ie specimen



:

3, 20 of water, 4 of arsenate mhLi,

of carbolic acid,

and left in this solution r>-3>> days acconliuu 1o tlic size of tin

specimen. When taken out it is ready to expose to the air indefi-

nitely. The skin may 1 urn a little brown after some time in the

atmosphere, but this may h- round e. d '»\ <-.,\ -ring it for a few
hours with a el»th which 'has been moistened with a concentrated

solution of corrosive sublimate in water.

The author says further that though a rather huso- process, it is

re. imended by the beauty and durability of the preparation.

He has specimens thus prepared, which after several months' ex-

posure to the air, have the appearance of having been just cut

from the subject, lie also suggests that it is further recom-
mended by the smallness of expense involved.

Solution Xo. -2, after becoming weak from repeated use, maybe
ougl t v k to i. rm »t> _i! 1 putting in , tn

pail and this in a large wash kettle ai d 1 < atiug it for some time

over a slow fire, then "tilt '.ring the solution through a linen cloth.

The filtration will also r niov( dbu ui ions su >st in es, which the

heat will tend to coagulate. n. s. w.

III. Astronomy.

1. Diameters of the Planets.—We give the following values of

i-th from the sun and of tin ir trn i m< t

solar parallax is taken *•">• 7">, and Clarke's diameter of the earth's

•er>, where the dilliculties attending observations and

" Polar. .

In fixing upon the apparent diameters of the bright planets it h
been desired to adopt values which shall represent the actual a



that are presented by the true diameters at the earth's

distance. .Many observations would a-siu'ii laro-er values,

icloubtedly less trustworthy for <-oiii]>utin<i real dimensions.

planets recently c

to No. 143. A I

repeated. The <

Astr. Jahrbuch f.

from the Berlin

NoJ Name. | Time ot dis- Discoverer. Vcim Incl. Long ofl Long.

m CamiUa, Nov. 17, lSes.jPogson. 3-5602 7 3 9 48
Apr. 2. 1869. Luther.

•
'

'.

110 Lydia, Apr. 19. 187...

111 Ate, AuK . U. '
Borelli.

Peters.

2 72"
6

5

3

5 " 306 13|l08 42
.sept. 19.

-

.< Mar. 12, 1871.

,
July 2::. <

Luther. -'•7.7 5

2

2

2 37 324 3 338 ^

115|Thyra, lAug. 6, -

04 20 152 5:;

liorclii. VI 5s

Luther. 2- V.:.:.

. Apr. 10, "

May 12, "

Gerda, July 31, «
1 36 2(>s 38

Brunhilda, July 31, » '•-'.
\\:\

Alceste, iAug. 23, " lss 2. 2t5 42

Liberatrk, Sept. 11,
"

2.1 1 7

relied a, Nov. 5. - 147 Hi

Nov. 25, "

Feb. 5, 1873. 24(» 7.7

Feb. 17,
••

22 5. 30 L8

May 24. » 2,7s 20

133 Ovrene.'

.r ;!l .. '
:.

'

WaSon!
2-.-:i-!u 2 27 2

7 l'i
:

'

:, •-S

!

o

sept. 27. ••
2-r.':;73 II 3«

.;•' a "tit; 52

Hertha, Feb. 18, 1874. :;is 13

Palisa.

147 Meliboea, |Apr. 21, "

Tolosa, May 19,
-

IStir, 2-4297 s 29 3 16 54 56 310 35

Polana, (Oct. 13* " Palisa.

'

...
T „:,, 107 15

Lumen, Jan. 13, 1875. 12
:
.i

•I'. Siwa, Jan. 28, "

Adria, iFeb. 23, " Palisa. 2-7323 3 49
Vibilia, (June 3, "

:47 Adeona, |June 3, "
w Lucina, June 8, " Borelli'.



Obituary.

n. Diameter of the Sun.—From a discussion of the
observations, ls:>,6-lS70, Dr. Fuhg obtains, Astro,,. .Y

VI' 2-"00 as the diameter of the sun deduced from 682

IV. Obituary.

Sir Wii.li.vm Logan, the Geologist, died at Londo
in his 79th year, having been horn in Montreal in April,

William Logan was head of the Geological Surveys u

adasfrom 1S+3 to 1871. After graduation at the" L'n
'.-

London, and later became manager, for the house, of c<

and copper smelting operations in Swansea, win re he

accurately the r<>:\\ iicl.l oi" iliat region, that his maps
•adopted by the Or. In am- (

Great Britain. 1n 1 841 he visited the coal fie

Nova Scotia, anid communicated several i

Geological Soei ety of London. The Geo
nces had its origin in his i

markable for e:s

sions—qualities which apj

Geoh-h-al Hep-

>f North American Geohg
her of the Hoya
societies. The Wollaston medal of* the (

awarded to Mr. Logan in 1856, and he w

... k was horn Feb. 0, 18:26, in Shell. v loitntv,

luatiug, in 1845, at Shelhv College, he afterward
rsliip i»f .Mathematics and Astronomy in that in-

52. The remainder of his life was passed chiefly

ris, finally v, to take the pos
Professor of Astronomy at Harvard University, and ii

;y to serve as Director *<f the Observatory. He helt

t the time of his death, June 11, 1875. His last illnes:

ind did not appear dangerous until a few hours befon

Professoir Winlock was an exce llent mathematician and as trono-
mer,_and h;id a remarkably retentive memory not only for faets

but for the bom
concerning those facts.

r

i r. was
chiefly sho \vu in his s(i<rov>tioits jForthe improvement of astr

nents. These inventions were singularly simple and
effective. Four among them des

(1.) The mounting of large mei

to allow the piers to be shortenedd, so that the graduated (ircles
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are wholly above the piers, and the stea liness of tie- whole instru-

ment is increased. The theoretical advantage of this arrangement

cannot here he discussed ; it has been tested by five years' ex-

perienee at Harvard College Observatory with very gratifying

results ; it has been adopted in other observatories, and will proba-

bly eome into general use.

(2.) The a; al eye-pieee, moved by a rack and

pinion, to any large telescope, in sudi a manner as to dispense

with the customary "finder," and to enable the principal object-

glass to be used in iin ii -n are to be examined
with the spectroscope or otherwise. This invention has also been

for some years in use at Harvard College Observatory.

(3.) A ni'
I ts by mask-

ing lines noon a -ilv : al of the

eye from the spectroscope, or the use of artificial light. Profes-

sor Winloek registered in this manner his observations of the

solar eclipse of December, 1870, which he observed in Spain.

(4.) The use of a lens of long focus and of a plane minor in mak-

ing photographs of the sun. Apparatus of this kind was brought

into daily use in duly. l>7<>. at Harvard College Observatory.

Priority in this invention is claimed by some other astronomers
;

but it doe- i i -u:i ly us I the c< i

the mirroi «ras until some years after Pro-

f< -- ir Winld k. It si , J I lso be noticed that in 1869 Professor

Winl »ck tii-si photographed the solar corona without enlarging t he

image by an eye-piece.

During his connection with the Observatory, Professor Winloek

greatly Increased its in- , and also its pecuniary

resources, by the aid of contributions from neighboring friends of

science. In particular, the system adopted for"furnishing electric

signals from one of the clocks at the Observatory to various points

in Boston and elsewhere, has b :

,e Observa-

tory and to the public. It illustrates Professor Winlock's prac-

tr.il!. d by that at the Observatory, at the places where the signal-

are received, he provided simple telegraphic apparatus for the re-

ception of the signals every two seconds; a method much cheaper

than the other, and in practice equally satisfactory.

In private life, Professor Winlock's amiable, though reserved,

character greatly endeared him to his friends. a. s.

Prof. Heinrich d'Arrest, of the University of Copenhagen,

died on the 14th of June, in his fifty-third year.'

The most important of the labors of this distinguished astron-

omer were the construction of two catalogues, the one of nebula?

observed by him at Leipzig, the other of neat

served by 1. as the Royal

Astronomical Society of London awarded to him this year then'

gold medal.
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The Yosemite Fall pours into the valley from the north. It

is in an open niche or recess of so wide an angle that the whole
sheet of the Upper Fall (in April) is in the full sunshine, from
before 8 a. m. until after 2 P. M. The Upper Yosemite Fall is

about 1,550 feet high. Below it, the stream descends, by a

series of cascades and falls, about a thousand feet more to the

bed of the valley.

On the 14th of last April, in company with Mr. Galen Clark,

the official custodian of the Yosemite valley and well-known
mountaineer, I visited the foot of this Upper Yosemite Fall and
observed the phenomena to be described. During our visit of

four days to the valley, the sky was nearly cloudless, each
morning perfectly so, a few cumuli only appearing each day at

about 10 A. m. and disappearing at or before sunset. The air

was warm, the temperature rising to above 70° F. each day, and
t night to perhaps 50° or less. The streams were all

very high from the melting snow, which was abundant on all

the heights above the valley.

In the winter a great " ice-cone " f

the accumulation of frozen spray.

I thtfn thought
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Conway, the two persons most familiar with it, gave their esti-

mates, respectively, as "60 to 100 feet" and "nearer 200 feet."

This ice-cone rises like a wall in front of the sheet, and then

slopes from its apex down stream for some hundreds of feet.

The water pours behind it, finds it way beneath and emerges
from an ice arch below, strongly reminding one, both in shape
and general appearance, of the ice-arch in the glacier at the

source of the Arveiron at Mt. Blanc.

Later in the season, as the stream decreases in volume, it

clings to the wall for some distance near the top, but at this

time it left the rock at the very crest, shooting well out into the

air, falling the whole immense distance in one grand leap. As
a member of the State Geological Survey in former years I had
visited the valley several times, always later in the season, and
never before saw the volume of water half so large. From ob-

servations made bv Professor Whitney at other seasons, it is

probable that at this time the amount of water passing over the

fall was 250 or 300 cubic feet per second. A heavy storm a week
or so before had swollen the stream, and mud and sand had
been carried out in the spray, tarnishing much of the surface of

this ice which had before been pure white.

As we stood on the rocks near and above this ice—it was
half an hour past noon—certain appearances suggested to me
that the spray which drifted over it was, in part at least, snow.
To reach the middle of the ice, without ropes to cling to, was
impossible, for no man could withstand the fierce blast. We
ventured, however, as far as we could go, and where, at times,

it seemed as if we would be hurled into the chasm below.
Between the wall of granite behind and the wall of ice in

front the stream fell with deafening sound. Great volumes of

tempest, which stung our hands and faces like shot, we found
abundant hail or ice pellets. Their structure could not be

studied in the blinding blast to which we were subjected, but

like hail-stones, they were of hard ice, tolerably uniform in size,

and I estimated their diameter at one-tenth of an inch. They
accumulated on our clothes and on the windward side of rocks

which came up through the ice-cone near its edge. They were

found also (rapidly melting) on the rocks by the side of and
near the ice. Farther down upon the cone many depressions

in the dirty ice were filled with what looked like new white

snow, but which we believed to be fresh accumulations of

this hail ; from their position it was impossible to reach and

We retreated from the ice and then pushed our way back to

the granite wall over which the fall pours, and went as near the
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sheet as it was possible to stand or breathe. No fresh light on
the matter was here gained. Having no protection for the eyes

but our hats, nothing could be seen distinctly, and if any hail

occurred there I could not feel it At a little greater distance

from the fall, and where from time to time by the swaying of the

sheet we were left sufficiently outside the spray to look

upward, the near views were indescribably grand. More than

a quarter of a mile above us the clear stream leaped out into

the air and was soon torn into spray. It seemed as mobile as

smoke and assumed new varieties of outlines each instant, bo

light and airy that it seemed as easily swayed by wind as lace,

vet it struck with deafening thunder; the concussion was per-

ceptible through the granite for some distance and it was only

by this that the vast forces involved were appreciated.

Although foreshortened from our position, by an illusion its

height appeared greatly and abnormally increased. The mass
of spray increases downward so that the base of the sheet is

several times wider and thicker than the top, forming a sort of

curving truncated cone. The actual height is so vast and so

much beyond ordinary experience that it excites the imagina-

tion and deceives the judgment, and when thus seen from be-

low in the intense illumination of the midday sun in that clear

climate, looking up and along this white, airy, changeable cone,

its tapering from the observer seems due mostly to its

and by this false or imaginary perspective it seems to stretch

upward toward the intensely blue sky to an immense but vague
height
We had no thermometer with us to test temperatures at or

near the fall. At Leidig's hotel in the valley, which is one and
five-eighths miles distant in an air line and a thousand feet lower,

my thermometer showed the following temperatures for that

day. At 8 a. m.. 52° F. ; at 2.80 p. m., 78£°; at 3.15 p. m.,

79°
; at 9 p. M., 58° : and at 6 the next morning, 50°. These

were probably about the temperatures of the other days of our
visit. I had no wet-bulb to determine the dryness of tin- air,

but that the air was very dry was shown by the rapidity with
which our saturated clothes dried.

It will be noticed that at the time when this hail was ob-

served, the sheet was in the full blaze of the sun from top to

bottom and the heat further reflected toward it by the naked
walls of rock sloping toward it on either side, and that the air

near was of a temperature above 70°, perhaps, however, much
less near the top of the fall. We were fully convinced while
there that the hail was then actually forming, and not that it

was merely portions of ice torn from the great ice-cone and
'

"'-J blast

June, 1863, we had intended

hurled along with the spray by the blast

When I first visited this fall in June,
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to have tested the temperature of the water at the top and the

foot, to see if the entire fall of 2,550 feet sensibly heated the

water. We became convinced that the rapid evaporation then

taking place would vitiate any results obtained, so the experi-

ment was not tried as it involved too much labor to be <

for so unsatisfactory a result. And on examining this hail, the

cause of its formation, which immediately suggested itself, was
evaporation.

The stream was then swollen by the melting snow which was

still deep on the heig dant in niches to the

very crest of the fall (which h;.s an altitude of about 6,600 feet

above the sea). The volume of water each day was least in the

early morning and increased much during the day, th

ing'its source. In the Fall it appears to be "atomized" for

1,200 or 1,400 feet of its descent. A great volume of air is

drawn into this great falling mass along its whole course, the

sheet spreading as it descends. The quantity of air is so great

that it pours outward on the bottom of the valley and is very

perceptible as a cool current more than a mile distant from the

base of the upper Fall. The air as sucked into the Fall is im-

mediately cooled to 32° by the ice-cold water. As it passes in,

it is very dry, and the rapid saturation within the sheet is

sufficient to freeze a portion of the drops.

Prof. John LeConte, of the University of California, who
is i

'
i \ r * < ' t has suggested that p

cooled air within the sheet is * I and con-

densed in the base of the fall, and when liberated just outside,

by its expansion, freezes a part of the spray.

In a former notice of this excellent work we sketched its

scope, reserving for another article some further notice

of its first part. This relates to the "Physical Features of the

United States." and is the part to which students in the physical

sciences naturally turn with most interest.

The first map relates to the " River Systems" and the first me-

moir to the "Physical Features." The map was prepared by Gen.

i Steinwehr, and the memoir bv Prof. J. D. Whitney, these

i frame-work or skeleton of the country, and that of the
' ms supplements this. One may be said to describe

the anatomy of the country, the other its physiology. This map
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is by far the best of its kind we have jet seen of the country.

Twenty-one drainage areas are denoted (each accompanied
with certain statistical information), the whole naturally thrown
into groups or systems, only one of which we will here notice.

According to this map, the Mississippi basin embraces about
1,258,000 square miles of our domain. A small portion of
the Missouri basin extend- in: maps about
22,000 to 25,000 square miles. If this be added, the area of the

whole basin will be about 1,270,000 to 1,273,000 square miles.

This is somewhat larger than the area usually given by the

i
l e iij u - from the Report

i the Physics and Hydraulics of the Mississippi River, by
the U. S. Topographical Engineers some years ago, are 1,244.000
square miles, while the various works on geography and

geography usually give it from 1,200,000 to 1,250,000.

'Great Central Valley," as a geographical featun

tne continent, is, however, m ling on its

southern borders portions which drain directly into the Gulf,

and northward passing insensibly into the great areas which
drain into Hudson's Bay and own into the Arctic Ocean.
The Miss ling to this map, contained at the

last census, a population of about 16,292,000, exclusive of

''Indians not taxed." The whole basin is divided into six

parts,—the Lower Mississippi, Upper Mi-
souri, Arkansas and Red River basins. The basin of the Ohio
has naturally the greatest population. Somewhat almond-
shaped in outline or like a leaf, veined with large rivers, its

point reaching to New York, it was the natural channel down
which emigration flowed westward to the greater valleys be-

yond. Its genial climate, fertile soil, its prairies here, and
wealth of timber-land there, have so attracted the settler that it

will probably long remain the most densely populated basin of

the system. The "center of population" of the nation passed

rears ago. Another century will probably
find it still there. The area is given as 207,000 square miles
(the Report on Hydraulics, &c, already cited, stating it as

214,000), or about one-sixth of the wl oh Mississippi I <ii . ai d
its population, 7,800,000, is nearly half of the population of the
whole basin.

The Basin of the "Upper Mississippi" is credited with an
area of 179,600 (169,000 according to the other authoritv
quoted) and a population of about 4,000,000. The Missouri
basin has an area of about 528. 0'

I a popula-
tion of about 1,524,000. If we add to this last area the esti-

mat. hvady given for that part outside the Unit, d St .t -. it

'•v. uld • .. t'i- .-i u iv M:- .uri basin an area of about .ViiMuio
to 558,000 square miles. The Engineers' report i
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The estimated average annual rain -fall is given for each of

3 of the map. If now we continue our comparisons

between the basin ot Missouri and Ohio, we find 18 inches for

the former and 43 for the latter. The first is probably too

high. Plate V is a " Eain Chart of the United States," pre-

pared by Chas. A. Schott of the U. S. Coast Survey, under the

i >f Professor Joseph Henry, from materials in posses-

sion <,t tl < Smiths, mi. i Instit ition. On this map we find that

much of the Missouri basin \\\ d< e«! it appears to be much the

larger part) is there accredited with 12 inches or less. But on

the estimate of the first figures, if we computed the amount
of water fal] basin, we find them very nearly

equal,—that in the Missouri basin to that in the Ohio basin as

about 1-1 to 1. Considering the vastly greater area for evapo-

ration in the former, 265 to 1, and the dryer atmosphere, we are

rather surprised that the comparative' excess of water dis-

charged by the Ohio is not greater than it is. According to

the report cited, the mean discharge of the Missouri River is

12o.U( iu cubic feet per second, of the Ohio 158,000. On the

rain-chart, much or most of the 1 . - n lit s i side oi the line of

12 inches annual nun-lab. and only the very small part that

lies below Atchison, Kansas, has 32" or more inches. On the

same chart the lowest rain-fall of the Ohio Valley is 36 inches,

2 i its extreme southern part.

Plate"VII. '-Temperature Chart of the United States" (of the

same authority as Plate V , shows that the mean annual tem-

perature of the Missouri basin is about 10° F. less than that of

the Ohio. The isothermal line of 48° F. at Ion. 110° W. is in

lat. 48°. It sweeps down near or a little above the center of

the Missouri basin, crossing the riv -r at Fort R; tidall, sinking

to lat 39° in southern Iowa (more than 600 miles south of our

iiot), then it rises again eastward so as to keep en-

tside of the Ohio basin. Very nearly all the Ohio

basin lies between the isothermals of 50° and 60°. The Mis-

souri basin has a much wider range.

more suggestive is a comparison of these two basins
'

n

'3 an "U.S. Signal Service Chart"with plate VIII
showing the me
the hottest week of 1372" (by red lines), and of the 7.35 a.

iperature at 4.3o P. M. of each day l ui

'2" (by red lines), and of the 7.35 a. m.

observations ''of the coldest week" of the winter following (by

blue lines). Tt will be seen that this chart does not show the

actual range of temperature as indicated bv the single extreme

a urn observations of the year.

a comparison of the coldest "spell" of the vear -with the hot-

test. On this, we find the greatest difference near the eastern

busi of ;! •- Rockv Mountains, or on the plains eastward. At

Fort Benton this difference is upward of 102
c
Fahr. It di-
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New York it is usually less than 70°. The hot line of 85° in

eastern Dakota is north of the cold line of —20, and passing
eastward, successively cuts every cold line to +20, which it

crosses in eastern Delaware. The hot line of 90°, which is

first traced above Fort Benton, crosses the Ohio River near
Cincinnati, and ultimately reaches the Atlantic near Cape
Charles. The hot week was as hot in the Missouri basin as in

that of the Ohio. During the cold week, nearly all the Ohio
basin was between +5° and +20°, while in that of the Mis-
souri the average was from zero to —20 and lower. Space
forbids a further comparison of these two basins, or any no-
tice of others we intended to have dwelt upon.

This last chart is of much interest to the student in biology.
In Dakota (bevond which the lines are not traced) we have"a
difference of 105° F., and over large areas of the plains, a differ-

ence of 100° F. On the 91st meridian, the hot line of 90° is

880 miles north of the cold line of +10°; they cross each other
near Cincinnati : and on the 83d meridian they are again 340
miles apart but in the reversed order. Again, the hot line of
85° and the line of +20° are together: in fact they cross in

southeastern Delaware. They separate westward, the cold

ssing extreme southern Arkansas, the hot line running
up to Dakota, mor> Again, in the lon-

gitude of Raleigh, N. C, the minimum line of +30° is but 130
or 135 miles from the maximum line of 90°. Passing west-
ward, the former descends to lat. 27° in Texas, the L

•

to lat. 48° in Montana, equivalent to a distance of about 1450
miles on the meridian. These climatic peculiarities, taken in

connection with the nature of the storms of winter and the
sudden changes of temperature sometimes occurring there, must
have much greater influence on the distribution of life than the
annual means of temperature and rain-fall. It is, perhaps, prac-
tically there the controlling condition. That

iv have a flora and fauna rich in species is illustrated

by South Africa. 1

1

n" is poor in species,

and the whole of it is without forests as shown in the " Map of

Woodlands.

"

The excellent geological map, compiled by Professors C. B..

Hitchcock and W. P. Blake, we have already noticed. On it,

the " Carboniferous and Permian" are shown as a single mem-
ber. That portion lying east of the 100th meridian forms a
broad doubly curved 'belt, like a huge inverted letter S, reach-
ing from New York to Texas, with a few outlying patches, the

which is in Michigan. The upper division of the
Carboniferous series, "the Coal Measures,'* is shown on a large
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(double plate) "Map of the Coal Fields of the United States,"

by Prof. C. H. Hitchcock. We have heard several persons

speak of this as the most impressive map of the series ; it may
perhaps be so to many who love to dwell upon the future

resources of our nation. The map is accompanied by an ex-

planatory memoir. The following are the areas given of the

groups specially treated.

New England basin 750 sq. miles.

Anthracite basins of Pennsylvania 472 "

Appalachian Coal Field 59,105 "

Michigan basin 6,700 "

Illinois basin 47,188
Missouri basin 84,343 "

Texas Coal Field 6,000 "

In addition to this, there are a few small areas ol

coal, amounting to a few hundred square miles at most. The
various important deposits of coal west of the 100th

are not noted. Indeed the data does not exist to satisfactorily

show the areas which they cover.

When we consider the educational and statistical value of

the Atlas under consideration, it is greatly to be regretted that

a large edition was not ordered by Congress, to be sold at the

lowest cost of manufacture. As it is, the lithographer, Mr.

Bien, is allowed to issue an edition at his own risk, and this

will allow all who wish the work to purchase it at a rate which

under the circumstances is very reasonable. w. H. B.

Glacial scratches, southeastward in direction* on the

Taconio summit, Mt. Everett, in the southwest corner of Massa-

chusetts, at a height of 2,600 feet above the sea, afford evidence

that the ice which covered New England in the Glacial period

overtopped this mountain, and had an elevation in that region

not much under 3,000 teet. Shmlar ia<-> ::i :.'..- White Moun-
tains place the height there at not less than 5,800 feet.f Calcu-

lating the slope of the upper surface of the glacier over New
from these data, it follows that the height above the

=

E. The author observed S. 27° E.
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region of New Haven, in Southern Connecticut, may have ex-

ceeded 2000 feet, and could hardly have been less than 1500.

With such facts in view, we may have some appreciation of the
amount of material that was at hand, when the melting-time
began, for making or deepening under-glacier streams and lakes,

and. at last, swelling the waters to universal floods. The sink-

ing of the land that took place after the ice had reached its

height—placing the site of Montreal 500 feet below the sea

level, making Lake Champlain an arm of the great St. Law-
rence Gulf, and carrying other high-latitude lands much below
their present level, a movement favoring greatly the wide
extension of the floods—presents a reason for the continental

change of climate which began the thinning of the glacier and
finally hurried on its dissolution. The Champlain or Fluvial
period—the period of this low level of the land, or the middle

—comprises iirst, an era well called the diluvial, or
that of the melting glacier and of the tumultuous floods thus
occasioned, and, secondly, the alluvial, characterized by more
quiet fluvial action. The following observations relate more
especially to the earlier of these divisions of the period.

Three prominent facts appear to be established by the Cham-
plain deposits of Southern New England.

1. The occurrence of a vast flood during the closing part of
the melting of the glacier, in which other parts of New Eng-
land participated.

2. The absence of marine life from Long Island Sound
through the Glacial period and the early part of the CI

3. A participation in the subsidence which affected the
regions farther north.

1. New Haven Region.

Facts proving that a great flood closed the era of melting

me in my memoir on New Haven Geology,
published, in 1870, in the "Transactions of the Connecticut
Academy of Sciences. Since thai have made
various additional ol.sen tions .vhich I think demonstrate its

occurrence still more positively, and afford also, some idea of
its extent and violence.

ts may be better appreciated, a map of the
here introduced, The region properly in-

mt the New Haven harbor or bay having
he high land of Orange and YV<.<>dbridge

the sea) on the west, the Mt. Carmel range,
r of New Haven, on the north, and the hills
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of East Haven, east of the bay and of the valley of the Quinni-

piac, on the east. The rocks of Orange and Woodbridge, adjoin-

the region, are, like those farther west, metamorphic, being
slate and chloritic hydromica slate ; while those under-

lying the rest of the surface, beneath the Quaternary, are Triassic

(or Tria-sio-Jurassic) red sandstone and conglomerate, with in-

tersecting ridges of trap. The trap ridges include the Wesl Rock
Ridge, co th at W, West Rock proper; P, or

Pine Rock; M Wh, or Mill Rock ridge, having Whitney peak as

its highest pniut: K. Kast IJ.uk; Mt. C'armel to the north ; Rt,

Rabbit or Peter's R,ek; tud Sail ,nsta! ri l-e, just west of Salton-

stall Lake. The other hills to the eastward, with a few exception*,

arc sandstone hills, or sandstone and trap, with a surface of drift;

and between these hills south of Mill, Pine and West Rocks, ex-

tends the broad and nearly level New Haven plain, a region of

stratified drift. The principal rivers, it will be observed, are

three: (1) the Quinuipiae m. the east, the lar-c-t ; _
'

or the central; and (3) West River, on the wes«, with Wimmt
Brook as a prominent tributary. The Quinnipiac has very broad
flats on either side, as the map indicates; and, for the most part,

they are not above high tide level all the way to North Haven,
six miles north of New Haven. Mill River has a rapid descent
from Mt. C'armel to Whitnevville (V, within a mile and a half of
the city), and West River i'- ot similar character down to West-
ville. The long lake above Whitneyville (V), has been made by
a dam, 40 feet high, it V. ^ali n-fil] Li'ce ..n t in » .i-t. •> '

-

a natural . I. . ,ve mean high tide of West 1 look

at W, 405 feet; of East Rock, 360 ; of Mt. Carim 1. 736 ; of Rab-
bit Rock, 373.

The evidence afforded by the deposits of the New Haven
region is of three kinds.

1. Structural: the flow, when it set in, having made its mark
in some places on the structure of the beds it deposited.

2. Lithohgical : the flood, where the current was strongest,

havin- made gravel and cobble-stone deposits as a topping over
the finer beds before laid down.

ional : the flood ha
of denudation throughout the drift 1

1. Structural evidence as to the flood.—-The Quaternary de-

posit, about New Haven bay underlying the New Haven 'plain

are ^*uu\ d.-p..vt^ of s//.////W d,,,l The t\maoe height of

the upper half of the plain above mean high water level is

about 42 feet ; from this, there is a slope seaward of 8 to 10

feet a mile. The deposits cousist of (1) sand
; (2) sand and

•V : and in some large regions

(4) layers of coarse pebbles and cobble stones.

Over the hills that rise above the level of the plain there is

only u nstratified drift, except along the small water coursea
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This unstratified drift consists of sand and gravel, with numer-
ous scratched bowlders, without any underlying bowlder clay.

Large bowlders are rarely met with in the stratified drift ex-

cept near the rocky bottom on which it rests. The Triassic

sandstone underlying the New Haven plain in some places ap-

proaches within a few yards of the surface of the plain
;
and

wheu so, the opening of trenches for sewers or other purposes

brings to light a layer of gravel resting on the sandstone, which
is full of large scratched bowlders, many over a cubic foot in

size, and occasionally one over five hundred cubic feet. In the

regions of unstratified drift, that is, above the level of the

plain, bowlders are many and large, especially along the west-

:
i of the region ; and several of trap, are between 500

and 1000 tons in weight.

These facts teach, as I have elsewhere remarked, that, in

the melting of the glacier and the accompanying dropping of

the earth and stones, the part of the material which fell over
the d \- ian i \vt ut i! hat which fell into the

waters was stratified, excepting a bottom portion made of the

earth, gravel and great stones that were the first to drop from
the ice. There is no evidence that the stratified drift of the

plain is newer than the main part of the unstratihed drift over
the hills.

The stratification of the stratified drift is in almost all parts,

except where too coar-ely >tonv for it, of the fi>>r-<i>t<l-I
''<in</e

style, as represented in the cuts on pages 173, 174. One of the

parts of a layer having this structi

•*~L^ the annexed cut, (fig. 1.)-
'.^ The oblique lamination

indicates a violent on-

^j ward movement in the

waters ; and the division

of the layers into parts proves that there was a heavy plung-

ing in connection with the rapid flow. A single obliquely

laminated layer is often one to two feet in thickness, and in

one case observed it was eight feet ; and each must have been

formed at a single onward movement of the plunging waters.

This structure of the stratified drift hence shows that water and

earth were let loose at the time in immense quantities: that

there was a free flow of both which could have been well pro-

duced through the melting and discharge of a vast •_!: eier: and

that, consequently there was a very rapid piling up of the

layer- of gravel and sand.

In this obi que lamin ? on which characterizes the deposits

of the plain, the litth lumhue rise, u itli onlv an occasional ex-

ception, to Uu norttiicaf'1; that is, dip to the southward, and
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hence prove that, throughout the New Haven estuary—then six

miles in depth if we reckon only to Pine and Mill Eocks, and
over half that in width and opening (as now) to the southward
—the deposition took place under the pushing and plunging
action of the incoming tide, the tidal waters having been forced

into heavier plunging than usual owing to the violent resisting

flood of fresh waters in front.

This rise to the northward in the oblique lamination (or dip
to the southward) prevails except at the mouths of the valleys.

The beds at the lower extremity of the Quinnipiac valley, just

southeast of East Kock (E), afford one of these exceptions.

i the Air-Line railroad between
v

.

.;•

here have their full height or 42 feet above high tide level, are

exposed to view to a depth of about 25 feet. Through the

northeast half of the cut (near C) where it is within the range
of the Quinnipiac valley, the beds of the upper 20 feet have
the obliqu*- !

^m,</,?n<r<j, that is, in a direc-

pposite to that in the underlying beds, and the oppo-
site to that which characterizes the whole thickness of the

deposit over the New Haven region except at the mouths of

the valleys. The following cut represents a part, six feet in

a vertical section, and shows the plane of junction
NS between the upper and lower portions; above NS oblique

m rises to the southward, and below NS to the northward.

m to this difference of direction, the beds below are

brownish-red, and those above rusty brownish-yellow.

The deposits present this difference above and below for half a
mile along the cut. But passing beyond this westward, or toward
Mill Eiver, out of the Quinnij '

n

gradually loses its distinctive cl

the plain deposits elsewhere. This change on passing out of
the range of the Qui il Hie existence of such
an upper stratum was dependent on the flow of the river and
uot on any variation in level or depth, or on any subsequent
action of currents. The drift deposits have a uniform level
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! to the Mill River channel, an( •all,

taneous origin.

Now the flow of the Quinnipiae waters must have undergone
some change before the last twenty feet of sand and gravel were
laid down, and it must have been a change in volume and vio-

lence. Owing to this change the current in the river became so

powerful as to overcome the action of the incoming tide and

other words, an extraordinary flood set in, extraordinary even
at a time when a violent flood had been already long in prog-

ress; and the flood waters did the deposition even in the face

of the tide.

Similar evidence of the flood should exist in the other val-

leys of the region. I have observed it in the valley of Wil-
mot Brook, near the southeast angle of West Rock (W on
the map). The oblique lamination of the upper layer at

the place rises to the northward, or dips southward, as at

the termination of the Quinnipiae valley, and thus the place

bears its testimony to the flood. The same evidence was found
nearly a mile higher up the Wilmot Brook valley, where the

road turns, at Selden's, to go to Wintergreen Falls and Lake,
and the annexed cut repn - the section.

atified Drift up Wilmot Brook.

Owing to there being no good sections of the stratified drift

at the extremities of the Mill River and West River valleys,

I have not obtained any facts from these points.

2. Evidence as t<> the flood m gravelly and stony formations. —The
material of the stratified drift-formation over a large part of the

New Haven region is sand, with only small pebbles where any

\W.-t River, it consists to , great extent
of large pebbles or stones, and much of it of cobble-stones,

many of which are six to eight inches in diameter.
The Quinnipiae Valley deposits are an exception, because

the wide valley was at the time an interior harbor nearly four

miles long and a mile in average width, with North Haven at

its head, and much of it was over 50 feet deep. It was hence
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a level surface feeling the tides in their full force to its north-

ern limit. Hence the flow of the waters through it would
not have been turbulent like that along the streams of rapid

descent. That this was the condition of the region is proved
by the fact that the region is now one of wet peat meadows
flooded at high tides. Further, the height of the stratified

drift at North Haven, and at a point four miles below (near

E) is alike, being not over 45 feet above the level of the flats.

The West Kiver region shows its stony character strikiDgly

at Westville where it leaves its narrow valley. The stony beds
of the deposits follow the course of the stream southward
through the New Haven plain either side of the river flats ;

but the stones diminish in size, at first rapidly, and then grad-

ually, and two miles down the stream there are only pebbly
beds with sand ; thus showing the slower flow through the

estuary of the era.

The stony beds along the course of Mill River are much
more remarkable than those of West River, both in extent

and coarseness. The area they occupy south of Whitney-
ville rapidly widens southward, becoming one-quarter to half

a mile broad. The coarser part is situated to the east of
the present channel of the river; and it extends southward,
with a straight course to the head of the bay (south of VBN
in the map), where it passes beneath the water to a distance

yet undetermined. The beds consist partly of cobble stones

6 to 10 inches in diameter. The coarseness diminishes both
to the east and west. On the east side of the river at the State
street bridge (which on the map is near M in Mill River), where
the stony stratum is 20 feet thick, the stones and pebbles are

much smaller in average size than on the west side, and they
diminish on going farther eastward.

Since such stony regions indicate where the waters run most
violently along their valleys or through the estuary, it is evi-

dent that the main flow of Mill River from East Rock (E)

southward was to the east of the course it now follows ;* and
up the same channel moved the great central tidal flow of the

harbor. The rushing waters, combining the flow of the river

with that of the ebbing tide, carried the finer material down
stream, leaving the stones behind ; and this finer material was
made to contribute to the sandy stratified drift-deposits along
fch* west side of the bay (where the inflowing tide now makes
its chief depositions of sand), as well as to the Sound.
Now these stony beds testify to the flood not only by their

presence, but more especially by their belonging mainly to the

* Just south of the Shore -Line railroad, the coarse beds are wanting for
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upper fifteen or twenty feet of the formation, and therefore by their

being the last work of the melting and discharging glacier. A
coarse stony stratum above and fine below is found through
all the Mill River stony region.* Along the sections made
through the New Haven plain to the level of the river flats in

grading the streets, the lower part of the exposed section is

mainly of sand, while the upper is gravel and stones. The
same has also been found to be true in the excavations for

sewers in that part of the New Haven region. At one of these

(at the corner of Orange and Laurel streets), the stony stratum

was 12 to 15 feet thick, and below it the beds were mostly fine

sand, the lower stony kiyer resting on a bed of fine quickfi Li •!.

The vicinity of West River presents similar facts.

Such a transition in the drift deposits from the production of

sand beds with but little fine gravel to that of beds of coarse

gravel and large stones-
there was an equivalent

These waters were in rapid plunging flow when the lower stra-

tum was deposited ; for the beds are characterized everywhere
by the flow-and-plunge structure, and a foot is a common thick-

ness for the bed made by a single plunge. But, however great

the previous violence there was an increase afterward to a

vaster flood.

The partial decline of the flood is also marked in some portions

of the deposits by the return to sandy beds in the top portion

:iig of the stony region. On the western

margin of the Mill River stony area, in Grove street above its

intersection with Church, the stony beds reach the surface for

200 feet above Church street; but from that point westward,

the stony portion thins, and in place of its upper beds there

are sandy and fine pebbly beds ; in 200 feet this upper sandy
part has become six feet thick : indicating thus the narrowing
of the more violent part ot the Mill River flood, as its season

passed, or the melting of the glacier became completed.
In the region of the Quinnipiac valley, three to six miles

north of New Haven, on both the east and west sides of the

present lower flats, there are beds of fine clay, from a few feet to

or more in thickness. The upper surface is but little,

if at all, above high tide level. As this Quinnipiac region was
then (in the Champlain period) a great interior harbor or arm of

the bay, over fifty feet in depth, still water would have existed

on one" or both sides of the main flow ; and these clay beds, all

finely laminated, indicate the positions of such still-water areas.

The clay beds, when followed a few scores of yards to one side

or the other, sometimes become sand beds—as at Quinnipiac,

* When my Memoir on the New Haven region was w
the distinction between the upper stratum and the bed:
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half way to North Haven ; and this is demonstration that their

existence depends not on the kind of deposits there let fall by
the glacier, but on the quiet condition of the waters. There is

also proof at Quinnipiac, as brought to my attention by Mr. S. P.

Crafts, that the depositions took place before the ice had all

melted ; for a large bowlder—four feet in diameter—has been
taken out of the clay from a depth of six feet, and some inter-

calations of gravel seem to have had a similar origin. At the

place, fifty feet to the west of the clay pit, a very coarse,

ny stratum of stratified drift overlies the clayey i

i fact that the latter exists below the stony beds hav
ascertaii .1 In Mr. Crafts !>y means of u drill, which descended
through and brought up some of the underlying clay. This
overlying stony bed was made by violent currents that suc-

ceeded to the still waters of the place, and these violently flow-

ing waters were probably those of the great flood.

3. Evidence as to the flood in its denudation of the strdi

deposits.—Along the ivest side of Mill River, where the beds are

stony and of the coarsest kind, the plain is 10 feet below the
usual level, the height not exceeding 30 feet above the river

flats : while on the west side of the river near the State street

bridge, where the stony beds are less coarse, the height is 40 to

42 feet—the full height of the New Haven plain in that latitude.

The lower level on the west side continues south to the harbor,

the surface sloping in that direction. The deposits of stones

must have been made largely by the washing away of the finer

material from the coarse—a "denuding process ; and it is reason-

able to suppose that the lower level along the west side of the

broad Mill Eiver region was thus produced. But the river did
not act alone in this ; for the river-channel was also, as stated

above, one of the sweeping grounds of the tidal waves and
currents. Hence it is that this region of low level slopes and
widens much southward, extending over half the width of

Grape Vine Point (G, between the mouths of Mill River and
the Quinnipiac), where the height is reduced to 10-20 feet.

The upper surface of the Terrace plain, near the junction of
the Air Line and Hartford railroads, bears evidence of erosion

to a yard or so in depth, over large areas of its surface, and of
a subsequent deposition of fine sand.
At Quinnipiac the upper surface of the clay bed, alluded to

above, has depressions that are results of erosion, and probably
the eroding waters were those of the flood that deposited the
overlying gravel bed.
A remarkable example of erosion of the drift deposit by the

rushing waters >£ the flood was exposed to view in 1872 on
Blake street, direetlv south of the extremity of Wilmot Brook
valley, (on the map between Bl and West River). Thefollow-
Am. Jocr. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. X, No. ">:.—Sept., 1875.
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ing cut exhibits at a a portion of the pr

sand, projecting up and enveloped in the

tearing waters were bearing along down i

m:

Various depressions

to the action of the flood, which cannot now be distingu

from those due to later denudation. But tliere are some isolated

depressions 20 to 25 feet in depth, and one, Beaver Pond Meadows,
having an area of an eighth of a square mile which have no such

origin. These appear l-> he mainly due to the deeply excavating
.

'

glacial water-courses in the Glacial period; they were excavated
to so great a depth that the drift dumped into them by the melt-

ing glacier, or carried in hy it- waters, was not sufficient to fill them,
shallower areas were huilt on up to the water's level

of the era.

Thus the great flood left its mark not only in the structure

and ili»give of coarseness of the deposits along the water-

courses, but also in denudations of the drift-covered surface.

It is to be noted (1) that the upper stony stratum is not found
over all the su-a I drii >f a valley ; for through much the

larger part of the New Haven region the upper stratum is

sand. Such stony beds are to be looked for only where the

flood waters ran most swiftly, while beds of fine pebbles, sand

or earth exist where they were less rapid, and others of clay

where the movement was slight or almost null.

It is to be noted, secondly, that the coarsest stony beds do

Dot always or generally cap the highest terrace ; for the fiercely-

flowing waters often denuded the surface deeply and left the

larger stones at one or more lower levels—levels that are now
the upper portion of one or more of the lower terraces ; but

which, in the era of the flood, were either under-water flats, or

else the broad bed of the flooded stream.

If the stony strata may have been merely the stony beds of

ke the stony bed of any rapid stream in modern time,

it may be questioned whether they afford evidence of a flood

from the melting glacier. But such a stratum is common also

at the top i) ion it could ia\o been made
oiilvbvsueha Hood. Both Mill Rivet and West River val-
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leys afford examples of this. Again, since the Champlain
<!.' 'posits that lie beneath the stony beds are made of fine material,

there is lull evidence, whether the hitter were formed over the

hed of a stream or at higher levels, that an era of comparat ive! y
quiet work was in each ease followed by one of coarse stony
depositions, and hence that there must have been an increase
in the flow at the last. The Glacial period scooped out the
valleys and deepened them, and then came the filling from
the unlading glacier; after the bottom had received part of
the large bowlders that fell from the ice, there followed the
deposition of sand and finer gravel, with clays in some places,

and occasional bowlders; then, finally, the upper coarse beds
were formed wherever the waters at the flood could cany off

the finer material or carry in coarse.

The beds of gravel and cobble stones along Mill Eiver extend
for more than two miles through the New Haven plain, or

what was then the great estuary, where there was no cause for

rapid flow in the stream apart from a flood of enormous extent
sweeping down the valleys.

Depositions subsequent to the flood.— It may be questioned
whether the flood-made upper stratum in the vicinity of the river

vhich has been above described, may not have been
during some flood, or era of glacier melting, later

than that of the early Champlain period closing the era of the

great glacier. The evidei ce against such a supposition in the
localities which 1 have examined is decisive. For, as I have
shown, this upper stratum when followed laterally away from
the river courses, changes into the ordinary stratified drift ; or,

in other words, the very same stratum bears the flood-marks
near the river courses, and not so, or only sparingly, over other
regions. The stratified drift of the New Haven region is evi-

dently all one formation ; it is one in structure, even to its top
layer. All of later origin ordinarily overlying it is about a

foot or less of blackish soil ; and this is simply a portion of its

surface sands modified by the growth of vegetation.

There are some portions where its upper surface was irregu-

larly eroded, as has been explained, and there the surface was
later built up to the old level by depositions of fine material,

easily distinguished in kind from those below, indicative of
changed conditions—but only a change from the flood condi-
tion to that of the more quiet subsequent part of the Cham-
plain period. The terrace plain near the junction of the Air
Line and Ilarti-rd : "- ; as been mentioned as one local-

ity of this. The sands of the later deposit are here whitish,
show no that they had been washed of their iron rust A
stratified bank of the same sands exists at the northeast end of
the same railroad cut (that of the Air Line railroad). The
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stratified drift formation here drops suddenly in height, from

the 42 feet above high tide level usual there, nearly to the low-

level of the broad lower flats of the Quinnipiac. The slope

thus made was, in the Champlain period, the northward limit

of the sand-flat which constituted the south boundary of the

great inner harbor. Against this slope, spreading northward,

there is situated a horizontally stratified deposit of fine white

sand, which evidently owed its origin to the beating of the

harbor waves against the sand-flat during the quiet half of the

Champlain period, that is, after the ice and the flood had disap-

peared. Its stratification and its relation in position to the

true stratified drift is shown in fig. 5, in which ACD is the

stratified drift, made up of fine sand beds (M) and pebbly
beds, some of them coarse pebbly drift, and AEF the subse-

quent deposit of white or sea-washed sand. The sands of the

Champlain deposit, Air Line Railroad c

latter differ from those of the other beds not only in their white

color, but also in their greater fineness, and in the absence of

all pebbles. Through the washing of the waters against the

shores, the sands were not only ground up, but they also lost

almost entirely the oxyd of iron that tinges the quartz grains

of the stratified drift. Near B, at the foot of the slope ABC,
there is a heap of pebbles or stones and reddish sand, which
evidently fell down the bank from the layers above when it

existed as an exposed slope before the beds of whitish sands

were deposited. These whitish sands, moreover, were laid

down in even layers, free from the oblique lamination that

occurs in the stratified drift. Thus we have evidence of some
changes during the Champlain period after the drift was depos-

ited ; the wonder is that there is so little of such evidence.

2. Outside of the New Haven region.

Evidence of the great flood produced by the melting of the

glaciers is found along all of the rivers of Connecticut upon
which I have had an opportunity for making observations.
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Such opportunities are not often to be met with, since it re-

quires an exposed section of the stratified drift of a valley—and
one recently exposed, since the surface soon becomes concealed
by slides down the slope. Moreover, in the narrower valleys
of rather rapid descent, the waters were so tumultuous at all

times that stony beds were thrown in at all levels. Ten miles
west ofNew Haven, in the upper terrace of the Housatonic river,

90 feet in height above the flood level in the river, the upper
stratum, for twenty to thirty feet in depth, is very coarse
stony, and mostly sandy with finer stony beds below ; and the
top of a lower terrace is still coarser in its stones. I have ob-
served similar facts in the Pequonnoc Kiver valley, north of

Bridgeport, Connecticut
Again, to the east of New Haven, on the Thames at Norwich,

the upper terrace, at the old cemetery, over one hundred feet

above high tide, is exceedingly stony at surface. At the Navy
Yard four miles above New London, on the east side of the

,
as elsewhere on that side, there is only a nar-

of the crowding rocks—the following
facts were presented in a cross section. The height of the ter-

race is about 30 feet. At a distance of 40 to 50 yards from the
river there is at top a stony layer but two feet thick ; and this

rests on a horizontally stratified sand-bed.* Passing toward
the river, the stony portion increases in extent, and also in

coarseness, becoming a cobble-stone bed ; and at the river, the
whole of the formation, so far as in view, was of stones—that is

the upper three-fourths, the lower part being concealed by the
fallen gravel. Half way to the river along the section, irregu-
lar patches of sand beds, two or three yards in length were in-

cluded among the irregular stony layers, after the style repre-

sented in fig. 4, (p. 178). Thus the flood-torn stony I

the formation increase toward the river ; and some of the sands
of the uprooted sand beds were left in patches among the stones.

To interpret the facts we have to note that the Thames is a wide
and deep tidal estuary, or rather fiord, fifteen miles long ; that,

therefore, there is no seaward slope to make rapid currents. The
earlier drift deposits, should hence have been of the finer kind,
and in regular beds ; only the extraordinary conditions of a gla-

cier flood could have occasioned any other result. It must, more -

over, have been a flood of enormous volume, with the violence of

good section, I think it safe to say, judging from the
- which had fallen from some ~ e *

i

for at least half a dozen
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pari I examined), was very stony near the river, while mostly
free from stones on the side toward the hills.

On the opposite or western shore of the Thames, at Mont-
villc. six miles oorth of New London, where the terrace is one

half higher, the facts are even better testimony to the same con-

clusions. The stony beds occupy a largo part of the formation

in a bluff close by the river between the shore and the railroad

track, while forty yards farther from the river, to the west of

the track, they are mostly confined to the upper third or less

of the deposits. Further testimony with regard to the extent

of the flood in the Thames will be given in another paper.

In a recent journey in Vermont, I found many examples of

an upper stony stratum along the valleys. West of Ludlow, the

upper stratum of the high terrace on the south side of the valley

was coarse stony, while below the beds were mainly of sand.

At Sutherland Falls, on the Otter Creek (or River, as it should
be called), where fine sand was the main constituent of the for-

mation
—

"being fine enough for use in the marble mill—the

upper portion for 8 to 20 feet was very pebbly, the pebbles

alf to one inch in diameter. Just north of Pittsford,

on the high terrace of a branch of Otter Creek, there is a coarse

upper bed ; and one still more coarsely stony on the terrace 50
feet or more below the highest, while the" beds below were
comparatively fine ; also south of Eutland, in the upper part of

the high eastern terrace of Otter Creek valley, especially near

the junction with the valley of Cold Eiver, and also with that

of Mill Eiver, west of the gap passed through by the railroad

to Cuttingsville.

Professor Hitchcock, in his Eeport on the Geology of Massa-
chusetts, makes the general statement that the material o1 the

upper part of the terraced river f! iffi srs fr< .m

that below in being coarser. He refers on page 361 of his

Geological Eeport of Massachusetts, to the fact, observed by
him, that the clay stratum of stratified drift is almost always
overlaid by sand, and then adds that, sometimes, toward the

top, the clay is interstratified with beds of sand [evidence only

that there were transitions from gentle to rapid movements in

the waters] and then, above, the clay is absent, and " the sand

becomes coarser, until, at the top, frequently small pebbles are

found, and other evidences of agitation in the waters."

Conclusion.—If river valleys so widely apart over New Eng-
land, and so many of them, bear evidence of a flood closing the

existence of the glacier, we ma; ide that all

New England was, sooner or later as the melting progressed,

swept by it. In fact, if the flood in any part was due to the

tng ice. it most have been thus

universal; for the raj ave been general.
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The flood unquestionably preceded
for, as already stated, only a melting
forded the vast quantities "of water re<

the wide valleys, and have set loose,

The flood appears also to have risen rapidly to its height

;

for (1) the transition from the finer deposits to the upper coarser

stratum is generally rather abrupt, and (2) at the lower extrem-
ity of the Quinnipiac vallev. the change in the structure of
the beds, from tide-made to flood-made, marked in the reversal

of the oblique lamination, (page 173) took place along a well

defined plane without any alternations, ami was visible also in

the color of the deposited sands.

Finally, the flood was a natural termination o[ that winter of

winters: especially as the rigors of the Glacial climate had
passed, and a lower level of the high-latitude lands was bring-
ing on a time of warmer climate than the present—the era

when even Britain was occupied by wild beasts of the warm
temperate zone.

iRT. XXV.— On th> J/t. <i,n\;d Work do, u by a Musch before

e I au ho and on the
uLaio oi FatJ,pi,: :

" bv the Bev. Samuel
Haughton, M.D., Trinity College, Dublin.

In the February number of this Journal, for the present
'ear, a paper is published by Professor F. E. Nipher, contain-

ing experiments to illustrate the mechanical work done by a
nuscle (or a group of muscles) before exhaustion. In this

>aper Professor Nipher sets aside a former series ofexperiments
of a similar kind made by him. without (as I believe) showing

»n for depending more upon the latter ex-

. the former. I am informed by a letter

atisfaetory reason for depending more upon the latter .

pertinents than upon the former. I am informed by a 1

from Professor Hinrichs. of the Iowa State University,
both series of experiments were made in his Laboratory, and
that, in his opinion, the experiments, which Prof. Nipher claims
to have warned me against, were, in fact, as good as those he
last made. 1 propose to establish the following propositions in

the present paper:
1. That botn series of experiments made by Professor Nipher

are a valuable contribution to the facts of animal mechanics.
2. That they are not only consistent with the "Law of

Fatigue" proposed by me, but illustrate both that law and mv
" Coefficient of Refreshment."

3. That Professor Nipher'.- di-enssi-m of his own valuable
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experiments is worthless, as it is based on an empirical formula,

- do meaning, and leads to no further consequences.

4. That the "Law of Fatigue." which explains not only

Professor Nipher's experiments, but so many other experiments

also, is entitled to be received provisionally as a law of

animal mechanics, and followed up by deduction to its legiti-

mate conclusions.

I shall commence by describing some experiments* of my
own, in which the muscles were kept in continued action, and
ii" interval of rest was allowed. This condition is supposed in

the • Law of Fatigue," and when it is departed from, a cor-

ee must be made depending on the "Re-
freshment " afforded to the muscles during the interval of re-

The approximate law of muscular action, which I have

is thus expressed:
" When the same muscle (or group of muscles) is kept in constant

art ion until fatigue sets in, the total work done 'multiplied b<j the ruJ>:

1 instructed a number of medical students, chosen at random,
to raise dumb-bells of varying weight, one in each hand, in the

transverse plane with hands supinated, and raising and lowering

the weights in equal times regulated by the beat of a pendulum.
This process was continued until the distress of the fatigue

produced became intolerable, and the number of times each

weight was lifted was noted. The students were required to

count one, two, in time to the beat of the pendulum, so as to

prevent them from counting the total number of lifts of the

weight. Professor Macalister assisted me in these experiments,
and one of us counted the number of lifts, while the other

compelled the experimenter to observe the conditions of the

experiment, which were

—

1. To keep time with the pendulum.
2. To raise the weights in the transverse plane.
3. To supinate the hands.

4. To abstain from all bendingf of the knees or spinal

column.
5. To lower the weights so as to come down without velocity.

The 2nd, 3d, and 4th conditions are essential in order to con-

fine the work done strictly to the same muscles of the shoulder,

U >rearm.

The experimenter must be carefully watched in order to

ensure the observance of these conditions ; for he is impelled,

instinctively and unconsciously, by pain, to bring in other

* These experiments were communicated by me to the Royal Society on the

f To this defect we gave the name of " slinging."
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muscular fibers to aid those which are suffering from the con-
strained and regulated motion. If this be permitted, the "Law
of Fatigue" will appear to be violated, for of the muscular
fibers actually employed in doing work some are quite tired

out, and others not; whereas the "Law of Fatigue" applies

only to groups of muscles, all of which are completely ex-

hausted. For each experiment I chose twenty students at ran-

dom, using altogether about fifty different students, and no
individual was experimented on again until an interval of forty-

eight hours had elapsed. The object of this arrangement was
to avoid the effects of "training."

In all cases there were three well marked stages :

1. The work done with ease.

2. Accompanied by respiratory distress.

•• -".
i v pain in the muscles used.

During the last stage, great care must be taken
:>f motion, by
aid of the fibers nearly

fatigued.

Let W denote the total work done, and T the time of doing
it

; then, by the " Law of Fatigue,"

If w be the weight held in the hand and a be half the weight
of the arm, and. „ the number of times the weights are lifted:

Since the time of raising and i iwering the arms is constant, n
is proportional to T, and the '-Law of Fatigue" gives us the

formula

(w+*Yn=A, (2)

for 20 distinct pen
s of lift is in all eas

7 14-00 "

34-60 37-1 —2-5
27-15 26-8 +0-3
17-20 15-4 +1-8

The column contaiiling the calculated values of n was
tained from equation (2) by
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lue of «-, which

erimemeu on, a resujt wi

UM I.—Dr. Haughton.

\w+afn=A. a=3

In the accompanying, diagram I, I have plotted the cubical

hyperbola represented by equation (2) ; and also the several
observations diuAi \u >ulneient!\ near the curve to justify me
in eonsidering th^ Law of Fatigue to be a first approximation

1
1" action.
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I have elsewhere* shown that the Law of Fatigue corresponds
with other experiments based on different data.

If we consider the useful work only, we have from equa-

Useful a

ue, when w—a— half the weight of the

This equation represents a cuspidal cubic whose ordinate

vahi'

Professor Nipher has published- two series of experiments,

g different weights at a constant

terpreted by means of equation

based on the principle of lifting different weights
rate ; and both s

(2), as I shall now show.
He has published other experiments based on the principle

of raising the same weight at varying rates : these experiments
are not only abandoned by himself, but contain internal evi-

dence of error ; for both these reasons I shall abandon them,
but I feel bound to maintain Professor Nipher's first series at

constant rates against his own repudiation, and as being, on
Professor Hinrich's evidence, at least quite as good as those
last made by him.

Professor Nipher's experiments differ in two respects from
those made by me, tables I, II.

1. Professor Nipher allowed a rest equal to the time of ivork,

whereas in my experiments, the work was incessant, as the
arm came down without velocity.

2. From the mode of lifting the weights, there was a greater

ity of other muscles assisting those intended to be
fatigued.

The first of these causes would refresh the muscles and ena-
ble them to do more work than if not rested at all ; and the
second of these causes would bring in other muscles to their

aid, and appear to make them do more than their proper work.
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Let x represent the unknown weight held in the hand which
would represent the total effect, both of refreshment by rest, and
aid from other muscles.

a' is obviously less than <*, and may even become negative,

according to the quantity of refreshment and aid afforded to the

laboring muscles.
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Equation (5) accurately represents both Professor Nipher's
series of experiments at constant rate, as is shown in the fol-

lowing tables

:

Table III.—Prof. Nipher's First Series.

29'3 27-8

The calculated values of ? found from equation (5),

the values of a' and A being found by the principle of least

In diagram II, ]

how closely the observations correspond with i

As half the actual weight of Prof. Nipher's arm is 1-50 kil.,

it follows that in these experiments 049 kil. was lifted, by the

Refreshment derived from rest, and from the occasional aid of
other muscles.

Table IV.—Prof. Nipher's Second Series.

+ 7

The calculated value: and from equation (5),

the values of a' and A being found by the principle of least
* ^

i of A.
a'=— 1-00 kil.

Azr 582

In diagram III, I construct the cubical hyperbola, and show
how closely the observations correspond
As half the actual weight of Prof. Niph<

sional aid* of other muscles.

* Including, possibly,

mis 1-50 kilos.,

experiments, 2 -50 kilos, were
from rest, and from the occa-
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It is possible to calculate the coefficient of Kefreshment from

Professor Nipher's experiments by the difference between a
and a'. Thus, in his second series of experiments

a-a'=x=2-5Q kil.=551 lbs.

This weight was lifted through 0-70 «i=2'29 ft. in 125 seconds

—the muscles having previously rested for an equal time.

and, assuming 345 oz.* of muscle employed, so as to reduce

the coefficient to the units employed in my Animal Mechanics
;

we have finally

The coefficient of Eefreshment* given, from totally different

experiments, by me, is

0-132 ft. lb. per oz. per second.



rthquaJce of December, 1874.

On the night of Thursday, the 10th of December, 1874,
there occurred, in and around the city of New York, a slight,

but very distinct, earthquake shock, which caused considerable

excitement at the time, and furnished material for a brief sen-

sation in the papers of the metropolis. On the succeeding
Monday, the New York Lyceum of Natural History appointed
a committee to collect information from -

in regard to the shock and all attendan
this committee the writer was chairman, and in thai

was engaged for the next three months in collecting, arranging
and studying the information gained.

A brief circular was prepared, announcing the committees
appointment by the Lyceum, and requesting all persons who
had knowledge of the facts to send information in regard to all

or any of the following points, viz : 1, the place of observation,

and its height above tide water, if known ; 2, the time of the
shock

; 3, the duration of the shock ; 4, the nature of the

motion felt ; 5, the direction of the motion felt ; 6, any other
facts observed.

This circular was first published in the principal daily papers
of the city, with an added request that it be copied by local

journals throughout the region affected. One thousand copies

were then printed, and these were sent wherever there was any
prospect of advantage.
About a hundred responses were received, varying of course

greatly in their character : in the main, however, they furnished
useful and excellent data, which were afterward carefully tab-

ulated. Though almost all written >>v unseientiric observers,

yet the incidents and impressions were related in most cases

with a care and clearness beyond what was anticipated, while
many of the letters were exceedingly vivid and detailed.

Of course the main objects aimed at were, the deter

of the geographical extent of the disturbance, of the rate and
the direction of its motion, and if possible, through these, of its

approximate depth.

The first end, as might have been expected, was pretty

I tained. The geographical range was determined with
tolerable accuracy, and found far wider than at first supposed.
The second inquiry, however, was soon seen to be almost

hopeless of result, from the uncertainty in regard to accurate
time. Local time and railroad time, errors of ordinary time-
pieces and errors of observation, complicated also with a differ-

ence of longitude corresponding, between the extreme east and
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west points, to some four minutes of time, presented together a

mass ofuna bt defy the powers of an abler com-
mittee to unravel. It was hoped that astronomical time might

be obtained at some points, sufficient to fix a definite basis for

averages an it such was not the case. The
most that could be ascertained was that the shock occurred at

about 10.25 p. m., throughout the entire district affected. The
absence of any indication of a progress in time, together with

other facts to be referred to directly, speedily led to the idea

that the movement had its source at a very considerable depth,

and was by no means local or superficial.

The shock was felt from a little beyond Fishkill Landing,

Dutchess County, New York, southward to Sandy Hook light-

house, a distance of some 80 miles. In an east and west direc-

tion, it extended from Morristown, N. J., at least to Stamford,

Conn.
; some of the newspaper accounts reported it as far east

as Norwalk. This would give a total extent in this direction

of from 54 to 62 miles. It traversed, in this area, portions of

the gneiss of the Blue Ridge, the limestones of Westchester
County, the " Atlantic" or " Montalban" gneiss of New York
and Connecticut, the Cretaceous and drift of Long Island, and
the Trias and trap of New Jersey. Its geological relations

s respects curious and interesting. The fact is very
noticeable, that the movement was felt far more strongly i

frequently on rocky than on soft ground,—the latter seeming to

produce a cushion-like effect, softening or modifying the shock.
This circumstance is quite unusual, and is one of the indica-

tions pointing to a deep-seated source. In the San Francisco
earthquake of some ten years ago, for instance, buildings situ-

ated on made ground were severely damaged, while those on
the hills were uninjured. But the reverse condition obtained
here, as is proved by many letters, and strikingly shown on the

committee's map. The crowded observations in the metamor-
phic region of New York and Westchester, are in singular con-

trast to the few and scattered points laid down on the heavy
drift of Long Island and the Trias of New Jersey. In the

main, the shock seems to have been limited by the 1 i

of New York and New Jersey,—the continuation of the Blue
Ridge,—but four distinct observations, at as many separate

points, near Fishkill Landing, show that in that vicinity it

crossed the entire series of these lofty hills. Thence the line

of observations follows through and along the Highlands by
Garrison's (opposite West Point), Stony Point, and Ramapo,
New York,* to Morristown, New Jersey. Passing eastward
across the thirty-mile belt of Trias and trap, Bcareely an obser-

vation appears, until near the rear (or inner) edge of the great

Palisade range of trap, when numerous reports began to come
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in, along the line of the Northern Kailroad of New Jersey.

Once over the Hudson, in the metamorphic region of New
York and Westchester Counties, the shock was felt every-

where, especially in buildings founded on rock, as stated by
many observers. On Long Island, the northwestern edge is

gneiss, from Astoria to Greenpoint, and there the shock was
felt ; but over the great drift-covered portion to the east, under-
laid probably by Cretaceous beds, the observations are few and
tar between. Four points are reported in the heart of the city

of Brooklyn—all within a circle of half a mile across ; and this

fact would suggest that a ridge of rock perhaps approaches the

surface at that point, though none is known to appear.

As regards the direction of the wave-movement distinctly

reported by many observers, great difficulty was found in

reaching any result. The accounts were most diverse and
even contradictory, indicating a great amount of '-personal

equation" to be allowed for. From various sources, however,

the course must have been

l southwest to northeast, or upward along the li«e of

; (2) one very minute and
ervation in the upper p

which the i

not to admit of doubt. In a house fronting south on ! l-'itii

street, " the sound approached from the south with a crescendo

movement As it struck the house the front windows rattled

violently. About the middle of the room the sound, or shock,

apparently reached its Cull volume, and then receded with a

>i>un'ui(t)i<l<j movement. The rear windows rattled precisely as

those of the front." (3) The direction of cracks in the ground.

This effect was reported only at Cluster. New Jersey, by Mr.

J. L. Turnure, who kindly furnished a plan of the ground.

Two narrow cracks appeared, of considerable depth, each on a

distinct road, and both having a direction west-northwest and

east-southeast, or transverse to the supposed line of movement.
The duration of the shock was very variously estimated

by different observers. It is quite possible that it may have
varied with the nature of the ground ; but in general it"would
seem to have averaged about ten seconds.

The general phenomena presented nothing peculiar. A loud

rumbling sound, a heavy jar, aud in some cases a distinct

wave-motion, were the chief features. In a few places bells

were rung, clocks stopped, and cracks opened in the ground,
as above. In only on reported as felt on
the water,—on a schooner in the harbor of New Rochelle.

Very fortunately, the movement just stopped short of doing
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any serious injury to buildings i

much alarm and excitement for s

to animals and men.
The night was calm, mild, and somewhat cloudy, with no

meteorological phenomena in any respect noteworthy. Several

persons who had experienced earthquakes in South and Cen-

tral America, referred to an intense and peculiar stillness of

the atmosphere, just prior to the shock, which they had been

wont to notice in a like connection in the tropics. This cir-

cumstance is one frequently reported, and it may be worth

mentioning here.

It remains to speak briefly of certain other circumstances,

which suggest some interesting conclusions.

From several observers, few indeed, but widely separated,

and too many to admit of error, accounts were received of one

or more later shocks, at about two o'clock the same night.

Two remarkable letters were sent to the committee, detailing

a marked disturbance of very similar character in eastern Mas-

sachusetts, on the same afternoon between 5.30 and 6. This

shock was felt at North Andover and at Salem, and in both

cases by several members of a household. Inquiries from

Professor Packard of Salem, and Professor Hitchcock of New
Hampshire, and notices in the local papers, kindly-inserted by
the former, failed to elicit any further information on this

interesting point.

In "Nature" (Dec. 31st, 1874), a brief account is given of an

earthquake shock experienced by three travelers who were
passing the night on the Pic du'Midi, a lofty summit of the

Pyrenees. It occurred at 4.45 on the morning of Dec. 11th

;

and "Nature" remarks its almost exact coincidence in time

with the shock felt in North America.
These several reports, scanty though they are, made a strong

impression on the writer's mind, which was referred to in his

report to the New York Lyceum,—that the day was one of

very wide and very deep-seated disturbance over a consider-

able part of the Northern hemisphere. At that time the news
from Iceland had not arrived ; but we have since learned that

the tremendous and almost unprecedented series of volcanic

outbreaks reported in that island, began about the middle of

December last May it not well be that the tremors felt on
December 10th, at various points from the Pyrenees to the

Blue Ridge, were connected with a wide and deep disturbance

beneath the crust, which found an outlet ere long in the great

Icelandic eruptions?



Art. XXVII.— Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of
Yah College. No. XXXVI — On some interesting Equine
Calculi; by R H. Chittenden, Ph.B., Assistant in Physio-

logical Chemistry.

In the latter part of April, 1875, a mare, the property of Mr.
N. A. Baldwin of Milford, Conn., was taken sick apparently

with colic. One peculiar feature of the case was that all pas-

sage of solid excrement ceased. After a few days the animal
died. A post mortem examination was made and in the intes-

tine, about one foot from the stomach, was found a calculus

closing up the passage completely. In the stomach was found
another calculus of the same appearance, but a third larger.

A year previous to this the animal was taken sick in the same
manner, and as a result of treatment passed a calculus differing

from the others only in size, being somewhat smaller. Through
the kindness of Mr. Baldwin, I was able to obtain these calculi

for examination. The following is the result : The smallest

calculus was perfectly smooth, nearly round and of light-brown

color, its nucleus was a small pebble around which the material

was arranged in concentric layers, preserving the form of the

nucleus. A short distance from the center was a small, loose,

irregular layer of organic matter, seemingly pieces of chaff, etc.

The remaining portion was hard, compact and divided into a

multitude oi ij rs by slig t -hades of color. The weight of

the two halves together was 213*22 grams. The calculus found
in the stomach was of a yellowish brown color, its surface was
covered with broad veins of a light yellow intermixed with
narrow ones of a darker shade ; it was nearly round, its circum-

ference one way being 11^ inches, the other 11^ inches, its weight
was 679-6 grams. The calculus found in the intestine and which
caused the death of the animal, weighed 441/57 grams; its nu-

cleus was a thin and narrow piece of iron half an inch long.

A transverse section revealed the same internal structure as the

other, except that in this there was an extra spot of hair-like

matter in the compact layer about the nucleus. The surface of
the calculus, like that of the others, was perfectly smooth. On
fracturing half of this calculus it separated readily into four

distinct and regular layers, each of which was made up of smal-

ler ones which could not be separated. On dissolving the sub-

stance in a a pale yellow fluid was obtained
and a residue made up of organic matter, with a little silica.

Not a trace of uric acid was found in any of the layers. The
first or outer layer was nearly £ of an inch thick ; its specific

gravity was T72. The second layer was T
5
F of an inch thick,

with a specific gravity of 169. The third layer was i of an inch
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thick, specific gravity 1'66. The nucleus portion measured
one way 1

r% inches, the other way If inches; specific gravity

1-71. While the three outer layers were yellowish-brown the

nucleus portion was dark/portion was dark-br
The following are thecolor. The following are the analyses of the different laye

st layer. 2d layer. 3d layer. Nucleus portion.

28-10 28-14 28-34 28-14

MgO 16-84 16-87 16-88 16-58

(NHJOH 12-57 12-59 12-61 12-61

H 2
41-72 41-80 41-66 41-96

99-97 99-98 100'07 99'89

On igniting the substance at a red heat all the water and am-
monia was driven off, thus giving the amount of these two
substances. Then det v by means
of magnesia and deducting from the total volatile matter the

amount of water was thus indirectly obtained.

These analyses show that this calculus is composed princi-

pally of ammonio-magnesian phosphate, and that the different

Invars itn •— -nt'udly the same. By making thin and polished

sections of the different layers and examining them under the

microscope with a half inch objective, they were found to be

amorphous, but divided into layers by what seemed to be fine

black lines, and on examination with a fifth of an inch objective

these lines were resolved into fine black specks which may be
looked upon as impurities in the phosphate, with regular

arrangement, and which are insoluble in nitric acid. With
polarized light a fine arrangement and display of colors was
obtained.

The other two calculi were not at my disposal for analysis,

but from their exact resemblance to this in external and in-

ternal structure and color, there is no doubt but that their

composition is the same.

Art. XXVIII.—Brief Contributions to Zoologyfrom the Mumnn
of Yale College. No. XXXIV.—Results of Dredging Expedi-

tions off the Neio England Coast in 1874 ; by A. E. VERRILL.

and Block Island Sound into Long Island Sound, and along

the deeper parts of the latter for a great distance, -

toward the southern and deeper side. The influence of this
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cold current is very apparent as far west as New Haven, in the
deeper parts of the sound.* This cold water is doubtless de-
rived directly or indirectly from the arctic current that flows

i 1 along our Atlantic coast; but its flowing into Long
Island Sound may be due largely to the influence of the tidal

currents, modified by the local wind currents. On the other
hand, the much higher temperatures of such enclosed localities

as the Peeu uc Days i iay be >, iely attributed to the direct heat
of the sun over a broad expanse of shallow water, from which
the cold currents are excluded.
Improved methods of preserving specimens.—During the sum-

mer numerous experi by members of the
party, but more especially by Prof. W. N. Kice and the writer,

to ascertain the effects of various chemical preparations upon
tebrafc 3. The special obj cts were: 1st, to improve

the methods of preserving specimens for museum purposes, or to

devise new methods; 2d, to ascertain the best means of killing
in an expanded state species that ordinarily contract badly
when put directly into alcohol. Besides numerous negative
results, several of value were obtained. Numerous verv per-

fect and beautiful pivpa rations of Admire (chiefly Mttridima
rnanjiraturaX \ n a state of uearh complete expansion, were
made by slowly adding a saturated solution of picric acid to a
~ Ui; d! quantity ot >ea water in which they had been allowed to

expand. Winn iaii!\ dead thevwere 'tran-t, m d to a pure
satiirat d solution ,,t the aeid and allowed to remain from one
to tin-. t ho rs, ac< ord'um t > size, kc. The\ were then placed in

i
• »ui 0<> to To per cent h>v j

erm nent pres< rvation.

The alcohol should be renewed after a day or two, and this

should be repeated until the water is all absorbed from the

Ihdroi is T> lularm thus [-reserved are . ~, , •

': dly

: be easily and beau-

wrved in the same wav. but with these the speci-

mens may us l v I l s 1 i Iv into the acid full

strength. Even delicate Ctenophone (j'/.^o^, ld>r», &>:.)

can be thus preserved so as to make fair specimens. With
lens con-

-

them useless.

Hydro-chloral was also experimented with. It proved to be

[ve of marine inverl
it apparenth iiad a . mstie or solvent action, and ill th soft

parts gradually dissolved, but without putrefaction. It was,

*The following temperatures were tab ; mc"e off th
?outermost of the Thimble Islands, a few m
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however, found very useful for killing certain kinds of animals

in an extended condition. It succeeded well, in this respect,

with many nemerteans and some annelids, but did not affect

all the species alike. Our success with it, in this way, was so

gr< at i- to • i - >urage us to make many additional trials of this

kind during the coming summer. Many experiments were

made last season, as in previous years, to tind some poison that

will kill mollusks, especially Gastropods, in a fully extended

state. Although numerous drugs have thus been tried, the

results have hitherto been mostly negative. At least, no

method has been discovered that is more generally successful

than by allowing them to suffocate in stale sea-water, through

excess of carbonic acid and deficiency of oxygen. Many ex-

cellent preparations of the larger species (Fu/gur, Huo'num.

Natica, &c.) were thus made last summer. In most cases when
the animal was found to be well extended, and at the same

time so stupified as to be nearly inactive, the soft parts were

forcibly held out by the hand while it was killed by immer-

sion in alcohol Sometimes it could be tied to the body of the

shell so as to keep it from withdrawing when it was placed in

alcohol. The accompanying figure was made from a specimen

prepared in this way.*
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Art. XXIX.— On the Passage of two Bolides in 1872 and
1874, over Slidilh Kentucky; by J. Lawrence Smith, of
Louisville, Kentucky.

There have not been, since 1871, any careful observations of
the passage of solid meteoric bodies, except in the ease of two
which came under my inm • . ate < bservation, both passing over

i which I reside. The first was on the 12th of Decem-
ber, 1872, just after sunset, and the other on the evening of
July 18th, 1874, about 9 o'clock p. m. Of the former I saw
only the last remnant of its effects in the atmosphere; the
latter I observed in part of its passage and saw it explode.
That of December, 1872, was ei rtainly one of considerable

importance, and I have succeeded in collecting not less than
fifteen good observations, scattered over a space of one hundred
miles east and west, and eighty miles north and south.
At Louisville (lat. 38° 20' N., long. 85° 25' W.), just after

sundown on the 12th of December, a large red light suddenly
n the zenith, and for several seconds seemed to stand

motionless, it evidently descending directly in a line with the
eye of the observer. Then starting off with an uncertain,
faltering motion, it moved slowlv toward the horizon, in a
southerly dii _, m \\< flight, from a lurid

dark pun -ream of bluk purpl
smoke behind, which remained for several minutes after the

disappearance of the
Not many miles from Louisville it is described as an electric

flash in a clear sky (with the moon shii i

•'•• followed in two minutes, bv a distant i

| cm ovi .i d t ite;

and near the zenith, two indistinct clouds were seen, resembling
the smoke caused by the explosion of gunpowder.
Another observer, forty miles to the east of Louisvilfo. fol-

lowed its passage for about twent\ degrees. It appeared to

pim to arise in the . es above the horizon,

m the form of a ball ol lire. un.-H.urth tiie size ..f the moon,
followed by a trail of for -ex .-™N< .-...ids

and gradually gave
j

line of bluish vapor,

which could be plainly seen for three or four minutes. Its

:
- -

•- .-met noise.

. Ataplao I
was seen

m a direction almost" due west, about 3U
? above- i •

resembling V sparks, aud moving
. be horizon it disap] • red

about 20° above the horizon, leaving a bright track of smoke,
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which was at first very luminous, from its being yet in the

io horizon;

but its brilliancy faded as the sun descended lower, and then it

like a film of smoke, that was wafted into zigzags by
a gentle breeze, curling up in folds and disappearing in about

fifteen minutes, going toward the north. After the lapse of

four and a half or five minutes, three or four loud detonations

were heard in the direction in which the meteor disappeared

—

the sounds following each other in quick succession, and resem-

bling very closely a rolling of artillery fired very rapidly.

From the calculation of this observer, the explosion u <

as far west as Louisville, and some thirty or forty miles to the

south of this city.

All describe the cloud as remaining for several minutes,

slov Is br i king up
;
away.

An observer at Danville, seventy miles southeast of Louis-

ks of its motion as being very much slower than that

of the ordinary shooting stars. It left a line of light which

lasted bat a short time, which had a beaded structure before it

vd. after which the cloud already mentioned became
visible. Ti. - .i'.-.-rv.T did not hear any noise; to him it ap-

peared as a viscid bodv leaving a portion of its mas- adhtring

to tin- ttui.wj. ten- a- it lu-t d thumidi it, not unlike what we
see when a rod is dipped into molten glass, and then with-

drawn, leaving a thread attached to the original mass. The
thr< d, iiowe\ cr. te 1 by the meteor, did not appear of a uniform

size but in places was bwi . into knots, and when it was con-

sumed (the thinnest parts disappearing first) it left heavier

masses of cloud or vapor at the points where it was thickest.

Of these, two were pari . as lasting for some
minutes after the «:

. They were two or

three degrees apart and continued plainly visible for several

minutes; and one was <ecn by this observer for "

minute-, and even then disappeared only from the fail

of the evening. The ie meteor was sudden,

not gradual, and the heaviest part of the cloud was not at the

[toil ir where it disappeared, and the light did not sensibly

diminish up to the moment of its extinction.
An observer at Elizabethtown, forty miles south from Louis-

ville, speaks of seeing the explosion, and hearing the report

three and a half minutes afterward: by calculation, he located

the explosion eight miles south or *:>ut'hwe.st ol Louisville.

Although most observers locate its fall not very far from

11 i this city no < tu hi ard any noise such as is

produced by the explosion of these bodies.' No discovery of

any fragments of this meteorite have been made.
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I have no comments to make in reference to the passage of

this '.nix ore, except in connection with the

blue or' purplish cloud seen by all - hservers ami lusting for no
inconsiderable length of time. These clouds are not unfre-

qucntlv connected with the passage ol these bodies through our
an ,< -j here, and are usually more striking in the day time, or, as

in this insti set, when the sun was well situated

to lighl up the cloud id e> I i 'it it to the observer who could no
longer see the sun. What are these cloud- ? are tiny com-
posed <»( impalpable matter abraded from the surface of these

bodies in their passage, or are they true vapor clouds? From a
close study of observations in connection with several well

known falls of meteorites, I am more inclined to adopt the

former view ; but there is reason for believing that the violent

dis urba ice of a port on of the atmosphere (much of it, in the

rapid passage of the body, undergoing great condensation),

would tend to the deposition of moisture, upon the atmosphere
being gradually restored to its former equilibrium. These,

however, are but speculations advanced to draw to the subject

the attention of other observers.
The bolide of .July m\\, 1874, does not possess equal in-

terest with that just 'described. Its central point of observa-

tion was the same, viz: Louisville. My own observation was
made during the last twenty degrees of its course. It was
seen by meat 10 o'clock P. M., as a brilliant pear-shaped body,

one-third the diameter of the disk of the moon, with a stream

of light in its rear, passing in a rapidly descending curve

toward the south. When' it arrived within almost twenty

degrees of the horizon, it burst into three or four separate

dug fourth red and blue lights and instantly disap-

peared, after the separation, ii
'

.
the course

of its passage being from N.N.W. to S.S.E. I did not hear

any explosion at the time of its bursting.
At Franklin, 150 miles southwest of Louisville, it was

observed to have a course from north to southwest, and de-

la being not less than a man's head in size, with a light

bluish color, emitting sparks in its course, but no noise was
beard until tea after its explosion, when there

was a noise like distant thunder. No fragments resulting from

the explosion were ever found.
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Art. XXX.

—

Note on the Gaset rites; by
Prof. J. W. Mallet, University of Virginia.

In the paper of Prof. A. W. Wright, in the American
Journal of Science for July, on the gases obtained from the

mixed iron and stony meteorite of Feb. 12, 1875, he remarks

that his results
u

ica'rrmtt the fnlh»r,„g i-mrhisiou* : 1st. The

sininj in tn irites are nistiinjui.^inl from tin iron ones by having the

ride, as their characteristic gases,

instead of hydrogen.
1-1

The only specimens of meteoric iron from which, so far as I

am aware, the occluded gases have previously been obtained

zed, are the Lenarto iron, originally examined by
Prof. Graham, and that from Augusta County, Virginia, de-

scribed by myself.

In the former, hydrogen was the predominant gas, amounting^

to 85-68 p. c. of* the gaseous educt, with but 446 p. c. of

carbon monoxide and no carbon dioxide: but from the latter

1 obtained the proportion :

Hydrogen ...35-83

Carbon monoxide 38*33 ) _4g .o8
Carbon dioxide 9'75

)

So that the oxides of carbon stand to the hydrogen in round

numbers in the the ratio 4:3,* and in the oa per on the sub-

ject read before the Eoyal Society on May 30, 1872, I drew

attention to the fact that this result did not agree with

Graham's supposition as to hydrogen being the characteristic

gaseous ingredient of meteoric iron.f
As to the relative amounts of the two oxides of carbon re-

spectively, I remarked in the same paper

:

"Although it might be assumed, especially in view of the

str mil t, wh ,.<_,/ of iron to take up and "occlude" car'-

that this gas had been the original,form in n-hich the gaseous car-

*In the preliminary trial made by Pro! Wright (this Journal, June, 1875, p.

ing almost ev .he more complete investiga-

1*75, pp. 45 and 46) he does not clearly state the abso-

lute volumes of mixed gases obtained at different temperatures, so that it is

calculate the average percentage of carbon compounds for the whole.

The arithmetic mean taken from his five analyses is 55-77, but as the larger part

of the gas was obviously obtained in the later stages of the heating, and the last

aea give far less of the oxides of carbon than the first two, this num-

ber is doubtless above the true mean.

f I may mention that at the British Association meeting at Brighton, in l8™,
Mr. W. Chandler Roberta of : iv Prof- Graham's assistant,

orally informed me that the examination of other specimens of meteoric iron, sub-

the publication of Prof. Graham's well known paper, had yielded re-
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bon compounds obtained existed in the iron, and that it had

carbonic anhydride {v

gas), yet, in ri> ic of the steady decrease in the q
tit)/ <f this bith r <j<is •>lli ct, d as th> t •'[» riment proceeded <

'not the ready
pom'
b.kehj that a larger amount of .-arbor, origi.md.bj existed

}„;:>f,,,; I, ,. :,, ready decom-
ition it undergoes in contact with ignited iron, it seems ,„ore

it a larger an aunt oj arbor, origin ally existed in the

higher state of oxidation than appears from the fig-
ures of the i

Prof. Wright's specimen of mixed iron and stony matter
was in powder ; my specimen was a single solid piece of iron.

His was more gently heated at first than mine, and even at

the end was not raised to as high a temperature. Both these

circumstances would of course facilitate the escape of the car-

hon dioxide and diminish the chance of its undergoing partial

reduction by pn t strongly heated iron.

On the whole I confess that I cannot look upon the above
quoted conclusion reached by Prof. Wright as sustained by
the scanty evidence as yet before us.

Art. XXXI— Contributions from the Physical Laboratory of the

University of Pennsylvania. No. I.—A New Vertical-lantern

Galvanometer: bv Geobge F. Barker, M.D., Professor of

Physics.

[Read before the American Philosophical Society, May 1, 1875.]

Desiring to show to a large audience some delicate experi-

ments in u-tion, in a recent lecture upon
the Gramme machine, a new form of demonstration galvanome-
ter was devised for the purpose, which has answered the object

so well that it seems desirable to make some permanent record
of its construction.

Various plans have already been proposed for making visible

to an audience the os mometer needle; but
they all seem to have certain inherent objections which have

prevented them from coming into general use. Perhaps the

most common of these devices is that first used by Gauss in

1827, and adopted subsequently by Poggendorff and by Weber,
which consists in attaching a mirror to the needle. By this

means, a beam of light may be reflected to the zero point of a

distant scale, and anv deflection of the needle made clearly evi-

dent. The advantages of this method are : 1st, the motion of

the needle may be indefinitely ma§ - the dls '

tance of the scale, and this without impairing the delicacy of
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the instrument; and 2d, the angular deflection of the needle is

doubled by the reflection. These unquestioned advantages

have led to the adoption of this method of reading in the most

excellent galvanometers of Sir William Thomson. W
fore, for purposes of re* arch, this m< tlnxl seems to leave very

little to be desired, yet for purposes of lecture demonstration it

has never come iuto very great favor; perhaps because the ad-

justments are somewhat tedious to make, and because, when

made, the motion to the right or left of a spot of light upon a

screen fails of its ige audience.

Another plan is that used by Mr. Tyndall in the lectures

which he gave in this country. In principle, it is identical

with that employed in the megascope; Le., a graduated circte

over which the needle moves, is str umh ill unii at< ] 1T ~ th the

electric light, and then by means of a lens a magnified image

of both circle and needle is formed on the screen. The insuffi-

cient illumination given in this way, and the somewhat awkward
arrangement of the apparatus required, have prevented its

general adoption. A much more satisfactory arrangement was

described by Professor Mayer in 1872* in which he a]

have made use, for the first time, of the excellent s<>-callcd

vertical lantern in galvanometry. Upon the horizontal plane

face of the condensing lens of this vertical lantern, Ma;
a delicately balanced magnetic needle, and on each side of the

lens, separated by a distance equal to its diameter, is a flat

spiral of square copper wire, the axis of these spirals pas* i"

through the point of suspension of the needle. A a

circle is drawn or phot< graphed on the glass beneath tl

and the image of this, together with that of the need:

projected on the screen, enlarged to any desirable extent. The

defect of this apparatus, so excellent in many respects, seems to

have been its want of delicacy : for in the same paper the use

of a flat narrow coil wound lengthwise about the needle. \S

recommended as better for thermal currents. Moreover, a year

later, in 1873,+ Mayer dos< rib* ' r improve-

ment, entirely different in its charaet. r. in this latter instru-

ment, the oi anometer of Melloni was made

use of, an inverted scale being drawn on the inside of the shade,

in front of which traversed an index in the form of a small

acute rhomb, attached to a balanced arm transverse to the axis

of suspension of the needle, and moving with it. The scale

and index were placed in front of the condensing lenses ot an

ordinary lantern, and their images were projected on the screen

in the usual way by use of the objective. This instrument is

* This Journal, HI, iii, 414. June, 1872 : Jour. Frank. Inst., Ill, lxiii, 421, June,

1872.

f This Journal, in, v, 270, April, 1873.
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essentially the same in principle as the mirrc

but it cannot be as sensitive as the latter, while it is open to

the same objection which we have brought against this—the
objection of unintelligibility. In the hands of so skillful an
experimenter as Mayer, it seems, however, to have worked
admirably.

It was a tacit conviction, that none of the forms of apparatus
now described would satisfactorily answer all the requirements
of the lecture above referred to, that led to the devising of the

galvanometer now to be described, which was constructed in

February of the present year. Like the first galvanometer of
Mayer, the vertical lantern as improved by Morton,* forms the
basis of the apparatus. This vertical lantern as constructed by
George Wale & Co., at the Stevens Institute of Technology, as

an attachment to the ordinary lantern, is shown in the annexed

j
cut, fig. 1. Parallel rays of light, from the

lantern in front of which it is placed, are

received upon the mirror, which is inclined

45° to the horizon, and are thrown directly

upward, upon the horizontal plano-convex

lens just above. These rays, converged by
the lens, enter the object glass, and are thrown

on the screen by the smaller inclined mirror

placed above it. The upper face of the lens

tonus thus a horizontal table, upon which

water-tanks, etc., may be placed and many
beautiful experiments shown. To adapt this

vertical lantern to the purposes of a galvan-

ometer, a graduated circle, photographed on

is placed upon the horizontal con-

ng lens. Above this, a magnetic needle,

of the shape of a very acute rhomb, is sus-

pended by a filament of silk, which pusses

up through a loop formed in a wire stretched
close beneath the object glass, and thence down to the side

ach supports this objective, where it is fastened by

J
bit of wax, to facilitate adjustment. The needle itself is

s down through open-
ings drilled in the scale glass, the horizontal lens, and the
inclined mirror, and which carries a second needle

* Thia Journal, III, h\ 71, 153. July, Aug. 1871 ; Jour. Frank. Inst., Ill, I

»«' l
911; Quar- J - ScL ' 0ct- 1871 - In Duboscq's vertical attachment,

was advertised in at is similar, exce
the beam received i consequently tb
wntal lens is of shorter focus. A total reflection prism, placed above the

*"f
s

> throws the light to the screen. The instrument gives a uniformly
n{«ed but not very bright field.
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. X, No. 57.—Sept., 1875.
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its lower end.* Surrounding this lower needle is a circular

coil of wire, having a cylindrical hollow core an inch in

diameter, in whieh the needle swings, and a smaller opening

this, through which the suspension ^

In the apparatus already constructed (in which the upper needle

1 feet of No.

14 copper wire, and has a resistance of 0'235 ohm.
nposed of 100 i

w

panying cross section (fig. 2) of the

•; -;t!vanometer as at present

arranged, drawn on a scale of ^ will serve

to make the above description more clear.

A is the needle, suspended directly above

the scale-glass D, by a silk filament passing

through the loop B, close under the objec-

tive C. This needle is attached to the alu-

minum wire a&, which passes directly

through the scale-glass D, the condensing

E, and the inclined mirror F, at II. and

carries, near its lower end, the second nee-

dle I. This needle is shorter (its length is

2-2 cm.) and heavier than the upper one,

and moves in the core of the circular coil J,

whose ends connect with the screw-cups at

K. This coil rests on the base of the lan-

tern, enclosed in a suitable frame. It is

obvious that when the instrument is so placed that the coil

is in the plane of the meridian, anv current passing through
this coil will act on the lower needle, and, since both needles

are attached to the same wire, both will be simultaneously and

'fleeted. Upon the screen is seen only the graduated

circle and the upper needle : all the other parts of the appa-

ratus are either out of the field or out of focus. Moreover,
the hole in the lens is covered by the middle portion of the

needle, and hence is not visible. The size of the image is of

course determined by the distance of the galvanometer from

the screen ; in class experiments, a circle eight feet ii

is sufficient; though in the lecture above referred to, the circle

was sixteen feet across, and the needle was fourteen feet long,

the field beine- brilliant.

which has now been described,

by a stiff wire passing through holes in the cond
of placing the coil round the lower needle does t

carried into practical effect.
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is evidently capable of producing a galvanometer for demon-
stration, whose delicacy may be determined at will, depending
only on the kind of work 'to be done with it. In the first

place, the needles maybe made more or less perfectly astatic

and so freed more or less completely from the action of the
earth's magnetism, and consequently more or less sensitive.

Moreover, an astatic system seems to be preferable to one in

which damping magnets are used, since it is freer from influ-

ence by local causes : tho igh. it desirable for a coarser class of

experiments, the consi bich separates the nee-
dles in this instrument, allows the use of a damping magnet
with either of them. In the galvanometer now in use, the
upper needle is the stronger, and gives sufficient directive ten-

dency to the system, to bring the deflected needle back to zero
quite promptly. In the experiments referred to below, the sys-
tem made 25 oscillations per minute.

Secondly, the space beneath the mirror is sufficiently large
to permit the use of a coil of any needed size. Since, there-
fore, the lower needle is entirely enclosed within the coil, the
field of force within which it moves, may be made sensibly

. a.s in the galvanometers of Sir

William Thomson. Hence the indication of the instrument
may be made quantitative, at least wit iin certain limits. The
circular coil too, has decided advantages over the flat coil, since
the mass of wire being nearer to the needle, produces a more
intense fiel i. \Y~, n it d< 4i tble, a double coil, containing an
astatic combination, could be placed below the mirror, the up-
per needle in t

!

af c; -> -,-r\ in- only as an index. The ii stru-

ment above described has a coil three inches in diameter and

be core being one inch. Since

nee is only about a quarter of an ohm, it is in ten -led

and the like.

The results of a few experiments made with this new vertical-

lantern galvanorm.t,., v ;;'i illustrate the working of the instru-

ment and will demonstrate its delicacy. The apparatus used
was not constructed -h < ia Iv for the' purpose, but was a part
of the University collection.

J'»l'":tio,i f.Wrents.—l. The galvanometer was connected
with a coil of covered copper wire, No. 11 of the American
wire gauge, about ten centimeters hnvj and six in diameter, hav-
ing a resistance of 0'323 ohm. A small bar magnet 5 centimeters

Jong and weighing six and a half grams, gave, when introduced
into the coil, a deflection of 40°. On withdrawing the magnet,
the needle moved 40° in the opposite direction.

2 - A small coil, 20 centimeters long and 3*5 in diameter,

made of No. 16 wire and having a resistance of 371 ohm,
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through which the current of a Grenet battery exposing four

square inches of zinc surface, was passing, was introduced into

the center of a 1 1?_< wm r .. I w ' .-- i ^ - .it was 0'295 ohm,

connected with the galvanometer. The deflection pn m I

20°. The same deflection was observed on making and break-

ing contact with the battery, the smaller coil remaining within

the larger.

3. A coil of No. 14 copper wire, sixty centimeters in diame-

ter, and containing about 40 turns, the resistance of which was
#85 ohm, was connected with the galvanometer, and placed on

the floor. Kaising the south side six inches, caused a deflection

of 4°. Placing the coil with its plane vertical, a movement of

two centimeters to the right or left caused a deflection of 3°,

and of twenty centimeters, of 10°. A rotation of 90° gave a

deflection of 12° and one of 180°, of 24°. These deflections

were of course due to currents generated by the earth's mag-

Thermo-currents.—4. Two pieces of No. 22 wire fifteen cen-

timeters long were taken, the one of copper, the other of iron

wire, and united at one end by silver solder. On connecting

the other ends to the galvanometer, the heat of the hand caused

a deflection of the needle of 20°.

5. A thermo-pile of 25 pairs, each of bismuth and antimony,

was connected to the instrument. The heat from the hand
placed at five centimeters distance caused a deflection of 3°.

6. Two cubes of boiling water acted differentially on the pile.

At the distance of five centimeters the deflection was 20°;

moving one to ten centimeters, the deflection was reduced to 5 .

Voltaic current— 7. A drop of water was placed on a zinc

plate. While one of the connecting copper wires touched the

zinc, the other was made to touch the water. The deflection

was 16°.

The claim which is here made for the instrument, however, is

rather for the general principle of its construction, than for the

advantages possessed by the individual galvanometer above

described, which was constructed at short notice, to meet an

emergency. The comparatively small cost for which it may be

fitted to the vertical lantern, the readiness with which it may
be brought into use, the brilliantly illuminated circle of light

which it gives upon the screen, with its graduated circle and

needle, the great range of delicacy which may be given to the

instrument by varying the coil and needles, bo thai

mental requirements may be answered, and finally, the satis-

factory character of its performance as a demonstration galvan-

ometer, all combine to justify the record which is here made

of it
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Art. XXXII.

—

Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Mn^nm
of Yah College. No. XXXV.—Notice of the occurrence of
another Gigantic Cephalopod {Arc]at- nth it) on the coast of New-
foundland, in December, 1874 ; by A. E. Verrill.

In an article punished in this Journal, February and March,
1875,* I gave a summary of our information concerning twelve

cephalopoda that have been obtained'in
American waters during a few years past, together with a brief
notice of the various sp 'ime'ns that have been described by
European writers.

f

I am now able to add some important information concern-
ing an add!; ieh was cast ashore last winter at
(; • Bank, Fortune Bay, Newfoundland. As in the case of
several of the previous specimens, I am deeply indebted to the
Rev. M. Harvey for information concerning this one, and also
for the jaws and one of the large suckers of the tentacular arms,

ii the only parts preserved. Although this specimen
re in December, Mr. Harvey did not hear of the event

until March, owing to the utrasua tvel by the
severity of the winter. He informs me that Mr. George
Simms, Magistrate of Grand Bank, has stated in a letter to him
that he examined tli creature -, lew hour* after it went ashore,
but not before it had been mutilated by the removal of the
tail by the fishermen, who finally cut it up as food for their

numerous dogs; and that the' long tentacular arms were
26 feet long and 16 inch.- in circumference (probably meaning

: the short arms were '' one-
tnu'<t as loui: as the lone, ones, and about the same in circum-
ference;" the back ,,i the head or neck v;^ of, inches in cir-

cumference," (evidently meaning the head, behind the bases of
the arms); the length of the body "from the junction to the
W1M

was 10 feet, (apparently meaning from the anterior edge
' <• to the orie-m of the caudal fins). He thinks the

;i had been removed, was about one-third as long as

the body, but this is probably overestimated, judging from the

Logie Bay specimen (No. 5 of my former papers), in which it

* This Journal, vol. ix, pp. 123, 177. Plates II-V. See also the American Nat-

January and February, 1875.

t In the "Journal de Zoolo^ie." v ' "
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was about one-fifth, but it may have been cut off above its

proper base. Allowing one-fifth also for the length of the

head, the total length would be about 40 feet, the head and

body together being about 14. The large sucker, in my pos-

session, is one inch in diameter, across the denticulated rim,

and in form and structure agrees closely with those previously

described and figured by me from the tentacular arms of Nos.

4 and 5 (vol. ix, Plate iv, figs. 11, 12, 13).

The jaws are -till m\ !, i t >jk]ut. it, th«'ir natural position,

by the cartilages.* They agree very closely in form with the

large jaws of Archit> nf,!* jn-'mcrps V.' (Xo. 10), figured on Plate

v, vol. ix, but they are about one-tenth smaller. The upper

jaw measures lllm
'm in height (front to back) ; 88

mm from tip of

beak to front edge of palatini.' lamiiuv : 20mm from tip of beak

to the base of the notch. The lower jaw measures 96mm in

total length
; m™ from tip of beak to front edge of laminae :

19™ from tip to base of notch.

From the close agreement of these jaws with those of A. prin-

ceps, there can be very little doubt that they belong to that

species; and if so the measurements given will be of great im-

portance as : fj'. rdin- a«i litiomil knowledge of the approximate

form and proportions of this, the largest known species.

Note.—In "The Zoologist," London, 2d Series, No. 118, p. 4526, July, 1875,

" '"-
'

.:
. .

'

' ! '

'
' '

'

•
I : .

iiv a reprint of the rude pop:,;

found a new genus and species. The one character which he relies upon as of

e, is the power of projecting the beak in the form of

I habitually done by the various com-

*i:e long arms having been mutilated, the part remain-

eet long, and as

rs ; the proboscis (buccal m
t was " like an eagle's but broader." The \

than our Xo. 5. from Logie Bay.
- and Magazine of Natural Histo:

xvi, p. 123, the same writer has briefly described the beak, and portions

rma are said to have been 30 fe«

the expanded portion 2 feet 9 inches; the large central Si

diameter; those E an inch; one short arm is said

been 8 feet lonu. base, when fresh.

Mr. More believes this to be distinct from the Newfound
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I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On Hypochlorie oxide and Euchlorin.—Pebal has made an
extended investigation into the properties of hypochlorie oxide
and euchlorin. These substances were first investigated by Davy,
the former in 1815, the latter in 1811 ; but owing to the difficulty
M ! ;I:mi-ci- of the op< -ration, their accurate composition has
remained unknown. The substance experimented on was obtained
either by the action of hydrochloric acid diluted with an equal
volume of water upon potassium chlorate, or preferably by the
action of dilute sulphuric acid upon a mixture of 20 parts potas-
sium chlorate and 4-- parts sodium chloride. The acid was con-
tained in a iiask with a lateral tubulure, connected with a similar

ining the mixture. By raising or lowering the former
flask, the access of the acid to the "latter flask could be regulated.
'.''' - ,iS as evolved was first washed, then dried by a calcium

ibe, then passed into a flask immersed in a freezing

oimected with a tube closed by cocks at both ends
explosion tube). The composition of the gas in this

tube was determined, either (l) by connecting the tube after

vith a similar tube standing over a saturated salt

• ni'M- .r'nm the e\p in-don. and then estimating the
chlorine and oxygen by absorption of the former; (2) by passing

solution and titering
the iodine set fr. e; or ion from the
yiu'ht of Hie known volume of the mixture. The author con-

iiat tin eoinpoviti, n of hypochlorie oxide, calculated
by Davy and <d<v Lu>sae from their 'experiments, is correct ; his

reight 67-29 and its

' !'•>„ ; 2d, that the boili i
tid oxide is

about 9° C, and not 20° nor 32° as ha- been :is- rt.-d; :!!, that
''"'lilorin is a mixture of hypochlorie oxide and free chlorine, the
Proportions of the cons it u iits varvin- with the mode of prepura-
, " »: :md 4th, th t Mill m's st , cm nl ot tin < dstence of a com-

rests on mistaken conclusions.-— Liebig's Annctlen,

2- Oh th, ,:,;„,„ „, sirr[llir;r , hhn.ttn (i,,* „us ,.,'<>• l»-t.l

"J •» »<t;<„i ofPyrite.—Schubeb Kestner finds that the abun-

oxide which
is evolved in the combustion of pyrite, are not sulphuric acid as
H"- Mippo> 1

'

,i, .. To ascertain how
<e was produced, he made a series of experiments. In

passed a >low eurreni of sulphurous oxide through a

:..," '

'

'

'

"-'
- -

'
": : '-- ''"-'-

Ml
«
s <>, 'i-i- not therefore come from diWiarmn of SO,. In a

:' '"'I vperin ir, ti Mjiphu -us oxid. was mixed with twice
•* s volume of air; but the issuing ga<e< did not render turbid a



;ure of gases

w filled with

ferric oxide obtained as a residw in tl • < «»i duistioi <>i tl t \ rite.

Abundant white fumes were evolved which gave a precipitate of

barium sulphate. The amount of - formed does

not exceed two or three per cent of the sulphurous oxide. Its

production accounts for the loss of oxygen observed in the Mil

phuri :i
'

1 ,u i K-tiire.—Bull. V,c. ."/,/„/., II, xxiii, 437, May,

1875. G. F. B.

3. On Calcium Hypochlorite from Bleaching P<> ' -Kim;
zett has thrown some light upon the chemical c<-s

bleaching powder, a subjeci upon which

>>•'
;

aped crystals call i hi- attention to the

ated the experiment and isolated the crystals.

vhMi

v

. powder solution evaporated over sulphuric achi and

potash in a \ tcuun o-avi t d. n . crvstallin* m -

I bleaching properties. It smelled

of hypochlorou> a \ <• •> r .'
I 1 '

. in< i « J. >

free cMorin id A s< a ad bo1u1

treated yielded 2 grams of a first crop of en <tal> wl i h guvi on

analysis 18-54 per cent Ca and 30'20 CI; the formula inCLd-),.

(H 2 0) 4 requires 18*60 Ca and 33'02 CI. The second

. crystals, partialh Iri d, ism '1 is b dy pre] m !

calcium, chlorine and. . v v-eii in ver\ nearly the atomic ratios

1:2:2, which are those i_,_
Hence Kingzett regards Odlmg's

bleaching powder Ca
j
^ as the most probable, but believes

that it is decomposed by water into CaCl 2 2 and CaCl2
.—J-

Chem. Soc., II, 404, May, 1875. G- *• B-

4. Occurrence of Bromoform in Commercial Bromine.—la
'. dide. a solution of

water, Reymaxx ob>ervod that the result obtain--]

and that the liquid possessed a peculiar odor •

chloroform. Further 1 the bromine to be

mixed with at least 10 per cent of a substance boiling between

80° and 165°, the principal par; of whh-h < ,iN,t< .fbt

detected by the influence if ba-
ity of bromine in water as well as by its odor, whi
S- ^ ]

"''-
]- ..

> .;:.,. : •;, '.:.:'-_ \ -

potassium iodide, and the whole decolorized by sodium thn^n

phate.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., viii, 792, June. 1*75. o. f. i'.

5. O// ffo use <,f
S,, .,-?,:<„, ! '/.; , // v;

has proposed to use hi-' : *»etho<-

-.f-,-V.- ' «.. -:. ."] '.
.

.

^-
'

-

the intensity of any colored light by the quantity of white Liu in
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lie. •(>-. i ry to extinguish it. To apply it to volumetric analysis, as

for < v.", ,!,- i,, ;'•, ,} '..rmb.atiou f dextrose by FehlingV -olu-

tion, he would proceed as follows : Add to a measured volume of
Fehling's copper solution a measured volume of the sugar solution

to be tested, which must contain an amount.pt' sugar less than is

required to reduce the whole of the copper. After the reaction is

over, therefore, the liquid will still be blue. By the spectro-

analytic method, using that portion of the spectrum where the
light is most strongly absorbed, the quantity of the still unre-

duced copper is determined ; and of course, its sugar-v

Subtracting from the sugar-equivalent of the copper solution orig-

inally used, that now fi - that <>!' the sugar in

the solution. The advantage* claimed for the method are: 1st,

It does not depend for its accuracy upon a definite, quantitatively

c\;,<-t point in the reaction; hence the continual testing and the
us< of cut ol-experiments to fix this point, are avoided. More-
over, the time required for its application is shorter. 2d, The
necessity for great care in the constancy of the test-liquid is

avoided. The extinction coefficient is reiidilv and easily deter-

mined at the time of use. 3d, The small volume of the liquid

(about two cubic oenti lired. Wn. 1; admit*

since the volume-relations of the

the degree of their dilution may he varied, within
tt'ide limits. 5th. The result is not affected by the presence of

coloring matter. And 6th, It does not require/like the ordinary
»i;-thod. a long practice with it in order to obtain exact results.

Results of the use of the method are given which are closely

accordant and quite sati-facto -,.— /..', />.,/'.- Am.ulu ,
el\ wii. M,

May, 1875. o. f. a
6. Fluorene and fluorene Alcohol.— Bai;i>>ii:i:, ha\ i :

-' wn
that fluorene— a hydrocarbon first obtained by I'.erthelot from
"'It ir— < 12 H S , I Ii . m i\ b< ti msfi rmed h\ . xi 1 iti a into

':
'

, ,11^.
<

'« ), has now succeed. <l in pr >di icing

;l -'•ne> ,,f (Miiipoiuids trom if. by taking a Ivaut 1 1>- " '

["'yperiies of the carbonyls as first pointed out by Herthelot.

v>
';« -u v nlium amal-'am react- •

from boiliiur benz .
: hexagonal p'ates,

composition C, 2H8 , CHOH. It is fluorene alcohol.

C i2H 8(CO)+H 2=C 12H 8
(CH

2
0)=C 13

H 8
(CHOH).

[t 'Melts at 153°, and is oxidized by chi ii« acid to di enylene
(

'

;,ril "M,vi a-ain. When h ated foV some time ab..\.

-,-s water and vi ! Is fiuotvne ether, which melt- at

i formed : « h( -ated

-, '""' with acetic oxide. Analysis gives its romp.

i 2H 8 , CH) 2 0. When the alcohol is heated with ac«

(^° for eight hours, an aceto-tluorene ether H-\Jl B , ( H)
H

30)0 is produced, iii rhomboida! plate- fusible at 75 .

'"•*-ne alcohol is the first alcohol discovered which loses water
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On Pararabin, a new Garb /'., Irate,— Kkiciiardt has pre-

pared both from the tissue of beets and of carrots, a new carbo-

hydrate, which on account of its close resemblance to Scheibler's

hydrochloric acid, heated to boiling and the liquid strained off

Alcohol throws down a gelatinous precipitate, which aft<

ing with alcohol and dr\ i _. form- i
* • ,![.. v.hke \. wder. ^\h1I-

ing up in water and dissolving on the addition of an acid when

heated. Alkalies precipitate it again, and it gives no sugar by

the action of sulphuric acid. Its formula is C
, 2
Ha 2 ,

,. It dif-

fers from arabinic acid by its neutral reaction and its chemical

indifference; bv its yielding no sugar; by its solubility in amis

and precipital ostead of the reverse. If, however,

it is acted on for a long time by an alkali, or if it be warmed in

COntactwithit.it is convert..,] into arabinic acid. '.

experiments showed that 38-5 per cent of the beet pulp was

arabinic acid, 54-0 per cent pararabin, and 7 5 per cent cellulose.

—Ber. Bed. (lam. 6V*„ via. sot. June. 1875. g. f. b.

8. Friction of li rtp'r,? G<tscs.—A. Ki'xin and E. Waebukg
have investigated some results of tlie kinetic theory of gases

wh. is the pressure is exceedingly small. This theory pi

that the mean length of path of the molecules is a qua

lected in comparison with the linear dimensions of the

space tilled with the gas. But as this path is inversely

density, this is equivalent to saying, that the density in

space must not be too little. It appears that the sliding &
for a gas and a solid partition has sensibly a detenu;

i

dependent on the nature of the gas, so long as the latter is present

in layers thicker thai f irteeii times the in. an length of path;

and it is inver>el v propoitn rial to tin pressure. The absolute

value of the sliding coefficient is obtained by admitting that the

gas molecules are reflected from the partition with its velocity oi

translation, to 1-4 (#),—consequently for air, for which at 1W

mms. pressure £=-000083 mms., according to Stefan, to "000058 -~-

,

p being the pressure in mms. of mercurv. The presei

ment gives the coefficient about twice as great, or -0001. *rom

this u-e may conclude that on the collision^ of the mole

fcion the velocities of translation of the two are not pe -

i'ecfh balanced. The present experiments are conducted :u- "']

ing to Maxwell's method. The logarithmic decrement oi the

torsional vibrations executed by a glass disk between
disks near it was measured. The diameter of the moving ^-^
was 159 mms., its weight 61-9 grms., i

suspension of two fine silver wires -0

made the disturbing damping moveme
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be neglected ; with the smallest decrements measured, they only
amounted to a little over one per cent, and with nearly all the

•
I for calculations much less than one per

cent, of the total value observed. A substantial simplification of
the apparatus employed was thus obtained, our vibrating disk

icnt. With pressures of the air varying from 750 to
380 mms,, the absolute coefficient of friction of air was found to
'"' -I'ouiMj. Maxwell found the value '000198, Meyer by Max-
well's method '000197, Meyer from transpiration ' experiments
found : -00182 and Puluj '000185. Calling the coefficient of air 1,

that of II was -488 and of C0 2 -806, while Graham's transpiration

experiments gave -4855 and -807. Pure aqueous vapor at 21° C.

sures the chief difficulty consisted in filling the space with pure
gases. Nothing could be done with caoutchouc connections,

i hereto re, replaced by glass joints, while to secure

against fracture by expansion, thick, wide,
'l'« _ - til e- «,;•, m- n, 1. bent in tl.re. din.-ti m- at right
;

J''.g>''--
Exhaustion was produced by a Geis-der mercury pump.

^0 mms. to 1-5 mms. the logarithmic decre-
ment altered from '0425 to -0405 in the case of air, and from '0341

to -0331 in the case of hydrogen. In earrvinff the exhaustion still

-reat difficulty was experienced" in removing the last

' d tin \ flu* s
, -ol-o, (>] to, < ill) ui I 022i .

_
In the first the

- obtained dhvetiv with the pump, in the secoml the

bubble was allowed to pass from the receiver into a

" ur *\< n then. In tin 1 ist < as, tl < tl inl \ n iium was allowed to

tz
lover night. W
ment was -0387!-JbE

ssure of

3I«/j„ 1

ilu

<•<>,„,Uv!?; uit-j „<

have studied ah

the density beco

' Heat by Gases.-

so the flow of he

the case of fric

•-ponds teT'the difference in v!
experiment consisted in the m<

^ o°. At high pressures the .fleet-' :ti
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due to exceedingly minute traces of aqueous vapor from the plug

of the stop-cock. The quantity of ponderable matter is so -mail.

and the ease of nn isiiring.: the velocity ol cooling such, that it

seems to offer an extremely good test for the quality of a vacuum.

In an experiment, under* 760 rams, pressure, the "time was 228

seconds, under 1*3 mms. 364, and continually increasing the ex-

, tinii s 60 !. 555, 0"2 and 712'5 seconds were obtain* T
The last number was the result of drying the apparatus in an oil

bath at 200° C, and shutting it off at that temperature. To

prove that we thus obtain an actual vacuum with regard to heat

conduction, a thermometer was manufactured which by slips of

glass could be put into two different envelopes. With
pressures the times of cooling were nearly as one to two, but with

the most perfeet exhaustion the times became almost identical.

Thus at 760 mms. the times were 171 and 114, at 168 mms. i :; i

and 114, at 9-5 mms. 270 and 116, at 0-5. 2 i and 154. a i 1
nth

the last vacuum 576 and 576. R.
gave 588 and 578, and with carbonic acid 586 and 57-. In the

'- of Duiong and Petit, their most nerfee) •._..

«m\ ive possegsed, according to these expert
mg power. In one series of their experiments the ratio ot

the quantities of heat carried ovi r b\ radiation ..ud •• •
he

:

:i

was 6. and in the other 2-o. Their experiments, then

.^tr-itiu" the law founded

______ is, moreover, according to

the a ithors tht- uselves. detracted from bv the dep aideiice of the

specific heat of mercurv on the temperature.— /^//. Jl<'</.> U^?
l'r<><- II,,,. P,.,,-,,.. Acad., 1875, p. 160. «• c -

F
;

10. £,„;#.<;., /V/v .•„//.. >r,«. -M. Mao. K.nnk on e.-mp-ivil

the quantity of water evaporated b\ a culm ited soil during u-
etat u with that furnished b\ the rain, finds in - m-i il m x

^

in i i. hi of the -former. M i\ not this excess be caused >>\ ,'.

dew deposition at night on the plants? When th« d u '-
< !! '"

ured by a pluviometer the results are much too small. Tl •

' Vt'^

condense fer more
I

may fall six or eight degrees 1m low the air, showing t it ' "
•'

<"" power is much givater than tl it o! th metal surfaces oi

•meter.

lo determine the emissive power of leaves, a Led
I

; one of its faces was black* n< d, another .

leaver, and the two surfaces turned successively to the p
temperature of the water did not exceed 40°". to a\

t ] •' '
• ' - The detle. riohs wen mea-m d b- a n ii

and a twentieth of a degree was easily observed. < bi t

;
'

,
-,
"

.

ids of leaves it appeared that their emi-sive power dm "^
y, was the same on both sides, and had i

value of s.t. that of lampblack being 100.
To measure the absorbent power, a thermopile was forroe<

thin sheet of copper riv< ted to a st< el spring. One face «a
ered with lampblack, the ..th-r with the leaf to be exar
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Kxposing the two surfaces in turn to the radiation of a metallic

blackened box heated by steam, and waiting until the -ah .m, di-

eter needle came to rest, the ratio of the deviations gave the
absorbent power of the leaf. From the results it appeared that

the absorbent power was sensibly equal to the emissive power,
and consequently the amount of dew deposited on plants should
be determined by pluviometers painted black.— Comptes fiendus,

11. Velocity ,./ Mny,,. t '::<!> ;.„i. -M. 1>i:im:!X. in pursuing his re-

searches o? ;, )n t<> the resist rat ion

of very rapid phenomena, the first results of which have already
been communicated to the Academy, has been led to investigate
what was the effect of the nature of the iron of the electro-magnet
"pon i he duration < >i I !.•• pi, a-. -

zation. For this purpose he employed a register in which the
pieces of iron constitin i are removable, the
bobbins, armature. -1\1. . . tc. n mainii.- the same, so as to make
I'videm tin influence of the metal of the electro-magnet. To

duration of the phases he used the method indicated
in his communication on electric chronographs. The metallic
portion of the elecro-magnets consisted of cores two mms. in diam-
eter and thirteen mms. in length. The coils contained fourteen
meters of wire two mms. in diameter. The battery consisted of
"'" liunseu cell modified by Delaurier. The varieties of iron
tried were the ordinary iron of commerce, the soft iron used
specially foi ble cast iron, cast steel stretched
and chilled, and "gray cast iron. The results were quite unex-
pected, for all but the last kind of iron gave nearly the same
period forms n. The first of these
was about -0015, and the second -00025. The gray cast iron gave
still better results, the time of magnetization was reduced to
about

Tri\yn of a second. It would seem, thereiore, to be the

ich would permit the greatest possible rapidity in the
transmission of signals. With his registers, perfectly distinct

ii be obtained at intervals of ^ of a second, or with
gray cast iron at intervals of ^o of a second. With a series of
signals at regular intervals much greater rapidity is attainable.

iority of cast iron appears to depend on its molecular
texture and not on the quantity of carbon which it contains. It

w probable that with soft iron, cast but not forged, still better
' The above durations do not include the

trajectory; it is by
? magnetization and demagnetiza-

id, according to the case, is found

d duration of the signal. It therefore includes the

demagnetization, the time of fall jnetization,
and the return of the style to its initial position. These are,

moreover, the numbers when only one cell is employed ;
by in-

i
• • •.." ,,r tut ion i-, aU> tin n a-ed —

Comptes Mendw, lxxx, 1353 ; Phil Mag., 1, 79. e. c. p.

tune employed by the style in trav
adding this to the durations of m
tion the^ and^ of a second, i
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12. The " Challenger's" Crucial Test of the Wind and Gravi-

tation Theories of the 0<-ea»>c Circulation; by James Croll.

(From pp. 220—225 of Prof. Croll's work on "Climate and Time.")

—It has been shown in former chapters that all the facts which

have been adduced in support of the gravitation theory are equally

well explain* ay. We may now con--

i

of facts which do not appear to harmonize with both theories,

The recent investigations of the Challenger Expedition into the

thermal state of the ocean reveal a condition of things which ap-

pears to me utterly irreconcilable with the gravitation theory.

It is a condition absolutely essential to the -ravitation theorj

that the surface of the ocean shouM !» levies; in equatorial re-

gions and slope downward to either pole. Were water abso-

D incline, however small, would be sufficient

to produce a surface-flow from the equator to the poles ;
but to in-

duce such an effect some slope there must be. or gravitation could

exercise no power in drawing the surface-water polewards.

The researches of the Challenger Expedition bring t

striking and important fact that the general surface of the North

Atlantic in order to produce equilibrium must stand a1

level than at the equator. In other words, the surface of the At-

lantic is lowest at the equator, and rises with a gentle slope to

well nigh the latitude of England. If this be the case, then it is

mechanically impossible that, as far as the North Atlantic ie < <
n-

cerned, there can be any such general movement as Dr. !

believes. Gravitation can no more cause the surface-water of the

Atlantic to flow toward the arctic compel the

waters of the Gulf of Mexico up the Mississippi into the Missouri.

Tie impossibility is equally great in both cases.

In order to prove what has been stated, let us take a section of

the mid-Atlantic, north and south, across the equator; and, to

give the gravitation theory every advantage, let us -

particular section adopted by Dr. Carpenter as the one of all

others most favorable to his theorv. \i/. : n-.-m.,!i marked No.

VIII. in his memoir lately read before the Royal Go

The fact that the polar cold water comes so near the surface at

the equator is regarded by Dr. Carpenter as evidence in favor of

ttion theory. On first looking at Dr. Carpen
tion it forcibly struck me that it' it was
ocean to be in equilibrium would require to stand at a higher level

in the North Atlantic than at the equator. In order, therefore, to

determine whether this is the case or not I asked the hydrographer

of the Admiralty to favor me with the temperature soundings m-

the section, a favor which was most obliging!

The following are the temperature soundings at the thu

* Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc., vol. xviii, p. 362.

have been chosen, but this will suffice. The »
III. The peculiarity of this section, as will

warm strata at the equator, as compared with that of 1
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A B
Meac

C

Lat. 37° 54' N. Lat. 23° 10' N.
in ings near equator.

Temperature. Temperature.
fathoms

Tempera-

Surface. 70°0 72°-0 Surface 77°9

635 77-2

52-5 30
47-7 71-7

500 467

594
800 38-1 39-4 80
900

noo Vvi
38-3

38-0 III 51-S

1200 37-1

36-7

200
42-2

369
500 389

35
~2 39-2

2120

1300

3G-9

On computing the extent to which the three columns A, B, and
S are each expanded by heat according to Muncke's table of the
expansion of sea water for every degree Fahrenheit, I foim! that.

column B, in order to be in equilibrium with C (the equatorial
column), would require to have its fi

v 2 feet 6
inches above the level of column C, and column A fully 3 feet 6
inches above that column. In short, it is evident that there must
oe a gradual rise from the equator to latitude 38° N. of 3£ feet.

Any one can verify the accuracy of these results by making the
necessary computations for himself.*

1 may obi am C extended to the same depth
as columns A and B, the difference of level would be considera-
bly greater, for column ( ir^uires To balance only that portion of

^^ temperature of eolumn C in Dr. Carpenter's sect

ence 7

T

1 "* **"* foreg°in& teble
;
ao ttiat

-

according to that I
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columns A and B which lies above the level of its base. Suppose
a depth of of column C to extend to

pole, and the polar water to have a uniform temperature of 32°

from the surface to the bottom, then, in order to produce equili-

brium, the surface o\ I itor would require to be

4 feet 6 inches above that at the pole. But the surface of the

ocean at B would be 7 feet, and at A 8 feet, above the poles.

Gravitation never could have caused the ocean to assume this

form. It is impossible that this immense mass of warm water,

_ to such a depth in the North Atlantic, could have been

brought from equatorial regions by means of gravitation. And,
even if we suppose this accumulation of warm water can be ac-

v by some other means, still its presence precludes the

9 of any such surface-flow as that advocated by Dr. Car-

penter. For so long as the North Atlantic stands 8£ feet above

the level of the equator, gravitation can never move the equato-

rial waters poleward.
There is ble with the

gravitation theory. It will be observed that the accum
warm water is all in the North Atlantic, and that there is link- or

none in the south. But according to the gravitation theory it

ought to have been the reverse. For owing to the uni

communication between the equatorial ami antarctic regions, the

general flow of water toward the south pole is, accord
theory, supposed to be greater than toward the north, and con-

sequently the quantity of warm equatorial water in th South At-

lantic ought also to be greater. Dr. Carpenter himself seems t .

be aware of this difficulty besetting the theory, and meets it by

stating that "the upper stratum of the North Atlantic is not

nearly as much cooled down i.v it- limited polar underflow, as

that of the South Atlantic is by the vast movement
water ul ieh k constantly taking plat - r -v. rd tin • uuator." But

this " vast movement of antarctic water" nee
counter-movement of warm surface-water. So that if there is

more polar water in the South Atlantic to produce the cooling

effect, there should likewise be more warm water to be cooled.

-.

ation of the whole phenomena is simple and obvious. It has

already been shown that owing to the fact that the S. E. trades

are stronger than the X. E., and blow constantly over upon the

k misphere, the warm surface-water of the Soul

d across the equator. It is then carried bv the equato-

rial current into the Gulf of Mexico, and afterward of course

forms a part of the Gulf-stream.
The North Atlantic, on the other hand, not only d< -

its surface heat like the equatork tic, but it re-

ceives from the Gulf-stream in the form of warm water an amount

of heat, as we have seen, equal to one-fourth of all the heat which

it receives from the sun. The reason why the warm sir I

are so much thicker on the North Atlantic than on the equatorial
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s rapidly as it is heated by the i

not time to gather to any great depth. But all this warm water
is carried by the Gulf-stream into the North Atlantic, where it

accumulates. That this great depth of warm water in the North
Atlantic, represented in the section, is derived from the Gulf-

stream, and not from a direct flow from the equator due to gravi-

tutii n, is Curt . :
. ident from the fact that temperature sounding

A in latitude 38° N. is made through that immense body of warm
water, upwards of 30u fathoms thick, extending from Bermuda to

near the Azores, discovered by the Challenger Expedition, and
justly regarded by Captain Nares as an offshoot of the Gulf-

stream. This, in Captain Nares's Report, is No. 8 "temperature
sounding," between Bermuda and the Azores ; sounding B is No.
6 " temperature curve," between Teneriffe and St. Thomas.
There is an additional reason to the one already stated why the

surface temperature of the South Atlantic should be so much
below that of the North. It is perfectly true that whatever
amount of water is transferred from the southern hemisphere to

the northern must be compensated by an equal amount from the
northern to the southern hemisphere, nevertheless the warm water
which is carried off the South Atlantic by the winds i- not
direrth compensated hy water from the north, but by that cold

hose existence is so well known to mariners
from the immense masses of ice which it brings from the South-

' ondtiion of the Southern Ocean—-The thermal condi-

tion of the Southern Ocean, as ascertained by the Challenger Ex-

-
'

•y. Between the parallels of latitude 65° 42' S. and 50°

1 S., the ocean, with the exception of a thin stratum at the sur-

1 by the sun's rays, was found, down to the depth of
about 200 fathoms, to be several degrees colder than the water

stratum is evidently an antarctic

current, and the warm underlyiu-- watt-ran equatorial under cur-

rent. But, according to the gravitation theory, the colder water
should be underneath.
The very fact of a mass of water, 200 fathoms deep and ex-

tending over fifteen degrees of latitude, remaining above water of

three or four degrees higher temperature, shows how little influ-

ence difference of temperature has in producing motion. If it

had the potency which some attribute to it, one would suppose

; should sink down and displace the warm
water underneath. If difference of density is sufficient to move
the water horizontallv, surely it must be more than sufficient to

cause it to sink vertically.

by M. Daubr£e.— M. Daubree, in a memoir read before the

* Captain Nares's Report, July 30, 1874.

Am. Jodr. 8m. Thtrd Sbries-Vol. X, No. 57.-Sbpt„ 1875.



French Academy of Sciences in March. 1^75, and published in

vol. lxxx, of the Comptes Rendus, gives the results of a series of

experiments on platinum, in which he succeeded in imitating

an having magnetic polarity, by combining

&OB « i?h the metal in fusion.

Daubree observes, in his introductory remarks, that in wash-

ing the auriferous sands of the Ural, some gold is left in the

residue ass us grains. To separate the lat-

ter a strong native magnet is first used; and after this takes

up no more, a magnet of native platinum—as Von Kokscharow
first made known in 1866 — will remove ferruginous grains of

notable quantity, as if it were a stronger magnet than the native

magnetite magnets. The presence of 12 to"l9 per cent of iron

in this variety of platinum has long been known, it having been

first examined by Berzelius ; and Breithaupt made the variety

a distinct species, calling it
" / '*

,.r l tt'mP Gustaf Rose, think-

ing that the iron present was insufficient to account for the

magnetic property, suppose United to it.

In a pie. ing twelve grams, re-

ceived from the Ural, Daubree found three axes and six poles.
_

Before proceeding with his experiments for reprodu
magnetipolar platinum, Daubree sought to ascertain what effect

fusion would have upon the ore. On fusing it there woe bobm
• >mbustion «.!' a little

When cooled again,

after fusion for about one minute, the magnetic property wit-

somewhat weakened and polarity was lost, evidently owing to the

In his experiments, 24 grams of platinum were fused with 6

grams of very soft iron wire, the iron being twisted into a cord

.a s in full fusion. Immediately on

the introduction of the iron it was instantly dissolved, giving < ,u1 ^

as in the other case, some sparks, and making a surface scoria,

ied in fusion only a fraction of a

minute. The button, when taken out from the crucible, proved to

have very marked magnetic polarity; and when it v

broken to fragments In

bar, each fragment was equally magnetipolar. A very small bar

was afterward east; tl lea of opposite polarity,

which remained after the crust of scoria had been removed.

These poles were four in number, two at each extremity of the

bar. The hardness of the alloy was a little less than

apatite. An analysis of the product obtained in the first trial,

made at the Ecole des Mines, gave iron 16*87, platinum 83-05--

99*92. Its specific gravity was 15 66. The specific gravity ol

the second alloy was 15-70, showing that in composition it was

very like the first. V- «ely similar in compo-

sition to the native magnetipolar platinum.
Others alloys were made with 50 to 75 per cent oi

these had no polarity. An alloy with 21-6 per cent of iron, made
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Berthier and preserved in the laboratory of the Ecole des

>€8, although imperfectly fused, was magnetipolar. On the
hand, alloys containing but a feeble proportion of iron were

found to be not magnetipola:

f the alloy obtained by fus

nparted by touch.

The polarity of the alloy obta

most natural to refer this polarity to the inductive influence of the

am the fact on this point a little

platinum bar was placed, while still in fusion, exactly in the plane
of the magnetic meridian. After solidifying, it was put, while

e. It was then found
that the war had two energetic poles, and that the end toward the

magnetic north repulsed strongly the north end of a magnetic
needle. Afterward, on fusing again and reversing the position,

earth's general mtmii in d< U <m'p,"n- tic |-«>I.u jT\ <•' dim n at

magnetic minerals and rocks at the time when they are formed.
14. How to teach Chemistry.—Dr. Edward Frastkland's six

lectures delivered at the Royal College of Chemistry in June,
1872, have been summarised and edited by George Chalouer,
F.C.S.

; the Lectures on Chemistry at the Brisbeck Institution in

a small 12mo volume of only 83 pages, republished by Messrs.
Lindsay an-

1

-,,-at form, and abun-
dantly illustrated, chiefly by engravings from Bloxam's Text-
book of Chemistry.—

1

ration to the
means of instruction. The six lectures discuss in synoptic man-
ner

: (I.) Natural Forces, Chemical rW.--. < lu-'iiica! Action,

Examination of Water, with Experiments 1 to 12. (II.) Hydro-
-

:

and 26 to 30). (III.) Properties of Water, Ozone, Hydroxy!,
Examination of Hydrochloric Acid, Chlorine, study of Hydro-
chloric Acid (Experiments 18 to 25 and 31 to 38). (IV.) Oxy-

i> of Chlorine, Boron and its Oxyd, Carbon and its

Uxyds, Nitrogen, Igniting points (Experiments 39-04). (V)
Cxycompounds of Nita Experiments 65 to .-*.)

( V I.) Doctrine of Atomicity, Laws of Condensation in volume,
replacement of Hydrogen with its Compounds, Sulphur, Sulphu-
retted Hydrogen, Oxyds of Su ^ and its

manufacture, Hyposul: >ion (Experiments 89
*° 109). In an Appendix - dv.-n I) Svllalms of V.b mentary
^ourse in Organic Chemistry. (II.) Extract from a Report by
n" Frankland, List of Experiments. (III.) List ofExperiments. (III.) List of Apparatus

Y Chemistry, Elementary Stage.
_

(IV.)

List of Chem . ,'ial Important Illustration

This little manual will be found an invaluable adjunct t

lecture room and is of special importance to the teacher
?eeks trustworthy and novel illustrations for guidance in in

i knowledge of chemical principles and methods to his cl

hand of the master is seen on every page.The
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II. Geology and Natural Histoey.

1. Cotempi \ermal waters at Bour-

• s. — M. I>\i. BBira,

(C. R. Feb. and March, 1875, t. lxxx) describes the following min-

erals as of recent formation from these thermal Avaters: U

... bornite

x
ilphide of c

}
gah tlte, anrjle.iW , <-alcite and chabazite.

bottom of an old well, at Bourbonne-les-Bains, called the Roman
well, was laid bare. The material was a black ai _

earth containing bits of wood, nuts, etc., and then, at a lower level,

thousands of roman coins of bronze, silver and gold, besides stat-

uettes, rings and pins. Besides this archeological discovery, there

was found, still lower down, a bed of pebbles partly cemented by

substances having a metallic lustre and neatly crystallized.
<

A col-

lection of the specimens were sent by M. Tnuirmann, Engineer in

Chief of the Mines, to the Minister of Public Works, who trans-

mitted them to Prof. Daubree. Da lant evidence

that the above-mentioned ores, present in the ^
formed out of the coins through the action of the
The different copper ores were all in good n
twinned hexagonal tables, chalcopyrite in octahedrons, bornite in

octahedrons and cubes, tetrahedrite in tetrahedrons—besides being

The temperature of the waters is near 60° C. The substances

the waters hold in solution are chiefly chlorides and sulphates of

the alkalies, and of lime and magnesia, as well as bromides and

carbonates of iron and silicate, and traces of

arsenic and manganese, with no sulphides. The total weight of

the residue on evaporation is 7 to 8 grams per litre. Daubree ob-

serves that the sulphides would have been formed through the re-

duction of the sulphates by the organic matter present. It »
remarkable, as he says, that sulphides so unlike should have been

1 together under circumstances apparently the same.

The antimony is referred by him to the coins, some of which

probably contained it. The silver coins are less corroded than the

bronze and hence the absence of silver products.
The chabazite was formed in connection with a cement of frag-

ments of brick and lime, in a Roman gallery through which run

the hot water. The cavities in the brick, caused by the heat,

are sometimes lined with colorless rhombohedral crysta

cubic in form, which have the characters of chabazite. In r K

lime, small crystals occur of a right rectangular form wl

not yet been determined with certainty, but which resemble roucn

those of lime-harmotome found under similar circumstances at-

Plombieres. ,

Such facts teach us, says Daubree, how important has been tne

agency of the water imbibed by, or traversing, rocks, in all pa"
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r' :
2. Man of f/it Quaternary ; by John Evans. (From the Ad

dress of Mr. Evans, President of the Geological Society of Lon-
don, Feb. 19, 1875.)—Of the great geological changes in the

sm-facv-cunfiguration of our country which Man has witnessed
there can be no doubt. But though, from the evidence of the
deposits themselves, it appears impossible to arrive at any abso-
IiUe conciuMon a- t- i

'

'

] -e changes, still, con-

si«leriim- the numerous localities in which these implement -bearing
now been found, as well as other beds which, though

apparently devoid of implements, yet being of the same -

character an"
ably of the

< -iii-ii u-e might ..-. . it t'ii. - me epoch beyond whic
their age cannot be carried, and thus be enabled to as>ign an

i theii antiquity. I believe that I am right in

until within the last two or three years it was the

received opinion of geologists thai ih< earliest known
traces of the occupation of this portion of the globe bv man w< re

posterior in time to what is known as the Glacial Period. The
discovery bowe^ er, ing the ex-

ploration of the Victoria Cave, near Settle, in a deposit overlain by
a stiff glacial clay con t; bles, has been re-

J eel prior to the last

. ri« 1. 1 mu<t . o if. ss that, in common with some
others, I do not regard this question as conclusively settled l.y

•'""> suoh ^.' ted ])?(.-». of evidence; and that wh tever further

testimony may eventually be adduced as to so early an ^vupa-

re are, in my opinion, possibilities,

m this particular case, of the clav beinj? cither to some extent

I. n hich make it

safe,- to suspend our judgment until the evidence is corroborated.
'

: -

fore on safer grounds, has come to the conclusion that the

' deposits are of provincial and b.i- .-ula.-ial age, and
,l" not, in any part. 1 Imes. From their com-

es, and in

Wales, Scotland, and Ireland regions which hue again and
again been subjected i i land ice and the

influence of the sea), and from their presence m
,,lstncrs which were never overwhelmed bv the <•

masses, and in regions which were oot su

->i"u of the laud in late ulacial time-, he think- that

"J
these latter district a

rt ' ,us se™es

"treconls from presrlacial time's "to the present day. He main-
• tbe -vein: drifts,

and are overlapped by marine deposit, thr-wu •'..•.- during
^e final cold period; and, further, that it may be said for certain
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'

.' -

;;

If this view could be accepted, there is no doubt that, as Mr.

Geikie remarks, many apparent anomalies would receive a simple

and satisfactory explanation.

It appears to me, however, that there are great

accepting this view; and though I do not think that an anniver-

sary address ought in any way to partake of a conti

character, 1 may venture to point out that the whole of Mr.

Geikie's conclusions appear to be based (

Searles V. Wood, jun.'s lower .- .
and e\en

his upper glacial deposits, with the lower glacial !>eds and til! oi

Scotland and the northwestern districts of England. Even the

general submergence of the eastern districts he assigns to another

and a far earlier date than that of the Welsh aiva: and. indeed.

he finds room for the whole of the denudation of th

in the east of England, as well as for the exc.r

the valleys as we at present find them, and the deposil i

the paleolithic gravels between those two submergences. Such

views, founded on long and careful mvestiga
though perhaps principally confined to th'o-e exhibited

cannot be sui
j dismissed; but their ant

no doubt pardon those who are not prepared at one.'

them. In the mean time we must i . cont \ !
towing i

so far as the paleolithic deposits of the east of England are con-

cerned (and it' feh< identity h the f i

any safe chronological index, the beds of the same
other parts of this country and the north of France are of the

same date), they are all distinctly postglacial in the sense in

which that term is employed l»v Mr. Searles Y. Wood..inn.
Take, for example, the case of Hoxne, where the in

bearing beds repose
' " mds and gravels.

cut through the n\ per u-lacial Lonhl r-< lav, and appear to rest on

a rial beds. At Bedford, the valley of the Ouse w cut

through the same boulder-clay, many of t"

prevails in the Kaling and Acton

pebbles of the older rocks are of not

and the subjacent beds, forn
gravels. The same feature

i

gravels, in which transported pebble;
unfrequent occurrence.

Again, near Brandon, some of the higher gravels con
implements show a very large percentage i >t

;

;.':;. ':
•

\ . .

:

. :- -
:

:..:_: ]

"

plied the d implemi Qts had b

There can therefore be no doubt that they belong to a

Is were deposited, and to a time when tl

bottom had been long enough converted into dry land for it to
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become habitable by man and the numerous mammals of the
Quaternary fauna.

I do not, of course, wish it in any way to be implied that I

regard no part of the surface configuration of our island as of

glacial date. On the contrary, I am inclined to

my of our principal valleys were already marked out
in preglacial times, and that a large proportion of the whole
number were excavated to a portion of their present depth, either

by the direct action of ice, or during the last emergence of the
land from beneath the waters of the sea.

But though, so far as the makers of the earliest implements
hitherto discovered in Britain are concerned, we cannot safely

k their existence to preglacial times, it by no means
; lie earliest tract's of the occupation even of this part

of the world by man have as yet been discovered. The Abbe
r u g o s 3eed, would

'•andidly acknowledges,' however, that the
complete I le . oo the surface; and I cannot

some possible error of observation as to their occur-

rence in the beds. Did thee iv.div bee-no- to them, we should
have the remarkable ta

by mammals as distinct from those of the present day as the

Acerotherium is from the Rhinoceros, or the Mastodon from the

. primaeval man was indirtin-

unefl ;
while it is not until we

come to the Sables de 1' superimposed upon
the Calcaire de Beauce, that we Urn! '. carl: -1 trace of an

morphoua ape, in the sha tmtimnu.
The Dryojiithf.-fH, it will b< remembered, belongs to the Upper
Miocene.

While speaking of the possible errors of observation, I may
mention thai »hich has oft. a been

cited as affording evidence of the great antiquity of the human
occupation of that country, is no longer regarded as belonging to

r a period as was formerly assigned to it, but is con-

sidered as being of comparatively modern date.
But, returning to the main question, though for the present we

seem unable to find ai of the existence of

m:i " i;i western Europe before the glacial period, it by no means
follows that none such will event uilh be U and. It miK, m >rc-

nvo
", never be forgot t . •

•
«

-
wo r i

d

'

: |U. era He of the humanwould be led t

'."'• This is far more probably to be sought in a warmer

..

out the year some rea I

[subsistence both to

man and to animals that would >erve him ;c- food. I

as well as in later times, the center of the mi-rations o;

race may w Kast. and the course oi their
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wanderings, as in after clays, been even then "westward, toward
tli. -e! line; sun." Most remarkabh ir is that implements, which
in form, though not in material, ar from those of

our river-drifts, have been found in stratified beds of uncertain age
in Southern Africa and in the so-called lateritic deposits of the

south of India.

The first discovery of paleolithic implements in Madras was
made about ten years ago by Mr. K. Bruce Foote, of the [ndian

— :m\ ; bin at that time the absence of organic re-

mains i ; the h.-d> containing the implements rendered it almost

impo>dble to arrive ar any s: tistactory conclusion, either as to

their age or mode of deposition. In the Llecurds ot'the Geological

Survey of India for the year 1873, Mr. Medlicott, however, gives

an u< -onnt of a ouarfziti implement of pn -isel\ the same class as

those found in Southern India, which was discovered in the

ossiferous deposits of the Narbada valley. These deposits, which,

by the late Dr. Falconer, were regarded as Pli<

sees reason to place among those of Pleistocene age. Which. \ er

view may eventually prove to be correct, we have in India, as in

Euro,, .
'«.,

i ].;.,... of* man having coexisted wirl animals now long

since extinct; and the Eh,,'tut* p,r St^,,,,,!,,,,) innignis, the Bos and

Hippopotamus Namadvms seem there to take the place of the

allied members of the European Quaternary fauna as his con-

• • -, ery remains, however, a soli-

tary instance, but must surely lead to other and even more in-

stigations of those engaged in the

wide field of g< I zical reeeai sin India.

From Borneo, where I have reason to hope there are, at the

present moment, cornet u i \ _o, .1 i
11 1

1

the a-t-i ie - ,, t ., -., ra! !•'
-II- w- of t hi- eietv, who have kindly

aided me by their support, it is not, I think, imrea-oi.abh to

expect that some light may be thrown on the antiquity of man in

the far East. When we "look back upon all tin- h.r- arm "'

fa<T~ uhi.-fi h \' ( lioen ,m umulated o M thi- »'i( jo.-: d

sixteen years, we mav find lto ! .
: -ment, and

rest assured that in this as well as f knowledge

'cv of the wise man, which Bac d ine ribed on the

e of his great work, will be fulfilled—Multi pertranst-

bunt, et augebitur seientw.
3. Protriton petrolei of the Uprn- r.,,,1 ]/. ,,„,:>f Vu& and

-!/''" ';/. /''•'
- -. ' /•" • !-' ; *<) >.ihi.;t,i„<h r.— M. A. Gaudby,

.;-... -
r

•in of the Geological Society of France, 1875. p.

presents figures of them on plates vn and vm. Hem

in length from 35 to 45 millimeters. The head ie D

proportionally th m i , tin- Snlaman ! r. and rm t-ii much shorter.

- Li-.- verv lar-e. There are 'JO vertebra-. 3 cervical, 10

d..rsal,8 lumbar and - very small caudal; the ribs are rery short

;

there are only traces of a pelvis, owing probably to its havm_,
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been incompletely ossified. The fore and hind limbs i

M. < mudry remark
f the Ohio Carboniferous, which

i refer to the Batrachians, was probably re-

md that the Apateon pedestris of Mtlnster-

ntical with the Protriton petrolei.

i of the ancient Fauna of the Inland of
(Iilxe-Edwards.—A manuscript nt itled

•'{.'elation ,le V ile Rndrigim ," found iii tlif Minisfe-re <h l:i Marino,
along with evidence that it was published anterior to 1730 and

than 1729, describes the species of the island

existing at the time it was written, and among them all the spe-

cies now known to be < and the ex-

tinct species named by A. Milne-Edwards, ErythromaeJws hyiiati,

Ardea meyacephala, Athene murivora, and Neeroj^itta.-ns ll>»h ri-

Pingre was living

the Solitaires had become so rare that he knew of them only from
report—none having been seen by him. The extinction of the
birds probably went on rapidly between 1730 and 1760, as may
be inferred from the documents at the Ministere de la Marine.
The Land-tortoises became extinct somewhat later. These tor-

toises were part of the regular provisions of the shipping of the

Compagnie des Indes. M. Desforge-Boucher, in his reports to the
Company in 1759 and 1760, enumerates the vessels sent for the

land-tortoises, and shows that they took away in less than 18
months over 30,000. It is not snip k . that

these animals, on so small an islana, notwithstanding their fecun-

dity, could not wit list ami such means of destruction. Hungry
man was the agent of extermination both for the tortoises and the

birds.— Comptes Rend., May, 1875.
These gigantic land tortorses, while extinct on the Islands of

. i ,1 Reunion, are living on that of Ald.-ibrn,

another of the Mascarene Group. But there is danger of its extinc-

tion there. To prevent this, if possible, a memorial has Uyn
addressed to the Governor and C
and its dependencies, signed l.y the IW.deiit* «•»' tin- K->y:il and
U y.-tl Geographical Soci ties of Loi Ion and othe men of science,

calling the attention of the I 'olonial Government to the subject, and

it some means may be devised for "saving the last ex-

amples of a cotempcrary of'the Dodo and Solitaire."' Tin memo-
rial is given in full in an article in Xatx.- of July '29th, by Mr.
Albert Gunther.

5. Relbjnhi Atpnt'in'.,-.! ; hein- Contributions to Archeology
'• .vinces of

Southern France*; !>v Kp-m aim. I.aktkt and Hi-.nky Christy.

Edited bv Thomas Rummi .hixi-x F.K.S.. F.G.S.. iv„ Prof.

GeoLRov. k. Part XVI. May.
1875. Pages -j-j .,-_•.->•; ami 1S:-;-1st. Plate ('. ix and x.—This

terestmg



jawbone, referable probably to a species of Squalius, obtained at

Laugerie Basse. A chapter on the birds whose bones occur in

the caves, by Alphonse Milne-Edwards, describes relics of three

Eagles, Falvo fulvus, Aquila clanga, and Ilaliwtus albicilla ; the

common Buzzard, Buteo vulgaris; four Falcons, Falco com-
munis, F mbbuteo, F. tinnunculus, F. milrus ; two \ ultnn >,

Vultur barbatus and V. monachus ; the Owls, Strix bubo,

8. brachyotus, S. flammea, JVoct'/x ,,,;,,,,,-. (rht.ucideum pas-

serinum, Nyctea nivea ; also, Corvus corax, C. coronatus, C.

corn is (a northern species), C. monedula (the Jackdaw), Pyrrho-

coras ,iij,ii,ns, P. priuiig,-nius, Fregilus graeulus, Nucifraga
< ary< <• it t> { t he Sc mdin t ^ ian \ irh t'\ , Pica caudata (Magpie),

Lo. -in urri n.stni (Cross-bill, common now in northern Europe and
Gre. nl ,.'», L'-jti,'i,,nx >-/d ./•/.>. / now on lofty

mountain-), [hiuda nr >*:,, *U (Skylark), Turdu*
* 1 mpdit gumdus (Waxwing, rarely now seen in France).
jdict-i ",'. ////>/.'. is, now common in the

Alps and Pyrenees), Alcedo tepid - '«' Uvia

(same with common pigeon), Lagopus albus (Willow-Grouse,

found at the north and not in temperate Europe), Lagopua mtitus

- and Pyrenees), Tetrao
T.tetris, '/:

/,. rdis (Grax Partridge), Gallns, the Cock. ; found

along with bones of Urm* r >
' > *, A '

i •• <. «i>\ >. O ' > »">;

cri-pd.it, .>, ",-<pxs. <i f><* prniti-

geniu ; < , ., ,»_(.< ;, s (Wild Swan, a species of the Polar i m).

. : ,
'.

'
:

.
;

Many of the birds are cold-climate species, like the l'ieindeer

with which their remains are associated. Part of them were

taken into the caves for fo >d. while otl era appeared to have been

washed in by streams.

The remain:, ir pag< s are occupied with a < hapt r on the Stones,

Stoih '.lakes :m .l implements from the cave at Pes Eyzies, and the

commencement of a chapter on Fossil Man from La M
and Laugerie Basse, by E. T. Harvy, with two plates ik

the same.

6. Structure of Stone Mountain, a granitic mass in Georgia.

—The well-known " Stow Mom rain*' in 1). K ilb County, Georgia.

twenty miles southeast of Atlanta, on the railroad to Augusta, is

a solid bald mass of granite, by estimate 1500 to 2000 feet in

height. The imrthe ist side i- j>ernVndicular, unbroken, and smooth;

the ii t-Tli > -• -dd< is in. li i d so a- to b< oi < as\ as< < nt; while the

west and southwest are so steep as to be barely accessible. On
the inclined surface, the rock breaks off in layers that are from

a few inches to several feet thick, which structure in

ag in cooling and to atmosphei

"

" ' perfectly homo^
There 1

doubt that below the surf;.
'

1 mi nation, li piece could be

quarried out a quarter of a mile in length if man could eunnnam

the means. This granite exists over a wide region of country ami
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is much used for building purposes.—Letter from Mr. J

of Home, Georgia.

7. Genus AHoni<ih><7<»it<t of S. A. Miller.—The criticism with
regard to the genus Anomalodonta and the use of the namr. by
Prof. C. A. White, published in this Journal, ix, 318 (April. L875)
is i-eplii-.l to l.y'Mr. .Miller in the July number of the Cincinnati
Quarterly Journal of Science.

8.M-pan>ion of ,;!,.< !>
:/ /uat.—M. Pfaff (Z. S. Geol. Ges.,

xxviv, 40]) has determined for the expansion of the granite of
the Fichtelgebirge between the ordinary temperature and a red
heat (about 1,180 C), 0-0168

; for the red porphyry of the Tyrol,
0*0127

; for th

9. Geology of Ei t. r„ Massachusetts.—Mr. W. W. Dodge has
a paper entitled <; Notes on the Geology of Eastern Ma-.
in the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History,
February 3, 1875, vol. xvii, p. 388.

10. Sotetfi . -Mr. A. Hyatt has dea
the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural 1 lisrory, x\ ii,

365, a number of species of Jurassic and Cretaceous Ammonites
from i - tin 1,1 B< \b ia ami P< ru, collected by Prof. James Orton.
For the Cretaceous species which were formerly referred to the
genus Ceratites, and whir!, Q Ucns?edt had shown to be not of
this genus, but Ammonites, Mr. Hyatt lias instituted the new
genus Buchiceras—named in honor of Von Buch.''
at it, irith ->,, (\„il in <ji-_H>.r<il

.

•

on a sample of Goal fro,,, tin L •-> r < <>.,/ >. .-;,,<
,.f Missouri.and

on the Wat- ; by I '. & hv, v.. czeb,
Ph. !>., Pr«>f. ( In n. State Cniversitv of Miss uri. '

from the laboratory of the University, pp. 156-193, publish, d in

the Catalogue of'the University, Jefferson City, 1875.—Prof.
Schweitz. : gives the results of detailed analyses of the coal, in-

cluding its impurities. He concludes that the sulphur in the coal
above what is combim -1 wit h iron is in tl e five stat. (through the
alteration of pyrite, FeS2 ), and not in combination with organic

12. Revue de G'eologie pour les Ann'ees 1871 and 1872, par M.
T)ei.;>sk et M. i»k L.m-pake.vt. Tome xi, 262 pp. 8vo, Paris,

l", 7-">.—Gcologi-'s will rind this Annual a very valuable aid in

with the progress of the science. It is full in Litho-

kcta slso ot the more important
papers in Historical, Geograpliical and ! >ynamical Geology.

13. Devonian trachyte of Queens!a,,*/, A,'str<ii;,(.—'\'he trachyte
" Gladgto onian rocks, has the composition
nearly of that of the Puy-de-Dome. Daintree obtained. Silica
67-so, alumina, l4-ti7, ses-piioxiile of iron fr.S.5, potadi 5-65, soda
4-Ho. water of constitution 0~70, do. hygroscopic 0-60=99'37.

—

1

i i. Pi,,,,;,/. <>. , f Li\... »f Ii.1,,.1, Xonro.j. -Occurs in nearly
horizontal beds, two to six feet thick in crystalline schists, and i"s
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line. An article on the localities of Southern

Norway, by MM. Broker and Reusch, is soon to appear. Among
the associated minerals to be described in it, are anorthite in

I;.!-.;. . i I 1. autii'ul crystals, resembling the lepolite or ampbode-

lite of Orijarl i. in 1 e*i -f r r v < ry>t Is t ir inches long. The
latter occurs changed to serpentine.

—

Letter to J. D. Danafrom
Professor vom Bath, of Bonn.

15. Mire r
: /few In rg. N< lie

Folge, Neuntes Heft. 26 pp. 4to, with three plates. Frankfurt

a, M., 1875. (( 'hristian Winter).—This number of the Mineralogi-

cal Notices of the excellent crystallograplier, F. Hessenberg, re-

cently deceased, was edit < I r his f: D I' - harff. It con-

tains' descriptions of crystals of Xenotime from Tavetsch ; of
*

i Bii n. nth d, and of Calcite from Rode-
fiord in Iceland and Andreasberg, and is illustrated by most excel-

- <>n the three plates.

Tin- v .c preceding of the two series, is

published in the Ah) Naturfor-

schenden Gesellschaft in Frankfurt a. M.
16. Tables f->-th? Ti.t,r,„n,'i'i; ti „ „„./ r'.,.<, >v./,';.,., of Minerals

found in the United States ; by James C. Foye, AM., Prof. Chem.
Phys. in tli> • y. 38 pp. 12mo. Chicago, 1875.

Mm--. M.'linix £ Co..—The tahl - .-..main 1 in this little

work are arranged with reference both to the blowpipe and phys-

ical characters of minerals, and will be found useful for the pur-

poses intended.

17. Observations on the Phenomena of Plant life: a Paper

r -.- / t, ' > th, Mia ,i,-},, is, t, Board <>f ' A<jrir>ilt»re ; by W. S.

Clark, Pres. State A^rie. College, Amherst, Mass. 112 pp. 8vo.

Boston, 1875. From the 22nd Ann. Rep. of the Secretary of the

Mass. State Board of Agriculture.—The author presents in tins

paper the results of his new experiments on the phenomena of

plant life, in continuation of those in a former Report, noticed

in vol. vii of this Journal on page 512, and sustaining the same

18. Forest Flora of Ar. W. and Central India, a Handbook

of the Indigenous Trees and Shrubs of those Countries. Com-
menced by the late J. Lindsay Stewart, M.D. ; continued and

completed by Dietrich Brandis, Ph.D., Inspector General of

Forests to the Government of India. London : Allen & Co., 1874.

8vo, and Atlas, 4to. Published under the authority of the Secre-

tary of State for India in Council. Prepared at the Her
the Royal Gardens, Kew.—" The object of this work
practical," and an excellent practical work it is. I* \va- ah". .

different provinces of India," has been preceded by the

vatica of Madras, by Colonel Beddome, and is to be t

the Forest Flora of British Burma, now pi

There is a good quarto atlas of 70 plates, drawn and hthogi apned

by Fitch. A -
G -
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19. Flora Brasiliensis, Fasc. 66, issued in February last, con-
tains the Aristolochiacece, elaborated by Dr. Masters: comprises
the unique Holostylis, and 48 species of Aristolochia. Among
the figures, one is given of the striking A. Brasiliensis, now rather
common in conservatories. It appears that one of the kinds of
Guaco, famous antidotes to snake-bites, is furnished by an Aristo-

\y... A. maxima of Guiana and Venezuela. Fasc. 67,

published in March last, comprises three or four orders, all

small, except the Vochysiaceae (by VYarming), which is especially

Brazilian. The Callitrichiacece are treated with much tulhic-s as

to general characters, by Hegelmaier. The affinity is still re-

garded as uncertain; the recent reclamation of Gallitriehiai to

the Haloragece is not responded to; still it is thought that the
rarest known genus is Hipprius, but that its relationship is un-

certain. It appears that only one species is known in Braail,

C. deflexa, of which a variety, J of Engel-
mann. As 0. deflexa and C. Austini were published in the
same year (1867), we may, perhaps, quite properly retain Engel-

The Onagracece are by M. Micheli of Geneva. The most im-

portant genus is Jussima, with 36 species, under three sections.

Our northern J. decurrens is one of the species, and is well
figured. So is the J. oocarpa of C. Wright in Grisebach's PL

. on which a genius, Oocarpon is here established. Of
n there is only E. tetragonum ; of Fuschia and (Enothera

three or four species each. a. g.

20. Different effects of the same temperature upon the same
species of p >. A communication
mad by 11 Alph. DeCandolle to the Academy of Sciences, Paris,

reported in Comptes Kendus, June 7, 1875.—As the temperature
rises in spri. at vegetation is more powerfully or

acted upon in higher than in lower latitudes. To test

this, M. DeCandolle formerly had the seeds of three or four com-
mon annuals sent him from northern and southern Europe, which
he raised together at Geneva. One of the selected species, the
common Groundsel, confirmed this opinion, the northern seeds

showing a decided advantage in precocity ; while the uncertain or
varying result of the two other plants tried were attributed t

fact that being of somewhat variaT

"

ke forms. It occurrec
matter in a different way, and upon trees. At some time last

winter he had branches sent him from Montpellier of Populus
alba, Cari

,

'-,, (Iron, and Catalpa. These were
paired with similar branches taken from trees at Geneva; and,
after a common sojourn in a cool room long enough to make sure of
complete penetration by the same temperature, the pairs were
placed in glasses of water, with some sand at bottom, and kept
in a warmed room under exactly the same conditions. The
Catalpa requiring a higher temperature to start it, and coming,
therefore, much later into leaf, was made the subject of a subse-
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quent experiment. That with the other three commenced on the
4th of February. The result was that the German trees leafed out
first. In the ease of the Poplar there was a difference of about 23
days iu favor of the individual of the colder locality; in that of
the Garpinus about 18 days; and in that of the Tulip-tree a similar

result was obtained when the comparison was restricted to buds
of the same size and degree of development. The Catalpa of the
northern locality developed 20 days in advance of the other.

Why should the same temperature act more pow< r
promptly upon the plant of the higher latitude? DeCandolle
refers it to two causes, attributing, however, most importance to

the second. First, to a natural selection of the buds which has
induced the boreal precocity. " The buds of a tree are in a con-

. J.-. The later, like the badly placed ones, develop
imperfect branches, which are oftener stifled. The most precocious
prevail, unless indeed they - iit'< r from trust. In this way comes a

and a successive adaptation of the tree to the climate."

And he goes on to show that what effectuates this result is, that
every peculiarity- of a bud is ordinarily reproduced year after year
in the succeeding growths. As a case in point he mentions a well
known Horse-chestnut tree in the environs of Geneva, upon which
the owner, in the year of 1822 or 1823, detected a single branch
bearing don mcl has all along borne
double flowers, and shows no tendency to revert to the ordinary
simple-flowered condition of the rest of the tree. Grafts have
been taken from it, and it is thought to be the original of all the
double-flowered Horse-chestnuts in the world. Although this

may well illustrate how the precocity may come to pass
;
yet

DeCandolle doubts whether this selection of branches produces
much effect. Because, in the north precocity seems as likely

to be a disadvantage as an advantage, while at the south it ought
generally to be an advantage, yet the southern individual requires

more heat for vegetation. And it is yet to be proved that an
tree becomes any better adapted to the climate as it

increases in years. The general idea is that a tree does not

acclimatize. The principal cause of this difference in the vegeta-

and southern individuals, in DeCandolle's opinion,

is the complete hibernal repose of the former, rendering it

how more susceptible to the heat of spring ; though in whf
; stated. We would add that if the suggested explanati

through bud-selection be not the true one in the case of trees,

owing to the general fixity of character in buds giving small

room for variation, yet the explanation may be reached on this

line by taking the fructification into account. DeCandolle alludes,

at the beginning of his paper, to the case of the precocious cereal

grains of the north, only to remark that some naturalists are

unwilling to argue from cultivated to spontaneous plants. But it

seems to us that natural selection would operate similarly upon

trees, inducing precocious races better adapted to the short

summer, the only difference being that much more time would be

required for a tree to fix a race than for an annual. An objection
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to this view offers itself, however, in the fact that the precocious
vernal development was apparent, although less marked, in Lirio-

I ( atoUpa, of which very few generations can have been
rai-ed in Europe. a. g.

21. Dr. John Edward Gray.—A "List of Books, Memoirs and
Miscellaneous Papers," commenced in 1871 and added to up to

the close of 1 873, is Dr. Gray's own record of his publications.

Mr. J. Sanders has appended those of still later date, and printed
it in an 8vo pamphlet of 58 pages. The total number of papers
is 1162! Some curious and eharaeteri-iic notes are interspersed.

22. JYorfh A ,,,< ..;<.,„ Qnlsrida; A. Stuxberg has a paper on
the Nortli American Oniscida in the Ofversigt Iv. V.-Ak. Fur-
handlingar, 1875, No. 2, Stockholm, reviewing the described
6pecies, and adding descriptions of several new species.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. American Association fur the Advancement of Science.—
The twent\ - ing of the Association was opened
at Detroit, on Wednesday, the 11th of August, under the presi-

dency of J. E. Hilgard, Esq., of the Coast Survey. An address
of welcome to the city was delivered at the opening session, by
Hon. C. J. Walker. The address of the retiring president, Dr.
John L. LeConte, was delivered on Thursday evening. It will be
published in the following number of this Journal, in which also

some account of the papers read at the meeting will be given.

2. Cincinnati Society of Natural History.—This Society has
received a bequest of s:.imm i from Mr. Uodman, who had been
one of its members.— Cincinnati Qu. J. Sci., ii, 286, July.

, Preliminary Report upon a Reconnaissance through Southern

under the orders of Brig. Gen. E. O. C. Ord, commanding Depart-
ment of (a! t, U. S. Army. 72 pp.
ito, Washington. 1 -7-1.— This report contains a general descrip-

tion of the country passed through; notes on the Indians; brief

accounts of tin- mines and mining settlements; results of astro-

nomical observation! i itudes, etc.

In latitude 38° 58', on " Wheeler's v
l'eak, the upper limit of

d was found to be at 11,500 feet above the sea-level.

4. TheiVo.air A,;,, ant <»f 'V, . ,/;.,„, T/a Mira.-l, nf To-day ; by
Charles B. Warrixg. 292 pp. 12mo. New York, 1875. (J. W.
Schermerhorn & Co.)—The author, who regards his method of
interpretation very literal, makes the third day of Genesis, the
day of the appearance of dry land and the creation of vegetation,
to include all of geological history up to the Glacial period of the
Quaternary. A Change in the oW tic is made
the event of the fourth day, and the source of the Glacial cold.

Thee, with regard to the hat on the fifth day, "Let the waters
bring forth," and that of the sixth, "Let the earth bring forth,'

1

lie says: "The waters, during the melting glaciers, were compar-
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tively soon ready for animal life, but the land required a longer

ime for preparation."

0. Mound Collection of Dr. Kra?ttz—This, extensive collection

f minerals has been purchased for the University of Bonn, and is

ow under the charge of Professor vom Rath.

G. P. Deshayes, the distinguished paleontologist of Paris, died

n the 9th of June last, in his aidence in Boran
Dise).

Proceedings of the Semi-centennial Celebration of the Rensselaer Polytechnic

Troy,N. Y. 74 pp. 12]

included, oneLby Prof.

~ *

" ,nd Forest. Devo
side Naturalists' CI

Washington, 1875. Contains description o
rus Thomas, and some botanical notes, with the Proceed-

Bulletin of th taica Plains, Boston.) Harvard University.

Part I "V , L875. Contains the results of much study and investigation of questions

>f Engineers appointed to investigate and report a
permanent plan for the reclamation of the alluvial basin of the Missi •

inundation. 15 pp. 8vo, with maps. Washington, 1ST'

much valuable matter on the levees, floods and alluvial basin of the I J

History of the Birds of Europe, including all the specie

3d volume. Office of the Zoological Society, London.
A Report on the Hyfptea .. ith descriptions of Military

Posts. 568 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1875. Circular No. 8.: War Department,
Surgeon General's Office, Washington, May 1, 1875.

Addition to the Paper on " Volcanic Energy : an attempt to develop its true

Origin and Cosmical Relations." By Robert Mallet, F.R.S. 9 pp. 4to. Read
before the Roy. Soc, May 7, 1874. Phil. Trans., clxv, pt. 1.

On the temperature attainable by rock-crushing and its consequences ; by Rob-
; pp. 8vo. Phil. Mag. for July, 1875.

Supplement to the Extinct Batrachia and Reptilia of N. America; by E. D.

Cope. pp. 261-972 of vol. xv of the Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. Philadelphia.

Mineral Deposits in Essex Co., J

Reports on the Meteorological, Magnetic and other Obse
minion of Canada, for 1874; being the Annual Reports o

Office. 318 pp. 8vo. Ottawa. 1875.

The Gold Melds of Yesso. Geological Survey of Hokkaido. Report
Munroe. 80 pp. 8vo. Tokio, Japan. 1875.

Notes on the Geology of West Virginia, No. II ; by John J. Stevens^

GeoL Univ. New York. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. for Feb., 1875.

The Geological Relations of the Lignitic Groups ; by John J. Stevensoi

Amer. Phil. Soc. for June, 1875. Decides in favor of the Cretaceous a*

Lignitic beds, but without bringing forward any more decisive facts th
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Art. XXXIIL—Address of Dr. John L. LeConie, the retiring

President of the A merican Association for the Advancement of
Science, at the meeting in August, 1875, at Detroit.

The founders of science in America, and the other great

students of nature, who have in previous years occupied the
elevated position in which I now stand, have addressed yo
upon many momentous subjects. In fulfilling the final dut

the laws of the Ass
r. • spoken to you in solemn and wise words (

duties and privileges of men of science, and the converse
duties of the nation toward those earnest and disinterested

promoters of knowledge. Others again have given you the
history of the developement of their respective branches of
study, and their present condition, and have, in eloquent dic-

tion, commended to your gratitude those who have esl

on a firm foundation the basis of our modern systems of inves-

tigation.

The recent changes in our constitution, by which you are led

from your two vice-presidents, and from the chairman
of the Chemical Sub-section, addresses on the progress made
during the past year, restrain me from invading their peculiar
fields of labor, by alluding to scientific work which has been
accomplished since our last meeting. While delicacy forbids
me from so doing, I am equally debarred from repeating to you
the brief sketch I endeavored to give at a former meeting *

Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., xxi, Portland.
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of the history, and present condition of Entomology in the

United^ States.

But it has appeared to me that a few thoughts, which have
impressed themselves upon my mind, touching the future re-

sults to be obtained from certain classes of facts not yet fully

developed on account of the great labor required for their

proper comparison, may not be without value. Even if the

facts be not new to you, I hope to be able, with your kind at-

tention, to present them in such way as to be suggestive of the

work yet to be done.

It has been perhaps said, or at least it has been often fch< >ught,

that the first mention of the doctrine of evolution, as now
admitted to a greater or less degree by every thinking man,
is found in Ecclesiastes, i, 9 :

" The thing that hath been is

that which shall be : an done is that which shall

be done ; and there is no new thing under the sun. Is there

anything whereof it maybe said, see, this is new? It hath

been already of old time, which was before us."

Other references to evolutionary views in one form or another

occur in the writings of several philosophers of classic times,

as you have had recent cause to remember.
Whether these are to be considered as an expression of a

perfect truth in the very imperfect language which was alone

te to the nation to whom this sacred book was imme-
diately addressed on the one hand : and the happy guesses of

philosophers, who by deep intuition had placed themselves in

close sympathy with the material universe on the other hand, I

shall not stop to inquire. The discussion would be profitless,

for modern science in no way depends for its magnificent

triumphs of fact and thought upon any utterances of the

ancients. It is the creation of pal labor of the

last two centuries, and its results can be neither confuted nor

earlie

doctrines of evolution to recall to your minds that the t

great schools of thought, which now divide philosophers, have

existed from very remote times. They are, therefore, in their

origin, probably independent of correct scientific knowledge
You have learned from the geologists, and mostly from

those of the present century, that the strata of the earth have

been successively formed from fragments more or less com-

minuted by mechanical action, more or less altered by chemical

combination and molecular rearrangements. These
were deih sited, or from material

brought up from below, or even thrown down from above, or

from the debris of organic beings which extracted their mineral

constituents from surrounding media. Nothing new has been

added, everything is old ; only the arrangement of the parts is
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new, but in this arrangement definite and recognizable un-
changed fragments of the old frequently remain." Geological
observation is now so extended and accurate that an ex-
perienced student can tell from what formation, and even from
•' " part •.,'. • o • ility, these fragments have been derived.

I wish to show that this same process has taken place in the
organic world, and that by proper methods we can discover in
our fauna and flora the remnants of the inhabitants of former
geologic times, which remain unchanged, and have escaped
those influences of variation which are supposed to account for
the differences in organic beings of different periods.

Should I succeed in this effort we will be" hereafter enabled
in groups of animals which are rarely preserved in fossil con-
dition to reconstruct, in some measure, the otherwise extinct
faunas, and thus to have a better idea of the sequence of
generic forms in time. We will also have conrirmatorx evidence
of certain changes which have taken place in the outline of the
land and the sea. More important still, we will have some in-

dications of the time when greater changes have occurred, the
rock evidence of which is now buried at the bottom of the
ocean, or perhaps entirely destroyed by erosion and separation.
Of these changes, which involved connections of masses of
lands, no surmise could be made except through evidence to
be gained in the manner of which I am about to speak.
My illust v be drawn from that branch of

zoology with which I am most familiar ; and it is indeed to
your too partial estimate of my studies in that science that I
owe the privilege of addressing you on the present occasion.

There are, as you know, a particular set of Coleoptera which
affect the seashore ; they are not very numerous at any locality,

but among them are genera which are represented in almost
every country oi the globe. Such genera are called cosmopoli-
tan, in distinction to those which are found only in particular

districts. Several of these genera contain species which are
very nearly allied, or sometimes, in fact, (indistinguishable and

identical, along extended lines of coasts.

Now it happens that some of these species, though they
never stray from the ocean shore inland, are capable of living

i n iivsh water lakes, and a few are found
- which are now quite-inland.

To take an example, or rather several examples together, for

the force of ti be thereby greatly increased.

Along the whole of the At! mtie. . ud the greater part of the
Pacific coast of the United States, is found in great abundance
on sand beaches, a species of Tiger-beetle, Ciciwkla hirticollis. an
act'u

. winged, and highly predaceous insect; the same species
occurs on the sand beaches of the great lakes, and were it con-
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of its existence. But it is also

found, though in much less abundance, in the now elevated

region midway between the Mississippi and Rocky Mountains.
Now, this is the part of the continent which, after the division

of the great intercontinental gulf in Cretaceous times, finally

emerged from the bed of the sea, and was in the early and
Certiary converted into a series of fresh water lakes. As

this insect does not occur in the territory extending from the

Atlantic to beyond the western boundary of Missouri, nor in the

interior of Oregon and California, I think that we should infer

that it is an unchanged survivor of the species which lived on
the shores of the Cretaceous ocean, when the intercontinental gulf

was still open, and a passage existed, moreover, toward the

southwest, which connected with the Pacific.

The example I have given you of the geographical distribu-

tion of Gcindela hirlicollis would be of small value were it an
isolated case ; nor would I hav< of occupy-
ing your time on an occasion like this, which is justly regarded
as one for the communication of important truths, this insect,

which I have selected as a type for illustrating the methods of

ition to which I invite your attention, is, however,
accompanied more or less closely by other Col eoptera, which

not particular as to the nature of their food so
' isects, and apparently are equally

indifferent to the presence of large bodies of salt water. First,

there is Cicindela lepida, first collected by my father near
Trenton, N. J., afterward found on Coney 'island, near New
York, and received by me from Kansas and Wisconsin ; not,

however, found west of the Rocky Mountains. This species,

thus occurring in isolated and distant localities, is probably in

progress of extinction, and may or may not be older than
(

',, i id hi liirticnUis. I am disposed to believe, as no representa-

tive species occurs on the Pacific coast, and from its peculiar

distribution, that it is older. Second, there is Dyscifn'"*

pallipennis, a small Carabide, remarkable among the other

species of the genus by the pale wing covers, usually orna-

mented with a dark spot. This insect is abundant on the

coast from New York to Virginia, unchanged in the

interior parts of the Mississippi Valley, represented at Atlantic

City, New Jersey, by a large and quite distinct specific form,

\ and on the Pacific coast by two or three species of

larger size and different shape, which, in my less experienced

youth, I was disposed to regard as a separate genus, Akep/iorus

This form is, therefore, in a condition of evolution - how, I

know not—our descendants may. The Atlantic species are
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winged, the Pacific one, like a large number of insects of that

region, are without wings.

Accompanying these are Coleoptera of other families, which
have been less carefully studied, but I will not trespass upon
your patience by mentioning more than two. Bledius pattipm-

i/linidm) is found on salt marshes near New York, on
the Southern sea-coast and in Kansas

—

Amvio>fonus fossor, a

wingless Tenebrionide, Trenton, sea-shore near New York, and
Valley of the Mississippi at St. Louis; thus nearly approxi-

mating (
• ibution.

We can thus obtain by a careful observation of the localities

of insects, especially such as affect sea-shore or marsh, and
those which being deprived of their favorite surroundings have
shown, if I may so express myself, ng to their

native soil, most valuable indications in regard to the time at

which their unmodified ancestors first appeared upon the earth.

For it is obvious that no tendency to change in diilerent direc-

tions by " numerous successive 'slight modifications "* would
produce a uniform result in such distant localities, and under
such varied conditions of life. Properly studied, these indica-

tions are quite as certain as though we found the well preserved
remains of these ancestors in the mud and sand strata upon
which they flitted or dug in quest of food.

Other illustrations of survivals from indefinitely more remote
times I will give you, from the Coleopterous fauna of our own
country, though passing time admonishes me to restrict their

that there are three great divisions of Coleoptt
name in the order of their complication of structural plan:
1. Ehynchophora ; 2. Heterornera ; 3. Ordinary or normal
Coleoptera; the last two being more nearly allied to each other
than either is to the first. I have in other places exposed the

characters of these divisions, and will not detain you by repeat-

ing them.

From paleontological evidence derived from other branches
of zoology we have a right to suppose, if this classification be
correct, that these great types have been introduced upon the
earth in tii •. • named them.
Now, it is precisely in the hrst and second series that the

most anomalous instances of g< tion occur;
that is to say, the same or nearh identical genera are repre-

sented by s'pe.-i os in very widely separated regions, wit hunt
occurring in intermediate or contiguous regions. Thus there
is a genus Mneax, founded by Mr. Pascoe. upon an Australian
species, which, when I saw it, I recognized as belonging to

* Origin of Species, 1869, 227.
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Xycto, 'ris, a California genus, established many years before,

and in fact barely specifically distinct from X. galeata. Two
other examples are Othrous and Eupleurida, United States

genera, which are respectively equivalent to Elacatis and

Ischalia, found in Borneo. Our native genera, Eurygmiw and

us, are represented by scarcely different forms in

Australia. All these belong to the second series (Heteromera),

and the number of examples might be greatly increased with

less labor on nr e on yours.

A single example irom the Rhynocophora, and I will pass to

another subject.

On the sea-coast of California, extending to Alaska, is a very

anomalous insect whose affinities are difficult to discern, called

. from it- occurrence under the sea-weed

cast up by the waves. It is represented in Australia by several

species of a nearly allied genus Aphela, found in similar situa-

In all entomological lating to geographical

n we are greatly embarrassed by the multitude of

species, and by the vague and <>piui<>i tiv< 12 nera founded

upon characters of small importance. The Coleoptera alone,

thus far described, amount to over 60,000 so-called species, and

there are from 80,000 to 100.000 in collections. Under these

circM istai <•< -
:

t is t\mtr iiMi ossible for one person to command
either the time or the material to master the whole subject,

and, from the laudable zeal of collectors to make known
what they suppose to be new objects, an immense amount of

synonymy must result. Thus, in tin- -nvt Catalogus Coleop-

terorum of Gemminger and Harold, a permanent record of the

untiring industry of those twoexcellent entomologists, speciesof

the genus Trechicus, founded by me upon a small North American
insect, are mentioned under five generic names, only one of

which is recognized as a synonym of another. Tin-
headings appear in so remote pages of the volume as 135,

146 and 289.

The two closely allied genera of Rhynchophora mentioned

above are separated by no less than 168 pages. It is. there-

fore, plain that, before much progress can be made in the line

of research which I have proposed to you, whereby we may
recover important fragments of the past history of the earth,

entomologv must be studied in a somewhat different manner

from that" now adopted. The necessity is everyday more

apparent that descriptions of heterogeneous material are rather

obstructive than beneficial to science, except in the case of

extraordinary forms likely to give information concerning

geographical' distribution or classification. Large typical col-

affording abundant material for comparison, for the
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approximation of allied forms, and the elimination of doubtful
ones, must be accumulated ; and in the case of such perishable
objects as those we are now dealing with, must be placed
where they can have the protecting influences both of climate
and personal care.

At the same time, for this investigation the study of insects

is peculiarly suitable: not only on account of the small size,

ease of collecting, and little cost of preserving, the specimens,
but because, from their varied mode of life in different stages

of development, and perhaps for other reasons, the species are

less likely to be destroyed in the progress of geological

changes. (For a fuller discussion of these causes and of sev-

eral other subjects which are briefly mentioned in this address,

the reader may consult an excellent memoir by my learned

friend, Mr. Andrew Murray, *• On the Geographical Relations
of the Chief Coleopterous Faunas," Journal of Linnsean Society,

Zoology, vol. xi.) Cataclysms and submergences, which
would anni aimals, would only float the tem-
porarily asphyxiated insect, or the tree trunks containing the

larvse and pupae to other neighboring lands. However that

may be, I have given you some grounds for believing that

many of the species of insects now living existed in the same
form before the appearance of any living genera of mammals,
and we may suppose that their unchanged descendants will

probably survive the present mammalian fauna, including our

I may add, moreover, that some groups, especially in the

Rhynchophora, which, as I have said above, I believe to be
the earliest introduced of the Coleoptera, exhibit with compact
and definite limits, and clearly defined specific characters, so

many gener at I am compelled to think that

we have in them an example of long sought unbroken series

extending, in this instance, from early Mesozoic to the present

time, and of which very few forms have become extinct.

I have used the word species so often that you will doubt-
less be incline 1 to ask, a- hat, then, is understood by a species?

Alas ! I can tell vou no more than has been told recently by
many others. It is an assemblage of individuals, which differ

from each other by very small or trifling and inconstant char-

acters, of much less value than those in which they differ from
any other assemblage of individuals. Who determines the
value of these characters ? The experienced student of that

department to which the objects belong. Species are, there-

fore, those groups of individuals representing organic forms
which are recognized as such by those who from natural power
and education are best qualified to judge.

You perceive, therefore, that we are here dealing with an
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entirely different kind of information from that which we gain

from the physical sciences ; everything there depends on accu-

rate observation, with strict logical consequences derived there-

from. Here the basis of our knowledge depends equally on

accurate and trained observation, but the logic is not formal

but perceptive.

This has been already thoroughly recognized by Huxley*
and Helmholtz,f and others, but we may properly extend the

inquiry into the nature and powers of this aesthetic perception

somewhat further. For it is to this fundamental difference

between biological and physical sciences that I will especially

Sir John Lubbock,:}: quoting from 01dfield,§ mentions that

certain Australians ' were quite unable to realize the most
vivid artistic representations. On being shown a picture of

one of themselves, one said it was a ship, another a kangaroo,

not one in a dozen identifying the portrait as having any con-

nection with himself.

These human beings, therefore, with brains very similar to

our own, and, as is held by some persons, potentially capable

of similar cultivation with ourselves, were unable to recognize

the outlines of even - ects as the features of

their own race. Was there any fault in the drawing of the

artist? Probably not. Or in the eye of the savage? Cer-

tainly not, for that is an optical instru itont of t<»le

structure, which cannot fail to lorm on the retina an accurate

image of the object to which it is directed. Where then is the

error? It is the want of capacity of the brain of the indi-

vidual (or rather of the race in this instance) to appreciate the

resemblance between the outline, t
1 v>\ . il luht and shade

of the object pictured, and the flat representation in color: in

other words, a want of "artistic tact" or aesthetic perception.

A higher example of a similar phenomenon I have ttyself

seen; many of you, too, have witnessed it, for it in of daily

occurrence. It is when travelers in Italy,

the temple of Art, even the hall of the Tribune at Florence,

stand in presence of the most perfect works of art which it has
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been given to man to produce, and gaze upon them with the

same difference that they would show to the conceptions of
mediocre artists exhibited in our shops. Perhaps they would
even wonder what one can find to admire in the unrivalled

collection which is there assembled. There is surely wanting
in the minds of such persons that high, aesthetic sense, which
enables others to enter into spiv

i
the great

artists whose creations are before them. Creations I said, and
I use the word intentionally. If there is one power of the

human soul, which more nearly than any other approaches the

faculty of creation, it is that which the almost inspired artist

develops out of a rude block of stone, or out of such mean
materials as canvas and metallic pastes of various colors,

figures which surpass in l.eauty and in power of exciting emo-
tion the objects they profess to represent.

Yet these unsesthetic and nonappreciative persons are just as

highly educated, and in their respective positions as good and
useful members of the social organism, as any that may be
found. I maintain only, they would never make good students

of biology.

In like manner, by way of illustrating the foregoing obser-

vations, there are some, who, in looking at the phenomena of

the external universe, may recognize only chance, or the " for-

tuitous concourse of atoms,'' pr it motions.

Others, having studied more deeply the nature of things, will

perceive the existence of laws, binding and correlating the

events they observe. Others again, not superior to the latter

in intelligence, nor in power of investigation, may discern a

deeper relation between these phenomena, and the indications

of an intellectual or aesthetic or moral plan, similar to that

which influences their own actions, when directed to the

attaining oi' a particular result.

These last will recognize in the operations of nature the
din ci ..n of a human intelligence. _•< aih < n ;

'"_• i. cap; !< of

r its will influences beyond our control; or they

ate in themselves a resemblance to a sup

e which enables them to be in sympathy with its

actions. Either may be true in individual instances of this

class of minds; one or the other must be true; I care not

which, for to me the propositions arc in this argument identi-

cal, though in speculative discussions they may be regarded
as t almost the oppositt poles of religious "belief. All that I
plead for is this, that those who have not this perceptive

power, and who in the present discus-
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In the case of want of perception of the Australian, a very

test can be applied. Il

presented by the artist,

f the photograph with those of the picture. If th

pie test can be applied. It is only to photograph the
' by the artist, and compare the outlines and

the picture

extent ; at least, however bad the artist, the human face could

never be confounded with a ship or a kangaroo.
Can we apply a similar test to the works of nature? I

think we can. Suppose that man—I purposely use the singu-

lar noun to indicate that all iiuma beings of similar intelli-

gence and education working toward a definite end, will work
in a somewhat similar mam t—suppose, then. I say. that man.

end.-a\ oring to carry out some object of importance, devises a

method of so doing, and creates for that purpose a series ot

small objects, and we find that these small objects naturally

di\ le and distribute themseh s in age ml lo dity. in a simi-

lar in tinier to that in which the species of a group of organ-

isms are divided in space, and distributed in time: and that

the results of man's labor are thus divided and distributed on

account of the necessarv inherent qualities of his intelligence

and methods of action, 'is not the resemblance between human
reason and the greater powers which control the manifestations

I now simply present to von this investigation. Time is

wanting for me to illustrate it bv even a single example, but I

feel sure that I have in the minds of some of vou already sug-

gested several applications ot it to the principle 1 wish to

teach- the resemblance in the distribution of the works of

nature to that of human contrivances evolved for definite

purposes.

II tii is kind of reasoning commends itself to vou, and you

thus perceive resemblances in the actions of the" Ruler of the

Universe to those of our own race, when prompted by the best

ami highest intellectual motives, vou will be willing to accept

the declaration of the ancient text, " He doeth not evil, and

abidnrh not with the evil inclined. Whatever he hath done is

good" ;* or that from our own canon of Scripture, " With him
is wisdom and strength, he hath counsel and understanding. f

The aesthetic character of natural history, therefore, prevents

the result* of its cultivation from being worked out with the

precision of a logical machine, such as with correct data ot

oV , n ,n I ,ul. -ulation uld b» 4 lit > fin it * >

f >nn

ulate the conclusions of physical investigation. Accord \vi as

the perception of the relations of mong them-

selvcs incomes more and m<.r j.retation ot

these relations will vary within limits; but we will be contin-

ually approxh u or spiritual truth.
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This kind of truth can never be revealed to us by the study
of inorganic aggregations of the universe. The molar, molecu-
lar and polar forces, by which they are formed, may be
expressed, so far as science has reduced them to order, by a
sum 1 1 number of -imply form dated laws, indicative neither of
purpose nor intelligence, when col inio limits.

In fact, taking also the organic world into consideration, we as

yet see no reason why the number of chemical elements known
to us should be so large as it is, and go on increasing almost
yearly with more minute investigation. To all appearance
the mechanical and vital structure of the universe would
remain unchanged i( hall oj them were struck out of existence.

Neither is there any evidence of mnllievnee or design in the
fact that the side of the moon visible to us exhibits only a
mass of volcanoes. Yet upon the earth, without the volcano
and the earthquake and the elevating force of which they are
the feeble indications, there would be no permanent separa-
tion of land and water; consequently no progress in animal
and vegetable life beyond what is possible in the ocean. To
us, then, as sentient beirms, the volcano and the earthquake,
viewed from a biological standpoint, have a profound sig-

It is indeed difficult to see in what manner the student of
purely physical science is brought to a knowledge of any evi-

dences of intelligence in the arrangement of the universe.

The poet, i ! abyaa
of space, and the transcendent glories of the celestial orbs, has

And his saying had a certain amount of speciousness, on
account of the magnitude of the bodies and distances with
which the student "of the stars is concerned. This favorite
line is, however, only an example of what an excellent writer
has termed "the unconscious action of volition upon cre-

dence," and it is properly in the correlations of the inorganic

ti we may hope to exhibit, with clearness, the adapta-
tions of plan

j

i executed.
In the methods and results of investigation, tl

tician differs from both the physicist ami the Mel .gist. Un-
confined, like the former, by the' few simple relations by which
movements in the inorganic world are controlled, he may not
only vary the form o| his malvsis, dmost at pleasut making
it more or less transcend ita ii ma \ d eii,,m. 1 it he may
introduce factors or relations, apparently inconceivable in real

existence, and t! - n int. rni *
t - m nto • suits ., Lite as real as

those of the legitii iate < ale ilus with w\v i la is working, b it

lying outside of its domain.
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If biology can ever be developed in such manner that its re-

sults may be expressed in mathematical formula3, it will be the

pleasing task of the future analyst to ascertain the nature of

the inconceivable (or imaginary as they are termed in mathe-

matics) quantities which must be introduced when changes of

form or structure take place. Such will be analytical mor-

phology, in its proper sense ; but it is a science of the future,

and will require for its calculus a very complex algebra.

In the observation of the habits of interior animals we rec-

ognize many complications of action, which, though directed

to the accomplishment of definite purposes, we do not entirely

end, They are, in many instances, not the result of

either the experience of the individual, or the education of its

parents, who, in low forms of animals, frequently die before

the hatching of the offspring. These actions have been grouped
together, whether simple or complex, as directed by what we
are pleased to call instinct, as opposed to reason. Yet there is

every gradation between the two.

Among the various races of dogs, the companions of man
for unnumbered centuries, we observe not only reasoning

powers of a rather high order, but also distinct traces of moral

sentiments similar to those possessed by our own race. I will

give no examples, for many may be found in books with which
you are familiar. A< ti >n- < mm nu r -. m j mental attribute

are also noticed in wild \o been tamed. You
will reply that these qualities have been developed by human
education ; but not so, there must have been a latent capacity

in the brain to receive the education and to manifest the re-

sults by the modification of the habits. Now it is because we
are vertebrates, and the animals of which I have spoken are

vertebrates, that we understand, though imperfectly, their

mental processes, and can develop the powers that are other-

wise latent Could we comprehend them more fully we would
find, and we do find from time to time in the progress of our

inquiries, that what was classed with instinct is really intel-

When we attempt to observe animals belonging to another

sub-kingdom, Articulata, for instance, such cases as bees, ants,

termites, etc., which are built upon a totally different plan of

structure, having no organ in common with ourselves, the

difficulty of interpreting their intellectual processes, if they

perform any, is still greater. The purposes of their actions we
can divine only by their results. But anything more exact

than their knowledge of the objects within their scope, more
ingenious than their methods of using those objects, more com-
plex yet well devised than their social and political systems, it

is impossible to conceive.
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We are not warranted in assuming that these actions are in-

stinctive, which, if performed by a vertebrate, we would call

rational. Instead of concealing our ignorance under a word
which thus used comes to mean nothing, let us rather admit
the existence here of a rational power, not only inferior to

ours, but also different.

Thus, proceeding from the highest forms in each type of
animal life to the lower, and even down to the lowest, we may
be prepared to advance the th a intelli-

gent in proportion to the ability of their organization to mani-
fesl i' telligence to us, or to each other; that wherever there is

voluntary motion there is intelligence, obscure, it may be, not
comprehended by us, but comprehended by the companions of
the same low grade of structure.

However this may be. 1 do not intend to discuss the subject
at present, but only wish, in connection with this train of
thought, to offer two suggestions.

The first is that, by pursuing different courses of investiga-

tion in biology, we may be led to opposite results. Commenc-
ing with the simplest forms of animal lit'--, or with the embryo
of the higher animals, it may be very difficult to say at what
point intelligence begins to manifest itself; our attention is

concentrated^ therefore, upon those functions which appear to

be the result of purely mechanical arrangements, acted upon
by external stimuli. The animal becomes to our perception

an automaton, and, in fact, by exercising some of the nervous
organs last developed in its growth, we can render an adult

animal j,n automaton, capable of performing only those habit-

ual actions to which its brain, when in perfect condition, had
educated the muscles of voluntary motion. On the other hand,

commencing with the highest group in each type.

downward, either in eta or in age of indi-

vidual, it is impossible to fix the limit at which intelligence

ceases to be apparent.
I have in this subject, as in that of tracing the past history

of our insects, in the first pnrt <>l this address, preferred the

latter mode of investigation : taking those things which are

nearest to us in time or structure, as a basis for the study of

those more remote.
The second consideration is, since it is so difficult for us to

understand the mental processes, whether rational or instinc-

tive (I care not by what name they are called) of beings more
or less similar, but inferior to ourselves, we should exercise

great caution when we have occasion to speak of the designs
of One who is infinitely greater. Let us give no place to the

crude speculations of would-be teleologists, who are, indeed,
in great part refuted already by the progress of science, which
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continually exhibits to us higher and more beautiful relations

between the phenomenon of nature "than it bath entered into

the mind of man to conceive." Let not our vanity lead us to

believe that because God has deigned to guide our steps a few

paces on the road to truth, we are justified in speaking as if

He had taken us into intimate companionship, and informed us

of all His counsels.

If I have exposed my views on these subjects to you in an

acceptable manner, you will perceive that in minds capable of

receiving such impressions biology can indicate the existence

of a creative or directive power, possessing attributes, some of

which resemble our own, and controlling operations which we
may feebly comprehend. Thus far natural theology, and no

farther.

What then is the strict relation of natural history or biology

to thai -ivat mass of learning and influence which is commonly
_v : arid to that smaller mass of belief and action

which is called religion ?

Some express the relation very briefly, by saying that sci-

ence and religion are opposed to each other. Others again that

they have nothing in common. These expressions are true of

certain lassos oi minds: but the greater number ol thinking

ated persons see that though the ultima'

taught by each are of qu^ite distinct'"nature, and ca

means come in conflict, iilasmuch as they have no
common, yet so far as these truths are iambodied in hu m; n la

guage and man ipulated b\1 human interests, they hav
mon dominion over the" soul of man. According to tl

i

:.-•''-

lision, even as the temporal and s; iritiial s« ven igns ol Japan

did, before the recent changes in that country.

In answering the query above proposed, it will be necessary

to separate the es.-ci
'

n from the accessories

oi tradition, usage, and most of all, organizations and inter-

pretations, which have, in the lapse of time, gathered around

the primitive or revealed truth.

With the latter the scientific man must deal exactly like

other men ; he must take it, or reject it, according to his spirit-

ual gifts, but he must not, whatever be his personal views,

discuss it or assail it as a man of science, for within his domain

of investigation it does not belong.

With regard to the accessories of traditions, inters

etc., our answer may be clearer when we have briefly reviewed

some recent events in what has been written about as the Con-

flict of Eel igion and Science. Some centuries ago, g]

logical disgust was produced by the announcement that the

sun and not the earth was the center of the planetary system.
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A few decades ago profound dissatisfaction was shown that the
evidence of organic life on the planet was very ancient. Re-
cently some annoyance has been exhibited because human
remains have been found in situations where they ought not to

have been, according to popularly receive! interpretation ; and
yet more recently much apprehension has been felt at the pos-

sible derivation of man from some inferior organism: an
hypothesis framed simply because in the present condit.on of

intellectual advancement no other can be suggested.

Yet all these facts, but the last, which still is an opinion,

have been accepted, after more or less bitter controversy on
bnth sides, and the fountain of spiritual truth remains un-

uded and undiminished. JNew mterprt
ts, supposed to be in conflict with the

in sought and found without difficulty. These much feared

be in conflict with the scientific facts,

facts have, moreover, given some of the strongest and
to modern exhortation and religious

has been beneficial. Scholastic interpretations, foun
perfect knowledge, or no knowledge, but mere guess, have been
replaced by sound criticisms of the texts, and their exegesis in

accordance with the times and circumstances for which they

brutality of physical war, and the horrors of the latter, as you
know, have been ameliorated only wis bin a very few years.

I fear that the unhappy spirit of contention still survives,
'

i th; • there are vet a few who fight for victory rather than for

truth. The deceptive spirit of Voltaire still buds forth occa-

sionally; he. who, as you remember, disputed the organic
nature of fossil shells, because in those days of schoolmen their

occurrence on mountains would be used by others as a proof of
a universal Noachian deluge. The power of such spirits is

v gone for any potent influence for evil, gone with the

•''piailv obstructive influence of the scholastics with whom they
formefly contended.

Since then there is no occasion for strict science and pure re-

ligion to be in conflict, bow shall the peace be kept between
them ? By toleration and patience. Toleration toward those
v;' no believe less than we do, in the hope that they, by cultiva-

tion or inheritance of aesthetic perception, will be prepared to
accept-something more than matter and energy in the universe,
and to believe that vitality is not altogether undirected colloid
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Toleration also toward those who, on what we think misun-

derstood or insufficient evidence demand more than we are pre-

pared to admit, in the hope that they will revise

texts which seem to conflict, or may hereafter conflict, with

facts deduced from actual study of nature, and thus prepare

their minds for the reception of such truths as may be dis-

covered, without embittered discussions.

Patience, too, must be counseled, for much delay will ensue

before this desired result is arrived at
;
patience under attack,

patience under misrepresentation, but never controversy.

will be hastened the time when the glorious, allsuffi-

freed from the incrasfe has been obscured by
the vanity of partial knowledge and the temporary contriv-

ances of human polity.

So, too, by freely extended scientific culture, may we hope

that the infinitely thicker and grosser superstitions and corrup-

tions will be removed, which greater age and more despotic

governments have accumulated around the less brilliant

though important religions of our Asiatic Aryan relatives.

These accretions being destroyed, the principal difficulty to the

reception by those nations of b ". us will be

obviated, and the intelligent Hindoo or Persian will not be

tardy in recognizing, in the pure life and elevated doctrine of

the sincere Christian, an addition to and fuller expression of

religious precepts with which he is familiar. In this manner
alone may be realized the hope of the philosopher, the dream
of the poet, and the expectation of the theologian—a universal

Art. XXXIV

—

On Hie Temperature attainable by Rock-crushing,

and its Consequences ,•* by Robert Mallet, F.RS.

Heat and Energy " (Phil. Trans., Part I, 1873), the main object

of the author was to prove that the annual work of f
1_

- globe, when transformed into heat, was more

than adequate for the supply of volcanic activity existing upon
1 -1

indie

* From the Philosophical Magazine for July, 1875.
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upon the more rapidly contracting nucleus, it was not necessary
i<» his argument to follow into detail the mechanism of local

dislocation and crushing due to such descent. Nor would the
limits of his paper admit of his entering into much detail as to
the circumstances attendi ig -ulm n.iicau dislocation and crush-
ing of rocky matter, or pointing out how some of these must
greatly fend to exalt the temperatures due to the transforma-
tion ol the mechanical work locally done. It was necessary to

annual supply of heat transformed from the work of secular
contraction were sufficient to meet the demands of existing
volcanic action, that he should not overrate the work so
transformed : and accordingly, in determining by experime»t a
measure for the amount of that work, the author viewed the
work of crushing of unconfined or unsupported masses alone
as the source, of heat, this method being that only which could
'"el p rieeth t nstwoi h\ experimental results. He paid no

I"-"-. U-.
i
to tin 'ad iitional work that must attend the collision

mid friction of already crushed masses in the further progress
>.' nation ami forced transport to points more or less

rom those at which the crushing had taken plnce.

The work of crushing in free air was capable of rigid determin-
ation; the work of subsequent deformation and transportation
can only admit of estimation upon assumed data, and these

we know' accui it. I. - .sition of the roeky
materials of our earth's crust, except at. the most inconsiderable

h high temperatures are capable of being
•ushed be

and which we must assume as those actu
nature The writer's object here is to poi

taking the annual supply of heat from trai

no complete measure of the highest temp
through its means be locally developed : 2nd
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" One point, however, must strike every reader of the

inal memoir, viz : the preeminence given by Mallet tu mo
crushing of solid rock as the means of producing beat and

fusion. One would naturally look to the results of his experi-

ments on this subject for the proof of the efficiency of this

agency. But we find that the maximum temperature resulting

from the crushing to powder of the hardest rock is something

over 217° Fahr. This, then, represents the maximum incre-

ment of temperature that can be rendered efficient toward the

fusing of rocks by the crushing process under the most favor-

able circumstances, viz : upon the supposition that it ta

instantaneously, or under such circumstances that the heat

cannot be conducted away, and, further, that the resistance of

the rock has not been materially diminished by the downward
increase of hypogeal temperature. At the "most moderate

depths at which volcanic phenomena can be supposed to

originate the last-mentioned factor must exert a very consider-

able influence, reducing material; increment.

Hence the numerical results of Mallet's laborious ex

on rock-crushing, however interesting and useful as affording a

definite measure of the thermal effects producible by this

means, yet fail to carry conviction as to the efficacy of this

particular modus operandi in reducing large masses of solid

rock to fusion, unless essentially supplemented by friction, not

so much of rock walls against each other, but more probably

by the heat produced within more or less comminuted detrital

or igneoplastic masses by violent pressure and deformation.

"It may be doubtful what would be the physical and

thermal effect of enormously great pressure upon rock powder

such as was produced in Mallet's experiments ; but it would

seem that if made to yield, the frictional effect must produce

very high temperatures. A fortiori, solid detrital masses of

variously sized fragments intermingled (such as, rather than

powder, would be likely to result from steady pressure), yield-

log rapidly under great pressures, might, under the combined

influence or ishing, well be supposed to reach

the temperature of fusion, which a simple crushing of a solid

mass by pressure would have failed to produce. Mallet men-

tions the probable influence of frier I n and o t! e -cpieezing of

igneoplastic masses, but does not attach to these agencies such

importance as they seem to me to deserve.

"Of the complex thermal effects of the movements of

* PhiL Mag., July, 1874, p. 41.
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detrital masses under great pressure Mallet's figures of course
offer no measure whatsoever ; nor is this, or even the thermal

Kits resulting from his rock-crushing experiments, at
all necessary to the establishment of the postulates of his

Subsequently the Rev. O. Fisher, in a paper read before the
Geological Society of London, May 12, 1875, entitled "Re-
marks upon Mr. Mallet's Theory of Volcanic Energy," has

the observations of Professor Hilgard, and extended
his objections to the author's theory in general in a way which

warranted. It will be sufficient here to quote the

-er :
—

" Indeed the form in which,
the objection to Mr. Mallet's reasoning suggested itself to my
mind on first reading his paper was simply this. If crushing
the rocks can induce fusion, then the cubes experimented upon
ought to have been fused in the crushing; and I still adhere
to this simple mode of expressing my objection." Again :

—

" He considers that the heat so developed may be localized,

and that the heat so developed bv crushing, say 10 cubic miles of
rock, may fuse 1 cubic mile. But I ask why so ? The work is

equally distributed throughout ; why should not the least be
so also? Or if not, what determines the localization? For
example, suppose a horizontal column 10 miles in length and 1
in sectional area to be crushed by pressure applied at its ends,
which of the 10 cubic miles is the one to be fused? But if no
cause can assign one more' than another, it is clear that they
will all be heated by 170° and none of them fused."

If a cube of rock, which in free air is found to crush under a
certain pressure, be imagined situated deep within a mass of
similar rocks and there crushed, it does not admit of dispute
that the work necessary to effect crushing must be largely

increased : the particles of the cube and the entire mass of sur-

rounding rocks are under the insistent pressure of the superin-

eambent rock in a state of elastic equilibrium. It follows,

therefore, that the pressures of the surrounding rock produce
the same effect upon the cube as to crushing
as if they were cohesive forces acting within the cube ; and the

work necessary to crush the cube by its finally giving way, in

whatever direction this encastrement by pressure may be least,

will be increased over that which would crush it in free air

nearly in the ratio in which the imaginary cube is exposed to

external pri than thai in air. Thus, if the cube of
Guernsey granite (No. 12, Table I, Phil. Trans., part 1, 1873,
p. 186) win H.2 lbs. per square foot to crush

, equivalent to a superincumbent column of the i

rock of the mean specific gravity 2'858, or weighing 178-

lbs. per cubic foot, be supposed situated at a depth of te
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twenty statute miles, it will require rather more than 214, or, at

twenty miles, 4*28 times as much pressure upon two opposite

faces to crush it that it did when in air ; and if we assume the

displacement of the crushed particles after crushing to be the

same as in the case of the cube crushed in air, then the

work and the heat due to its transformation will be also 2 -14,

or 4'2s rimes us -rent.. And, as in the ease of the cube crushed

in air the heat developed was sufficient to fuse at (at 2000°

Fahr.) 0-108 of its own volume, or, in other words, the crush-

ing of 10 cubic feet of the rock would be required to raise to

that point one cubic foot, then in the case of the imaginary

cube situated at the depth of ten miles enough heat would be

evolved by the work of crushing each cubic toot to fuse <»-j:;i

cubic foot, or, at twenty miles, to fuse 462 cubic foot of the

same rock, or nearly half the volume crushed,—and this assum-

ing that the initial temperature of the rock at 10 or 20 miles

depth was onlv 57° Fahr. as in the author's experiments,

instead of from 500° to 1000° Fahr. or more as it may be at 10

to 20 miles depth. Therefore, under the pressure due to a

depth of 20 miles and an initial temperature of 1000° Fahr.,

the heat developed by the work of crushing each cubic foot of

rock will be sufficient to fuse its own volume. Thus also if we
assume the fusing-point of the rocks not to be 2000° Fahr.. as

indicated by the author's experiments on the cooling of slags,

but consider;! >i\ i u w\\ <-.\y 2500° or more, we have still a

sufficient supply of heat due to crushing alone to bring OS of

the entire volume to the fusing-point.

These considerations, apart from all others yet to be adverted

to. appear fulh - ifHcn nt to refute the Rev. O. Fisher's first ob-

jection above quoted ; indeed the statement that if under any

circ: instances and in the rock-masses of nature "crushing can

induce fusion, then the cubes experimented upon ought to have

been fused in the crushing," seems as unsupportable as it

would be to affirm that no heat is developed by the slow oxida-

tion {eremacavsix) into water and carbonic acid of a pound of

wood, which when burned develops a well-known amount of

The depths above assumed do not widely differ from those

at which the foci of earthquakes have been found i

(Report on Neapolitan Earthquake) in 1857, and by others

since that time, and which may be presumed to indicate in

eome degree the possible depth of volcanic activity.

The writer now proceeds to reply to the second objection of

the Rev. O. Fisher as above quoted, which appears to him

bas< 1 entirely on a misconception of the physical conditions

involved. Let us consider what will happen in the case of a

prism or column of rod an unyield-
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ing mass. If the prismatic mass be not homogeneous through-
out, crushing will commence at the weakest place; if it be
perfectly homogeneous, crushing will commence and continue
where the prism is in contact with a fixed mass, and that
whether the prism be crushed at one or both ends—because it

is at such surface of contact that the compression of the
particles of the prism is greatest, and where therefore the
elastic limit of their cohesion is first and successively over-
passed. This may be seen illustrated in the stonework of
buildings the material of which is overloaded, where crushing
or spaUinff off of the ashlar stones only occurs at and near the
joint* In either case, whether the prism be homogeneous or
not, the crushing must lie Idealized either to the end or end< of
the prism, or to the plane of weakness where it first yields, and
which then lieeomes the crushing surfaces of two opposed
prisms, ft is these physical conditions which "determine the
Idealization" of crushing in the prism, and which conditions
have been disregarded in the Rev. O. Fisher's objection. Let
us now consider the subsequent effects of the successive crush-
ing of a column of prismatic mass of rock, one extremity of

which is continually urged against the face of a fixed mass of
I'oek which does not yield, a case which approximates to that
which most frequently occurs in nature, and which, to fix our
ideas, we may suppose presents a face for crushing one square
foot; and being continually urged forward, and the pre— u re
!,f :ia: greatest where the pressing column comes into contact
with the fixed mass of rock, the extremity of the column sup-

s'
1 '><

! hdiiidLM io m.- 'hereto, are continu-
lb eru.h.d ^ a .u,.,-,~, n A , , ~«h n m e , m< «N The
hist cubic toot of the column that is crushed has its tempera-
tare raised, let us suppose, by the minimum of 217 \ The
'''islied fragments at tins temperature are pushed aside by the
advancing column, whose extremity is thus surrounded by
crushed materials at a temperature' of 217°, and the second
foot in length of the column becomes crushed. But the

'"'^•rial of this second cubic foot is at a higher temperature
before it is crushed than was the first cubic foot; so that the
l!/<|f due to the transformed work of crushing of each succes-
sive cubic foot of rock raises its temperature to a higher point
than that of the preceding one, because each successive cubio
foot at the instant bcii.r.- crushing is at a temperature already
higher than the preceding ones, resulting from the heat taken

"P by the uucrushed column from the hotter portions of

material surrounding it that have already been heated by
* See also E. Hodgkinson's experiments on the directions of fracture of crushed

.1. n . and Tredgold on Cast Iron, by Hodgkinson,
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crushing; so that, if T be the temperature produced in the

first cubic foot crushed, and t be the temperature of the crush cd

material which communicates a portion of its heat to the next

cubic foot crushed, the temperatures of successive cubic feet

c¥ush< d may be illustrated by some such series as the follow-

ing:—
Cubic feet crushed.

We have here supposed the column crushed at atn

pressure; but if crushed under an insistent column of 20 miles.

then the temperature T would be 4 '28 times 2 17°= 928°, and

the subsequent temperatures correspondingly increased.

No limit arises to •
•

ri< >n of temperature

while the rock retains its rigidity : after that has been seriously

impaired or lost, any further exaltation of temperature apart

tru.-ion or transport of fragmentary matter, as here-

after referred to, becomes dependent upon" the deformation

and detrusion of a more or less plastic mass, ft is well ascer-

tained, however, by observation on a great scale, that granite

remains rigid at a temperature nearly approaching the soften-

ing point ot east iron:* so that a large range oi rigidity must

exist for the exaltation of its temperature "in the way above

suggested: and in the state of aggregation which we are war-

ranted in suppo.-iu- rocky masses to cm-*
depths, it is pi > >al I that this rang* ot rigidit\ v ould be even
further extendeil than in the case of granites found at or near

the present surface of our globe.

There is a close analogy between the conditions of gradual

exaltation of temperature above sketched, and those by

heated from the temperature ot the stei

fusion of those bodies. The aerolite,

which, according to Schiaparelli, may in some instances be forced

atmosphere with a relative velomtv exc
feet per second (one enormously exc > . \\ w_r r j 1:lt at vhi< h air can

rush into a vacuum), com.piv.sses the stratum of air i mined iatel.v

in ad\ anee in ; !i lost tin sat in manm r a- it at the li st inst; nt <>t

contact the air were a rigid body. The temperature develop, d

is greater as the velocity of compression is so, and as the volume
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compressed is less; the most highly heated air is therefore the
stratum directly in contact at any instant with the .-tone; and
the latter licks up mure or less of the heat as it passes through
a succession of such compressed strata, and so receives continual
accessions of heat until the temperature of the meteoric stone
itself reaches the limit given by that of the stratum of compressed
air in immediate contact with it at any instant. If a body as
mobile and compressible as air can thus by sufficiently rapid
compression be raised above the temperature of incandescence,
we may readily conceive how great an exaltation of temperature
may be produced in the rigid materials of our earth's crust

when exposed to a pressure which may be viewed as limitless

in reference to the resistance opposed to it, and which, in con-
sequence of the conditions of elastic resilience hereafter referred

to, may give rise to motion and crushing with velocities even
\ i •._ -

i. - -I ,.t 1 - r
i \ erse our atmosphere.

The well-known experiment of rutting a hard steel file in two
by the rapid rotation of a thin disk of soft sheet iron pressed
against it is another example. The heat developed at the work-
ing-point, so far as it is eommimi.-at.-d :<» th di-k. U rapidly

carried off and dissipated by its rotation, and it thus remains
cool enough to be touched 'by the hand, although the heat de-

veloped by it and accumulated at and near the working-point
in the file is sufficient to raise that to the temperature at which
cast steel becomes softened and approaches fusion.

The cutting of steel railway bars across when at a very low
red heat by a rapidly revolving circular saw, which revolves

partialh immersed in "cold water, and from whose action a tor-

rent of incandescent fragments of steel is discharged, is a like

Besides the heat transformed from the work of compression
and crushing, a large amount of heat must also be generally

produced by transformation of the work expended in friction

and h trusion. No experiments have as yet, to the author's

Ige, been made upon the amount of heat developable in

fragmentary pulverulent masses, such as sand, by the forcible

">u of more or less of the particles; nor do we know
with certainty the conditions under which external mechanical
pressure is transmitted through sand or like discontinuous mat-
ter. As in rigid solids exposed to unequal mechanical pressures
there exist planes or surfaces within the mass such as have
been denominated by Moseley ''planes of easiest shearing.'' or
sliding, so in masses of pulverulent matter, whatever be the
shape or size of the particles, provided th.-st be -mia!l in relation

to the whoa i d adhesion (if any) small also,
S| i<'h planes must by unequal mechanical pressure be brought
into existence. Along any such plane we may imagine the
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sand or other pulverulent matter forced to move over itself in

opposite directions at opposite sides of the plane; that is to say.

we may suppose the sand forced along such a plane much in the

same way that a mass of sandstone or of granite would be forced

along such a shearing plane as had been produced in it previously

by mechanical pressure. If this reasoning be admitted, we must
suppose that heat would be developed along such a plane and

at short distances from it in a way more or less analogous to

that produced by forcing one rough surface of stone over another.

What the coefficient of friction in this case would be can only

be determined by experiment ; but we may justifiably conclude

that the amount of friction per unit of surface would increase

proportionately to the pressure applied externally to the entire

mass—exposed to more or less of which, motion at any such

surface of friction must take place. Coulomb, Morin, and

others have found the friction of some sorts of rough stone

upon other rough stone to reach as much as three-fourths the

pressure; and should this coefficient increase proportionately

under the enormous pressures to which a discontinuous mass at

several miles depth may be subjected, we can readily see that

the transformed heat, of triefion produced by internal move-
ring place in such materials after crushing has occurred,

must be the source of a large amount of heat over and above
that originally due to the crushing itself. Thus, for example,
if we assume a surface of such disintegrated material O ii.u

over a similar surface, or oyer a rough surface of coherent rock,

and under the pressure of ten miles of rock of the specific

gravity of granite, at the rate of one foot per second, and if we
take the coefficient of friction as low as 0-h, we h tv> 4.;k2n <'"»•'

foot-pounds of frietional work per second, which, divided by

J (= 772), gives 5604 units of heat evolved per second from
each square foot of surface ; and to this development there is

no limit while the circumstances continue the same, except that

of the distance that one surface is forced over the other. And
great as is this evolution of heat under such enormous pressures.

it would be further increased in the event of the fragmentary

particles being heated so as to present incipient viscosity of

surface and more or less of mutual agglutination.

Temperature with respect to am g'iv< solid material is de-

pendent upon the units of heat present in a unit of mass or of

volume of the substance. If for the same total heat we dimin-

ish the mass or volume, the temperature is proportionately in-

creased. When the material is surrounded by matter capable

of carrying otf hen by conduction, or eveetion, or radiation.

and the heat is evolved' within the mass by work done upon it.

then another condition, that of time, has to be taken into ac-

count : for thin which a jiven amount ot
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beafdue to transformation of work is evolved within the unit
of mass, the less of that total is dissipated by conduction, &c.
A familiar example of this is every day seen in the light and

rited by abrasive friction, or collision between hard
bodies. When~ two lumps of granite or other hard stone are
struck: together, heat and light arc instantly evolved at the
small surface of contact, where the material of one or both
masses is crushed. The work done may be but that of the
crushing of a fraction „of a grain of the stone ; but it is great
in reference to the extremely brief instant of time during which
the work is performed : the crushed particles are raised to a

ot luminosity for a brief moment because there is

not rime for the surrounding surfaces of the cold stone to carry
off the heat evolved by conduction, though the dissipation of
heat thus produced is such that the luminosity again instantly
disappears. The temperature at the crush in<i- point i- greater
as the work done in a unit of time and upon a given weight of
the teat' rial is greater. That the temperature capable of being
thus produced pproaclms that ot the tuning-point of steel, is

of a gundock by the flint. In the case of small masses of rock,
e< ;• cut from the phenomenon of a spark struck from the steel

such as the l^inch cubes of the author's experiments, crushed
between two opposite surfaces of steel, the actual temperature
of the crushed particles can never be found to reach that due
to the work of crushing; for the heat of relatively small mass
of the crushed cube in close contact with far larger mas.-es of
cold steel of high, conductivity is carried off almost as fast as
it is evolved ; and as the total amount of heat evolved from the
crushing ot such a cube of the hardest rock experimented upon
by the author (namely, number 12, Table I, Phil. Trans., part 1,

1873, p. 186) could raise its own mass only through 217°, if the

temperature of fusion of the rock may be taken at 2000°, it is

obvious that such a cube could not "be fused bv the work of
crushing;alone, even though all the heat due to the crushing

In the ease of a cube such as this losing heat bv dissipation.

rushing is done. In {}<> author' s ex peri-

r than that in vhich a hea\ v b >dvc

f a second : for more r , tha t the

«ch each other. If, how.ever,

the conditions had been such that but -th the abc

expended in the crushing, then a proportionately
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of the heat evolved would have been dissipated ; and this, we
shall see further on, must be the case in nature. When two
roc:, -ui .;u-i-> ;nv urged against each other in the shell of our

globe by the o£ support by contraction of

the nucleus, the rocky masses I rom the op-

posed surfaces are brought into a state of elastic compression,

gradually increasing up to the crushing-point somewhere, when
a greater or less portion of rock suddenly gives way by crush-

ing and is more or less removed by detrusion in some lateral

direction. The material of the rock for a greater or less dis-

tance from the crushing-point is therefore in the condition of a

compressed spring which is suddenly released. When so re-

leasee, the velocity of resilience depends principally upon the

modulus of elasticity of the rock; and the velocity of release

of tlif spring, which is that with which the crushing is performed,

is extremely great in the case of hard granite or generally simi-

lar homogeneous rock, in which it probably exceeds 10,000 feet

per second, though in very much less-elastic rocks falling con-

siderably short of this.* "But had the rock-specimen crushed

in the author's experiments been a cubic foot in place of an inch

and a half cube, the time of crushing must have been greater

than -249 second (or nearly a quarter of a second), or the

crushing would have m arly a velocity of 2

feet per second, and that would be less than TS'„ of the velocity

with which the same would have been crushed if circumstanced
as in the shell of our globe. And if we extend our view from
the crushing of a cubic foot or two to that of a cubic mile or

more, we see that there would be very little of the total heat

evolved lost by dissipation, there being scarcelv anv time in

which that could occur, the possible rate of crushing "of a cubic

mile being less than half a second.

In the case of a very large mass of rock crushed simultane-

ously, or nearly so, as every portion of the rock evolves heat

proportionate to the crushing-work done upon it, so the heated,

portions of crushed material situated near the exterior of the

entire mass act as "jackiting^ so as to preserve the deeper-seated

portions of the heated mass almost absolutely from any dissi-

pation of heat for a considerable length of time, that time de-

pending. cmteris paribus, on the conductivity of the crushed

materia! and the difference in temperature between the crushed

materia! and the uncrushed rock adjacent to it. There are some
experimental grounds for concluding that the absolute crush-

ing-force per unit of volume in any given rock increases as the

absolute volume of the mass simultaneously crushed becomes
greater; thus it has been found by Hoi et that large cubes of

stone required a proportionately larger crushing- force than

* See the author's " Earthquake-wave Experiments," Phil. Trans., L865
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smaller ones ; much stress, however, cannot be laid upon this,

as we cannot assume with any certainty what are the precise

08 under which rock-surfaces in our earth's shell are
forced together, and the distribution of the crushing-pressure
may be indefinitely varied.

In the author's experiments the cubes crushed by pressure on
two opposite faces were free upon the other four ; it cannot be
doubted that, had only two opposite faces been free and the
pressure applied simultaneously upon the four other faces, two
and two respectively, the pressure necessary for crushing or the
work thereof would ha v< hern considerably men ised. Further,
if none of the faces were free, and all those except the two

3 faces to which the crushing pressure is supposed applied,

motion outwards of any of their particles opposed by
an initial pressure, such as that of an insistent mass of rock,

the work to be done to produce crushing would be n<

increased by the amount required to overcome such initial

pressure, as has been already pointed out
Another and further source of heat arises after crushing and

detrusion of the fragmentary matter, and after the latter has
arrived at a temperature at which the fragments have become
more or less viscous and adherent by reason of the further work
expended in the deformation and detrusion by forcing forward
through highly irregular or constricted rock-channels of the

heated and now viscous mass. There do not exist at present
sufficient data by which to calculate the amount of work neces-

sary to a given amount of deformation in viscous masses; and
hence we cannot calculate the amount of heat that in nature

might arise from it. Hirn, however, has shown that in the case
of plastic bodies, such as lead, the heat developed is propor-

tionate to the work done in deformation ; so that, if we knew
the pressure per unit of surface necessary to produce a certain

deformation in an already heated mass of given viscosity, we
could calculate how much its temperature would be exalted
by the work of the assigned deformation.

Examples, however, are not wanting which prove that a very
large exaltation of temperature can thus be produced—as, for

example, in the old-fashioned method by which bla

were accustomed to light their fires. A th'in square rod of very
good tough iron was hammered at its extremity by a succession
of rapidly given blows from a light hand-hammer. After a
minute or so the rod, for the portion of its length hammered at

the extremity, became red. and in a second or two more of

distortion <>f its form by continuance of the hammering, the
iron could be made nearly white hot.

A similar example, on a much - in the pro-

cess of rolling iron or steel. When a heavy billet of iron or
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steel, heated to a brilliant yellow heat, is passed between the

rolls of the iron mill, and the massive lump is rapidly elongated

into a bar, its temperature, notwithstanding that it is rapidly

and constantly losing heat by radiation and evection, is observed

white or welding hot by the transformation into heat of the

work of deformation so 'rapidly and powerfully applied to it.

The action of the machine employed in the arsenal at Wool-
wich for making lead rods to be afterward pressed into bullets

affords another striking example. In this machine a cylindric

block of lead, maintained at a temperature of 400° Fahr., is by
a steady pressure upon the end, which is 8"'5 in diameter, of

16,700 lbs. per square inch of its surface, forced through an

aperture at the other extremity into a rod of 0"'52o diameter,

at such a rate that five inches in length of the cylindric block

becomes a rod of about 100 feet in length of the above diame-

ter per minute. We have thus 393,906 foot-pounds of work
done upon the lead per minute, dividing which by J we have
510-2 British units of heat developed per minute from the

transformed work. In the actual machine the whole of this is

ultimately iis^ii a ted and lost; but if noneof it were dissipated,

as the cylindric block of lead of 8 '5 in. diameter bV 0416 ft.

(5 inch.--) wei-hs Ufr'S lbs., and the specific heat of lead is

= 0-029 (or perhaps a little more at 400° Fahr.), it follows that

the heat developed l>v its deformation from the short cylindric

block or 5 in.-hes length to a rod of about 100 feet !

enough to raise the temperature of the lead ihrouedi 1M V dn\,

or, were no heat lost, to raise its temperature from 400° to 551°

or thereabouts— that is. within about 50° of its melting point.

If, therefore, we could by a reverse process squeeze the 100-foot

rod back into the original block ..f V\">Xo . we should find

the lead in the latter not only liquid, but considerably above
its temperatue of fusion, or at nearly 700° Fahr. It is obvious,

therefore, that any viscous or plastic body such as lava, contin-

ually forced through apertures varying in area and form and
suffering continual' deformation, as when forced through a vol-

canic tube or vent, must have its temperature continually exalted

so long as it continues thus to be urged forcibly forward, assum-
ing, as is very nearly the truth in nature, that an extremely
small proportion of the heat developed in the process can be

dissipal 1 by conduction to the walls of the tube.

The preceding remarks appear to the writer sufficient to

show that there is • in the conception in-

volved in his original memoir (Phil. Trans. 1873), but not there

temperatures consequent upon
crushing the materials of oar earth's crust are sufficient locally

to bring these into fusion.



Art. XXXV.—Sir Charles Lyell.

No European geologist was so well known, personally, in

the United States as Lvell. His two visits to this country, in

1841 and 1845, recorded in four volumes of travel character-

ized by great good judgment, large mindedness and catholicity,

made his id, and gave a degree
of popularity hero J' his philosophic; ami technical writings

which ihev would otherwise have hardly obtained.

Called by Mr. Lowell to Boston in 1841 to deliver a course

of twelve lectures on Geology before the ''Lowell Institute,"

Lyell was the first European, of eminence in science, v. ho

appeared upon the platform as a lecturer before an American
audience. That his lectures were highly esteemed is well known,
and it was a sufficient evidence of this that he was again

invited to Boston on alike commission in 1845-6, and before

the same institution. The personal relations and friendships

conniaaiced on these . ..vadons endured to the end, and were
rendered doubly interesting by the charm shed over every
social relation by Lady Lyell. who won univei al esteem by
those qualities of manner which were less prominent in her

often abstracted husband. The following familiar private letter

from the late Dr. Mantel], written in 1841 to Prof. Silliman (the

elder), gives a vivid sketch of Lvell as he appeared to his

-ociates at the time of' his first visit to the United
States. As all the parti;.- named in this letter are now passed

away there can be no objection to its reproduction in this con-

" London, June 14th, 1841.
14 My very dear friend :

"I wTas about to write you to

inform you of Mr. Ly ell's intentions which he communicated
to me but a short time since. I dined with him last week—

a

farewell party. His < larminu litth wile, a daughter of Mr.

Leonard Horner, accompanies him. I have said so much of

you and yours to her that she is quite anxious to visit New
Haven: it she does I am sure you will he delighted with her.

And now for a strictly private sketch of my old friend. About
twenty years or more ago, one beautiful summer evening, a
young Scotchman called at Ca-tle Place (Lewes*) and an-

nounced himself as Mr. Lyell, stati <d of geol-

oirv. had been att< inline Jameson's lect in - at Kdinh ir-h. and
: i sited his ti r Ah Mater. Mid rst Gr; amar School,
in the west of Sussex: and that, while rambling about the
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neighborhood, he found some lal -rone which

thej called whin. As this term is Scotice trap, the young
traveler was much puzzled to know how such a rock appeared

in the south of England, and upon inquiry of one of the laborers

why the stone was so called, the man referred him to 'a mons-

trous clever mon as lived at Lewes, a doctor who knowed all

about them things and got curiosities out of the chalk pits to

make physic with.' The man, in short, had been formerly a

Lewes quarryman, and one of my collectors. Mr. LyvW being

alone and on horseback and having nothing better to do, rode

gently over the South Down, some twenty-five miles, and at

the close of the day found himself at my residence. We were

mutually pleased with each other; my few drawers of fossils

were soon looked over, but we were in gossip until morn-

ing, and then commenced a friendship which has continued

till now.
Mr. Lyell was educated for the bar. He practiced on the

western circuit seven or eight years, and he allowed me to cor-

respond with him >nl; •'. iring the vacations. His father, who
is a Scotch Laird, is

- ere are several sons and
daughters. Mr. Lyell is the eldest, and at the death of the

father inherits the family estate, which, I believe, is moderate.

However, about seven or eight years after our acquaintance,

Mr. Lyell with great good sense, abandoned his profession, with
his father's consent, and devoted himself wholly to geology,

content with a moderate income, and living in a very unosten-

tatious manner in an unfashionable part of the city. A few

years ago he married Miss Horner, who is much younger than

himself (Lyell is 45 or 46), and a more suitable companion he

could not have found. He has no children. In person, Lyell

presents nothing remarkable except a broad expanse of fore-

head. He is of the middle size, a decided Scottish physiogno-
my, small eyes, fine chin and a rather proud or reserved ex-

pression <>f countenance. He is very absent, and a slow but

profound thinker. He was Professor in King's College, London,
and gave lectures there and at the Eoyal Institution, bat it so

happened that I never heard him lecture. He alv.

part in the discussions at the meetings of the 1

1

Society, but he has not I alin in sp< iking: there is hesita-

tion in his manner, and his voice is neither powerful nor

melodious, nor is his action at all imposing. As a popular

lecturer he would stand no chance with Buckland or Sedgwick.
He is providing himself with very beautiful illustrations tor his

lectures at Boston ; and I should suppose the prestige of his

name and his European reputation will insure him a flatter-

ing reception. * * * * There is a hauteur or re-

serve about Mr. Lyell to strangers that prevents his being



so popular among our society as he deserves to be. I believe
bim to have an excellent heart, and he is very kind and affec-

tionate when his better feelings are called upon." * * * *

This criticism of Lyell's style and manner as a public speaker
was certainly well founded, as all will agree who ever hear.! him
lecture. But despite all infelicities, so great was the value and
richness of his matter, that he commanded the most respectful

an i ii 'rested attention from his auditors. The reader <>! his

"Principles" could not fail, however, to be struck with the fact

that the classic elegance of Lyell's style, for which his more
ns are so justly celebrated, must have been

the result of much labor.

We cite from the : nine edited by Henry
Woodward, F.R.8, the following notice of his life and
labors. A more elaborate memoir may be expected in the
next annual address of the President of the Geological Society
of London.

long life of scientific labor, passed peacefully from amongst
us, to his honored rest.

" To the outside world it may seem strange that the death of
a man who was neither statesman, soldier, nor public orator,

should arouse our sympathies so strongly, or that he should be
so highly esteemed all over the world; but geologists know
well what Lyell has done for them since he published the first

volume of ' The Principles of Geology ' in 1830.

> remember that those clear and
advanced views, for which he became so justly celebrated,

were advocated by him forty-five years ago, at a time when
scientific thought was still greatly trammelled by a strong re-

as, and men did not dare to openly avow their belief

in geological discoveries nor accept the only deduction which
could be drawn from them.
"Born at Kinnordy, his father's seat near Kerriemnir, in

Bferfarehwi, on the 14th of November, 1797, Lyell received his

early education at a private school at Midhurst, and completed
it at Exeter College, Oxford, where he took his Bachelor's

degree iu 1819, obtaining a second-class in Classical honors in

am On leaving the University, he studied for the

Bar, but n> profession, his tastes having been
led by Dr. Bia-kland's lectures to the study of geology as a
science. In 1824 he was elected an Honorary Secretary of the

Geological Society of London, of which he was one of the ear-
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liest Fellows. On the opening of King's College, London, a few

years later, lie was appointed its first Professor of Geology.

He had already contributed some important papers to the
* Transactions ' of the Geological Society, including one ' On a

Recent Formation of Freshwater Limestone in Forfarshire, and
on some Recent Deposits of Freshwater Marl, with a comparison

of recent w ;
: Kormati- uts, and an Appendix

on Gyrogonilts. uv Seed-Vessels oi Chara:' also one 'On the

Strata of the Plastic Clay Formation exhi

tween Christctmrch Head, Hampshire, and Studland Bay,

Dorsetshire;' another *On the [' llordwell

Cliff, Beacon Cliff, and Barton Cliff, Hampshire;' and' an

elaborate paper on the ' Belgian Tertianes.' In 1827 he con-

tributed to the Quarterly a review of Mr. Poulett Scrope's

'Geology of Central France ' (the perusal of which is said hrst

to have stimulated him to prepare and publish 'The Principles

of Geology 'on which his repm ical writer

mainly rests). These lesser works all showed a power of ob-

servation and of generalization which prepared the learned

world for some greater and more in om his pen,

which should deal, not with local details, but with the general

principles of the science. Nor were they disappointed when
his rruKjitum opus, 'The Principles of Geology.' appeared in

three successive instalments, pal sly in 1830,

1832, and 1833. The work, subsequently enlarged into two

volumes, has passed through numerous editions, and is -till in

as much demand as ever among students of the science. The
work was subsequently divided into two parts, which have

been published as distinct books, viz. 'The Principles of

Geology, or the Modern Changes of the Earth and its Inhabit-

ants, us illustrative of Geology,' and secondly, '-The Elements
of Geology, or the Ancient Changes of the' Earth and its In-

habitants, as illustrated by its Geological Monuments.' The
substance of the last-named work has also been published under

the title of 'The Manual of Elementary Geology,' a French

translation of which was issued under the auspices of the

famous Arago.

"Already, some time previous to the publication of this

work, Mr. Lyell had been chosen a Vice-President of the

I Society; and in 1828 he had undertaken a journey

into the volcanic regions of Central France, visiting Auvergne,

Cantal, and Velay, and continuing his journey to Italy and

Sicily. He published the results of this expedition in the

'Edinburgh Pi ilosoj hieal Transactions,' and also in the 'An-

nates des Sciences Naturelles.'

•'It was, however, the publication of his 'Principles of

Geology' that gave him that established reputation which he
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ever since continued to enjoy. ' Which of us,' asked Prof.

Huxley, in his Anniversary Address to the Geological Society
in 1869, 'has not thumbed every page of the "Principles of
«i A I think that he who writes fairly

the history of his own progress in geological thought will not

easily be able to separate his debt to Hutton from his ofa

to Lyell.' This cordial testimony of a fellow-laborer in the

cause of -
- Sir Charles

Lyell"s place in the history of that task. He was a man of
singularly open mind, one of those who stand above their

contemporaries and hail the dawn of new truths upon the

world. His own work- mark the progress of his own as well

as of the public opinion on the great problems raised by scien-

tific discovery, and he remained to the end of his life always
ready for the reception of new facts, and for the corresponding

modifications of opinion.

"Sir Charles Lyell had traveled and seen much. Thus in

early manhood he' explored many parts of Norway, Sweden,
:>!..- •

erne regions ot Catalonia. In 1836 he visited the Danish
Islands of Seeland and Monen, to examine their Cretaceous and
Tertiary strata. In 1841 he was induced to cross the Atlantic,

partly in order to deliver a course of lectures on his favorite

science at Boston, and partly in order to make observations on
the structure and formation of the Transatlantic Continent. He
remained in the United States for a year, traveling over the

Northern and Central States, a.- oey as tar

souri ward as Carolina, and northward to Canada and Nova
Scotia, his exi loration i uu irur from the basin of the St Law-
rence to the mouth? of the Mississippi. On returning from this

journey, he published his 'Travels in North America," a work
of considerable interest to other persons besides geologists, and
showing that he could extend his observations to the stratifica-

tion <,r >( „.j...
, around him <.- well as t! .to! tlm .'arth beneath

his feet. He' paid a second visit to America in 1845, when he
clo-'ly e\o ,'.,,,

1 the _'.'o|,.j-ical formation of the Southern
Srat- - and t! -co ists t iat border on the Atlantic and the Gulf
of Mexico, and more especial! v the -reat sunken area of New
Madrid, wh' d » i devasfat > t i i irtl piake 30 or 40
years pr viouslv. LT pon reaching England, he published his

'Second Visit to th. Unit >d States,' a companion to his former
work. Y\ papers we must refer our readers
to the ' Proceedings ' of the Geological Soeietv. ^46-49, and
its 'Transactions:'

" Late in life, about ten or twelve years ago, Sir Char"

published another verv important work, on 'The Antiquity of
' v. Jock, s-,., t>,[ri» SrkiF—Vol. X, No. 58.—Oct., 1875.
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Man,' summarizing and discussing all the important facts accumu-

lated up to that time in favor of the high antiquity of the

human race, viewed from the standpoints of the archaeologist,

the geologist, and the philologist.

"Numerous honors were conferred on Lyell in recognition

of his services to science. As far back as 1^36 he was elected

to the Presidential Chair of the Geological Society, to which

he was re-elected in 1850. He received from Her Majesty the

honor of knighthood in 1848, and in 1855 the honorary degree

of D.C.L. of the University of Oxford was conferred upon him.

He had been for many years a Fellow of the Royal Society,

and in 1833 received one of the Koyal Society's Gold Medals

for his l Principles of Geology.' In 1858 the Koyal Society

conferred upon Iiim tin; highest honor at their disposal—the

Copley Medal ; and in 1864^5 he filled the Presidential Chair

of the British Association for the Advancement of Science.

He received the Wollaston Gold Medal from the Geological

Society of London in 1865 (his continued official connection

with which had precluded his receiving it earlier). He was
raised in 1864, on the recommendation of the then Prime Minister,

Lord Palmerston, to a Baronetcy, which now becomes extinct

by his decease. He was a Deputy-Lieutenant for his native

county of Forfarshire.
" Sir Charles Lyell has been so long and so honorably known

among the scientific teachers of the time, that though he had
arrived at his seventy-eighth year, and the period of his chief

>:il and physical activity had long pa.-

even the younger men of the present generation will feel that

science is poorer by his loss.

"At the meeting of the Geological Society of London, held

in the Society's room, Burlington House, Picadillv, on Wednes-
day last (February 24th), the President, John Evans, Esq.,

F.R.S., before commencing the business of the meeting, alluded

to the great loss which all present had sustained. He little

expected, when speaking on the last occasion, at the Anniversary
Meeting, of the services which Sir Charles Lyell had rendered

to science for the .previous fifty years, that fie should have on

the present occasion to announce and lament his irreparable loss,

s Lyell had been a true philosopher and a sincere

friend. He had lived to see the extension of science which he

had so eagerly desired realized. In future times, wherever the

name of Lyell shall be known, it will be as that of the

the most philosophical, the most enlightened geologist

of Great Britain or Europe.
" In accordance with the wish of the Council of the Koyal

Society, Sir Charles Lyell will rest beside his old friend and
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fellow -laborer in science, Sir John Herschel, in Westminster
Abbey."
We add the following appreciative remarks from Nature of

March 4th.

"Lyell's claim to fame lies in this, that he organized the
whole method of inquiry into the history of the formation of

the crust of the earth, and established on a sound footing the

true principles of geological science; his theory being that, by
the uniform action of forces such as are now in operation, the
visible crust of the earth has been evolved from previous states.

" Lyell was not only a keen investigator of natural phenom-
ena

; he was also a shrewd observer of human nature, and his

four interesting volumes of travel in America are full of clever

criticism and sagacious forecasts. His mind, always fresh and
open to new impressions, by sympathy drew towards it and
quickened the enthusiasm of all who studied nature. Had he
done nothing himself, he would have helped science on by the

warmth with which he hailed each new discovery. How many
a y^oung geologist has been braced up for new efforts by the

Jug words he heard from Sir Charles, and how many
a one has felt exaggeration checked and the faculty of seeing

things as they are strengthened by a conversation with that

keen sifter of 'the true from the false !

" Though by nature most sociable and genial, yet Sir Charles

often withdrew from society where the object of his life, the

pursuit of science, was not promoted ; but when anything inter-

esting turned up he always tried to share his pleasure with all

around. Many of us will remember the cheerful and hearty
" Look here '

—
' Have you shown it to so and so ?

'—
' Capital,

capital
!

" The little wayside flower, and, from early happy associations,

still more, the passing butterfly, for the moment seemed to en-

gross his every thought. But the grandeur of the sea impressed
him most : he never tired of wandering along the shore, now
speaking of the great problems of earth's history, now of the

1 the wave left at his feet His mind was like the lens

that gathers the great sun into a speck and also magnifies the

i he could not see before. He loved all nature, great

for having __r.

when already well known, Charles Lyell chose as his wife the

eldest daughter of his teacher and friend. Many have felt the
charm of her presence—many have felt the influence of the

i i her face
;" but few know how much science

directly owes to her. As the companion of his life, sharing his
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labor, thinking his success her own, Sir Charles had an accom-

plished linguist who braved with him the dangers and difficul-

ties of travel, no matter how rough ; the ever-ready prompter

when memory failed, the constant adviser in a.l cases of difficulty.

Had she not been part of him she would herself have been better

known to fame. The word of encouragement that he wished

to give lost none of its warmth when conveyed by her ; the

welcome to fellow-workers of foreign lands had a grace added

when offered through her. She was taken from him when the long

shadows began to t-ross his path ; but it was not then he needed

her most. When in the vigor of unimpaired strength he

struggled amongst the foremost in the fight for truth, then she

stood by and handed him his spear or threw forward his shield.

He had not her hand to smooth his pillow at the last, but the

loving wife was spared the pain of seeing him die.

" It doubtless occurred to many a one among the crowd who
saw him laid to rest among the great in thought and action,

that he might have been eminent in many a line besides that he

chose.
" His was a well-bala weighed care-

full}- all brought before it. A large type of intellect—too rare

not to be missed. But it was well that circumstances did not

combine to keep the young laird on i is ; tenial lands among
the hills of Forfarshire: it was well for science that he was in-

duced to prefer the quieter study of nature to the sill-

ing of words or the excitement of forensic strife. Failing

health had for some time removed him from debates. Still to

the last his interest in all that was going on in this scientific

world never failed, and nothing pleased him more than an ac-

count of the last discussion at the Geological Society, or of any
new work done. As a man of science his place^ cannot be

easily filled; while many have lost a kind, good friend."

The num an excellent

portrait of Sir Charles Lyell, accompanying a biographical

notice by Prof. Giekie.*

A list of Lyell's memoirs to the close of 1863 will be found
in the Royal Society Catalogue, numbering, with ' :-

works, no less than seventy-one separate communications in his

own name, and five more in connection with others.

tore, 29 Bedford
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The group of elements, fluorine, chlorine, bromine and
iodine, have, as their atomic weights, 19, 35, 5, 80 and 127
respectively. These numbers form a series, in which the dif-

ference between the succeeding terms is at first 16-5, then 44*5,

and finally 47. The following groups of elements give similar

Si=28 S=32 P=31 K=39 Ca=40
Se=79-4 As=75 Ru=85-5 Sr=87"5
Te=128 Sb=122 Cs— 133 Ba=137

The grouping of some of the above elements may be objected

to, but there is no great change from that generally accepted.

If a group of such elements as copper, silver, cadmium, mer-
'un, !, ad and bismuth is taken, the series of atomic weights
gives a similar, but somewhat different result ; in this case

each term of the series is composed of several members.

Cu=63-4 (Zn=65-2) The new difference, 96+, for the

Ag=l08 Cd=112 higher terms occurs.

Hg=200 Pb=207 Bi=210

Zinc may be added to the first term, and corresponds to the

second member of the second term. The lower terms are here

wanting. Similar to these are the following:

Ru=104-4 Rh=104'4 Pd=107
Au=196-7 Pt=1974 N=197-4 Os=199-4

ning elements may be placed in the iollow-

A1--J7-4 Nb=94 U=120 E=112-6 Mo= 96

Th=231 Ta=182 Tl=204 W=184
Sn(=H8) may be placed as a second member of the fourth

term of the series containing arsenic and antimony.

There remain chromium, manganese, iron, nickel, cobalt,

. cerium, lanthanum, didymium, hydrogen and boron.

The position of these may be better seen in the annexed table,

in which tb the exception of hydrogen, are

an-anuvd <-,n lines, the succeeding elements in the same line dif-

fering in their atomic weights by a few units or parts of units,

and those in different lines from the corresponding el<

the preceding or following line by one of the differences

mentioned.
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In this table all of the above series are given, and the series,

consisting of several members for each term, also, find their

place. When we start from Be=94 and notice the following
element.-; in the some Sine, we find that the atomic weights con-
tinually increase till Mg=24 is reached; there are no more
elei t he same line, the next highest being Al( = 274)
in the second line ; the case is similar for this line, the atomic
weights increasing to Ca(=40), the next above being in the
third Hue. The difference between the first and second lines

- forty-four pins for the second
and third, and thin! ami fourth: and is, iinallv. about ninety-

time for the last term of the series, from Ti, Nb, Ta to Be, Al,
Th. These three differences do not seem
increase with the values of the atomic weights
apparent for the largest ; the smallest appears c

It would seem probable that the lower terms 01 tne series

mesium, and as tar as aluminum, should be wanting:
as, otherwise, there would be two elements of equal atomic
weights and differing largely in their chemical natures; which
last would be shown by their having to be placed in different

parts of the table, which does not occur. From Ba(=137) to

the next highest, Ta(= 182) is forty-five units, about the value
of the middle difference. If there were other elements be-

tween these, there would be a similar anomaly to that just

1. The last terms of the series bavi \% I

difference for their last terms, are Ta (=182) to Thi =231); the

increase in these is forty-nine units. It may be that Th(=231)
is the largest atomic weight.

One advantage of the tabh is it- bringing elements of similar

chemical and physical characters together. The metals and
metalloids are separated almost completely.
There are certain objections to the classification of some of

the elements in the series in which they have been placed. It

appears that the chemical properties" do not always exactly

correspond in the members of the same series ; this is best

shown in the ease of the soluble oxides and sulphides; others

are those of thallium and lead, and perhaps silver. The boun-
daries in neither of these cases are to be considered sharp, and
in both are oblique.

There is a singular fact in regard t the 3] ific gravities of

the elements, when thus arranged. The specific gravities of

the elements in the same line vary regularly and have one
maxi nisi and minimum :

f
:

• casein the

hood of the members of the gold group, and the

minimum among the metalloids; the positions of these two
points are farther to the right, the lower the line; this is best

seen for the minimum. The numbers above the symbols give
the specific weights. Uranium is an exception.
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From what precedes it appears : 1, that the atomic weights

of elements of similar properties form series, the difference

between the lower terms of which series being sixteen, for the

middle terms forty-four to forty-seven, and for the Largesi

2jht to ninety-six; 2, that certain terms of some of

t'h - - nes may be wanting.

This law, together with the law in regard to the variation of

the specific gravities in the different lines of the given schema

of the elements, could be used in fixing the value of a new

atomic weight after its determination by analysis. Thi

gravity being known, there could be two points equally dis-

tant from the maximum or minimum in each line, in which, in

general, the element could be placed ; the value as found by

analysis, or one of its multiples, would satisfy one of these posi-

>sition for hydrogen

Art. XXXVII— On Southern New England during th

of the great Glacier; by James D. Dana. No. IL*

II. Absence of marine life from Long Island Sound through
the Glacial and part of the Champlain periods.

The fact that the stratified estuary and seashore deposits of

the New Haven region, an ! of otli'et part- > tin '

coast bordering on the Sound, afforded me no trace of marine

life was a puzzle so long as I looked upon them as true beacn-

made accumulations. I have continued my search at various

. up to the present time, and in no case have I met

with shells or other sea-relics. The evidence proves that the

deposits are not of bea I deposits made by the

waters and gravel or sand of the melting glacier as they

together hurried onward in floods to the sea, conjoi

with the action of the tidal currents and waves; and it

est Wishes also, as I believe, that true shell-bearing sea-beaches

do not here exist.

The same absence of marine products appears to e!

the drift along the northern shore ofLong Island, or southern side

of the Sound. The exl

W. Mather, while geologist of the State of New York
nothing of the kind to light ; and my own recent exa
of the drift on the Island have been as barren ol

Moreover, I could gather no evidence from persons living in
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i-border towns that any shells had been found in the drift

sland Sound—the strip of water, 100 miles long and
5 to 20 miles wide, separating- Long Island from Connecticut

—

is a very shallow trough. Its depth from its western limit to

the mouth of the Connecticut river nowhere exceeds (as the

Coast Survey charts show) 170 feet, and in general is between
75 and 100 feet ; and through the small eastern portion, east of

the Connecticut, it is for the most part under 200 feet. The
depth was probably less than this in the Glacial era, since there

is strong evidence 'that the water line was then at least 100 feet

below its present level. However this be, so shallow a trough
should have been occupied throughout with ice, if the glacier

over Southern Connecticut were 1 500 feet in thickness, or even
1,000 feet ; moreover the trough would have been the course at

bottom of one of the largest of X »al streams,

since all the subglacial rivers
|

State of Con-
necticut, be < onitecti-

cut, would have been its tributaries. As the Champlain period

opened the land subsided, giving greater depth of water to the

Sound than now exists. But, with the melting going

forward, the great stream of the Sound would have been
swollen immensely in volume, and finally have borne icebergs

seaward.

Such being the glacial conditions, the continuance of mollttfl-

can, articulate and verbetrate marine life in the Sound, like that

now existing there, would have been impossible, and an ex-

M nearly or quite complete of the old fauna must
hence have taken place.

After the melting of the glacier had ended, the return of the

old species to the Sound sooner or later began: and i? was

probably accomplished before the Chumphdu period—the era

of low level and great rivers—ended ; but, with no elevated

beaches to refer to as proof, the evidence of this fails us. The
glacier had probably exterminated the temperate-el t» lite

also of the seas just south of Long Island; tor num-rous

iromoneton to two thousai 1 to. s in we -lit. of New
Sound m

full force over Long Island. ; ud must hav. I ad its ten in 1
i<je-

diffs somewhere to the south in the shallow water oi the

Report (p. 262) gives, from the verbal

undred feet, sheila

York Harbor, at a depth of
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Atlantic border, if not along the southern shores of this island.

Under these circumstances the old lit.-, which might early have

repeopled the southern shores of Long Is]

the east, would have been slow in repossessing itself of Long

Island Sound.
Although the Sound has yet afforded no evidence of mol-

luscan life in the Champlain period, there is a depoa
shells, according to Mr. Sanderson Smith,* on Gardiner's island,

off the east end of Long Island at the entrance to Peconic Bay.

The bed has a height of fifteen or twenty feet above the sea

level. The species mentioned in the article are : Nam
K vibex Say, Fusus decemcostatus ? Say, Purpura lapidus Lam.,

". lunata Say, Natica a - -" "< /tr -

nq Stuaj).. ( , ,;,/„ i ,,!••,, „>- Lam., <\ i<>fnirnt<i Lain.

Bulla canal
i s Lam., Pecten Jslandiem

Chemn., P. Magellamcus Lam., Area transversa Say, Cardita

borea >'- Conrad. . i starte sulcata Fleming, Vt>n<, : .

'''''' '7

thick and heavy shells, broken but not rolled and making the bulk

of the deposit), Mactra lateralis Say, Mya armaria Linn,

besides three other doubtful species.

In the above remarks I have assumed that the ice which

earn* ! the b« u biers to Long Island was that of the glacier and

not of detached icebergs ; in other words, that the _

not terminate along the' Connecticut shores in the early part of

the Cham plain era during the melting, and give
for farther southward transportation. This point.

rgui lents in its favor, I propose to consider m a future

r on the geology of Long Island. Even if the glacier had

uthern limit along Southern New England, the Sound

would have been filled with the floating masses, and its waters,

the under-o-lacier streams, poured
the whole coast and by the melting of icebergs; the <

therefore, of the moll and vertebrate life oi

existing species from the Connecticut coast would have been

nearly or quite complete.

Art. XXXVIIL—Corah at the Galapagos Islands, by L. F.

POTJRTALES.

The Galapagos Islands are, as is well known, an important

point in th eing almost

exactly on the boundary of the c -ral- i

Pacific Ocean, and that 'portion which is destitute of them on

account of the low temperature of the water. AH the writers

* Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of New York, viii, 149, May, 1865.
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on the subject have placed this group of islands in this lattef

portion. During the visit of the United States Coast Survey
steamer Hassler, a number of specimens of corals, of which
the following is the list, were picked up on the beaches of sev-

eral of the islands

:

Ulangia Bradhyi Verrill, Indefatigable Island.

Pavonia gigantea Verrill, James Island.

Pavonia diim gable Island.

Pavonia, sp., James Island.

Astropsammia Pedersenii Verrill.

Pocillipora capitata Verrill, Jervis and Charles Islands.

Porites, sp.

The undetermined Pavonia is a massive species with larger

ban those of the two other ones, and more porous and
lighter. The specimen is too much rolled for nearer determina-
tion. The Porites is massive, also, and in the same condition.

The species are all, or nearlv all.
'

;•• iric i wit i those found
at Panama. They are mostly reef-builders, but here live prob-

I ated and at a certain depth, having never been ob-

served in situ. In individual growth they are fully equal to

those from more favored localities, the rolled pieces of Pavonia

measuring six or seven inches in diameter, thus indicating

masses of considerable size originally. They are not confined
to the northernmost islands of the group, where we should
more naturally look for them, from the greater proximity to

the warm current, but as the list shows, a Pocilb'pi ra was found
at Charles Island, one of the southernmost. The probability
of fragments drifting from one island to the other is very small,

owing to the considerable depth of water between them.

ART. XXXIX.—.1 Comparison between the Ohio ana West 1

ginia sides of the Alleghany Coal-field; by E. B. ANDREWS

[Read before the American Association, at the meeting at Detroit.]

In the study of the Alleghany coal-field it is necessary

have some well defined geological horizon to serve as a dat

hne with which to collate the various strata Sometimes
underlying fi, ate in western Peunsylva
and Waverly in Ohio—is taken for such base line and mease
jnents are made to the strata ab->n- aial the coal-seams
lettered or numbered accordinglv. But the conglomerate is

^certain format i , .

. u \ t u W .\ vb j»n -nts a very undul

urfnee. as -ho'.n'm Mr. M. C. Read a™ uneven surface, as e

myself in the Ohio Geological Eepor
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fer to take the horizon of the Pittsburgh seam of coal as the

This seam is of wide extent, being 225 miles long and about

100 miles wide, and is easily recognized by geologists. It has

been asserted that this seam was formed in a trough with the

mountains forming a sloping side on the one hand

and the Cincinnati uplift on the other, and as the subsidence—

which is conceded to have been regular and uniform—continued,
the marsh, with its accumulated vegetable matter, crept up

either slope. In time the center or lowest part was buried by

sediments and new land surfaces were formed on which vegeta-

tion grew and other resulting seams of coal stretched across the

trough from side to side like the chords of an arc, but all

g with the great seam ever rising along the margins t

'
- 1

-

3 AUegha-

measures, nor is there any that the slope on the side of the

fci uplift differed at the time the Pittsburgh seam was

formed from what it had been during the era of the lower coal-

measures. There is, furthermore, no proof that the upper and

lower coal-measures are unconformable, as they must necessarily

be if the theory controverted be true. Moreover, as a matter

of fact, in Ohio, in locations which I have carefully examined,

where the seams above the Pittsburgh seam are said to coalesce

with the latter, there is no such coalescing, but the seams

continue westward long distances beyond the points where the

union is supposed to have taken place.

Disregarding, therefore, the discredit attempted to be thrown

upon the great Pittsburgh seam as exceptional in its mode of

formation, i shall confidently assume it as a trustworthy datum

line to guide us in our investigations.

This seam occupies nearly the center of the northern and

wider part of the Alleghany coal-field and extends through

portions of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia. It does

not reach Kentucky, its limit of extension to the southwest being

not far from the" mouth of the Guyandotte river in West

Virginia.

Now, if we take this seam of coal and follow around its line

of outcrop and measure from it down to the base of the pro-

ductive coal-measures, we find the intervals quite uniform

the larger part of the circuit. In Ohio, according to

rrv's measurements and mv own, it is from 700 to

800 feet. In Pennsylvania on the Alleghany river north ot

i it is reported by Prof. H. D. Rogers to be from oW
to 700 feet ; or 800 feet including the conglomerate underneath.

In the northern part of West Virginia, a little south ottne

uia line, it is reported to be 500 feet. But in West
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tli, the interval is far greater, as will be
shown. If we make a section across the whole coal-field,

: the Ohio side of the synclinal axis, taking the general
line of the Kanawha river, we fin side of that
axis not only very much wider territorially, but also containing
a much greater thickness or depth of prodm
The Pomeroy seam of coal, which I have shown in the Ohio

Reports to be identical with r
1

-,* Pit'.- burgh seam,
dips to the southeast under the Kanawha river a little above its

mouth. A few miles higher up the river, it reappears on the
<'tlier s - t! synclimdi \i- ; d ha- been identified by Prof.
W. B. Rogers and others. From this point we descend the

- ri« - ii, _• . it- t . Charleston. - r perls; ps to a point a
''

!
'

' ' '

'
"; r eston, through an interval estimated to be 700

feet Professor Fontaine, who h te valuable
articles to the American Journal of Science on the Geology of
West Virginia, writes me that he thinks it may be greater than
this. From Charleston to the Kanawha talis we descend in the
series from 1,100 to 1,200 feet. I m< asun d the t t< rval between
the coarse conglomeratic sandrock of the falls and one of the
upper coal-seams on Cotton mount iin. ase::i wl eh is believed
u

' 'bp b, low the river a litt I tound it

' 1 1.200 feet. Pr- f. Foi tain, estimates 1,200 feet as the
thickness of the coal-measures between the top of the conglome-
r:itlr ^"'dr ><-k m the falls ai d the southeastern outcrop of the
measures up New river, A thousand feet have been measured
and he estimates 200 feet for a space not measured. This
makes a total ,.r S.Km n-. - lr, m the horiz m ol the Pm.-l m-h
seam to the base of the Pi-, dm t

; u'i i>\ - in -. Thw is t \Viw\e
of 2,132 feet of lower shales and limestones: the Lewisburg

-'! ii - to Prof. Rogers, being 822 feet thick.
f his limestone is perhaps , *. [» n >f. J. P. Lesley makes no

• ndmo it iii his 11U( . t _.it n„s ,ii h/« well, Russell
and Wise Counties, to ti e southv - st, w here he found the lower

underlying Devonian rocks ca ight i curious lines of

rfeee lower
> '1'ian limesfo, , >, . if, r^i, linn -r.-m-s

Rill force farther southwest in Tennessee. We have,
therefore, about 2,400 feet more depth of Productive coal-

measures below the Pittsburgh seam in West Virginia than in
unio and Western Pennsylvania. My own j

i

-

fcte and of the Tug fork of Big Sandy lead me to the
belief in a c< in all that

•i

- the most valuable range of bituminous coals in the
United States is -that belt, which, beginning upon Elk river,



pu~--es the Kanawha between Charleston and Kan?
lacludes the Coal river field, and crosses the Guyandotte, the

upper Twelve Pole, and Tug and Louisa forks of Big Sandy.

o^ 7he
measures in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. Yet below this

group comes in another, which Prof. Fontaine designates as the

Conglomerate series. If we replace the strata, now inclined on

either side of the synclinal axis, in their original horizontal

position, we find the proof of a vast depression of the surface

in this portion of West Virginia at the beginning of the series

of Productive coal-measures. It was doubtless a trough, a

geosynclinal, aocoming t - Prof. Dana's nomenclature, and a

part of the great Appalachian system of the wrinkling and fold-

ing of the continent. To the southeast there were at the time

elevated lands of older formations, stretching along the same

Appalachian line of disturbance and upheaval.
On the northern and western side of this vast basin lay the

marginal plateau of the Waverly more than 2,000 feet high,

with the yet higher lands 01 the i 'ineinnati uplift in the distant

western background. This trough had somewhere a connection

with the ocean and gr.idmdh -ml: o,dow t<w water, while at

the same time the r ids, more or less remote,

brought in sediments of various kinds. The muds
sometimes accumulated so as to be above the water and, during

intervals of repose in the subsidence, vegetation crept out over

the newly formed surfaces and formed great marshes, which,

when subsequently buried, gave to mankind seams of coal.

The spaces between the seams' of coal were at first chiefly filled

with sand which now constitut -t • mas-h sand rocks which

ize the whole region of the lower coals of West
Virginia, Sometimes the "sands were coarse and gravelly and

formed true conglomerates. The conditions favorable to the

formation of limestone did not exist, and in the lower 2,000

feet of accumulations, I have seen, in all my extended explora-

tions < ! the region, onlv a single limestone layer, t

Webster County, on the head of Elk river. I had no oppor-

tunity- to examine it for fossils.

When at last, in the subsidence, this basin was filled, tbe

waters came over the marginal plateau to the north ai

region remarkable for for the uniformity and

evenness of its subsidence. At first, over the newly submerged

space was spread a more or less continuous sheet of coarse sand

and gravel which nor d-measure conglome-

rate of Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. The continuity of

the sheet is often broken and large areas around the margin ot

our Ohio coal-field show no conglomerate whatever. The first
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coal marshes grew in the hollows and depressions of the

Waverly, depressions formed, it may be, wholly or in part, by
erosions from surface drainage during the long period in which
the formation had remained high and dry land. After the
whole plateau had been submerged the same process of filling

up, and marsh-forming and coal-making, went on, as has already
been described, with the exception that the waters were more
habitable and the layers of fossiliferous limestone show the

remains of crinoid, mullusk and fish.

Less sand and more mud was brought in and shales abound,
although sandstones are not uncommon, even those that are

conglomeratic in character. The Pittsburgh seam of coal,

which I have used as my basis of measurement, was by no
means the last in the upward series. There are above it in

West Virginia, probablv 1,200 to 1,500 feet of coal-measure

I b several seams of coal. This would give from 4,300
to 4,500 feet of prod a - in that favored State.

No other State in the Union contains so great a vertical range.
This great Kanawha basin or trough originally extended to the

south or southwest so as to include the area in which the coals
of Montgomery county, Va., were formed, for these coals are

doubtless the 'equivalents of the lowest on New river, as are

also the remuants and outliers of coal in Tazewell, Kussell, and
Scott counties.

The subsequent upheavals and erosions have thrown great

difficulties in the waj e course and extent of
this ancient trough. I have no Mvti.m- ahnvj tin* south*.' intern

side of the coal-field in Kentucky—for these we must look to

Prof. Shaler, now engaged in the prosecution of the Kentucky
Survey

; but in northern Tennessee, on the same side of the
field, Prof. Safford reports about 2,500 feet of coal-measures
above the horizon of the Mountain limestone. It is impossible,
in the absence of sections through Kentucky, to determine
whether these 2,500 feet in Tennessee were formed in a trough
of equal depth with that on the Kanawha. It was doubtless

ately so, and we have here a clue to the direction of

the trough to"the southwest. If the Lewisburg, West Virginia,

limestone is the equivalent of the Mountain limestone of Ten-
nessee, we may infer that this formation, wherever it existed

along the line of the geosynclinal depression, was carried

down, while the lower Carboniferous limestone of Ohio
and Northeastern Kentucky, on the northwestern side of the

aot involved in the movement In south-
em Tennessee, Prof. Safford reports in one of his sections only
about 800 feet of coal-measures above the Mountain limestone,

the upper 1,700 feet having doubtless been removed by denu-
dation. If not thus removed, the limestone was not carried
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down in the geosynclinal, but remained on the higher margin

as in Ohio, and the original trough by which connection was

had with the sea lay probably to the east.

Did the same geosynclinal trough extend in the opposite

direction from the Kanawha valley, i e., to the northeast

Pennsylvania? If the equivalency of the Pittsburgh seam has

been rightly determined in the Cumberland and Broad Top
coal-fields, wc have in the former, according to Mr. Tyson,

1,100 feet of productive measures below that seam, and in the

latter about 700, according to Prof. Lesley. .Prof. Lesley has

recently reported finding in the Broad Top field thin coals in

the lower Carboniferous, in strata which he r.-jard-; as equiva-

lents of the Waverly Berea grit of Ohio. This is a discovery

of the highest interest, but it will not e fleet this discussion.

since I confine myself to what we term the Productive coal-

meas ir ~. Tin m »1 .<_d« al interval between the middle of the

Waverly, with the Chester limestone above, and these measures

is a very great one. It may be remarked in this connection

that there are doubtless areas where the lowest portions of these

measures contain no register of themselves in seams of coal, the

:s of coal-making not existing, but we have so little

definite information on tin- point that it appears to be neces-

sary to make our limit of depth the lowest known coals of the

proper coal-measures. It is quite possible, for example, tha t the

-hah b, &c, between the lowest coal-seam on New Eiver, West

Vnui i i. ; nd the Li wisburp limestone may somewhere contain

istence of such facts.

In the anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania there is so

much uncertainty as to an equivalent of the Pitt.-burjh N'aiii

that I fear we shall gain little or nothing from them to bear

upon the question of the original depth of the basin in winch

they were formed. Prof. Lesquereux, in his chart of grouped

D the fourth volume of the Kentucky Sun-
al-seams of Wilkesbarre, Pittston, Seranton an 1

Car

bondale below the horizon of the Pittsburgh seam. In the

Pottsville region Mr. Daddow claims that seam G. of I

is the equivalent of the Pittsburgh seam. The seam G. is 650

feet above the lowest seam in the series, one imbedded in con-

glomerate. If we accept this equivalency we find no proof ot

ice of the deep geosyncl <
direction.

If, again, the conglomerate under the anthracite basins is the

' of Western Pennsylvania and

Ohio, and they were one « one and comma >us as t ie Pe ns

vania geologists affirm, then, since to the west, the <•

ate was not deposited until after the srreat West Virginal

trough was filled and the waters in the general subsidence
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came over the great marginal plateau already described, we

through t!u i anthracite region of the geosynclinal valley.

There was only enouirh of greater depth to include the in-

creased thickness ol the conglomerate.
The comparison of the two sides of the Alleghany coal-

field suggests a very great difficulty in regard to the determina-
tion of the place of what is r rmed t coal-un sure Conglom-
erate. Is there an established horizon lor such Cm .

in American geologv? In Ohio we now are in the hahit ot

calling th I rock tin Con<domeratc which, when found at all.

h«- iipoj ',- \\\ ei k o.lth nu.li loimeih the Waveilv eon-

600 to 800 rgh seam of
coal. The same Conglomerate extends under the bituminous
coal-field of Western "Pennsvlvania and holds the same rela-

tion to the Pittsburgh coal. T •: should
U i\ tu, ^ un i« 1 \ «li-.t n < *- b^low tl < Pittsburgh seam in

West Virginia., and I think [ have probably iound litholoificid

proof of it in a very coars* conglomerate on Elk River—

a

he K, na'u lia v\ hich enters the latter at Ch
At the Kananha KilN i- i conglomerate more than 1000 feet

lower in the series. This rock In - been honored witha capital

C, and the coals in the 1200 feet below it are spoken of as the

Conglomerate series. Still below this series and below all the

'•'J-
K Prof. W. lb I! ».: r- tin Is another " >n,< i > < rate in the

New River valley as does Prof. Lesley under the lowest coals

»ws to the southwest Now if the coal-

measure Conglomerate is a geological horizon and not meiviy
a rock, these various strata' cannot all be the true Conglom-
erate. We find conglomerates everywhere in the vertical ranee

llOSe of th

i the great 1
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belong to the true coal-formation and cannot be separated from

it. The conglomerate in this case can have nothing more than

a lithological significance.

In the South Joggins coal-field at the head of the Bay of

Fundy, Sir Wm. Logan reports 14,570 feet of coal-measurea

In tiii.- vast series i I strati . and not very far from the middle

of it, Dr. Dawson, in his admirable work on Acadian Geology,

finds a group of coarse sandrocks which he denominates the

Millstone Grit series. Here the millstone grit is not known to

be the equivalent of the millstone grit of Great Britain, nor of

any of our conglomerates of the United States.

In view of this confusion, I think all will agree with me that

the terms millstone (jut and < »i/.„te<i-iir< < nr/inm

either be used to designate a uniform horizon in the Carbonif-

erous system or be abandoned as geological terms and retained

only for their lithological meaning.
I close this paper with another remark by way of inference,

viz: that there is need of an entire revision of the classifica-

tion of the coal-seams of the great Alleghany coal-field. It

seems strange to begin in the middle of the vertical series and

call a seam of coal No. 1, or letter A,
while all the seams below are left without (

the data for such revision are not yet sufficient.

While tracing the development of one of our species of

Hermit Crabs I raised from very young stages a number of speci-

mens till they reached the size when they need the protection

of a shell for their further development. I was of c
ous to see how they would act the first time when supplied

with the necessary shells. For this purpose, a number of shells,

some of them empty, others with the animal living, were placed

in the glass dish with the young crabs. Scarcely had the shells

reached the bottom before the crabs made a rush for the shells,

turned them round and round, carefully examining them, in-

variably at the mouth, and soon a couple of

venture in, which they did with remarkable alacrity ; and after

stretching backward and forward, they settled down into their

-hell with immense satisfaction. The crabs who were so Un-

as to obtain for their share living shells, rem
ing round upon the mouth of their future dwelling and on the

death of the mollusk, which generally occurred s<

commenced at once to tear out the animal, and hav-

ing eaten him, proceeded to take its place within the shell.
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of the laws of natural - U-< tion. and thus far we know so little

of the habits of most of our marine animals that it is idle to

speculate upon the effect of causes which may effectually

modify the life of higher animals. In the case above men-
tioned there is no possible connection between the embryo and
the parent to account for the young having learned from the
former the use of the shell and its value for his existence.

We can, therefore, only explain the faculty of performing this

act as inherited, or else as a simple mechanical act rendered
necessary by the conditions of the young hermit crab. The

ims the more probable case from the nature of the test

of the hermit crab in its younger stages. While the young
hermit crab soon after leaving the egg is still provided with its

powerful temporary swimming feet, and while the feet of the
adult can only be' tiaeed as mere rudiments behind them, the
whole test of the cephalothorax and abdomen (which are sym-

: -
,,; ical) is of considerable consistency up to the last moults

preceding the stage when it seeks a shell. At that time the
young are no longer symmetrical, the feet, which are now fully

developed being largest on the right side and the abdomen,
beginning to curve in the same direction away from the longi-
' idina! axis. When the moult has taken place which brings
them to the stage at which they need a shell we find important
changes in the two hind pairs of feet, now changed to shorter

feet capable of propelling the crab in and out of the shell; we
rii,,! also that all the abdominal appendages except those of
the last joint are lost, but the great distinction between this

-ta.uv and the one preceding it is the curling of the abdomen;
its rin

o

S , <o d st u< t arked ii the previous stages are quite

and the test covering it is reduced to a mere film,

so that the whole abdomen becomes of course very sensitive.

ore natural that the young crab should seek some
shelter for this exposed portion 'ot his body, and from what I

have observed, any cavity will answer the purpose; one of

- elf most comfortably
"» the anterior part of the cast skin of a small isopod, which
M "

: ""l to siti>!'v him as well as a shell, there being several

empty shells at his disposal. Tiii- nation still

- unanswered the < a-erne^s with which the < rabs rushed
for the shells, their careful examination of its openings, then-

acts which

[Hire considerable intelligence?, and to show remark-
able forethought?.

Newport, Aug. 23, 1875.



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
*L Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Constitution of Ammonium Compounds.—In their
'

two di-methyl di-ethyl d<:v\\ atives of ammonium, whether ob-

tained from di-methylamine and ethyl iodide on the one hand, or

from di-ethylamine and methyl iodide on the other, by the com-

plete equality of their physical properties, and of their

reactions in
*
solution, by the idem it y .-'' tlmir .

I. -<.-. .iri; >• »-iti<>ii-

products it high t mperatures, the equal solubility <-l thvdi ;
iti-

num salts, which were 1 i i tl in ci v ^talline form, and by the

Lossen haying

objected that tin- conclusion drawn from the above facts— i. e.,

that nitrogen was a pentad in these compounds—was not war-

less it could be shown that no exchange of ra

place within the molecule, the authors have made a series of ex-

periments to test this question. Bv acting on tetra-methylammo-
nium iodide with ethyl iodide, there w ul.l v< *ult, if an exchange

i u reaction

:

N(CH3)J+C 8H BI=N(CH 3 ) 3C2H 6
I+CH 3 I.

The two substances were heated together in a sealed tube, first to

100° and then to 150° (the origi I been com-

pleted at 80°); but no trace of any reaction could be detected.

The same result was obtained when methyl iodide was heated

\\\>\ Tern-iliylamnioiuiim iodide to 70°, to 150, and even to 180

(the previous experiments having been conducted at ordinary

temperatures). The authors hence reiterate their cone!
the ammonium derivatives are not molecular but atomic com-

pounds and that in them, the nitrotren is quinquivalent.—Bex.

Berl. Chem. Ges., viii, 936, July, 1 875. &• F - B -

2. On Hetene.—Among the products obtained in tl

r '^ distill ition of wood, is a h. a- v oil oft. n < mob.}
tion. This oil is very rich in the hydrocarbon re'-

sTiiwn has extracted this substance from it end subt

an investigation. On pressing the cooled oil. a grayish ->nj>y

L « n iimi'i and ltultn^ at ~± "

85 . After washiuo with ether, solution in boiling alcohol, de-

: and crystallizatioi .

is obtained in white ra

the composition C 18H 18 . Crvstalliz-.-d n-t.-m- ha- a density of

L-13, and fused of 1-08. It is read. \
alcohol ana

•
• a. -id. at d In carbon disulphide, benzen .

tuivs and is read'ily oxidized by nitric acid. The picrate crystallize
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in orange needles. Di- and tetra-bromo-retene, and a sulpho-con-
jugafed arid and its salts, are described. In acetic acid solution,

chromic acid oxidizes it to dioxyretistene C 16H 14 2
and to two

other bodies, C 16H 16 3 and C, 8H 17 2 , both monobasic acids,

I defined salt-. Dioxyretistene reduced by zinc pow-
der, yields dibenzyl. Hence he regards the retistene of W'alil-

furss as probably only a mixture of retene and dibenzyl.—Bull
Soc. Ch., II, xxiv, 55, July, 1875. G. f. b.

3. On Propargylene, a new hydrocarbon, Ca
H2

.—By the ac-

tion of strong bases on croton-ch: ne, C 3H 2C1 8

L Pinneb has dow o 18 capable of
'his body, an.l that the product when de-

composed by water, yields a gas having the composition CJU.
which he calls propargylene. If fragments of sodium be placed

-

eeptible evolution of gas takes place, but in the course of half an
hour, the sodium sinks to the bottom, having been converted into

a brown dull mass, with a notable increase of volume. Finally,
when somewhat less than a molecule of sodium has been added
to one of dichlorallylene, the latter has entirely disappeared, the
dry mass being the side product. Water, alcohol, and ether de-
•"iiipoxe it. evolving torrents of -a- and forming -odium chloride.
It has not been obtained pure and its analyses are discordant ; but

rmation givo it rht .robabfe fo oil ILCUXa,,.
[f it >r treated w itii wati rand the < \olved gas he pa— d thro igh
hi'otnine, his is ibs« n-ln-d, and i heavv oil is o taim 1, ha\ingthe
formula C

a
H,IJr

4 . Bv the action of potassium hvdrate upon
j

3HBr 3 is obtained and this unites directly

o give (J 3HBr5 in white crystals. Froparg
ugh ammoniacal silver solution, gives a prec

""c wmie needles, which raoidlv blacken even in the darn, ana
have the probable composition (C 3H 2 ) 2

Ag 2
0. Pinner regards

hite needles, . the dark, and

CXall
the sodium compound as composed thus : / \ >

ana
*

Cl8C_._.CNaH
CH

propargylene thus : // \ ; and the decomposition of the

C'l^CH
former by water is represented as follows :

I right, produced from de
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tario acid. Ordinary tartaric acid, iodine, phosphorus and a little

water, were enclosed in sealed tubes and heated in a \\

for several days. The mass was treated with water, the succinic

acid crystallized out, the mother liquor diluted and the phosphoric

and unattacked tartaric ;icid <c: :i rao m I.y milk of lime. Ammo-
nium nitrate was added and the solution evaporated. Onthe

:
• deposited

They were e< j El8S,
;il111

the acids obtained by evaporation, were separated by the deliques-

cence of the former, [^crystallization of the acid as

salt afforded a pure malate, having the same form as the natural

salt and fusing at 170° C. Examin
Wild, the salt was found to rotate to the right. The author is

now engaged in the attempt to produce a left-Lamlcd malic aci<l

from lsevotartaric acid, in the hope that from the two an inactive

malic acid may result, as racemic comes from the two tartaric

acids.— Her. Bed. Chen*, ties., viii, 861, July, 1875. «. r. b.

5. On Ethyl <>, - 1 Au y -s> >, ho < rhon<>t ./ >s re, >f<Ihs /<>,' tin

ovn that potassium sulphocarbon-

ate, when mixed with the soil, evolves hydrogen m
carbon disulphide, recommended this sub-sance for dotroyim:

that pest of the grape culture, the phylloxera, since it was well

known that carbon disulphide was rapidly fatal to them. More-

over, he showed that the hvdiwe-n sulphide evolved -imultane-

ously, did not, un.l ' the grape

plant-. 1. ia_; ripidU "\ul\A d in "h -oil K\p.'i m at- made i-v

ZiJLi.Ki: and Grete at the Agricultural High School of Vienna, have

confirmed the excellence of potassium sulphocai 1 onat< I

pose ; but they have also shown the equal usefulness of another

compound, which, while at the sa

noxious carbon disulphide, does v.

sulphide. Moreover, while the form, r sul -tarn e recommended
Dumas is difficult to prepare and is consequently high in price,

the new compound can be made with faci . < at m< h •

price. This new bodv is pota-sium ethvlsuiphorarbonate or

xanthate. A solution of this salt mixed with the soi

OS, copiously. It is however better to mix the dry salt with a

small quantity of earth and of superphosphate, and to scatter the

is;. r -v U-r about (or better directly U]>on» the mots. [

both the potash and the phosphoric acid become useful finally to

the plant.

In a subsequent paper, the same authors give the resul

rs on the action of the xanthate on plants. T
that even tender succulent plants -- win*; in onh 1

earth, could be treated with a gram of the above salt,

injurious effect other than the loss of a lew leave-.
~

.Te.-'ed when treated with from: t<- > gram-. \\>\Y

also r-ply to DiuitaA st t Lent tha th \i har< <~t >
eo.-tlyn

etically, owing to the high price of alcohol,
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ioufl ariion on plai

cheaper. Moreover, it may be made easier. If concentrated
potassium hydrate solution e : /uatcd with crude amyl alcohol,
and carbon disulphide be added, the whole mass becomes warm
and deposits potassium amylsulphocarbonate, in a form best
suited tor use. It may be employed either in solution or better

superphosphate. As to cost, the authors estimate
that at the present cost of amyl alcohol (fusel oil) in Vienna, it

can be made for $15 a hundred weight. It is not only useful to

exterminate the phylloxera, I >ut also many other root parasites of
plants.— Ber. Berl. Ghent. Ges., viii, 802, 955, June, July, 18/5.

6. On the .„;>,,. ,-, „,., ,,< l-jh.jl . | /,.„/,„/ :„ J'htnts.—The ..i-i-ur-

rence ot ethyl alcohol in the unfermented juices of plants is

; the fact that these jv

homologues, methyl,

, in Geuther'slabora-

gation of this subject, using for
the purpose //- ;(,[, h.,- </;

:
.-t,itr f /,,t, l>,i*f,,„n;it *,it!rn, and

Six and a quarter kilograms of the fruit

of the first plant being distilled with 18 kilograms of water, gave
1- kilos of , distillate, from \vh h tie oil on tin suite, war,

by means of a syphon. The residue on distillation gave
12 to 15 grams of volatile liquids, which after rectification

'"'b d b,,Tween 72 and 77 \ and -ousted of methyl and ethyl
'pcyhols. the latter coiivi: mine, two thirds. By examining the
!"ruit r v ,! us st io-es of lh vth. th ithoi liters that as ripen

I es, the ethyl' compoui Is gradually di .

converted into more condensed bodies; while the methyl eom-
b"unds remain < .'stint. Tl • other plants m utioned gave a
similar result.—Liebitfs Ann<<kn. clx.vvii, -344, June, 1875.

7. On Arbutin.—KLASTWETZ and Habermann have made a

'j'^aivh upon arbutiu. a glucoside extracted bv Kawalier from

'.;//.., ,n-u ,„*; or brarberrv. It- discoverer observed

<- easily split into glucose and a body which he called
11 '_'! '

. i o rt-'nh h Stiv.-kc; iss,. rted to 1 hydi linone. The
authors find, however, that the l«»d\ thus obtained is not pure
bydroquinone, but is a mixture of this and its methyl derivative,

OCH a s„a. ^th aaW»i„thyl - hydroquinone C 6H4

C
6
H JCH aOH Hence they assign

^8sH34 14 and express its splitting by i

C25H 34o 14 +(H 2 o) 2 = c
6
n 6 (K +(\ua >., +{(\, t

n
l

;
o-l iithi yield "''7 1 ydroquinon, .



8. .1 new Bu.se obtained in the Aniline manufacture.—Jaoksox
has examm, rilorvanew l.a<e. obtained from
the last run of the still in t! in nutaetur <>f milin . Hiis pm-

'* n black tarry liquid with a disagreeable odor—was dissolved
hydrochloric acid, diluted and filtered.

ght oil swimming
on the surface. This was fractionated, and the • <

between 280 and 320% separate,] tYmn n-n
acid^ gave a black oil, which converted into the nit rah- and
purified, was proved to have the composition C |3 II

]3X or
c i3H,,NH

8 , a primary amine. Its nitrate, *

choride crystallize vveli. Farther inve- _

*»? to ] "
•• (C

7
H

6.C 6H..)NH 2
.—Be,-, lkrl.

( htm. Get., viii, 968, July, 1875. "
G . f. b.

9. Viscosl' ;/ ,,/ >.,/;„, %„/„//„„.,,_ _M. A. Simum: ha, r- p. ated
the experiments of Poiseuille to determine the relation of the
viscosity oi atureand chemioalA volume of 21-15 cms. « of the i i

-, uudi a capil-
lary tube 300 mms. long, and -46 turns, in diam. c. : eh r a or -

sure of 158 cms. of water. Observations weremad.
-e of ammonium of five diih r- n: -n . -t! -, at intervals of

- of 5 . from 0° to 60°. A graohiea! iv.-r- -. ,.ta:;.»ii

shows that I sity of the liquid cuts that of water
at a temper onger, and
tnat at low temperatures the viscosity is less, at high
tures greater, than that of water. The sane

her salts.

By varying the acid it appears that salts of potash, soda and

H 2SO HU, IL\o
;

. ilrlo
;

. ,, h , three

: acid to iodhydrk
: " ,

.' 1, '-

M
!

V intheordef

V 1" 1
-
Ki ' H :u " 1 *I'

4 <HI, in W | lirll t

-

fl( . .,,!,, _ ;l!ts l1oW m ,>st

I the ammonia salts most rapidly. -
nowever, flows more slowlv than sulphate of potash.

It we compare the velocity of flow, of salts of similar coustitii-
n<,li

-
Ul " l H

l! <t dl t ! ratuiv-s tie \ i- if \ a r 1 oiut i

is as much greater with the
- iess, and with thi

the base is less.

The viscosity of the same solution of sulphate of oxide of chro-
mium i> ditt.-r.-iLt according as the salt belongs to the violet or
green modification, being greater in the 6rs1 cas.
second.—Bib. Univ., ecx, 112. k. c. p.

10. Photo>i,-.>[,!,;. /,•,./;,///,„, —ca ,,t. Arxev states that the
commonly r.

.

i MlTease j n the appai'ent size of

-..-•-•-
*bnfrom the back of tl tenable. K

'dor a microscope, it will be seen that the film consists
of minute particles separated by eonsid.-rable distances from one
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)ther. Their diameter is several times the length of a wave of
lit, and hence we may treat the question as a case of simple
mict rical r< 'flection. Computing by Fresnel's formula the amount
light reflected bv the collodion and glass at various angles, we
1 the maximum amount of light would tall at a distance -2t cot v,

which t is the thickness of the glass, atid v the critical angle.

development, therefore, a ring might be formed around the
ege with this distance as a radius, and shading off more abruptly
ide than outside. To test these results an image of the sun was
med by a lens of 6" focus on a plate -12" thick. A well de-
id annulus was formed shaded as described above. With a

Two ?re then employed separated bv a thin

on the first plate and a diffused

A measurement of the int ,-l,...Ty

of theory . Holes and slits were cut in pi:

and exposed directly to sunlight.

*T, showing thait the effect is not idue to the lens of the

ethod:> Ml._-e,t themselves for dirninishinc irradi ation :

the plate with some non-actinic

-he film ; thirdlv. to c

- or
!

, body of as nea ply as

The first is the i tsuaf method a, lopted

raphe:i-s in d,'v plate processes. This diminishes the

.htely

on i- (..nsiderei 1. The second m<>thod is easily c•arrie<l

icua of double refraction.

icai conditions so as to en

it the field is still open, to

the three indices of numer.

' the bichromate are i
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the faces through which we shall see one of the axes must be

found by trial. We succeed easily by employing a i Ami -i's mi-

! are reeomp n-e 1 by tin.' result, as crystals of equal

thickness give cones twice as open as those of arragouite.

—

T<>urn.

Phy*., iv, 166. «. c. p.

12. Dielectric f ,.,.,.- r ,-,/ Q lis M. L. Bot.tz.vann has en-

deavored to determine r tentally for yasrs, in

order to def ion t i th index of

refrac?ion. According to the electromagnetic theory of light, of

Maxwell, the square root of the dieh -n-i. aj i ity -t i transparent

milium should be equal to the ind. -\ .1 :• -.',
1 io'i for rays of large

wave-1-.mgfh. Th capacity was determined by a condenser whose

plates were seirw.ited i>\ the _;a-n- r,. '•-• t.'-t. d.
"

: «e put m'ial lie-

ffig measu] eture electrometer, and a battery

mployed.
In the following tabic the tirst <-oliunn gives the name of the

gas, the second the square root of the dielectric constant, and the

; :

Gas. Jk. n.

Air... 1-000295 1-000294

Carbonic acid 1-000473 1-000449

Hydrogen.. 1-000132 1-000138

Carbonic oxide 1-000345 1-000340

Nitrous oxide... 1-000497 1-000503

Olefiant gas 1-000656 1-000678

Marsh gas 1-000472 1-000443

—Fogg Annal, civ, 403. e. 0. p -

13. The /..,„,„„ /„„/,.. f,,,,!,..;.,!!,,,..;,*..,!* >•/ P -r ,

'> ! If,J;

drogen.—Dr. Geo. Maclean of Princeton, in a private communi-

cation to the editors, says :

" Several years ago, 'after spending a portion of the day in ex-

perimenting with this gas (PH
3 ) prepared I

solution of potash, on retiring to bed I found my bo
luminuus, from a glow like that of phosphorus exposure t«> the

air. Either some of 1

1

istion, or the product

of its burning must have been absorbed into the sy>i '

- -"[.arated ai the surt'aee ha\ e there 11
der-

gone en meeausis. I was eons<-h>u« of no feeling thai couid !"'

to it, nor was my health apparently in any way at-

Proba'bly a repetition of the trial would reproduce *

obs. rv. d by Dr M idea ,. which have apparently escaped notice

heretofore because unsought.

II. G-EOLOGY AND NATURAL HISTORY.

1. Pseudomorphism and irefamorphizm : " correction : '>

Jamks D. Da.ya.—In rav notice of Mr. ilunf- !>•>- *" ""'

>lumeix (the number for Feb., 1875), I
-

109: "With the exception of the year 1858, I have never neia
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taught that " metamorphism is pseudomorphis

this view as a

, that the sen-

book-notice of mine in this Journal for 1858.
*or, in 1871, when 1 first knew that the doctrine was attributed

sii.ii a phase of beiief. In addition, my manuscript i ctures,
v.liicii were written out in full for lm Geological course in 1854,

were delivered in L8/38, as they had been before and
were subsequently, do not contain such a principle, any more than
does my Manual of Geology, published in 1862, in which ilc.se

lectures were embodied.
published

i ; and th
notice (xxv, 445, 1858) which contains the
after expressing my confidence in Hisrhofs
' agency of alkaline silicates in pseudomorphism and metamor-
phism," and a reference to papers in volumes xlv. xlvii and xlviii

(1843-18 + 5) of this Journal, where I had advocated them—say
as follows (the words in italics are those to which attention is

directed)

:

" Oh page 92 of the same paper [that of vol. xlviii, 1845] meta-
morphism is spoken of as pseudomorphism on a broad scale"
The expression here cited certainly implies that the doctrine

'•''t'erred to had been taught by me as early as 1845. Hut on the

rred to there is no such general statement, in fact no
general statement on the subject. Only the case of m
silicates is mentioned, b^id. .

'that ..f -Hm a:* ml -ud, ^i'm.ees
A have ever regarded as affording examples of pseudomorphism
on a broad scale.f The introduction of an omitted word, so as to
make the sentence read—
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"On page 92 of the • spoken of as

sometimes pseudomorphism on a broad scale"

—

places it in harmony with my knowledge of my own scientific

opinions and the statements in my various mineralogical and geo-

logical \\ ritings from the first to the last.

2. On Tnnfthri'i U- >'>', ••,< «. d t,, I, r> /.<> • /<>»/><! in "

boulder in the Connecticut Voilea ; bv \V. W. Dodge. (Letter

to J. D. Dana, dated Oct. 22, 1873.)—Having seen last evening,

in the October number of the Ameri -.in Journal of Science, the

of your views there presented as to the age of the

'•Taconic" rocks, I communicate the following circumstance for

what it is worth.
[ saw recently in a friend's collection a cast labelled 4 -

1

—Connecticut Valley.'
1

The collector of the cabinet in which I

> d some vears ago, and the present possessor can give no

ion as to the original. This may be from some v

!"•• li
;•
of u !

(,.,. existence I am ignorant, but as I saw at

serous rock specimens labelled as from various towns m
Western Massachusetts, I am inclined to think the cast is trom

a specimen owned by some friend to whom I have not access;

and if really found in the Connecticut Valley, probably an er-

From what I have observed as to the distance at win.

are u-u. liv found iV in tin > 1
.>•• where the rock was n< situ, the

presence of this fossil any where in the Connecticut Valley seems

:i. Forms and Origin of the Lead and Zinc Deposits of South-

v'est Missouri; b\ Adolf Schmidt. (Trans. St. Louis Acad.

Sci.)—The fo'cowiiu'i- aii a -tract of this important paper:

These deposits are mainly in the Keokuk group
boniloroii<)—a .roup coj^istiiio- of thiu-'oedded chert, or of lime-

- :

chen call, i silir,,-r,deite. The rocks are much altered and fissured

and par ly rendered mngn. dan, in the vicinity of the ores, and the

cavities containing the ores appear to have been made when these

alterations took place.
The lead and zinc ores of the "runs "—deposits of one hori-

zontal direction not over 5,000 feet in height and width—are

alwavs associated with dolomite, and were evidently formed

along tissmvs in a lav 1 above and below by

a chert 1 aver, the rock
" solutions of bicarbonate of magnesia ;" th«

at the same time from the accompanying diminution ol voium

»n I n .!e spaces for the ores. Crystals of galena isola?

sliow that part at least of it was'deposited in the rock.

"while the latter ,ki- in a magmatic condition."
In another kind of deposits called "openings," the ores occupy

spa ,- which extend from a chert bed downward, lm;

one layer; they show no evidence of origin aDout
^ rt

:w*, but rather from horizontal openings below a cnert
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ith lead and zinc

dugs,

In still another variety of deposit, common in the Joplin dis-

trict, u'.dena occurs in loose accumulations of broken chert; and
in part of Joplin creek valley the accumulations have a depth ex-
oei ding 70 feet. The ore appears to have been formed in the fis-

sures of the chert beds, and, afterward, the chert beds were
broken up tl

, by the removal of the limestone.
r

l "i: '.ilena extends into the masses of chert and sometimes also
- i'ii -. a- ii it- <Y;>o- ti->i. li i I commenced

before the breaking up of the chert but was continued during its

progress.

There arc also seams and crystal mbo.Med.
or occupying pockm>, \ n .piartzyte, a -ray to l>rownish and often
iiitu.aiiious variety. The quartzvte in such cases contains also

im.uhr -ry^taK < d hm.it ; and the ca\ iti. s let by th. remo\al
Somite are often filled wil I »r silicate

of zinc.

These various deposits have evidently been very slowly formed
through a long period of tinu . ami the Iarg« r part 'a! < r tlii p rtial

' : of the beds along vertical and horizontal iissures,

• the spaces for the ores. There are no true veins.

rock in win •', t\i ores occur li.- only from 40 to 120
feet below the surface. Whether lead deposits exist below has
not been ascertained. Exploration thus far is unfavorable to it.

b Garbi ntion seems as yet to
have beei g as trees found in the
Carboniferous roe!,. .„

.
'- , { nit. d MaU-. In \o\a N-o-ia - , i-r.il

species are known, and are to some ext a t characteristic of deii-

iferous sandstones of the United

remains seem to be tr< pa t; but i have seen no de-

nut of them, and the only well characterized specimens

come into my hands aire portions of two trees from
"'''"

i i
' IK sent to i„ b\ D,-. Now! i-rv. and a very finely pre-

-••\..| fragment from Mazon, Grn -K i ->.. 'iiinois. Both of
these show the characterise structure -d l><nh>s

:
:b>» (Ung.-r),

Ar>m,;ir,,;njl n of Schimper's recent work, and are eh-
to h ,n ttci'icii'ntn

, tin eomm >n s] -i - ot tin nop
'ions of Nova Scotia.* The specimen from Illinois is

h-al i that V"' s 0,1( " ! these "" "
,|l " )

Structure of the medullary rays,

^'hich may indicate a distinct specie>.
iiie subject is <h -ervi ig of the att. th n ot micr scopist? in the

(1 '

: >! INtricts. as tl n >; several intiroling

T"'-^ r. main to l»e discovered, ami ..tlier kin.Is oi structures; as
' examph the curi ; [ ' !

~ (i iif

,

v:l ^'"tia, would verv nossibiy reward patient slicing ,,t trunks
>»n<.\vuig structure.
The Devonian has also treasures of the same kind. In the
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United .-tales it has already afforded Dadoxylon Tlalli from New
York, :ind /'. X< W^/vy/ from < Mtio, besides the curious Ormoxy-

lon Erionhim. Xo doubt other species remain to be discovered,

especiallv in the Upper and Middle Devonian.
The writer of this note would willingly correspond with any

one engaged in such researches, as ],. has 'now under e3

a number of s

would he u'lai

the United St
McGill College, Montreal.

5. Fossil Trees of Cro.igl 'th Qu /,.•;/. Scotland.— Six trunks of

large trees have been obtained at Craigleith quarry since 1826.

die i ^est, 30 feet Ion- md 12 to 14 feet in uirth, has been taken

to the liritish Museum, and is to be set up erect there. Another

is nearly 30 feet long and has been removed to the Botanic Gar-

den. The trees were Conifers. The surface of each febi

coal, varyi ._ from one-fwei lieth of an inch in thickness to two

inches. The trunks inside of this coaly exterior consist of car-

bonate of lime, carbonate of magnesia, carbonate of iron and free

carbon in varying proportions. The coaly exterior is

by Sir !;. Christian, to bitumen passing to the surface as the de-

structive distillation of the wood was going on within.—JJroe.
Boy. Soc, Edinburgh, Jan., 1874.

6. Votcahic Hi t<>ri t Inland; by Prof. Edw. J. Hut.l <
K-y.

Soc., Ireland, vol. iv, part I). I'ro! s^'r Hull describes as of Lower
Si/uri'i/. aire, younn-'

r

-ets of "felstones" and

poi
j

! li.vnt'Wi s .w, \\\ \f ',1 nd W i - <l rd. '
<

bed- of iA\ and \ oh aim honi nu i-ti iti .> <1 v. irl. L >.<ti sdn

rian slat* s a rallev of the Boyne

which become less frequent in th lUim-ts <»i Down, Armagl

and Cavan. They are I
and pofj

phyries of N..r'h* Wale-, .j. *,-rib- d by Sedgwick, Murchison and

Ramsay, and those of Cumberland.
The Irish I 'j •/•('/' s;h, ,-;,i„ contains io-neous beds in the mount-

ainous n -h.,, ,,i \\ t st Mavo ami Gnlwav ; felstones, etc., along the

western shores of Lough Mask; beds of ash, volcanic conglomer-

ate and some of trap on the Promontory of Dingle, the

according to Jukes, 2,500 feet, and interstratified with fossilderoiis

Wenlock beds.

The Irish Devonian, in the Killanmv Mountains south of Lough

Gin i .when i I dd i «-k, HUO feet high, a mass of columnar

feist, ii. . 'du lie:ttt-s tl c iM-itiun of an old -neck" or vo ,

from either side of which, for c oes, beds ot

conglomerate, with large 4 balls ' of felstone,

, ,„> center, which were probably bombs shot out

various stages of the eruption." These beds ot

; Lough Garagarry,
Punchbowl, and rise into the summit of Crohane (2,162 feet) and

the southern slopes of Killeen Mountain. To the south, there

is another district containing cotemporaneous trap rocks at toe
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mouth of Kenmare River. The shores of Lough Kay and Valen-
tia Harbor are " another volcanic center of eruption during the
peri. !." I

. ds o! iv >merates be-
ing there associated with those of the Old llvd Sandstone and in-

tersecting the latter in dikes.

In the Lower Carboniferous, occur the trap rocks of the Limer-
ick basin, eoteni]M raneous with the toad-stones of Derbyshire, the
trap and porphyrite ashes of the central valley of Scotland

t rick, Campsie and Dairy Hills. The.-e Limerick trap
rocks are of two times of eruption,' the earlier being the most im-
portant. The tr.ip i- ehloritie and eontains < hi \ -..lite. Another
'li-tii'i is that at the entrance of Bantry Bay, where the rocks
are felstones, greenstones, beds of ash, breccia 'and conglomerate.
No volcanic ejections of the Permian or of the Mesozoic periods

occur. The next in age and last are those of the Miocene Tertiary.
They occur over the area ot northea-t rn h laud, and extend
thence to the west of Scotland and the inner Hebrides. The area

• miles. These rocks are i rally

described, from an article by Professor Hull, in the last volume of
this ,I..un al, at page 147.

7. Asphalt! i „ 'j,,u, t\ ,-
! >>'> i,j t Huron Hi > r. Ohio ; by

Prof. A. R. Leeds.—In the number 'ot the Annals of the Lyceum
of Natural History of New York for June, Professor Leeds de-

scribes a coaly substance from Ohio, resembling much the asphal-
tic coal or albertite of N ew Brunswick. The seam averages two
inches; and it is traversed bv innumerable sheets of sulphate of
baryta.

I>r. J. S. Newberry adds a note to the paper stating that there
are many localities of similar material in Ohio and Kentucky;

Huron ihale and was formed
''' drilled ])etroleum, like the albertite and grahamite. He
"bs.-ive- that thi- -hale, -which is the i^uhah-ut ot the Portage
group of the New York geologists," contains throughout from 10
!,) -5 per cent of carbonaceous matter, and is the source whence
""•st •••?}„,

( ,ii ls derived both in Pennsvlvania and Ohio.
8. Eruption <>/ Trhlimitlr A*Jms.—\h. A. Uai.tzkr, of Zurich,

has announced that the Island Volcano, one of the Lipari group,
ejected, , lU the 7rh of S- ptember. I-::;, a u hit i-h a-hes for three
hours, which formed a deposit over the interior of the island, in

.. which consisted of

,nte. He found the materia to

it -p.eies in specific gravity, degree of -. lubilit\ in

^ent was m - v of Natural History of Zurich,
" n rli " 4th of January, 1875 —A\ Coin. (real. d' Italia, 1875, 197.

}[ teflnrutio,, of tht Colorado ICt'-er of the West, and its

-, explored in 1869 to 1872 under the direction ot the
s'" r ' t:iI '\ (ration; by Prof. J. VS .

IV u km..

• Ito, writh many plates, - map-. The 8
institution has shown, by this volume of Professor Powell, that
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Congress did well in placing this exploration of the Colorado

under its direction. The volume has been, in part, foreshadowed

by the magnificent photographs of the Colorado region, by the

artist of the expedition, which have Wen widely

through the country. But the descriptions of Professor Powell,

and the new birds,eye views and sections inserted alongside

of the photographs which ;uv reprodue d in admirable style, have

added ten-fold to the instruction from the latter. The work is to

a large extent I valleys—

•

divides th< it, 1 he Tram*

verse, running across the strike, and, 2d, the Luugltw]' "J, run-

the strike. Under each class he makes three kinds.

Of Transverse: (a) those which pass through a

(b) those running in the direction of the dip,

tho run hu chains; ti: dip. the a,„n-i;, ,</ Ot \<> .,>''" ' "'
•'

(A) Those '. y ps. tie t; ' ; ( Ii t !'<>•*

id (< th *< h i' I

'

m< >>,,.-.dinnl. fiie subject of faults in the Colorado r .

.. M my readers oi in vs »'- v -

of this Journal (p. 450, 1-73} were no doubt unsatisfied for the

want of sections. These are here fully supplied.
The volume also gives much information on the Indiai

Cob ido region 1 -,
,

. . < - '

genera Geo /.> by Dr. Elliott Coues, U. >._A.

There is also an Addendum on the Salamander of Florid*

' 'I, t\ Pio( G. In-own wo.k i! < dnut mmiii" m
i

of which with the subject of Profess. : P. \\ l's C »ort is not ap-

10. ifc/wrf o/ ^e Geological Survey of Ohio. Vol. H, ' ; '" /
'

vipj <noI I< deontology/. 1'art I, Gkolooy. Officers of the >ur-

vey, J. S. Xkwkkurv, Chief Geologist ; K. lb Am
Edward Oin -.s'^t i i -'J-N; P. O A ^ •

y

F. U. Week, Paleontologist. 702 pp. Svo, with phi

and colored geological county maps. Columbus, Ohio. Pu '".

"Vm < b\ .iuth..iitj oi ih« L ^L.tun of ohi.,.—'ih. -mex.
"Jwhich this volume is one of the series of lb-ports in coarse i

' dnvuu tl e w - >^ ,'Mo 1-T4.

The volume just issued is the second on the Geology of

although this might not be inferred from th< an
page. The first was issued two years since and is notic

xxx. The title-pages of the two volumes are icten

cate—not "m.'ip, 1. it,„l _. , nnl I'd et he\ P •" !
-
'"

j

ogy." and "volume II, Geolo<;v and Paleontology. C |!
'

: "
! =

:
;

<^..:.-y; and two xoluim- more will .oinplete Part II, Paleon
'

tology, volume I having been published in 1873.
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The Reports, as we have before said, are very valu
butions to geologic:! 1 science, and as important to the
interests of the State The paleontological volumes, if published
with all the plates, according to the plan proposed, will redound
to the honor of the State, mid contribute to the progress of knowl-
edge throughout it, if bringing no return to its treasury.
The present volume commence with a chapter on the Quater-

here called, Surface Geology, by Dr. Newberry— a chapter which has been noticed m the last volume of this

Journal. Dr. Newberry has, next, valuable chapters on the Car-
• • -ttcrii of < >hio ami on the (;..nl,c V ( ,f K r ie ;m d Lorain

Counties. The succeeding chapters on Ottawa, Crawford, Mor-
row, Delaware, Van West, Union, Paulding, Hardin, Hancock,
Wood, Put: i/.e, Mercer, Henry and Defiance

e by N'.II. Winch, I; t ose on the Surface Geology of
-

:i, Noble, Guernsey (southern

kaway and Fairfield

Counties, by K. 13. Andrews, who has devoted much time to the
coal formation ; and those on Pike, Ross, and Greene Counties,
concluding the volume, by Edward Orton.
The facts in these Reports have in part appeared in the Annual

the course of the survey, and have been

.•t'nuti v> in this.lo irnal W ithout birth, r discussion

:)!>. we repeat that they are all worthy of thorough
study. The geological maps of the counties, inserted in the vol-

ume, are well colored.
11. Sh-t/i Annual Report of the Geological Surrey of Indiana

" " !
, 1H74 l.v 1 P. Cox. ^ it, u'ist; as

sistedby Prof. J,,nx ('
(!l .,,-n , Prof. W. W. Bobdbx and Dr. G.

M. Lkvette. 288 pp. 8vo, with maps and platen— This volume
<'"ntain> a import W the Stat. < ieo[o-bt, Mr. Cox. on the Qua-
ternary of Indiana, some of its economical products, its Indian

- and the Ceolo^v of Jaoh-m < , ,uut v. wit h a Ceoloe;-

l0;i1 '»:ip; a lb-port on the Geology of Brown County, with a

map, by Prof. Collett ; on the Geology of Scott and Jefferson

< "unties, with map., by Prof Borden: on the Sbco of Lake lYn-

I ir> relatives, by Prof. D. S. Jordan, Ml)., with a

».i .•!(>'() Jordan ; a synopsis ot the getn-.'a

ook< .1 ;'• :• in Illinois, by Prof. Jordan; and a par-

tial list of the Flora of Jefferson Co., by J. M. Coulter.

Mr. Cox o-ives the folh.whi- list ..M^il sh-Hs found in the

l©ss near New i mnmn !/,„ ,, >/
'/,• c , o- / -a

}
,.

dentatus Sav, l>.,tala ,»r,-r rf;><„ Sav. IbVx r,„ „t., - v. //. h,J,y-

' '/-I, ^
;1> . // ',;,.,„. .,,. // , „;„„,..„ W :l,L. id n r

osey Co., and in Perry Co., on the Ohio
Hie " Black shale," the formation wh
« limestone, has afforded Prof. Bordei
Am. Jour. Sci—Third Series, Vol. X, No. 58.-
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Co., the following fossils—identified by R. P. Whitfield : Leh>-
'::.'..-.:.

-

: .-'
. .

-;,sw'//>//./ Hall, a Iragmeiii oi a f:«rdh>l« mar <A mdlti,,*. The
/."' rl'j.n.j, ..s ':-

, <,, ,.,,.., .,le species; the Tentacuh
as well in the Marcellus and Hamilton beds; the Chonetes be-

longs to the Hamilton and possibly also to the Genesee: while

the Cardiola is a Devonian genus having species in the I inr
Helderberg and Hamilton; which facts appear to est:

equivalency of the New Albany Black Shale and the Genesee

shale ; while the Goniatite slide, which rests upon it, represents

lie Ki id« il « ok irro p >ub •arboniferous) of Illinois.

Kaolin, or white porcelain clay, occupying " pockets" in the

- km kv >>i I', pt County i i> - hi < i _, known under

the name of Golconda clay. In Lawrence County the clay con-

stitutes a bed interstratified with the Carboniferous rocks,
_

which

is five to six feet thick (one-third pure white) and has a wide ex-

tent. It is underlaid by a bed of limonite five feet and less in

• hieknt ss. It lies beneath the Millstone grit and seems to corre-

spond to an upper member of the Archimedes limestone. The

Kaolin is in part (A) Snow-white and pulverulent ; in part (B)

white to purplish-brown, and cutting like putty ; and (C) in con-

cretionary masses of a pea-crreen c» ight, with an

unctuous feel. It is calk. i //„/;,/„„,7, I.\ Mr. (ox. The kaolin

contains masses of allophane of a transparent emerald-green

color, one specimen of which afforded Dr. J. Lawre;
Silica 20 per cent, alumina 40, water 40. All degrees of grada-

tion exist between the allophane and kaolin.

Analysis of the kaolin afforded

—

Si Si Pe Mn Ca,Mg A
Var. A 45-90 40'34 — — 13-26

Yar. B 47'05 37-14 tr. '03 '03 1555

Var. C 47-13 36'76 tr. — '04 15'13

Golconda 42-28 43-05 — — tr. U-66

The several County Reports with their maps present much val-

uable matter on the Quaternary, Devonian, Carboniferous and

Subcarboniferoos rocks. Prof. Collett states that the boulder

clay of Northern Illinois has its southern limit in

part of Brown Co., with litth t hi km-ss. but in Northern Hi: •'-

it becomes 150 to 250 feet thick ; and he adds some t

ing erosions by the waters from the melting glacier. 1/
anous

sections illustrating the relations of the Bia<

rocks are given by Professor Borden, whose discoveries in it are

mentioned above.

1 2. The Geological and Natural History N

Th> Third Annual lleport. lor the year l's74 : In N. i
;

.

Vi \ '!"

ell. State Geologist. Submitted to the IVsidciit

versity of Minnesota, Dec. 31, 1-74.— P;

Uep->rt, tn-ats of the Genlo<_rV of Freeborn and M<>wer Counties.

Of Freeborn County Mr. Winchell remark-, " Lie

natural exposure of the underlying rock" and "hence *

of its geological structure are wholly unknown." The field is
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still not a barren one ; for the surface is covered with the drift,

and tin material of which it consists affords some evidence of the
rocks below; ami, hesid. >, ;, shaft has struck the Cretaceous in the
northwestern portion of the county. It is inferred that the Cre-
taceous extends north and south across the west end of the
county. The average thickness of the drift in Freeborn County
is stated to be not far from 100 feet. A figure is given illustrat-
ing tlu fW-and-plunge structure of the sand and gravel at Al-
bert-Lea. Clay fur brick-making is obtained near this place about
five feet below the surface. Clay, from the drift formation, is

also found at Geneva.
Mower County also is buried in drift, but not to the concealing

"' ail rock exposures. As elscwl. it, the dritt-

- are of the very best kind. The drift material is a "hard-
nan day" light in color for 10 to 15 feet, and below this usually
bluish. It contains gravel and boulders, some of them of granite
and v. sry large. At Windom and LeRoy this drift overlies a peat

The Lower Cretaceous underlies the western portion of the
county; how far east it extends is unknown. The Cretaceous
beds at Austin have afforded fossil leaves—one kind related to

iordialis Ilr.. and another a Sequoia. Explorations
for coal in these counties have obtained nothing that promises
nice-ess. Lignite is found to encourage the search, but, Mr.
V\ iiii'jw.ll observes, "after the Tests that have already been made
it can be prettj, cnti lently stated that the lignites are at present
of no economical value."

13. .\ote on Liynite in the Cretaceous of Minnesota ; by X. II.

Wixchell. (From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Minmat^lis,

5).-
xtreme northern purtu
Explorations have been carried on during the summer by private
•arties in search of coal, and a hundred pounds of what was
aken for coal were brought to Duluth from a point between
ermilion and Rainy lakes.
Similar exploration has revealed the lignites of the Cretaceous
ta number of other points in Minnesota, extending from near
no ! <>wa state line to the central portion of the state. Mr. Kloos
as given an account of a "Cretaceous basin in the Sauk Valley"

I
this Journal, and .Mr. Meek identities it as the Fort Benton by

he few fossils that u en gather.-.!. Inferenfiaily the Cretaceous

tat.- .,; .M'iehij.-. ,,t tin Cculogieal Survey
f Minnesota, 1872), but this discovery not only shows that the
;n ik \ allev is probablv not an i-.iat. d " basin." but also that the

• i.t, if they do not
< nv

. <'>ver the entire state from north to south. I have an account
K"of a probable Cretaceous outcrop in the state of Winconsin
"°"» Ciot. Frank H. Bradley, but it has not been identified
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14. Note on the Age of the Cretaceous of Vancouver L
Oregon ; by W. M. Gabb. (From a letter to J. I). 1>

Philadelphia, Sept. 5, 1875.)—In the April Number ofthis Journal,

p. 318, there is a note by Mr. Selwyn with reference to the age

of the Nanaimo coal mines. While fully endorsing the opinion

there expressed, it may be worth while to call attention to the

fact that the same opinions were put on record in the Reports of

the California Geological Survey, both by Prof. Whitney and my-

self, as much as eight years before the date of the volume of the

Canadian Report quoted.
In this connection, I wish to note in the new edition of the

" Manual of Geology," p. 456, top of page : The Cretaceous

formation is said to occur " in < >ree;on, east ot the C: -

(Marsh)," thereby giving to Prof Marsh the credit of the first

announcement.
Without wishing to disparage the excellent work done by that

paleontologist, you have inadvertently done me an injustice, to

which I call your attention. See Palaeontology of California, vol.

2, p. 181, foot-note.

15. Sub-Wr. •!,!, K.n>J<>r.it',,„.~The Sub-Weabk-n burimr ha-

reached a depth of 1,672 feet. It was the opinion of

ogists that Paleozoic rocks would be found at a depth varying

to 1,700 feet. So far, however, the strata are Mes. zoi<
;

but the latest fossils give some indications of a Paleozoic rock.—

Nature, July 29.

16. Das 'Elbthalgebirge in Sachsen. I Theil, 8 Lief, and II

Theil, 6 Lief. (Cassel, Th. Fischer.')—This givat work, by Dr.

Geinitz, has been brought to a close by I lie publication of the

two numbers here announced—the first (pp. 277 to :-;2ui closing 1
- ;

;

I r (Upper Green Sena

of the Middle Cretaceous), and the second (pp. 199 to 246) of those

oftheMiddh md I ppn (^.nhi <I
j,

}
, t ( l( tt<cou>). The litho-

-. drawn partly by E. Fischer, and in part by

Mb- Kike <kiukz. dan-liter ..f the author, extend to 67 4to plates

for the former and 46 for the latter, and are excellent: they in-

clude figures of species of Sponges (10^ plates) Fori

Radiates i

, ,u. Conchikrs. Ga~
ter. nods, kepktloi>od>. Wb.rms, Crustacean-. Fishes U
Plants. The remains of the Vertebrates of the bower Quader, de-

scribed and illustrate I jpeeies of the genera ot

•. /,;„.,. Ot,„his. La,,,,,,,. >>,,///!»,/> i. ( „r

; of Ganoids. I>,„; t ,><j„* ;' and .,f Keptiles, of the

genera, Flesiosmirus and Leiodon. The remains of 1

frm. i in Fart II. include teeth of Sharks of the genera, Osy>-f»-"^

Zamna, Otodus, Notidanus, Corax, Ptyehodus and >niict.<-.

Ohimcera Agassizi BuckL and C. Mant
un.dor Ganoids, species ol P,/c,,<„1hs, If, ;<>>/ >,-s. etc.; unuei

Ctenoids, fiery? ornatus Ag.. /, - Ag.. etc ;

under Cych k, ( l.i,l, ,j
•>,. s/ -.J/, ,„'. ( , S,nir<i'\l'hui <l''"'

rlan. S./'d;.y„, r fb'bert, K„rf,„.hts 1 >! „,,-, \'j-

Osmeroides L> , /. >< /.< Mant.. < >i , , .it"- Geii , and < y
"
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the species Plesi-

, Ghe-
louia ('arastana Gein.
The work is full in its descriptions and synonymy, and many of

the species have been first made known by Dr. Geinitz.

17. Piile-iiitoloifh'nl Cahinrt of Prof. James Hall.—Professor
Hall's extensive collection of fossils has been purchased for the
Central Park Museum, New York. The price reported to have
been stipulated is $65,000.

18. On two nexo varieties of Vermieulites; by Prof. J. P. Cooke
and Mr. F. A. Gooch. (Proc. Amer. Acad. Sci., of May 11,

1875).—In this paper, which maybe regarded as supplementary
to Prof. Cooke's elaborate memoir published early in 1874, the
author describes two new varieties of vermieulites, one from
-Lerni, Delaware Co., Pa., and another from Pelham, Massachusetts.
By means of careful experiments, the loss of water was ascertained
after air-drying, and at 100° C., 300° C. and red heat. The

and those previously mad>

,
the following imnortant <

That all the ^

2. That these minerals combine with watei
proportions—sustaining Prof. Cooke's former
water in the vermieulites is water of crystallization.

3. That they may be reduce 1 to the condition expressed by the

silica, oxides and water, 2:2:1,
which is therefore taken as the normal ratio.

4. That the onlv essential difference between the different

varieties of vermieulites is [ u the ratio between the sesquioxide

The atomic ratios obtained for the air-dried, dried at 100°, and
dried at 300°, specimens, are respectively, for

Hallite 4:4:3, 4:4: 2*, 4.4:2
Pelhamite 4:4:4, 4:4:2, 4:4:1
Jefferisite 4:4.4, 4:4:2, 4:4:1

The Lerni mineral gave, dried at 100° C, the ratio 2:2:1
(=4 : 4 : 2) ; and tin maivsis ifforded (mean of results)

Si 3803, Si 1293, Fe 702, Fe 0-50, Mg 2964, S ll-68= 99-80.

19. Dana's Hystrm of Mineralogy.—\ new k
- subedifhm "' of

-has been brought out by the p
-Messrs. \Vih,y i Son of Xew York; in other words, copies have

k off from the plates after makhaj a number >f cmrec-
''•'" as in the case of the other "subeditions."' Moreover the

assifieation of the Chlorosporous AIga», are,

itatinski—lately a pupil of Delhiry—in the M
nv of Sciences of Cherbourg (torn. xix. pp.

rhe identity of Pro!-----.-"*. [!< matoco. • >.>;
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c ><''-?/.< n •rails and pluv talis is made out ; at least it is shown that

the latter can live upon snow and ice. and that tin- development

is identical. For the generic name of the Bed-mow plant, &c.

Agardh's name of Hant><ttnc<.»_'':"s i* preferred, on good grounds:

Mine i 1 pit d 1- ' i " ti't , lui fin' Us i 'l!_

well investigated the plant and figured and described it. under

the name of Volvox lacustris, so long ago as the end •

and the beginning of tic pn s,
: ,t emturv il7'.»7, 1 *-«'_'). !£•• nt>H<>-

rocem propagates by two kinds of zoospores; i. e. sometimes by
large and ordinary ones, resulting from the division of the con-

tents of the cell or plant into four daughter-cells, each of which

is transformed into a /oospore of somewhat complicated struc-

ture ; while other individua - transform their content* into about

32 microzoospores. The development of both kinds of /.oospores

into the plant has been observed by Rostafinski. The develop-

ment is non-sexual. Velter's supposed discovery of the c

or the large zoospores is discredited and explained away. iJosta-

rindci concludes that ILrmatt.fomis is d \<

tion. Following up Decaisne's < irh 1 mt tl it th i p> «
i ^

organs of Algal should furnish the characters for their natural

'. he indicates the principal groups or tribes .t tin

Cltl.n-osp'trta which have thus far been made out, by l>eliar\

and others, with some re-organization. Thus, after the <'<>n;- : -

gatce, in \

! ion ol two

immobile cells i,f the same value (i. e. with no distinction of male

and female), he proposes to place a parallel tribe, Isosporox, ni

which there is a copulation of zoospores, the sex

[H>ph-<„1.<'t,p,„, Iiotnpllam, Ac). The

third is Ooplurr^r of lvdiarv | >,,),< f-r<,/,b->/. \'<n:, ],.•;'
.

'/-'.>./<-

uium, Ac, to which Rostafinski adds Volvnx and /:</«'•; i:

here the fecundation is by antheroroids and oospores. And he in-

disposed to take Hivtnatoco&'us as the type of a fourth tribe.

Afphitece, propagating non-sexually by spores. A -
G

-

.

21. Catalog of /'/,, /. '/ » w-thn<

thlrtu a, Ik* »f Amherst College: by Edward Titckerman, M.A
and Charles Frost, M.A. Amherst, 1875. pp. 08, Svo.—The

Lower Cryptogamia, exclusive of the Zichenes, are by Mr. i i'";
T -

d • ; fill half r 1 1

«

- Catalogue. Prof. Tuckeri
teresting preface. Tin I ita! gm b» us

, irks ol t!

accuracy and neatness of finish which characterize all pi I'M.

Tuekerman's work, the simplest, no less than the line

and r
; e- arrangement, t vpographv. and, paper, are of .

.... .,'.. .... '

'

.

',/
• ^ ,. ,. , ., ,

the close to "read Caly-t>gla Seplu,,, "
; but we prefer to re:m as

it stands in its phi--.- - / ,ihfM*g! < ,*.r la„>." Such sU l
-

:': '.
-

'''.
^ ::. ...-. - : -

- ! :

:
'

'

'

nor are tl fchem. A few plants have been

detected in would not hare been evi

are not before recorded. /-'' IH-> I '</ i- t ! «• in. -

of these. We are curious T ,, know how m
catalogue contains, and count it an oversight that the number is
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. rough and rapid enumeration gives 1 066 Pha
> Acrogenous Cryptogamia, 216 Anophytes,

of which over eleven hundred are Fungi ; so
the Uryptogai
We may hope that the time is not far distant when we may

!>• L e; i \ to- imi i. i - gin sin r with tl,'.-

Lichenes by Prof. Tuckerman. a. g.

22. Serjiiaia Sapindaceanim C>>> -/< :.••,.}.' ./ v// ,/,/,//>

'/ << " tj i> <! ,
* ,ti,l .<„-> ftun ^ • < '.

x en I l.vot.-

kofke. Munich, is75. pp. 302, tto. Published by the Royal
linquennial prize

taking, an<l apparently thorough pieces of moimgraphicalN
in systematic botany that we have ever seen. Undertaken as it

is by one who has prove'., at the as career, his
iibiUry for . licros, opieal inv< stigathm

i
win n Hadlkofer gave the

• the theory of the origii ri<> oft i> > < from tin

>. we may 'hope that an investigation of th'is kind will

not be detrim. n ai to ib'e author'- mv-j eet N in a country where it

e\ t n thing i ot mierosco} ical.

mid even that it may betoken a ri-: - -teimuio
• -niauv. I lie suhi< •( is too teclmica! to call for a de-

tailed review in tl is J. urn \ W ., r< h nor. tl t U. species of

characl z i. I jcribed, and their synonymy com-
pletely exhibit. ,1. Xearh 1 e.\ta.n1 materia. s appear to hav.
been under the authorV hands. a. g.

23. ZurK,,,,, ,..,.,. , /,; ;lt , / , r /„/-,„, ,-, lt A. dk Baby—
nt n. ii. r,'oxtract<-d I'r- u the iiol m'wb. Zeitung, Prof.

sary gives a details
h alius i,protlia

'''"'-•"-plant does not spring directly from th
shown by Pringsheim. who noticed that the pla
growth from an int. , iarv iilan torn structure, the vorkeim
(prothallus). De Bary finds that a lenticular portion of the
spore projects beyond the mas-* of the spore from which it is soon

separated by a wall. The lenticular portion N then divided into

Portions, one of which develops into the prothallus proper, while
the other becomes what i- known a- the primary root in Chora,
although it does not correspond t... i In si ru -1 u t of the same name
]n phanerogams. In , assing, r. I r i ce i- mad< to parthenogenesis
in *:i,ura crinif,,, which fact-is confirmed bv De Bary. who find?

that female plants isolated in closed glass vessels fruit abundantly.

24. Description of a new Crustacean from the Water-lime

ff'-oup at Buffalo,r'bv Arm. II. (umti- and W. H. Pitt, (Bul-
letin of the Buffalo N,cmu of Natural Science, vol. hi, July,

1875.)-The sp,, - m impression of the ven-

tral surface of a neu form ..I O i-t«n m dlie.l to Eur>/pter«8

Men/gotits, for which the name /v«w>v».s' wrpi.mis is proposed.
x ne cephalothoracic portion appears to be separate from the body,



and to be considerably i

forms. The legs are in t

swimming feet appear to differ by the straighter, "less rounded
outer margins. In the specimen the rhomboidal plates are not
given. From the impressions of the joints of the swimming feet
their relative dimension does not seem to accord with i.

The four pair of anterior feet proceed from two eloj

plates of which the imprt s-don is very distinct. The spines of the
anterior feet appear to be long, curved, and to have an anterior
direction. The absence of chelate appendages to the posterior
margin of the feet is particularly noticeable. The first seven
broad segments of the abdomen form a large ellipse. Tl * r. is an
evideut and remarkable nam •wiuo- ot the succeeding cau.lal seg-

ments. Of these six appear to be made out on the specimen.
The surface of the cast is punctate with scattered triangular im-
pressions. The cast shows a widening of the tormina segment
and no traces „f a spiniform process are exhibited. This portion
ofthe fossil was imbedded in t • maiiix, .n.U. . 1.1- to have been
bent downward and outward in the specimen. The greater
flexibility of the caudal segments may he inferred from their

shape and position. The specimen from which the above d« -erip-

tion is drawn was found in th. Water-lime group at Buffalo,
N. Y., in t! en8 f Euryp-
f

' "-" ?"' s/ '•* ''he length of the entire specimen is two hundred
and fifty millimeters ; the greatest width of the body is one
hundred and ten millimeters.
"The interest which attaches to this remarkable Crustacean

ay : - - fr. n, th- discovery of a form which may be allowed to be

u Eurypterus and Pter>/<j.,t,is tr.-m ':h< peculiar differ-

f the b,,d v express. d
I
its cephalo-

thoracic portio,,. an 1 ;h- s,
: i „ , ,.:„.. r

,.-, .

; iOM f the terminal seg-

ments. The article is accompanied by a fine plate.
25. BathyUw. -i .publication

of a letter to him from Prof. Wyville i h< mson in Y<<t> < of August
19th, remarks as follows r—lW. Wv\ !,. Thomson further in-

forms me that the best efforts of the Challenger's staff have failed

to discover Bathybim in a fresh state, and that it is seriously sus-

pected that the thing to which I gave the name is iitth more than

sulphate of lime, precipitated in a floivulent state from the sea-

water by the strong alcohol in wbh-h the specimens of the deep-

sea soundings which I examin< d w. re preserved.
"The strange thing is that ?i - is scan-ely

to be distinguished f.-om pre, pit ted aihumen, ai 1 it resembles,

perhaps even more closely, the pr
of a putrescent infusion (except in th. ...... ,„ dl moving

l'
:irtl c«'-• ut very fully with carmine, run-

.
.

ing itself like an organic thing."
Prof. Thomson speaks very 'guardedly, and does not consider

the fate of Bathybius to be as yet absolutely decided. But -nee
I am mainly responsible for the mistake, if it be one, of introduc-
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ing this singular vd-stance into the list of living things, I think I

shall err on the right side in attaching even greater weight than
he does to the view which he suggests.

—

Nature.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. America _ of the Association at

Detroit was well attended, and, as the list below shows, many pa-
pers of interest were presented. The address of the retiring

President, Dr. John L. LeConte, is republished in pages 241--J50.

A'i excellent address was delivered by Prof. H. A. Newton, Vice
President of the Physical section, on the importance of the Study
of Mi hematics for" the student in all branches of science, and

Dr. .1. \V. i > ,u» .ii. o, i , tin <.,.,_ md > iral

History section, presenting some of the difficulties which geology
appears to place In the way of Darwinism. The Chemical section,

: at the preceding meeting. r together
many chemists.
The next meeting of the Association is to be held at Buffalo.

• meeting: 1T< sideofc,

Pi;"i'. W.v 15. ...
; ~. :, .

'

t-.ii >ecretar>. F. ( .
M):m>knhall;

^ ice President of Section A, Charles A. YorxG, of Hanover,
X ».; of Section ]:. Ki.v v o >. M.»i:-k. <t -al.-m. Mass. F. W.
Pl'iXAM. ,.f Salem. Ma-.. i> i\rmai,<m Secretary.

1 he following is a list of the papers read either in full or by
abstract.

I. Mathematics, Physics, Astronomy.

The Solar Atmosphere; S. P. Langlet.
Account of the Measurement of a Primary Base Line in the U. S. Coast Survey,

Problems in Watson's Coordinates ; T. Hill.
eiXWOOD.

the Localities of a County, and rapidly

es in a Map; J. M. Toner.
:

; .

Algebraic cu™«»° <"

representation of c

Leonard.
• 1 Instrument : -

r W OSBORNE.
•

On some Inequalities of Long Peri ' -v BtOCOCWltL.

Adjustment of the 1

1

Elliott.
The Subsidiary Principle as applied to Coinage and Money account; E. B.

Description of an apparatus for the automatic determination of Atmospheric

W. Houqh. , . .

ting by Projection the difference in rapidity of transmission

Sound through mull.
temperature of two Deep Borings in Indiana; E. T. Cox.

! Iowa County Meteorite, with exhibition <



ous Intelliga

II. Chemistry.

. ities of gases, e

Comparative determinations of the solubilities of Alkaloids in Crysfc

Amorphous, and Nascent conditions; A. B. Prescott.
Note on Colorado Tellurium; F. W. Clarke.
On the requisite amount of simple friction of soft iron against cold steel t(

On Otto's method of estimating Phosphoric Acid in presence of Iron anc

minima; S. W. JOHNSON.
Apparatus for fat extraction ; S. W. Johnson.
Composition of corn fodder and yield per acre ; S. W. Johnson.
Composition of . Johnson.
On Thorpe's method of estim .

Johnson.

A Convenient Instrument for showing the Absorption of Hydrogen Gas b

. . smith.

Oxide as prepared from the Graphites of the Sevier Cc

Dekalb Co. Meteorites ; J. L. Smith.

On certain precipitates containing Chloride of Silver ; P. W. Clarke.

III. Geology and Paleontology.

Geology of the Southern Counties of New York, and particularly of the CatskUl

[ountain Region ; J. Hall. — x

A comparison between the Northern (or Ohio) and the Southern (or W. va.;

.,1.1
: E. B. Andrews. aNew and remarkable Coal-plants from the lower Coal Measures of Ohio, ww

-'
"

' .:•:• '•:, .;:::.-.
New specimens of . \v. Dawson.
Physical Geology of the trap formation of Lake Superior ; C. Whittlesey.

Physical Geology of the Ohio coal-field; C. Whittlesey.
Ohio; C. Whittlesey.

Ancient Peat in the Drift deposits of Minnesota; N. H. Winchell.

Hitchcock.
On the Galisteo Sandstone of New Mexico ; E. D. Cope.
Indianaite, a new form of K E. T. Cox.
KaolineB. : ; v.

'

On some of the Results of the Geological Survey of Ohio ; J. S. N
The Ice Period in the Mississippi Valley; its phenomena and causes; •>•

Newberry.
Michigan and Ohio; N. H.

New and Interesting Insects from the Carboniferous of Cape Breton; »•
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IV. Zoology and Botany.

i effect of the Glacial Epoch upon the Distribution of I

i Potato Bugs poisonous? A. R. Grote and A. Kayser.

Justs as Food for Man: ('. V. Riley.

r ! < - h , , - Dr-'_ -.red; TV. J. Beal.
-

Distribution of Bati : E. D. Cope.

ope.
Protozoan Studies ; W. S. Barnard.
On leading divisions in Recent and Fossil Chitonidae; P. P. Carpenter.
A method of Bleaching Wings of Lepidoptera to facilitate the study of tt

Observations on the Development of Didelphys Virginiana ; W. S. Barnard
fan and the big

Apes
:

\\~
.

s. Barnard.
of Locomotion in the Larvse of Oestridae; 0. S. Westcott.

Some Observations on the Struct
orous? plant); T. B. Comstock.

ted in the Striped Gopher; P. R. Hoy.

ad Economy of Lamprey Eels | P
•< .

>f Air-breathing Vertebrates; B. I



miralty. .jiving an utline of the work done, in conned
and its physical condition, between March and

November of last year.

Having arrived in safety at Melbourne from her Antarctic

cruise, the Challenger left Port Philip on the 1st of April for Syd-

ney, at which place the ship was docked, refitted and completed

with coal and provisions. During the <tu\ in that harbor, Prof.

Wyville Thomson made a journey to Queensland for the purpose

of studying the natural history of tropical Australia.

On the 12th of June the ship left Port Jackson, on her voyage

to New Zealand meeting with stormy weather, so stormy indeed

as greatly to impede the work of - ad it was un-

fortunate, as much interest was felt both in New South Wales

and .Sew Zealand in regard to the adapta
bed between them for telegraphic purposes. From th<

shore the water deepened gradually until a depth was
of 2600 fathoms, about «>i e-third th<-"di>:au.'< a«-r.— ;

'

at this depth consisted of the usual red clay, found in the deepest

re. A depth of 215 fathoms, with rocky bottom, was

found about 280 miles from New Zealand, with slightly deeper

hin it. On the 25th, Port Hardy was reached, and Port

Ni.-h ! on on the 27th. A seaman was unfortunately wadu-.j

o\ r'ooard and drowned in Cook Strait. The weather continued

wild during the Challenger's stay at Wellington. On tire 6th o

of July she proceeded on her voyage, passing
the east coast of the north island, ;

*

group; the stormy weather
rations, and the depth betv .

has st ill to be decided. The results of the dredu-in- near IC-hh-

dec proved that animal life was much the same as at

d< pth> 'rt*th* ast of Portugal, but several species new to science

were obtained.

On the 17th of July, in lat. 25° 5' S. and long. 172° 56' E., the

deepest cast since quitting the Atlantic was obta,

be bottom temperature being 32°*9, by which tempera-

ture it is conclusive tl

extending from the southward into these seas. Th

tiles from the land, a depth was sounded of 1350 fathoms

and the red ooze found, which had previously been obtained at

only much greater depths. On the 15th, when about no

tw< D Fiji and the New Hebrides group, a cast was had oi 1««

fath m-s with the same nature of bottom.
F.-t-sing through between the islands of the last-nam

the Challenger proceeded on her way toward Raine 1

sounding of 2650 fathoms was had, and then four others

'. viz: that tin sea was cut off by a *urr. .

h the greatest depth of water oi

is 1,300 fathoms, the temperature at that depth being 35°, and then
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continuing the same to the bottom. Below the 1,300 fathoms in

tin i oil. w m \vi
v

C d - n . i i - s
i ut tin u itel is

comparatively stagnant, as in the Medit

When 170 miles from Ra

flination of the bottom of the sea was gradual up to the barrier
reef. After anchoring for one night near Raine Island, the Expe-
dition reached Somerset, Cape York, on the 1st of Sej>:« mber,
where they remained a week, and then proceeded through the
l>:ni'l v

. ' ut, • _ i en b mils lb,. ..| -.oiiodh j> and touching
at Dobbo, Ki Doulan, and Banda. They arrived at Amboina on
the 6th of October, where they obtained coal, and then, passing

Molucca passage, reached ]},, 1! , „„ she -

on the 4th of November, and Uoug Kong on the 19th.
From the temperatures obtained in the I>anda. Celebes, Sula,.

and China Seas, it is evident that their waters are cut off from the
general oceanic circulation by rid g

-.amis which

In each of the seas soundings of over 2,000 fathoms were ob-
t;il! " d. but in no instancM - ;

i 1 the temperature decrease regularly
from the surface to the bottom, as is usual in the ocean. In every

of the editors,
cans attention to a ri nark aide instance of the formation of im-
pressions upon the human body by a lightning stroke, and encloses
letters of Messrs. E. G. Simmons "and T. X. Ilawkes, of Americus,
^•'i., where t hi occiurenci took pla< , describing the circumstances
and some of: nomenon.
On the 12th of July, 1 375, at about 4 p. m., as Mr. Simmons

ftates, a stroke of lightning fell upon a house in Americus, render-
ing insensible for a time four persons who were seated in one of
the rooms. The two outer sides of this room, which was at a
corner of the house, had each one window, and nearly opposite
these on the two other >id,- were the chimney and the door

«y. Outside, a tree stood in front of each of the

Mid about twelve feet from the house. A third tree, a
locust, stood opposite the outer corner of the room and about the

be others. This tree was severed

i ing, bill ri,.- other two were not affected. A young
- -itting near the center of the room, while the mother

and a young lady were seated not far from the chimney, near

I close to the wall, was another child.
All these persons were rendered insensible for a time by the

stroke which severe! the tree, and on their recovery there were
found impressed upon the bodies of them all more or less distinct
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images of this tree. It was most distinct in the case of the child

near the center of the room. Mr. Simmons says, "the child is

1 upon its back and exa< tly nj \< -it, upon its stomach.

The entire tree is plain, and perfect' in toto; every limb, branch,
.' •

more perfect by a painter's brush. It impressed the young lady

as that upon the body of the child. The mother and other child

also bore less distinct impressions upon the leg. Mr. Hawkes
says, " I saw the youngest child and the marks upon it. The

marks on the lower part < i tl e spine ar. exaeth of the shape of

a branch of the locust tree. Where the leaves are, on ti

the mark does not take the shape of the entire leaf, but only of

the skeleton of a leaf. Hie mark was ah,, at twelve inches long,

and had a fork, exactly like the locust limb. It looked as though

the blood was drawn 'to the skin along the marked part." The

marks were not permament, as Prof. Brown, in his letter dated

Aug. 7, adds, " a recent letter informs me that the impressions

are no longer distinct."

Although many similar cases have been reported, the phenom-

enon described is rare enough to n

this worthy of record. Th< m .,;':! ie images in

cases is readily explained by ii pe< v ii i the modi
electric discharge under cei conditions. i,v rhich it

is possible to produce similar fisn ,liv with an electrical

machine, such as the Holtz
of verv Wu.rh tension Wh

mac!, me, ,,„:.. of ' giving ele

higl

<h'i_t i and are -,
j u u i to '.,.' Oi^ai t

', m> mc -. '

. .

sisis of a very small jet upon the negative, and a sort of phos-

phorescent glow upon neen them,
<::-':>• -

appears to take place al :mn t r.

and is sometimes called the dark discharge. An obj«

" two ,i the poles, and in the path of tin
this, and destroys the glow upon the positive pole in point-

ling to the lines thus' way there is

1"'« bi<-ed an insane >r shadow of the interposed object, which is

often strikingly distinct and perfect.
In the case above described the phenomena are readily

for, if we supp. m- the thunder-. h»ud I
-

cliarg. i. an-1 the tree t . hav. - dark di~

• ...
.

:
; : .

iving been sufficiently intent, and iin- M uantity
of elec-

tricity great enough, to produc- a "Pon
tue

i-sues of the skin.



5. Annual Report of the Argent!)
the year 1874. 18 pp. 8vo. Buenos .A

the ! -ii, ctor of the office, Prof. B. A. Gould, gives details as to the
arrang. ni./nts i,, r n \ iti.ms w hich have
been introduced int. tin Arircntim iiepubiic and the present
needs in order that the objects of the meteor. .logical oilic. mav

\ carried out and rendered in permanent value to sci-

ence. Tables of the mean t. n . o; wire,
<">f prim i points. mad< out tnun tin hservn ms thus far ob-

ii ire given Mi Gould states tha whil it Cordoba the

: the air has its maximum in summer, the amount of

g 80 per cent of that requisite for

tin atmosphere, and its minimum, 50 per
"** ; n September, at Buenos Aires, on the contrary, "

i usually in June, 83 per cent, and the minimum in Decern
ig the summer of 1874 the temperatur

found at Cordelia t<> be on December ,'th

During the summer of 1874 the temperature of

December 7th not

following January
i clear sky,

isive and tl

j tell i

i the progress of science in South ,

'J- AppletonJ American ('ip-Iopn-d'au Vol. XI and XII, 1875
- Hie opening article o an, is by Prof. Jo-
seph Henry. It diseusses magnetism ami di:ima<rnetism, terres-

trial magnetism, n _ , i , ;, n v. mdm currents from dis-

charges of ordin irv eh citv. and i in masses of metal
in motion. Prof. (/lev. i 1 Vhb, . tin V . S. Signal Service con-

tributes the article Yu te.-rolo . v, winch is illustrated bv
my his own or from original

-

by Prof. J. P. Cooke of Cambridge, is an article worthy of its

author, setting forth the latest phvsie, -chemical .lei
'- "«n \ i- ,\w. i, a ,.!,....,. ,;., ; renci- manner. The arti-

and Meteorites, Ore dr. < of metals

r. Thus. M.

aston an I Dr. U. \Y. Kavm -n.l : M »• "
JM

- '' '• .\"»i.i ,r\ ; Micr -..ii. . b\ 1 let \. y,. y ver;M. fer-

•-•a, by Count Pourtales ; Meteor. Mars, Mercury. Moon,

A. Procter. L.mdon: and the metal Mercury, and
toe, by Dr. Kawm-nd.

In volume XII, some of tin rticlea are—
paleontology, by Prof James Hall ; Monntain, by Dr. T. S.

-, by R. A Proctor; Chemical

i . I Prot; Frank H. Stoi B ird College.

' -

Dr. S. Kneeland of Boston : on Materia M. iica by Dr. K,

lygiological
l)y Dr. John C. Dalton ; while Drs. Joy and Hogeboora furnish
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various chemical articles. From this list of well-known authors

and investigators, it is evident that the scientific character of the

new edition of Appletons' Cyclopedia is worthy, as a whole, of

commendation. We miss occasionally a well-known name among
the biographical sketches ; for example, Dr. Charles G. Page, whose

contributions to dynamical electricity are second only, in this

country, to those of Prof. Henry; and the well-known paleontolo-

gist F. B. Meek. Other like omissions could easily be mentioned,

while some names have a prominence greater than history will

award them. b. s.

7. Boston Society of Natural History.—The Paleontological

collections of the Boston Society of Natural History haw hem

recently much enlarged by the pure 1

.:;.-, oi the collection of Heir

Escr of Stuttgart. w hic-li 'is pani -ularh ricl in fossils of the Ter-

tiary and M the Triassic. Its speci-

mens of Tertiary plants are of such delicacy that they are

mounted,!:-. us, on paper. It wi-
the society by the efforts of Mr. A. Hyatt, during his visit in 1-74

to Europe, and through the generosity of 31 r. John
In addition several specimens of Ichthyosaurs and Teleosaurs were

procured.

8. Geographical Congress at Paris.—The recent Geo
.'. '

to the Secretary of the Navy for the work of the Coast Survey:

and to General M\er. <>f \h>- Signal >.-r-
'

the First Cl.»,.< t.."Fr.!...-;> A. d Atlas ot

the United States ; Dr. F. V. Hayden, for his Rocky
c : and to tin Ibireau of Statistic. < !

tae

[nteiiir l> part'ient ;

—

Me<l h
,,J

tin S, <<>„,! Class to the <_<'•<!-

mittee of Emigration, and the Members of the Tuscarora Expe-

dition.

Dr. I. A. Lapham, of Milwaukee, Wisconsi
of the Geological Survey of that State, died on the I

tember. Dr.' Lapham was by profession a surveyor, b"i ;
-

ua "

also a good worker in geology, meteorology, ai 1 .\i i ' '
'

'

ology. Several years since he published a geologic.

Wisconsin, and also ihc < ll
"
l 'a

Lakes on the climate of Wisconsin. He early drew ;

the Indian mounds of Wisconsin, and a w<
by numorous plates, entitled -Antiquities ,.,f *WN-
published, in 1855, in the Smithsonian Contributions to \\

' ThEOIm.;: -. n .

20th ot July

j been born in Berlin on the 28th of Augu-r
.

18W,

He was the author of various works and memoirs of hi -

among tie former la- L,hrh».-h ,l. r K>^„b»tttl ,l

well known Li}tl,rli,,rf>>i<-h la tr< !

the latter a paper on Parainorphism in its relat'nms to ehennstn.

mineralogy, and geology.

allurgist, and chemist, died at Freibe;
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Art. XLL— On the Variation, in the Strength of a Muscle ; by
JTBANCis E. Nipher, Professor of Physics in Washington
University, St. Louis, Mo. With plate VITI.

_

The strength of a muscle is the maximum weight which it

uipulse. It is practically im-
possible to measure I

several trials, during which the muscle becomes fatigued. It
may however, be del by a method which I
shal make the subject of a future paper.

I he evidence which we shall now present of variation in

muscular strength from day to day, is seen in the variation in
toe amount of work done by the muscle, before exhaustion.
We present here three series of experiments upon the right
arms of myself and a former pupil, Mr. D. A. Myers. The
nrst series consisted in Ending the maximum pull, which the
muscles could exert upon the spring ol a dvnamometer. The
arm was stretched horizontally, grasping the hook of the dy-
namometer. -

.vnward, the pull was
exerted upward. The arm moves in the vertical plane which
aiakes an angle of 45° with the transverse plane *

3 position (Nature, t

- , v. . -— "j au external force. Although Prof. Haughton's opinion on this sub

cage ™ orth
-v of g^e consideration yet I am not prep

er of experiment is determined fo

the opinion that I

:

imum. This point, however, des

THmr. Sbutes-Vol. X, No. 59.-
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In this case, part of the work of the muscles consists in

moving the hook of the dynamometer over a certain space, x,

under a constantly increasing strain P. The rest of the work

done consists in sustaining the strain P, and the fatigue caused

is due wholly to molecular motions in the muscle itself. Prof.

Haughton has proposed to call the former work " dynamical,"

the latter " statical" work.

The dynamical work D is then

D=fp.dx, orasP=c.z

(where c is the tension of the dynamometer spring when x=

T>=zfcxdx=°^+c"

or between the limits x=0 and x=—

- the statical work i.

here c' is the value of P wh

between the limits t=0 and

The value of D is measured in kilogram-meters ; the value

of S is measured in kilogram-seconds. It will be admitted

that the statical work of holding a weight of w. kilos upon the

out-stretched arm, is equivalent to the dynamical work of ^tong

w. kilos through a certain space. Calling the total work vV,

we shall have

—

W=D+£.S. (3)

I propose to call k the dynamical equivalent of statical work.

No value has yet been obtained for it which can be deemed

more than approximate.
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the object was to find the relati m -.1 iS..- -Lif.-th (5) to the
dynamical work of exhaustion, P was taken provisionally as a
measure of the strength. Its variation from day to day is

shown graphically on the chart. My experiments are repre-

sented by curve F, F ; those of Mr. Myers by curve E, E.
The strength is laid off on the ordinates. " Time is in days laid

off on the axis of abscissa. The values of (s) determined on
the same day are represented by the small circles which lie in
the same vertical.

The second series consisted in finding the dynamical work
done before ting a weight of 5"6 kgr. through
a height of 07 meters in I -25 seconds. The manner of experi-
ment has already been described in former papers.* The re-

sults of these experiments are shown on the chart. The broken
line A B is the series of constant experiments given in the first

table, on page 133 of this Journal, for Feb., 1875. The dates
of the individual experiments are not known, but no two ex-

periments were separated from each other by an interval of
more than two days. Soon after this series was finished, the
series represented by the line B C was begun, and these experi-
ments are accurately represented in time. The ordinates repre-

sent the number (») of times the weight was lifted before ex-
haustion, and are laid off on the scale to the left of the chart.
D D represents the experiments of Mr. Myers with the same

lid off on the scale to the right of the chart.

.

"he third series was made with a view of finding the rela-

tion of strength to statical work of exhaustion. The statical

work consisted in holding a weight of 5-0 kgr. upon the hori-

zontal arm, the position of the arm being the same as before.

Ihetune(f) of exhaustion from day to day (in seconds) is shown
m the broken lines Gr, G- and K, K the former being my own
experiments, the latter those of Mr. Myers.

Daring the time of these experiments the muscles were kept
m gentle training by daily exercises on the swinging rings and

bars. This exercise was taken every day, whether
experiments were made or not,f and was found very beneficial
m reducing the daily variations in strength. On stopping the

experiment for a few days the decrease in the power of the

muscle is very apparent, and the influence appears most
marked upon the observations of the dynamometer. This is

ie of the most difficult

Pomts in the whole subject. Two different muscles may have
equal strength when measured with the dynamometer, and yet
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one may be capable of doing twice as much dynamical work as

the other with a moderately light weight. This makes it

necessary that such experiments should be made on trained

muscles."

It will be seen that Mr. Myers is considerably stronger than

I, and that variations in the amount of work done are greater

for him than for me. This means that variations in strength

cause greater variations in the work done by him than in my
own case. This is entirely in harmony with the equation given

at the close of my paper in this Journal, February, 1875.

During the whole of this series of experiments the size of the

muscles did not perceptibly change, while in Myers' experi-

ments the number of lifts with a 5 kgr. weight varied, in two

successive experiments (Dec. i'0 and 23) from 420 to 1,300.

On the 29th of April, 1873, after a month of exceedingly

severe mental work, I was present at a terrible accident, occa-

sioned by the burning of a building For a quarter of an hour

I was under severe mental strain and was for a week completely

:. The urinary dep< sits were enormous, and the con-

dition of the nerves may be inferred from a specimen signature

executed, May 6th, after having run violently ap a s

of stairs. Out of about 30 signatures made at that time this

was the best. My ordin; i-\ pi nmanshi > is shown
ture below, executed on recovery. While in this coi

few experiments were made with the dynamometer, a i

ing the 5-00 kgr. weight, they lie between the date-

and May 8, inclusive, and are limited by the points

a-b on diagrams F, F and B, C. It will be observed I

also, the observations with the dynamometer are most affected,

while the dynamical work is not perceptibly affected.

Two important results follow froi i this i iv< stigation :

1. After the relation of the strength of a muscle to the

dynamical work of ex I il ermined, the strength

at any time will be most accurately determined, by measur-

ing the dynamical work of exhaustion. On days
any cause the muscles are temporarily weak, the strengths-

determined by the dynamometer, and the work of e

with very heavy weights, is less. In exhaustion wil

weights, however, (5* kgr.) the exercise of the first part of the

experiment appears to invigorate the muscle, and the influence

of temporary weakness, due to errors in diet, or lack of exercise.

or the oppressive atmosphere of the room, is eliminated.

2. The coefficient of muscular power per square cenl

section of the muscle, is a quantity which varies in-

different muscles, and with the same mus.-h' at different times:

or in other words, the work which a muscle can perform,

depends not only upon its size, but also upon its quality.
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This helps to explain the different results arrived at in the
determination of the coefficient of contraction of different mus-
cles. Thus, the following values in kgrs. per sq. cm. have
been found by various experimenters*

1. Flexors of arm, 8'99 (Henke.)

3. " " " 6-67 (Haughton.)
4. Extensors of foot, 5-90 (Henke.)

5. " " " D-60 (Foster.)

6. Flexors of leg, 7 "78 (Haughton.)

Haughton has pointed out other reasons for such differences,

but one of the most important reasons is found in the amount
ng which the muscle has received. Hence, muscles

which are seldom called into action, have not the same con-
tracting power as those which are daily used.
The experiments here described, as well as those before

given in this Journal, were performed while I was an assistant

in the laboratory of Prof. Ghistavus Hinrichs, to whose kind-
ness I am under many obligations. I also take pleas nn in

acknowled- rrom Prof. \V. C. Preston and
Mr. D. A. livers.

ART. XLII.

—

Studies on Magnetic Distribution; by He*
Rowland, of the Johns Hopkins University. Haitimo

published about two years ago,

lagnetism. it is wuu uimucu^ .««« -

,
w^ being aware of the great m.

a with which it is surrounded. But as the facts are
still in advance of what is known on the subject, and as I see

[lowing hard upon mi

would be well to publish them, particularly as it is

fco :; ' mine that they did not appear some

Haughton'a "Animal Mechanics "

t Communicated by the author. % Particu

?n -H
the experiments referred to in this paper i
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The mathematical theory which I give, although not particu-

larly elegant, will at least be found to present the matter in a

new and more simple light, and may be considered simply as a

development of Faraday's idea of the analogy between a mag-

net and a voltaic battery immersed in water. I shall through-

out speak of the conduction of, and resistance to, lines of mag-

netic force, and shall otherwise treat them as similar to lines of

conducted electricity or heat, it now being well establisl

the researches of Professor Maxwell and others that thfe

method gives exactly the same results as the other method of

considering the action to take place at a distance.

In arranging this paper I have thought best to give the

theory of the distribution first, and then afterward to see how

ta agree with experiment; in this way we can find out

the defects of the theory, and what changes should be made in

it to adapt if to experiment.
At present I am acquainted with two formulae giving &«

fci >ii of magnetism on bar magnets: the first was given

by Biot, in his Trait,'

vol. iii, p. 77, and was obtained by him from the analogy of the

magnet to a dry electric pile, or to a crystal of tour:.:

trifled by heat He compared his formula with Coulomb's ob-

ser\ , t >n>, and showed it to represent the distribution with con-

siderable accuracy. Green, in his "Essay," has obtained a for-

mula which gives the same distribution, but he obtains it by a

series of ma1 icb it is almost impos-

sible to interpret physically. M. Jamin has recently used a

formula of the same form. Imt 1 have as yet been unable to find

how he obtained it. My own formulas are also quite similar to

these, but have the advantage of being obtained in a more

nd what is of more consequence,

all the limitations are made at once, after which the solution is

exact; so that although they are only approximate, yet we

know just where they should "differ from experiment.

II.

If we take an i

enter that end of the bar, and after passing down it to a certan

distance to pass out into the air and so around to the bar agan

to complete their circuit. At every part of their circuit the;

encounter some resistance, and always tend to pass in tha

direction where it is the least ; throughout their whole coursi

they obey a law similar to Ohm's law, and the number of line

passing in any direction between two points is equal to the dn

* For difference between lines of magnetic force and lines of magnetic inductio

See Maxwell's ''Treatise on EU-, t
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those points divided by the

The complete solution of the problem before us being impos-
sible, let us limit it by two hypotheses. First, let us assume
that the permeability of the bar is a constant quantity ; and
secondly, that the resistance of the lines of induction is com-
posed of two parts, the first being that of the bar, and the
second that of escaping from the bar into the medium, and that
the latter is the same at every part of the bar. The first of
these assumptions is the one usually made in the mathematical
theory of magnetic induction ; but, as has been shown by the
experiments of Miiller, and more recently by those of Dr.
Stoletow and myself, this is not true, and we shall see this when
we come to compare the formula with experiment. The second
assumption is more exact than the first for all portions of the
bar except the ends.

Let us first take the case of a rod of iron with a short
helix placed on any portion of it, through which a current of
electricity is sent. The lines of magnetic induction stream
down the bar on either side ; at every point of the bar two
paths are open to them, either to pass further down the rod, or
to pass out into the air. We can then apply the ordinary
equations for a derived circuit in electricity to this case.

Let /.i be the magnetic permeability of the iron,

R be the resistance of unit of length of the rod,

R' be the resistance of medium along unit of length of

P be the resistance at a given point to passing down the

s be the resistance at the end of the rod,
Q'* be the number of lines of induction passing along

the rod at a given point,

Q'e*t be the number of lines of induction passing from

the rod into the medium along a small length of the

rod aL,

nearly proportional to t
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To find

derived cir<

/?, the ordinary equation

suit gives

for the

p+dp-

whence dp

d\ri(B»-P-),

P=V,RR^gayl_. 1

s have <ZQ':=^-^L,

When L is very large, or s= VRE^ we have

Q'=0
/
erL/ and Q'

e
=C,r^L£rL

,,

in which L, is reckoned from an origin at any point of the rod.

These equations give the distribution on the part ouside the

helix, and we have now to consider the part covered by the

helix. Let us limit ourselves to the case where the helix is

long and thin, so that the field in its interior is nearly uniform.

As we pass along the helix, the change of magnetic potential

due to the helix is equal to the product of the intent

field multiplied by the distance passed over; so that ii

over an elementary distance dy the difference of potential will

be $dy. The number of lines of force which this difference ol

potential causes in the rod will be equal to §dy divided by

the sum of the resistances of the rod in both directions from

the given point These lines of force stream down the rod on
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either side of the point, creating everywhere a magnetic poten-
tial w-iiich can be calculated by equation (2), and which is rep-

resented by the curves in fig. 1. In that figure AB is the rod,

CD the helix, and E the element of length dy. Now if we
take all the elements of the rod in the same way and consider
the effect at HF, the total magnetic potential at this point will,

by hypothesis No. 1, be equal to the sum of the potentials due
to all the elements dy.

Let aQ' be the number of lines of force produced in the bar
at the point E due to the elementary difference of
potential at that point, §dy,

aQv
be the number of lines of force arriving at the

point F due to the same element,
Q"

e be the number of lines passing from bar along

length ^L,

P, be the sum of the resistances of the bar in both direc-

tions from E,

Pz be resistance at F in direction of D,

y be the distance DE,
x be the distance DF,
h be the distance CD,
»" and s' be the resistance of the bar, &c, respectively

at C in the direction of A, and at D in direction

^ of B.

§ be the magnetizing-force of helix in its interior,

Vkr7-
r-yr— -'--,; A'

VM'-^" ;r-V R"

Tbis gives the positive part of Q"
e . To find the nega

Part, change x into b-x, A' into A" and A" into A', and t

change the sign of the whole.



When the helix is symmetrically placed on the bar, we have

s
/=6 ,/

, A'=A"; whence, adding the positive and negative parts

together, we have

QV=WRK A'**-l

which gives the number of lines of induction passing out from

the rod along the length ^L when the helix is symmetrically

placed on the rod.

To get the number of lines of induction passing along the

rod at a given point, we have

-™- 2RAV*-1

e* ft

(**+!-*

r(A'**-.l)<VS5'-«y

the bar extends a distance 1/ out of both ends of the

we have C"'- S (*»-P («
w -l)

.

It may be well, before proceeding, to define what is meant

by magnetic resistance, and the units in which it is measured.

If f,i is the magnetic permeability of the rod, we can get an idea

of the meaning of magnetic resistance in the following manner.

Suppose we have a rod infinitely long placed in a magnetic

field of intensity £ parallel to the lines of force. Let Q' be the

number of lines of inductive force passing through the rod or

the surface-integral of the magnetic induction across its section

;

also let a be the area of the rod. Then by definition p =^
If L is the length of the rod, the difference of potential at the

ends will be L§ ; hence

R, Q' or/*'

and R in the formulae becomes

R K
<

1

It is almost impossible to estimate R' theoretically, seeing

that it will varv with the circumstances. We can get some

idea of its nature, og that the principal

part of it is due to the cylindric envelope of medium imme-
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*&,*** ** IT

where D is the diameter of the envelope, d of the rod, and pt

the permeability of the medium. We are not, however, able to

estimate D. If, however, we have two magnetic systems similar

in all their parts, ii is evi cut that beyond a certain point simi-

larly situated in each system we may neglect the resistance of

the medium, and — will be the same for the two systems.

Hence E' is approximately constant for rods of all diameters in

the same medium, and r takes the form

W^m (•)

In Green's splendid essay (reprint, p. Ill, or Maxwell's
'Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism,' art. 439) we find a

similar to equation (5), but obtained in an entirely dif-

ferent manner, and applying only to rods not extending beyond
the helix. In the ' Eeprint' p corresponds to my r, and its

value, using my notation, is obtained from the equation

where jt>:=-.

If we make u a constant in this formula, we must have
_rd !P~ ~ = coustant, hence roc-j,

which is the same result for this case as from equation (7).

When pi in the two formula is made to vary, the results are

not exactly the same ; but still thev give approximately the

same results for the cases we shall consider ; and since the for-

mula is at the best only approximate, we shall not spend time
m discussing the merits of the two.

III.

Among the various methods of measuring linear magnetic

distribution, we find few up to the present time that are satis-

factory. Coulomb used the method of counting the number of

vibrations made by a magnetic needle when near various points

°' the magnet. Thus in the curve of distribution most often

reproduced from his work, he used a magnetized steel bar 27
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French inches long and two lines in diameter placed vertically

;

opposite to it, and at a distance of eight lines, he hung a mag-

netic needle 3 lines in diameter and 6 lines long, tempered

very hard, and the number of oscillations made by it was de-

termined. The square of this number is proportional to the

magnetic field at that point, supposing the magnetism of the

needle to be unchanged ; and this, corrected for the magnetism

of the earth, gives the magnetic field due to the magnet alone.

This for points near the magnet and distant from the ends is

nearly proportional to the so-called magnetic surface-density

opposite the point. At the end Coulomb doubled the quantity

thus found, seeing that the bar extended only on one side of

the needle.

It will be seen that this method is only approximate, and

almost incapable of giving results in absolute measure. The

effect on the needle depends not only on that part of the bar

opposite the needle, but on portions to either side, and gives, as

it were, the average value for some distance ; in the next place,

the correction at the end, by multiplying by two, seems to be

inadequate, and gives too small a result compared with other

pun-. l<\.r :,t s. ':: ;- .1 -T:nit from the end the average surface-

oensity at any point will nearly be equal to the average for a

..n i. ,th m I.-, while at the end it will be greater

than the average of a short distance measured back from the

end. To these errors must be added those due to the mutual

induction of the two magnets.
The next method we come to is that which has been recently

used by M. Jamin, and consists in measuring the attraction of

a piece of soft iron applied at different points of the magnet.

In this case it does not seem to have been considered that the

attraction depends not onlv on the magnetic density at the

given point, but also on that around it, and that a piece ot

soft iron applied to a magnet changes the distribution imme-

diately at all points, but especially at that where the iron is

applied. The change is of course 'less when the magnet is of

very hard steel and the piece of soft iron small. Where, how-

ever, we wish to get the distribution of soft iron, it becomes a

onifc serious difficulty. Another source of error arises from

the fact that the coefficient of magnetization of soft iron is a

function of the magnetization : this source of error is greatest

where the contact-piece is long and thin, and is a minimum
nd not in contact with the magnet

: the best results when the contact-

piece is small and in the^shape of a sphere and not in contact

with the magnet, and when the method is applied to steel mag-

nets. But after taking all these precautions, the question next

arises as to how to obtain the magnetic surface-density from
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the experiments. Theory indicates, and M. Jamin has assumed,
that the alt: tional to the square of
the surface-density. But experiment does not seem to confirm
this, except where there is some distance between the two
bodies, at least in the case of a sphere and a plane surface, as
in TviulaH's experiment? (Phil. Mag., April, 1851). It is not
necessary at present to consider the cause of this apparent dis-

crepancy between theory and experiment ; suffice it to say that
the explanation of the phenomenon is without doubt to be
- .::! j

of iron. All I wish to show is that the attraction of iron to a

plicated phenomenon, whose laws in general' are unknown,
and hence i ble for experiments on magnetic
distribution.

A third method is that used in determining the correction

istribution on the magnets in finding the intensity of
the earth's magnetism. Usually the distribution is not ex-

•und in this case; but it is easy to see how it might
be. Thus one way would be as follows: Take the origin of

es at the center of the magnet. Develop the distribu-
tion m an ascending series <>t powers of s with unknown con-
stant coefficients. Calculate the magnetic force due to this

distribution for any points along the axis, or else on a line

perpendicular to the magnet at its center. Determine the force
at a series of points extend n- thn ie_h a- uf-at a range and as
near the magnet as i >ossi 1 >le. These experiments gave a series of
equations from which the coefficients in the expansion can be
determined. Other and better methods of expansion might be
found except for short m il.i us. win v the method suggested is

very good.
The simil to that used by Gauss indeter-

:.

A fourth method is >i:nihr io r!i«- above, except that the
direction of the lines of force around the magnet are measured
and calculated instead of the force.

,
The last two methods are very exact, but are also very labo-

rs
""'^

:i
*

apted to special investi
f bus. by the change in direction of the lines of force around

iet, we have a delicate means of showing the change
'

111,88, for instance, when the current around an
electro-magnet varies.

lhe fifth method is that used lately in some experiments of
Mr. Sears (this Journal, July, 1874), but only adapted to tern-

At a given point on the bar a small
coil of wire is placed, and the current induced in it measured
Dy the swing of the galvanometer-needle when the bar is
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rized. It does not seem to have been noticed that

what we ordinarily consider as the magnetic distribution is not

directly measured in this way ; and indeed, to get correct

results, the magnetization should have been reversed, seeing

that a large portion of the magnetization will not disappear on

taking away the magnetizing-force where the bar is long. The
quantity which is directly measured is the surface-integral of

the temporary magnetic induction across the section of the bar,

while the magnetic surface-density is proportional to the sur-

face-integral of magnetic inducl rtion of the

bar. In other words, the quantity measured is Q instead of

-j-. We can, however, derive one from the other very easily.

The sixth and last method is that which I used first in 1870,

and by which most of my experiments have been performed.

This consists in sliding a small coil of wire, which just fits the

bar and is also very narrow, along the bar inch by inch, and

noting the induced current over each inch by the deflection

of a galvanometer-needle. This measures Q e, except for some

corrections which I now wish to note. In the first case, to

give exact results, the lines of force should pass out perpendic-

ular to the bar, or the coil must be very small. But even

when the last condition is fulfilled errors will be introduced

at certain portions of the bar. The error is vanishingly small

in most cases, except near the ends, and even there it is not

large except in special cases ; for at this part the lines of force

pass forward toward the end of the bar, and so the observation

next to the end may be too small, while that at the end is too

large. The correction can be made by finding where the lines

of force through the center of the section of the coil in its two

positions meet the bar. The error from this source is not

large, and may be avoided to a great extent.

One very great advantage in the method of induced currents

is the facility with which the results can be reduced to absolute

measure by in the circuit as I have

before described (Phil Matr.. August. 1873.) There is also no

reaction (except a temporary one) between the magnet and cur-

rent, so that the dist mehanged. Hence it

seems to me that this method is the only one capable of giving

exact results directly.

The coils of wire which I used consisted of from twenty to

thin pap<

ond the

25 of an
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and the deflection produced <

ter noted. After experience this could be done
accuracy. It might be better in some cases to have the coil

slide over a limited distance on the tube, though, for the use I
intend to put the results to, the other is best.

Up to 35° Qe is nearly proportional to the deflection ; and
when any larger value is 'put down on the Tables, it is the sum
of two or more deflections. I have not the data in most cases
to reduce my results to absolute measure, but took pains to
insure that certain series of experiments should be comparable
among themselves.

Having measured Qe at all points of a rod, we may find Q by
adding up the values of Qe from the end of the rod.
The magnetizing-force to which the bar was subjected was in

all cases a helix placed at some part of the bar. The iron bars
were of course demagnetized thoroughly before use by placing
them in the proper position with reference to the magnetic me-
ridian and striking them.

In the Tables L is the distance in inches from the zero-point,

He is the deflection of the galvanometer when the helix is

passed between the points indicated in the first column. Thus
in Table II, 347 is the deflection on the galvanometer when
the helix was moved from the tenth to the eleventh inch from
the zero-point, and so we may consider it as the value of QE at

J0£
inches

; so that the values of Qe refer to the half inches,
but Q to the even inches.
In all the calculations the constants in the formulae were

taken to represent Q most nearly, and then the corresponding
formulas for Q£ taken with the

ing 1

[To

3 in calculating- bv ordinary logarithmic Tables, we
put £^=io-«43L

•'

Art. XLIIL—The Effect of the Glacial Epoch upon the Distribu-
tion of Insects in North America ; by Aug. K. Grote, A.M.

Detroit, Aug. 10th.)

From the condition of an hypothesis the Glacial period
has been elevated into that of a theory by the explanations it

has afforded of a certain class of geological phenomena. The
present paper endeavors to show that certain zoological facts
are consistent with the presence, during past time, of a vast
Progressiva • it* Tnrm»m«T>t from nor*h to
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American continent. These facts, in the present instance, are

i by a study of our Lepidoptera, or certain kinds of

butterflies and moths now inhabiting the United States and
adjacent territories. Before proceeding with the subject, a

brief statement of the phenomena assumed to have attended

the advent of the Glacial period is necessary.

At the close of the Tertiary, the temperature of the earth's

surface underwent a gradual change by a continuous loss of

heat. The winters became longer, the summers shorter. The
tops of granitic mountains in the east and west of the North

American continent, now in summer time bare of snow and

harboring a scanty flora and fauna, became, summer and winter,

covered wit rits. In time the mountain snows

I into glacial ice, which flowed down the ravines

into the valleys. Meanwhile the northern regions of the conti-

ment, which may have inaugurated rl o iditi ms, submitted

extendedly to the same phenomena. Glacial ice, first made on

is, finally formed at, and poured over, lower levels.

Glacial streams fin all; nited to orm an icy sea, whose frozen

waters slowly plowed the surface of the rocks, and, in their

movement from north to south, absorbed the i

streams in their course, and extended over all physical barriers.

Tin Appalachians and Eocky Mountains are supposed to have

had local glaciers. The animals must always have retreated

before this frozen deluge. The existing insects of the Pliocene,

in submitting to the change of climate which accompanied the

advance of the glacier, must have quitted their haunts with

reluctance, and undergone a severe struggle for existence, no

matter how gradually they had been prepared for the ei

We may expect that multitudes of specific formsultimately

perished, of whose remains no traces have been perserved.

After this brief statement of the outlines of the opening of

the Glacial period, we turn to some facts offered by a study

of certain of our existing species of butterflies and moths.

The tops ui the Whit Maintains and the ran- —
elevations in Colorado offer us particular kinds oi

in an isolated manner at the present day, and confined to their

respective localities. In order to find insects like them we
1

i the plains < >f La brador and the northern portion

ntinent, in regions offering analogous

those existing on the summits of

these mountains. The genera Oen >- and Bn > -'A among the

Butterflies, and Anarta and Agrotis among the Moths, arc repre-

sented by the same or similar spech - in . 11 t the above men-

tioned localities. In the case of th e W 1. i
t.> M.mn tain butterfly,

Oeneis semidea, we have a form sustaining itself on a very lim-
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ited Alpine area on the top of Mount Washington.* Although
>me doubt whether precisely the same form of Oeneis

has been discovered ii t remains that Oeneis,

butterflies exceedingly like it, though registered by us under dif-

td Colorado. Whether
tiii' Whit*' Mountain butterfly, Oeneis semidea, be, as suspected
by Lederer, a modification of some of the Labradorian forms of
the genus, or not, the geographical distribution which its genus

The question comes up, with
regard to the White Mountain butterfly, as to the manner in
^'liii'li thiv -tM^'i,-; i,r n. ... ,s attained its present restricted geo-

area—How did the White Mountain butterfly get' up
the White Mountains ? And it is this question that I am dis-

posed to answer by the action attendant on the decline of the
Glacial period.

I have before briefly outlined the phenomena attendant on
the advance of the ice-sheet, and I now dwell for a moment on
the action which must equally be presumed to have accompa-
nied its retirement. Manv oi t i. !'. at ires of its advance were
repeated, in reverse order," on the subsidence of the main ice-

sheet or glacial sea. The local gh in, separate
from the main body of ice, amUilled th< valleys and mountain

variance with the main body of the
glacier, being determined by local topography A reversal of
the temperature shortened the winters and lengthened the sum-
mers. Ice-lo\ ing ins. cN. such as our White Mountain butter-

tbe outskirts of the main ice-sheet, where they
r fitting conditions of temperature and food. The

aheet had pushed them insensibly before it, and during
.'•

toon of the genus Oeneis had been changed from a high northern
region to one which may well have included portions of the
Southern States. And, 'on its decline, the ice-sheet drew them
back again after itself by easy stages

;
yet not all of them,

wme of these butterflies strayed by the way. detained by the

tined to plant colonies

their companion* YVhei then .in ice-sheet left the
foot of the White Mountains, on its long march back to the

tong Oeneis butterflies were left behind. These had strayed
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which latter journeyed northward, following the course of the

retirement of the main ice-sheet. They had found in elevation

their congenial climate, and they have followed this gradually

to the top of the mountain, which they have now attained and

from which they cannot now retreat. Far off in Labrador the

mountain. I conceive that in this way the mountains may
generally have secured their alpine animals. The Glacial

period cannot strictly be said to have expired. It exists even

now for high levels above the sea, while the Esquimaux finds

it yet enduring in the far north. Had other conditions been

favorable, we might now find Arctic man living on snow-

capped mountains within the Temperate zone.

At a height of from 5,600 to 6,200 feet above the level of the

sea, and a mean temperature of about 48 degrees during a short

summer, the White Mountain butterflies {Oeneis semidea) yet

enjoy a climate like that ol L brad. >r within the limits of New-

Hampshire. And in the case of moths an analogous state of

things exists. The species Anarta melanopa is found on Mount

Washington, the Rocky Mountains and Labrador. Agrolis

! .,,„/;„
is found in Iceland, Labrador, the White Mountain

and, perhaps in Colorado. As on islands in the ai

insects have been left by the retiring ice-flood during the open-

ing of the Quarternary.
On inferior elevations, as on Mount Katahdin, in Maine.

where we now find no Oeneis butterflies, these may formerly have

existed, succumbing to a climate gradually increasing in warmth

from which they had no escape ; while the original coloi

in the several instances, must have always greatly depended

upon local topography.
.

I have briefly endeavored to show, that the present distribu-

tion of certain insects may have been brought about by the

phenomena attendant on the Glacial period. The i

of matters connected with this theoretical period of t

history thus brings out more and more clearly, as it now ap-

pears, the fact of its actuality. I hope that my present state-

ments may draw the attention of our zoologists more to the

matter, seeing that we have in our own country fields for its

full exploration.
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The term aestivation, to denote the arrangement of the parts
of the calyx, corolla, &c, in the bud, as well as that of
for leaves in a leaf-bud, was introduced by Linnaeus. He did
not elaborate the former subject as he did the latter, and the
few terms given to the modes he recognized are for the most
part defined merely by a reference to their use in vernation.
-Ivfivatiou as a botanical character is comparatively recent,
and its terminology is not yet quite satisfactorily settled. I
propose to consider, 1, what the leading modes are, and 2,
how they are to be designated.

1. In the first place, the modes of aestivation may be con-
veniently divided into two classes, those in which the parts
overlap, and those in which they do not.

Of overlapping aestivation, only two principal kinds need
be primarily distinguished, viz: 1. where some pieces overlap
and others are overlapped, i. e., some have both margins exterior

irior or covered; 2. where each

by its neighbor on one side while
a its neighbor on the other. There are mixtures and

• ds of these two, but do third mode.
In aestivation without overlapping, there is first, the rare case

m which the parts of the whorl or cycle never come into con-
tact in the bud

; and secondly, that in which they impinge by
their edges onlv. Th
of each piece are rolled or bent inward, and the rarer one in

are turned outward ; and the apex of each piece may
aelf in any of these ways. But these dispositions are

>i-"vs or leaves ttken — .aratelv, and the terms

prefoliation,
'

•'

'."- ed m the same sense, and so are not at all peculiar to

>
or prefloration. The like may be said of a remain-

der, to a different category, that

nited into a tube or cup, this is

ited into folds, or otherwise disposed. In which case

>>f the tube or cup, or such lobes as it may have,

it any of the modes of aestivation above indicated.

Without further notice, then, of this last, the plicate or
f
ivation, and of analogous conformations of the tube

a calyx or corolla, or of the disposition of each piece
' (whether revolute. Involute, reflexed, inJUxed, and the

Qt the terminology of which there is no question,

—

$ « the latter reason, the case of open aestiva-
llon, there are left three types to deal with

:
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L With some pieces of the set -wholly exterior in the bud to

II. With each piece covered at one margin, and covering by
the other.

III. With each piece squarely abutting against its neighbors

on either side, without overlapping.

In modes II and III, the pieces are all on the same level and

are to be viewed as members of a whorl. In mode I, although

they may sometimes be members of a whorl, some parts of

which have become external to others in the course of growth,

they may, and in many cases must belong either to two or more

successive whorls (as in the corolla of Papaveracece, and even the

calyx of Cruciferw, the upper or inner of course covered by the

lower or outer), or to the spiral phyllotaxy of alternate leaves.

The type of the latter, and the common disposition when the

parts are five, is with two pieces exterior, the third exterior by

one edge and interior by the other, and two wholly interior.

This is simply a cycle in § phyllotaxy, the third piece being

necessarily within and covered at one margin by the t

it is exterior to and with its other margin covers the fifth, this

and the fourth being of course wholly interior. So, likewise,

when the parts are three, one exterior, one half exterior, and

One interior or overlapped, the aestivation accords with £ phyllo-

taxv. When of eight or higher numbers the spiral

usually all the more manifest. When of four or six, the case

is one of whorls (opposite leaves representing the simplest

whorl), either of a pair of whorls (as in Epimedium, Berberis,

&c), or a single whorl, the parts of which have overlapped in

2. As to the terminology. Linnaeus in the Philosophia

Botanica treats only of Vernation, there termed Foliatio. For

this the former term was substituted, and that of

for the disposition of petals in a flower-bud, introduced, as I

suppose (not having the volume to consult) in the Termini

Botaniei, published in the sixth volume of the Amcenitates

ic®, 1762. I refer to it only thro o

1781. Here the terms are convolute, imbricata, cm
defined only by reference to the section vernatio, and valvaia,

\ explained by a reference to the glumes of

also u inaquivahis
; si magnitudine discrepant." In\

the only term besides valvata which directly relates to the

arrangement of petals, &c, inter se; and the reference takes us

back to something "teetus, ut nudus non appareat," covered as

with tiles we may infer. In the Philosophia Botanica, under the

se<-ti..i Fn'iutin, the definition of imbricata is "qunn
lele, superficie recta, sibi invicem incumbunt." This wooM
apply either to mode I, or mode II, according as invicem M
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understood
; but the diagram, tab. x, 6, shows that case I is

intended. Convoluta refers to the rolling of a petal or leaf by
ita l. as does condupikata to its folding; but Linnaeus gives
two figures, one of a single rolled-up leaf, the other of one leaf
rolled up within another.

Finally, among the modes of vernation indicated by Lin-
naeus, there is one which it is important here to notice,

igement of a pair of leaves in
the bud, and evidently quite as applicable to a whorl of a
larger number of parts than two, i. e.—

"O&wJwta, quum margines alterni comprehendunt oppositi

in." Phil. Bot., 105. Or, in Term. Bot.,

"p:i,uin;i -: .roxiinatis ita ut alterum latus
• alterum folium."

This, as the definition and the diagram in the Philosophia
Botanica show, answers in aestivation to mode II. It was
early taken up ; < su , h b\ Mirhd lElem. Phys. Veg. et Bot,
1H '». ::. 738, 739), where the polypetalous corolla of Hermamna
and Oxalis, and the gamopetalous corolla of Apocynew are
cited as examples.

Valvate aestivation, our mode III, is rightly defined by
MirbeJ in the same place, and still earlier by Brown.
Linnaeus made no use of aestivation as a character. Nor

did Jussieu, except merely that, in his Genera Plantarum, the
'

rnncohite.
In DeCandolle's i >L3— a still, unsur-

satise, upon which, next to the Philosophia Botanica,
our botanical glossology rests—neither the word aestivation,
nor its synonym, pre;; I. and even verna-
tion or pretuliation "i-. e<j n.lly omitted.

_
But the historv of activation as a botanical character began

™ a work published three years earlier, viz., in R. Brown's
Prodromus Floras Nov. Holl., 1810. The Preface notes that
l* was first accurately observed by Grew. In it Brown defines
only the valvate mode, "ubi margines foliolorum vel lacini-

arum integumenti invicem appli \ alvularum
in modum." In the body of the work, wherever it is impor-
tant, the aestivation is noted as valvate, imbricate, plicate, indu-

: and the open aestivation {aperta) is named by him
m a subsequent paper.
Being the first to employ aestivation systematically, and to

:

l"ve!,.j, i;, v ,i
lUl , lawn's terminology for its modes may well

°e considered authoritative. And so indeed it is, as iar as it

goes. Bat he did not make one viz., that
between our I and II. Imbricate, in his use, comprises all

Kmds of overlapping, that of the corolla of Apocyneai and <>i a

Gentian, as well as' that of a Primrose. He must have not
only noticed the difference, but also appreciated its general
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importance, notwithstanding the occasional passage of the one

into the other. He must have also observed that in many
cases, as in Asclepias for instance, the mode II passes into

mode III, the valvate, and may possibly have discerned that

under a phyllotaxie view these are more nearly related than

either is to mode I. I find, however, only one instance in

which he has indicated the disti seta ... \ z... in ti e .
- raetei

of Burchellia, furnished to the Botanical Register, t. 435. IbSK*.

Of its corolla it is said: u aestivatione mutuo imbricate coo-

torta." T sting, as it seems to recognize the

distinction between the mode of overlapping (which is that ot

our mode II) and the torsion, which only now and then

accompanies it. Looking over the Plan tee Javanicre Uariores

to see if there is any later use, I find no instance in which

Brown has occasion to speak of this mode II ; but it occurs in

the portion of his associate, Mr. Bennett, who (on p. 212)

describes the petals of Sonerila as "aestivatione convolute,

Had this term been thus employed by Brown himself, and at

an earlier date, I should regard 'the terminology of these three

modes of aestivation as settled, viz. : I. imh
II L vulvata. The first and the third are established beyond

question, although somewhat remains to be said about the first.

But meanwhile another use has prevailed as ri

second. In DeCandolle's Prodromus, the first general or con-

siderable work after Brown in which terms of aestivation are

employed, this mode is almost uniformly characterized as

contorta. I cannot at this moment trace the term to its origin.

It was probably suggested by the name Contorta, said to have

been given by Linnaeus to the Apocyneous natural order ;
and

it seemed appropriate to the instances in which the strong con-

volution of rounded pet; is. a- in 'W*>, or their lobes, as m
Phlox, give an appearance like that of twisting, although there

is no twist or torsion. But it is to just such case.

there is most of seeming twisting on account of fcl

convolution, that the term convolute is now and then

in the Prodromus ; as in the character of Byttneriacece, and that

of Mnjvuviscus. The latter may pmhap> U- explained by the

that the petals do not uncoil in anthesis. But in

Apocynacece, in the Prodromus, the terms convoluta an

are seemingly employed synonymously, or nearly so

most frequently) ; at"least I see no difference between the aestiva-

tion of Allamanda, said to be contorted, and that of I

said to be convolute. Emliu-'iVr is thi> rejar-

Prodromus. In the new Genera Phmtarum 'by Bentham and

Hooker this mode is most commonly designated as contortai

mtorto-i Stc) convo-

'. have myself, from a period as early as loin, empKve(1

n convolute, thinking it unadvisable to have two names
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for the same thing, and .visiting to restrict, if it might be, the
term contorted to cases of torsion. Ad rien de Jussieu, on the
other hand, used convolute (with strict Linnaean propriety) for

regular imbrication with a high degree of overlapping, thus
giving two names to different degrees of the same thing.

It being conceded, I presume, that the mode II should be
specifically distinguished, what name, on the whole, ought it

to bear? If we follow prevalent usage, contorta will be the
term.

^
But this term was unknown in this sense to the founders

of aestivation, Linnaeus and Brown; it- correctly expresses the
real state of things in only a few cases ; and where there is

torsion, it leads to a most awkward way of expressing it. We
have to write: "lobes of the corolla contorted and twisted:
corollce bb> contorti et torti" introducing dextrorsum or sinistror-

sum* to express the direction of the overlapping and of the tor-

sion, which are not always the same. So that the most current
name is the least appropriate. Convoluta is as good a name
as can be, and its use in the present sense is not unconformable
with the Linnaean use in vernation. When well carried out,
three or five or more petals, as the case may be, are simply
rolled up together. When the overlapping is slight, there is

simply the tendency to convolution. But if, as in other no-
menclature, priority gives a paramount claim, obvoluta will be
the proper term, beginning as it did with Linnaeus for verna-
tion, and taken up, as it was very early, by Mirbel for aestivation.
The only objections to it are. first, that it has never come into

systematic use, and second, that ob in the composition of botan-
!,;i[ terms, or obversely or inversely. But

- not burdened with this signification : it is classical
for "wrapped round," as is convoluta for rolled together. I

oonelude that one or the other of these two terms ought to be
used.

Finally, although there is little, if any, practical misuse,
there is some mis-definition, of the term imbricate as applied to

aestivation. Adrien de Jussieu defines it well (in Cours Ele-

mentaire, 308) in the phrase " La prefloraison spirale est aussi

nonime imbriquee ;" and in noting that when the number stops
at five, the pieces fall into tw.» exterior, two interior, and one
(the third in the spii this making what is

called astivatio quincuncmh's.f This is clear and to the point.

But other authors have had a fancy for distinguishing between

* I note with satisfaction that Bentham and Hooker use these terms to signify
" *-*

'

3 right, or from right to left, of a person, supposed to stand outside

3d bud. which is sure] ! !>e observer.

a in the periphery, or i
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quincuneial and imbricate (as if the former were not tl

case of the latter when the parts are five), and so have had to

devise something else to answer to imbricate. Alphonse De
Candolle (in his Introd. Bot, i, 154, written before phyllotaxj

was well understood), after rel eg to the cate-

gory of a crowd of verticils, and remarking that the quin-

cuncial is sometimes confounded with the imbricate, adds:

some confound also under this latter name the case in which

there is one exterior piece, one interior, and three covered ut

one margin but free at the other. I know not

began; but its latest reproduction is in LeMaout and De-

caisne's Traite General, and in the English translation of it.

In the diagram the pieces are numbered directly round the

circle from 1 to 5, the fifth coming next the first :

u so they

thus complete one turn of a spiral,""— which -hows that Le

Maout had vague ideas of phyllotaxy, of which he seems to

have invented a new (i) order. Moreover this is

identical with the cochlear aestivation of the same work (not of

Liudley) ; and Eichler, in his Bliithendiagramme, adopts this

name (unsuitable though it be), for this partieuliui arrangement,

whatever be the position of the enclosed or enclosing petal A
glance shows that this supposed "true imbricate sestft

a slight and not very uncommon deviation (by the displace-

ment of what should be the interior margin of one of the petals

during growth) of the mode II. variously tern • i ol

volute, or contorted aestivation. But it is so intermediate be-

tween this a mhricateas j erhs -

Brown in applying the name imbricate generically to all the

ag modes. I see, since the above was writl

Eichler, in his Bliithendiagramme, in effect does this. I &K1

also, that Eichler uniformly employs the term convolute, or <'""

volutive, as I have done, insiead of contorted. I sho

rather than immediately expect, that this use would become

general.

The speaker traced the history of the evolution of the ordef

of Ammonoids, showing n al I te< laract

stages of the embryo were inherited from a verv i

':
- : -.:-'. ':. • .,.

:

-
:

.

!

"
;

'

since been called by M. Muuier-Cha mas; second, the begin-

* From the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, vol, xv»>

December 16, 1874.
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. with its nautilus-like septum, and
cus ; third, the depressed and goni-

atite-like continuation of the form fo the shell with its accom-
panying goniatitic septa.

These of course represent only their most advanced stage in
the Ammonites proper of the Jura and Trias; they are, when
first observed in the Silurian and Devonian, exceedingly vari-
able in the length of the periods and other important charac-
teristics even between the varieties of different species. They
become invariable in the young as embrj
only after the lapse of time represented by the Silurian, Devon-
ian, and Carboniferous periods. This variability in the same
species in the Silurian shows how recently they were inherited,
and their invariability m every individual of the Jurassic
show the result of the long ages of inheritance through which
the group has passed between that period and the Silurian
epoch.

He then showed that in each subordinate group there were
P variably occurring forms precisely similar to those

found in other groups often widely removed in time and very
distinct in the structure of the parts. These are apt to occur
with a certain fixity of succession which enables the observer
to predict with considerable certainty the general characteristics
of the succeeding forms of any given group after he has
thoroughly studied the development and succession of a few of
the lowest They correspond to what naturalists are in the
habit of calling paralled forms, often also representative forms.
-Lhese forms begin in everv tiroup with which I am ac-
quainted with a certain low or open-whorled form and evolve,
m course of time and by inheritance, more and more involved
whorls, or else the whorls are modified in the characteristics
which usually accompany the normal increase of the involution,
namely, by the increasing thinness of the shell laterally, flat-

the sides which becomes more and more convergent

v and the tendency of the abdomen to become nar-
rni

'<'• This and the origin of most of the groups from certain

• ies of the discoidal or open -whorl forms
snow conclusively that these forms rise independentlv in each
group.

J *

But it must be noticed that they can be only thus limited in
each group or series of groups which are genetically connected.
Anc

s

range of forms comprehends even imagiuai Ic modulation
ot the original inherited or stock form" of the third stage among

a. This is tubular or coniform and has an inherited

rhe abdominal more than the
! -d., tnus lewdwim upon it>elf Therefor, \\hih the
cho^e or selection of the original forms by which a series starts
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into being is practically unlimited except by the possibilities of

the typical discoidal form of the embryo and young, the subse-

quent development in each series becomes more and more limited

aceoi ling to the size of the group. The same law of inherit-

ance which renders the embryonic form of the third stage fixed

or iiiv; n mle in cnch indi\ idual of the true Ammonites of the

Jura, subsequently accomplishes the same purpose, to a less

degree and with 'greater fluctuation, for the later developed

forms and characteristics of each separate series or group, oblig-

ing them to evolve, if they progress ; ; all, a certain succession

of forms which have been described above.

It will be noticed that I use the word progress in a special

sense as ai>; q class of paralled forms and not

to those with which we shall presently deal, the old-age forms,

which though equally perfect in the phenomena of parallelism,

cannot be attributable to growth. The former are the mechan-

ical results ase in size of the shell of the

common embryonic form of the third and succeeding stages of

the young, while the latter result from the natural but inevit-

able loss of growth-force in the adult shell and its parts.

This growth seems to me to be due to the favorable nature

of the physical surroundings, primarily producing eh

;es which become perpetuated and increased by inher-

• this in the r~itance withm the group. We
stantly increasing size of the shell, complication and develop-

ment of the new parts, as has been shown by Prof. Cope in his

" Method of Creation of Organic Types." Though he does not

attribute so much to the influence of the physical surroundings

as has been done here, the result of my investigations are, as

they have been heretofore, very similar to his.

The law or general expression for the mode of inheritance by

which this is accomplished is the same for all char

whether of form or structure; namely, that of acceleration.

By this I mean the constant tendency of every individual to

inherit the e iaraet<.'ri-tics <>1 its parents at earlier periods than

those in which they have appeared in the parents tl

I know of no exception to this law, whether the char

are due to a healthy adult condition or to old age ;
whether

they precede or succeed the supposed period of reproduc-

tion. This I have already treated of fully in pre-.

lications, and need only refer to the old parallel forms,

presently to be treated of, in order to make it clear to every

ited or these

series of senile parallel forms could have no existence.

This constant tendency to reproduce the ancestral

i- r ie- * -vrlier . ... v,. r -t Lie- ic.-oimN t'oi the ivducti" " [

the principal i-hara. r< risties ot the Nautiloids and (j<>niatites to
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an embryonic condition in the young of the Jurassic Am-

npletely involved.

ases the more discoidal or primary with all

whatever they may be, repeated at earlier

stages in each species, until at last in some of the most invol-
ved, all perceptible trcu are lost. Then and
only then can the series be said to die a natural death. When
this form appears I have never found another. The rea-— for this is that in all cases the disappearance of the pri-

mary or ancestral form and c

to the encroachments of the inherited old age charac.
When these, which are essentially degradational, begir
inherited in a race, the adult characteristics begin to be confined
to younger periods of growth and finally disappear altogether

;

the shell showing certain old age or inherited senile character-

m the beginning of the fourth stage. Everywhere this

inheritance by acceleration occurs, everywhere it seems
to govern the succession of the forms. I have not, however,
been able yet to trace the precise connection between all the
roots of the secondary series. If this could be completely done,
which I fear is impossible at present, no doubt some similar
relations would be found.
Besides those parallel forms which may be called progressive,

there are others in the same groups which may be shown to be
due to the inheritance of the old age of these same parallel
forms, and, by comparison with similar forms prematurely
produced in different species by disease or local influences,
Nm i'.av 1 K ittnl ut* d io -nmi n eause^. namely, the action of

-urroimdiiu-. It l- in. i \. l_i ratu n to s<t\ that in
11 * !l

• instances the small, dwarfed forms produced by disease
are very similar to the normal and lanre old a,ue forms of the
same series. This resemblance extends sometimes even to the
naode of development. Disease t

'>' an effect

similar to the normal action of the laws of inheritance through
a greater or less period of time under the influence of phj sical

surroundings.

The word surroundings is now used instead of environment,
for the reason that environment covers the whole ground of

n a\ have either a remote or immediate
effect upon the life of the species.

J- he environment, or the sum of the physical influences, how-
ever favorable it may seem to be, is, as"is well known to all
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ptoses known as old age, and leads to d< ath b\ disuse, atrophy

and decay of the functions and organs.

These changes in the individual are in precise correspondence

with those taking place in a group, and, as has been shown,

these characteristics are acted upon in their transmission from

individual to individual, during the decline of the group, by— ~'< law of inheritance as are the progressive characteristic!

compare the life

i which it belongs,

the period of growth and development to the period of the

progressive evolution of new forms, and the period of old age

with its retrograde metamorphoses to the period of decline

during which retrogressive forms are evolved. This com-

parison and the facts noted above enable us to attribute the

parallel modifications of forms, whether occurring dilring the

progressive or declining period in the existence of a group, to

the direct influence of environment.
Besides the- - • mi irte i-t forms and structural parts which

are parallel, there are many others in each
g

under tl e head of similianties but under that of differences, in

so far as the '. - _ ,
-

,
• -roups from each other. These

mav i e often followed buck to varieties of one species, showing

that certain varieties have given rise to the groups. These

varieties are few as compared with the whole number of vane-

species.

Thus it seems clear, that these varieties must have had cer-

tain advantageous peculiarities enabling them to survive the

climatic or geological changes, which destroyed th

descendants of the same stock, and that these peculiar

dered them capable of perpetuating their race until they arose

into a group or series of genetically connected forms.

Unless the Darwinian law of natural selection, or the sur-

vival of the fittest, does apply to the perpetuation of these

structural groups from each other,

I am entirely at loss in my attempts to account for them. J

here carefully guard against attributing the origin ol these

differences to" the law of natural selection, but limit

strictly to the modification of the structural differences whicn

tend to appear first in the varieties and then by inner

larger and larger groups and at earlier and earlier stages in the

life of the individual.
_ . f

It may also be shown by Cope's law of the orig

s by growth that the origin of these differs

ably lies in some law of growth under the influence-

higs, supply and kind of food, climate, etc. Thus tuey
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may be said to be due to growth modified and directed by the

Darwinian law of natural selection, both of these being directly

subject to the influence of environment, or the sum of all the

physical influences brought to bear upon the organization.
This conclusion, it will be noticed, is strictly in accordance

with the general tendency of zoological opinions at the present
time and almost identical with the results taught by Herbert
Spencer in his works on biology, although I was not aware of
this until after they were written. Many of the facts support-
ing the position assumed have already been published in

various scattered papers, but those will be united and accom-
panied by others since discovered in the partially completed
memoir of which this is the abstract.

Art. XLVL—A Note in relation to the mats of Meteoric Iron
that fell ft ;...... in 1835 ; by J. Lawrence
Smith, Louisville, Ky.

Every metallic particle in the interior of a meteoric stone is

a complete miniature type of the large masses of meteoric
iron wnich have been discovered in different parts of the
world, but not seen to have fallen, leading to the natural con-

that they must have fallen at periods anterior to the
date of their discovery. And it is an interesting fact in

meteorology, that the stony meteorites, with their

itb comparative frequency. Yet
the fall of iron masses free from earthy matter is so rare that
we have but four authenticated cases : that of Agram in Cro-

-> il: Mav. 1751. that .»{' Braunau, Bohemia, in July, 1847,
that of Victoria, Africa, in 1^62, and the one which now forms
the subject of this communication, which fell on the 1st of

August, 1835, near Charlotte, Dickson County, Tenn., U. S.

;

Jat 36° 15', long. 87° 22'. A short description was given by
professor Troost of Nashville, and published in this Journal in

1845. Prof; Troost dying very shortly after that period, his

cabinet of minerals and other objects "of natural history were
Placed in boxes by his executors, and have remained thus until

withm the past few months, when they passed under my control.

Ihe scientific world knowing so little of this meteoric iron, I
at once proceeded to its examination ; and, as only a small part
°f one end, weighing two or three hundred grams, had been
cutoff, it was easy to restore that from a drawing, and obtain
a perfect cast of" the mass, which has been done. My reason
for making the pre* - <'> call attention to

the remarkable features of this most interesting meteorite,
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whieh. although it is forty vears since it fell, has not been seen

by a half dozen scientific"men.
"This meteorite fell during the day-time, in a field where

several persons were a1 t a horse attached to

a plough, who ran wildly about the field dragging the plough

after him. It struck the ground at the root of a large oak,

descending at rather an acute angle, and burying itself in the

roots of the tree. The sky was cloudless and a noise was

mlars connected

with its fall, as well as a description of its size and form, have

• lied by Prof. Troost. It is of an elongated

kidney shape and remarkably symmetrical form, the metal

being bright and almost polished on many parts of the surface,

and it has remained in this condition ever since it was dis-

covered, although exposed to such atmospheric conditions as

usually rust and tarnish iron ; it is in this respect unique among
meteoric irons, as well as in another particular first noted by

Prof. Troost. Although to the naked eye the surface has the

ie of smooth cast iron, the smoothness of the surface

in many parts disappears when examined through a lens: "it

is then'seen to have a reticulated surface, formed by the edges

of thin laminae of metal, sepa-

rated from each other by an ap-

- '

matter/ These laminae running

iii an inclined position into the

tersect one another at

angles of 60°, and forming

octahedrons. The accompa-

nying cut will better exhibit

these lines very much mag-

nified.

Another noteworthy fact in connection w
•

• ;_:
) is that when cut and polished, it will resist

the tarnishing effects of the ordinary vapors of the
'

as I have pieces which have been thus exposed for several

By the agency of heat or acid the Widmannstattian figures

are developed with exquisite beauty, not equalled except by

three or four known meteoric irons. In connection with these

figures I will call attention to the delicate parallel lii

of these figures, which I pointed out sever;

peculiar to certain of the irons, they being not contained in all

istattian figures, and which I designate by the term

„ Laphamite markings."
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This iron is not absolutely compact, for one can trace, even
with the eye, minute cavities which are distinctly visible with
a lens

; but I have not yet been able to detect any schreibersite
either on the surface or in the interior of the mass.

Its specific gravity is 7*717.

On analysis it was found to consist of

Iron 91-15

Nickel.... 8-01

Cobalt -72

Copper -06

No trace of sulphur was detected, and so minute a trace of
is, that only a few exceedingly small crystals of

. phosphate of magnesia and ammonia could be discovered in the
test made with a gram of the iron, representing only a small
fraction of a milligram of phosphorus. In fact, I have never
yet analyzed a meteoric iron coi , hosphorus.
In regard to the gaseous contents of this iron, the fodowing
were the results obtained by Prof. W. Wright, who made an
examination of them at my request.

The iron being exposed to a red heat gave a little more
than twice its volume of gas. It can be estimated as 2 2, with-
out an appreciable error. It did not appear to be given off

ad doubtless a larger portion would have been ob-
tained if the iron had been in a more thoroughly divided state.

An analysis of the gas gave

H 71-04

CO. 15-03

C0 2
13-03

There did not appear to be any appreciable quantity of
nitrogen."

It is a question of no small interest, in connection with the
fall of meteoric irons, whether or not they are heated to a suffi-

cient degree of intensi' ice of the metal. The
appear to solve this questic

negative; for if the surface had been melted the delic
ulated structure, which is discoverable by the glass, would
nave disappeared, and it would have had an irregular melted
ex terior. In the present case this oxide exists on the edges
and between the stria? ; which serves to show that the surface
°* the iron, although not melted, was nevertheless intensely
heated, and had been preserved from fusion only by the rapid
conduction of the heat from the circumference to the center.
And this should be the case with nearly all, if not all, the
masses of iron which have fallen.

.
1 he Braunau iron was not near the point of fusion

;
otherwise

it would have set fire to the rafters of the house in which a
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part of it was imbedded at the time of its fall, and the surface

of that iron precludes the idea of its having been fused. If

this generalization of iron be correct, it has an important bear-

ing upon the hypothesis of the manner in which the Ovifak

iron (supposing it to be meteoric) penetrated the basalt in

scattered particles just at the time of the outflow of the basalt

in a plastic state; for if the iron was not melted in its

through the air, it could not have penetrated the bnsalt in such

a manner that the particles are completely surrounded l>y ter-

restrial basalt. This fact in connection with many others lead

some others, that the Ovifak iron is terrestrial.

On the whole, the iron just described is the most inter- sting

specimen of meteoric iron yet known.

Art. XLYIL—Specific Gravity Balance; by Roswell Parish.

The specific gravity balance described below, is intended

for the determination of the specific gravities of minerals, and

of other solids heavier than water, without the use of exact

'ghts and without mathematical computation.
shown in the follow-

loop h with its attachments

is removed, and the index m
is adjusted to the middle line

bv means of the sliding cylin-

der with screw c.

The mineral (or other solid)

is now placed in the wire bas-

ket d, which is suspended

from the knife-edg: s near c,

and is counterpoised by the

wire pan - holder ft, one or

more shallow metallic pans o,

and a sufficient quantity ol

sand (or fine copper punch-

ings), suspended by the wire

\ the notch b, as shown in the figure,

aineral is now transferred to the lower basket e (sus-

from the upper by fine wire, and immersed in water),

counterpoise kno is moved toward a until at some

j, it restores the beam to a horizontal position.

ttciflc grayity is then read off by means of :

>n the arm ah. This arm is graduated in accordance

: following considerations

:
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mnterpoise hno be repre:

—-— = weight of mineral in air. (1)

Als°
C

^aT
= wei'gnt of mineral in water. (2)

(l)-(2)J~ -X-^=^=weight of water displaced. (3)

= specific gravity of mineral.

Hence the spec:

This ratio is indi
possible.

fie gravity is known if the ratio j- is known

cated upon the arm ab for as many points a:

An arm ab 12'6 inches long may be graduated to tenths as
high as seven, while low specific gravities may be indicated
with much greater exactness.

It will be seen that this balance does not determine weight,
and that it renders mathematical computation unnecessary.

of the Great Glacier ; by James D. Dana.

III.

—

Reindeers in Southern New England.

The beds in the vicinity of New Haven pertaining to the

ff

a"?P]ain or Fluvial period of the Quaternary have recently
afforded remains of mammals. I am unable to prove posi-
tively that the species belonged to the earlier or "Diluvian"
Part of the period rather than the later or "Alluvian," and yet
i deem this so far probable that I make this paper No. Ill, in
jne senes on " Southern New England during the melting of
the great glacier."
In a memoir on "The Geologv of the New Haven region,"*

J
nave described the clay deposits of the Quinnipiac valley be-

tween New Haven and North Haven ; and on page 176 of this
ojume I flave mentionec[ facts that appear to prove that they

are of glacial origin, and were laid down before the glacial flood
&ad reached its climax. As this clay has afforded the bones

^covered I here briefly repeat the facts respecting its
position and relations.

* Transactions of the Connecticut Academy, vol. ii, 18*? 0, p. 84
*• Jodb. Sci.-Third Sekies, Vol. X, No. 59.-Nov., 1875.
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The Quinnipiac valley, south of North Haven village, is to a

great extent a region of wet meadows and marshes, nearly five

miles long and one broad, deep in peat, and mostly under

water at high tide. The clay deposits occur for three and a

half miles on both the east and west margins, sometimes ex-

tending laterally to the peat region there to stop suddenly,

and sometimes graduating into sand-beds before reaching the

peat. They are evidently, as I have elsewhere stated, local

deposits in what were once still-water areas toward the sides of

the wide Quinnipiac basin. The clay-bed seldom reaches more

than six feet above high-water level," and is usuallv covered by

four to five or more feet of sand or gravel 1

1

The thickness is over 35 feet at Crafts' clay pit near the Quin-

nipiac station, two miles south of North Haven, but near the

northern limit of the basin, a quarter of a mile south of North

Haven, at the Stiles clay pit, only 15 to 18 feet* The under-

lying bed, when examined, is of fine sand, called by the work-

men "quicksand." The clay is regularly laminated, with the

laminae half an inch to an inch and a half thick ; but each

lamina really consists of two—one, of the finest " fatty " clay,

and the other, lighter in color, of a more or less sandy clay-

evidence of alternations of quiet and flowing waters during the

progress of the depositi

Mr. S. P. Crafts, the
_

Quinnipiacf—whose intelligent interest

region has kept him on the lookout for fossil leaves as

glacial bowlders, and whatever would illustrate the ori
\

deposits—has recently brought me from his pit two bones, the

second within the month past. One of the bones is a humerus

and the other a tibia, The humerus was taken from a depth

of 11 feet in the clay bed, and the tibia, subsequently, at a

depth of 7 feet. Pro'fessor Marsh has given me the following

note on these bones for this place :

" The two bones from the clay pit of North Haven are the

right humerus and left tibia of a species of Eeindeer, about the

size of Rangifer tarandus. The two bones did not belong to

the same individual, the humerus indicating a y«>

somewhat larger animal. The tibia is the more characteristic

Beneath North Haven village the bed thins to 4 or 5 feet and the cla? ™

east of the North Haven depot, as I was informed by Mr. D. H. Pierpont, 7+ feet

of sand were first passed through, next 4 feet of " weak clay," and tl

fine quicksand, before reaching tide level. At another place, nearer I

bed of clay was sand between it and tide level

Haven, where the terrace has a height of 42 feet above high-tide level, there are

layers of quicksand in the formation
; but no clay has yet been found It may,

however, exist there below the sands.

f Pour miles from New Haven and two from North Haven.

. Crafts, the proprietor of a clay-pit at the village of

f—whose intellioent interest in the sreologv of the
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specimen, and agrees so closely with the corresponding bone of
the European Eeindeer {Rangifer iarandus) that it must have
belonged to the same or a very nearly related species. Its

resemblance to the tibia of the American Caribou {Rangifer
caribou) is much less marked. The humerus also evidently
belonged to a Eeindeer, but the proportions are somewhat simi-
lar to those of the Caribou."
Both bones when found were without a trace of wear or frac-

ture. The tibia had lost much of its gelatine and has hence
become somewhat cracked from drying since it was exhumed.
The humerus has almost the freshness and firmness of a recent
bone. Both are of a light brownish color from their long
burial. The difference in the conditions of the two bones Mr.

the humerus was imbedded in the

the tibia in a portion of the clay-bed con-
taming sandy seams an inch or so thick, and open therefore to
percolating waters. Besides relics of mammals, the clay beds
have afforded no organic forms either vegetable or animal.
Ihe microscope reveals nothing.
The bones give us an insight into the life of New England in

the early part of the Quaternary, proving that Eeindeers of

1. The bones are probably not of pre-Glacial age. They are
certainly not bones which the glacier had taken up from the soil

underneath it along with moraine material for transportation
and deposition : this being evinced by their freedom from all

wear and fracture. The clay was produced through the glacial
abrasion of hard stones ; and surely if the bones had been in
tne same mill they would have been ground up too, or at least
would have been' in some parts worn or broken. It is possible
mat they were lying in the soil near by when the ice-period
began, am] rors washed them into the basin

o m
e dePositing cl»y ; but this is far from probable.

* They were placed where they were found during the
formation of the clav bed, and were deposited at widely dif-

ferent times, four feet in thickness of the clay intervening be-

fn
mthem - They therefore belonged to different individuals.

* The clay bed is of glacial origin. For it contains an occa-
Sfonal bowlder of large size* and is overlaid by sands and
gravel of the stratiflecf drift.

*• If the reindeer bones were not pre-Glacial they must have
eome from reindeers living in the Quinnipiac valley after the

Racier had retreated to the north of the valley. And since the
ciay-bed is of glacial origin, its bowlders must have come
,°rn ice-floes that floated down stream from the retreated

glacier.
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5. The clay beds of the Quinnipiac valley antedate the great

flood due to the final dissolution of the glacier ; for at the vil-

lage of Quinnipiac the bed is overlaid on the west side by beds

of coarse gravel, and just south of North Haven the sand and

gravel overlying the clay bed has the flow-and-plunge structure

so common in the stratified drift.

In my Memoir on the Geology of the New Haven region, I

referred' the clay-beds to the later or "Alluvian " part of the

Champlain or Fluvial period, supposing them to be the mud-

deposits made along the borders of the great Quinnipiac basin

or iDner New Haven harbor, during the more quiet portion of

that era of submergence ; and the sand-beds overlying and under-

lying the clay beds at North Haven I referred to the same time.

But the discovery since then of the large bowlders in the clay

beds,* and of evidence that the deposit of coarse stratified

gravel situated along side of the clay pits actually overlies the

clay in places, as proved by boring, appears to force us to

the conclusion that the clay beds were (1) completed after the

glacier had retreated from the valley, and (2) before the final

flood.

6. Whether this retreat of the glacier was a temporary re-

treat, produced by a warm interval in the era of ice, or

whether it was the final retreat, marking the progress of its

final dissolution over New England, it is not easy positively to

decide. The formation of stratified drift over the New Haven

region has no break in the succession of its beds to mark such

a retreat and return of the ice ; and the clayey stratum con-

tains no layer of vegetable or animal debris "as testimony to a

warm interval. All that the few facts suggest as toe

that it was such as reindeers liked, which means that it was

cold, and that the ice was still not far off to the north.

Remains of the Reindeer have been found in Northern JNew

York on Racket River, and in Southern, at Sing Sing ;
in -New

Jersey, at Vincentown, Burlington Countv ; and in Ke
Big Bone Lick. The specimen from Vincentown described by

Dr. Leidyf and that from Sing Sing, mentioned by Mr. it

Fisher* were antlers. Dr. Leidy says that the Vincentown

"antler bears a nearer resemblance to those of the Barren

Ground [or Arctic] Reindeer than it does to those of tne

Woodland Reindeer [or Caribou], but differs in eon

from both." In my Geological Manual I have suggested thai

these remains may indicate the occurrence on the America

Continent of the second glacial era so well marked in Europe

* Geology of the New Haven region, p. 84. „ . *<,,•

fProc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1858, p. 119, and Journ. A
Philadelphia, vol. vii, 2d aeries, 1869, on the Extinct Mammalian Fauna, «-, v

% Ibid., 1858, 194.
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deers of the Quinnipiao valley—the era of melting of the great
glacier of the first glacial era.

The Stiles clay-pit, near North Haven, is reputed to have
afforded many years since (as I state on page 86 of my Memoir
on the New Haven Eegion) the antlers of a buck at a depth of
10 or 15 feet. Mr. J. Lorenzo Stiles informed me in 1870 that
the antlers were those of the common species of deer. The
specimen went to the New Haven City u Museum." The old
museum long since disappeared, so that the fact with regard
to the species cannot now be ascertained. The antlers may
have been those of another Quinnipiac Reindeer.

On the evening of February 12th, 1875, at about half past
ten o'clock, a very large meteor was seen passing from S.W.
toward the N.E., over Northern Missouri and Southern Iowa,
and coming to the earth in the form of a shower of stones, in
Iowa County, Iowa, a few miles east of Marengo.
At this hour the sky seems to have been quite clear over the

greater part of the States named ; though light clouds and a
sort of haze are spoken of bv observers in the counties adjoin-

ing the place where the stones fell, so that the meteor was seen
throughout a region extending at least 400 miles in length
from S.W. to N.K, and 250 miles in breadth.

In their descriptions of the course it pursued the ac-
counts of observers varied with their positions with reference
jo the place where it fell. Those east of this region thought
ttle course to be toward the west or northwest, those north de-
Noed it as moving toward the south or the southeast, and in

a tew cases the statements of different observers in the same
wn are contradictory as to the direction of its motion.
lhe brilliancy of its light, and the concussion which accom-

panied its fall, were such as to attract very general notice, con-

tile lateness of the hour, and we believe that the

Q8 herewith presented will be found to determine the
Path it pursued with a fair degree of accuracy.

will give, first, those descriptions which relate to its general

Ser
P
v
6arance

'
as nearly as possible in the language of the ob-

At Keokuk, Iowa, it is described as "Oblong in figure, with
train ten to twelve times the length of the body, giving an
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intensely brilliant light, of crystalline whiteness at the center, fire

red on the border, and throwing out red sparks and purplish jets

of flame; train less luminous than body, exploded like a rocket.

Opinions were divided as to whether any detonation accom-

panied the explosion." These observations were collected for

me by L. C. Ingersoll, M.D., from a number of persons in that

city who witnessed the flight

At Washington, Iowa, Eev. E. B. Taggart in a letter to the

Free Press of that city, describes it as of a " Horse-shoe shape,

greatly elongated. The outer edge very bright, then a narrow

dark space, with a core of intense brilliancy, so vivid as to

blind the eyes for a moment. It had not a comet-like tram,

but a sort of flowing jacket of flame. Detonations heard, so

violent as to shake the earth, and to jar the windows like the

shock of an earthquake."
At Iowa Agricultural College, Prof. Macomber writes:

" In form it was like an immense rocket with streamers flowing

from the hinder part, the front being smooth and curved like a

sabre. Its color was at first brilliant white, illuminating

the sky like a flash of lightning; then fading gradually into

yellow, then a deep rich orange, almost scarlet when it burst

At Sigourney, almost directly under the path of the meteor,

Mr. J. A. Donnell, writing to the "Sigourney News.
it as " A globe of fire with pale lines of light radiating from it

The light of the globe very vivid. It appeared to

toward the earth from about 10° west of the zenith." He says

he could see it dropping through a succession of clouds until it

came inside the dome above him, where it apparently stood

still for a moment and then passed over toward the northeast

The detonation was compared to the discharge of a 40 gun

battery which he had heard in the army.
At Amana, about five miles northeast of the middle of tne

region where the meteor fell, Mr. F. Christen writes that Its

Kght was at first dazzling white, then changed to red. Thresv

-imdows of objects on the street. Fragments seemed to

separate, not with violence, but simply as if falling apart
;

tbe

separation was speedily followed by a disappearance of toe

Mr. G. Holm of Marengo, gives an account similar to the last

and in addition says that the descending path was icor

not a uniform curve. Mr. Frank McClintock of West I

says that " at about the middle of its course it appeared to give

a slight dart or bound toward the east" Probabi
wave-like motion spoken of by Mr. Holm, when vie*

station not far removed from the direction in which the meteor

At ML Pleasant, Iowa, Prof. Mansfield writes that some of
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the observers thought that the meteor attained its maximum
brightness when about due west of that place. Some of the
students .<

1
.

.
\ t familiar a ith the color ofthe flamesof different

substances with which they had experimented in the Chemical
Laboratory called out at the time that the color of the meteor
showed iron and copper.

In computing the path pursued by the meteor I have relied
almost entirely upon observations which could be verified

afterward, by reason of its having passed near to, or behind
sognized point on a building or other object whose

y from the station of the observer have since
been ascertained by instrumental measurement.

In giving the data I will denote the location of each observer
by mentioning the section, township, and range numbers,
which, as our lands are laid out on the rectangular method,
will be quite definite.

The following is a list of observations upon which I have
relied.

1. At Amana (northwest corner of 26-81-9). Mr. F. Chris-
ten first saw the meteor when at an altitude of 10 or 11 degrees
and at a bearing of S. 19° W. Soon after he saw it passing
near the top of a chimney whose bearing and altitude were

S. 26° \\\. and Yl\° and finally saw it separate and
at an altitude of 29° bearing S. 65° W.

2. At Mt. Pleasant (4-71-6), there is not a perfect agree-
ment as to the altitude of the meteor when due west of that

3 me thought that it passed verv near the moon, others

it passed above, and one at least gives its altitude
M less than that of the moon. One observer spoke of seeing it

when at a bearing of about S. 14° W.
3. At Albia, Monroe County (15-72-17), Mr. Pascal T.

de of 4<> to4.V\ and—
nted o "

earing I.. _
of South Amana, in whose i _

4. Mr. E. H. Warrall of the U. S. Corps of Engineers at

K-eokuk, Iowa (24-65-5), gave its altitude when at a bearing
of about N. 60° W., at between 10° and 12°.

Another observer gave the altitude when near the same
Place at 10° 30'. Both observers saw the meteor disappear
behind a church steeple.

a
5 Rev. E. B. Taggart, of Washington, Iowa (17-75-7),

thought that it passed 10° or 15° west of the moon.
& Prof. J. K. Macomber of the Iowa State Agr

College (4-83-24), first saw the meteor when at an all

' or 7° 30' and bearing S. 55° E. This observation is almost
exactly accordant uitl, on, taken independently at the same
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place by a student who was engaged at the time in taking

meteorological observations.

7. Mr. J. A. Donnell, of Sigourney (2-75-12), thought that

the meteor passed about 10° west of the zenith of his place

;

no means of verifying his observation, and no measures taken.

8. Mr. Beam, telegraph operator at Oskaloosa (13-75-17),

gave the zenith distance of the meteor when due east as about

35°. No measures taken.

9. C. D. Leggett, Esq., of Fairfield (25-72-10), estimated its

zenith distance, when northwest of him, at 25°.

From a comparison of observations 2 and 3, I conclude that

the meteor passed over a point a few miles east of the town

of Ottumwa. The course can be approximately marked on

a map of the state by a line drawn through Agency City and

South Amana, the latter being a little west of the center of the

district over which the meteorites were found. This would

give a bearing of about N. 18° E., and would accord very well

with the estimated zenith distances Nos. 8 and 9. It would,

however, be at variance with No. 7, and the only explanation 1

can offer is by saying that it is very difficult for a man to fix,

at a glance, the point directly over head, so that we may

suspect this observation to be in error. No. 4 corresponds to a

point about sixty eight miles from the place where the largest

fragment was found, and gives for the altitude fifteen miles.

No. 6 indicates a point thirty-eight miles from the same place,

and gives for the altitude twelve miles. No. 1 indicates three

points in the meteor path, the first nearly accordant with that

given by No. 4, and gives about the same result as to height

;

the second point denoted is at a distance of about twenty-two

miles from the end of the path, and at an altitude of eight

miles ; and the third point is two miles from the end of the

path, and at an altitude of two miles.

Figure 1 shows these results to the eye. The sides of the

squares are four miles. The points 1, 2, 3, and 4 are sixty-eight,

thirty-eight, twenty-two, and two miles from where the largest

stone fell. The heights at 1 and 4 of the figure I consider the

most reliable ; those at 2 and 3 are somewhat uncertain, owing

to some uncertainty in the azimuth given by the observations
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The product of this meteor-fall was a large number of

irregularly shaped stones, varying in weight from a few ounces
up to 74 pounds, and aggregating, so far as found, 500 pounds
weight, of which I have secured more than 300.

Figure 2 shows the localities where the various fragments were
found. The region represented is part of four townships near
the northeast corner of Iowa County. The railroad is the Chi-
cago, Rock Island & Pacific Eailroad ; the village in 36-81-10
is South Amana ; that at northeast corner of 10-80-9 is Home-
stead; that in east line of 27-81-9 is Amana; and that in
28-81-9 is Middle Amana.

ll

?\

Sh<n -

"

been picked

8 oz.

The dots represent places where fragments
U
P- We specially note—
a. in 5-80-9, where the first was found, weight, 7 lb.

b
' «

6-8
J-

9 > broken in striking the ground, £ 43 lb.

d. « 30-81-9, lately found,
[]

74 lb.

The largest quantity was probably found in the vicinity of

6-80-9, many pieces in that region weighed 8 to 14 pounds
;

not many small stonesin that locality. Below sections , and b'

they were all small. The leneth of the field is about 7 miles,

dth at the southern end about 4 miles.

they were
and its ex
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It is worthy of remark that the regions bordering close upon

the river are timbered land, and that especially in sect

of the river and below the two larger stones found, the lands

are low and now overflowed, so that larger pieces, hidden by

forest or water, may yet be found.

These meteoric stones are many of them entirely covered

with the ordinary black coating, and they all present the

"pitted'' appearance common to such bodies. In several in-

stances there is plain evidence of a fracture having taken place

while the stone was as yet some distance from the earth.

These surfaces of fracture are for the most part covered

with a secondary coating which sometimes appears to have

been partially formed by the pouring over of the melted surface

matter from other parts'of the surface. In some cases, however,

the overflow is only traceable to a short distance from the

edge of the fracture, and the remainder is merely discolored as

if by smoke.
The want of homogeneity in the structure of the serolites is

shown in several cases, by a sort of beaded circlet sun

the stone. These circlets are composed of molten drops of iron

and seem to lie nearly in a plane, and where this plane has

been broken across in the fall, it may be traced over

surface by the presence of unusually large i ..

ous iron. For the following chemical analysis of a fragment of
^

the meteorite I am indebted to Prof. J. Lawrence Smith.

Analysis of Prof. J. Lawrence Smith.— The Iowa County
' of the more common variety, with a dull black

coating, and having a rather light gray color m tne interior. «
particles of nickeliferous iron dissei

through it, also particles of troilite. The specimen analyzed

had a vein running through it which was much richer in iron

than the mass to which it belonged.
This meteorite has a hardness rather above the average of its

class. I have found it to be composed of

Stony Matter, 81-64

Troilite, 5-82

Nickeliferous iron, 12-54

Of the stony part there was
Soluble in acid, 54-15

Insoluble, 45 "85

Separate analyses of these gave for theJ
Soluble. Insoluble.

Silica, . 3561 ' 55-02

.,f iron, 27-20 27'41

Magnesia, 33'45 H*«
S.,,1-1 with traces of potass, and lithia, 1'45 2 "°]

Alamina, .. -71
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This plainly shows that the principal constituent of the
soluble portion is an olivine, rich in oxide of iron, approach-
ing hyalosiderite in composition, and that the insoluble part is

a pyroxene.

The nickeliferous iron contained, besides traces of phospho-
rus, sulphur, and copper,

Iron, 89*04

Nickel, 10-34

Cobalt,... -58

From an examination of an entire stone sent me after the
completion of the above analysis, I have found the specific

gravity to be 3 -57. J. Lawrence Smith.
Louisville, Ky., April 15th, 1875.

The first stone from the meteor that was found was dis-

covered lying on the snow, on the afternoon of February 15th,
and was adherent to snow and ice underneath. As the weather
had been very cold from the time of the meteor-fall to the time
of finding this fragment it must have been warm enough when
it fell to melt slightly the underlying snow, to which it was
afterwards frozen.

I visited the spot shortly afterward and found that it had
first struck the ground more than 30 feet to the southwest of
the place where it was found, making a slight indentation and
bounding thence to the place where it finally came to rest. It
was a fragment and showed a secondary coating of rather more
than average thickness.
The other meteoric stones were not found until after the

melting of the snow in the latter part of March. It is doubtless
owing to the frozen condition of the ground and the low angle
of descent that only a few of the larger pieces made any indent-
ation in the earth, and we may therefore suppose that a much
larger proportion of this meteor-fall has been secured than is

The velocity with which the meteor moved cannot be satis-

factorily stated. The maximum velocity, according to the data
in my possession, would be about ten 'miles per second; the
minimum about three miles. The most probable value for the
last sixty or seventy miles of its course is from six to seven
aides per second. This estimate was furnished by Mr. Christie,
of Amana, who happened to be walking rapidly at the time the

meteor appeared, and continued for a distance of fourteen paces,

when having passed the corner of a building that threatened to

obstruct his view, he stopped, and watched the meteor until it

disappeared, and gave his estimate of the whole time at ten to

twelve seconds
; and as he saw it through sixty or seventy miles

°f Us path, the resulting velocity would be as above stated.

Iowa State University, Au*. 4th, 1875.
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Art. L.— Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of

Yale College^ No. XXXVI— On the Post-pliocene fossils of

Sankoty Head, Nantucket Island; by A. E. Vereill ;
with

a note on the Otology ; by S. H. Scudder.

An account of the beds at Sankoty Head, with a list of the

fossils obtained, was published by Messrs. Desor and Cabot in

1849,* and most of our knowledge of the locality has hitherto

been derived from their description.

During the past summer the headquarters of the U. S. Fish

Commission were at Wood's Hole, Mass., where an excellent

and permanent biological station has been established undents
auspices. In connection with the investigation of the marine

invertebrates it was considered desirable to examine the fos-

- deposits to ascertain the facts in regard to the former

distribution of the species, and the physical changes that have

occurred on our coast. Accordingly one of our dredging

parties, consisting of Prof. A. Hyatt, Mr. Sanderson Smith, Mr.

C. H. Merriam, and others, visited the locality, while on one of

the excursions to Nantucket Shoals, and made a collection

of the tossils. Later Mr. S. II Scudder, of Cambridge, Masa,

with the kind cooperation of Mr. W. J. Flagg, made an excava-

tion into the cliff, so as to expose the fossiliferous beds more

fully, and Mr. Richard Rathburn visited the locality, and made
for the Commission, a large and very valuable collection of the

fossils, in which the specimens from" the lower and upper beds

were kept distinct. Some of our most interesting results have

been due wholly to the care with which he made and labelled this

collection. From it we learn that the two layers, though only a

few inches apart, contain very different assemblages of fossils

and were deposited under quite different circumstances; the

lower bed contains only such southern species as now inhabit

the warm quiet waters of sheltered bays on the southern coasts

of New England and farther south ; while the upper bed con-

tains many northern species, many of them fragmentary and

beach-worn, and all of them, with one unimportant exception,

the same species that are now found cast upon the outer

beaches of Nantucket and Cape Cod by storms, and living m
the colder outer waters, off the same coasts.

In the list published by Desor and Cabot seventeen species

were enumerated, and those from the different beds were not

kept separate. In our collections there are about sixty species,

* Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, vol. v, p. 340, I'">
'>> •

of the Boston Soo of Xat. lli>< ,rv vol i p :,-> is 66 See also Proe, Boston
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nearly all of which can now be assigned to their actual posi-

tions in the strata.

Mr. Scudder made a study of the stratification, and as his

observations do not agree perfectly with the account given by
Desor and Cabot, he has kindly furnished the following descrip-
tion of the locality. The most important point from which it

differs from the former one is his conclusion that the fossilifer-

ous beds are conformable to the strata of sandy clay, forming
the base of the cliff. Mr. Desor stated that they are uncon-
formable, and referred the clays to the Miocene Tertiary, like
those of Martha's Vineyard.

Note on the Post-pliocene Strata of Sankoty Bead; by S. H.
Scudder.

" The sands and gravels forming the bluff at Sankoty Head,
Nantucket, rest at base upon a thick bed of light brown sandy

twenty feet above the sea-level. As the bed? wl i<-h iv>t upon it

dip to the southwest, and as the anchor brings up clay from
Sankoty Head eastward for half a mile, tins clay bed is probably
of great thickness.
The brown clay is overlaid by four feet of gravel and coarse

sand, the coarser parts mostly confined to three or four inches of
the uppermost levels ; the upper bed is more or less ferruginous
and hardens on exposure into a rather compact conglomerate. To

nn must doubtless be referred a single specimen of a

robably a Mactra), with valves half open, picked up on

imbedded in a gravel coi ir strongly

impregnated with iron. The gravel is followed by about four
feet of sands, subdivi-ihh into separate beds, viz: at base, an
mch or two of a very fine loose white sand, followed by nearly
two feet and a half of a little less fine, closely packed, white sand,
With irregular ferruginous streaks through it* mass ;

this is

covered by nine inches of a coarse beach sand, with a still coarser
sand in pockets; :in d this auain by nine inches of a very fine

uhit- .and. Above this comes a foot of ferruginous sand closely

packed with masses of tou-h blue Haw much exceeding the sand
m bulk, and forming the floor of the fossiliferous beds.

,
These consist first, at base, of twenty-two inches of coarse sand

\ >' r. ., i.. !..._'. and common clam are the prevailing

wins, the 6) -., such a degree as to make the

name of oyster-bed the most appropriate. This merges into a

serpula-bed, about twenty-eight inches in thickness, made up
almost altogether of large masses of serpula, packed in sand and
almost wholly devoid of other fossils. The bed of worn shells

superimposed on this is about twenty-two inches in thickness and
closely resembles coquina, except in the entire want of adhe-
sion between the fragments.
.

Hiis bed is followed by about ten feet of fine white thinly

bedded sand, and this by the stratified drift of the island, to a
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depth, as estimated by Desor and Cabot, of forty-two feet; the

foot of peat mentioned by them is wanting at this exact locality,

resent a few hundred feet farther south,) leaving the drift

covered by five or six feet of dune-sand, more or less intermixed

with loam below.
On following the bed of broken shells along the face of the cliff

it was found to thin out to about a foot in thickness twenty-five

feet on eith< re the section

was made,* and which has doubtless been longer protected than
'*

r parts of the bluff by the former presence of a grc " ""

f clay next the water's edge, called " Antony's Nose "
;
beyoiK

" ells
"

.
grav

irely lost at forty feet distance on either side.

these twenty-five feet, the bed of broken shi

less obscured by an admixture of sand, gravel and serpola, and

The strata, from the lowermost clay to the bed of worn shells,

all dip to the southwest. The uppermost i

face of the cliff three (3) degrees to the south, while the- i

to the west (along the section dug out of the cliff) is eleven (11)

degrees, making a clip of nine (9) degrees to the southwest. AH
the beds below this also incline eleven (11) degrees to the west,

but the inclination of their fa"ce toward the south increased

gradually in passing downward, until that of the upper edge of

the lower clay reaches eleven (11) degrees, making a southwesterly

dip of this bed seventeen (17) degr. There is noi(17) dei

ndence of any thinning out of the gravel-bed, as stated by Desor

and Cabot, nor of any unconformability between this bed and the

underlying clays ; but, on the contrary, every appearance that the

latter belong to the same continuous >< r:< - i'« i >..<. !<>nner.

It is worthy i d r>,< A locality lie above the

clays, instead of in the clays, as in most of the New England

localities of post-pliocene marine shells."

Mr. Rathburn informs me that in the lower shell-bed the

shells are extremely abundant and mostly entire, but generally

break in nieces when the matrix is removed, and that when

first taken out thev appear to be soft, but harden on exposure

to the air. The matrix is a coarse yellowish ferruginous sand

with small pebbles, and the shells have a rusty stain. None of

the specimens give any evidence of having been worn by the

waves, and many of the most delicate, like

Angulus tener, etc., are entire, and sometimes have the valves still

united. This is the case, also, with some of the oysters. A
large proportion of the quohog-clams {Venus mercenaria) are

broken into angular fragments with sharp edges and
have ascertained bv an examination of large numbers
mens, both entire and broken, that the breaking is due wholly

to lines of fracture developed in the shell by drying or weath-

5 William J. Flagg, Esq., of Xew York,

e of his workmen, and enabled me to
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ering, just as similar shells often crack into angular fragments
in the dry heated air of our museums. Many of the entire
specimens of the fossil quohogs, etc., show such fractures ex-
tending in different directions across the shell, so that they are
ready to break up into several angular fragments under the
least strain, or even by a change in the moisture or tempera-
ture This condition of fossil shells is a very frequent one in

other localities, and will account for very many cases where the
shells are found broken into angular 'frtii>mVnts in rocks of
other periods. It is evident, both from the condition of the
shells in the lower bed and from the peculiar assemblage of
southern species, that it was deposited in the very quiet waters
of a sandy sheltered bay, entirely protected ironi the action of
the oceanic waves. The assemblage of species is similar to
that now living in the protected bays of Southern New England
at the depth of 3 to 5 fathoms.* The quohog-clam, oyster,
l/
;

'< '" h'tnutinx. Cunn.t./in nlUnoides, Area transversa, Urosal-
pmx cinerea, and the three species of Orepidula are the most
abundant and characteristic shells.

The Serpula bed consists mainly of convoluted masses of the
tubes of SerpvJ < ,...„...,. \\. mixed more or less with sand, but
without many other fossils. This Serpula is still abundant all

along the coasts of Southern New England, and southward to
the Carolinas, in all sheltered bays and harbors where the
water is not brackish, from low-water to 8 fathoms or more.
It is often particularly abundant on oyster-beds, and in such
localities often eompleti shells, if neglected for
a-year or two.
The upper shell-bed, according to Mr. Rathburn, consists

almost wholly of broken shells, with a little quartzose sand,

ginoufl so that the
shells from this bed are not stained rusty yellow by the
oxide of iron, like those of the lower one. Many of the frag-

~tin tl\ - ter-won i ! rounded, and most of them
appearance of those shells thrown on the outer beaches

oy the surf, or of the dead shells often dredged up in large

shallow waters near the shore,
or in the vie <rhere the waves break during
storms. The abundance of northern forms, such as B
undatum, Ceronia arctata, Astarte castanea, Oyclocardia borealis,

Myu trimcata, Balamm pnrcutw. etc.. shows that the bed was

*That the depth could not have been less than 3 fathoms is probable because
-
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deposited by the cold waters of the outer coast, and their water-

worn condition proves that the deposit was made in very shal-

low water near the shore, or near sand-shoals, swept by the

waves. Such deposits may be made at any depth less than

about 12 fathoms, but are more commouly made in 2 to 8

fathoms, on our coast
This locality shows, therefore, that although important changes

in the distribution of the land and water, as well as in the level

of the land, must have occurred in this region during the time

when these strata were being deposited, and subseqently, the

temperature of the waters must have been nearly the same

then as it is now. and that there must have been, at that

time, the same contrast that now exists* between the coldness

of the waters on the outer shores and the heat of the sheltered

bays and harbors. The fossils of the lower bed indicate, for the

water, a summer temperature of 70° to 75° F., while those of

the upper bed correspond to a temparature of 55° to 60°, thus

showing plainly the influence of the Arctic current along the

coast. All the species still inhabit the waters of Southern New
England, except Diodora Noachina found in the upper bed, but

this occurs in Massachusetts Bay, and will probably be found

hereafter in the deeper channels among the Nantucket Shoals,

where we found this year many northern species that had not

* The nature of the changes that caused the alteration c

indicated t

It may
3 lower shell-bed a

e excluded,~either by an island t

Nantucket, or else by a southward prolongation of

.bmerged shoals south of Cape Cod and east and souti

ie remnants of such lands. Some of these shoals are

covered with stones and rocks (probably drift boulders). Before the deposit*

the upper bed some portion of the o locality must have

of the strata of sand and gravel resulting
above the fossiliferous beds, and doubtless these strata have themselves aiso Bu-

ffered great denudation during the period of their emergence from the sea, ana

- -
'

'

r
-

of Nantucket Shoals would
depressions between them, the final result of surf-action being a levelling °

i

ne'^°a

this would have been the case both during the period of submergence and sub e

quently during that of emergence, but during the period of great- -

(100 feet or more below the present level) there would have been a
little denudation of the deeplv submerged islands, but there may have been lSlanas

high enough to have been out of water even then, which have since
by denudation. The same reasoning will also apply to St. George's Bank and tne

great shoals adjacent, all of which are probably islands which have been worn

down by the waves below the level of the sea.
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previously been found south of Cape Cod. Modiola hamatifs,

which occurs in considerable numbers in the lower bed, is a
tl 111c n tl e Gulf of Mexico, and on the

southern coast as far north as Virginia, but occurring on the
southern coast of New England, only locally, in harbors, etc.,

and generally on beds of oysters that have been transplanted
from farther south. For this reason it has been %
posed that it is not indigenous but has in all

duced with the oysters." However this may
dent that it was a native species in Post-plic

The only species that shows any notewort
c unpared with the mod< ro sheila from the i

quohog
( Venus mercenaria). Most of the specimens^ this spe-

cies differ considerably, in the rounder form, thicker shell, and
in the greater development of the concentric ridges, from the
ordinary quohog-clams seen in our markets. In a lot of large
shells of this species obtained from a fisherman at Nantucket,
tins season, there are many that are equally massive and have
the same rounded form, 'and although the
tare is not so strongly developed as in many of the fos-

sil shells, there is a decided approach toward them in this

respect also. These living Nantucket quohogs certainly re-

semble the fossil ones more closely than do those from anv
other locality known to me. But among the fossil specimens
(as also among the recent ones from Nantucket) there are some
specimens that are as smooth, thin and elongated as the ordi-
nary variety found inour 1 1

.-

1 1 .or-: ai d intermediate specimens
also occur, so there is no reason to suppose that the variation in.

the fossil shells was anything more than a local variation, such
a
^
often occurs in many species at the present time. Never-

theless it may be convenient to designate such special condi-
tions of a species by a particular variety-name. The general
absence of such variations in the Post-pliocene shells of the
New England coast, as compared with those now living upon
U, is certainly very remarkable, ronsidcring their great anti-

quity and the many important changes that have since taken
Place in the phvsi-.-d . .ndirhwi- of the land and water. Such
^stances give us the best evidence in regard to the constancy
and stability of true specific characters, even when spoarently
of httle or no importance in the economy of the animal itself.

List of Species from the lower Shell-bed.

The names of the species are those used in the Report on the

Invertebrata of Southern New England, by the author and
™- S. L Smith, in 1st Report of the United States Com-
ttnasioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1874
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In each case the relative abundance is indicated. I have

also added the present distribution on the American coast, in a

general way, as well as a few notes on the geological distribu-

tion of each species. Fuller information on the distribution of

the species has been given in the Keport referred to.

ginia and southward ; in the Miocene of Maryland, South Caro-

lina, etc.

Ilyanassa obsoleta Stimpson. Common.
Florida and Gulf of Mexico to Southern Maine ; local in the

southern part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence; littoral to 2

fathoms. Fossil in the Post-pliocene of Point Shirley, Virginia.

South Carolina, etc.

Urosalpinx cinerea Stimpson. Common.
Tampa Bay and Eastern Florida to Massachusetts Bay, and

local farther north to Gulf of St. Lawrence; littoral to 10

fathoms. Post-pliocene fossil at Point Shirley, Gardiner's L,

Virginia and southward ; in the Miocene of Maryland.

water to 8 fathoms. In the Post-p

Florida ; Miocene of Maryland and S
Astyns lunata Dall. One specimen.
Alabama and Florida to Massachusetts Bay ; low-water to

14 fathoms. Fossil in the Post-pliocene of Gardiner's I. and

South Carolina.

Cerithiopsis Greenii Verrill. Four specimens.

South C; .-.setts Bay ; two to 10 fathoms.

Crepidula fornicata Lamarck. Abundant.
Gulf of Mexico to Southern Maine, and local in the southern

part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence ; low-water to 15 fathoms.

Post-pliocene fossil at Gardiner's I., South Carolina, etc.
;

and

Miocene in Maryland and South Carolina.

Crepidula plana Say. Common.
Distribution same as the preceding, from which, however, it

Crepidula convexa Say. Not common. . .

Distribution like the two preceding, from both of: which it is

perfectly distinct (although confounded with C. fornicate by

»thers> Fossil in the Post-pliocene of Virginia- and

South Carolina.

Odostomia trifida Gould. Common.
New Jersey to Massachusetts Bay ; low-water to 5 fathoms.
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Odosiomia impressa Stimpson. Common.
South Carolina to Vineyard Sound ; low-water to 5 fathoms.

Turbonilla interrupt®. Adams. Several specimens.

South Carolina to Cape Cod ; local farther north to the

southern part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, near Prince Ed-
wards' Island; low-water to 15 fathoms. Post-pliocene fossil

at Gardiner's I. and in S. Carolina.

Saxicava arctica Deshayes. Rare and small.

Arctic Ocean to Georgia, local and rare south of Long
Island ; low-water to 50 fathoms. Fossil in the Post-pliocene

of Maine and everywhere northward.
Mya arenaria Linne. Abundant.
Arctic Ocean (lat. 78° N.) to South Carolina; low-water

to 40 fathoms. Post-pliocene fossil from South Carolina and
Virginia to Greenland and Northern Europe.

Corbula coniracta Say. One valve.
Florida to Cape Cod.
Ensatella Americana Verrill. Common.
Labrador to Florida; low-water to 25 fathoms. Fossil in

the Post-pliocene of Portland, Me., Point Shirley, Gardiner's
I- Virginia and South Carolina; Miocene of Maryland, etc.

Aiujnhis tener Adams. Several specimens.
Florida to Gulf of St. Lawrence; low-water to 12 fathoms.

Oumingia telli,,oidt.s Conrad. Common.
Florida to Cape Cod; three to 12 fathoms. In the Post-

pliocene and Miocene of South Carolina, etc.

and southern part of the Gulf of St. La\v

bl In the Post-pliocene and Pliocene from Florida to

Vnnts mercenaria Linne. The variety abundant; a nearly

Florida to Massachusetts Bay; local on the southwestern
' >• >t of Maine and southern shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence
;,! "i l>av of Chaleur; low-water to 8 fathoms. In the Post-

giocene of Point Shirley, Gardiner's I., Virginia, Florida;

Miocene from Maryland to South Carolina.
Var. antiqua Verrill. By this name I propose to -

the unusually massive and strong] '
'
*&ich

most of the fossil shells belong a I

;: K ' lls"

cussed on a previous page.
The shell is rather obtusely rounded posteriorly, and is

overed with prominent concentric lamelliform ridges,

which mostly extend entirelv across the shell, but are often re-

flexed, appressed and more' or less confluent over the middle
region, where the ordinary variety is nearly smooth (except
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when young). The violet color can still be traced in Borne

specimens entirely around the inner margin, as in many recent

Nantucket examples.
Totlenia gemma Perkins. Few specimens obtained.

South Carolina to Labrador ; low-water to 4 fathoms.

Gouldia mactracea Gould. One specimen.
Florida to Cape Cod ; 3 to 15 fathoms.

Scapharca transversa Adams. Very abundant and large.

Florida to Cape Cod ; low-water to 15 fathoms. In the Post-

pliocene of Cape Cod, Gardiner's I., Virginia, South Carolina

;

Miocene of Virginia and North Carolina.

Mytilus edulis Linne. Common.
Circumpolar; Arctic Ocean to North Carolina: littoral to

50 fathoms. In the Post-pliocene from Florida to Greenland

and Northern Europe.
Modiola hamatus Verrill. Common.
Gulf of Mexico to Long Island Sound and Naragansett Bay

:

littoral.

Orenetta glandula Adams. Few specimens obtained.

Labrador to Long Island ; 5 to 60 fathoms. In the Post-

pliocene of Montreal.

Anomia glabra Verrill.

Florida to Cape Cod ; and locally farther north to Nova

Scotia ; littoral to 20 fathoms. In the Post-pliocene and Plio-

cene of South Carolina.

Ostrea Virginiana Lister. Ab aprown.

Gulf of Mexico to Cape Cod, and locally farther north, at

Damariscotta, Me., and in the southern part of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence ; low-water to 5 fathoms. In the Post-pliocene oi

Point Shirley, Gardiner's I., South Carolina, etc. Both the

short, rounded specimens and the much elongated ao

forms occur, as well as all the intermediate states, just as iU

many modern oyster-beds, showing that in Post-plioc<

the same kind of individual variations prevailed that have

re£
;

Brtozoa.

Hippothoa variabilis V. {Escharella variabilis Verrill, in Report

on Invert.) Common on Serpula, etc.

Florida to Massachusetts Bav ; low-water to twent

Bifiustra tenuis V. {Membranipora tenuis (Desor); Verrill, m
Report on Invert.) Common on shells.

Delaware to Massachusetts Bay : low-water to 15 fathoms.

Membranipora catenularia Smitt. Common on shells.

Arctic Ocean to Long Island Sound ; low-water to 60

fathoms ; northern Europe.
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Crustacea; Annelida; Porifeea.

Panopew, sp. Several claws were found.
Eupagurus pollicaris Stimpson. A claw, probably from this

bed, is recorded by Desor.
Florida to Massachusetts; 2 to 15 fathoms.
Balanm eburneus Gould. Common.
West Indie- i M:-- -I i-t-tts Bay; littoral to 3 fathoms.
Balanm crenatus Bruguiere. Common.
West Indies to the Arctic Ocean ; 3 to 15 fathoms.
Serpula dianihus Verrill. Very abundant.
Nortb Carolina to Cape Cod ; low-water to 15 fathoms.
Clinna sulphurea Verrill. The excavations are abundant in

oyster shells.

Florida to Massachusetts Bay ; 1 to 15 fathoms.

List of Speciesfound only in the upper Shell-bed*

Ib'.c'i/iHrii urn bit n m Linne. Common.
Arctic Ocean to New Jersey; northern coasts of Europe;

low-water to 100 fathoms. In the Post-pliocene, Maine to

Labrador and Northern Europe.
-\pptmtea curta Verrill. Several specimens, one of large size.

Labrador to Massachusetts Bay, and in deep water farther

south, to Long Island.
Lunatia hews Adams. Common, but badly broken.
Georgia to Gulf of St. Lawrence; low-water to 40 fathoms.

• ne, Canada, S. Carolina; Pliocene, S. Carolina;
Miocene, Maryland to S. Carolina.

Var. triseriala. One specimen occurred.
Ae/;< rita duplicata Stimpson. One broken specimen.
Yucatan to Massachusetts Bav; low-water to 10 fathoms.

Post-pliocene, Virginia to Florida; Pliocene, S. Carolina;
Miocene, Maryland to S. Carolina.

V-Hcibuluui striatum Adams. One large specimen.
New Jersey to Bay of Fundy ; low-water to 40 fathoms.

_
Sf'nlarin Groinbuniica Perry." Becorded by Desor, and doubt-

Less from this bed.
Arctic Ocean to Block Island; 10 to 109 fathoms; Northern

Europe. Fossil in Post-pliocene of Northern Europe.
Uiodora noachina Gray. Two srood specimens.
Arctic Ocean to Cape Cod ; 8 to 70 fathoms ; northern Europe.

fya truueata Linne. Several large specimens.
Arctic Ocean to Nantucket Shoals ; low-water to 10 fathoms

;

northern Europe. In the Post-pliocene, Maine to Labrador.

Thracia truncata Mighels and Adams. A few valves, special

°ed not indicated.
Greenland to Long Island ; 10 to 60 fathoms.
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Clidiophora trilineata Carpenter. One valve.

Florida to Gulf of St. Lawrence ; low-water to 80 fathoms.

Macoma fragHis Adams, var. fusca (Say). A few valves.

Greenland to Georgia ; littoral to 6 fathoms. In Post-

pliocene from S. Carolina to Greenland.

Ceronia arclala Adams. Abundant and large.

Gulf of St. Lawrence to Long Island.

Mactra .-olidissima Chemnitz. Common, fragmentary.

Florida to Labrador; low-water to 12 fathoms. P< el

of Point Shirley, Mass.

Cydocardia borealis Conrad. Common.
Labrador to New Jersey; 3 to 80 fathoms. In the Post-

pliocene of Gardiner- L: Point Shirley; Labrador.

Cydocardia Novanglioe Morse. A few valves.

Gulf of St. Lawrence to Long Island Sound ; 3 to 40 fathoms.

Astarte undata Gould. One worn valve.

Long Island Sound to Norths ,"...-ri-ml Svit« in Gulf of

St. Lawrence; low-wat« r t > Mi i hit! orns In tin P

of Gardiner's Island and Point Shirley.

Astarte castanea Say. Abundant.
New Jersey to Nova Scotia ; 5 to 40 fathoms. In the Post-

pliocene at Point Shirley.

Modiola modiolus Turton. Many worn valves.

Circumpolar; Greenland to New Jersey; low-water to oO

fathoms. In the Post-pliocene of Point Shirley, Canada, and

northern Europe.
Anomia aculeata Gmelin. Common.
Arctic Ocean to Long Island Sound; low-water to 100

Eschara verrucosa Bsper. On shells of Ceronia.

Arctic Ocean to Nantucket Shoals ; 3 to 45 fathoms. North-

ern Europe. In the fossil examples the surface of the cells is

covered with radiating ridges, often rising into an eminence m
the middle, and is perforated with numerous pores m }

be

grooves. Orifice somewhat semicircular with a median avicu-

larium in front of the proximal edge.

Celleporario - Several.

Off Martha's Vineyard to Spitzbergen ; 10 to 160

The specimens are thick, irregular m sses. The ; •

small, rounded, oblong, constricted on the sides by «w
projecting inward near the middle, and sometimes with a smal

proximal spine.

Cetjstacea and Echinodermata.

Balamis porcatus. Very abundant and large, but broken.

Arctic Ocean to Long Island Sound ; 2 to 90 fathoms.
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Slrongylocentrotus Drobachiensis A. Agassiz. Spines only.

Arctic Ocean to New Jersey ; eircumpolar ; low-water to 4
fathoms. Post-pliocene of Maine and northward.

List of Speciesfound in both Shell-beds.

Crepidula fornicata Abundant. Few.
Crepidula plana. Common. Few.
Ensatella Americana Abundant. Few.
Mya arenaria Abundant. Few.
Saxicava arctica Few. Common.
Venus mercenaria. Abundant. Few.
Scapharca transversa Abundant. Few.
Mytilus edulis... Few Common.
Crenella glandula Few. Several, large.

Ostrea Virginiana Abundant. Few.

Most of these belong to the fauna of the warm sheltered bays,

and their occurrence in the upper bed may have been a<

in many cases. The few w^rn shells •
;

found in the upper bed, may have been originally deposited in

the lower one and afterward washed out by the waves and
redeposited in the upper one.
The absence of nuur -p. vies ordinarily abundant in the

•cue, (e. g., the species

"f Xuruh. Void/.,, Leda, etc.), is doubtless due to the fact that

such species lived only on muddy bottoms, while both of these

deposits were made on sandy "bottoms. They are, in fact,

ized by the nearly complete absence of all true

muddy-bottom species.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistky ajstd Physics.

1. On Trimethyl-carbinoL and its svppos'd ..rrurre>ire unwng
;„1, fu>,i_„il.

obtained from a manufactory of potato-spirit, which contained
°nly a small quant it v of' amvi alcohol. Fkel'm. converted the
isobutyl alcohol, boiling between 107° and 110°, which was
principal product, into isobutyl chloride by heating with ium-
lng hydrochloric acid in sealed Tubes. Beside this substance,

V' 1'-" boiled between 66-5° and 69°, 120 grains of a chloride bod-
ing at 50=-53° was separate!: and thi- on being heated with

i-carbinol, distill-

»ng from 8->° to S-> . an ! -.lidnvii^ on cooling. It was at first

supposed, that as; - y alcohol was con-

tained in the crude product, being a product of the fermentation ;
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but the improbability of the existence of at least 12 per ce

this substance in a most carefully fractionated product such a

used in preparing the chloride, when it had a boiling point I

by 25°, led to the supposition that the trimethyl-earbinol WBi

duced from the isobutyl alcohol itself, by the action of the hydr<

taken and heated as abov

hloride was obtained and

«^n*m of water. Further ex-

periments showed that the quantity produced depends on the

relative amount of In dr.. .
.'.. n. acid/; and that hvdrobromic and

hydriodic acids act similarly. The reaction is as follows:—

H OH I H

:-CH
g
-r-HI=CH 3—C—CH 3

+H 2

CH
3

CH
3

The author recommends this

trimethyl-carbinol. Isobutyl alcohol is saturated

added, and the whole is heated :

Ch., U xii, 25, July, 1875.

Preparation of Epichlorhydrin.—Ykkyost recom-

1 of treat v potassium or sodium

the cold, as in the usualmethod for the prep
mends, instead of treating dichlorhydri

epichlorhydrin, to warm the dichlorhydrin in a roomy i

a receiver attached, to a temperature not exceeding 130°, and to

add sodium hydrate gradually ; :T0 grains being taken

of dichlorhydrin. At the u'iven temperature the epichlorhydrin

distills over with the vapor of water. The process is more rapid

and the vie 1 .an in the one formerly employed.—
J. pr. Ch., II, xii, 160, July, 1875. »• *• B -

3. On Three new Pinacolins.—The name p
v .<
by Butlerow to a class of acetones which e<

radicals. Pinacolin itself according to Butlerow is ineih)'

trimethylcarbyl-aeetone, C(CH 3 ) 3
—CO—CI I ,. Ws-

-
>

belonging to this class, two of which are isomeric

seven atoms of carbon while the third contains eight. 11 one

nphor and" like"mint, and a spe-

: gravity of 0-831 at 0°. Analysis showed it to be ethyl-buty
-

icolin, having the rational formula C(CH
3 ) 3

-.-CO-.-C 2lV
other bodies were obtained by the action of ethyl-dimetnv

-



lin,C(C
2
H

8
)(CH 3 ) 2

—CO—

C

2
H

5 , having a specific gravitv of
0-845 at 0° and boiling at 150-5° to 157'5°. By the oxi
these pinacolins. the\ are >]»lii up. t li « CO e;roup remaining; with
tli< ; Ttiaiy r.idi.-;, .

' i";, ut ,..r is c, , n t it.uinu tin- investigation.—
Liihn/s .[„,,<i!j:,,. rlxxviii, 103, Aug., 1875. g. f. b.

4. ,S,ih/llc ,„;./ hl,,t,,ii «////, 1; „-<>;.-— In i-»,d. Kull't and
iv.lii.-f r}il<»r<:-!lvli<- a i.l with sodium amalgam and

obtained an aci.l which they .-al d >ah < io"nl. an.l whit-li. tli.nii^h

the ibrmul - l it . 1., zui< i id, tl < i t ii. is

Wieved, on account of the behavior of the acid and its salts, to be
only an isomer of this acid. This opinion having been called in

question by Reichenbach and Beilstein in 1864, who obtained
acid by distilling salylic

re-examined the question more thoroughly, using for the redtn •i'.n

a kilogram of el j'jv

crystalline powd r was obtained
appearance frontl benzoic acid, as was also it. i lime salt. Bu
distillation with .the

.le yellow grea. I'init

this was the ca tfeivnces obser \^ed was provec 1
by

is produced in tl d; aDd that a

quantity of some fatty bod\. p.-udnci-d .binn- this process, so
minute as not to affect the an ilyti al n suits, is capable <»! altering

permanganate.,. ..-!.!> pirn benzoic

to benzoic acid.—
'>•}>>: C/<., II, xii, 151, July, 1875. G. F. B.

5. On the Reductin.-pr.uhict <>f l_'hh>r,fr-ir>fl.k acid.—Inasmuch

the presence of some V-
Aug., 1875.

6. CsenfSuJhuHcar;,
h > ti„ „s llt r

-;
li!lss „

^Us,lissolvc,i h, water
ie is ;uhle

'•y ; "-t neutralization, whe:
« now a few c„hi, o.™t\n

i the soda is added u

mrp and the results

'A., II, xii, 157, July,
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7. On the Synthesis of Malonic acid.—Pinker some time ago

it when zinc and hydrochloric acid acted on trichlor-

lactic acid there was }»ro.liK-ed. not monochlorlaetic acid, but,

bv the loss of a molecule of water, chloracrylic acid. He now
finds that if ethyl chloracrylate he boiled with harimn hydrate,

there is formed in -. • -i.h rah! soluble ha-

riiun salt, which yields an acid crystallizing from eiher in lar>je

prisms and identical with malonic acid. It fuses at \:vl° ami

yields salts identical with those of malonic acid. The author

represents the reaction in three stages : 1st. The replacement of the

chlorine by hydrowi jn-.-du.-'n,- :..-i-vl-l-i<-tic acid :

—

CHC1=.-CH—COOH+HOH=CH(OH) = -.=CH—C00H+HC1
2d. The addition of a molecule of water and then by rearrange-

ment forming malonic aldehyde :

—

CH(OH)= ,-CH- -C00H+H0H=CH(0H) 9 - _CH S
- -COOH

CH(OH)
2—CH

2—COOH=COH—CH
2
- .-COOH+HOH.

3d. By oxidation giving COOH—CH 2
—COOH, malonic acid.

—Ber. Berl. ('hem. (res., viii, 963, July, 1875. g. f. b.

8. On the Action of Chlorine <>n Pyr ^o'HoL—SrEMiorsi and

Gre-v;:-. liave investigated the a turn of chlorine oi

Wbe
I

. •! acetic acid solution of this substance is satin

chlorine in the cold, it becomes of a pale orange-red color. It is

then placed in water at 70° for 20 minutes, the chlori

<
' ti . d tie 1-m i }|\ ., ,

.' tiiii I o -in,. '

'. the <-!-!.. Hue continued f.-r an hour, and the whoie

allowed to stand for 24 hours. Crystals arc obtained which when

purified app prisms ii

naiiu i!wiro._rall..l. If a s,,lm i.,;, ,,{ p\r .^ilh.l in acuie and he

e in the cold as above, then concentrate-

hydrochloric acid added and a rapid current of chlorine j.a-cd

and in a few mino
to an orange-colored mass. After purification, erysl

:ir< obi me. | consisting of minute colorless rad

C 18H 6
Cl 12 12

-
r-(H 2 0).,. This the authors call 'leuco-allol. H

is quite unstable.—Jour. Ghern. Soc, II, xiii, 704, Aug. 1875.

9. On the Constitution of Emndin.—Emodin is a constituent

of rhubarb-root discovered by De la Rue and Mtiller in

:: :

' -.,-., '.'•'
." .: .

'-
' '

1 d a hydrocarbon closely resete'

h i> ii _ higl t i ; i>i ,o |,uiut. < >xid ,' >n ith - hi '

after preci]. station j.as>ed only -lowly into alizarin on '

potash. Treatment with a-.
;

; oxi.fe itave two products: one m
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gold-yellow plates, the other in bright yellow needles. These
bodies proved to be mono- and tri-a< -<-t yl-emodin and led to the
formula C-15H l0O 5

for emodin itself. It differs from purpurin in
having CH

S
more; or in having a methyl group in place of H.

11
> '1' i i ' ! \ i - not anthracene but me-

thyl-anthracene. This v. is proved b\ Hnding that it gave anthra-
quin >ne-carb ( micaci 1 <»

i >xidation. From these data, Liebermaim

following formula

:

C 14hJ(OH) 3

( COOIL
1] ' h > ''mi undertaken tin e\.v'n i.-n of chrysophanie acid,
which appears to be similar, beintr dioxvniethvlanthra([uin<>ne.
—Ber. Berl. <!>>,„. (. v.. viii, 97 July, 1875. * g. f. b.

10. On the <',,! ,,-; ,., \j,,tt rs />',;,.'
:>c. //>.»('• , <md Brazi-

lei>,.~Benedikt has succeeded in producing from phloroglucin a
coloring matter whie-li show- a ;.< 'nose of log-
wood and Brazil wood. This substance, which he c:ilb phlonin,
is prepared by the action of nitrous acid disponed in nitric u|->u

dissolved in ether. On distilling off the ether a

a ed, which, on adding
lt i'. was preei ratt-«i in red-b wit "J docks. It was puri-

fied by reduction md wa> obtained sadarkgn n powdei ivifh a
strong metallic tester, nearly \m but s..lu-

ohol, ether, and acetic acid with a deep brown, and in

;dk;dies with an intense purple color. Owing to the difficulty of

The great similarity of phlorein to bamiatein and brazilein led the
author to pn them. He found that
they both contained ni
wise similarly constit rein as ::<C 6H 5 3)N

^T 2^' hamiatein as 3(C\
B
H 1S 6

)X and bra/iki. as

3(<- 22H 17 0.)X. ph! ;
. a hvdrodenvative.—

Ami- 1— - 1 '- «» *— '^°**

- -
- Irithmttica/ ,-1 n'tons httu

}j Prof. IR A REMSEN<

the

tween the Atmni<\\'! ,.J,^" in
,''

_ -.,1 'to ula- h I'ventun to

a remark. The sul.jei.-r treated in the article is undoubtedly
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terest, and some credit is due Mr. Hodges for his apparently inde-

pendent discovery of the relations d.-erihed. I think, however,
that a certain amount of credit should also be given to those who
first called attention to these relations.

In the Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie (VIII Supplement,

S. 133) there is a masterly article by D. Mendflejeff in which tin-

same subject is discussed that is disoii^.-d in Mr.' Uodges's paper.

Every relation referred to in the latter paper is made use of in the

former paper, together with a great many beautiful relations

which do not seem to have occurred to Mr. Hodges.

5 the follow-

ing subjects

:

(1.) The nature of the periodical law.

(2.) On the application of the periodical law for the purpose of

systematizing the elements.

(3.) Application of the periodical law for the purpose of deter-

the atomic weights of elements which have not been

studied exhaustively.

vered elements.

(o.fOn the application of the periodical law for the purpose of

CD weights determined by other means.

(6.) On the application of the periodical law f..r the purpose ot

lire of chemical structural forms.

The same siioj -t. furih.-r. has also been fully discussed from

another standpoint by Lothar Meyer, both in the Annalen der

v i"_mi" ii!,. I l',.ar.. .:;•! \ ! I Supplement, S. 354), and in his work

entitled: M
I rien der Chemie."

In a work by H. Baumli:i i. r ••
1 >:• Ihziehungen zwischen dem

Atomgewichte und der Xutur <1 r chemis lien Elemcnte") another

exhaustive discussion of the same subject may be found.

Mr. Hodges appears to have overlooked the above-mentioned

12. Compressibility of Carbonic Acid.—Dr.
recent paper before the Royal Society, gives a contii

his well known paper published in 1869, " On the Con:

the Liquid and Gaseous States of Matter." A series of accurate

measurements have been made of the corresponding temperature,

pressure and volume of earhonic acid, to test the correctness ot

the laws of Boyle, Gay Lussac and Dalton. The apparatus

employed was essentially the same as before, the chief improve-

ment being in the method of ascertaining the volume of the gases

before compression. The lower ends of the glass tubes contain-

ing the gases .tip into small mercurial reservoirs formed ot tliin

~. which rest on ledsres within the apparatus, lhj

lea' her washers used in packing the fine screws are now saturatett

with grease by heating them in vacuo under melted la

- 1 in the pores of the leather was thus remov.
the aid of water. This packing has never been known to fail in a
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vessel filled with water. But with mercury it always yields after

a few days, even under a pressure of 40 atmospheres. Unfor-
tunately, the pressures must still be given as determined by an
air or hydrogen manometer, as the only satisfactory method of
reducing to absolute pressures would be by a mercury column,
which, tl.r the highest pressure would have to be over 1,2' < feet

high. Hecentlv. however, a method has suggested itself bv
which it will probably be possible to measure pressu

atmospheres directly in terms of a liquid column.
-equired to pre

J -~

nperatmes between 0° a
lults of the earlier measurements. The pressures are somewhat

i pressure required to produce liquefaction i

between 0° and 30° C, and agrees well

its. The pressures are s<

less tnan those given by Kegnault, which were probably effected
by the unavoidable pressure of air.

The compressibility was carefully measured at temperatures of
6-7°, 63-7° and 100°, the two latter temperatures being obtained
by surrounding the apparatus with the vapor of methyl alcohol
:~""l water, and the pressure beinu" carried to over 200 atmos-
pheres. The result- t'ui!\ confirm those previously attained To
the effect that its volume at high pressures and temperatures
above the critical point is much less than that it should have if a
perfect gas. Even at 100° the volume of 223 atmospheres is only
about three-fifths of that given by the law, hence we may infer
by analogy, that the critical points of the gases not yet liquefied
are probably far below the lowest temperatures yet attained.
The law of Gay Lu--a, . while doubtless nearly true for the

so-called permanent gases, is far from correct for gases at high
pri-sirr. s ,,r „ ,, r r

i,» j,
, nrj.-J point-. The coefficit nt of expan-

sion of carbonic acid under I atmosphere liein<jr -0036, under 22

atmospheres it was •>>•.-,, between >:- and 64°, and -0051 between
64° and 100°. The corresponding coefficients for a pressure of 31

atmospheres were -00158 and -0059, and at 40 atmospheres -0095

and -0072.

A very large number of experiments were made on mixtures of
carbonic acid and nitrogen, and the most important result was
that the critical >,..;... is lowered by admixture with a non-

condensable gas. Thus a mixture of 3 parts by volume of car-

bonic acid with 4 of nitrogen was reduced below -20° C. before

ii took place, even at the highest pressures. Even an

addition of one-tenth its \oiuui. o u t _< u oi air will nmferialh

Jower the
i

he law of

Dalton is wholly incorn r t ! i'_h • ressures when one of the
gases is not far from This accounts for the

observed anomalies in the tension of aqueous vapor when alone

fnd when tn for as has

action of the containing vessel.—Nature, xii, 300. " E - c- p-

1«. Magnets formed of Iron FWn./s.—^L Jamin has repeated

fbe experiment of De Haidat, in which a brass tube was tilled with
Ton filings and magnetized. The polarity was slight, not sensi-
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bly increased when the >toppors closing the ends were tightened,

:ished slowlv when sand was mixed with the filings.

Thi- observation is accurate but imperfect. In repeating it the

filings were forcibly compressed by a small hydraulic press.

TV"1 * iey h_ii to ,u,n o tie, the polarity is seen to augment
colisM, rably, and continues to iue -sure. Tubes

were shown to the Academy from 8 to 10 ems. long and 3 cms. in

diameter, which attract at least as many steel filings as pieces of

good steel of the same dimensions. As the filings were of

unknown origin some were prepared from very soft iron.

reduced and without appreciable coercive force. Ti

were quite equal to the former. Here then is a metal which has

no coercive force when it is continuous, but acquired a coercive

force equal to that of steel when we reduce it to mil

menis. and then make them contiguous by pressure. Must not

the polarity observed be attributed to this discontinuity? and

is not the coercive force of steel to be explained by the same

The distribution of the force in a magnet cannot be accounted

. : -\i ,- - - ;
,

.>..'•-'•
and it is i-erili-d ti::it ''« .|uautitios of separate ma-

arc in r< as I b\ this na< t i- »n. from tin

the middle line {Leone !
Jhysi,r <e. ill, 100). Up to the present

time it seems to Iiav< b< en usMinu I that these elements are 'lie

that tiiey a;v iOpi;,.,! ,. i;l,
..- .-,

;

.• _.- :il m-"..! ii\>n in proximity to

., >r
'•

; iii' crv'stais auu'louierated as in steel.

When before pressing the filings we interpolate among them

cler the mass more homogeneous, the -.nne

polarity cannot be given as when they are unmixed. For exam-

ple, by lU ; : „!:: u-
: paste of chloride of iron and ti

ru 'i. it. w i 'h on. 1 ' a t< \ d as, i -uVhl >ii le continuous

in aj.p ,-.i . -e. -a;». .1 .»;' in-in_r iiied 'and polished like pure iron,

but hardly magnetizable.

jen, a

and diamairnetic substances i:

the filings alter notably the faculty they possess of being

etized. The study of all
j

jremises mter-

ression of the powders t . . .

.

ise to a maximum, and afterward diminish when the approx

-.

:' '

y to the mass. -Gomptes Bendus, lxxxi, 205 ; Phil. Mafr

Sounding Flames.—M. C. Decharme finds that persistent

.uii d Pmnnls may be obtained by allowing a current^ of
J»r

npinge on a jet of common illuminating gai

flat_ a flame 30 t
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l.i ;h. The ; nveyed iin a -urn ilar tube, and tht
the .ry :,-• rdh:* t oth.3 part of the flan
pressure ot' 1 Ik- ai nd the r of the diameter of tl

/ •'•',
of ;i;

i-

the flame near the t(

eokn n of flame first divide, lower itself, then twist under the jet,

envelop it and let it
|

flame; a continuous tearing sound is then heard from this lumi-
nous vail. When the jet reaches within 2 or 3 cms. of the orifice

of the gas I the air tube being held horizontally and being
directed toward the flame) a loud hissing is produced. Finally,
when the tubes touch, the hissing becomes harsher, or if the
pressure is small, becomes a very clear and agreeable musical

The experiment also succeeds well with a Bunsen burner, after
' e air holes. It is needless to add that no sound is pro-

•fi the simple gas jet if not lighted. By varying the
oonditions, as the nature and pressure of the gas and air, the

diameter, form and nature of the tubes, various modifica-
tion- of the sounds, and of the shape and color of the flame are
produced. The rapid motions are readily analyzed by a revolving
mirror. It would appear that the explanation of these facts

depends not merelv on the mechanical, but in a great measure on
the chemical action of the air.— Comptes Bendus, lxxx, 1602.

II. Geology and Natueal History.

1. Eriden > of qhi ial actio >/,<>< t> > ,>,„,/,<, <>, JIf. W<>$/,-

'"!/'[>», N fl—Prof. C. II. ii iy given the
' -discovery of transport, d '>..« Mer- up. n the summit of

Alt. Washington, 6,293 feet above mean tide water, in a paper
r" ::,J b'-:'«>ii- .p.,. American A— , 'union for ii. »<i\ u.i.-i-iin-iii of
Science at Detroit. The following are the essential points of the

communication. The' seed six inches in length
so 'ii' as observed, and consist of the "Bethlehem gneiss" of the

^
T

- lb Reports, and must have been transported more than a
dozen miles. They occur in the usual moraine profon de of the
Northern drift and have the peculiar shapes common to _

^'"i*--. but do do! i !
:

- ]i them.

rest upon this drift containing transported bowlders, the author
comes to the conclusi

•; tins mountain, though of the same material with

f by the glacial agency from a
«* '..Is to three miles. Subsequently the frost has shattered

•

-

- s occur the same agency has broken off large masses
*hieh cannot be distinguished lithologically from those thai m.-.y

nave been transported a considerable distance. Most of this

angular debris is so far removed from existing ledges that frost
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and gravity alone cannot have placed them where they now are

though many of the piles are thus explicable. The ledges have

their north- aid the southeast angular just

like the striated bosses near the Lake of the Clouds.
Earlier observers have failed to discover these facts because the

far Transported s;, <ha\< ••• •> '.;••;: n t< 1 1 Jit h\ recent exca-

vations in the earth beneath the almost universal carpet of frost-

cleft fragments.

2. Report on the Geology and Resourses of the Region m t/u

vicinity of the 4Mh Parallel from tin Lakt < f tin \Y<> "7.-* h. flu

/:
ii

Mountains ; by G. M. Dawsilv, Geologist and Botanist to

the Commission. 38* pp. -v.. with a eoi-n i >j
' _

•

-

!
' :>p.

views and sections. Montreal. 1*75. Addressed to Major I >. U.

Cameron, R. A., H. M. Boundary Commissioner.—This volume by

an excellent geological observer," contains the ivsnlfs of an investi-

gation of the I- -k\ M. intra i formati ms north of and near the

northern boundary of the United States, and is well ii!"

sketches, sections and maps. The author speak* first :>i tjie (ien-

eral physical geography and outline geology of the regi », .1
then of the special geology of the Lake of the Woods, and the

structure of f'h [;..ck\ M.'vn tains n .n the I >th parallel.

A large am- n,t -t ,\ •-
, ufiven respecting the Cretaceous and

it a, , hi •!> will >:!;- '- :i* t«.the

and as to the age of the LignitM

beds. Chapter VIII is devoted to this last sul gect, "
1

1

Lignite-beat i position of the line separating the

Cretaceous and Tertiary." and the discission is one of value as it

comes from a careful worker over a new part of th

area. Mauv results of a-avs of the lignite are contained in a

chapter on its economical value. .Mr. Dawson discovered cocco-

liths and rhabdoliths in great numbers in the Cretaceous beds ot

e_ .j length, treat of the Glacial phe-

, ial deposits of the region examined, and C hap-

ter XI ot tie ( ip 1, lit i > or ti , U, r\, m ivii ret'crenee to s th

ment. Following this there are Zoological Appendixes, Descrip-

tions of fossil plants by Dr. Dawson, etc.

The Glacial facts 'collect,..,! are numerous and of wide im-

port. The scratches over the region of the Lake of the W oods

show that the movement of the ice there was in general to-

ward the southwest. The courses, stated on page 205, vary

fromS. 5° W. to S.Jtt° W. ; but the larger part are bel

w-though diffei

l the latter in makin- •

>e. The author,

to explain the glacial phenomena observed bv him, supposes tna

the interior of the continent was under the sea, and that local

The author arrives independently a

General G. Iv. Warren, tha*
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feet, and 1 have little doubt but that these are of marine origin."

Mr. Dawsoi appreciates the objection to this view from the ab-

sence of all : trine action

thai might, if such were the case, be reasonably looked for. He
appears to suppose that there is no alternative between the theory
of marine submergence and that of a great Polar ice-cap. The
tacts he pn.-sents with regard to the southwest course of the gla-

• about the Lake of the Woods in connection with
similar facts ahoiit hake Winnipeg, and Lake Huron, in Ohio, etc.,

point to another view more consist* ,,,]( I. .-i-

eal laws, viz : that the glacier had its greatest thickness not in a
Polar ice-cape, but toward the Atlantic border of the Continent,
where the precipitation wouhl necessarily have been the greatest;
that the tipper surface of the ice sloped thence away southeastward
over New England, and southwestward over western New York,
Ohio. !.ak< Huron nd the region north of Lake superior to the
Lake of the Woods and Lake" Winnipeg ; tha' it thinned down to
nothing over the great central and western area l.etween 100° W.
and the Cascade Mountains of Oregon, where precipitation now
averages but one-third what it is on the eastern herder and sum-
"i"i' hi at is -real, and had nm ' ndes otdy
in the Arctic; but that the Arctic would have had its precipita-

tion wreath diminished by the new conditions, and hence wouhl,

'"I i|.n havt had less ice than now ; that the assumed ie< cape
was rather an ice-manth thr< wn J « - t tin poh tml d *<! lit s

horders of the continent, especially the eastern. Add
• ab. im the mountains. the Appalachian^ oil the ia^t

ice that is m I eti in North America upon the

basis of a Glacier theory. The above mentioned tm ton-logical

conditions would havo'lmd special intensity, if the glacial cold

and the excessive irlacial precipitation were due to the confine-

ment of the Gulf Stream with its heat to the temperate and tropi-

cal North Atlantic by a shoaling of the ocean between Scandi-

navia and Greenland. •'• »• "•

3. Report of a Reconnaissance of the Blacl- Wlh <;/ /mknta
'»»>h huh, sxmnur of 1-74; bv WYu.iam Lrm.ow, Captain of

Engineers. Lieut , .,i.
'('„!. m 1 V. S. A.. Climl Kngineer h.-part-

«nent of Dakota. 122 pp. 4to, with -.vera! maps. W ashmuf.m,
!875. Engineer I )epartment. V. >. Armv.—This volume consists

of a General Report of the Expedi i
a

<V;°-

:t. with a list of Tree, and Shrubs, by N. II. ^ m-
'b<U; a ! ih • to i< i Leport, In <i II <iri mel le-cripti >

« -f new Fossils, bv lb 1
*'. Whitfield lincludin- OW,<*

j"-f*n..;,/,,- Whitfield, from 'Lotsdam rocks on I rench (reek.
l > <->ta. /.,• /„-,/„/, //, ', Whit}., from tin v retaeeous on the

• side of the Black Hills) ;
and fables ot ob^-r tnmsf

,

t|n>e and latitude. Of the maps in the volume <•»* i- a «'i

Iogical map, by Professor Wiuehell,



are the Creta e •n-. the Jurassic and Tria^ic or Red beds, about

325 feet thick it t oral n ha- ot tin 151 a < Hills i liuiestom

e Red beds, «'hich is

Carboniferous at top and may include other formations, and the

Potsdam sandstone. Beneath the last are metamorphie schi-t-

and slate with high angle of dip, and granite. We understand

from Mr. (4. .. the fossils

mentioned in Pro€ W Q given by

the latter to Mr. K. P. Whitfield, instead of to himself. J. D. D.

4. Discover*/ of the Horns of «n extinct sp^-ies of Ox i» Ohio.

—A few yea:- a diggin;

i County, O., prepura ory to laying foundations for

ered a pair of enormous horns
Jounty, U., preparatory to laying i

of a bridge, discovered a pair of e

about eighteen feet below the surface. On examination it was

found that they were only the cores of the original horns th • ex-

terior portion" having perished. They measure nearly six feet

from tip to tip, and are twenty-two inches in circunifeivnee. As

the core of the horns of the ox is about oi

ngth, these must have been of enormous size. They v
_

to Cincinnati, and have been kept in comparative obscurity unti

quite recently, when they came under the observation c*
' w

[VtSo-oir I- r.n'ot;,,,, nf 3l,I,u> ,/,,,/ Its ./„/,./'-/-

; by MvRrAXO Barcexa. :iT op. svo. Me\i <.
!>'

—In this Memoir (in Spanish) Mr. Barcena treats of th

tion of the Cretaceous rocks of Mexico, their kin is ai

sils. The rock- include limestones, part of them '

different argillaceous rocks, micaceous, talcose and dioritic rocks,

and they are stated to constitute a large part of the mountain

, gray, compact lime-

-tones eontain -poci,-> of //,>,,.„•;>,•< and .'w'/W in so great

Xerim-a limestone 'of Mexico. The autl

, // Mt>;,:k;n>u and //. whi, tij '
'»

species ot JNermea, and also species of Ammonites and

Scaphites, and an Aptychus, A. Arenassii. The reason- tor re-

ferring the rocks of different districts to the Cretaceous, and <-!"'-

dally to the Upper Cretaceous, are given
•..r. hi tin course ot his Memoir from the evid ice it ^ ' '

;

eluded that Cretaceous rocks occur in all the Mexican "; '
r

J,'

-

and the author consequentlv proposes that the map "'. V,''-
1

America in the Cretaceous period, which is given in i

ual of Geology should be changed, by mate

:

--• -

.. .
.

•
'-J.

:
ii

.. :. .-I
; .

t »d in the Cr< taceons p v -"

^
The Cretaceous an thus a hh-d, a- shown on a m

|

northeast in course, ronn _ trl thi

llel through Vera Cruz/ Its extension northwestwaru

and southeastward remains for future determination.

r:
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Ameca, Esi.'iU' of Jalisco, which was obtained in an Artesian
boring from beds that are probably Tertiary. No other fossils

have been found at the place to fix the age ; a figure of the species

accompanies the paper. j>d. d.

6. Mountain Making: The inequalities of the Earth's Sur-
face viewed «ui conw<-ti.<_ni u ith Secular <'<>t>ln,g.—Mr. 0. Fisher

< Ins^s a mathemath al discus-don < t this subject in the Cambridge
Phil. Trans., vol. xii. pari ii, with the following remarks:
Can we then attribute the intense corrugations which meet our

observation to any other source than that of lateral pressure caused
hy a shrinking globe . it appears to me difficult to conceive anv
other. No local change in the condition of the superficial i

seems competent to produce a sufficient

rhe superficial strata. I cannot perceive, as I have already >

deavored to explain, how the del

sea-bottom could affect it _., ..

I think proved, that they could i

tribution of heat within the
reason to believe that consolida
panted by a contraction in volu
The supposition that the earth became solid throughout, or

nearly so, before a crust began to be formed, necesitates the con-

sequence that the contraction, out of which the compression would
arise, must be almost wholly confined to the cooled upper portion:

it is upon [;hi s supposition "that we have calculated its amount,

i J appear-

ances. If, however, we could suppose that a solid crust was
formed upon the surface, long before its interior parts had fa en

to the melting temperature, it seems that a much greater amount
"f compiw.-,,,,, mi-let result, through the contraction extending

fir below the cooled upper portion/ The objection made to this

!>. that the crust would break up as last as it formed, and sink

mto the nnderlvinti fluid until the whole was la-ought to the

. shown, in rhe paper
In anymore thanor.ee refer. o>.+ that th difl iu,o between

diate condition of vi<eositv, we need not as-urne this breaking up

ci i U j [aid which welled up
into tin m - them up. Scrope

tells us that "t'n.-i ' often retains a very

nre bu :i ._reai l.mir'h of time alter it-
_.
minion,

'o'iti uinw to seial forth vapor from its crevices ami _i-i

and prob ,,1 even more or I e<s in motion,

throughout its central and lower portion for years.

J

* Geographical Magazine, voL x, p. 248. \ Phil. Trans. 1873, p. 160, § 60.
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Sir W. Thomson clearly contemplates the mode of solidifica-

ion from without inwards as not impossible, for he says " If ex-

•erimenters will find the latent heat of fusion and the variation of

of the earth's crust up to its melting

y the solution given abo\

make it applicable to the case of a liquid globe gradually solidi-

tvir- from without inward- in consequence of heat conducted

through the solid crust to a cold external medium."
If this BU] tie, there may have been a consid-

erably larger nucleus enclosed within the crust in early times

than we have at present, and a great portion of that nucleus may
have consistt d in superheated water, the rocks being in a state of

igneo-aqueous solution : * and much of this water may have been

blown off in steam dm ; means mate-

rially contributing to the diminution of the volume. I have sug-

gested in my former paper read before this Society, that Mr. Sorby's

observations on the water enclosed in granitic crj state,

crystals of chlorides, renders it probable that the* steam emitted in

eruptions may be a constituent part of the deep-seated rocks, for

it is probable that hut a small part of the watei contained in any

magma would become confined in the interior of the crystals.
_

Here, however, the question arises whether it would 1
<

for a crust to form over a layer of molten rock in a eon

igneo-aqueous fusion. Would not the escape of the water cause a

state of consta t ili ion win h would prevent the formation of

any crust until it had ceased through the escape of water?

The idea <>i igneo-aqueous sol ition involves a condition of chem-

ical comhin. ]• and the elements of the rock

such that while that condition lasted there would be no tendency

to s paration between the two, audi t be in abey-

ance. We can therefore coneei the heat and

pressure were sufficient there might be no tendency to evapora-

tion and consequent ebullition, so that after the water had escaped

to a certain aid cease, and a crust be formed;

but that more water would be ready to separate to a greater depth

when its affinity for rock became lessened through the abstraction

of heat, or diminution of pressure owing to the crust being par-

tially supported by corrugation.

* The following remarks upon the above passage were received from a quarter

which disposes me to place great reliance on them

:

t" T
t is probable, or rather c

'
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If such was the condition of the interior in the early stages of
the cosmogony, a large portion of the oceans now ahove the crust

may once have been beneath it, and thus we gain a novel concep-
tion of a sense in which the fountains of the abyss may once have
been broken up.

A somewhat analogous escape of elastic vapor from beneath a

denser envelope is I believe considered to be now taking place in

The comparative small specific gravity of the earth as a whole,
considering the -.Teat pressure f -rts must be
•abject, has been held to prove that it is even now in a state of
expansion through intense heat.*
But the question of its true condition is surrounded with - lirti-

would afford the conditions
r the argument of this paper. It would also afford the

'"•an rigidity required to meet the objection to a fluid interior drawn
from the nbst "•< ,t internal tides. But it would not account for

the small specific e-ravity of the whole, nor yet would it meet the

argument from precession in the form in which it was originally ad-

vanced by .Mr. Hot, kins: or a lav. rot ti n 1 hem-: tli tin crnst n uld

destroy a rigid connection lutween it and the interior. This t.-rm
or the argument however has been attacked, and apparently with

some success. J The late Archdeaeon Pratt, in defense of the iren-

' !; 'i ar-uinent from precession, placed the matter in a simple light

in a letter to Nature in 187 I,§ and in that form 1 think it would
he met by the supposition of a cool nucleus covered by a molten
ocean with a solidified crust, But I would invite attention to the

." conclusions 1 have arrived at, concerning a highly

tion of the interior, have reference to an early period
Of its history ; while the tots of the tides, and or' precession, are

'heir application to the present. Nevertheless I am
disposed to think that, at any rate, what may \

By which I mej

no very great depth

1 the soiid-

> liemarhs <>,< th, SrdLuentanf Fn-mntiohS ><f S >
"" > "> /fh

11 "fe ; by 1 ivy. \Y. B. Clarke, M.A., F.G.S., &c. Third <
dition,

••er.looiral *e.-tions. Sydney, New Suit h Wales, 1>75.

--This memoir is a review of the geology of Australia by one who

avestigations over New South

"«l«<. The questioned' the a«-e of the coal formation is tully

' li>i -"-s,:.«i
: ;llKi h t

.

t ween the extreme limit h a- lopt ed by different

).
rit «-i>. the Jurassic period and tin- L-'»r ( arhoniferous, Mr.

Clarke holds to his old opinion that they are of the latter a-e.

* Herachel's Phys. Geography, 2nd edit., p. 7.

; General Barnard on " Problems of Rotary Motion," Smithsonian Contnbu-

§ Mature, vol. iv, p. 344.
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The writer in his Exploring Expedition Report (1849),
South Wales, sustained the view that their age was half

sence of Tertiary rocks from all of Eastern Australia is :ie

for on the supposition that the eastern coast, since the
'

era, has subsided many fathoms, as indicated by the ex is

the great barrier coral-reef off the cast, any Tertiary foi

then formed having been thus submerged. J.

8. Geological Surrey of Brazil.—Prof. C. F. Hartt, :

Geological Siirvey of Brazil by the Em
y is to be continued four yes

Ex; -ditionji:

(rations in Brazil, first in conn
ive eminently fitted him for t

9. Geologist"MBeobachtungen <n,f AW*,,

p. 8 v..., with one chart. Mosco

treats of the ('

North Cama,<us furassie Coal 'formation

10. Oldbea,~Ji on the Isle ofPortland, nea

to 36 feet above the present beach, near

shells, the most of which are those of
few belong some degrees farther no
capped by other beds of loam and ru

thick. At the Admiralitv quarries, abo

bed of drift has afforded some bom
(i,i(>ijhu!< and /i" primi'jcii'nis. and spe

Bos. Prof. Prestwich closes his papei

LT.-ou-raphi.-al conditions under which tl

./. Geol Soe., Febr. 1875, p. 29.

11. Another Xe>r York Mistod,,,,.-

has been found at Lisle, near lUngh.-unt.

exhumed for the Museum of the Cornel
\2. Microscopical Structure ofBocks,

itic and other Ingenite Rods of Yar-<
0/r/r, with plates 9 to 12. and other p;

From the Proceedings of the Roy. Iris
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The descriptions in this work by Dr. Lasaulx a
rise, and generally include one or more chemica
classification is based firsi on d) the fact of oik-

Is. and a closing chapter treats of the origin of rocks :

teorites. The work is handsomely printed on fine paper.
-!. !/;.», <h ,//>• > :.,.„* ^- /;,//,<<.- in addition t,, th< >.

nnie. I >auhr<V has detected also the rare species r hn.<,j,,

|>sum; and, from tin int. rioi ol .1 in! , , i bronze, a 1 oaliim .

:ing of uturmult' .— i: I,<8tlt\it, Aug. 4.

•-. .!//„,. ,/„,„w,. y;tti„, ,.,„„,, : V o„ V. Hitter v. Zepiia
...VI. is 7;V-Ti 1. ..m!, • nnd. 1 oiii,. ndneralogical contri
us by Professor Zepharovieh contains deseriptions of crystal:

'• The aragonit crystals \ ere 1 n ir \ h ii exhibiting hi

aber of plains, mostly in the prismatic zone, with ahnon
itional indices, analogous to those long since described

>i. Wiser/ae is Octahedrite—Professor Kh in. of Ii< idelbcrg,

'•'nt valuable nnanoir on tl rvstalli/.ati >n of anatase (ocla
:

' I lias >!, own that the wU-rine fxuiotime) from th< Uiiineiiti

i»iiigthe walls of -avith ..-roc,

'

1;i»er case the crystals ar e groupe.
.-'•nnlerons mineral. Tin
sufficiently distinct to ac 'of I

occurring planes and A'.'

''"vstalsan - the

• "•'.:U
V''°-

and 11 10V

'"l "Cleava
\\^

'y:.;':;:
'

/
V rieul-h,

<-'<lor bluishd.hek to in

~
11 =--'

Opaque. Before the b]„ v -I'il
>'•

t'ur

P-r-red; exfoliates slight
r "

; ">. and fuses slightly < iges. \

JWOOfmaeanese reaction
,ng of oxide of zinc. Solubh
Analyses

: 1, of distim
}"'- ^ingaradiateiNtrnrPl

s; 2.

not so pure as that used i ialy>t 9 1.
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present, this ratio gives tor tne tor-

mula R, R, + fl,, or more exactly (i&n, |2u), Mn2 + 2fl. In this case

one-half of the water is regarded as basic. It is thus closely re-

lated to wad and psilomelane.

Chalcophanite is a result of the decompose
a--., i ,t. .1 minerals. Found at the calamine locality at Stirling

Hill, Ogdensburg, N. J.

Named from xaXjioi brass and (pcxlvca to appear, in aUosion to

the change of color which tin- mineral uudi-r-oi-, upon ignition.

—Am. (3hem., July, 1875. e. s. d.

18. Statistics <>f Mines aw7 Mini.-,,/ ( Si.cth Annwd lUfori);

byRossiTEK W/ Raymond, C. S. Commissioner of ."

tistics. 8vo, pp. 585. Washington, 1874.—Dr. Raymond's Im-

ports on the
? in the States and Territ

of the Rocky Mountains now form a most valuable rep

scientific and technical literature on all topics Bern

subject. The present volume contains the usual data respecting

the mining industry of the ten States and Territories enumerate!

":>r the year 1873, together w tl ~n. i
• f-ters on the foliowi-'

ubjects :—the
'

: _v of Quicksilver; Hints

the Washo< .i\.ee- -rado; Lead

and Silver Smelting in Chicago; the Wyandotte Sm.

Works; the Smelting Works of the Harz ; th.

zation of Lead bv Zinc; avoidable Wastes of America:,

Works; Kustef>s Roasting furnace ; Bruckner's Cylinders i

ta with the Diamond

Drill, &c
°

These reports have become an acknowle< la

subjects which they treat, and are remarkable for

accuracy of statement. They have for years been n-

discussed, and in a large part translated in German)
g< neral features of our western minim: indu-m are almost as

widely known as they are in this. Thence, many ski!

lurgi-t-, mining mechanics, and men otherwise -

trained, have been drawn to this country as permanent residents,

greatly to our advantage. B
-
s '

:

parts of plants), un-h - made <• at hy >acii;

ten or twelve \.-ar< a-->. and ha- been < •

tions recently -tudh d in \ar;ou- w.iv- b\
:

-

st in is lire, v i mil I fi m . ' lie ac'id . 1 i t
1 icti-M <>t

light, i. e., is a primary product of assimilation. Bohm, o

\ ienna. wh . contested this but whose vhw according to >ac.<-

"has already been sufficient Iv refuted," has returned to the sud-
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ject, with new observations and experiments, now asserts, upon
reasons stated, that

" The starch appearing in the seed-leaves of plant! ets of Cress
Radish and Flax, is not a direct assimilation-product, formed by
the immediate decomposition of carbonic acid, but a transforma-
tion-product from a reserve of nutriment already present."

t

One would surely expect that the primary product of assimila-
tion of carbonic acid and water would be an organizable plasma
from which the starch-brains in question are constituted, not an
organic structure such as a starch-grain is. It is not char that
there is much n al diill \\ ice between the two views, at least be-
tween those of Sachs and Bohm. For since starch, as the former
explains, is formed and reformed in various parts of the plant and
away from light and from chloropl, vll, and in the leaf is allowed
to be only one of the product- of" assimilation, >a<dc-' :i-m rtion

is is "a product of assimilation,"
and Bohm's that it is -not a dir< act," are by
no means in necessary contradiction. Nor is there apparent

- posino thai a stareh-oTain in a potato-leaf is dill r-

ently originated from one in a potato, except that the former is

constructed of new-formed material. a. g.

20. A Report on the Trees and <},r><b« ymn-iny naturally in

•/•' .1/./^ i, /,,/*, t/s ; liv <ii .•]:,,! !;. K,]'i:s->\. Second
edition. Boston; l.iit!,-. !J,-. «,i\v Co.. Is",. _' vols. Mo; with
many plates.—The original edition, published in 1*46, agreeably
to an order of the Legislature by the Commissioners of the

nI liotanical Survey o'f the State, was a single vol-

ume, of 534 pao-es, to w liicl if outline plat s wen added, the

Kind by Mr. Isaac Sprague. It was a classical

work, of so great use and' value, that the edition , we believe a

was soon exhausted. Author and artisi still flourish-

- of the form.-:- mabated, a new
edition now appears, re-elaborated, enlarged, and amply ilhis-

:iing two volumes, which reflect -real credit upon
- -, and printer. There arc 1 4;> plates: and many oi

b .'u iwii ga areo red chrom litaa, more

than any which we remember to have seen

7' 1

' S,.\,.,-al v.hich exhibit the winter state of some of our
deciduous trees are full of character. Tie- introduction of scenic

^ews of mauv ibi-eh-m. mainlv Kuropean trees, copied from

• /novel feature. Those who plant trees, and

more who ought to be p* » o tin n, vil . .
i< the*.

attractive pictures the more, since thev mainly represent well-

f>
",» ^I-e.-itne s <>f trees which are kiv wn or ma> by expected

r !ds part of the country. Some oi' them, from

Viands in the place of honor, front in-j the title-pa-.'e. •-.Vv''""'

,;• Whj ihoold I

n,ie ? Cypress would be nearer the mark if any oi the old
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aeecl to be used. And why should the tree have

Yosemite Yaliev f<»r a back-ground, since Mr.

lows thai it does not grow there, however it may he

and his artist, i-\.i;iu-r. Thr.- lL h --n. <>\. .Muht,

late, evidently represi .ting the lilack Oak, does

luty for Red "Oak, which has two good plates of

i good figure of Salix petiolaris, but no letterpress.

i' tin- long-st, on tin- Weep-

Babylon. whi. - in this J»m-

, Linden, Maple . Klin/ Ash." A^h,

hardy than th(

ig close from Biyam's early poem, as well

on the uses, conl inualh .n am1 improve!oent

ation a d S x r Iie,.r. >duct to. o/ Th "illo-

selton Dyer. •

:;:! pages

from the Quart of the Micro-

on, July, 1875.-
it kno

i of Sa with

lasS^hln, in

U

\lA/,< '.x;-' ':;;;'!

'i-,\i phyt*

one with chloror
:

:
y :

i
. </;/' and r '/*"/

n-ivof old) and one without, the latter being to the
what Monotro/x <. Or ,/„/„.'/.. .r, <>i .-,//,/. and the root-parasr

orchids are to the orders they respectively pertain to, or are pa:

in a double series, viz: .- '. Oospore", *

< '</>'j>ospnre'P. foiinded on characters of reproduction alone, a

rising in imnv 'ation in the ore

indicated above. The green series begins below with the ' ,'/'

ophi/cece, followi 1 by th.- /'-//«»-^tv«, and ends with Florid

followed by C!mr-i<-- >. Tin- parallel /*' '/"/ /-series begins wi

the Schizomyceb red by the ^t.-chor.^.r^

and these by the Zi/gos)/or ", :/ • -,/</ ' < md ///,'/""<//

A/'!/»/rx.a«rl t! rangcim nt bei

"according to th. i. n M ..g , • . h-xity." is tll,u^'
L

"phylogeny" of the lower orders of the vegetable kingdo

although not with any strict genetic signification. As to ti

degradation of ti..- Lirhe,n:s, it is remarked thai the genei

result of the later investigations has been, on the whole, con
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matory of Schwendener's view. A history of our knowledge <>f

sexual ri
|

, of crypto-
gamous plants, occupies two i»r three oi 1 lu- earlier pages. To
Thwaites is attri' no ''•

lh. origination of the view that conjugation
is sexual reproduction in its most, u'encraii/.ed t'onn. It sucins

t any different view could have been supported; hut
it is not so very long ago that it was maintained by Mohl.
Thwaites and Jenner, as early as ] S48, inferred "an apparent
adumbration of the sexes" in Zj ,,•<. Ac. f/om the forma-

i< ft s]',.i in r ells of 01 >f tin wholly similar parents,
instead of between the two as in / .«,. UHen and Di.itoimh'e'o,

but such adumbration is ratlier "ap r nf lhan real. It was
i ., in 1- 7. divcovo .1 . . i uratMi n, T>«tt.»,a.eip.

nidiea < Clotteriwn).
The cilia of authcro/,,hb were discovered in IS to, l»v Thuret,
whose recent death, in the mids of important work, botanists
W:i }' well deplore. In ls.32 Thuret first obtained actual fertiliza-

tion by the antherozoids in :he ease of Fucus. a. g.

22. Monograph ie <<> r Jun<:<ire<-n rout <
'"/>, bearheitet vom

Feans Buchrxatj. Bremen, 1875. 8vo.—This monograph of
the JuniTir,',! of the Cape of <b>od Hope. b\ Dr. huchenau. 1- a

illustration of

Jmcacem, from the Suppleme
Linnams doi

in of the you:

idel/s Svnopsis of (rlnmncea. Also in.

sin Dre^e'- . istii i d collection, a.

«->tl. a summary of the orders or ot

;l";v are divided, and then each of
*"":!> characterized and illustrated

adopts,^ but one or mor , of" the differ
,"" " proposed by some of the leadii
' 'turewillnnn-hinereas, tlo vain,
book of reference, and will, perhaps,
it as a text-book who may not wis!
hreferred by the author. The illust
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author's Manual of Zoology, and the two hundred and fifty

by begi

been selected from various other works.

list of the cuts is given, with the origin of each, which is a very

commendable feature. The descriptions of the characters of the

various groups are generally correct, though often rather too

brief, and perhaps for this reason the statements are sometimes
- general and indefinite as scarcely to be easily understood

beginners. It is natural, also, to expect positive errors in all

works of this kind, for no one person can be familiar with the

whole range of zoological science, as developed in recei

We have noticed a few such errors in the work before us. Thus
on pages 374 and 380 the well known Holothurian genus Synapta

is included among the Gephyreans, an error so obvious that it

would seem to have been accidental. A more serious error occurs

on pages 216 and 227, where 3Iosasaurus and the allied genera are

rift. On page 242 there is a con-

fusion of ideas, although most of the facts are correctly stated, but

the oidnwiy and normal larval state (Siredon-stage) of salaman-

ders belonging to the genus Ambh/stoma, and many others,

should not be confounded with the adults of genera like Proteus

an ! 'si ,,nhr inches. Y !. notwithstanding a few defects, we con-

sider this th moM u^ful manual of general systematic zoology

that has hitherto been published in this eountrv. v-

24. First //-....; ..f Z<><>h>-ni ,• l. v Kmw >i:i> S. .Mouse. 12mo,

188 pp. 158 cuts. NCu- York (!>. Appleton & Co.) 1875.-In

...lunie Prof. -Yorsc has put, in a •..
17 -na-

tive i'orin, a surprising amount of zoological instruction, such as

beginners desire and need to have. The numerous figures are

good and well chosen, and most of them are new and drawn from

native animals by the author. They are mainly in outline and

the author judiciously recommends learners to copy them in all

cases, but if th -v >I.".iiM u, farther and draw some of the real

animals or their parts it would he still better. The book is de-

voted wholly to the Molhisca. luse-.-ts, Crustacea an i

with a short but useful ch-ipc- • 1 Vertebrates. The Protozoa,

Cephalopoda, and most

of the « Vermes " are u ago b iing to describe

those groups of animals that young students can most easily

obtain for examination. Scientific names are wholly oin

although to many this may appear to be an advantage, we

imagine that sonic of each species figured,

even in a list of figures at the end of the volume, would have con-

siderably increased the value and usefulness of the book, both lor

I teachers, for however little value we may attach rn

Sly
e

anxSus
read about, >

of which there is here no intimation,
' >ritv of teachi rs and parents w

this book in teaching will hardly be able
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names of most of the figured species, which the author could so
easily have supplied.

The style is clear and simple, and the descriptions are generally
accurate, though brief. We have noticed but few errors worthy
of note, and these will doubtless disappear in a second edition.

In the figure of the mouth-parts of a craw-fish, on page 136, a
superfluous appendage is given to the inner side of the mandible,
and on page 147 the "c -r!r,n suture * ot tin carapax is errone-
im.sly -aid to represent "the dividing line between the head and
thorax," which would be an absurdity, considering that the
carapax is an outgrowth from the third and fourth (antennary and

ept lie segments. In the last part of the book the
- and other groups are faulty, as for

•

K n ' \
•';.- to but two of the four orders. The same may be

said of the definition of "Vermes" both on pages 185 and 160.

Bat there is much in the book that will be of interest and useful,
even to advanced students. The chapter on the bones of the leg

birds is particularly valuable. v.

25. The Bones, Liga tin Domestic <'at;
by H. S. Williams. With an atlas of phot.

thus, ,,r >',-., ,*-lh,M* :,,x. New York, (G. P.
Putnam's Sons.) 1875.—The text of this work forms a small
volume of 86 pages, devoted to the explanation of the accompany-

: the original explana-
n ' M ^ '-'f Strain- Dure kheim." with sueh revisions as the author lias

thought necessary, and tion of Latin names of

parts tor the original French terms. The plafe

e.to-lithographic process to a smaU
foho size, and correspond to the outline plat-, j to 13, of the
original work. The work is intended as a reference book for nse
m the practical study of comparative anatomy, and for this

purpo<(, will doul.tless prove very useful, as it can be sold at a

within the "reach "fall students, while the

original work is costly and quit. ir-n.-ralU iu ..v. -i >U in thi>

additional volume- i' the plates illustrat-

ing the anatomy of the viscera and other organs. It is to he

at he may soon accomplish this, for in most cases it is

quite as important, or even more so, that students should

thoroughly study the digestive, circulatory, respiratory, and
nervous systems, as the bones and muscles. v.

Off the coast of Greenland in 236, 410 and 121 fathoms.
In the Atlantic by between

Cape St. \ - -j. S.. l:u ' W. in 2,125

- 300 miles to the eastward of the St. Paul's rocks,

1 47' N 24° 26' W., in 1,850 fathoms; (3) off Brazil, 10 IPS.,
35 22' W., in 1.600.
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In the Antarctic by the Challenger Expedition: (1) between
Prince Edwards' and the Orozet I-iu, Is. m> Mi' S„ ir, :;] K.. in

l.^To 1 tlioms; (- -4 miles to t! e vs ,t\\ ml of Hog Island, one

of the Crozets, 46
D

1(5' S. 4^ 27 E.. in l.GOo fathoms; (3) near

the ice barrier..,- 2o' S., 05 H E.,ii .975 r t ,. ,
: ) >„ , !, ,1 |„

ice arrier, ".y 33 \, M>, ,, , in 1.950 fathoms; |.i) south ot

Australia, 42° 42' S., 34° 10' E., in 2,600 feet; (6) also in the

Pacific, southwest of the Louisind _ .11 2.4 M) fathoms.

animals as .;•.-. / •
. .,-t-ib .«./' , A ,<'„ /.,/! '*,

'
, Maenerif etc— It.

V. Willemoes-Suhm in Ann. Mag. N. H., IV, v, 312.

III. Astronomy.

1. Observa par Otto Struvk, Direc-

teur de l'Observatoire (entral Nicolas, volume vi. Ob$<:rcations

f,,;trS on O-rcIe Mf>i-».ii(n,, < T'etersbuur-, 1-73, folio, pp. v and

545.—Among the most important , atione of the

past few years, must be enumerated the magnificent scries of vol-

:' '

'

: ..
" '. :.

'
;

th ,. •• h ;» leanb 1 > ...-..- n, d •:ina.io,i. The whole -eric- nt

'i-rniiu.n lAvnafmi^ 1 il!
;
mr -tilt .note r \oluuu,the

s-wnih, nii-1 liave h rhe labors oi SaMer,

1840 to I
-»», DOlhm, 1844 to !-!:'. :.:, ;ii:i.':in. 1-54 to 1855,

Wo,- .
' . . 1 i.ro md-Ii, - to 1- iJ». Through

the win ' of -,i i,,, ^ o ,i,„l. hare been

„, ... . ..
;

, ,
.

- -

IV. Miscellaneous

Tournal of the Scottish Meteorological Society, with Tables

ear ending 31st December. 1874
1*74—JiiK. 1-7-,. (Willi m lila .un d A: -on-. I-'""

for different ages, bv Mr. Alexander I

Mitchell, extending to SO pages. Tht
three decades from 1-45 to 1874 inclus
General's weekly reports of deaths in Loi
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curves in the diagrams, the reports being full and the deaths all

having taken place under one climate. To construct a curve for
the ileatlis 1>y any disease an average weekly death-rate of 20 is

stated to be required. In connection with the tables of diagrams
for each disease, there are meteorological reports for the same

It appears that in London the deaths from all causes for the 30
years, had their extreme maximum in December and January

;

that with the beginning oi April there eomm need a long deel'me
in number to the extreme minimum in June ; then began a rise to
a second lower maximum in the latter half of July, continued

firs! halt m| August; and then a decline to another
minimum in October, after which the rise toward the December

The following are some of the facts indicated with regard to
deaihs in London; The death-rate for scarlatina is low for March,
April, bay. and.high for October and November; for whooping
cough, high from February. March to April, and low for Septem-
1)1 '' and October; for typhoid fever, low for Ma v. dime and early
•["'y. and ! .,, Oct- 1 !; \»r ,'ysentery and

i"\v for January and dune, and verv high in the latter

• fo \u_i st
:'

I
» tnd asthma,

high in December. January and February, with the extreme in

ml low from June to October- by suicide, maximum
' the la^t of June, and an . Mi-m- minimum in the

tai'lv nart m February. These cases and those of all other dis-

'
|st - ! whi 1 flu ,h t\ - wei -ut' n . \ numerous ail ex-

hibited in the diagrams.
The paper next takes up the question of deat

f the year distimguisned by dirferci

in temperature and dry
,1(''U!h at different ages/show'mg one maximum lor children under
" !! " year in the latter half of July and manning of August, and
mother hi-her in ifocemh...-. Jnimam an 1

|-\ byuary. w Idle tor in-

Afterward the influence of weather on the mortality of the two
spxcs is illustrated, bringing mil a maximum for both in December,
January, and the latter part ot March, a minimum for both in

J »ne, a second i
; July and first half

°f August, and a second minimum in October, with the winter

maximum higher, and the summer minimum lower, for females
than for males. Another table shows that, deducting the deaths
trom bowel complaints, there is no summer maximum for deaths
by all other diseases, but instead a continued minimum winch is

greatest in July and August. The diseases which are like bowel
'.'"»n plaints in ha > dimmer, are shown to be
jaundice, tabes mesenterica, ententes, thrush, atrophy and debility.

The article closes -
j

Table 1. showing the dif-

ferent diseases for each »-. ir. ( g tiler with a column slating the

Population of Lu - he mean weekly death rate
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on an average of the 30 years for each of the different causes of

death; Table III, showing for the different diseases and other

registered causes of death for the 30 years the percentages of ex-

cess or defect of the death-rate of each week of the year as com-

pared with the general average of the 52 weeks; and Table IV,

si owing the average do ith-rate at different ages from all cau-rs.

2. Voyages a la Cote Nord-()n,'.<t ,', /\\,„; •;,[>„ ,,,-;<> ,t; .la-

rant l>s \innees, 1870-72
; par Alph. L. Pinart. Vol. I, Partie

I, Histoire Xa+urelle. Paris 1875. 4
:

, pp. 51, with plates A
to E.— Mr. Pinart has devoted himself to th scli'-inipost-.l tadi

of exploring the Northwest Coast of America, with special refer-

ence to the ethnography of the tribes inhabiting Alaska and the

Aleutian Islands. The authorising himself especially devoted

to ethnogv, : studies, has sought, in this pari ot

his beautiful work, the aid of men eminent in their own depart-

ments in working up the natural history i

him. M. Jannettaz, President of the Geological Society of

France, has prepared the catalogue of geological -

observations on them ; M. Leon de Cessac has made the Micro-

scopical and Chemical analyses of some of the rocks of Alaska

;

the Paleontology is pr. ...
,"

1 !, y \\. s\. Gaudry and P. Fischer;

and the Zoology is by ; -'seller, E. Perrier and P. Gervais. fhe

author proposes to issue three volumes of this series, e.i

tain six parts similar to the one now issued. He has favored us

with a sight of the plates illustrating the ethnology of 1

which he has enriched by researches during three winters in St.

Petersburgh, where the extended collection made by tie

aries of the Greek Church, during a century or more. «

ally
,
iae. d :it his lispo-al 1. the Kit— ian * b.vernn nt. I hi >''-

n i'ia-1 ript, 'i 1 left rh< execution of the work to

his publisher, he is again about entering on a new ex

under a commission from the French Government, hav;

object the studv of the ethnology
races of the west coast of both X,-tth and South \nui.- -

After visiting Washington he plans to go to San Fran

thence by I liao, with a view of deter

possible, besides other things, the source and ditveti

tion of the native American tribes of both hemispheres.
_

v ortu-

natelv for science. M. Pinart is wiltim- to devote his time and

ample private fortune to these researches. His G.»v.-r

encouraged him by giving him a commission which requires hu»

to report specially upon certain points with reference to the Cen-

tral American States, with which his former voyages have already

familiar. B
-

s*

3. General Index of Professional and S
•-.'"-'-

1870. Constituting Appendix 17 in the Report for I 3

* 'oast Soi der the late eminent Superinteno-

a large number of original memoirs of high scientific character,
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and consequently this Index has gn

ted States by Professor Ha ]. -alxx.tl rs on tides, h\ ( . A. Schott,

G. Wurdemann, &c. ; several papers on the Gulf Stream, its depth,
.ind soundings, by Prof. Ihiehe. with others by E. B.

Hunt, II. Mitchell, Arc. : papers on hydrographic changes produced
by tides and currents; on the measurements of heights, by

m T

Cram; on the chronometric determinations «.f longitude, by W. C.
and G. P. Bond, A. D. Bache, C. A. Schott ; on telegraphic deter-

minations of longitude, by S. C. Walker, B. A. Gould, G. W.
Dean, Sir.

; on longitude b\ oceuitations of the Pleiades, and lunar
tables used in the same, etc., by Prof. Peirce ; on the observations
"' r

ii' -"hu eclipse oi Jnlv, isril, with reference to longitude de-
- I»v Prof. Peirce ; use of zenith-telese(,

i
,e f.'.r observa-

tions of time, by J. E. Ililgard; on star-catalogues, by C. A.
Schott; on solar eclipses by various authors ; on solar spots, by C.
A. Schott; on the moon's ni.i-s. as deduced from a discussion of
the tides of Boston harbor, by William Ferrel ; on deep sea

restrial magnetism, giv-

.,..« general discussions, by
loir on iiis magnetic survey of

Pennsylvania and the adjoining States in 1834 to 1862), Mr. Schott
iul " >< pap.-rs r. v, \ ,in ....... \\ I'. Trowbi Ige, J. E.

""
gard, G. W. Dean; on deeps
Pourtales, Prof. Agassiz ; c

Agassiz, also by E. B. Hunt ; on earthquake waves in the Pacific,
by A. D. Bache, also by J. E. Hilgard ; besides a large number of
papers bearing on other tonic, arising out of the survey. The
papers on physical subjects are among the most important that
have been anywhere published.

4. On a Di*;,renj <>f M,f,,>r!<- Iron in 3!>*«>" ri ; by G. C.
' i Mines'. Metal- and Arts, St. Louis, for Sept. 20).—

pearly six months ago I obtained knowledge of a mass of met eoric
iron in Bates County, but only recently found out just where it

was, and last week I went to Butler and obtained it. It was
Plowed up in a field by a man named Abram Crabbe, living eight

' hwest of Butler. For a long time it remained scun-elv

him, but at last, thinking it rather heavy, he brought
•

• r and left it xi a blacksmith's. When I heard of its

! requested a fragment A piece was cut off; the
tin-it, was occupied nearly two hours in the cut-

This is the first meteorite that y

Missouri. Its total weight is a little 1

a rough-looking, rather irregular mass, somewhat pitted over the
unace, as they generally are. From it- great weight in compari-

> size and luster, I suppose it to be nearly all native
»ron with undoubtedly some nickel in its composition.

Pleasant Hill, Mo., September 1.
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5. On Poisons in relation to Medical ./>/,;..;,»'. „>. ,.>„,/]/,.!-

irine. By Alfred Swaine Taylor, M.D., F.R.S., &c. Third

American, from the third English edition. Philadelphia, !I. C.

Lea. 1875. 8vo, pp. 788, with 104 illustrations in the text.—

Dr. Taylor's manual on poisons long ago became a standard au-

thority, and the appearance of a new"and thoroughly revised edi-

tion brought down to May, 1875, will be welcomed by all inter-

ested in such studies. A rapid survey of the volume shows ex-

work has been i

cological science, to meet the wants of students in law and med-

6. On the Strength of the Lion and the Tiger; by Rev. Sam-

uel Haughton.—In Nature, vol. xii, p. 474, in a review of Dr.

Fayer's book on the tiger, doubts are thrown by the reviewer on

t that the tiger is stronger than the lion. Dr. Fayer's

utradicted by anv person well acquainted

with both animals. In my book on "Animal Mechanics" pub-

lished in 1873, I have proved, p. 302, that the strength of the hon

in the fore limbs is onlv <;'.-o p.. r .-.-m oi that of the rigt-r. a'"\

that the strength of his hind limbs is only 65-9 per cent of that of

the tiger.

I may add that fiv

requires nine men to control a tiger,

tigers always killed the lions in the amphitheatre. The lion is, m
truth, a pre't* nth. is huiubu<>;. : id o\\ i - his reputation to his impos-

ing mane, and he will run away like a whipped cur, under circum-

stances in which the tiger will boldly attack and kill— Nature,

Oct. 7, in a letter dated Trinity <'<,lk<je. Dublin, Oct. 1.

William Jory Henwood, F.R.S., F.G.S., died on the 5th of

August, in his 71st year. He was the author of papers on Miner-

alogy, and of elaborate memoirs on the metalliferous deposits ol

Cornwall and Devon, and various other topics connected with

Samuel D. Tillman, Ph.D., LL.D., died September 4th, at the

age of 62 years. Prof. Tillman'* eontributh us to rheiuieal litera-

ture have been mainly in the departments of chemical philosophy

and nomenclature.

TJnsere Korperform und das Physiologische Problem ihrer Entstehung. Briefe

an einen befnr lis. Mit 104 Holzschmtten.

Jvo, pp. 224.
.".-!.: _-

. .

'-' ..:-:- ..:.
•

-r-.

lv ,-ls ..i Asiatic Cholera in Asia



APPENDIX.

O. C.

Remains of birds are among the rarest of fossils, and few-

have been described except from the more recent formations.
With the exception of Archceopteryx from the Jurassic, and a

ciea from the Cretaceous, no birds are known in the
old world below the Tertiary. In this country, numerous
remains of birds have been found in the Cretaceous, but there

in an voider forma-
tion, the three-toed footprints of the Triassic being probably
all made by Dinosaurian reptiles.

The Museum of Yale College contains a large series of
remains of birds from the Cretaceous deposits of the Atlantic
''' ;';' and the Rocky Mountain region, thirteen species of
which have already been described by the writer. The most
important of these remains, so far as now known, are the

Vies, or birds with teeth, and it is the object of the
present communication to give some of the more marked
characters of this group, reserving the full description for a
m
m
noir

,

Ilow in course of preparation.
The first species of birds in which teeth were detected was

lchthyornis dispar Marsh, described in 1872.* Fortunately the
'.'lu-n of this remarkable species was in excelltmt

•ii, and the more important portions ofboth the skull
and skeleton were secured. These remains indicate an aquatic

adult, and about as large as a pigeon.
The skull is of moderate size, and the eves were placed well

forward. The lower jaws are long, rather slender, and the
rami were not coossified at the symphysis. In each lower jaw
there are twenty-one di-tinm xVket*. mid the ^rie- extend-
over the entire upper marain of the dentary bone, (Plate IX,
figures 1 and 2). The teeth in these sockets are small, com-
pressed and pointed, and all are directed more or less backward.
"he crowns are covered with nearly smooth enamel. The

• -'Hi appear to have been numerous, and essentially
the same as those in the mandible. Whether the premaxillary
hones supported teeth, or were covered with a horny beak can-
not be determined from the present specimen.
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The scapular arch and the bones of the wings and legs all

conform closely to the true avian type. The sternum has a

prominent keel, and elongated grooves for the expanded cora-

coids. The wings were very large in proportion to the legs,

and the humerus had an extended radial crest. The metacar-

pals are coossified, as in recent birds, thus differing widely from

those of Archceopteryx. The bones of the posterior extremities

are slender, and resemble those of some aquatic bird.-. The

of the vertebras are all biconcave, the

each end being distinct, and nearly equal. (Plate IX, figures

3 and 4.) The sacrum is elongated, and made up of a large

number of coossified vertebras. Whether the tail was elongated

or not cannot at present be decided.

The jaws and teeth of this species show it to have been

carnivorous, and it was probably aquatic. Its powerful wings

indicate that it was ea]
!

flight

Another Cretaceous bird. I \poton,is celer Marsh,) belonging

apparently to the same order as Ichthyornis, was found by the

writer in" 1872 in the same geological horizon in Kansas.

The remains preserved indicate an individual about the same

size as Ichthyornis dispar, but of more slender proportions. The

vertebras are biconcave, and there were probably teeth.

The most interesting bird with teeth yet disccr

haps Hesperornis regalis. a gigantic diver, also from the Creta-

ceous of Kansas, and discovered by the writer in 1870. The

type specimen, which was found by the writer in 1871, and

described soon after, consisted mainly of vertebras and the

nearly complete posterior limbs, all in excellent pn -

A "nearly periW-t skeleton of this species was

Western Kansas by Mr. T. H. Eussell and the writer in Novem-

ber, 1872, during the explorations of the Yale Coll

and several other less perfect specimens have since been secured,

and are now in the Yale Museum. These various remains

wentlv all belong to one species.

rhe skull of ffespi , < is has the same general form as that

Colymbus torquatus Brim., but there is a more prominent

vest between the orbits, and the beak is less pointed.

The brain cavity was quite small. The maxillary bones are

masive, and have throughout their length a deep ™&r\or

groove which was thickly set with sharp, pointed teeth. These

teeth had no true sockets, but between their bases there are

slight projections from the sides of the grooves,

figure 2.) The teeth have pointed crowns, cov
enamel, and supported on stout fangs (Plate X. fig

In form of crown and base, they most resemble the teeth or

Mosasauroid reptiles. The method of replacement, also, was

s;

n!
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the same, as some of the teeth preserved have the crowns of
the successional teeth implanted in cavities in their fangs.
The maxillary grooves do not extend into the prema
and the latter do not appear to have supported teeth. The
external appearance, moreover, of the premaxillaries seems to
indicate that these bones were covered with a horny bill, as in
modern birds.

The lower jaws are long, and slender, and the rami were
united in front only by cartilage. The dentary bone has a deep
groove throughout its entire length, and in this', teeth were thick-

. as in the jaws of Ichthyosaurus, The lower teeth

ir to those above, and all were more or less recurved.
(Plate X, figure 1.) These grooves contain slight projections
from the sides, but there are no true s. >ckets. ( Plate X, figure 2.)
The scapular arch of //csftrnn,/'* presents many features of

interest. The sternum is thin and weak, and entirely without a
keel In front, it resembles the the sternum of Apteryx, but there
are two very deep posterior emarginations, as in the Penguins.

•a-oid are very small. The wing bones are

and the wings were rudimentary, and useless as
organs of either flight or swimming.
The vertebrae in the cervical and dorsal regions are of the true

ornithic type, the articular faces of the eentra In aim- quite as in
modern birds. (Plate X, figures 3 and 4.) The sacrum is elon-
gated, and resembles that in recent diving birds The last
sacral vertebra is quite small. The caudal vertebrae, which are
about twelve in number, are very peculiar, and indicate a struc-
ture not before seen in birds. The anterior caudals are short,
with high neural -pines and moderate t ran verse processes. The
middle and posterior caudals have very long and horizontally
expanded tranverse procc-M- wha-h iv-tnet lateral motion, but

• the tail was moved vertically, probably
i. The last three or four caudal vertebrae are firmly

. forming a flat terminal mass, analogous to, but quite

the "ploughshare" bone of modern birds. The
anterior two at least of these caudals have expanded transverse
processes.

The pelvic bones, although avian in type, are peculiar, and
present some well marked reptilian features. A resemblance
to the corresponding bones of the Cassowary is at once evident,
especially in a side view, as the ilium, ischium, and pubis all

have their posterior extremities separate. The two latter are
slender, and al>o free back of their union with the ilium at the
acetabulum. The ischium is spatuiate at its distal end. and the
Pubis rodlike. The acetabulum differs from that in all known
h

]

' 1*'^- io being Genially by bone, except a foramen,
that perforates the inner wall.
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The femur is unusually short and stout, much flattened antero-

posterior^, and the shaft curved forward. It somewhat resem-

bles in form the femur of Colymbus torquatns Brim., but the

great trochanter is proportionally much less developed in a

fore-and-aft direction, and the shaft is much more
The tibia is straight and elongated. Its proximal end has a

moderately developed cnemial process, with an obtuse apex.

The epi-cnemial ridge is prominent, and continued

about one-half the length of the shaft. The distal end of the

tibia has on its anterior face no ossified supratendinal bridge,

differing in this respect from nearly all known aquatic hinU

The fibula is well developed, and resembles that of the Divers.

The patella is large, as in Podiceps. and In position extends far

above the elevated rotular process of the tibia.

The tarso-metatarsal bone is much compressed transversely,

and resembles in its main features that of Colymbus. On its

anterior face there is a deep groove between the third and fourth

metatarsal elements, bounded on its outer margin by a promi-

nent rounded ridge, which expands distally into the free

Mrtic ill r end of the fourth metatarsal. This extrenii;

far beyond the other two, and is double the size of ei

showing a marked difference from any known recent or fossil

bird. There is a shallow groove, alsoj between the second and

third metatarsals. Tl •
I is much shorter than

the third or fourth, and its trochlear end resembles in shape

and size that of the former. The existence of a hallux is

indicated by an elongate i oval indentation on the inner margin

above the articular face of the second metatarsal. The free

3 of the metatarsals have the same oblique arrange-

the Coh/mbidm, to facilitate the forward stroke ot

the foot through the water. There are no canals or even

grooves for tendons on the posterior face of the proximal end,

as in the Divers and most other birds ; but below this, there is

broad, shallow depression, extending rather more than half way

to the distal extremity.

The phalanges are shorter than in most swimming birds.

Those of the large, external toe are very peculiar, although an

approach to the same structure is seen in the genus Podiceps-

On the outer, inferior margin, they are all deeply >

The first, second, and third have, at their distal ei

oblique, articular face on the inner half of tin xti m l

'

l

the outer portion is produced into an elongated. <

•'< t .-« i " '

--•

which fits into a corresponding ea\ iu ii !::: -
1 .' ii ing phalanx.

This peculiar articulation prevents flexion except in one

direction, and greatly increases the strength of the joints, f
be

terminal phalanx of "this toe was much compressed. The third,

' " or to the fourth in size, and bad• middle, toe was greatly i
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slender, compressed phalanges, which correspond essentially in

their main features with those of modern Divers.
The remains preserved of Hesperornis regalis show that this

species was larger than any known aquatic bird. All the
specimens discovered are in the Yale College Museum, and
agree essentially in size, the length from the apex of the bill to
the and of the toes being between five and six feet. The hab-
its of this gigantic bird are clearly indicated in the skeleton,
almost every part of which has now been found. The rudi-
mentary wings prove that flight was impossible, while the

-wimming legs and feet were peculiarly adapted to
»pid motion through the water. The tail appears to have been
much expanded horizontally, as in the Beaver, and doubtless

Bcient aid in diving, perhaps compensating in part for
want of wings, which the Penguins use with so much effect in
swimming under water. That Hesperornts was carnivorous is

»ven by its teeth ; and its food was probably fishes.

The zoological position of Hesperomis is evidently in the
Odontomithes ; but the insertion of the teeth in grooves, the
absence of a keel on the sternum, and the wide difference in
the vertebras require that it be placed in a distinct order, which
may be called Odontolcce, in allusion to the position of the teeth
m grooves.

th teeth would then be distin-

Sub-Class, ODONTORNITHES (or AVES DENTATE).

A. Teeth in sockets. Vertebrae biconcave. Sternum with keel.

Wings well developed.

Order. Ichthyornithes.

B
- Teeth in grooves. Vertebrae as in recent birds. Sternum

without keel. Wings rudimentary.

Order, Odontoule.

In

mt
and

former has teeth in distinct sockets, with biconcave verte-

th in grooves, and yet vertebras
similar to those of modern birds. In point of size, and means
oi locomotion, the two present the most marked contrast. The
feet that two birds, so entirely different, living together during
the Cretaceous, should have been recovered in such perfect
preservation, suggests what we may yet hope to learn of life in
that period.
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nainly Mosasauroid reptiles and Pterodactyls.

A full description with plates of all the known Odontomithes

s now being prepared by the writer.

Tale College, New Haven, Oct. 18th, 1875.

Explanation of Plates.

Plate IX.—Ichthyornis dispar Marsh. Twice natural size.

Figure 1. Left lower jaw; side view.

Figure 2. Left lower jaw ; top view.

Figure ::. Cervical vertebra; side view.

Figure 4. Same vertebra ; front view.

Plate X.

—

ffesperornis regalis Marsh.

Figure 1. Left lower jaw ; side view ; half natural size.

Figure la. Tooth ; four times natural size.

Figure 2. Left lower jaw ; top view; half natural size.

Figure 3. Dorsal vertebra ; side view ; natural size.

Figure 4. Same vertebra ; front view.
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Depekssion

The higher of the terraces of stratified drift, especially of
those along the shores of estuaries and tidal inlets, or within
the lower tidal part of the river valleys, are rightly regarded as
evidence, q/: ,^, of the amount of
upward change of level which the region containing them has
undergone. The following are some heights above high-water
or flood level observed in Southern New England :

1. The terrace plain, or upper level of the strati He I drift, in
the northeast corner of the New Haven plain, near Whil
—50 feet; and in the northwest corner, at Westville—47 feet

2. On the Housatonic River near Birmingham, ten miles
trom the Sound and nine miles west of New Haven—95 feet.

3. In the Connecticut valley, in the vicinity of Middletown,
about thirtv miles from the Sound and twenty-three miles
northeast of New Haven—150 feet.

4. At the head of the fiord called the River Thames, at Nor-
wich, sixteen miles from - ee rly fifty miles north
oi east of New Haven— 110 feet.

5. At the head of Narragansett Bay, about Providence, a
mile above the mouth of Providence' River, and about 100
miles north of east of New Haven—80 feet.

Here we have terrace- at rive place- in Southern New Eng-
land, thirty miles or less from the Sound, and within reach of
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the tides, having the following heights above flood-level : near

New Haven, 47 to 50 feet ; at Birmingham, 95 feet ; near Mid-

dletown, 150 feet ; at Norwich, 110 feet ; and at Providence,

80 feet. What are th ;<"—</•// </.</».</ions to be made from

these numbers in order to obtain for each place the amount of

that change of level (the depression of the land when the

deposits were made, and the subsequent elevation) which led

to the present elevated position of these plains of stratified

ring them into river-valley and estuary terraces? If

any elevated shell-bearing sea-beaches existed on the shores of

the Sound, the question as to the amount of elevation since

the Champlain period would be easily answered. But such

evidence as already explained, is wanting; and wanting also

outside of the limits of the Sound, even to Cape Cod.

<

In order to make correct observations on this subject and ar-

rive at right conclusions, several points have to be noted, a

brief review of which is here given by way of introduction.

1. The height to be measured should be that of t

terrace plain above the level of the highest modern flood-plain of

lower flats. For the terrace-plain, where of full heigl

utely the flood-level of the Champlain era,

flood-plain of a stream in these modern times marks the level

nearly of modern floods. This point has been cons

obtaining the numbers for the heights above given, each being

the height of the terrace-plain above flood-water level.

2. An allowance has to be made for the excess in height ot

the Glacial flood—that attending the melting—over the height

of modern floods. If modern floods raise a stream 20 feet

above low water mark, and hence make a flood-plai

height, and a Glacial flood were so great as to produce a rise ot

50 feet above the same low-water line, the flood-pl

from the depositions of such a Glacial flood, if at the water-

level, would be 30 feet higher than that from ordinal

and when the flood buI ; 'in so made would ex-

ist as J-,, , Wat^l M'r,rr. ;jn feet above the lower flats.

there had been no change of level whatever. Th
here is evidence of the height of the flood, and not of any

change of level in the land. Moreover, su]

an elevation to have taken place, 80 feet of the heigl

Gi •
i th „d plain, it of the full normal height, would nave to

be credited to the excess in height of the Glacial flood.

Moreover, -
] have been

made in s -. each near flood-level, as toe

flood rose in ie marks of shallow-water origin

in the lower and overlying beds would not in this case be Vr0
°

of a gradual subsidence as the deposition went forward.

3. A further allowance has often to be made on account o
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local obstacles to the free discharge of the waters, giving a local

height to the flood, much exceeding that usual along the valley.

When a river valley is a I. or when large tribu-
taries join it at a given point, the stream may be carried in such
places to an abnormal height—and so produce deposits up to that
abnormal level—because the water cannot escape as last as it is

supplied. Moreover, for the same reason, the depth of water in
the receiving estuary, and in the Sound just off the mouth of
the stream, are elements to be considered; since, if very shallow,
the water, under a flood of supposable magnitude," might be
raised in an estuary several yards above the true tide-level

;

and a few feet perhaps over shoals oil' its mouth in the Sound,
tanding the wide spreading of the water on either side.

4. To guard against error, the true limit between the strati-

fied drift of a valley or estuarv and the unstratified of the ad-

illa must be carefully determined, for only the former
is the terrace or flood-made formation. To be sure of correct-
ness on this point, it has to be considered that the
drift has sometimes locally a degree of stratification of a tu-

multuous kind, due to the rush' of waters from the melting
glacier; and, again, the stratified drift may fail of distinct bed-
ding. Hence in all cases a wide range of level terrace-plain

—

so wide that there can be no reasonable doubt that it was lev-
elled under water, should bo sought lor, in order thereby to
confirm the evidence from other sources as to the deposits being
of under- water origin.
An important mark of such river-valley, estuary or sea-bor-

der formations consists in the total or nearly total absence of
great bowlders from their level surface. The slopes of the
hills above carry bowlders usually down to the level of the
''•"i then ri . \ < . - -i i i -ii'< \ one existing over the
plain that tops the water-made deposits. This may be observed

v .-! va eye o New England, and also in many
and Point Judith, the

hills are thickly strewn with the huge blocks, down to within
eleven feet of high water level : there, akmu ;i h rgc part ol that

coast, wide meadows are spread out without a bowlder. But
wherever the surface over the m,. ;..[. -ws swells upward above the
eleven-foot level, it is peppered as tl iok • with bowlders as the
slopes of the neighboring hills. Some bowlder-areas occur that
are scarcely above it because the surface there was at the water's
level when the bowlders w^n- drops. - d. The ice, as melting
went forward, let go first the great rocks that were in its bot-
tom or lower part, and where there was water underneath in-

ste:l 'l of land'thev sunk and were spread, along with much
v to fcx buried beneath later

depositions. The D al !s along the river
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valleys was brought down and deposited by the flooded river

as the melting went, forward and the glacier retreated ; or they

were carried into the valley from the hills either side of the

valley—all the slopes under the deluge of waters sending down
earth and stones, as well as the ravines and side-valleys, to be
stratified and levelled off' by the rushing stream.

It is not safe to infer that all New England hills with grassy

bowlderless surfaces are parts of a valley terrace : for some re-

gions afforded few bowlders to the ice ; or only soft easily de-

composable material ; but when the hills rise to a common
height and have a flat top, there can be little reason for doubt.

5. It is further to be noted that the terrace or terraces of a

region may be only one or more of the lower terraces instead of

the highest; that is, in other words, the highest normal to the

region may be wanting, either (1) because there the flood-waters

made no depositions up to flood-level, owing to its fierce rate

of flow, or some other cause, but built up only to lower levels

;

or (2) because the highest part of the formation, after its depo-

sition, was swept off and so reduced to a lower level by the flood

when in its period of greatest violence, leaving only a lower

terrace in its place, with perhaps traces of the higher," or often,

6. A careful study of the kind of stratification in the de-

posits is needed in order to determine whether the beds were

deposited (1) under thi ming tide on the sands

and gravel from the dissolving glacier or drift-covered hills

;

or (2) under the action of the outflowing river. This study

requires that the cuttings for all road-gradings, wells, sewers,

and cellars, in the stratified drift of an estuary, should be care-

fully examined. When the facts as to structure are fully under-

stood, the question whether sea-made or river-made may in this

way receive a positive answer even along shores having no

raised shell-bearing sea-beaches.

7. An examination should be made for stratified deposits of

the later or "Alluvian" part of the Champlain period, and a

comparison of the heights of such beds with that of the etim

Champlain beds or true " Diluvian ;
' stratified drift ;

for such

beds may show at what level the waters of an estuary or inlet

stood after the Glacial flood had for the most part or wholly

subsided.

The mere statement of these points is sufficient to evince

that the problem before us—that of determining the amount ot

depression of Southern New England during the C" J
or, of elevation since then—is beset "with difficulties.

difficulties I have not been able in all respects to >ur "

the facts which J

results. The oh-

v:
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ied to settle all doubtful points demand long-
contmued investigation in each estuary region of the coast, such
a study as can be satisfactorily carried forward only by one
who is living in the region and is thus always at hand to take
advantage of every excavation that may be made in the deposits
for cellars or other purposes. And to this should be added
an accurate topographical and hydrographic survey of the estu-
ary regions, and of the river vaflevsVthin thirty miles of the

After these preliminary considerations I proceed
-ussion of the facts bearing on the level of Southern i^ew j^ug-
land in the Champlain period, or, its equivalent, the amount of
elevation which may be proved, from existing conditions, to
have taken place since that period.

I. New Haven Kegion.

The evidence with regard to the amount of depression over
the New Haven region which has been obtained is from the fol-

lowing sources :

1. From the height of the upper or highest terrace of a re-

gion above mean high tide.

2. From the depth of the valley-excavations along the rivers
and estuaries, or the height of the upper terrace above the flood-

plain of the present streams.
3. From the structure of the beds.
4. From the existence of u All deposits.

Height of the terrao -p ait or stratified-drift formations above
mean high tide.—This terracc-phiin in the New Haven region is

the wide plain upon which the city is built. (The map of the
region is here reproduced, in order that the relations of the
localities referred to beyond may be appreciated). It extends
southward, by the west 'side of the New Haven Bav, through
West Haven to the Sound east of Savin Eock—a rocky point
terminating the first range of hills on the west. It is also con-
tinued northward through Hamden to Mount Carmel ; but it

gradually diminishes in width in this direction and at last is

confined to the vicinity of Mill Eiver. The distance from
Savin Rock to Mount Carmel in an air-line is eleven and a
half miles, and it is one sloping plain. From the upper part of

about four miles north of Savin Rock), where the
land is 45 to 47 feet above mean high tide, there is a gradual
slope seaward (that is, southward), toward the West Haven
coast, of 10 to 11 feet a mile : and there is also the same grad-
ual rise northward toward Mount Carmel. No trace of any

break is to be found across the surface; no line of
sand hills or ridges ; nothing whatever to make one part more
than another to look like the course of a beach or water-line.
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This is well seen, for the lower part of the plain, when stand-

ing on a bridge in the West River valley : an unbroken terrace

makes the sides of the river valley from Westville, where the

height is 47 feet above mean high tide, to the mouth of the

stream, where, opposite Oyster Point, it is 20 feet ; and going

on toward the West Haven beach, the plain continues its slope,

terminating with a height of 5 feet at the beach, or 8 feet just

back near the western hills. And for the middle and upper

part of the plain it is apparent along the road (Dixwell avenue)

passing over the great plain from New Haven northward into

Hamden, where the surface over a very wide area is all open to

view so that any abrupt change of level or variation in the sur-

face would be easily detected if such existed. There are hence

on the surface of the plain no marks of a shore-line of the

Champlain period.

Again, no sea-shore or beach deposit is found anywhere about

the lower slopes of the hills above th'e level of the plain. The

passage is everywhere abrupt from the even plain to the rising

that is, from the terrace of stratified drift to the un-

stratified drift of higher levels, and this is true quite to Savin

Rock on the Sound. On the east side of this bay the same is

but the terrace on that side is mostly wanting, and the

is rocky, so that the fact is less significant.

The following are the elevations of the plain at different

nts between the Sound and Mt. Carmel village.

Rock beach.

higl

L-5 miles " " S.W. of bridge over West R..

i

of Sound,' highest near foot of hills,
™~u

* " bridge over West J
Kimberly and Greenwich t

2-5 " " " on Putnam fi

2-9 " " « c. of Congress av. and Cedar st., M
8*5 " " « c. of Elm and York sts.,-- *2

4 " " " c. of Dixwell av. and Henry st.,- 49

4-5 « " «
c. of Dixwell av. and Division St., 52

5-3 " " " c. of Dixwell av. and Dudley st., 61

6 " " « Dixwell, near house of H. Munson, 68

6-5 " « « Hamden church on Dixwell av.,- 76

7-25 « " " Dixwell av., near J. E. Bassett's, 82

9-5 " " " N.Centreville, at meeting of roads, 103

H-5" " « near Mt. Carmel village, ._ 1'°

An even slope is not to be expected since (1) the shore flats

or flood-grounds of a river or lake are never even ;
an

(2) terraces have often lost much of their height by denuda-

tion, or gained or lost in height through drifting sands.

^*I am indebted to Mr. C. E. Fowler, New Haven I ir -

:
. &„!;< •
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The part of the plain stretching northward through
to Mount Carmel village, reaching there a height of about 115

feet above the sea, owes its slope to the pitch of the flooded

stn am. which n ere nW< <i ,\ or a -and.-!

channel to confine its waters and direct their course. That it

was not due to marine submergence to a depth of 115 feet is

proved by the facts in the adjoining Quinnipiac valley, a mile

\\ to the eastward. For at North Haven, six miles

north of New Haven, the stratified drift or terrace has a height

above flood level not exceeding 45 feet ; and this is but two

feet above its level five miles to the south, just north of west

of New Haven city : facts which show that there was a nearly

level surface over the great Quinnipiac basin or harbor between

these distant points, and that the greatest height of the marine

submergence, if there was one, could not have exceeded 45 feet.

If then the upper part of the sloping plain from Mount Car-

mel southward was made by fresh waters from the melting

glacier, shall w .-... -In !• that this was true also of the lower

part, nearly to the West Haven shore? The slope of this

lower part is no greater than that more to the northward ;
and

hence there is little objection to the conclusion from this source.

The bay is - tout shallow, being but 3 to 18

feet deep at low tide, and little of it over 12 feet ;
so that it

did not afford a capacious channel for the escape of the flood

2. ildghl of the terrace-plain above flood-level in the estuary and

rwer-vaUeys.—About the New Haven bay, the plain, as has

been stated, rises gradually to the northward. It reaches its

greatest height above the lower flats or flood-plain of the

streams near where they leave their valleys to pass through

the plain.

A. West Eiver.-The greatest depth of the cut along West Eiver,

or greatest height of the terrace-plain above the lower flats^;ex
'

ists near Westville, where it is 45 to 47 feet. Going up West

River this height above flood-level diminishes to 33 feet m the

course of a mile, and to 6 to 8 feet in the next half a mile
;

but

this is due to the rapid descent in the stream, which is 22* leet

in the first mile, and 50 feet in the following half a mile, 7/4

feet in all.

B. Mill River.—Along Mill Eiver, the height of the terrace

for the first mile and a quarter above the head of New Haven

bay, that is, through the New Haven plain, is ten feet or so De-

low the height normal to that part of the plain ; and this was

consequence of the denudation by the Glacial flood, as *>^_
explained.* But at Wl -

i

or the depth of the cut—is 50 feet ; and this continues to be the
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depth up stream for the next mile and
three-fourths of a mi"
feet. Toward Mi. C;

fourths of a mile, or up to Augurville, the heigh

lile above 1

cut, is 43 feet. North of this lie" the wide marshy fiats, which
continue for five miles to North Haven ; and at the !at1

the height of the terrace on the west of the river is but 45
feet; the waters having si<«><! iumi-K on a level between the
northern and southern limits of this great interior basin.

These are the facts from the river-valleys. Along each the
cut made by the denuding water- Hood is not
far from 45 feet. This depth of cut is just what would at the
present time result from the denuding action of the rivers, if

the land were to be raised 45 feet or so—supposing there were
no rocky ledges in the beds of the streams to prevent excavation
downward.
On the other hand, if the Glacial flood were vast enough to

raise the waters to that level and- so to build up (out of the
sands and gravel within its disposal) the drift formation there
existing, without any aid from an elevation of the land, or of one
of only 5 to 10 feet, then, when the flood had passed, the streams
would have sunk their beds to their present level, and so have
left the terrace-plain, where not more or less washed away, at its

present height above them.

_
Thus either hypothesis, (1) that of an elevation of 45 feet

since the Champlain period, or (2) that of the accumulation of
stratified drift in the valleys to its present height by the Glacial
flood, with little or no subsequent elevation of the land, will
explain the facts. If the former were the actual condition, then
the waters would have continued their work, about the estu-
ary or inlet, of building Champlain deposits up to, or toward
the 45 foot level, through all the Champlain period, or until
the elevation of the land closing the period began. If the lat-

ter, the sinking of the rivers as the flood subsided would have
lowered their working ground down to the existing level of
those plains ; and hence, little or no estuary deposits of the
later or " Alluvian" part of the Champlain period, beyond a
height of 5 to 10 feet above high tide level, should be looked

a the height of the terrace- plai
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deposits of the later or u Alluvian" part of the Champlain

tified

half

miles north of Savin Eock on the West Haven coast, the finer

beds of the stratified drift are characterized by the flow-and-

plunge structure ; and the oblique lamination in it—certain

valley regions excepted

—

rises to the northward (that is,

i to the" southward). This rising to the northward I have at-

i former part of this memoir, to movement from

the southward in the waters, that is, to plunging i

dips ft

tribuft

lying the inflowing tides—supposing that ordinary inflowii

" of the bottom * '-

ed layers

1 of plunginj

aid also hav

tidal waters may push up the sands of the bottom before them

and so make ordinary obliquely-laminated layers dipping
~""

ward or rising landward : an i than by the addition of plun;

the layers dipping seaward. That in such a case the dip of the

little layer would be seaward I inferred, perhaps without due

consideration, from the direction of movement in the water, and

from observations long since made by me on the sandstones in

the vicinity of Sydney, New South Wales.* If, as assumed in

Part I of this memoir, the above conclusion is correct, the sea-

ward dip of the oblique laminae beneath the New Haven

plain, up to a height of at least 45 feet, is proof that the sea

was the agent, and that therefore the land at the time was at

least 45 feet below its present level.f

Further, the deposits through the long Air-Line Kailroad cut

at the mouth of the Quinnipiac vallev, have, as described on

page 175 of this volume, the oblique lamination in the upper

stratum of 20 feet rem Qg landward instead of

seaward ; and thi< , . in the lower and upper -•

urally suggests that there was a change in the direction ot

movement of the depositing waters; a change from that of the

inflowing tide to that of the outflowing flood, as stated on

page 176 ; or, if the lower stratum was made by the flood,

from the outflowing flood to the inflowing tide. Either way

we reach the conclusion that, at some time in the ea

plain period, if not through all of it, the land was
feet below its present level, and that a rise to this extent has

place.

Still certain facts dispose me now to question the inferences

wing tide would have

the dip in general seaward, and that the reversion of the dip

Exploring Expedition Keport, 4to. 1849, pp. 465, 523.

e been unable to study
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in the upper twenty-foot stratum on the Quinnipiac has no
other explanation than a change in the direction of the current.
Among them, I here mention only that I have observed seve-

along river-valleys, out of the reach of the sea, of dip
directions; and, in some of them, obliquely laminated

layers dipping down stream bad a thickness of several feet.

Such facts bear against the view.*
.4. Alluvian Deposits—Another fact favorable seemingly to

the conclusion that the land remained 40 feet or more below its

present level for some time after the Glacial flood had passed, is

afforded by the existence of the deposit of horizontally-bedded
white sands against the northward slope of the terrace of strat-
ified drift at the northeast extremity of the Air Line Railroad
cut, near south of East Rock. The figure is here reproduced

Section of stratified drift, A C D, and lafc

Champlain deposits, A C F E, Air Lin

that the relation of the deposit to the stratified drift may be ap-
preciated. The conclusion, explained on p. 180, that the white
sands were washed and accumulated on the south shore of a
great " Interior basin" occupying the Quinnipiac valley, ap-
pears to be the only reasonable one ; and if so, this u Interior
basin'; continued to exist for a while after the flood and flood-

depositions had reached their height, as an area of high water.

Jf et, as the bed is of very limited extent and the terrace forma-
tion is generally free from Alluvian deposits, the time may
nave been only that of the latter part of the flood, prolonged after

flood-deposition had ceased by the melting still going on to the

n of melting may have been north of the
bead of the New Haven streams, since it is possible, as I show
beyond, that the flood waters of the Connecticut and Farming-
ton rivers o New Haven region and bay.

5. Conclusion.—While the height of the terrace-plain above
the sea and its height above the flood-plain of the river, fail of
demonstrating that the New Haven region was below its pres-

* The gentle pushing of the waters over sands makes ripple-marks, or elevations
naving a seaward and a landward slope. The query now is whether, u

on, the lamina; would conform to the for-
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ent level in the Champlain period, the evidence from the struc-

ture of the beds and from the Alluvian deposits suggests that

the region was submerged to a depth of at least 45 feet.

But if so deeply submerged, why should the terrace plain

slope off gradually toward the coast and have no line of old

beaches across it? And why is there no 45-foot sea-shore for-

mation or terrace along some part of the bases of the hills?

The ways in which such a slope in the plain may be sup-

posed to have resulted are the following :—(1) By a subsidence

causing a bending downward of the coast-region after the ele-

vation of 45 feet had taken place.—(2) By an elevation of the

land which should be 45 feet four miles from the coast, but

10 to 12 feet near the coast.—(3) By the sweeping action of the

flood giving a slope to the deposits' toward the Sound and be-

neath its waters, and preventing the formation of seashore flats

at the water's level.— (4) Bv the denuding action of the waves

and tidal currents as the land rose to its present level.—(5) By
the deposits, because of a diminution in the amount of material

southward or increase in the depth of the waters, conforming in

slope to the pitch of the surface on which they were spread out.

The first and second of these ways have little prol

their favor. The others I make the chief source of the result

in my memoir on the New Haven region, saying (p. 99) after re-

marks on each method :
" That part of the rapidity of slope in

the lower portion of the plain below 40 feet in height is due

to tidal, wave ami river action over the region of the bay :
and

part to increasing depth over the borders of the bay »

and a do-tv.-^.- southward in the amount of transported sand.

How far these methods are sufficient may be better considered

after a survey of the facts from other parts of Southern New
England.

2. The Lowbb Part op the Housatonic Valley.

On page 409 I have stated that the height of the terrace of

stratified drift in the Housatonic valley near Birmingham is yo

feet above high-water level. The terrace has the same height

at Birmingham, and at the manufacturing village of Shelton

on the opposite side of the river.* These places ai

at the junction of the Naugatuck river with the Housatonic.

The Housatonic river comes down from the northwest, and the

Naugatuck from the north : and on the point of land between

The leveling was ;

he plaiii above low-water 1

i five to eight feet above
I feet. The height of flood-L

"; '

*' 8 subtracted from 1 I_ :'ivi<

higher flood, Mr. Brinsmade save,
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lies Birmingham, with Shelton opposit

west) bank of the Housatonic, and the

east bank of the Naugatuck. The streams rise in the high i

gions of Western Massachusetts and Connecticut, in part c

1000 feet above the sea, and flow in rapids through much of

their course down to their confluence, where they reach tide-

level, ten miles from the Sound.
As Birmingham is but nine miles to the westward of New

Haven, it is improbable that the amount of elevation which the

two places have undergone since the Champlain or Fluvial pe-

riod should differ much; and hence there must be a special

cause for the great height of the Housatonic terrace. For this

cause we have only to look to the topographical conditions of

the region.

Besides the fact of (1) the junction there of two rapid

streams, whose united drainage area is about 1800 square miles,

there are the following additional fads bearing on the subject

:

(2) Both streams at that place have narrow terrace regions, the

valleys between the hills having little width.—(3) On the east

side of the Naugatuck the high bordering hills leave almost no
space at their foot for the one-street village of Derby, so that
the flooded waters cannot spread in that direction., mid are nat-

urally forced over against Birmingham and Shelton.—(4) The
hills that lie back ofSI its terrace region, reach
to the river just below the village, and so do those on the
Derby side, making thus, below Derby, a comparatively con-
fined passage for the united waters, which has long been called
the "Derby Narrows."—(5) The river channel below Derby,
through its ten miles to the Sound is very shallow, being navi-

gable for vessels drawing four feet of water only at high tide
;

and besides there are sandbanks at .its mouth reaching a mile
and a half beyond.—(6) The terrace along the valley below the
Narrows is narrow for nearly seven miles out of the ten, the
width in no part exceeding two-thirds of a mile.

Under s>; [g natural that the waters of the
Glacial flood plunging d,,. * should have t-.j

tered the region of Birmingham and Shelton faster than tl ev
could have escaped. The fact that a cataract of great volume
passed the region of Birmingham and dashed violently against
the Shelton shore is abundantly manifested by the multitudes
°i large water-worn rocks and thick coarse "cobble-stone de-
posits in the upper portion of the lower as well as high opper
terrace, and in the imperfect stratification of portions of the

modern floods in the region bring down waters faster

B? are discharged through the Derby Narrows and
I beyond. The Housatonic river below the conflu
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has almost no slope at high tide, the tide reaching that point.

Yet a spring flood often produces a rise of 17 feet at Shelton,

and causes an average pitch in the river's surface for the ten

miles to the Sound of nearly If feet per mile ; and there is oc-

casionally a flood causing a rise of 22 feet, and consequently an

average pitch of more than 2 feet a mile.

To ascertain the average pitch below Birmingham or Derby

for the Glacial flood we have important data in the height of

the upper terrace between these places and the Sound.
The Shelton and Birmingham level of 95 feet extends below

Derby to the " Derby Narrows." Below the Narrows—about l\

miles from Shelton 'and i mile troin Derby—the valley on its

east side expands rather abruptly about the mouth of Two-mile

Creek ; it t _ h the rising

of " Turkey Hill," but regains its expansion below through

the retreat of the hills on the west side.

Now the terrace below the Narrows, just north of Two-mile

Creek, has a height of 75 feet above high-water mark; and a

mile below this, on the west side, of 70 feet. Hence, in pass-

ing the Derby Narrows, a distance of three-fourths of a mile,

the level appears to have fallen 20 feet, which would indicate

a tremendous rush of waters between the rocky hills.

The following table contains the heights <>l th

measured along the valiey to the Sound, the above included:

<-':->
!

i Railroad crossing. -

The average decline in the height of the terrace from Birming-

ham, where, e flood-level, it is 100 a

level, to the Sound is over 10 feet a mile.f The ra t

should not be uniform because it would vary with t

width of the valley and depth of the channel. More
case of most terraces, it is not certain that they wen
quite to the surface of the flood. The fact of a slope in the watefl

* The heights given iti thie memoir, where not
.1 -level, excepting four, a

.
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is, however, proved, and the general amount of pitch seaward
deduced cannot be far from the truth.

For determining the actual amount of elevation along the

lower Housatonic since the Champlain period no satisfactory

data have been obtained. It is plain that the height of the ter-

race at Birmingham is a measure chiefly of the vastness of the
flood, and that the " necessary deductions" for reducing it

to a measure of elevation are very large. The evidence with
reference to the elevation derivable from the structure of
the beds could not be studied for want of sections. The wide
extent of the thirty-foot terrace-plain suggests that it may
mark the Champlain water-level; but of this other proof i"s

needed. The formation of the seashore terrace would not
require an elevation of more than 12 or 15 feet.

3. The Lower Part op the Connecticut River Valley.

The height of the stratified drift deposits in the Connecticut
River valley at Middletown, 150 feet, seems, at first thought,
to be evidence of a very great change of level since the era of

deposition, much greater than in other parts of Southern New
England. But what part of the rise in the waters was due to
the great flood? The Connecticut Kiver passes through the
whole length of New England from north to south, and has a
drainage area of about 20,000 miles. The melting glacier would
have continued to augment its waters through its long retreat
from the Sound to the borders of Canada.

First, a few words on the condition of the river supposing the
Glacial flood to have raised the waters to the height mentioned

;

and, then, the facts which prove that such was the height and
extent of the flood.

The Middletown region, 30 miles from the mouth of the
river, with the floods at a height of 150 feet above the modern
flats would have been in the condition of a lake one to four
miles wide, and over part of the area, 100 to 150 feet deep,
"his Connecticut valley lake would have extended northward,

borders between Cromwell and
Glastenbury (or between 3| miles and 11 miles from Middle-
town), then - tocover an area a dozen miles

about Hartford. I am informed by General T. G.
Ellis, recently in charge of the Government Survey of the Con-
necticut River, that the stream at low-water at "Hartford (16
miles north of Middletown) is on a level with mean low water
ja the ocean. Passing Hartford, it would have continued to

^pnngfield and beyond; but it was probably in this part a
broad rapid stream," with shallow borders most of the way on
either side of its main channel, and having part of the pitch
oE the present stream, about 38£ feet in its course between
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Springfield and Hartford, a distance of 24 miles. The whole
width of the waters at Springfield was probably Litvatrr than at

Hartford, although averaging much less—as the height of the

terrace near the river shows—in depth. The Springfield level

extended 10 miles to Holyoke, where are the South Hadley
Falls of 60 feet*
The evidence as to the reality of this height and of the great

breadth of the waters is as follows :

Three-and-a-half miles north of Middletown, east of the

river, a broad terrace rises boldly from the river to a height

above flood-level of 144 feet,f and the wide plain continues,

with a nearly even summit, though mostly of greater height

150 and 155 feet, to Grlastenbury, eight miles to the north.

The road from Middletown to Hartford on that side of the river,

for the most of the way, is on the terrace. In addition to

its level features, there is other proof that the formation be-

neath is the true stratified drift in its consisting, as shown

in sections, of stratified sands and gravel. A terrace at very

nearly the same height exists also for part of the way on the

west side of the river in the town of Cromwell. The coarse

nature of the beds comes from the rapid flow of the waters, and

this from the little depth over the region where they were

deposited—a fact made manifest by the sandstone rocks show-

ing themselves occasionally through the plain. About Middle-

town, where the depth was great, the deposits consist of fine

earth and clav.

Prof. Hitchcock, in his " Surface Geology," gives the height

of the South Glastenbun -terraces" as L75 feet above the

river, which would be about 152 feet above flood-level.^

In the city of Middletown, the corresponding terrace is dis-

* Nearly 32 feet out of the 38£ of descent between Springfield and Hartford is

made along Enfield Falls, beginning 8 miles below Springfield and continuing

5 miles over a rocky bottom.
k

The height of the Holyoke dam at either end is 97-60 feet above low-water mar
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tinct between High street and the next street west, north of the
grounds of the Wesleyan University, and has a maximum height
of about 150 feet ; and. these grounds, excluding a portion in the
southwest corner, are part of it. A terrace two miles east and
southeast of Middletown, above where the river narrows, I

found to have the same height—150 feet.

Immediately around the city of Hartford the plain is mostly
40 to 60 feet above high flood-level in the river (70 to 90 above
low-water) ; and in many places it consists of clay to the top.

But beyond three or more miles there is a rise to higher levels.

Northwest of Hartford, along the Connecticut Western Bail-
road, the plain is extensive 6 to 7 miles out at a height near 130
feet, and between 9 and 9J miles, at a height of about 160 feet.*

East of Hartford, the terrace has a maximum height near
Manchester, 7 miles out, of 155 to 160 feet.

South-southwest of Hartford, the extended New Britain plain
is 142 feet in height above the same base—high flood-level in

Hartford.f

The facts appear to point to a height of about 160 feet for
the upper terrace of the Connecticut valley, that is, for the
glacial flood, in the vicinity of Hartford.

Sixteen miles south of Hartford, on the railroad route to New
Haven, the broad divide between these two cities—\\ to 2 miles
north of Meriden—has its highest part made by a terrace of
stratified drift, (rising 20 to 21 feet above the railroad track)

;

its surface is about 185 feet above mean high tide at New Haven,
and 158 feet above flood-level at Hartford, and it is probably,
therefore, a Connecticut River terrace;:}: and since it has a depth
of more than 20 feet, the Connecticut during the glacial flood

• lost some of its waters by their spilling over the
divide into the Quinnipiac valley and river.§

I learn from Mr. W. H. Teomans, the Superintendent of the Connecticut
western Railroad, that the height of the track 94 miles out, near Scotland, ia 190
leet above mean tide level, which is equivalent to about 160 feet above highest
flood at Hartford.

Pieraon, of Meriden, has informed me that the height of the NTew
. 2fi feet above mean sea-level, which ia 169' 12 feet above

mean high tide, and about 142 feet above highest flood-level at Hartford.

? A leveling from Meriden to the divide, for the height of the divide above the

!
'in street and the railroad in Meriden, gave Mr. S. C. Pierson 43-64

a high tide, t

feet above the^aSord^oodie™'*
aen by Mr. E. S. Dana, obtained f«

diSi
e

h

i?
h tid®' 127 '3 *eet ;

which would &ri

contributed to t

•A*. Jocr. Sn., Thtrp Skrtes—Vol. X, No.
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At Springfield, within a mile or less from the river, there

commences the great terrace of the region—a plain several miles

wide—having a height, as I am informed by Mr. G. A. Ellis, city

engineer, in general between 140 and 145 feet above flood-level

in the river (the higher floods raising the river about 22 feet), or

about 200 feet above high tide. But this wide terrace shows, by
the fact that the material of it is mostly fine sand and clay, that

it was made in comparatively quiet waters before the flood was

at its height, and that it is probably not the highest. Beyond
three miles southeast, east, and northeast of Springfield there are

hills of stratified sand and gravel, rising to a height of 180 feet

above flood-level, which belong to the upper terrace, and mark

more nearly the flood's height. I learn from Mr. Ellis, to whom
I am indebted for a map of Springfield and its vicinity for ten

miles around giving the amount of elevaiion for a large part of

the surface, that this 180-foot level (or 170 to 190) occurs in

hills made of hardpan near the Boston and Albany Railroad,

3 miles from the Springfield depot ; and south of this, near the
u Old Bay Boad." A level of 180 feet occurs along the same

railroad between 6 and 9 miles from the depot, or 6

east of Jenksville. Traversing the region with Mr. El

shown me that the 180-foot level extends from Jenksville north-

ward, with little variation, toward the Granby line, over four

miles, if not beyond, and westward five to six miles to the

Connecticut river. At Willimansett, on this part of the river,

Prof. Hitchcock measured the height of the terrace and found

it 172 feet above flood-level (or 194 feet above low water) ;
and

at South Hadley, two miles north of Willimansett, he found

nearly the same height.

The upper terrace is therefore not less than 180 feet above

flood-level in the river (or 237 feet above high-tide level in the

Sound,) and probably this is very near the true height.

Ten miles east of Springfield, at Collins Station on the rail-

road, there is a plain, as Mr. Ellis informs me, at a

210 feet. But this is partly confined by the Wilbral

and is properly the terrace of the Chicopee river, which is but

three-fourths of a mile distant. From Mr. Ellis I lea

that in Westfield, 10 or 11 miles west of the Connec
land rises into a plain of great extent, being two miles broad,

" widening between Westfield and the point where Westfield

Little River leaves the town of Russel," which has a general

elevation of 205 above flood-level in the Connecticut, or, 2ol

feet above high tide, "corresponding very closely with

the plain-region the same distance to the east of Springfield.

But this Westfield plain is in the Westfield vallev, and
^

properly a Westfield river terrace. Yet if these higher flood-

grounds, extending to a distance of 10 miles on the east and

west, were outside of the limits of the Connecticut flood, they
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indicate that the waters were pouring into the central trunk
in vast volumes from the regions either side, and also that the
same flooded condition characterized all New England valleys.

The depth of the flood-waters and their great width along
the Connecticut valley cannot therefore be questioned. Now
what does this great height of the upper terrace ind;

regard to the depression of the land when the deposits were
made, or the elevation since that time ? What are the " neces-
sary deductions ?"

1. Two miles below Middletown, the Connecticut river passes
between high and steep rocky slopes, and has a width of but 400
yards; and when the old flood was at its height, the width
was even then not over 500 or 550 yards, not a tenth of that at

Mi I llefe >wn. These " Straits" or Narrows extend for two-thirds
of a mile ; there is then some widening on the east, and a mile
below, as much on the west, giving room for the terraces of
Middle Haddam and Maromas. Thence the valley continues
southward with more or less room for a terrace on the west side
and little or none on the east, the valley, reckoning to the
limits of the terrace, seldom much exceeding half a mile in

width.

The Narrows below Middletown, like the Narrows on the
Housatonic below Derby, had evidently much to do with de-
termining the great height of the flood-waters above. The
waters could not pass off by the contracted outlet as fast as
supplied by the melting glacier, although this outlet was over
a fourth of a mile wide ; and hence the waters were piled up
high over the back region. This effect is imitated on a small
scale with the melting of the winter ice and snow causing the
spring floods; the water at Middletown increases
at the highest floods about 25 feet, which is equivalent to
creasing its average pitch thence to the Sound by five-sixth

actually due to the flood.

* The height of the floods at Hartford is 4 to 5 feet above that at Middletown.

\
owe to Gent-: Le of flood heights at the two places. The

low- water at M d is 1-3 feet below the zero
atHartfnrH n~* a. i i
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height of the uppermost terrace of stratified drift along the

river to the Sound. The heights, on the west side of the Con-
necticut, going southward, are as follows :*

2 m. below the Narrows, the Maromas plain 133| ft.

5 m. " " near Higganum 100-105 "

7£m. " " near Haddam station...- 62- 85 "

10£m. " « near Goodspeed's station. 75 "

14 m. " " near Chester station 60-62"
20 m. " " lim. below Essex 42-45 "

22£ m. " " near ferry and railroad . . 30-31 "

24£m. « « Saybrook Plain 20-21 "

26 m. " " Seashore House, on Sound. 13£"

The plains, the heights of which are here given, were well

displayed, leaving no doubt that they corresponded to the true

terrace ; and they were the highest in each region. They show

that, from the Narrows, the river waters plunged along with a

pitch of several feet a mile.

It may seem almost incredible that waters so violent should

have made terraces in many places along the sides of the narrow

valley. But the material of these terraces—mainly sand and

coarse gravel, and the coarser above as usual—was to a large

extent washed in from either side by the waters descending

the side valleys, ravines, and all sloping surfaces ; for there was

gravel and sand everywhere over the hills from the dissolving

glacier, and water everywhere in profusion for the work of

transportation. The waters merely stratified and leveled off

at top the material thus contributed. Moreover, we can follow

the rise of the flood in the succession of the deposits ;
in clays,

in some places, near the bottom—one bed supplying a brick-

yard just below the Narrows—made when the waters were yet

low; the sands next deposited while the waters were rising;

the fine and coarse gravel mostly above—at the top of the lower,

as well as of the highest terraces—spread out when the flood

was at its height. The Middletown region is mostly one of

fine earth, and the sand and gravel of the terraces below the Nar-

rows could not have been carried over it by the stream, without

making large depositions,—except in ice-floes, and these certain-

ly did little of the transportation in the case here referred to.

Finally, how far was the height of the terraces described due

to an elevation of the land since the beds were deposited ?

Judging from the seashore terrace, on Saybrook point, the

elevation of the land did not exceed 15 feet. I have not suc-

ceeded in finding other evidence on this point.

* The height of the Maromas plain was determined hy to
Pillsbury and Clarke, of the Wesleyan University. They <

above flood-level. The extended
has about the same height. The o
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The conditions of the stratified drift deposits of Norwich are
similar in several respects to those about Birmingham. Two
rivers from the northward, the Quinebaug and the Yantic, pass
either side of the city and unite below it to make the Thames.
They rise in Massachusetts, and have nearly the same drainage-
area as the two that join at Birmingham. They descend from
hi.-'h laud and most of the way in rapids. Immediately below
Norwich the valley is so narrowed bv hills over 150 feet high
that the width of the river, were the water 100 feet above
its present level, would be hardly half a mile. But below these
Narrows the valley expands, though still closely bounded
by high land. The points in which the two cases differ are

(1.) The Narrows have greater width, and the modern
stream below has much greater depth as well as breadth : the
channel being one of the tidal, navigable fiords of the coast, the
tides at Norwich having a range of more than three feet. Con-
sequently it offered the flood-waters a less contracted way to
the Sound.

(2.) The distance from the Narrows to the Sound is greater,
being 14£ miles.

(3.) Although this distance is so much greater, the highest
spring floods cause a rise above high tide of but7| feet— much
less than half that in the Housatonic at Birmingham.

Again, (4,) the terrace plain of upper Norwich—the site of
Broadway and its many fine residences—has over its northern
part (at the foot of the little triangular Green) a height above
tide level of 117 feet ;* and, since the spring floods raise the
water but 7$ feet above high tide, about 110 feet above
hood level, against 95 feet at Birmingham.
The height of the Norwich plain above flood level diminishes

from 110 in its northern part to 101 feet in its southern, a dis-
tance of about a mile ; and this is very nearly the level of the
terrace to the eastward of the latter at the Old Cemetery. The
JNorwich plain is so extensive, and the deposits so clearly con-
sist of bedded sands and gravel, with the flow-and-plunge
structure in some places quite to the top, that there is no occa-
sion to doubt the statement that the water once stood at its
nign \av%\. And since the deposits— those beneath the Old
Cemetery, for example,—are made up in places of the coarsest
gravel, the waters were the hurrying waters of a great torrent.

Inat this was the actual condition is proved further by the
heights and nature of the terraces below Norwich. For they

M*
Xw aTe these numb«rs from the Water Commissioner of the citv of Norwich,

*r. Wmship. I have been much aided in the study of this region by a map of

„,lha^ giving contour lines for 50, 100 and 200 feet, which was furnished
me by the Superintendent of the Coast Survey.
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declined southward, precisely as in the Housatonic and Con-

necticut Eiver valleys. The heights are as follows :*

Highest part of Norwich Plain, 110 feet.

1 m. South, on Norwich Plain, 101 '•

1\ m. " at Thamesville, below the Narrows,. 88 "

5$ m. " near Mohegan R. R. Station, 75 "

8 m. " i m. W. of Montville R. R. Station, 61 "

10| m. " in Smith's cove, 250 yds. W. of R. R., 50 "

13£ m. " at New London, northeastern part,. 24-2 5 "

14 to 16 m. " between New London and the Lighthouse, none

distinct.

Below the Narrows the valley opens widely on the west

about Thamesville, and consequently has there a broa

The same is true also of the region and terrace of Montville

where a lateral valley comes in. The material of the upper

part of the formation on the river near the Montville railroad

station is very coarse, some layers being made up largely of

cobble stones. On the point just north of Smith's Cove, the

terrace is only 25 to 27 feet high ; but it shows that it is below

the normal height by its stony character ; and, further, just

around the point, 250 yards inside of the Cove, there is a much

more extended terrace at a height of 50 feet, made of finer

The terrace in the northeast part of the city of New London

(near where the track of the Northern Railroad leaves the

city) is also very stony, and must be below its normal height,

and probably as much as ten feet.

In passing the Narrows to Thamesville the decline of the

terrace plain is 13 feet; and below Thamesville to Smiths

Cove, on an average nearly five feet per mile. This last pitch

if continued to New London would make the normal height

there 35 feet instead of 25 feet. The terrace is equally low on

the east side of the Thames in Groton ; but it is also very nar-

row there, little room existing at the base of the hills for a

South of New London, between it and the Sound, I saw no

distinct terrace.

The decline southward in the height of the terrace plain, asm
the case of that along the other rivers, does not sugp
action as the means of deposition. It manifestly poii

pitch of flowing waters in the channel, and to such a flow as

could exist only in a period of incredible floods—when an out-

let averaging over half a mile in width was not wide enougb

to discharge the waters coming from the hills and valleys

within a range of forty miles.

*For the height of the plain near the Montville Station, I am indebted to »

levelling by Mr. C. P. Jennings, Surveyor of the city of New London.
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Direct evidence as to the actual level of the coast about the
mouth of the Thames during the era is wanting ; both because
of the absence of a seashore terrace, and because no sections

were exposed along the Thames that afforded a chance for

lly the character of the bedding. But if

the New London Lighthouse Point is without terraces, I have
seen several examples of them at the head of broad bays
between New London and Stonington, and in no case have I
found the height over 15 feet, and generally it is but 10 or 12
feet. Again, Fisher's Island—about seven miles in length—lies

off this same coast, and within five miles of it ; and at the head
of West Harbor, there is a well defined shore terrace of 15 feet

;

and, at East Harbor, one of less certain nature nearly 25 feet.

25 feet is therefore the greatest height inferable from this kind
of evidence, and 15 may meet the facts.

Providence is situated on Providence River within a mile of
the head of Narragansett Bay. Its terrace, averaging 80 feet in

height above high water, is extensive, and part of the city is

built upon it The river opens into the broad northern arm of
the Bay, and affords 14 feet of water for shipping to the city.

The Bay has passages one to three miles in width among its

islands, and enters the Sound about 26 miles south of Provi-
dence. With so open a passage for the waters we might infer

inly the Providence terrace must mark a sea level of the
Champlain period. But in view of the facts detailed in the
preceding pages it is evident that something of this height is

attributable to the flood descending the river valleys.

I have not been able to study carefully all the snores of the
great bay with reference to its terraces. Ten and a half miles
south of Providence, east of East Greenwich, there is a very wide

lain, which extends south toward Wickford. Near the

East Greenwich, the height is 56 feet, showing a loss
of 24 feet of elevation in the 10£ miles from Providence. At
Wickford, 7 miles farther south, the height is much less, little

exceeding 30 feet
There is a terrace at Fall River, on the west shore, about 17

miles from the Sound, and between this place and Tiverton.
The height, just below the depot at Fall River, is 35 feet above
high water ; but the beds are very stony toward the top, and
hence it is that the terrace is 30 feet below the normal height

;

some of the stones are a foot in diameter. The terrace south
of Fall River has no greater height About Newport there
appeared to be no well defined terrace.

But direct evidence bearing on the height of the region in
the Champlain period is afforded by the coast region between
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Point Judith (the west cape of Narragansett Bay) and Watch
Hill (the cape south of Stonington). Along much of this

shore, as stated on page 411, there are wide flat meadows be-

tween the hills and the sea, having a height of about 11 feet

above high tide. The road passes between these flat meadows
on the south, and the bowlder-covered hills on the north, and

the contrast is very striking : the former sandy or gravelly and

thinly grassy among the great bowlders, the latter having an

use turf over a rich black soil. Above the level of the

meadows no trace exists of sea-shore flats or beaches ; the

stony hill-sides rise gradually, with nothing about them to sug-

gest a Champlain submergence.
Off this shore, one to two miles, there is a sandy barrier

;

rising into hills to the westward, and it may be questioned,

therefore, whether the meadows may not owe a part of their

height to the flood waters. But the black soil appears to be

evidence that they long lay with the surface at the sea-level,

perhaps as a salt marsh of the Champlain period, i

tions are thickly strewn with broken oyster shells, left by the

Indians, and this may be one source of the fertility.

No marine relics have yet been found in Champlain deposits

about anv part of Narragansett Bay to mark the sea-level. Such

fossils should be looked for with more care than has hitherto

been used ; but much looking will probably end in finding none.

The great glacier must have tilled the channels among the

islands
;
and as the ice disappeared, the floods, having a strong

pitch owing to the height at' Providence, would have made a

profound sweep through them. Absence of marine fossils is

therefore what should reasonably be expected.
An 80-foot terrace at Providence, a 56-foot terrace at East

Greenwich, and an 11 -foot plain on the sea-coast with no trace

of any other terrace-level on the coast hills, are the positive

facts gathered from the vicinity of Narragansett Bay.

6. Pbe-glacial Sand-hills.

To define more clearly what are true deposits of stratified

drift of the era of the melting in Southern X- i

add a few remarks on certain sea-shore sand-hills, that are easily

mistaken for drift formations. I refer to ridges and hills ot

stratified material along the shores between Watch Hill and

Point Judith.

It has long been known that Martha's Vineyard consists

largely of Tertiary sands interstratified with clays, unconsoli-

dated—except in some places through limonitic depositions

making a limonitic or iron conglomerate. Block Ial

I Fisher's Island, just off the New Engl
are also made up to a great extent of such unconsolidated
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pre-glacial beds,—as I shall more particularly explain in an-

The New England coast region, from Watch Hill eastward,

is but a continuation of Fisher's Island, in its features, and
also, as there is reason to believe, in its Tertiary deposits. Its

hills or ridges are of various heights, up to 180 feet ; and noth-
ing besides unconsolidated, though bedded, sand, gravel and
clay, occurs in their constitution. Clay-beds are not

But near the Ocean House, one of the large Watch Hill hotels,

a pond, near the sea-level, is called Clay pond, because of the
clay beneath the water; and I am informed by a resident in

the region, that masses of clay are sometimes thrown up by
the sea on the beach, showing that it exists at the base of the
sand hills.

Over the stratified material of the hills lies the unstratified

drift, with multitudes of large bowlders .

These hills show that they do not consist of Champlain or
later deposits by the following characteristics.

In the first place, the hills are, as stated above, covered
throughout with bowlders, down to within 10 or 12 feet of the
sea level, and this demonstrates that the hills were there before
the deposition of the bowlders and the associated gravel and
sand.

Further, the features as to the bowlders and the hills are
just those of Fisher's Island, which lies in their line at a dis-

tance of only three miles to the west;—and not that distance,
since there are intermediate islets and reefs connecting the two;
and on Fisher's island the clay beds and sand beds which
underlie the top-dressing of unstratified bowlder drift are in
some places upturned and folded—proving thus their anterior

We may hence set aside those sea-border ridges as not of the
Champlain period, and regard them as prior in elevation even
to the Glacial period. Only the low grassy plain at their foot
along the shores is of the* Champlain water-arranged drift

formation.

Conclusions.

The observations described in the preceding pages relate
only to five of the river valleys of Southern New England.
Although I have made no systematic measurements of terrace-
heights in other valleys, I have seen enough in many of them
to asSllre myself that all have the same class of facts to afford.
I he conclusions which are here reached with regard to the
river floods are therefore conclusions for all Southern New
England, and beyond this, I believe, for all New England, and
other regions covered by the great glacier.
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The evidence that some elevation took place in Southern

New England after the Champlain period, based on the exist-

ence of elevated flats along its sea-border, we may regard as

conclusive. The height of the marine terraces where not

modified by fluvial action varies between 5 feet and 25 feet,

and rarely exceeds 15 feet Taken alone, this affords no

ground for believing that the elevation was less than 10 feet or

greater than 25 feet. I think that 15 feet is the most reason-

able inference, for the portion of the coast considered in the

preceding pages.

The evidence derived from the structure of the bedding in

the New Haven region—that is, the direction of the dip in the

flow-and-plunge portion (p. 418) appears to be good ;
but since

it is difficult to believe that the coast region of the Champlain

period should have had no flats at the water level, to be

placed, by an elevation of 40 feet, at a height of 40 feet, it is

hard, in the absence of such terraces, to set aside all doubt

with regard to that evidence. Hence, although at present

unable otherwise to explain those facts, I am led to hold the

conclusion in abeyance. This doubt is in opposition to my
former statements." But those statements were based mainly

on a study of the New Haven region, and the few facts from

Connecticut previously on record. A decline in the height of

the terrace-plain toward the Sound down to only 5 feet ot ele-

vation at the coast, along an estuary receiving three streams

swollen by glacial floods, seemed to be accounted for satisfac-

torily by the sweeping action of the floods, and the erosion byby the sweeping action ot the floods, ana tne erosiuu uj

5 during the progress of an emergence. But now that we

that such a seaward pitch in the terrace plains exists

along all the valleys of Southern New England, and that the

sea-coast terrace is universally but 5 to 20 feet in height, those

causes appear to be inadequate. It is difficult to believe that

they could have prevented so completely the existence of shore

plains above the low height mentioned, through the whole line

of coast, even (1) where no rivers sent down their floods, and

(2) where distant barriers protected the shores from the heavier

seas. Were the land 40 or 50 feet below its present level, as

hitherto supposed, some of the islands off the coast would still

have been a shelter from the heavier waves ; and many of ex-

isting shore-hills would have been islands, protecting an inner

region wholly from violent seas; so that deposits at or ne*r ?
40-foot or 50-foot level might well have been formed. A Q(1

yet none such exist.

In the present state of the facts I therefore think that the
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argument for an elevation of only 10 to 20 feet is the strongest,

although not yet decisive.

2 The river-valley formations not marine.—The ocean took no
part in the formation of the river terraces. The pitch in the

terrace plains of the lower Housatonic, lower Connecticut, and
the Thames, is alone sufficient evidence against marine action

in the matter.

3. The height of the flood the chief cause of the height of the ter-

races.—-The facts from the valleys of the Housatonic, Connect-
icut and Thames prove that the river- valley formations

—

which now stand at so great a height above the river's surface

—were not wholly, or for the greater part of their height,

formed when the laud was at a much lower level than now ; but,

on the contrary, that they were formed when the river's waters

were at a greatly higher level than now, and as a consequence,
chiefly of the glacial flood. If the whole elevation of the land
since they were made is but 15 feet, then the rest of the eleva-

tion of the high terraces was owing to the height of the flood.

The facts hence teach that we may have high terraces along
valleys, and many terraces, and yet none be due to an elevation

<i. Further, the height of the lower terraces of strati-

fied drift is comparatively of little geological interest. For, in

New England, they cannot be proved to have had anything to

do with successive stages of elevations ; and, in general, they
were underwater flats of different levels ; or they originated as

levels up to which the flood, according to its rate of flow, built

', or down to which they swept oil' 1

1

had before been laid down ; or they mark the level of oscilla-

tions in the height of the flood after this had reached its height
4. Height of the streams during the flood.—The height of these

valley formations shove flood-level has been stated on preceding
pages.

The following table contains these heights, and also the cor-

responding heig :h-tide level.

Above flood Above high-

On the Housatonic, at Birmingham, 95 feet. 110 feet.

On the Connecticut, at Middletown, 150 feet, 170 feet.

" at Hartford, 160 feet. 185 feet.
" " at Springfield, 180 feet. 237 feet.

On the Thames, at Norwich, 110 feet. 117 feet.

Head of Narragansett Bay, at Providence, 80 feet. 80 feet.

To obtain the actual height above high-tide level, these num-
bers should be reduced by whatever was the amount of depres-
sion of the coast region during the Champlain period—that is

by 15 feet, if that was the true amount.
Another reduction also is required.
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The heights of shell-bearing beaches on the coasts of Massa-

chusetts, Maine, the Labrador coast, Lake Champlain, and the

St. Lawrence, show that the amount of depression in the

Champlain period (or of elevation since) increased to the north-

ward. If this was true along the eastern coast of New Eng-
land, it was probably true also for the interior ; indeed, Lake
Champlain and the St. Lawrence at Montreal are part of the

interior. Since the height of these beaches at Montreal have

been shown by Dawson to indicate a depression tl\ere of 500

feet, and since that on the Sound was certainly not over 45

feet, and probably not over 15 feet, the ave
from the Sound northward was about one foot and a halfo, mile.*

Adopting this as the average rate, the amount of depression

in consequence of it was increased at Birmingham, 10 miles

from the Sound, by 15 feet.

At Middletown, 20 miles in an air-line, by SO feet.

At Hartford, 35 miles, " by 52£ feet

At Springfield, 58 miles,
" by 87 feet.

At Norwich, 15 miles,
" by 22£ feet.

At Providence, 28 miles,
" by 42 feet.

Providence, though 26 miles from the Sound, is 28 miles from

a line having the course of the shore meadows west of Point

Judith.

With an increase northward, in the depression, of only 1 foot

a mile, the depression derived from the source here considered,

would have been one-third less at each of the places.

5. Pitch of the stream during the flood.—Owing to this depres-

sion, the pitch of the streams seaward was diminished. From
the above numbers we obtained for the average pitch of the

rivers to the Sound approximately :

8 feet per mile below Birmingham.
4-5 " " " Middletown.
5 " " " Norwich.
1 foot " " Providence.

In the highest modern floods, the pitch is about two feet below

an ; nine inches below Middletown ; six inches below

i inch below Providence.

i greater to the north over New England than to the

, as I have stated in other places, nearly or quite*

! the glacier ; and in this condition the ice appears*

e melted away. One important consequence of thii



Or, supposing the rate of increase of depression northward
'em New England only one foot per mile, or less than

farther north, the pitch would have been approximately :

1-5 " " " Providence.

If the land were 15 feet below its present level along the

southern coast of New England, and the average rate of in-

crease of depression northward were 1 foot per mile, the
height of the flood waters above high tide would have been

At Birmingham, 85 feet.

At Middletown, 135 "

At Hartford, 135 "

At Springfield, 164 "

At Norwich, 87 "

At Providence, 37 "

It hence appears that, with 1 foot a mile as the northward
increase of depression of the land, the waters would have been
at Hartford on the same level as at Middletown ; and at Spring-
field, but 29 feet above the level at Hartford, instead of 38^
feet, the present difference ; and the pitch from Springfield to
Hartford would have been about a foot a mile. With li feet
a mile of increase of depression northward, the flood at Spring-
field would have been only 10 feet higher than at Middletown.

7. Glacial conditions.—Whatever the rate of increase north-
ward in the depression, and whatever the amount of actual de-
pression along the Sound, only a small part of the marvellous in
the glacial flood is removed. The rivers in the lower parts of
the Housatonic, Connecticut and Thames valleys were cata-

racts on a scale beyond all modern knowledge. The waters
from the melting glacier must have been poured down the
streams in vast volume to have piled to so great heights before
outlets so wide and so deep. And such facts are but examples
of a condition that prevailed generally over the glacier-covered
lands.

6. The Champlain a Fluvial period.—It is to be remembered
that the glacier consisted of the precipitated waters of many
thousands of winters, each winter, too, a year in length.
Hence, when the melting reached its height, some centuries of
precipitated moisture were let loose at once. The results from
the action of the great rivers of the era are registered in the
"eight and width of the valley formations. The Champlain
was eminently the Fluvial period of the earth's history, while
pluvially, or as it respects rain, it may not have exceeded the
present time.
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This last section of my Memoir, which purported at the out-

set to treat of the amount of depressioD of the land during the

melting of the glacier, has turned largely into a discussion of

the evidences and effects of the Grlacialflood—the subject of

the first section. This is a consequence of the fact that the

extent of the upper valley-terraces afford stronger testimony to

the flood than the material of the beds, enabling us even to

deduce the depth and spread and pitch of the flowing waters

through the New England valleys, large and small.

In another paper I propose to present other facts on this and

connected topics derived from Long Island and the associated

lands off the Southern New England coast.

Art. JAll.—Ammonia a com
by F. H. Stoker, Professor of A<
Harvard University.

In reflecting upon some of the reactions by which ammonia

is known to be formed, it occurred to me that this substance

would very probably, or perhaps necessarily, be produced in

the ordinary process of making sulphuric acid, and that it

might remain as a contamination in the acid as used in the

chemical arts. Acting upon tbe idea I have myselt t

have caused to be tested carefully and methodically a consider-

able number of samples of sulphuric acid obtaine

d

ferent chemical works, and have found that every one of the

specimens examined contained appreciable quantities of ammo-

nia. I find, moreover, on looking the matter up, that the

observation is not new, inasmuch as Schcenbein* has stated, so

long ago as 1862, that he found traces of ammonia in all the

samples of oil of vitriol which he had tested for that substance.

My experiments would nevertheless seem to be worthy of pub-

lication, both because they confirm Schcenbein's statement and

because they go to show that ammonia is far more generally

distributed as an impurity of chemical substances than has been

commonly supposed hitherto. . .

The following acids were examined quantitatively

ing a small portion of each of them with milk of

from ammonia, and applying Nessler's reagent to the

in the manner described by Wanklyn, in his " Water- AnalysM,

London, 1874.

I. Oil of vitriol from a carboy bought at Bay-Side Alk*"

Works, South Boston.
II. Oil of vitriol from the Chemical Works at North Billerica, Mass.

* Wagner's Jahresbericht Chem. Technologie, viii, 266.
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III. Oil of vitriol from Eaton's Chemical Works, South Wil-
mington, Mass.

IV. Oil of vitriol, " chemically pure," from Trommsdorff of Erfurt.

V. Pan acid from the Works at North Billerica.

VI. Pan acid from Eaton's Works.
VII. Chamber acid from Eaton's Works.
VIII. Chamber acid from the Works at North Billerica.

IX. Chamber acid from the Merrimack Print Works at Lowell.

of the acid of ammonia (NH 3 ).

No. I 0-000150
" II 0-000075
" III 0-000245

" VI 0-000140
" VII 0-000050
" VIII 0-000158
" IX 0-000090

Care was taken to procure the above samples of acids (ex-

cepting Nos. I and IV) directly from the works where tliev were
made. Each of the specimens was kept in a full and tightly
closed glass stoppered bottle until tested, and the portion
tested was taken from the middle of the bottle. With the
exception of Trommsdorffs acid (No. 4) all the samples are
known to have been made from sulphur, i. e., not from pyrites.

Several other samples of oil of vitriol of unknown origin were
found to contain ammonia when tested qualitatively with
Nessler's reagent, and with the even more delicate reagent of
Einbrodt.f So too when applied, for the sake of control, to
the distillate from acid No. 4 of the foregoing list, Einbrodt's
test gave a yery strong reaction for ammonia.
There are several ways in which sulphuric acid may be con-

taminated with ammonia. Some insignificant traces of this

substance are of course contained in the air which is used for

making the acid, and a still larg< r an mt is often contained in
the water that plays so important a part in the process of
manufacture. It is not impossible indeed that nitrogen com-
pounds in the water may sometimes be the cause of appreciable
traces of ammonia in the acid. It is easy to conceive mo
that considerable quantities of ammonia may be formed
apparatus of the sulphuric acid maker through reduction oi
nitric acid or other oxide of nitrogen that is necessarily present,

* The weight of 5 c. c. of the oil of vitriol was rather more than 9 grams in
each instance

; that of the pan acid was about &J- grams, and that of the chamber

t Mercuric
i

: ,s. See Liebig & Kopp's Jahresbericht,
1852, v, 723 and 1863, ivi, 167.
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and I find, in fact, by dir

formed when warm dilute ni

or upon sulphur.

Action of dilute Nitric Acid on Lead.—A quantity of soft,

clean commercial lead that had just been remelted was placed

in a small glass flask and 50 c. c. of dilute nitric acid (sp. gr.

1'15) were poured upon it. The flask was closed against the

air with a gas delivery tube, and after the action of the acid had

ceased the solution was boiled with the milk of lime and the

distillate tested for ammonia. But the reaction with Nessler's

liquor was so strong that no estimation of the amount of

ammonia could be made. A quantity of the lead (30 grams)

boiled by itself in the milk of lime gave a distillate in which

no ammonia could be detected by the Nessler test. On the

other hand, 50 c. c. of the dilute nitric acid were found to con-

tain 0000025 gram of ammonia.
In a second trial 50 grams of the commercial lead were

warmed during three hours with 50 c. c. of the dilute nitric

acid. The solution was distilled with the milk of lime and the

ammonia in the distillate was estimated by titration with

standard oxalic acid:—0*002483 gram of ammonia was found.

In a third trial 25 grams of pure lead (from Marquart of

Bonn,) were warmed with 50 c. c. of the dilute nitric acid and

0-003279 gram of ammonia was found in the solution of nitrate

of lead.

Action of dilute Nitric Acid on Copper.—lb grams of clean

copper clippings were gently warmed with 50 c. c. of the dilute

nitric acid until there was no more action. The solution was

distilled with milk of lime, and the ammonia estimated by

Nessler's test. 0*00004 gram of ammonia was found.

Action of dilute Nitric Arid Sulphur.—-20 grams of pow-

dered brimstone were added to 50 c. c. of the dilute nitric acid

and the mixture was maintained at or near the temperature of

r three hours. On testing the liquid an abundance ot

In another trial, 20 grams of the powdered brimstone were

mixed with 100 c. c. of the dilute nitric acid. The mixture

was allowed to stand in the cold for 48 hours, and then boiled

gently during 8 hours. On testing the liquor by the Nessler

process 00225 gram of ammonia was found in it

A small amount of nitrogen oxides may perhaps be reduced

to ammonia in the process of sulphuric acid making by other

deoxidizing agents, such as the organic impurities of crude

sulphur* or sulphuretted hydrogen,f or even by sulphurous

acid, though in a single experiment in which sulphurous acid,

* See Wagner's Jahresberbht Chem. Technologic, x, 149.
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evolved from copper clippings, was passed into dilute nitric

acid (sp. gr. 115) for a couple of hours no ammonia could be
detected in the liquid. The experiment of Schcenbein* more-
over is to be remembered, in which ammonia, as well as

sulphurous and sulphuric acids, was detected in water above
which sulphur had been burned in the air. It would seem to
be plain, however, that the substances previously mentioned
must usually be the most efficient agents for the production of

Doubtless a good deal of the ammonia thus formed by reduc-
tion is destroyed again by reacting upon oxides of nitrogen in
the liquid during the process of concentrating the weak sul-

phuric acid. Pclouze proposed long agof to free the acid from
nitrous contaminations by heating it with sulphate of ammonia.
The reaction, though efficient, is simply incomplete.
The presence of ammonia in sulphuric acid having been

proved, the question presents itself whether, in spite of the
tendency of ammonia to change to nitrous and nitric acid
through oxi may not occur in a great variety
of the chemicals in whose preparation sulphuric acid takes part.

The following list comprises several substances, chosen some-
' ii;<t at random, which I have caused to be tested for ammonia,
some of them for the sake of proving this idea, though mostly
for a different purpose. The substances under examination
were boiled with milk of lime that had been proved in each in-

stance to be free from any trace of ammonia by long continued
• vs obtained from it, The dis-

tillates obtained after the addition of the substance to the lime
were received in graduated tubes and tested successively with
Nessler's reagent until they ceased to show any coloration.

•Mtrir acid, taken from a carboy of pure acid from Bay-
Bide Alkali Works, 10 c. c. gave 0-000035 gram of ara-

X H
3 ).

0-00035
<-lilorhydrk- acid, the ordinary concentrated commercial

acid, 10 c. c. gave 0-000015 gram of ammonia, 0-00015
JJittofrom a carboy of pure acid from Bayside AlkaliMnne Bs than

^•>rks, io e. c. gave vt-rv little ammonia, tlie P™ced-

Aeetic acid, chemically pure, from C. White & Co.,
Philadelphia, 10 c. c. gave no reaction for ammonia, . . 0-00000

Potash alum, pure from Marquart of Bonn, gave strong
"

Ditto, pure from Trommsdorff, gave strong smell of am-
monia when heated with lime. There was so much
•umimma that it couhl not -< estimated by the Nessler
test, when 10 grams of the alum were operated upon, . much.

* Journ. prakt Ghemie, lxxxvi, 145. \ Gmelin's Handbook, ii, 183.
Am. Jour. Sci,—Thibd Series, Vol. X, No. 60.-DEC, 1875.
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Sulphate of alumina, pure from Marquart, 20 grams gave
too much ammonia to be measured by the Nessler pro-

cess (as used by us), and so did 5 grams, _ much.

Sulphate of iron (ferrous sulphate), 5 grams purified,

from Powers & Weightman of Philadelphia, gave
0-00062 gram of ammonia, - - 0-01240

Ditto, common copperas, the last of an apothecary's barrel,

5 grams gave 0-00507 gram of ammonia, 0-10140

Ditto, copperas of unknown origin taken from a bottle in

store room of Bussey Laboratory, 1 00 grams gave only

0-00053 gram of ammonia, - 0-00053

Ditto, a sample of pure sulphate of iron from Marquart,
gave a strong reaction for ammonia when tested quali-

tatively, and a reaction was obtained also from a sam-

ple of Marquart's sulphate (" pure by alcohol,")

Sulphate of lime, pure precipitated, from Marquart, 35

grams gave 0-0002 -ram of ammonia 0*00057

Other samples of sulphate of lime, tested in a slightly

different way, gave the following results :—545 grams
of ground gypsum, obtains! originally at a seed store

but kept in a" store-room of the Bussey Institution for a

year or more, were sv iter (two

liters) until no reaction for ammonia could be detected

and the per-

0-00392 gram of ammonia was found in the distillate.

On adding lime a new portion of ammonia equal to

0-00008 was given off,
0-000734

20 grams of ground gypsum bought at a seed store and

tested immediately on reaching the laboratory, gave
0-00003 gram of ammonia on being boiled in pure

water, ami i

;

i;\f milk

of lime, 0'00015

150 grams of plaster of Paris, taken from a box in the

Ihissey store-room, gave 0*0035 gram of ammonia on

being boiled w Hi u aim- :ii.me, and 0*00002 gram more
^

of ammonia came off on boiling with lime,
0*00234

20 grams of plaster of Paris taken from a keg found

standing in a lv.-ntly built house, gave 0*000035 gram
of ammonia on being boiled with water alone, 0'000l

!
o-f-

Sulphate of potash, clicmicallv pure, from Trommsdorff,
20 grams gave only a faint trace of ammonia, trace *

Sulphate of soda, chemically pure crystals from Mar-
quart, 20 grams gave no trace of ammonia. This

result was verified by many qualitative trials,
Q-O0uw

Bisulphate of soda from Marquart, gave strong reaction

for ammonia when tested qualitatively, mucl1,

oi copper, pure from Marquart, 10 grams gave
0*000105 gram of ammonia, °'°
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8Ub
Ir

a
amof

CO
NH3l

ned

Nitrate of potash, pure orj t, 20 grams
gave 0*000015 gram of ammonia, 0*000075

Nitrate of soda, taken from a bag of the crude nitrate

of commerce, 20 grams gave 0*00004 gram of ammonia, 0-00020
Common salt taken from middle of a large lump of native

rock salt bought at a grocer's shop, 20 grams gave
00002 2 gram of ammonia. Compare Vogel's detec-

tion of chloride of ammonium in rock salt (Gmelin's
1 laud-book, ii, 41(3), - 0*00011

Ditto, pure from Marquart, 20 grams gave 0-0000425
gram of ammonia, 0-000213

Ditto, a sample prepared by dissolving pure crystals of
carbonate of soda in pure chlorhydric acid gave no

^

react i in when tc-tcd dinctiy with \ e^k-r's reagent, . none.
Phosphate of soda, pure crystals from Marquart, 20
grams gave no reaction for ammonia, 0-00000

Acetate of soda, pure crystals, 20 grams gave no reac-
tion for ammonia, 0-00000

Carbonate of soda, pure crystals from Marquart, gave no
reaction for ammonia when tested directly with
Xesshr's reagent, 0*00000

Carbonate of potash, pure from Marquart, gave no reac-
_ti>m when tested directly,. 0*00000
Hydrate of soda, pure from Marquart, 5 grams gave no

reaction for ammonia, - 0*00000
Hydrate of lime, obtained by slacking the excellent
quicklime from Brandon, Vt., 20 grams of the whitest
portion of the mass gave no reaction for ammonia,
while 20 grams of the grayest portion gave 0-00001
gram of ammonia, - 0*00005

Chlorate of potash from Marquart gave 0*0001 gram of
la, 0-00050

v^rude sulphur, from a box in Bussey store-room, 10
grams gave 0*00015 gram of ammonia, 0*00150

* lowers of sulphur from Marquart, 10 grams gave
0*00075 gram of ammonia, 0*00750

sulphide of sodium from Marquart, 5 grams gave 0*001
gram of ammonia, .- 0*02000

Sulphide of potassium from Marquart, 5 grams gave
00009 gram ammonia, 0*01800

sulphide of iron from Marquart, 5 grams gave 0*00085
gram of ammonia, 0*01700

Ditto, from a going that had just
been fused in a Hessian cra-ibl- . -" i-ram- taken from

of the solid cake, gave 0-00025 gram of
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Portions of the distillates from the sulphides of sodium,

potassium and iron, on being tested with Einbrodt's reagent,

for the sake of control, gave strong reactions for ammonia.

In order to avoid any confusion that might arise from colora-

tion of the Nessler reagent by sulphuretted hydrogen, the

following modifications of the ordinary process were employed

in testing sulphur and the sulphides. In the case of sulphide

of potassium and sulphide of sodium, the weighed substance

was dissolved in about half a litre of pure water, free from

ammonia, the solution was distilled and a quarter litre of distil-

late was collected, experience having shovn that all the ammo-

nia in the sulphide came forward in this amount of liquid.

The distillate was acidified with a few drops of sulphuric acid,

boiled until sulphuretted hydrogen had ceased to come off and

billed with milk of lime, the ammonia in the new dis-

tillate being determined with Nessler's reagent in the usual way.

In the case of sulphur and sulphide of iron the finely pow-

dered, weighed substance was distilled with milk of lime, the

distillate was acidified and boiled to expel sulphuretted hydro-

gen and finally redistilled in the manner just described.

Oxalic acid, "tertium depuratum" from Marquart, 20

grams gave 0-0003 gram of ammonia, 0*00150

tcid, from Marquart, 10 grams gave 0-0001

gram of ammonia, 000100

Vogel (Wagner's Jahresbericht, ix, 526) found 0*012 per

cert of ammonia in a sample of crude tartar, 0-0 1 200

Boracic acid, pure from Marquart, 10 grams gave 0-000055

gram of ammonia, O'OOOoo ,

that is to say, rather less than might have been inferred from

the fact that ammonium compounds accompany boracic acid
I

in

the Tuscan lagoons (see Gmelin's Handbook, ii, pp. ?7, 98;

Bechi, Wagner's Jahresbericht, ix, 355; Vohl, ibid, xii, 205,

and ibid. (N. S.) i, 210.) ,,

Though the figures in the foregoing table may seem small

or even insignificant to persons unaccustomed to use Nessler s

test, they are really large in several instances and nol

in all. It should be understood, moreover, that in working

with Nessler's process it is easy to exclude ammonia from
i

the

water and from the other reagents that are employed and t

avoid the ammonia of the air. It is hardly necessa

that the utmost care has been exercised in these re?}

the foregoing tests. A large proportion of the -

tested were tightly closed, particul

ground, glass-stoppered bottles in' which thev had been i

ported and which had never been opened until the time ol ap-

plying the test, but it is noteworthy that this precautioi

seemed to be devoid of significance.
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Those substances, such as sulphate of soda for example,
which contained no ammonia when taken from freshly opened
bottles, likewise contained none when taken from bottles that

naturally enough, that filter paper and other porous materials
that have been exposed to the air of a laboratory are highly
charged with ammonia, in the same way that the reagent
bottles upon our shelves become coated with ammonium com-
pounds, but it would seem, nevertheless, that there is a limit to
the penetrative power of the ammoniacal gases. It will be
noticed for that matter that a tolerably large proportion of the

is examined contained no ammonia whatsoever, and in

general I have not observed that chemicals taken from their

bottles at the moment of reaching the laboratory are any more
liable to be free from ammonia than those which have been
long in store.

A good idea of the relative importance of the ammonia found
in the chemicals above described may be got by contrasting the
figures given in the table with the amounts of ammonia that
occur in natural waters as given by Wanklyn and by many
other authorities, or by comparing the above results obtained
from chemicals with the following statement of results that
were obtained from rain water in this laboratory at the same
time and by the same operator.

Onelitre of rain water caught in
aish on roof of Busaey Inst.

July 23, 1875,

. c. of the melted ice
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0-0000013 gram of ammonia. A litre of water obtained by
melting the clear portion of a block of Jamaica Pond ice, con-

tained "04 milligram of ammonia, and a litre of water obtained

by melting the cloudy porous portion of the same block yielded

precisely the same amount, viz: at the rate of 0*000004 gram

of ammonia in 100 c c. of the water. By distilling off from a

glass vessel a comparatively small proportion of the melted ice it

is easy to expel these traces of ammonia and to obtain water

that is practically free from that substance, such as is needed

for making the standards of comparison upon which the

Nessler test depends. It appeared in fact that before such dis-

tillation the mere melted ice was as free from ammonia as the

water of deep wells in this neighborhood, that had been slowly

boiled down in a copper still to four-fifths of its original volume

for the express purpose of expelling ammonia. Both the

melted ice and the purified well waters had to be distilled anew

in glass vessels in order to obtain water that was completely

free from ammonia, but the proportion of impure dia

be thrown aside was no larger in the one case than in the other.

I am indebted to my assistant, Mr. D. S. Lewis, forte

skillful coo | >u * ->..
i

1 1 Mr. F. P.

Pearson, chemist of the Merrimack Print Works, for a number

of samples of acids.

Bussey Institution, Jamaica Plain, Mass., September, 1815.

Art. LIT.—Abstract of a Memoir on the Origin of the Alps;

by Prof. Edward Suess, of Vienna.*

According to the views of the early geologists, -'

accepted, the origin of mountains is to be ascribed to the eleva-

tion of a molten or semi-molten mass which has thrown up the

rocks alono its axis, aid crow i 1 tin M
-> i str-

and left, forming in this wav a mountain-chain. Th -

has been applied to the Alps by Studer, and, in ace<

this it has been customary to speak of a mid
:.;.-.- !-..

.
•

.

': -- -. :

-
" " '

.

the north and south. The folding and banded arran.

the outer chains has been ascribed to a mighty or -

has been exerted in a northerly or so itht rl iirection bv t

central zone, as it was elevated ' from below. The cause of tue

elevation has been left entirely unexplained. ,

This view is, however, at variance with all the facts observed.

It may be bi , of the Alps are i o -

ure of eruptive origin; but they are unquestionably muco

: Alpen, 168 pp. 8vo. Wien, 1875.
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older than the Molasse of Lucerne, so that they can have had
no influence in the dynamic changes in which it has been
involved ; moreover, with the exception of one or two unim-
portant cases, no example can be shown in which eruptive rocks
have been the cause of change of position in the older sedimen-
tary strata. Another argument against this view is found in the

. shattered condition of the central masses as contrasted
with the even trend in the folds of the outer-lying mountain
chains. A glance, for instance, at the positional' the erystal-

line rocks of the Finsteraarhorn, overlying the younger Btrata,

shows that the folding-over must have originated, not in the
eruption or expansion of isolated central masses, but in some
general, horizontal movement of the mountain-system as a

whole.

In the general consideration of this subject it is to
that the term Alpine System is intended to include all the
tin Mintuiri chains, with their various branches, from the Jura
M Qti os tot \ App :.,' 3 in the south, and the Carpathians
in the east—in other words all those mountains which show a
constant predominance of certain trends or lines of directions.

The western and northern limits of this extended region are
formed by the older elevations of the lies d'Hieres, the eastern
edge of the Central-Plateau of France, the southern extremities
of the Vosges Mountains and the Black Forest, with the south-
ern border of Bohemia \\ thin t s limit tin Alps are devel
oped with wonderful regularity, stretching in great curves from
the end of one of these older mountain points to the next ; and

action is furnished by the island of gneiss and rothliegendes a

Dole, which forms the southeastern continuation of the Vosge
Mountains, where the dependence of the folds and fractures ii

the Jura on the distribution of the older rocks can be most clearl;

seen. The whole .1 r.ra Mountains have been here pressed up int<

many parallel bands, while on the other side of the obstructioi

the Jurassic deposits cover a wide area without showing am
trace of this tremendous horizontal movement This saim

principle is true of the Alps to the east, but it is to be notiee(

that in the Juras the rocks in the northern border are continue*

immediately beyond the limits of the mountains, while in th

eastern Alps the rocks, which on the northern side tower ove
the plain, haw t continuation on the othe
side of it.
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xtend southward in great curves. In the neigh

of Bologna the Flysch forms the dividing line between the inner-

depressions of Tuscany and the outer-Appenine

region of Adria, and it stretches on in an unbroken course

through the peninsula to the Gulf of Tarentum. Within this

limit the limestone mountains extend uninterrupted from

Spezia southward, embracing the Abruzzen, the Gran Sassoand

the elevations of the Basilicata. Still within the line, on the

western coast of Italy, are found the isolated fragments of the

older crystalline rocks. As traces of the action of the mighty

forces which cause 1 i -hove, we may point to

the wide areas of depression of the Tyrrhenian and eae

of the Ligurian seas, while between the ruins of the ancient

rocks the fissures, are i< > this day in part open, on which are sit-

long series of volcanoes, and along which earthquake

hocks are propagated.
,
Thus the Appenines show two side:

liffering essentially from each other—one the side of shoving

nd folding, the other of fracture and volcanic phenomena ;
the

former is convex and continuous, the latter is interrupted by

areas of depression.

The western Alps repeat the same contrast of a folded outer

side, and an inner side of fracture, though here the volcanic

mountains are wanting. At no point on the southern side of

these western Alps can an equivalent of the long anl

the Molasse be found; in no case can a profile be giv

shall show an older middle zone flanked by symrm '

zones. The Juras, too, are a model of a true one-sided move-

ment, caused by pressure against an immovable foreign mass of

older rocks. The fracture line is in this case turned toward the

The eastern Alps alone show a great series of Mesozoic and

Tertiary rocks on their southern side, which might be regarded

as belonging to the hypothetical southern zone. If v.

however, to compare the long series of regular folds, v

conspicuous in the northern zone, with the rocks on the other

side, we find that nowhere in the latter is there the slightest cor-

respondence. The careful consideration of the relal

I shows that the strata do not conform in at

those of the northern zone. On the contrary, we ai

in concluding that this broad m rates toward

the east into several one-sided chains. ,

The same one-sided structure belongs to the Carpal
the other branches of the Alpine system to the east and south.

iple established, it becomes clear that we
don the idea of a symmetrical structure—a middle zone with
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and grant that the

is the product of i

in a horizontal dil

In regard to the age of the Alps, or more properly the epoch
in which they were elevated, a somewhat different view must
be adopted than that which was accepted in former years. It is

now unquestioned that strata belonging to the middle Tertiary
have shared in the general movement. This shows that the
movements which have ended in the elevation of this chain
continued up to a comparatively recent time. It is equally
true, however, that the same regions have in much earlier times

v suffered similar movements, as is shown by the posi-

tion of the younger sediments on the oldest rocks of the same
chain. The many examples of this truth which might be quoted
show that, up to a time which extends far into the Mesozoic
age, the region of the Alps was often the theater of great catas-

trophes. The greater abundance of eruptive rocks in the south-
ern Alps shows that in the earlier times the course of action was
essentially the same as in later epochs.

. The consideration of all the subjects touched upon in the

preceding paragraphs lead to conclusions which to a very con-
siderable extent agree with those arrived at by Prof. Dana in

his discussion of mountain-making in general.

The force which acted to produce the results, which we see

to-day must have been a horizontal one, as is abundantly proved
by a survey of all the facts. The exertion of this horizontal
force was essentially influenced by resistance from four different

sources : 1, from the presence of foreign masses of older rocks :

2, from the folding mass itself; 3, from the occasional introduc-
tion of older volcanic rocks, as granite and porphyry, in the
moving mass; 4, finally, it appears that single mountain masses,
like the Adamello or the red-porphyry, near Botzen, have
exerted an essential influence on the development of the sur-

rounding mountain region.
The examination of the various mountain regions of Europe

not included in the Alpine system, gives confirmation of the
views thus far expressed in' regard to the one-sided nature
of mountains, and the horizontal shove which has been the
cause of their elevation. This is true of the Bohemian region.

taken as a whole; of the Riesengebirge, the Erzgebirge, and

[For a detailed discussion of the subject, reference must be
made to the complete memoir, of which this is an abstract]

The direction of the fracture line- varies from northeast to

northwest, and the motion was mostly to the northward, though
some isolated exceptions, in the case'of a southerly
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exist in central Europe. If we look at the subject more broadly,

however, and pass out of Europe to America, and then further

study in as great detail as is now possible the great mountain-

chains of Asia, we arrive at this grand conclusion : throughout,

mountain-masses and mountain-movements are one-sided, and

the direction of the movement is in general northwest, north,

or northeast, in North America and Europe, but southerly, or

southeasterly, in central Asia. There is no regular geometrical

arrangement in the mountain chains.

Looking at the facts which have been stated, making only

the supposition that an unequal contraction of the surface of

the planet has taken place, we see that the simplest form of

mountain consists in a fracture, which runs at right angles

to the direction of the contraction ; the fractured part moves

forward in the direction of the force from contraction, while

volcanic phenomena may manifest themselves at the line of

breakage. The Erzgebirge forms an example of such a moun-

tain-mass.

The second
fold striking a(

toward that The breakage takes place in the fold in the

line of greatest tension. If the force continues, the pa

!•- :,: lv : .n<:e Ail! be pushed still farther on, piling up before

it the sedim broader, subordinate R>1

the part behin 1 >inks duwn, and, bet v< ; i its lra-ments^ the

volcanic phenomena appear. Thus it is with the Appemnes.

In case of an obstruction in front the mass may be turned aside,

and, in fact, many complications may thus arise.

Still a third form consists in the formation of a large number

of parallel folds which cover a considerable area, but with a

steep line, as a rule, on the inner side of the fracture, while the

volcanic phenomena are wanting. Here belong the Ju
tains. Cases may also occur in which the width of the mam-

fold is so great that there results, not a mountain-chain, but a

general mass-elevation ; an example of this may be found m
the recent changes of level observed on the Scandinavian coast.

In regard to the depth at which the contraction producing the

lateral pressure took pi est to say that while in

many cases the depth must have been very great, in others the

contrary is true. Thus the movement which occasioned the

fracture of the Erzgebirge must have taken place at a great

depth, as also those which elevated the oldest rocks of the Alps.

On the other hand, the shoving forward of the norl

Alps, and the deviation in their direction, belong to a higher

horizon, and the elevation oi the fid lasse to one still higher,

while examples may also be given of foldings which must have

been very shallow.
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No influence of a radial contraction has been observed; nor
is there any effect in the direction of the waves of contraction
which can be attributed to the rotation of the earth.

In conclusion, it may be renn.i ; -making as
a whole can be regarded as a stiffening of the earth's surface,

which process has been determined by the distribution of

Ider rigid masses. These may be made up of mount-
ain lines pushed up together, and crossing each other, as in

Bohemia, or they may consist of wide extended surfaces whose
strata, even the oldest, have retained their horizontal position,

as in the great Eussian plain. These primitive masses conform
to no geometrical law either in outline or distribution, though
they have determined the form and course of the foL

contraction has produced in the more pliant portions of the

fface between them. e. s. dana.

Art. LV.—Studies on Magnetic 1

Rowland, of the Johns Hopkii ity, Ka

(Continued from page 335.)

Table I. from a bar 17| inches long with a magnetizing
helix 1£ inch long at one end, the zero-point being at the other.

Table If. is from a bar 9 feet long with a helix 4J inches long
quite near one end, the zero-point being at 1 inch from the helix

toward the long end. Table III. is from a bar 2 feet long with
a helix 4£ inches long near one end, so that its center was 19|
inches from the end on which the experiments were made, the

zero-point being at the end.

Table 1. Bar -18 inch diameter. at end of bar.

QV QV
Ob-

served. lated

2-7

3-2

2-7

4-3

¥6"

43

99
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In adapting the formula to apply to the case of Table I,

3 may assume that at the end of the bar s = oo and C = 0,

ming that the number of lines of

the end of the rod are too small

which is equivalent

induction which
f

to be appreciated.

In Table II. obs
of the rod, and th

It is evident, how
may suppose the
long, expressions of the form

will apply.

de over the whole length

o-point was not at the end of the bar.

that by giving a proper value to s we
end at any point. As the rod is very

Q'_ C" = C'«r*-C" and Q'e = rC'.

Tablk II. Bar -39 inch d

L
QV
Ob-

Q'e.
Error of

Ob-
'

Q'-C".
Error of

served. lated. Q'e- served. lated.

o 902-5
8*25-2

g
65-3

+ 2'0

jS|
629-5

+ 1-6

51-2

523-1

8

43-2

Si + -1 4342
4760
432-5 -1-7

37-0 394-2

10
31-7

34-1

- -3 322-3 321-5 -
l

'i

12 29-5 290-1 - -5

25-7 + 9
25-5 2355
22-0 22-7 209-0

20-9 187-9 187-3

17 19-3 166-4 1664
18

32-5 31-5 -1-0 127-3 IS 'I + 2-1

21 27-5 26-7 - -8 94-8 97-8 + 3-0

25 18-5 19-4 + "9 44-3 486 + 43
27 145 29-0

11-3 140
31 - 1-2 -1-2

J'—C" = 983e--°*135L -80-5 = 983(10)-°

Y£ = r983e—os^l^l _ 80(10)-°353LdL.

In Table II. the obserj-ii j-auit; j.1. me ooser
md were repeated several times. Neglecting

the end of the rod,

In these tables wcseeqi
md observation

; but on n
certain law in the distribu

nt between theory
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Table III. Bar -39 inch diameter. at end of bar.

L. Ob-
QV

Error of
Q'. Q'-

rroro

lated. QV served. lated.

J 15-2 -4-5 19-7 15-2 -tfi

I 16-0

15-3

z™ HI 460 -6*0

158

I

17-0 169
176
18-4

1013

1503

-6-3

-62
176-8

21-8

22-8 23-1 221-4

H 26-8

24-7

z i It'-l

239-9

Ie-6
15 28-8 3018 -7.2
16 31-8 30-5 -1-3 333-6 325-1 -85

: 7-6(10-037L + 10- Q' = 89(10^

errors of Q' are all positive between and 8 inches ; and this

has always been found to be the case at this part of the bar in

all my experiments.

The explanation of this is very simple. In obtaining the

formulae we assumed that the magnetic permeability of the bar

M was a constant quantity; but it has been shown by Dr.

StMiefmv and my self, independently of each other, that f( in-

creases as the magnetism of the bar increases when the latter is

not great. Hence between and 8 inches the resistance of the

bar R is greater than at succeeding points, and hence a less

number of lines of induction pass down the bar from 8 towards

than would be given by the formula which has been adapted
to tin- average value of*R at from 9 to 14 inches. In Table
II. this same fact shows itself towards the last of the table,

and would probably be more prominent had the table been
carried further. However, in this table all things have com-
bined to satisfy the formula with great accuracy.

nature from the above. Fig. 2 is the plot of this

gives the values of Q'£ at different parts of the rod.
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The horizontal line in the figure represents values of L,

and the vertical ordinate? are values cf Q'e. The full line

gives the observed distribution, and the dotted line that accord-

ing to the formula.

The formula gives the distribution very nearly for all point!

except those near the end. The formula indicates that Q'e de

creases continully toward the end ; but by experiment we set

that it increases near this point. On first seeing this. I though

that it was due to some residual magnetism in the bar; but aftei

repeating the experiment several times with proper care, I soor

found that this was always the case. I give the following ex

planation of it:—In the formulae we have assumed R', the re

sistance of the medium, to be a constant ; now
includes that of the lines of force as they pass from the rod

through the medium and thus back to the other end of the rod

;

and of this whole quantity the part which affects the relative

ition at any part of the rod most is that of the medium
immediately surrounding that part ; and so the parts near the

end have the advantage over those further back, inasmuch as the

lines can pass forward as well as outward into the medium.

The same thing takes place in the case of the distribution of

electricity, where the " density" is inversely proportional to the

resistance which the lines of inductive force experience from the

medium : and here we find that the " density" is greatest on

the projections of the body, showing that the resistance to the

lines of induction is less in such situations, and by analogy

showing that this must also be the case for lines o

force. But this effect is not very great in cylinders until quite

near the end ; for Coulomb, in a long electrified c\ 1

found the density at one diameter back from the end only L'25

times that at the center, and so there is probably a long distance

in the center where the density is sensibly constant. Hence we

pose that our second hypothesis that R' is

will be approximately correct for all parts of a bar except the

ends, though of course this will vary to some extent with the

distribution of the lines in the medium ; at least the change

in R' will be gradual except near the end, and so may be par-

tially allowed for by giving a mean value to r.

Hence we see that could the formula be so changed as to in-

clude both the variation of R and of R', it would probably agree

with the three tables given.
To study the effect of variation in the permeability more care-

fully, we can proceed in another manner, and use the formulae

only to get the value of r at different parts of the rods.

No matter how r may vary, equations (2) and (3) will apply,

to a very small distance I along the rod ; and as the origin of

coordinates may be at any point on the rod, if Q' and Q'e are



and Q and Qe at another point wi

; is /, we shall have the four equatio:

A-l C

Calling ~q = H and -q = G, we shall find, on eliminating

C and A and developing t
rl and e

_w
,

or to a greater degree of approximation,^V12(4^ +1)-e) m
Before applying these formulae to any series of observations,

the latter should be freed from m >st of' the irregularities due to

accidental causes. For this purpose the following Tables have
been plotted and a regular carve drawn to represent as nearly
as possible tb< hIntv, ti • ;-: in other cases a column of differ-

ences was formed and p!..ti. .1. In dtli* v case _ the ordinates of
the curves were accepted as the true quantities. But for fear

may accuse me of tampering with my observations, I

have in all cases added these as they were obtained
The correction is necessary, because small irregularities in

-1

" observation? viI3 produce immense charges in r a
.

Table IV. contains some of the best observations I have
obtained. It is from a bar 57 inches long with a helix If
inch long in the center to magnetize it. Each quantity is

the mean of six observations, these being made on both ends
of the bar and with the current in opposite directions.

In this table a source of error was guarded against which
I have not seen mentioned elsewhere.

' When a bar of iron

: i at any part and the distribution over the rest

on being then allowed to stand sometime
and the di- >n, it will have changed same-
what, the magnetism having, as it were, creeped down the
bar further. Hence in this table time was allowed for the bar
to reach its permanent state.

On looking over column 6, which contains the values of
IB'
r7
=
E = "&'<*!* (equation 7). we observe that as Q increases,

the value of B'or/i first increases and then decreases. Now it is

not probable that E' undergoes any sudden change of this sort,
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Table IV. Bar 19 inch diameter. at c,nt. Of bar.

or* QV Q'. R 1 R'
L. Ob- i. Cor- ri=W r*~ R'

1 1517
24-0

I 13-7 13-5
1

97-2 •owe
24-4

391

\

10-2

90 ^•i
5 75-2

66-2 0150
59-5

7 15 511 667
6-35

1
44-7 62'9

5-65
J

39-1 •0160

12
4-4 4-4 29-7 •0180 55-6

3-4
i

22-4 543

28i 22-4 224

and 30 it is probably due to change in the permeability of the

rod. Hence by this method we arrive at the same results

as by a more direct and exact method* But by this means

we are able to prove in the most unequivocal manner that

magnetic penne>thllity /> a function of the magnetization of the

imn and ,„,t <>, Che „mg „tiz ngf», •>
. U, u'-e it is

f
-

tpers on " Magnetic Permeability'

to consider it in tins wav in the formulae and also in the plots,

while Dr. Stoletow in his paper I Phil. Mas?., Jan., 1873) plots the

Q' and R'«r,u, the effect of the variation of E' is apparent: and

we see, on comparing the curve with those given in my paper

above referred to, that E' increases as L increases, at least

between L = 2 and L = 8, which is as we should suppose, from

the arrangement of the apparatus. For this table I happen to

have data for determining Q in absolute measure, and these show

that the maximum value of /i should be about where the table

shows it to be.

This method of finding the variation of yu is analogous to that

of finding conductivity for heat by raising the temperature or

one end of a bar and noting the distribution of heat over the

bar : and indeed the curves of distribution are nearly the same

in the two cases.

If it were thought worth while, it would be very easy to ob-

tain a curve of magnetic distribute i for ,i rod and then enclose

the whole rod in a helix and determine its curve of permeability-

* Phil. Mag., August 1873.
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This would give data for determining R' in absolute measure at

every point of the rod.

To complete the argument that the variation of r 2
is in great

measure due to that of //, I have caused the magnet i,

on a bar to vary. Tables V, VI, and VII. are from a bar 9

Table Y. Magnetizing current -176.

QV QV Q'- QV
L. Ob-

r<Sed. re

C
c2d.

r*~Br r' ~R' uSS

; n
7-32

182 12-54

5

244
ii-V
320 188-5

:::: ::::

1831

32-38

8

28-2

24-7

160-3

•0218 45-9 ^
214 21-7

10 19-0 39-7

11 •0298

142

14
J I111 lit 22-7

n
j.

11-6 51 22-4 •0570 175 1

End.
22-4 -2 4 *"

Table VI. Magnetizing current 'j

QV QV Q'. QV
L. Cor-

served. rected. r* lated.

; 22-0 17-3

3 32-4

5

43-8

39l"-9 5590
46-8

<38

9 81-3

fll 209-0 o-'o

1

'

49-7

49-5
il

330 1760 •0220 455
1•0243

13

14 99-8 33-3
I

•03,32 28-4 I
16

18
'

220 12'7 •0479 209 ©

End. 430

, Vol. X, No. 59.—Dec, 1
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feet long and -25 inch diameter. At the center a single layer

of fine wire was wound for a distance of 1 foot, and the current

for magnetizing the bar was sent through this. The zero-point

was at the center of this helix and at the center of the bar, so

that the observations on the first 6 inches include the part of

the bar covered by the helix.

The values of Q'e are the sum of four observations on each end

of the bar and with the current reversed. The three tables are

comparable with each other, the same arbitrary unit being used

for all.

Table VII. Magnetizing current 1-12.

QV QV Q'. QV
L. Ob- Calcu-

served. r- ted. f>- lated.

5

3.5 762-4

6623

8-29

26-70

71-2 69-37

595 59-7 524-5 •0239 4i"i
51-0 51-2 464-8 •0200 500
45-2 45-2 413-6 •0162

368-4 •0141

33-3 93-5 ^
13 30-6 305 257-8 909

28-1 28-0 227-3 86-2

I25-6 25-4 84-7

23-4 22-7

20-3 •0147

III 340
181

112-8

•0161

•0180 55-6 i
20 *

End. 96-8

Here we see an excellent confirmation of the result

from Table IV. In Table V, where the magnetizing-force is

very small, and where, consequently, no part of the iron has yet

reached its minimum resistance, the value of—% =^ =R'«/< de-

creases continually as the value of Q' decreases, as it should do.

In Table VI, with a higher magnetizing-power, which was sutn-

cient to bring a portion of the bar to about the minimum resist-

ance, we see that — remains nearly stationary for a short dis-

tance from the helix and then decreases in value. In Table VII,

where the bar is highly magnetized and the portion near the

zero-point approaches the maximum of magnetization, ^ m'
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creases in value as we pass down the bar, and having reached
its ma ximum at L=llJ nearly, it decreases. These tables, then,
show in the most striking manner the effect of the variation of
the magnetic permeability of iron upon the distribution of mag-

It is evident that these tables also give the data for obtaining
the relative values of K' at different parts of the bar; but the
results thus obtained are conflicting, and will need further exper-
iment to obtain accurate results. Where such a small magnet-
i/m,l i .roe is used as in Table V. it is almost impossible to

attain accuracy, and allowance should be made for this in

deducing results from it. The greatest liability to error is of
course when the m ^netization is small ; for any small residual

magnetism which the bar may contain will be more apparent
here, although great care wa- taken to remove all residual

magnetism before use. Besides this there are many other dis-

turbances from which the higher magnetizing-powers are free.

If we accept Green's formula as correct, these observations give
''^ Onto, for </,-/, rmining the magnetizing-function of iron in a

unique manner, for neai Is depend on absolute

measurements of some "kind. Thus the least value of r- in

Table IV. for a rod 19 inch diameter is -0142, which gives

p=-01132, which in Green's formula (equation 8) gives u= m-6
for the greatest permeab | t\ oi tl s ii n md > - i- as nearly
right as we can judge for this kind of iron. It is to be noted
that Green- found for the portion of the bar
covered by the helix, but as seen from my formulae it will ap-

ly apply to all portions, though it would be better to

find a new formula for each case.

We shall toward the last resume this subject again, and so

we will leave it for the present.
The results which I have now given, and indeed all the

results ot this paper, have been deduced not only from the ob-

servations which I publish, but from very many others ; so

that m\ Tables nut} he considered to represent the average of a
very extended series of researches, though they are not really so.

Art. LVL-

There is probably no metalliferous vein in the w
xcites a greater interest than the "Comstock Loi

'ada, whether regarded from a scientific point of v

argest and richest argentiferous vein yet discovered,
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economical standpoint, as the source for many years past of an

immense proportion of the silver, and a considerable fraction of

the gold added to the circulation of the world : and the details

of its geological character as developed, therefore acquire an

importance not possessed by those of less prominent deposits.

The Virginia Range is a due north and south branch of the

Sierra Nevada system of mountains. On the eastern slope

of Mt. Davidson, the chief peak of the range, were found the

outcroppings of the vein which have been followed somewhat to

the north, and a long distance to the south of that mountain,

and shown to possess a total length of four miles in the general

direction of the Virginia Range. Decidedly the most important

portion of the Lode—that in which the celebrated " Gould and

Curry," "Haleand Norcross," "Ophir," "Consolidated Virginia

a,nd " California" mines as well as others have been opened—lies

at the base of Mt. Davidson, and is included within the limits

of Virginia City.

It is well known to those who have had occasion to make
themselves familiar with the Comstock lode* that throughout

that portion of the vein which lies in Virginia City, the west or

foot wall is a continuation of Mount Davidson, and consists, like

the mass of tier mountain. of svouite, vvhile the east wall i-

a

porphyry, more nearly described as trachytic greenstone, or pro-

p . lite, with which the country was overflowed during the Ter-

tiary period. The direction of the fissure subsequently filled by

the vein matter of the Comstock, was plainly determined by the

previously existing surface of contact between the sj

. which naturally offered less resistance to rupture than

the solid mass of either adjoining rock. This is clear boa
the fact that for over a thousand feet from the sur
insignificant masses of either rock were found on the side of the

vein opposite to that of which they are especially chaj

So strong was the influence of the direction, both in strike and

in dip, given to the fissure by the presence of this comparatively

weak surface of contact in the rocky mass, that the fissure ex-

tending in both directions away from Mount Davidson into solid

propylite, unaccompanied by «ye\

I south,) and the dip (from 35° to 50°,) of the Virginia

portion, almost unaltered.

This very clearly defined influence of the contact so

of itself good reason for supposing that the fissure h

must follow the dividing plane between the svenite an I

to a very considerable depth, and not improbably to one beyond

the reach of mining operations. \ tgh the sub-

ject has been very wisely left in abeyance by the geologists who

* Vide von Riehthofei
Geological Exploration o
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t cannot have escaped
ndefinitely follow this

by them as a volcanic

nite, and therefore, un-
:

'

syenite, (which in Virginia is plutonie,) the propylite, and the
v<'iu matiei emanated successively from a single fissure in the
earth's crust, a lowest point in the contact between the underly-
ing syenite ami the ist eventuallv occur.
from which the fissure would naturally descend toward the seat
of theforee by which it was caused. From the most depressed
i
,nmr in thi < > nt; d surlaa e, tin fissi re v < ild

;
ass into the un-

jJt'rlying, or syenite rock, and doubtless out of it farther below,
into whatever might underlie it in its turn.
From the point where the fissure leaves the contact between

tllf
- two sijecics of roc its dij would in ail pr< bditv be con-

*' >U ' M eirenmst nces veiy different from those which de-
<-' ''• '• it in the p Htion hum near the croppings ; for from the
point at which the seismic shock impinged upon the lower sur-
face of the syenite, the fracture must have followed the direction
of least resistance, or prelum d>h ; straight line, and the shortest
line from the point in which the su!»i -rranean force encounter-
ed the syenite, to the upper surface of that formation: and a
moment's thought will - rv< t< - ov tl p t from local and
altogether i [ties in the lower surface of the
rock, this lin< uld eo itinue in even approximately the direc-
tion of the present dip, only in case the S3'enite not only formed
a cone above the general level of the o. iintrv, but tilled a vast
depression below it as well. The passage of the lode into the
syenite won dv be accompanied by a change
! » dip- toward the perpendicular.

in May | ;isr j n 1: >dc observations, repeated and extended in

August, which seem to establish beyond question the hitherto

unnoticed fact that the lower workings of the mines in Virginia

S'm'- Iiave reach :d the point at which the fissure passes from
the contact surface between the syenite of Mt Davidson and
the country propvlite, into the underlying syenite. The depth
below the surface at which the change occurs is not very far

from 1500 feet.

.
The details of tiew ..U, rvati-m. would -• r • 'y be of general

interest away from the 1

'

• conclush m drawn
will probably be cons ; led by the following

general result- d'exa out m.vix T, oot 1.. 'V lode in the

2300 feet) wherever struck between the north
end of the " Ophir ' and the south end of the " Chollar Potosi," a

distance of over a mile, is syenite; that in the three mines, of
tne eight within these limits, in «ri r the East
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Clay has not been pierced, good grounds (presence of included

syenite and absence of included propylite) exist for believing

that the hanging wall is syenite :—that although the east coun-

try syenite has been pierced in a number of places, both verti-

cally and horizontally, to a depth of several hundred feet, no

other formation has been reached, nor any indication that the

limits of this have been approached; on the contrary, this east-

ern syenite is apparently as solid as Mount Davidson itself:—

that wherever the relations between the walls of the fissure have

been most completely exposed, the occurrence of syenite on the

east wall is accompanied by a very decided increase in the angle

of dip.

The last point is most clearly shown in the Ophir, where on

the 1700 feet level the walls are almost exactly perpendicular,

as shown by the very complete prospecting on' that level.

The Gold Hill mines seem nowhere to have reached the sy-

enite, as was to be expected, since from the conformation of the

country, the syenite, if it underlies the porphyry in Gold Hill

as well as in Virginia, will probably be met with only at a much

greater depth.

To establish the exact line of the passage of the vein from the

propylite into the syenite, would of course require a

authorized examination of the mines ; sine'

in which the east wall has been struck are hidden fi

either by the closure of drifts no longer essential to the working

of the mines, or by timbering in the shafts, etc.

Manv important deductions might be based upon a

the conditions of the Comstock lode, which must be fn

exceedingly important consequences to the greatest n

terest of the Pacific coast; but I prefer to confine my-
mitting the fact of this remarkable, and at this time most unex-

pected, alteration in the character of the vein.

Berkley, California, October, 1875.

[Read at the Detroit Meeting of the American Association.]

Two or three years ago, I noticed in a ditch by the roadside

in the western part of W nv <-«.uiity. < ihiu. ;,. ti
:

... .

minous shale. Itsstrat . is near the base of tbe

Ohio Coal-measures, perhaps thirty feet above the

limestone, the Ohio equivalent and representative of the Ches-

ter limestone of Illinois. A few strokes of th
This led

uTthe'discovery of a large
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number of new forms of ancient vegetation. At the bottom of

the layer is found less than an inch of a very peculiar substance
<>f vegetable origin of brown color, soft like rotten wood, with-
out lamination and filled with fragments of a minute form of

plant resembling an Asterophyllites. In it are fish scales

.. according to Dr. Newberry, a new genus and
species, and also a small Lingula, perhaps too indistinct for

spcriik- determination. Above the half-solidified brown band
we find an inch of highly bituminous laminated cannel shale,

presenting a satin surface in its fracture. This shale contains

9 few plants, the most numerous form being leaves of Lepido-
dendron. T bitumin-
ous shale, in the lower two inches of which nearly all the new
plants are found.

We have here the evidence of a marsh in which there was
accumulated upon a micaceous sandy bottom the minute moss-
like calamitoid plants. These were'buried by a highly bitu-

minous sedinn nt into which fell innumerable leaves of l.epido-

dendra, long straight leaves, often a foot in length. Then came
ra a luxuri d\- ferns, which are buried in the
higher shale.

So far as I know, this marsh must have been of very lim-
ited extent, for I have found no trace of it in the same ^log-
ical horizon elsewhere in the neighborhood. The shale, on its

outcrop, is so deeply buried by soil that so far only a few
square yards have been uncovered and examined.

In this little marsh grew plants of well-marked Devonian
types, and others of a type generally found in formations more
recent than the Coal-measures. Besides these, there are many
Coal-measure forms, but with scarcely an exception, they are
of new species.
' Of the Devonian types, one is a new species of Arclueopteru

Dawson, (/ The A. Jachmd Dawson,
from the Devonian of New Brunswick ami Maine may be re-

garded as the typical form of this genus. The new Ohio spe-

cies I have called A. stricta. It is a fern of great beauty,

smaller and more delicate than A. Jacksoni. The pinnae are

alternate, somewhat closely set, growing out of the rachis at an
angle of 70° to 80°, rarely as small as 45°. The pinnules are al-

ternate, oblanceolate, obtuse, decurring on the narrow rachis,

t.. tin* bu>e, with a strung ner\ . d riding near the
base into three to five branches, which themselves fork once or
twice before reachiug the margin. Prof. Fontaine reports the

finding of A. Jacksoni (or possibly a closely-allied sp.-.-i.-M. in

his conglomerate coal series on New River. \V. Va., over a coal

seam perhaps 500 feet above the base of the Coal -measures.

This is more than 1500 feet lower in the series of the Alleghany
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Coal-measures than my Ohio form. He also finds the same
A. Jacksoni in Vespertine slate in Greenbrier Co., W. Va.
Another Devonian genus found in the little marsh in Perry

county is the Megalopteris Dawson. The only species of this

genus known was first found in New Brunswick by Prof.

Hartt and described by him as Neuropteris Dawsoni. Prof. Fon-

taine has recently found the same in the lower Coal-measures

on New River, where he found the A. Jacksoni. Of this genus

I have found four new specu s,

Harttii, St. ovata, M. lata and M. minima. The first three of

these are closely allied to M. Dawsoni Hartt. The last, M.

minima, has much the appearance of an Ale/hopteris
}
but it is

undoubtedly a true Megalopteris. Some of the new species

were ferns of large size and of great beauty. This genus has

frest and value because found in the Coal-measures of

Ohio, only about 700 feet below the great Pittsburgh seam of

coal. The West Virginia species found by Prof. For;'

from a horizo . more than lf>00 feet lower. But from this horizon.

• pnclinal trough ord<

West Virginia (described by me a [at Detroit

and published in this Journal for Oct.), it is a long way down to

the Devonian formation, which, in New Bru:o vi« !;. \ i -Im. !
t >

the hammer. >t Prof IL it his M. n r teris Daivsoni. The new

species from Ohio are dir^-tlv separated from any Ohio Devo-

nian r.u-k< by. tirst, a 1-w feet <»f (N-l-na'aMire strata, -c-roiid. bv

the lower Carboniferous MaxvUle limestone,
representative of the Chester limestone of Illinois, there 600 to

800 feet thick, ana third, bv the Wavorlv sandstone, over 600

feet thick. These facts are of no little interest as showing

butkm in the great time-series of this genus of ferns.

If, however, we should apply the republican rule <>t major t
<

-

to science, the finding of several species in the Coal-measafe*

and but one in the Devonian w. >;!-! -I -t -m :i'. this to be a

true Coal-measure form. Then the Devonian species becomes

the prophetic one.

Growing in our little marsh with the Archceopteris and the

SI. u ,!<,,>, ri ^ is a new and beautiful fern of a new u nu; " : -'

more recent tvpe—the Tceniopteridce. No form of this

eeo found so low in the Coal-measures.
is Weiss, belongs to the upper Coal-measures and 1

•}'-

mian of Europe, but most ferns of this ordei ir< >* M' ~ m
\

age. The only American representatives of this group, so ;;,' !

as I know, are T. magnifolia Rogers, from the Triassn- coal-

field near Richmond. Va.. used with other plants by Prof. VV.

to determine the geological age of that tr

'" Hrongt, reported bv Pres. Hitchcock, from the Kea

Sandstone of the Connecticut valley. The new Ohio genus 1
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have called from its rectangular nervation.
The following is a description of the genus :

Frond simply primate. Pinnae alternate, lanceolate or oblong,

linear, rounded or tapering to an acute point entire or undulate, en-

larged and decurrent on lower side, minuted „» the upper to the
1

. and foinin i it a .it- ai > > do- point of its attachment
fo do ror/iis. Midiiin / >n> proiuii > of. flock and ascending to the

apex. Nervules forking once very near the median nerve, extruding
at right angles to it, and curving upward slightly at the margin,
very fine, numerous and uniform.
Two species have been found, 0. clara and 0. Gilbert'*. This

genus is allied to Tceniopteris Brongt., to Angiopteridiwm Seh.,

and to Neriopteris Newb. The nervation is similar to Tamiop-
t'/'is, I, nt 'lo-niojitt, is has a simple frond, while this is pinnate.
In 1 it pten. u.n> tht frond is pinn md the pinnae are cor-

date or rounded, with a marginal fructification. In Dr. New-
berry's new genus, Neriopteris, the pinnae are similarly cordate
with acute-angled nervation and with a supposed marginal fruc-

tification. In this new genus the pinnae are decurrent below,
and free and rounded above, with a perfectly rectangular nerva-
tion. In the decurrent base of the leaflets it is allied to the
larger forms o . 1

'• thoptei is, but it doubtless belongs to the or-

der of Twniopteridece.

Besides those already referred to, the bed affords a new
species of Alethopteris greatly resembling A. teniopteroides

Bunburv, from the coal field of Cape Breton, but specifically

Another fragment of a 'supposed Alethopteris also

possesses a nervation much like the Tx-uioptervteie. U a true

Alethopteris, it is of larger leaf than any other species of this

genus except A. ingens Dawson, from \vhich it differs some-
•' l> it in ii, nation. There is anotl - r Itethopteris, which I have
called A. Holdeni, of great size and beauty, belonging to the

section of the genus which may he represented by A. So-lii,

ai "l ! " doubtless allied to Dr. Xewberrv's new species, A. mac-
rophylla. The essential charades which distinguish it are:

first, the great length of the frond, which measures at least fifty

centimeters; second, its lanceolate, or rather oblaueeol te

form, the leaflets decreasi i- m b-mrth t .;.; tii- has, :
third,

Ae linear taper-pointed torm oi •
-velylong

'-: and fourth, the alwavs simple division of the
fl;;nd. It is possible that we have in these various -

li should
be detached and formed into a new -enus This --roup passes,

Jn resemblance, into the tvpe of the Tieuiopterid^te on the

one hand and ihrou-h the ft r d.r t ,-i* <rV M. minima having
m,, <'!> 'he look of an Atettept,-r,.<) unto the distinct ^amphns
^Pe on the other. T ire of great interest
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and seem to bring the Devonian and Mesozoic flora into greater

apparent harmony.
Besides the forms already mentioned the bed affords two

new species of Asterophyllites, a new and beautiful Hymenophyl-
liies, a new and pretty £remopteris, two species of Lepidoden-

dron—one allied to L. tetragonum Steenb., found by Dr. Dawson
in the lower Carboniferous of Canada—two species of (

one probably C. Robbii Dawson, a Devonian form from New
Brunswick, a new and large Cardiocarpon, a large fine cone of

somewhat doubtful affinities, a curious jointed root and several

other forms not yet determined. The most important of these

re figured and will appear in the next volume of

the Ohio Geological Reports.*

. -. I have been unable to do more than keep pace with

But now I have the gratification of informing you that the zone-

observations are completed. There are 754 zones,

somewhat more than 1 05,000 observations ; the first zo

been observed 1872, Sept. 9, and the last 1875, Aug. 9, but as

there was an interruption of about a year during this interval, not

quite two years ofwork is comprised in the series. The mea
of the chronograph sheets and the transcription of the time-

records is now completed ; and the copy of the observe
sheets ready for the printer is s<.. far advanced that

ably be completed before this letter can reaeh you. The second

, upon e< -, is likewise well under way.
ms the entire region from 23° to 80° of South declination has

been well scnirii.^.-l. Th. r.-n degrees around the pole have been

so thoroughly examined by Gillis in Santiago and Stone at the

Cape ofGood Hope, that no zone observations seem needfi

and my northern limit overlaps Argelander's southern zones by

.rees, in compliance with the special request of that

flented astronomer.
The width of the zones has v&i iiiation. and

with the abundance of their stars ; the maximum width being 2

at the northern limit, and 4° for the zones immediately north ot

* Professor Andrews has sent ua copies of his plates, and we a
their beauty and interest.-EDS.

Y



75°, between which declination and 80° only one series was taken.
These widths were always halved within the limits of the Milky
Way, and b ,1 into quarters, and even eighths,
where the richness of the region required; so that some zones
have only comprised 20' or 25' oi' de Filiation exclusive of their
marginal overlap. The maximum number of stars contained in a

- - , the a rage is about 140. It is needless to sav
only from the overlap,

j

usually 10' at each margin), and five Or six minutes of time at the
ind end), but also from the re-observation of such zones

:i- had proved unsatisfactory, whether from unfavorableness of
-

. i.-i nt d< termiuing -tars, ,, r inadequate performance
ot circle, chronograph or clock.

It has been my unfailing rule to make the determinations as
'"••

, ;' ; y :d'Solutc us'ciivumst i noes would allow ; and with this view,
Mas been preceded and followed by a series of observa-

t *
'

i
- f

t i > n I correct i us,—consisting of transits of two
-tars, as wall a> ..{'one circumpolar star above and one

and level. But able _. > c be.m taken. I do
dispensing with the advantage to be derived from

• and sharply determined star-

ed the catalogue ofthese is a van.-i ir\ cry- tM'aer.u-ily.

; of some half dozen
" t;, "v i" each /-.. e. - •: eting >., far as it might be convenient, such
as occur in the Uranometry. These would form a catalogue of
ai

' lir ^J'oo stars, e.tch i,f "winch was to be observed four or five

tunes with ah . .<sible care. [Jut wh n the zone-work was inter-

mv departurdeparture for home in 1874, I extended the list con-

.. the feitl n or my
J-oMasus. tins work was vigorously prosecuted during the year;
so that there now rem > stars of the I ra-

liohioiry. whose positions have not been independently deter-
" Uf! -d in (.ordoba. I purpose to employ the Meridian Circle for

the redaction of the

.
,-' nd f),e publieation ol'tiie 1 .1 u-try are going

goes well, each star being obscr . about four

Is 7,000, although not all of them
have as yet the requisite number of observations.

oa colli (ted 1 nave a cousid rahle amount of

material resulting from the repeated observation oi dusters.

These observations, when properly reduced, will essentially aid
the study of the photographic plates.

^ow I must apply myself to the more laborious and diflh-ult

', nputation m 1 pn pm ition ot tin • ru le

^quiring a more unremitting diligence, and careful organization,
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but is doubly so in this country, where to the task of discovering

persons fit to serve as computers, is added the labor

tiifiii ; and the dull routine of numerical computation naturally

fails to enlist that popular appreciation and interest, which the

process of i

r

:

-

ion readily awakens, and in which

the sinews of science must find their point of attachment. Still,

I have every reason for confiding in the support of the Argentine

people and government, which have never yet failed to respond

favorably to any of my appeals. At the present moment the

country is suffering from the severest commercial crisis winch it

has ever experienced; its treasury is depleted by last year's civil

war, the agricultural industries "of the whole land have heen

blighted by the ravages of locusts, and an almost m
drought; yet although almo>t all other appropriations have ,l

' t11

cut down, those for scientific purposes have been maintained

intact, and all which I thought it right to ask for the Observatory

has been voted by the Congress.
Now, first of all, I hope to prepare the m

nometry, for which the charts are already begun ; and while this

forward I hope to prosecute
work. The reduction of the eatalogue-ol
war] that within a couple of months aftei

the ivcomputation of the circumpolar list (already far ndvanc.d\

I think that the current observations for the catalogue may be

kept reduced up to date. And verv soon aftei the manuscript of

the Uranometry is completed I think that at least one volume of

You will be glad to learn that after all the labor.

expense, wb i. farbette*

success is attending the second endeavor. The new lei

be quite equal to the original one. and on iV ibl< uight> ve

obtain images ot stars whh-h cam ot be b-;_i.

nitude. Although the clock-work of the E< pit. > si } M ll

to the demands upon it, the mechanic ' mg< •

verance of the assistants has already done much, and

confident, do yet more toward remedving tin def ets. Vnd i e

lathe and tools for working in metals", which I brough
me last December, have rendered most important sen

Ma:i>tield is now constructing a new governor. \\ hicu will. '•>''

hop,,, veeure a greater uniformity of movement to the teles. pe.

3ir. Heard, who is now engaged" on the phot .

more successful than his predecessor m tl

' -
!

'
'

' -. >; ;
,
.:<: -• ; '

.
: ;

-. ;
- -'

four different clusters and many double stars. On one
;

are nearly or quite a hundred stars, in the clusters. 323. V\ .

have

also been experimenting upon Mars, and the photo-'
'be^ detail of the surface quite clearly, but they are not as *Vl :1

defined as ci-uld be wished. I have now "sent home orders for new en-

larging lenses, for which, and f..r other photographic



Y of geographic;', i exploration up l h

ith them a prismatic reflecting circh

irposes from Pistor ami .Martins, ai.
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the Minister of Public Instruction has placed a small sum of
iiioiH v at my disposal from the contingent fund of his department.
Vt hen I next write I think it will be possible to give you some

I
accounts, and description of results in detail. As yet

hut if my plans do not prove amiss, this will soon be possible.
I possess an exquisite micrometer for the purpose, the gift as well
as the construction of our friend, Mr. liutherfurd. I have been
;> 1< ivorii!- to proc m p .!•>_! iphh irnptvs imisof Aurydice, and
its comparison stars, for Dr. Galle's new investigations, but the
stars are too faint.

The geographical determinations of various points of South
America are --ohio- f-.rward as opportunity permits. Since my
return I have obtained satisfactory i \c lan-" - f -i-nuN wii h San-
tiago de Chile on two nights, and am waiting an additional
exchange before deducing the final results. Messrs. Thome &

elves from long continued labor at
the Observatory by a journey of geographical e

'

rani They carry a
"

"

which I obtained for such purposes 3

la the use of which they have already attained such proficiency
.,•,.. ...... . . _ •.-,.

tenth of a see i) ml. The sidereal clock of the Observatory, being

;ine, is made to graduate a time-
scale on the r ions, while the observers telegraph

chronometer, for which they determine

The position

5 determinecUhree days ago; to-day

me for La
' up the river. The telegrs

extends as far , - : orri< nt< - in i1

: . but \\ h ' • aid of their chro-
nometer I trust they will be able to extend the longitude determi-
nations as far as .Weneion, the capital of Paraguay, latitude 'jr.°

16. I have also made arrangements for an early detei
of the position- e>i '\ 1R-u n m, - tuated ->>> mih s north of ( ordoba,

he base of the Andes, some 200 miles to the

westward. You will remember that distances form no criterion

of ease of access. About eight days are usually required for the
J'-'irney to Tucuman, notwithstanding that the railroad now build-

eady nominally completed for half the distance, and the
same is true in regard to San Juan.

In Dr. Petermann's new map of the Argentine Republic, just

published, the results of my previous observations are in<-...rpo-

;

;

lt "i.
i . i.\ Mr. M ta, -it- ( 1 iet of

-. hi connection wit!) whom my determina-
tions of 11 - - were made, as I -nee wrote you.

before long I hope to be able to include in this series of deterrm-

ds of provinces, and the chief points of com-
mercial or geographical importance, to which the telegraph

signals. The position
of the city of Parana was thus determined three days ago; ton'

nplished the same for La Paz, which is 'about
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The Meteorological office is q>.\

activity throughout the country. It is not easy to secure the gra-

tuitous cooperation of competent and conscientious observers,

the success has thus far been all that I could have presumed to

hope; and I am already rapidly aeeumulating d;it:i, which will

disclose the heretofore unknown climatic and atmospheric nla-

tions of this vast country. Already some dozen or more stations

are regular!;. -vat ions, and arrange-

ments are already in progress which give ground for continent

expectation that this number will soon be doubled. Especially I

have reason to believe that systematic observations will speedily

be organized along the river Uruguay, in Patagonia, Tierra del

Fuego, and the Falkland Islands. The most extensive rai ro»d

company in the province of Buenos Aires, and tin pro\i icial tele-

graph have promi*. Ith. reo
j

f j .ri- i \ - ,1. -d _ 1 i\i -

at their chief stations, and the Right lit v. r< nd I> •.
v

'i Hug, '•

English missionary Bishop of the Fall and i-'an is, I t- cor ial ;•

: .- - .
:

:

;
.- : '

opportunities afforded by his official journeys to all the Anglican

missions in this portion of the world to enlist the assistance of his

clergy.

Before bringing this letter to a close I must add one more iw m
of interest, viz., that the two Houses of the Argentine
have by decided majorities adopted the metric dollar

half grams of pure gold, or one and two-thirl- grams

\s line, as the national monetary unit, the legal value of

foreign gold dins to be determined on this basis hv a-ay-. and

annually published by the Minister of Finance. That
not already law is due solely to disagreement between the two

houses on other points contained in the same bill; but the delay

is only temporary.
Now that Japan and the Argentine Repi

metric basis for their monetary unit,—the only basis

can hope for any approach to international onificatio

we may look forward to some corresponding action on the part ot

our own government. The United States dollar reqnir

chanuv of less than one-third part of one r

of mint tolerance), and it would seem as

action of our men of science, thi

effected during the present demonetization of gold. S

would be a most notable addition to our series of centem
brations, as it would be a most efficient step toward what tne

French term " the solidarity of nations."
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistky and Physics.

An Air Damperfor Balances.—In order to reduce the time
i when in

has !- v- posed the u

the stirrup, immediately under the end of the
plate ot brass, gilded, is huny, n i wire This plat, is 67 mm. in
diameter and ./mm. thick, "it "swings, when the balance oscil-

lates, in a short cylinder 68 mm. in diameter and thus has a clear
annular space of \ mm. between it and the cylinder. This latter
is fastened to the balance case by a strip of brass, to which it is

attached by a screw in the center. The bottom of this cylinder
has a hole on one side of this screw ; so that by rotating the cyl-

inder, the hole may be closed more or less completely by the
bra>s sn-ip. When' the balai.c Mviit^. the plate moves up and
down in the < \ ii id< r. th os< ill tion ing checked by the resist-

ance of the air in the box, wh'mh may lie adjusted at pleasure.

ang of the attachment is said to be very satisfactory,
since the damping is a dynamic and not a static resistance. The
delicacy is not at all inteYi'ere.i with. -I., big's Atwalen, cixxviii,

3*2, Oct., 1875. G. F. b.

2. On a Convenient method of Preparing Sulphury! Chloride.
—B eh rend, in order to investigate the relations of the carba-
mides and sulpha mides. found it iitn-ary to devise some better

d for preparing sulphury! chloride. For this purpose he
* chlorhydrin by the action of hydrogen chlo-

oxide, and distilled this continuously with a
return cooler; but with no satisfactory result. It was then
Placed in sealed tubes and 1 1 for !

> to 14 hours ii i parathn
bath to 170°-lH0°. A brilliant ,. : at 70°, and
with an exceedingly irritating odor, was obtained, which had a

specific gravity of 1-661 and was the body in question. Its pro-

duction is thus represented :—

SO
\

0H

J ]S=80.CIt +flO.{gg
bU

2 \ OH
—Ber. Perl. Chem. Ges.. viii, 1004, Sept., 1875. g. f. b.

'>. Arfion <>f ,Hint. Mi,,,.- .1 Ai'idt >>» Bleaching Powder.—
Kopfeh, u j: 8 studied the action of

g powder, with a view to ascer
tain whether hypochloremic e-id is actually evolved as asserted
by Gay Lussac and recently denied by Gopner, and if so, in what

as prepared from pure slaked

21-46 per cent calcium hypo-

grams of this was made and
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filtered. Two hundred cubic centimeters of the filtrate were

taken and diluted t-> a lif r. and the h\ \ o< hlorit* was dt termini 'I

by Bunsen's method in a portion of the solution. Other portions

were then distilled with nitric, with hydrochloric and with sul-

phuric acids. The best result was obtained \\ ith the first of these

acids, the chlorine monoxide (hypoehlorous oxide) in the filtrate

varying from 80-63 to 91-32 per cent of that originally present

in the bleaching-powder solution. Hence the author

that when bleaching powder is distilled with dilute mineral acid-*

an aqueous solution of almost pure hypochlorous oxide is obtained

in amount rising even to 92 per cent of that in the powdtr.

Hence he infers that bleaching powder contains either calcium hy-

pochlorite with calcium chloride, or a compound of the constitu-

tion Ca
-J ^j

C1
, as proposed by Odling. The liberation of hypo-

chlorous oxide from bleaching powder by chlorine, is strongly

confirmatory of the latter view. Chlorine is not set free by the

action of hydrochloric acid upon bleaching powder.

—

Jour. Lhem,

Sue, II. xiii, 713, August, 1875. g. p. b.

4. Met/W,/ /.„ * ., <>„,,!, ,///,-, s. r„:.t;„H nf r,fl<» ">•«,

Abimn,<i,,<,,<l I" ....;,!, „; Ari.l.— W-.w'vvj. ocm-lo
minute quantity of a

phosphoric acid, Flight took the opportunity to examine the va-

rious met ,ds in use for the -reparation ot these sti

results of which an M-iveii in his paper. As a result, he was led

finally to adopt the following, which gave all desirable

The solution of the ab<»\ t i. m ed <u -tain < s, which must not con-

tain much tree acid, is boiled for two or three hours wit

cess of sodium h\; o-u.phitc i thioMiiphat. ) and hit. iul. All '»'

iron with some of the phosphoric acid is

alumimi with some of the acid, is on the filter. The iron in the

usual. The alumina pieeipirat.- N dh->on ,d. and t

an excess of sodium hydrate is added, and then bariui

so long as a precinit /." i> pr dm « ,i. Ait. r ^tandhur a few hours,

the -olutiou is to be filtered. The ph. ~ph- ric acid i

filter as barium phosphate; the alumina is contained id U»

filtrate, from which it may be precipitated in the orA
and weighed. A litt , to the wash water pre-

vents the solution of the barium phosphate. The i

phate is dissolved off the filter, the iril sulP£un

acid, the filtrate mixed with that from the iron sulphide abo\e,

and the phosphoric acid detennin
usual. The author also points out that the corrosive action t^.a

Ot dil r,. .olutiol I . di 1! 1 ]h. xpi It, ij u th _

bottles is considerable and mav be a source of err r

Tfaia aalt cannot be obtained pure by recrysta
Berlin pore, ,

- lf,.»r, r!„_„,. Sot:, 11. x»ib -''"

July, 1875. o. F. R

5. On the Gases enclosed in Coals.—Thomas has ma
orate investigation of the gases occluded in coal as well as o



Ait It :i Sprenuel pump.
B gas—only 2 or 3 cc. per 100 -ram. of coal—was liberat-

ed on exhaustion. The tube was then immersed inboiling water and
kept there so long as gas was e\oh t d. Addiiioual quantities of
gas ware obtained at 200° and even at 300°. Upon analysis, the
u

-

a>t'S were >un to eon st of marsl -as. carbon dioxide, nitrogen
an! oxygen. The bituminous coals yield the least gas, though it

contains a large percentage of carbon dioxide. Steam coals

gas from 1 100°, 1000 cc. at 200°, and 1875 cc.

in all at 300°/ hi c«v. • -elv resembled th«- L.

' ' i-' ', .'

; :

.'

- -
'

. .

' ,"• /
.

Soe., II, iaii,Sep1 ;i8V5 &. f. b.

G. On ('hrn.nphn,,;, {, /,/._ L< ,i w ,;. md I -;.n; I, ,

acid. When distilled with zinc (I oithracene,
:is was proved by a m properties and reac-

tions oi this hydrocarbon. Acetyl-chrysophanic acid was also pre-

P r
:

-! d amfanalyzed. It contains two acetyl groups. From
these data it is dear that chrysophanh aeid is dioxymeihyl-

n - notice the curious

the root of rhubarb contains ;

derivatives of antlmop.inone.
the amides of chrysophanic

—The
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' livery tubes, through the former • liuric acid is

poured, the evolved sulphurous oxide being conducted into n bot-

tle containing soda. After the reaction is over, the liquid is 6*
tract* 1 with ctb r, the ether distilled to a small bulk, the residue

placed in a watch glass and allowed to evaporate spontaneously.

Pure vanillin, fusing at 81°, crystallizes out ; it is dried over sul-

phuric acid and weighed. After proving the exactness of the

:,,'::;.:>.:.
• '

-"'"'
'

'

They found Mexican vanilla to yield 1*69 per cent, Bourbon va-

nilla 2-46 per cent, Java vanilla 2 75 per cent, and a Beoond MA*
pie of Bourbon vanilla 1*91 per cent of vanillin. The prices of

the various sorts of vanilla are even more discrepant—Ber. Berl.

Chem. Ges., viii, 1115, Sept., 1875. g. f. b.

8. On the L >< tih >*'•<>
'

<>,' 1,-n .,;,- ',., th. Ti^>< .<.—n >: <>m -

boff has in r's laboratory the distri

the metalloid arsenic in the tissues and has found, contrary to the

general belief, that it is specially condensed in the n<

sues. The experiments were made with dogs, with ra

to take without difficulty 15 to 18 times the quantity which

weight for weight would be fatal to man. The arsenic was ad-

ministered as sodium arsenite in the food. It was separated from

the tissues by treating these with nitric mixed with a little sul-

'-.

heating to carbonization. On exhaustion wit
•

. ....
;

tated by hydrogen sulphide. A bull dog took for 34 days gradu-

asing quantities of arsenic from 5 milligrams to 150 mil-

ligrams per day. 100 grams of the muscle contained '00025 arse-

nic, 100 grams liver -00271, 100 grams brain -00885, and 100 grams

spinal cord -00933 grams. Calling the quantity in 100 grams

of muscle 1, that in the same weight of liver is 10'8, brain 36-5

and spinal cord 37'3. The results where the poisoning

v. > .
,-

., lit. ;> ^ •
: m-1 »-d v d. - Mil kil »-rams was killed by the

sub-cutaneous injection of sodium arsenite, in 17 hours. The ar-

senic from the brain gave a decided reaction, that fro;

was less, while for the liver and the muscle-.

detected. The toxical importance of these facts is obvious— o '
•

""»., DTI, xxiv, 124, Auo-., I

old Bands of Bark £_

Agmonet have examined with a thermopile the spectrua

i of the lamp of Bourbouze and Wiesnegg; this sou
*

"i and trustworthy than the Drummond lamp.

—i lenses of rock-salt, on passii

of water, four cold bands wen- distim-t

es from the extreme red end I I

fthedarkliu.—ft'u-^-

! the pile must be placed

i minimum amount of heat.

With a

were 19'-

a centimett

e,:i0'-0. *2'a
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The pile was placed about 30 cms. from the axis of the prism,
tnd the breadth of the admission slit was half a millimeter ; its

antrulav magnitude as seen from llie prism was ,V'7, conseqently
each cold band made its effect si igle equal
to its own angular width increased by 5-1. The illumination alii

also had a width of half a millimeter.
According to the measurements of M. Lamanski four cold 1

in Ma- spectrum of the -ma are distant from the extreme red by
the angles 19'-1,30', 44', ami ;» 1 . These p- si! -..us are evidently the
same as those of the ii ies ^iven above by the absorption of a

• of water. This coincidence seems to prove that the
eold bauds in the dark portion of the solar spectrum are in a great
measure due to the water of the atmosphere.
Another series of ex: » le to compare the action

exerted on dark spectra reformed by disolving

j'able of forming cold lines, in liquids nearly inactive in

this respect. The acti\ >yed was iodine, which
was dissolved in chloride of carbon, chloroform and sulphide of
carbon. These three liquids dissolve iodine in large quanti-
ties, and all three solutions have the same appearance. A
layer of liquid, one centimeter in thickness, was used and the

I lenses were of flint glass. Three lines were observed
having the positions given below

:

Chloride. Chloroform. Sulphide.

These numbers show that the action of the iodine is the same in
the three cases. In all the experiments observations were made

• 'thi sp trum where the iodine solution produced a

tiie snl\ 'ii; and the whole rei'raciintr sy.-tem had no

ttion of the phenomenon.— Compter Rendu*,
Ixx *i, 432

; Phil. May., 1, 331. e. c p.

1". Lin,tino ity of F/amrs. -M. 1 . Win l i is examined the

. oonduminosity of flames. Knapp found

of a Buns* a's burner became non-luminous if nitro-

. r car! on dioxide be passed into the air

ad of air. Blockmann found that carbon monoxide and
"ydrogen have the same action, and the same effect is produced,

i has lately shown, by steam. When, however, any such

on it mi I rgo< - co nb isti »n,

>iui- Iu...iiiuiH. Thi- is l.est shown by ri.viu- a plati-

into rl.e upper end of the burner and heating it with

ts. An iron tube may also be used i -
I I

of the higher specific heat of
""°D

>
it must be more strongly heated. A copper burner cannot

^e used, because it colors the" flame green. The luminous flame
appears as a cone between the inner dark cone and the c

; caused, as might be supposed, by the gases
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of combustion of the two burners surrounding the colorless flame

and thus keeping the oxygen away, inasmuch as the lumi-

nosity is equally v..-!. [.j-odu.-'ed when the access of these gases is

prevented by a large sheet of iron having a hole in it, through

which the tube of the burner passes air-tight.

From these observations it may be concluded that the non-

\ of a gas-flame is not caused by a dilution of the gas,

tlii- <li!",ri..!i i iv_. ::; i'a.-t i::< leased by heating the mixture. The

only cause is a cooling of the interior of the flame. This

proved by the fact that it is most difficult to get a noi

? from a mixture of coal-gas and oxygen.
oxidation nor dilution produces the non-luminosity.—Dent.

Ges. Ber., viii, 226 ; Jour. Chem. Soc, xiii, 603.

11. Rotatory Polarization of Quartz.—MM. J. L. Sobbt and K.

Sarazi>- have repeated the experiments of Broch and St el

ing them to the more refrangible portions of tin -j-.-tnm:. The li- r

of the sun concentrated by a lens 1*15 m. focus and ~- mnl
-

1!

diameter, was passed through two Nicol prisms with a plate of

left-handed quartz 30-085 mms. thick between them. It wa- rheii

observed with the fliii i

:

. Soret. For the ray-

A and a, a piece of cobalt glass was interposed to cut off the

bright lis"

'"
.

i bright light.

12°-68

42-63

51-22

M 372-7 59-03 --06
— 372-0 59-24 -04

N 358-5 64-41 +*03

The formula cp=A +— in which cp is the angle of rotation

and X the wave-length agrees well with observations

and H, but is inexact if used between more extendi

the constants are computed for a and M the value for <
>

< -
'

. .

! ! '. _ "..: '

:

:

•

" :

;

ought to be nothing for a wave of infinite length, M. Boltwnann

has proposed the formula <p= j? + -? + i? + &c. Retaining

two terms only, and computing B and (J for the lines a an

gives the formula, cp — ll
105*3 + D>151227

which agrees wel! with
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observation. In the annexed table, column I. gives the name of
tiir various lines, column II. their wave-lengths, column III. their
observed angle ..f rotation, each being the mean of from six to
forty-six observations; the last column gives the difference be-
tween column III. and the value computed by the formula given
above.— Comptes Itendus, lxxxi, 610. E. c. p.

12. Reseti. rmd* of C>.,b>dt ; by
Wolcott Gibbs, M.D. 51 pp. 8vo. From the Proceedings of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. xi.—The earlier

parts of Dr. Gibbs' researches on the cobaltamines have been pub-

.f.'urnal, and will be found as follows: III, vol. vi,

p. 116; also vol. viii, p. 189 and p. 284. For the conclusion of
i'-UMiieuioir tiie cheniii il vader is referred to lie article of which
the title is given above; notwithstanding its great value, the
length is so considerable as to make the republication in this
Journal hardly possible.

13. Professor T
:
/ndn ' nd Pr»fes»r Ifnrj on Sound.—The

ire here cited from a notice of the new edition
of Prof. Tyndall's work on Sound (1875), in "The Nation" for

"The reader who turns to this seventh chapter will find that it

give 'a summary of
existing knowledge' in the matter of fog-signalling. The writer

ii 1 ln-e> form 1 the subj. rt of

rat d pap - in th« Phi ,.h-

;ions for i:m. .,.,',„ >;,. !.,t ./ ..

,

.>;,. ;,„,,/,>,, !,.:<>

",, ;,,' ..,,:,, ,./ , . /// hi t/.i at.. ,,-;>!nn:

as follows: 'Jointly . aity House,
and as their scientific adviser, I have recently had the honor of

. designed to fill the blink huv h,.l.:,< <r
™ order sti - .... the reader a sense of the mag-

'
>' •I)!ank; i)r. Tvndall indulge- in one or two pre-

•i-Mi.,
: .ry -

: -, 'will Miffi-r to show the state

°Uhe question when tl ran; The H -t ot

that fogs and falling rain, and more especially snow, had been

rham 'to tend powerfully to obstruct tin- pn.puga-

!.' The second of b • wii:it he

'f
11 - 'a verv clear and able letter- addressed by Dr. Robinson of

-
, Hoard of Trade in 1*>:1. in this • vtry

able letter' Dr. Robinson states that sound is the only

^B, but about it. tie
6

I

!„,.,. r-i t r '.it:
.-J

t > ta us> <is

is egtabli hecL
1 '•'

i1 Dr. R >b-

< on one point -to wit, than 'fog is a powerful damper

() ii the strength of these historical references, Dr. Tyudail
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him, the views enunciated under this head by Derham, Heisobelj

and ibibinson 'were those universally entertained.' It was in

order to fill 'the blank' indicated by the universal prevalence of

such rrowous <> lini >ns that • '<
i iquiry, he says, was set on foot.

And his inquiry, he tells us, was begun on the 19th of May, 1ST;;.

Now, it is a matter not only of scientific knowledge, hut of pub-

lic notoriety in tins country" that extensive researches on 'the

cans which ati'eci the intensity of sound in the atmospher, '
! aJ

been made by the United States Light-lb
Prof. Tyndall began Ins investigations. That he should iiavi

chosen to ignore the fact in the body of his present volume

becomes only the more surprising when, on turning to i

we find that he was, as he confesses, 'quite aware
way that labors, like those now for the first t

been conducted in the United States,' arid 'this km
subj.,1: -. 'was in,* without influence upon my conduct.' If Ins

trader this head in the

United States was not, as he a

his eon 1 c in uid'U direction 1 i l- it-cm- lie-, it
'

occur to ordinary minds 1 1 1 : 1 1 this knowledge should aisn lum

been 'not without influence' on Ins pen whence was ;.•

wive a summary of the existing -tat <d

And when to tl i^tatennmt of the cast-, as aeknowk-dj;

we add that he wa- made acquainted with the nature

of Prof. Henr> - expl rations on t his question, im

general way,' but also in a very special way, it becoa:

whioh h< claii is
T

have filled by his recent inquiry, he should
labors and result- of Aim rican -,'i m-, and th. t t< o

ing by the instruments and methods of that science in the yen

conduct of his investigations. The n;,hr will u

f-- ' - -! •:
; !-h : '

'

......:
researches of Prof. Henry, not only 'in a _ al « i}Y hut o-

in a special way, when we state that a paper by tin

the abnormal phemomena of sound in relation to fog-si
' •

: '.

ing of the Washington Philosophical Society, called im-

pose of doing honor to the British savant whi
.'•

he results of American science in

which he describes, while profiting; by the instruments an

methods of that science in cond ictimj his inquiry,

say that the researches of Prof.

prosecuted with the help of a steam-syren, gratuitously 1<

_ton, constructs

patented by a" citizen of New York, ami" introduced by

Henry into the li-ht-h.

"It
l of the United St:

present purpose
iflicting views of Prof. He:

all with ivgard to the hypotheses respectively esp<
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each for the explanation of the phenomena of sound in its paxa-v
^

•: ; '

i. ...

: Mho v, ell-known effect of the wind h e.\-«-.-» *ii:,-i y

v,.' in,' but Ik insis - < u making up tl

q the subject at once and for ever without
his account. lie finds a suffi-

aU the abnormal phenomena in the assump-

ith the atmosphere so as

r!l
\

•' is
j.
"' -':-. i.r i'i. i. ilciiry which

any truth there maybe in the working hypothesis of
Prof. Tyndall. But in the present provis st'ai of his inqui-
ries on the subject, the former is disposed to question the suffi-

l;:
' -" f all the phenomena in question. With the modesty and

reserve of the true phvsi<;ti i.hil. ...I . -. in :!>
;
iv- nt unfinished

state of sciemiih- I-'.; ':.-,. V ..;. lb i.r. v. ;l i> jbr the wider kin.wl-

all the requirements of the problem."

, accompanied with

. tic and Metrology ; by John

vV.Ntsteom. ( i. \:y -

,.j \,. hihid.-lplii 1--75. (Porter
& Coates.)

—

This volume c >i tains a ut» .it numb 1 < \ problems in
-

tone in the

ae sci< ace, which are not likely to be con-
-;-

treated in the volume are rather irrelevant to the subject, a. w.

II G-EOLOGY AND NaTUEAL HlSTOEY.

»W. so,.;,
:,:., p.

<

us pebbles c

";" A '""",' >rt conu-loiui rare, an 1 attributes it to - a shor

I riv< I from the

impressions M of the Potsd

conglomerate at Fall River, 17 mi

{j^lder * OB jdonia to Bat
:• o: hi, lb.[,ort on New York < u

8fated to consist of Hydraulic limestone from the



'• Onmi.l.'-iL: i > h ?v> up." h t- t ,,s, according
to a recent letter to one of the editors received, along with an
excellent si ph, from Mr. J. G. Fargo of Bata-

via : height 12 feet ; width of base 20 feet, of neck 8 feet, of ton I t

feet. It is underlaid by about 40 feet of drift, beneath which is

the Corniferous limestone.

3. On a method of >i :?t'> .<j><'*',',,
t <! f,. ( r,ff- a f V,l!<,, •,->< l»j

: ' .:

DesCloizeaitx, dated Villen-sur-mer, July, 3d, 1875.)— * * *

This method can V applied t-» all tin t'< hbp rs, and J .-•, a much
- hose described in my

last memoir (this Journal, III, ix, 322). It is only necessary to

obtain a section, sufficiently thin and tr;?nspari it,"

easiest cleavage [p] and smooth enough t •

' ho-no^Kou- in nil

:"

masses of albite, oligoclase, labradorite, and the majority of those

of microcline, show liemitropic bands, more or less close together,

arranged along the plane parallel to the second elea

for orthoclase and microcline insim} >l> ;->/.--t>,.*.-, two s

in opposite directions serve to produce the same effect. These

sections are thus brought between the crossed Nicols of a polari-

zation-microscope.

(1.) For orthoclase the maximum extinction takes place when

the two sections are parallel to their plane of contact ; the edge

p g 1 being in the plane of polarization of the microscope.

(2.) For microcline, the whole structure consists of a

of very fine parallel bands; we have microline
• or not hemitropic, or mi r.»c!ii • a i

,.....:«-
; '

extinction can take place at 30° 54 betwe< i th a

of the same plate of the made (microcline alone), at -0 •>•*

between the two plates of the made (microcline in bands', or at

19° 27' between the adjoining bands (microcline

clase.) In the last case the whole of two L;

show at the same time an extinction oblique to the plane of com-

position, belonging to the microcline, and one parallel to tnis

plane for the orthoclase.

(3.) For albite, the extinction between two bands takes place at

an angle of 6° 32'.

(4.) For oligoclase, the extinction is aim
bands, and when the plane of composition coincides wil

pe, it shows that the structure a

homogeneous.
o ,

(5.) For labradorite, the extinction takes place at 10 24

It follows from this that a plane normal to the
jaxes cuts the base along a line mukin-_r uirli lii.- L-lge /'.'/' the

following angles

:

0° in orthoclase and microcline.
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I shall determine the same angle for anorthite when I return to

4. Contri '.

i„,- $,rt<if< alhi St,.,-'n: <i<W
IncvuiUo V. ucitCHodd 3/esedi Iprde, 1;<72, memvria di Aecan-
«ki.o Scacchi. Parte seconds, 69 pp. quarto. Naples, 1874.—
The first part oi Scaivhi's valua'dc memoir on the eruption of

i Spring of 1872 was published two years t

includes descriptions, mostly crystallography
3nt chemical, of the following species, produc<

ption : hematite and magnetite, tenor m

and halite, sal ammoniac and cryt >t >>, if'-
, <

'// r < >'te,

ite and j.w.-i,v kite, r/./nro-

"''>, c/'dt>j',i/litjji//idt, ai . t.'itf>r<>iiHiy-

<'hh,r<,,'/tn,, i ;t< . /„/, ( V,,v ,„, .,-/,. pyv.,\. J|... ]>\-.s
( >li i, }>'J>'m-

are printed in italic

<iix :i. t, ) Dana's Mineralogy, 1875
' }

^•ifW/*f>; ^d bv the action 'of hvdroehloric aci

rv.-tals of tenorite (melac< ,)", by;
rom black to green. Its

the formul CuCl-(-3HO.
Cryptoh<dite; a , fluosilicate of ai

, and ha-ring the compositi •:.iiu
Psew^ocntmnut. / occurs with i[•oilnmke i

Composition, probably expressed by the j

Cldnmllnminit,. ; composition Al-'< !•

CI, So*.
°

•
*

Hydrofluorite ; hydrofluoric acid, HF
products of the eruption of 1872.

••. MiUrlalhn zur MiwruloyU Fowl
charow. Vol. vi, pp. 209-407, with i

8vo. St. Petersburg, 1874, 1875 The c

of M. von Kokscharow are always n-ma

209; aragonite, p. 261; dioptase, p._

, „ .Id, p. 321; sulphur, p. 368 ;
perofskit

Dolomite, vol. vii, 1; barite, p. 25 ; ealcite, p. 59 ; croc

.V^noire s>n- I, Fmidh -A,- !>,„ ,./-'.., .• par J. Dk. usvk.-
faih d aua!\ -'

•

<' ^mus I'yru

Riven in this Journal (:;rd ser., iv, 189, Dec, 1672). Some c

i«-«-s taken in that work an full) . xj- und.-d in the prcsen

r, which is separately is-iu-d i'r-m the Archives du Museun



x, pp. 113-192, tab. 8-15, imp. 4to. The results of a prolonged
study of an important group, by a botanist of great experience

and ahilify, is worthy <>i' particular attention. As the veteran an-

" My principal object is here to call the attention of botanists

to certain characters which have been neglected in systematic

works, by the aid of which the ancient genera [merged in j)/r>'s

by most of the recent systematists] may be neatly ciivumscrik-d.

Such is the constancy and the value of these characters that the

details of organization peculiar to each generic group may !>c ex-

pressed by very general propositions, which is the very object of

a good method. Indeed, when a special organization "is common
to a large number of diiferent plants, it is evident that compara-

u but constant modifications ofthis structure ought to he

ais proposition seems to be

true of the Pm.ia>w." Xi. Decai.-.ne puts foremost hi

point when he declares of the Quince, that " the nature of its bark

and wood, its prefoliation, inflorescence, the aestivation of the co-

rolla, the structure of the ovary and of the fruit differ

from that of the Pears, among which certain I

Rather than coinhine the Quince and the Japan Quince with Py
rus, we are confident t: . .rally aco pt his J'o-

eynia, aiontr with Ch<Pno .des Lhidl. and ' '/donia. as independent

genera. The same may be said of MespUus ; and it

lowed that the character which Kunth had noticed and which De-

caisne has turned to account, that of the deformation of one of

the ovules which becomes a kind of stipitate hood for the other,

being common to it and to Crataegus, indicates a relationship to the

latte- -onus rather than to Pyrus. Much nicer and more ques-

tiona '
< hnracters are assigned to the genera here re-estal !l-hed

from Pyrw in the Candollean sense, to which we are in this gene-

ration accustomed. These are, Aroma Pers., our Ghofa

which eight species are set up from what we take to

hous one) ; Sorbus Tourn., the Mountain Ash
nym .*>'. microcarpa omitted from S. America)ta. :•

cifolia is still taken to belong only to our western coaa

it extend, across the.- ;.. the Beam Trees, allot

the Old World; 'lWu,i.,aria lioen... for J\ - torn t "!j.< ;
..-»

(Jnr>,ti'.< Spach, for Sod >$ domestic" L . the Service-tree of Europe,

eiea; Microtnekt, a ww
genus for four Himalayan species r lastly «<

"

ha Xoum Here it is to be observed that M. diveni)
to be distinct from .V. ricu/aris ; and that: a subgenus. '• h! ro-

///, our narrow-leaved Crab-Ap-

ple, thus widely separated from 31. corona. -in, on amount. :.- is

stat-1 :>i it. reddi.ii anthers and the struct tire of tin-

Tourn., is thus brought down to the Pear; and this, at

had i rmerly announced, to a sinirle collective species, of six geo-

rroles or forms. We continue to write Pynt* fr-'i" '
A

habit , :
: custom, not doubting, however, that Pints is the cor-

rect orthography.
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Of Amelanchier, following Lindley, there are ci

twelve species, six for the Old World and six for North America,
and there are names for four more. Without being able to clear

them up (and no wonder), Decaisne thinks that they may be dis-

tmgiushed into :it least three gr< i ps, elm raeterized by the distinct
or united styles, and ilu glabrous or downy ovaries. We are
1 »iiiinuall\ mpross i

•
i flu- idea that there must be three or

•< Bpeoies, and the seeds may aid in their definition.

" >
' i t i t « . rm terse! 1. e-ti thm J r , In, %'utt.,

referred by Bentham and Hooker to Awelanchier, has not
been studied by Decaisne. When he examines the excellent speci-

mens in flower and in fruit, which Mr. hiler has supplied iroin
Southern (>ah, he will eonehide that the genus must certainly
be reinstated. The likeness is only in f!.

the fruit.

As respects the remaining genera, the difference between this
monograph: Bent bam and Hooker's Genera

i ii 1\ this; / ,, •
. , with iNbaccan (Vuit what

istermed endocarp reduced to a soft pellicle), large tnrgid seeds
ened cotyledons, and undulate petals, is upheld as a
-: Heteromeles is adopted from J. Roemer for the

•

species, If. Premontiana, is added. The characters appear to be
•lead of 20 stamens, in pairs opposite the c lvx-1. bes,

their filaments dilated at base and somewhat monadelphons.
In the tabnlai - are said to have " prefioraison
t " r '

! "" '"i* in if,: .jei.fiic character ' '

tiva vel convolutiva," the latter term i

meaning the same as

P-='m r-n resents the i

tordue" or contorted (or, us we say, eoiivoiiue/, ami »u we nuu.
them in all the flower-buds now examined. But before adopting
T

.;
^-ims il may be well to examine the Photini* generally.

tt'otinui. of winch l\ xermhitnr is the tvpe. is charact. ri/.ed as

'ivntion. and I U-r^sneV diu-ram represents
- regularly (i. e., quincunciallv) so. But in P. r nu. i/»P» ai 1 in

' ally' only one exterior petal, and theP. Bl„,

r others successively oven

^ of Wallich's spe.im.nx'of P. „'w,vYo/„/ the tiiM ih-uer-

mspected showed the " mplete. This
lso the case in P. duhki (in one of Hooker's and Thompson's
ls yi:i -p»*.-ini. n>|, and ;hN 1 ). . ai-ic- iv;'. i- to /Y/vVWrv/, which
unbricative activation. Next is Pourthia, a new genus

'leven Japanese and Indian <-p.-ch-. tin type beimr Phot'nia
><'«, i'illosa, Ap/'/.s, Arc, and the charactt r." among others, " ses-
ltl

."ne contorta." tint we as . .mm-mlv find one petal wholly
"nor. So we think it evident that the activation of the co-
a furnishes no ehanuters :' r rheduwon of the genus Photinia.
mally, as to the proper stone-fruited genera,' Pt/raruntha is

pted from J. Roenur, tor Cm kjhs Pyrar.^tha and an allied
o-Chinese species, and placed near Cotonea$ter; and a character
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not before used is introduced, namely, the position of the cotyle-

dons, which, in this genus are, as regards the rhaphe, accumbent.
There are eight plates, six of them filled with admirable dissec-

tions, neatly done upon stone by Riocreux from the author's

sketches. a. g.

7. Elementary Lessons in Botanical Geography / by J. G-.

Baker, F.L.S.— These first appear, d as irticle's in the Gardeners'

Chronirle, where they attracted attention ;t> interesting ami very

n a lable sketches of the leading facts respecting the geographical

;i of plants, and the elements of cl

ution. It appears that they were written by Mr. Baker,

of the Kew Herbarium, and Lecturer on Botany at the London
Hospital. Now collected, they form a neat 18mo volume, of 110

pages, a sort of " science primer," published by Lovell Reeve

& Co., London, 1875. a. g.

III. Astronomy.

1. Observations on the late Transit of Venus at Beechworth,

Victoria; by Dr. Henry J. Asdersox.—The following interest-

ing descri] m of the late Transit of Venus, at

Beechworth, Victoria, by Dr. Henry J. Anderson of tb -

is taken from a letter addressed to me which has just been

received and which bears the date ^rin:.-ar. C-i-hmeiv, inlu.

Aug ist 80th, 1875. The telescope used has a clear

rth of V125 meters. It was made
by Secretan of Paris.

" The telescope was subjected, for this purpose, to chosen tests

by Mr. Lewis Rutherfurd, then in Paris, and alway^;u r« ;• \
'.'

oblige. I used the lower magnifying power, 98 I believe. \ an-

ous circumstances interfered with my obtaining an observation ot

the exact moment of the first external contact. I did not see the

observed.

planet until at least twenty degrees of its limb was
disc. This occurred at ll h 31m 40 s

, Melbourne tim
telegraph from Melbourne to Beechworth where
Thirteen seconds had probably elapsed. At ll h 35m 30 3 the in-

terior tangents to the two obtuse cusps were at right angles to eacn

other. At llh 45m 29 s these tangents were to all appea
allel. At 12h m 9 9 the cusps (then singni
'!• B li were distant from each other about one-seve

f the planet. The atmosphere at this time was all that

coul 1 l»e lesir d. A remarkable calm and clearness of the sky

prevailed. There was no cloud, or even fleeciness in the

of the sun, which was then only fifteen degrees from the zenitn.

A. the observation was made wit)
ah'.- id- of the -ui, was ver\ iuvnraUe t •

ness of view, both from the position of the observer an

dil on >f the atmosphere. The instrument was adjusted as to

focus, etc., as nearly as possible in accordance with the recom-

f Messrs". Andre ati-1 .
•' may have

been the cause, nothing in anv way resembling the "W
made its appearance, ell rnal contact drew nign
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or at any other time. The cusps approached each other with a

motion geometrically, and to me : without
MiniiP s, flickering or vibration. Such portion-To!' tl plan.-: n
disc as were near or between the cusps set:>;ned visibly less dark
than the main portions more remote ; but this gradation of hue
v :,v b ni't <I i vi i

•

.;• influence on the for-

mation of the luminous thread.
Just preceding the union of the ouspe

seemed to lose for a second <r two tl • i ^ulai prt ision of their
motion toward each other ; but the filament once formed did not
appear to me to break again. Thi- phas< occurred at ibxehworth

14-6° 43' 0" = 9" 46 1" 52 s E. of Greenwich, latitude
36° 21' 40" S. ; height above sea level 1800 feet]

Melbourne mean time ;. subject to any error, against which all

possible precautions were taken, either in the telegraph from Mel-
bourne or in the chronometer carrhd tr< >ni ih t.-..-'.' >_raph office to
the place of observ;
Not many minute hud olaps ! ur. r tl,. •'. -t ]:',:} contact

when a sudden change of weather ensued. A high wind sprang
up and dense clouds, at intervals, quit obseured th sun. At two
P. m. the planet ceased to be visible and no phase of the egress

observed. I wish to express my warmest thanks fco Mr.
Lis grounds, but for his

skillful aid in securing for me a steady manipulation of the tele-

scope and its appendages.
The^ longit i

'

i, j. , I ps tin !

f ide of the place of ob-
servation, no doubt need some slight correction."8

L. Waldo.
Columbia College Observatory, N. Y., Oct. 16th, 1875.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. The Anderson School; letter to the Editors of the Evening
Post from Prof. \i i wm i i: A...*-m. .— A !ut. r-Lucd 'E," lately

printed in the Evening P(
trustees of the AndeVonSohToT 'liefoiv ausv them
position of the direct
be briefly noticed.

or and trustees toward Mi •. And

It may or may not wn to Mr. Anderson that
the urgent solicitatioii of Professor
tance to serve as one Trustees of th escho
kese. My appointing
and -f this Mr. Ande aware. It wris alw:

between Professor Agassiz and nvvself-and th e tb.u ,,!i

;^ ([

pplied.

I held the nominal
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plained to him my position with reference to the museum at Cam-
bridge. He, therefore, knew that, should this nomination he ac-

cepted, the duties of the director of the school must remain sub-

ordinate to those of the director of the museum, ami that the

interests of the former would n -t >e allow d to interfere with the

pros] -etsofthe atter. \V it h this reservation, and the

that Mr. Anderson would contribute the sum of ylO,000 towards

the support of Penikese for the next three years, I agreed to serve.

This -urn was considered as pr oabh sufficient to

:ing until the future of the mns< um w - assured. Of this

$10,000 Mr. Anderson subsequently forwarded $1,329.60 (the check

mentioned by your correspondent to the trustees), notii

at the same time that for " reasons satisfactory to his own mind
"

he declined to make any further r the school.

te director nor the trustees could assume the responsi-

bility thus left to them.
With this explanation I may now take up the charges of your

correspond :r.
' He says it was "authoritatively stated*' that

$10,000 of the Anderson Fund ren h and would

suffice for the sessions of 1874 and 1875. No such statement was

made, and no such sum existed. With the sanction of Mr. Ander-

son, the bulk of the ** nucleus of an endowment fund " had been

devoted by Professor Agassiz not only to Vitro

but also to the running expenses of 1873. It was fon

the opening of the session of 1874, that these expenditures

amounted to S47,000. There remained from the And-
not the 110,000 which figures so largely in the letter of " hi." but

about §1,100 available to the trustee's. With this

realized from the yach- • msent oi lr.'< oil-

loupe, the school reopened. As far as the interests of

were concerned the second session was a decided success, thanks

in debt, and Mr. Anderson, to whom an informal account was

sent, contributed, as a; to pay the "actual

deficit." This left the trustees to provide

or be reproached, as they now are, with "needlessly Ba-

the property undo! their eharge. No appeal was made to Mr.

Anderson beyond what ; • had himself proposed to do for the

school. It is not true that he was li permanently laid under con-

tribution—under penalty." It is not true that the condition of

the school was kept back from him, or that the trustees had not

the courtesy to signify to Mr. And on of closing

it. He has at all times been kept fully informed, partly by letters

and partly i d prospects, as iar •'•=

they were known to the trustees themselves.

They made every effort to save the school, to put it on a safe

- if-suppo! \- u-ant- md of 83,000

,. - ,:.:'•::
permanent support from the public would have ena-

bled them to continue an institution which thev eiose with deep

regret. Receiving no such support they decided to wind up the
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ifi i tin sell !, < itingency of which Mr. Anderson was
duly notified early in 1875, after he had of his own accord dis-

solv. a the conditions upon which alone the present director con-
sented to serve. This brings me to the suggestion, made in the
fori! of an accusation, that the trustees of the Anderson School,
and by implication the trustees of the museum, might have appro-

~riin.ll portion from the T «•! - . .i ' p * I-'m I of

1 1 and have applied it, in " better faith and
-" t<> pn\hiir the debts of Penikese. Neither the

trustees of the Anderson School nor the trustees of the museum
have any control over the Teachers' Fund. It was raised with the

,

t it it \vi ui i !> ,i. vo'ted to carrying out the [! oi- of i Yo (—,. ,r

'V the museum at Cambridge. That this will be done

him and those who have borne such affectionate testimony to his
memory, every teacher throughout the country may be sure. But
the use suggested by your correspondent would have been a strange

-
.

As to the charge trustees of
the museum, as well those of the Anderson School, that they have
trodden on the memory of their former director, the fact that ti ese

I of Professor Agassiz's warmest friends, two
of his favorite pupil*, his hrothe and his son,

ion of this calumny.
Finally, no insults have ever been offered to Mr. Anderson by

the 1 r.,-i. , ii,|,v> tlair '!rii>h>n not to become indefinit.i\ re-

sponsible for the expenses of the school, and to close an ins; itul t< in

which no one but themselves seemed inclined to support, can be
so construed.

Cambridge, October 12, 1875.

2. Annual Report of the Board of Regents ofthi Smithsonian
.-'•/• fur ifmr \<~\. 4M pp. svo. Washington.—In

'i-lditi..u to the report of the progress oi the Institution in its vari-

-m volume includes the usual Appendix of

loirs. The M« moirs in this new volume are : Eulogies
"•' Lapia< e,

( Jueteh r and Aiiffuste De La Hive; on tides and tidal

ors l.v I'rof. J. ,'<:. Hilgard; Observations upon the
.; -

tt Sw<- lish expedition of 1868 to the north pole, by Prof. Selim
Lemstrom of Helsingfors ; On a dominant language for science, hy

i iperature, by C. A.
Behot

;
.

.-. ( Molina, commenc-
; on the transactions

of the Society of Physics and Natural History of Geneva, from
•T «'ie. 1-72, to June,*1873, bv A. De La Rive ;

< )u warming and
ventilation, by A. Morin.

I nder the head of Ethxology, has been collected a series of

oi ancient paves of

by Paul Schumacher; also descriptions of various
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\" •:i'i:-'<y. Lake Superior. MNsis-

u esse, New York, Indiana, Maryland, North Carolina.

and Florida.

3. GVo// 0/. Cl'oiiot, ,,-, 1 T'rme. — IV. », ssor Croll's work on

Climate and Time, noticed on page 222 of this volume, lias been

republished by Messrs. Appleton & Co. of New York.
4. A Course in IX

and Scientific Schools ; by William Walter, Ph.D. (13. >stoi., L.

Prang & Co.)—In this work the treatment is concise without

ior in us, and yet sufficiently

full without verbosity. The fact that a text of fifty page)

a table of contents of eleven pages, shows how little needless de-

scription is given. Doubtless much of the saving of space is due

to the convenient and expressive notation adopted.
The introduction of a series of stereoscopic views of many of the

proM< us is a novel feature, and will doul>rle-s m terially aid the

stud< n: in the place of models. It must not be forgotten, how-

ever, that a large part of the value of Descriptive <-i..-..:m.-try :
n—

from its training the student to conceive of objects fi^m their

projections; hence the value of any such
the student in his work may be questionable. The collection

would have been improved by the addition of one or two more
-• •

.

'

-

its give trouble to the student. The typogra
|

cution of the work is excellent and the drawing- act urate and

Lerstood. e. c. p.

5. 'American Xntm-nlist. — Thc American Naturalist wili ho

published the coming year by Messrs 11. O. I I oughton & Co.,

. . Mass., and' will appear in new typograp

The Journal has hitherto been well c .. lu •;, 1, alwa;

articles, and while popular in its aim, never popular

pense of its science. It is nun '^ w ' !i
.

improved under its new publishers by fuller notices of current Mfr-

. -Under

..... with tin- S\ -a-. i- I ni\ .-r-it v. It iu ludes a course ot

Courses, one Lithological and tiie other P
on together. There are also to be sped il studi - i

ts of Zoology, as in that of Corals, Brachiopods, 1 mo-

bites, &c. The school is intended for special geologic

and xU> for those wli , d ^re a •; n. r

suioo-r. Th-vl. ».i ! next January. 1 ;'-

prospectus announces that Prof. Winchell will be aid

. of. J. J. Iimwu in Chemistry. Prof. F. -

Rev. S. U. Calthro,, in Geology Profs. P.G. Wilier and -made}

in Zoology, Profs. James Hall, P. 1 . Wl itti I 1 :m 1 E. D. Cope

>
'< • -•; .,, ,,f the -elio.,1 in central >>'u

V. rk i« particularly favorable for the geological and paleonto-

logical student.
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Art. L1X.—The Solar Atmosphere, an introduction to an account
of researches made at the Allegheny Observatory; by S. P.
Langley, Director of the Observatory.*

It has long been observed that the sun is not everywhere
equally bright, but that the edge is darker than the center, and
since a self-luminous sphere should appear of sensibly uniform
brilliancy, so as to present to the eye the appearance of a flat

disc, this diminution of light must be due to some medium
external to the photosphere. Accordingly, even before the in-

vention of the spectroscope, it was admitted that an absorbing
atmosphere surrounded the sun, and that the effect would neces-
sarily be to diminish the amount of radiation. La Place, in
the tenth book of the Mecanique Celeste, has attempted to com-
pute the total effect of this absorption, from data furnished by
the observations of Bouguer, and considers that, were the solar
atmosphere removed, the heat and light would be twelve times

^lf
reat aS at Present Though this value is erroneous, being

reduced from imperfect data by processes which rest on a false

hypothesis, it may yet serve to call attention to the importance
°t a somewhat neglected field of research, in which this Obser-
vatory has been in part occupied during the past three years.
Several estimates of the absorptive power of this atmosphere

have been made, differing widely from each other. According
w> that of La Place, just cited, the absorption is about fj of the

--ion; according to Liais less than T', ; according to
^ecchi -8s. These die ay be due in part to
Querent hypotheses used in computation, but they are in every

Tan
per read at t*16 Detroit meeting of the American Association for the Ad-

**• Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. X, No. 60* -Dec, 1875.
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of tin' sutM.i','!-m!l !,'•
: MlJ'rv.Yn.'

the edge.

parison at diH'erent bunds. Arago,* using the Rochon prism

and analyzer, announced, as the conclusion of a prolonged
ivscatvli, that tlie light at the center of the solar disc must In-

diminished by T\ part, or 2*4 per cent, to equal that of the edge.

Liais in a memoir f which is a model of conscientious care, an-

nounces, from comparisons carried on by the extinction of one

light hy a stronger, that the central light should he diminished

by about 10 per cent, to equal that of the edge. His result is

then four times as great as Arago's. Secchi with a wheel ph<>-

the amount by which the central light should be diminished.

This result is then seven times that of Liaia and thirty times

that of Arago.
Secchi has made observations on radiant heat to be found in

L< Snlnl.X the most important results of which are that the heat

diminishes from the center to the edge ; that for a given point

there is a satisfactory agreement between the absorption ol light

id heat
; and t the equatorial regions

1"

arches^l'tlir
•sent \vrit<T has made son

V
al

NonJ of' those
•;:;;

westin^°^arehcs
a,

in

l

or irpti*

th eir results as't

the absorptior i be; mvthiim- like what ha:

ace, and by Secchi i'iace's form
rves attention.

Itwillbeshov,-n in a forthcoming memoir
much less tha it that d.
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jss, have
less degre
is used for heat measurements £

' described,* and need not be enlarged upon here.

it are believed to be novel in their present appli-

ay be given briefly.
ien that a photometric comparison of the center

he sun is for some reason attended with risk of
e should not anticipate, but which must he flpflttft

r among practiced ol»-
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principle, not in detail. Let us suppose that to the equatorial

is attached a screen upon which is described a large circle

whose radius is divided into 100 equal parts, and whose center

is always in the prolongation of the optical axis. This screen

receives an enlarged solar image from an amplifying lens. To
fix our ideas we may suppose that the circle and image are

each always 24 inches in diameter, and that a direct comparison
is to be made of the light of the center with that of a point £
of the way from the center to the western edge of the sun.

Two small* and equal circular apertures are made in the

screen at points equidistant from the center or 75 divisions of

the scale apart. The telescope is directed to neither point un-

der examination, but to a point of the solar disc f of the way
t» the western edge from the center, and which is therefore

midway between the points to be measured. The image of the

center now falls on one of the small apertures in the screen

;

that of the point under examination on the other, and through

the apertures pass two cones of rays each slightly divergent,

formed under precisely the same conditions, since they come
from the same lens and are equidistant from the optical axis.

Two prisms of total reflection (cut from the same piece of

glass) are placed one behind each aperture, and these deflect

the rays toward each other, so that the reflected portion of the

cones have a common axis behind and parallel to the screen,

within a chamber which is lined with black and shielded from

era obscura. There is a small

nd in the camera, whose center

remains in the axis common to the reflected cones as it (the

disc) slides back and forth on a graduated scale which meas-

ures the distance from the source of illumination. Evidently

one light is diffused and the other concentrated by the disc's

advance and recession upon the cones, sensibly as though these

were formed by lights at their virtual apices beneath the screen,

and by lights which were of the color and intensity of the

portions of the sun under examination. In practice it is found

convenient to introduce a lens of short focus between each ap-

erture and its reflector, so that the cones, while si

a be less acute. By the substitution for the Bunsen

disc, of a small box, sliding also on the graduated scale, and

containing a rod whose shadows are cast, by means of a second

pair of reflecting prisms, on a prepared surface, diding wito

the box, we convert the instrument into a Rumford Photome-

ter, and in this form also it has been much used h«
apj ligation incidentally permits under very favorable circum-

stances a comparison of the color of the light from different

parts of the sun, which is by no means uniform. When light

* The diameter of the aperture is on the above aeale about 0'10".
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from near the edge is juxtaposed with that from the center, the
shadow illuminated by the former is chocolate-red,* while that
from the latter is a peculiar bluish tint, nearly like that given
by the shade-glass called by English opticians "London
Smoke." (I use these comparisons not being able readily to as-

hese colors to any of the pure spectrum.) It is worth
while to remark that this observation confirms others obtained
from different means by the writer who has elsewhere an-
nounced the fact of a selective absorption in the solar atmos-
phere of such a nature that were the envelope removed the gain
in light would be greater than the gain in heat. The light we
receive from the sun and universally call " white" is thus seen
to be, upon the whole, less refrangible than that which the sun
would emit if deprived of its atmosphere ; in which case it is

evident that the color of our luminary as it grew brighter
would tend toward blue. If then the depth of its atmosphere
were sufficiently increased, our sun, in growing darker, would
also appear more red. To more than suggest the possible
influence of such a cause on the colored stars, among which the
bluish are distinguished by the absence of absorption spectra,
and the desirability of ascertaining whether change in color, if

any such are verifiable, are or are not accompanied by slight

changes in apparent magnitude, would lead us away from the
present subject.

So clear an exhibition of color in the actual comparison is a
sign of the delicacy of the Eumford method, but it introduces a
disturbance in our estimation of the intensities of colored
fights. An arrangement of the Masson photometer
black and white sectors on a rapidly revolving disc ill

by the colored lights are viewed by the intermittent electric

discharge) has been prepared to obviate this ; but the complete
examination is intended to include that of juxtaposed spectra
formed from the lights under examination, selected portions of
which of different wave lengths will be compared, as regards
intensity, by processes which are a development of those men-
tioned above. In all such con i] tus is rever
sible, so as to eliminate any inequalities in the mat-
tion, or condition of the rays under examination due to the in

strument
; and in practice corrections for every form of instru

mental error are applied which are not here mentioned.
The methods above indicated are, with some sligl

cations, evidently adapted to the comparison of the light of the
sun-spots, and the light adjacent to the limb, with that of the
center

; to studying the rate of diminution of light without the

all observers but Secchi, who
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Without entering into detail, I may observe that the measure-
ments of the light of spots, though as yet incomplete, warrant
me in stating that the absorption of the more refrangible rays,

though great in reference to the less refrangible, is not so great

as would appear from published measurements. It has long

been supposed that the umbras of spots were not absolutely

dark, while it has been admitted, from Dawes's observati. m, that

there is within the umbra a sensibly black "neucleus," ami

from the assumed blackness of this ""neucleus," several astron-

omers have been led to suppose that the " neuclei " are not

openings into a dark gaseous interior.

The measurement of umbras, and of so-called " neuclei" here

shows not only that neither are absolutely dark, but that the ab-

solute light of either is enormous, that ofthe average " neucleus,"

so-called, beinsr as I find, at Least « that of the

full moon.
La Place, in assuming that the radiation in any direction is

constant, and is proportional to the radiating area (or that the

radiation is infinite at the edge of the disc), concludes that the

total absorption is represented by the integral

nf£ cosd
B

rhere 6 is the heliocentric angle between the earth and the

oint of the solar surface under examination ; and this assump-

ion has been adopted by Father Secchi, who, in his latest

dition of Le Soleil, gives results derived from the use of this

ategral. I shall, however, assume, in accordance with what

eem to be the teachings of modern physics, that a globe as

large as the sun whose photosphere, though composed perhaps

of very light vaporous material, is yetopake at a limil

(as observations on superposition of cloud-strata have shown)

that in such a globe radiation would be proportional to the co-

sine of the angle between the normal to the surface at any

point and a line drawn from that point to the observer's posi-

tion ; or, that the sun, deprived of its atmosphere, won!
as a flat disc; whence it will follow that, the t<>t:.i <

the sun without the atmosphere being unity, that which es-

capes through the atmosphere will be, if we adopt La Place's

formula with this correction, 2?r I €~ cos0 cos0sin0<i0.

These expressions, if La Place's assumptions are otherwise

correct, should give, for anv comparison of the heat at a given

point of the disc to that of the center, a certain value of the

absorption which should be constant for any value of 6. In

fact I find, however, that this is not the case. The disorepan-
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ciesin the summation I obtain for different values are not how-
ever casual and irregular, as they would be if due to errors of

observation, but are systematic. This formula even as here

modified, though analytically speaking correct, yet appears to

rest on assumptions w

L

i
lance with facts ascer-

tained since La Place wrote. These facts, as they seem to me,
demanding a changed formula I expect to point out in a defi-

nite form in a subsequent memoir. It seems fitter then to

defer an exact statement of the limits of the amount by which
ation is absorbed by the atmosphere, until it is accom-

panied by demonstration. I will only here repeat that we may
m that the estimates cited 'from La Place and Secchi,

and which make the sun's atmosphere absorb from $ t

ion we should receive in its absence, are in excess of
the truth. For the sake of indicating approximately the real

value, I may also state that from my computation of the so-

called "luminous-heat" rays, not greatly less or more than one-
half the whole are absorbed by, turned back by, or converted
into work in, the sun's atmosphere. The total thermal absorp-
tion is somewhat less than that of the luminous heat. If, how-
ever, we admit this value provisionally, certain results seem to

follow which deserve mention.
The mean surface temperature of our globe is separated from

that of absolute zero by about 500° of the Fahrenheit scale.

The internal heat supplied to the surface may be neglected.
The temperature of interplanetary space is, according to Fou-
rier - 60°C, according to Pouillet -142, according to Liais -97.
Liais, in a memoir whence we cite these estimates, admits, as a

consequence of his own, that the obscure heat received at the

upper limb of our atmosphere from space (that is, from the

chiefly non-luminous matter which occupies it) is greater than

I directly from the sun, a conclusion which we are
not called upon here to adopt, further than to observe that

with this, as with either of the other estimates, the obscure heat

received from interplanetary matter by reflection from the sun
at the surface of our atmosphere is considerable, so that, if our
luminarv were who!' temperature of the

fall much below that it would reach if only the
direct solar heat were withdrawn.
We shall perhaps be warranted in entertaining it then as a

tioD, that, in the complete absence of the sun,

the earth's temperature would fall verv nearly t. - 273° C. We
~

to take the mean of this value and Po i lift's, ud, using the

Fahrenheit scale, we ma\ state that of the 500 F.. which on
the natural scale is the approximate mean temperature of our
globe, as much as four-fifths is derived from the sun.
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If it be true then that the sun is surrounded by an atmos-

phere whose principal action in obscuring the heat radiation is

due to a thin stratum which cuts off one-half of the heat

which should reach us, and in whose absence this radiation

should be doubled,—an atmosphere not independent of the in-

terior of its globe in such a degree as our own, but one to and
from which matter is constantly being added and withdrawn,

it follows that any change in* the ratio of supply and with-

drawal, or other cause, which should increase its absorption by
so much as 25 per cent would diminish the mean surface tem-

perature of our globe by 100° F., whilst a like diminution in

the envelope would produce a corresponding change in the op-

posite direction.

I am unable to see that, if the Allegheny observations are

correct, whence I have derived the above
value of the absorption, any other result would follow, and in

any case the existence of life in its present forms on this planet

seems dependent, within certain limits, on the depth and absorp-

tive power of the solar atmosphere. The reader who may not

have closely observed how far the validity of this result is

dependent on, and how far independent of, the hypothesis just

made as to the mean terrestrial temperature, is invited to

remark that there is nothing hypothetical in any case in the

assertion that the earth would fall, in the absence of the sun, to

a temperature as low as any actually observed on its surface.

If any value attach to ^irements, then, it will

be found from a repetition of the calculations with (arctic) tem-

peratures actually observed, and hence within the truth, that the

result remains that a comparatively slight thickening of the

solar atmosphere, or an increment of its absorptive power by as

little as J, would bring the planet back to what we must sup-

pose were the temperatures of the glacial epochs.

Father Secchi seems to think it probable that the difference

between the measurements of the heat at different portions of

the solar disc made at Eome in 1852 and at Allegheny in

1873^ are explicable by a real change in the atmosphere of

our luminary. To the writer it seems that such a change as

Father Se;;chi assumes, if real, is (if interpreted by Father

Secchi's own formulas) likely to have already altered the mean

annual temperature of the earth to an amount sensible to every

inhabitant of its surface. He is himself, therefore, of the

opinion expressed by M. Faye that no evidence of real varia-

tion bas vet been established'
It will not of course follow that changes may not take place

in cycles of time long with reference to historical periods. AH
analogy leads us indeed to think an absolute uniformity most

improbable.
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Finally, then, it appears that though we are justified, on
grounds established by Helmholtz and Ericsson, in believing
in the constancy of the heat-supply within the solar envelope
for periods to come which are with reference to our terresterml
past almost infinite, we are not justified by our present investi-
gations in asserting that the solar radiation has been constant
during geologic periods, or is certain, or even likely to remain,
what we now see it during corresponding periods in the future.

If there be great cyclical changes of long period (and in our
present ignorance we can only say that such are not antecedently
improbable) there will be corresponding changes in terrestrial

temperature
; and it is allowable to inquire whether we do not

find here matter for consideration in connection with those
great changes of temperature in past epochs which have in
them nothing hypothetical, which geology assures us have in-
deed existed, and for whose possible cause no satisfactory sug-
gestion has hitherto been made.

Art. LX.— On Southern New England during the melting of the

Great Glacier.—Supplement : The Overflows of the flooded Con-
necticut; by James D. Daka.

In the remarks on the occurrence of Reindeer remains in

toy of New Haven, on page 356 of this volume, I have
stated that the reindeers must have been living in the Quinni-
piac valley after the retreat of the glacier and before the
glacial flood ; and on page 425 it is shown that the New Haven
rivers must have had their floods from the melting glacier
greatly prolonged by accessions derived from overflows of the
Connecticut. It is evident that such overflows would have had
an important influence on the geology of Southern New Eng-
land, and I therefore present here the evidence I have been
able to collect with regard to their positions and courses.

But, by way of introduction, I first mention some particu-
ars from the older geological history of the great central val-
ley of New England, since they serve to explain in part the
occasion of these phenomena in its later history.

I The Connecticut Valley before the Glacial Flood.

It is well known that, in the Triassic period, and probably
also the Jurassic, the Connecticut valley, from NYw Haven to

Northern Massachusetts, was occupied bv n I >ra<*kish- water es-

tuary—its length over for the most of the
way 20 miles or more. Farther north, the valley for a long dis-

tance is narrow, and here the waters were probably those of a true
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river. The sides and bottom of the estuary were of .-.

rocks, similar to those outcropping over the bordering regions.

The sand-flats and mud-beds that were made in the great estu-

ary, out of the material contributed from either side by the

rivers of the era, constitute its Eed-sandstone formation.

The red sandstone of the area is now 300 feet above the

sea-level near New Haven, and over 1300 in Massachusetts—

a

fact showing that, since Jurassic times, New England has been

raised over its center at least a thousand feet more than along

its southern coast.

With the exception of the seaward slope thus occasioned,

and the erosion by denuding waters, the area of the Triable

sand-beds might have remained till now a wide plain, with the

river of the valley flowing through it in a deep channel of its

own making, and' emptying into the Sound at New Haven, had

it not been that the deposition of the \^dt was followed, over

the whole area, by subterranean movements that ended in tilt-

ing them, making numberless long fractures to unknown

depths, and filling the fissures so opened with melted rock.

The sandstone was by this means left intersected by dikes of

trap, along with adjoining hard-baked portions of its own beds

which could stand wear a hundred fold better than ol

became the trap ridges of the country, standing, with some of

the enclosing indurated sandstone, 'as high barriers between

different parts of the sandstone area.

A prominent line of these trap dikes divides the area, in a

north-and-south direction, from Mount Tom (1214 feet high)

near Northampton, Mass., to West Mountain (996 feet high)

three miles northwest of Meriden ; the valley is thus divided

into an eastern and a western section. the* fornn r tl r« e tin - the

widest. This range is called in the following pages, the M«- u.t

Tom Range, and also Divide Range.* This range is c<

south of the Meriden hills in a low ridge of sandstone t

Carmel(736 feet high) ; then, by another lower ri.lgt^

stone to East Rock (360 feet high) nearly abreast of 1

For the convenience of the reader of this and other recent

M- »'•.!.

papers on New England geology, by the writer, a map

* Thia line of ridges from New Haven to Northampton was called tb

Tom Range by President Timothy Dwight in 17

the general features of the country, he made t

Rock trap range, near New Haven, he spoke oi

I the
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These trap barriers naturally determined to a large extent

the drainage-lines of the area. Sinee the eastern section is

three times the widest, and the freest from dikes of the fire-

made rock (trap), it is not strange that it became the course

of the Connecticut Eiver. But south of Hartford, between

that city and Meriden, a succession of trap ridges rises to the

east of this range, which crowd toward the river ; and, conse-

quently, the Connecticut, after passing Hartford, loses its

westing; and then, at Middletown, where the metamorphic

rocks are near in high elevations, turns abruptly out of its old

valley through an opening heading southeast that then offered

no doubt an unobstructed way to the Sound. Thus the southern

part of the valley lost the Connecticut Eiver. This event m
New England history occurred before the Cretaceous period.

After this, geology has no special facts from the valley until the

Glacial period.

The western section of the sandstone area, shows that it was

too contracted to become the course of the Connecticut by its

subdivision into many river basins. The Northampton region

is divided from the Westfield, and the Westfield from the Farm-

ington. Moreover, the Farmington, while essentially one

valley in its plains from Granby to Few Haven, fifty

three prominent rivers in this distance. Farmington river, the

largest of them, makes a long Y-shaped bend in the valley, tret

south and then north (as the map on p. 499 shows), a

flows off into the Connecticut valley through a gap in the

Divide Eange near Tarifville. The eastern arm of the V lies in

the broad flat meadows of the valley, with no ledge or hill to

prevent the river's pushing southward instead of northward.

In that same low plain, not two miles distant from the soutfi

end of the Farmington V, the Quinnipiac river bo

river of the valley ; but after flowing on for ten i

stream bends eastward out of it to the Meriden region, ana

then goes again southward, taking the way toward New J*ave

Bay that the Connecticut would have followed had it noi

been diverted southeastward at Middletown. Finally, where

the Quinnipiac is deserting the valley, Mill Eiver, the third o

wis, commences within the low Quinnipiac plain; anu

i of the

the streams, <

this stream holds its place in the valley to New ]

The facts here stated should be reviewed on the map I

der that the remarks beyond, on the drainage in the time o

great flood, may be appreciated. , _}.

The Glacial period was one of extensive denudation through

out the valley, the ice working along with thesubglac
and the waters had unwonted denuding power, if the land wjk
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of higher level than now with the elevation increasing north-
ward. The red sandstone of the valley is a soft rock, yielding
easily to abrading agents; and through its removal the trap
ridges of the valley may then have derived the larger part of
their prominence. From the height above the Connecticut
flats of the sandstone ridge called Mount Toby (or Metta-
wampe) in Sunderland, about thirteen miles north-northeast of
Northampton, we learn that not less than 1200 feet of rock in
depth has been removed from the sandstone formation of that
part of the valley since the Jurassic period, of which a large
part was probably the work of the Glacial era ; and, on the
same kind of evidence, that the removal near New Haven has
exceeded 300 feet.

Ef. The Connecticut Valley during the Glacial Flood.

In the next or Champlain period, when the land had sub-
sided, and most deeply so to the northward, and when the
melting of the glacier had far advanced, the valley was put
under new conditions, as has been already explained ; and,
according to the evidence mentioned beyond, New Haven
Bay was restored in part to its old rights by overflows giving
it some of the surplus waters of the flooded Connecticut.
The height of the flood from the melting glacier as illus-

trated in the last number of this Journal, from the height of

extensive terraces of stratified drift—was such that, at Middle-
town, the waters, instead of stopping at 24 or 25 feet above
low-water mark, as now, continued rising until 175 feet deep

;

and from that level, they went plunging down the narrow
channel to the Sound ; that, at Hartford, the river rose above
the modern 30-foot flood-level to 190 feet ; that, at Springfield,
they reached a height of more than 200 feet above low-water
mark, and 240 feet above mean sea-level.

It admits of proof, further, that when the flood was at its

height, the Connecticut overflowed in at least three places,

westward, into the western section of the valley, and there

flowed southward to New Haven Bay. These three places are

—

First, over the Meriden divide, as has been already ex-

plained.

Second, at Westfield, west of Springfield, whence the waters

descended along the western section of the vallev, and finally

joined Quinnipiac and Mill Rivers—New Haven streams.

Third, from the Northampton r.--i..n. ! r- valley west of

Mount Tom, over the Westfield divide to Westfield, there to

join the Westfield overflow.
As to other westward overflows to the north J do not speak.

as I have made there no special examinations.

The fact and the features of the western
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ley have been long appreciated. So early as 1822 it was

selected as the route for a canal from New Haven to Northamp-
ton, to be named the Farmington canal, which by 1835 was fin-

ished; and in 1847 the route of the unprofitable canal was

taken for a railroad, called the New Haven & Northampton, or

Canal, Railroad. Prof. Hitchcock, after an examination of a

map and section of the canal, queried why the Connecticut

river had not made for itself a channel along that route, rather

than the more eastern: and in 1 1 is • Surface Geology" he de-

scribes that section from Northampton to New Haven as a

branch of his " second basin" of the Connecticut valley.

On page 140 of Prof. Hitchcock's first Geological Report of

through this [its] \ rised to nod rt

crossing the greenstone ridge above described, and. that too at its

highest part, viz : through the gorge between Holyoke and Tom.

For he will naturally inquire: Why did not the river flow

through the valley west of the ridge, and, following the course of

the Farmington Canal, empty at New Haven ? for "it appears from

the surveys on this canal, that in no place is that portion of the

valley more than 134 feet * above the present level of the < Y.imr-eti-

cut at Northampton, whereas the trap ridge through which it

passes is from 800 to 1,000 feet high.

The denudation required for " crossing the greensl

ridge" appears less difficult when rhi- ia.-t i- r« _ /.«"! ''•••' Vl

Tom and Mt. Holyoke are two independent trap-dikes of very dif-

ferent trends, the latter an east-and-wTest dike ; and that, as is

seen at the eastern foot of Mt. Tom, along the river, there was

sandstone between them ; so that it was sandstone that was re-

moved for the river or by the waters of the valley, and not trap.f

Prof. Hitchcock says, in his Surface Geology (1857), speaking

of the topographical basins into which the Connecticut Valley

maybe divided (p. 11): "The second basin extends from Hol-

* The survey for the Canal found the greatest height two miles north of West-

field, between "Westfield and Northampton, and made the height of the top oftM

divide above the level at Northampton, 86 feet, and the height of the latter above

the Connecticut River 48 feet ; and 86 + 48=134. ,.

the Geology of Connecticut, brought out the

trap-dikes separated by sandstone ; that is, are formed from the fillings

Holyoke)

still they a

e . ,.r „ctuallv a ocu , ........

trap with sands!
ast Rock (E, on the same map) consists of three dikes with intervening

i. It is owing to this composite character that gaps through theJug
» are not uncommon. The associated sandstone, while generally haro-

the trap ridges of the Triassic area are often
" stone ; that is, are formed from _„
independent at least at surface. Pine Rock, a trap

1 (like Mt. Holyoke) in the New Haven region jr

le map of p. 415), appears
Rock, which turns towar

,
although not half a mile long, is a< ( lallv a comhin
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yoke to Mettawampe (Mt. Toby) in Sunderland and Sugarloaf in
Deerfield. From Holyoke this basin must have extol
erly along the west side of Mt. Tom and the other trap ranges
thai extend almost .oiitinuously to New Haven. Through this
valley runs the Canal Railroad, hut nowhere is this valley more

>J *— t above the Connecticut at Northampton, and this is

p oi the
Connecticut Valley, forming plate III, of the same volume. A
'V
n '

: "
;"' 1'iain, numbered 2, is made to spread southward from

Northampton, or rather from Greenfield more than twenty miles
north of Northampton, through Southampton, Westfield and
Southwick in Massachusetts, and Granby in Connecticut. The
ii i'ij>. however, presents a suggestion of the author's mind rather
than a fact at the time established : for terrace No. 2 of North-
ampton, the highest mentioned for that place, is according to the
text, only 97 feet above low water in the river instead of 134 feet,

rly 40 feet too low to pass over the divide to
Westfield.*

Further,

Hitchcock's views, that in discussing th<

same work (p. 49 and beyond) he makes the ocean a chief agent in

producing " beaches and terraces," and supposes a submergence
of the land of 2,000 to 2,500 feet (pp. 53, 54), attributing part of
the effects to icebergs, marine erosi seashore
beaehes and flats during the period of submergence and during a
progressing emergence, and part I as again
set in action by the emergence. In his Geological Report (1841)
he makes the terraces a result of river erosion. The terraces of
the Connecticut Valley, in the view 1 have presented, are wholly
of Suvial origin, and the highest terraces of the various valleys,

whether over the lower or higher parts of the country, are ap-

proximately measures of the flood-level in each.

The proof with regard to these westward overflows is derived
from the terraces of stratified drift over the regions.

1. Overflow at the Altriden divide.—On this overflow it is

necessary here only to repeat in brief the facts from page 425

s by Prof. Hitchcock, in his Surface Geology,

ty, beginning with the lowest as No. 1 : so that

• in the Connecticut, and the latter

-

there are three X<>- 1 J .;. r -'> u\*>> - 4

206 feet above the sea-level, and therefore the same w

rent color on the colored map. No. 2 a

:-:;:
the work has

to be noted in order rightly to "t*-

f'rof flitch. .,k u-o lias -'moraine terraces" and " sea beaches" among the

phenomena of high level- ''ave heen led to regard as
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of this volume: that the divide l^to 2 miles north of Meriden,

is on the borders of the Hartford river-region : that the highest

part of the divide is near the Hartford flood-level, about 160 feet

terrace sands and gravel, that is, stratified drift, underlies the

summit plain. The red sandstone outcrops in some places over

the top and rises into ledges. The overflowing waters eroded the

sandstone surface, and descended to the Quinnipiac, just below

Meriden, to swell the stream and increase the height of its

terrace depositions.

Overflowfrom Westfleld, Mass., over the Southwick divide, into

Valley.—The village of Westfield is situated

; of Springfield, on Westfield River, a large and

rapidly flowing stream tributary to the Connecticut. The river

emerges from its confined valley of metamorphic rocks, about

twelve miles west of the Connecticut River, at " Mt, Tekoa,"

and there enters the open Red-sandstone area in which Westfield

is situated. Five to six miles west of the Connecticut, it passes

through a gap in the Mt, Tom or Divide Range, and enters the

present Connecticut Valley. The Westfield region is hemmed
in on the north by the Westfield divide, between it and North-

ampton, and on the south by the Southwick divide, separating

it from the Farmington Valley—both made of red sandstone,

but having, over the sandstone, levelled deposits of stratified

drift.

The upper terrace of the region extends from the city of

Westfield three miles westward* The material is sand and

* See a colored map of the Westfield terraces in Hitchcock's Surface Geology,

Plate VII. The author expresses his doubts with regard to the heights he gives.

No. 4 corresponds nearly with the lower part of the upper
'

1 'IFan

:-. , - ; ; : ; -

by Mr. Dunham. The region along the course of the old Farmington canal,

New Haven to Northampton, was si

then Assistant Engineer, and in cha:

tap engraved by Messrs. N. & S. S. Jocelyn, of New Haven, in 1828, gives an ujc

;
• :-

> Northampton, was surveyed for the canal-route by Mr. H. ]

t Engineer, a '
'

by Messrs. J

the Souths
Railroad Station, ;

projected termination. The section makes the water level of the canal over
J

Southwick divide, through .the Southwick ]

vide, 230-75 feet; at Northamp-

Mr.'Farnam informs me that the plain of the Southwick divide was as I had

estimated, about 20 feet above the level of the Ponds, and thence about 240'lee*

above mean sea-level; that of the Westfield divide, about 10 feet above the level

2 1 1 reet As bearing on these levels I stal

'' ' ';..-].:_ -
"'•'•' -" :

,

'

feet below the same level, aj

..' < v.,,-:-.,. .; . ..• ;.... .. , ... _.-.-.
!

. -
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L'i-:t\(.-l. as usual with the gravel, at the section I examined in

nstitutiiig the npi.tT 2:. feet, excepting 2 or 3 feet of
sand at top. According to a levelling bv Mr. 1 1. F. Dunham
(assistant to Mr. G. A. Ellis, of Springfield,) the height
M.Mi- its eastern limit is about 239 feet above mean sea-level;
:nnl from this it gradually rises westward—or up stream—to

286$ feet The 239-foot level is very near that of the highest
H<><»! about Springfield (24u-24f> leer): it is about !MJ i, ,-t ahove
modern flood-level in Westlield River.
The proof that the waters of the flood passed the Southwick

divide into the Farmington Valley is as follows

:

1. The upper terrace plain of the divide is not above tin- height
of the upper terrace plain of the Westfield region.

2. The Southwick Ponds, which lie along the lowest part of
the divide, where it was passed by the Farmington Canal, are
lower than the lower level <>i tin- upper Westfield plain.

3. The ten-race plain of the divide may be followed down
the Farmington Vallev.
On the 1st and 2d of these points I observe that the height

of tbe Southwick Ponds is about 78 feet above high water in

Westfield River, or 220 feet above mean high tid<— which is

nearly 20 feet below the lower part of the upper Westlield

terrace. A terrace bordering the ponds carries the height up
to about 240 feet. The level rises to the northwest over the

Southwick plain: but there, along the railroad tr:i<-k. the

Ii'-ight is hut 2»)0 feet, which is 25 lower than tin- higher part

of the Westfield terrace.

Wemav
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Distance south Height above Height above
of the Divide. flood-leveL mean sea-level.

Tarifville 8£ miles. 1 1 5 feet. 275 feet.

Simsbury 12 " 110 " 270 "

: Station -22 " 80 " 254 "

Piainville 26 " 49 " 234 "

on 30| " 75 " 223 "

The facts show that the flood had a height over the South-

wick divide of at least 270 feet ; that this level was kept up
as far south as Tarifville and Simsbury by the inflow of the

flooded Farmington; that south of Simsbury the decline in

height was very gradual ; and that even at Piainville. where the

flat valley spr 'ads to a ure it width, the terrace was made to a

height but lit \- 1 .w v th m th •
< 1 i u at the divi le. At Tarif-

ville, the Farmington is reached and here the waters from

West field joined those of that river.

The high level at Tarifville and Simsbury is very remarkable,

considering the open cut through the Divide Range by which

the stream now enters the Connecticut vail

the terrace-plain east of the range is full 50 feet lower than

that west. But the cut is not 100 yards wide ; and, besides, it

may have been filled with drift from the glacier (as was the

toval of the obstruction have not

begun until the flood had reached its height.

Eeaching Piainville, the waters left the present Farmington

River area, to enter the Quinnipiac; for there was nothing to

prevent, all being one plain below: and a Farmington valley

terrace 49 feet high continues southward as the terrace of the

Quinnipiac. Thence thev went down the Quinnipiac Valley to

New Haven Bav.
Where the Quinnipiac River, ten miles from its source, below

Southington, commences to bend out of the valley, part of the

waters joined Mill River—no impediment e

or ridges; and the upper terrace of the Quinnipiac continuing

on down Mill River.

Thus the flooded Farmington, swollen still farther by waters

from the Westfield overflow, occupied the whole Farmington

Valley from the Southwick divide to the Sound ; and the flood

ms, Quinni-

Bivera
misfortune to the State of Connecticut that the Farm-

"'.-•
.• ::

' -.:.. ., • - ' -.
•

'

''
'

} <WV onm-h to eu.-uiv its permanent

flow to New Haven: since, with such a river, the 1-a.v '••" ul
'

have made one of the best harbors on the New England coast

the Granby Station at about 210 feet above mean sea-level. The terrace mea
.^

UI
Td

;

on the Canal Railroad, for heights along the road.

piac ana Mill Riv
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3. Overflow from the region
<>f Xnrthuinpton, by the west side of

Woii/tt >'< u lU-/ I t,
i
an ih 'I

i th I armtngton Val-
ley—The obstacle here was the divide north of Westfield.

The upper terrace of the Northampton region is one of the
best defined terrace- plains of the Connecticut valley. It is

only two miles west of Northampton, and is known as the
Florence plain, part of it being the site of a village of that
name. Its height above mean sea-level, according to the sur-
vey for supplying the eitv with water, as I am informed by
Mr. E. C. Davis, Civil Engineer, is 260 to 2S5 feet. The terrace

which Prof. Hitchcock gives as the highest in northern North-
ampton occurs also just west of the city, though with the sur-

g westward; its height he gives as 97 feet above low
water, and 202 above tide level; and it is therefore 60 feet

below the level of the Florence plain.

The Florence-plain level, 260-265 feet, is evidently a north-
ward continuation of the upper Springfield level, that of 240-
245 feet. There is hence a difference of level of 20 feet in a

distance of 16 miles. But if the land were depressed, with
the depression increasing northward at the rate of a foot a

mile, the pitch would have been slight. How far the narrows
between Holyoke and Tom affected the height of flood -level

above and below, I have not investigated.

From the height of the upper terrace-plain at Northampton,
we know that the flood-height there was not below 265 feet;

and probably it was 10 or 15 feet above this, as Hitchcock men-
tions a terrace of 289 feet near Hadley. What then was the
level of the Westfield divide ?

This divide at its lowest part, where it was crossed by the

Farming-ton canal, has a height of but 241 feet above mean
sea-level, which is more than 20 feet below the terrace-level at

X' uthampton. We have good evidence, therefore, that the over-

flow took place, and that the stratiiie 1 I rift of the divide owes
to it its deposition. High terraces exist along the sides of the
valley between the divide and Northampton.

Passing the livide the waters joined those of the flooded

River ; and if so, they became part of the overflow
which descended by the Farmington, Quinnipiac and Mill

River valleys to New Haven and the Sound.

Conclusions.—<1.) The Connecticut when the Glacial flood

-va- at its heio-ht had a depth of 150 feet, or more, all the way
from Middletown to Turner's Falls at Springfield—and to an un-
determined di-tan"c bevmd: and from Hartford to Turner's
Falls it averaged fifteen 'miles in width. It was a great stream,
fed by numerous headlong torrents from either side ; and, at
the XJ >„,. x'wiw, feeding other streams from its surplus waters.
Its depth and extent was in spite of great losses from overflows
into other valleys.
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(2.) The violence of the flood in the Connecticut valley was
confined mostly to the time of its maximum height. At Hart-

ford, Springfield, Westfield, and elsewhere, the coarse deposits

have been found to be those of the upper portion of the ter-

races ; not of the upper terrace alone, but often also of the

lower, and because the low may be of flood-origin as well as

the highest. (This volume, p."l78.) When the Connecticut

flood at Springfield was about 120 feet above modern flood-

level, or 180 feet above mean sea-level, and at corres-

ponding height northward to Northampton, the waters were

sluggish ; for clay beds, which could be formed only in sluggish

waters, are common through the region up to this level ; and

with the clays, except at points remote from the river, there are

only fine sands—other evidence of the absence of all violence

of movement. For the next 20 feet the beds at Springfield

continue to be of sand. The cause of such an almost lake-like

condition over this region, when the waters were already so

high, can be explained only by assumptions, and for the present

I let them pass unconsidered. Above the 200-foot level at

Springfield, the deposits are generally coarse.

(3.) The facts show that the flood of the New Haven rivers

did not cease when the melting glacier had disappeared from

their valleys, even if so to their very sources. While the glacier

was continuing in retiva 4 t<> t h Mu-iehu^ tt- border, the

Funuin^ton River may have been pouring its floods down the

: ;i nl during the long retreat t! ir

and the States north, both the Quinnipiac and Mill Rivers

were swollen with waters from the overflowing Connecticut.

Such conditions have to be taken into consideration in order

, t(

any Glacial land. The
Quinnipiac (this volume, p. 35o) indicated, by their position

and freedom from wear, t i it rein \v v< livt d in tin

the retreat of the glacier and before the glacial flood had

reached its height; and we may understand from the above

as how and why this was possible. The conditions

of all the rivers of the ice-covered land when at flood height, •

their depths, widths and overflows, must be worked out and

mapped, before the events of the Fluvial or Champlain period

in the Earth's history can be fully understood or appreciated.

Correction for page 427.—The narrows below Middlet<>wn are

water and 800 at extreme high, a

Gen Ellis (Rep. U. S. Engineer Dept for 16-9), «-'ho thus explains

of the modern floods above.

Des Citizen- „f the Feldspars, p. 480.—The following

/
:

• -

Watson's Descriptive Geometry.—The work noticed on page 488 is by "Wm. Watson.


